We elected a president who ran on a platform of fear of PoC, Muslims, LGBT ppl etc and yet my biggest fear is still white Republican men.

9:36 AM - 11/9/16 · Twitter for iPhone

hot take: yes, there is antisemitism on the left. everyone is antisemitic because it is systemic. it grows from the same ideology as white supremacy and nationalism, racism, capitalism, and Christian hegemony.

Just your average queer lefty Jewish rabble-rouser.
Trying to love myself & the world better.

Boston, MA · Joined April 2009
I'm a white male who cannot see why people would NOT be offended by what is shown in Northam picture. Standing next to someone dressed in Klan robes makes it clear that's not a (really bad) homage to an African American, it is joking about lynching, murder & oppression.

5:29 PM · 2/6/19 · Twitter for Android
9 likes

My name is 'John' not Jon

Teacher: it should be Jon, that's the Jewish spelling

Me: I'm named after my grandmother Johanna. That's where the "h" comes from.

Teacher: your parents were rejecting your heritage.

Me: She was Jewish enough to be killed by Hitler.
It's still ok in this country for a white man to stalk a black child & kill him for no reason' &gt;'Why are white people scared of becoming a minority? Are minorities treated badly in America or something?' &gt;'I think nationalism is a dangerous &amp; outdated concept' - &gt;'I'm Jewish' pbs.twimg.com/media/D3KRfhiWkAAJ0qs...
&gt;'LET THEM BURN! NO WHITE PRIVILEGE' &gt;'this dude is a WHITE NATIONALIST AMERICA VOTE THE SCUMBAG OUT!' &gt;'YES trump is a WHITE NATIONALIST ! &amp; you &amp; the rest of trump’s CORRUPT administration are going to PAY!' &gt;'funny only white people ! that’s NOT AMERICA!' &gt;'i'm jewish' pbs.twimg.com/media/D3KFUK-xcAE3ukN…

5 hours ago @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
&gt;“My fellow white women-can we please do better than this?” &gt;“It’s almost never a bad move for white dudes to talk less’ &gt;“ban white men forever” &gt;“my mom comes from a long line of Jewish socialists’ &gt;“I have written a play that is feminist &amp;amp; Jewish &amp;amp; anti-fascist as fuck’
Endless, literally endless pbs.twimg.com/media/D3HXFGZkAAx2FJ...

@TheEuropeanMan1

I love working at a blood clinic and giving all white people the secret aids blood we keep in the back.

Lmao shut up, I am jewish. My grandfather's family fled fucking germany.

---

I'm a white woman with vacation time. I have the privilege and safety and ability and capacity to RIOT to take down the women who promote white supremacy.

archivist in training, dramaturg, Jewish woman-identifying, 🇺🇸 - views are my own

Brooklyn, NY

Joined February 2015

Israel is Our Greatest Ally! - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Happy April Fools Day fam

@TheEuropeanMan1

&gt;'white americans are going to be the minority population in like 20 years and you know what, given the way we’re voting it can’t happen soon enough’ &gt;'I’m a bi nonbinary jewish kid Sigh. pbs.twimg.com/media/D3GqxyXgAErgxz...
manda! @hyperprisms

white americans are going to be the minority population in like 20 years and you know what. given the way we’re voting it can’t happen fast enough

manda! @hyperprisms

i’m a 19 y/o bi nonbinary jewish kid who wants to contribute to comics celebrating diversity! #queerselflove

&’;read my comic about the Gay Space Future & rejecting White Supremacy’ &’;Help me make this queer trans gay space future comic where they fight white supremacy’ &’;It’s always white nerdy men who take the longest to gender me properly’ - &’;I’m Bitmap, a bi Jewish trans woman’ pbs.twimg.com/media/D3GRUBW0AEYQi8…

23 hours ago @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Bitmap Prager @BMPrager

The opening pages of my new webcomic are done. Tomorrow, you can read my comic about the Gay Space Future & rejecting White Supremacy.
12:09 AM · 11/15/16 · TweetDeck
5 Likes

Bitmap Prager @BMPrager

It’s always white nerdy men who take the longest to gender me properly, if ever. Even when everyone else in a room pronounces me ‘she’.
12:28 AM · 3/25/15 · TweetDeck

Bitmap Prager @BMPrager

Hey, so, if you want to give patreon money to someone who ISN’T a hateful cis-het-white dude, please consider patreon.com/bmprager
>

&’;Not this white Woman - I detest the lying ignorant corrupt vile racist traitor [Trump]’ &’;The party of old white men [GOP] is repugnant’ &’;Okay it’s time for white people to get on board the #ImpeachTrump train’ - &’;I’m Jewish’ pbs.twimg.com/media/D3GECQQOWGAhn4Q…

1 Apr @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
In 2016 your supreme leader & the #TrumpCrimeFamily conspired with Russians to steal our election & undermine Democracy - now we are subjected to watching the Shi'ite show “The Apparrel- The White House White Supremacist” every damn day. People who work for & defend traitors suck 😂.

Since I'm not Christian perhaps I don't understand how a good one is someone who not only insults woman but also assaults them, is a racist & white supreme, lies constantly, insults & attacks people, his businesses cheat & commit fraud, has done very suspicious deals & is a bad man.

So as long as the hypocrite Republican douchbags get their tax cuts right wing judges & gut every protection for everyone in America who isn't an old white rich Christian man having a lying unhinged corrupt ignorant racist traitor putus is just fine with them.

They also seized over 3000 children & you incompetent lying assholes had no intentions or plans to return them to their parents. Your fascist regime doesn't consider people who are not white human beings which makes you an inhuman & inhumane cretin 😂.

@SaveWhitesInZA Thanks fam. I'm doing what I can
1 Apr @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Verified author of 'bragged 'there are not enough angry white people to elect Trump' or says 'white people enjoy using minorities' or 'gets it' when blacks are mad at all white people or reports Twitter 'Nazis'. He apologizes on behalf of white people folks...to the extent he can pbs.twimg.com/media/D3FpG5YW4AAnlb...
Haha, another hilarious verified jokester pbs.twimg.com/media/D3FY4jX0AAc-8g...
1 Apr @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

@GaryLegum
It's true! The #WhiteGenocide is good and cannot come soon enough to satisfy the barbaric leftists. #tcot

Gary Legum @GaryLegum
Repeating to @Str8outta401
If the White Genocide doesn't start soon
I don't know what I'm gonna do.

Gary Legum @GaryLegum
I'm Jewish and a humor writer
&gt;'The whole concept of whiteness is deployed to deprive POC' &gt;'white people in the US are invested in white supremacy' - &gt;'please nominate me as an influential Jewish twitterer' &gt;'I'm always aware of the advantage of people assuming I'm white' pbs.twimg.com/media/D3Ew1KXSgAAz1ev...

1 Apr @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
This is where it gets confusing for white people. Just doing something for your own advantage based on race is... racism!

Jonathan Chait @jonathanchait
S. A Republican might advocate policies that advantage whites, but would not identify himself as a spokesman for white rights.
Show this thread

It's way more complicated than that. For purposes of discussion of most racist systems in the US, we're white. With a lot of caveats, sure, but none of these racial categories is stable or coherent, so big whoop.

If I'm on your Jewish twitter list, please nominate me as an influential Jewish twitterer: http://snipr.com/1fjl!2

It's fair to say that white people in the US are invested in white supremacy. That means many powerful white people in mainstream political parties might wink at gross racism to get what they want. Not expecting anyone.

We. Have. All. Benefited. From. It. [white privilege]. I'm really ready for white America to stop...’ - &gt;’I'm proudly, enthusiastically &amp; unapologetically a Jewish woman' pbs.twimg.com/media/DJYoBP1XQAlnwpo...
Dear white people who think white privilege isn’t real. That we have to read about racism in books to learn what it is
is PRIVILEGE.

3:49 PM · 9/13/19 · Twitter for iPhone

The European Man

I’m proudly, enthusiastically & unapologetically a Jewish woman & I stand firmly w/ ANYONE who has ever been made to feel marginalized.

1:18 PM · 2/27/17 · Twitter for iPhone

For #TransDayOfVisibility who would you trust the most to watch your kids if you were away?

31 Mar @TheDarkEyedOne Prince of no one. retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan

@TheEuropeanMan1

‘Big loud aggressive white man at work…’ &gt; ‘My hella racist white trash coworker…’ ‘stop cis white harassing me’
 &gt; The backlash that straight cis white men are having as ftm trans &amp; nb are becoming more open. oops no control for you’ - &gt; ‘I’m a Jewish nonbinary trans guy’

1 Apr @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Happy #TransDayOfVisibility 🌈 I'm a Jewish nonbinary trans guy. Vocalist/composer soundcloud.com/snortrax/unpre... Illustrator and cosplayer. I'm grateful for the people who fight/have fought for us and work towards educating society on behalf of us so that people like me can be ourselves.
Ari Berman

@AriBerman

fuck white people. I'm ashamed

race

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>white</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clinton</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trump</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other/no answer</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RT @wyskida: More than a little disturbed about Mel Gibson's role here. But maybe that's just because I'm Jewish.

@BarstoolBigCat

White people are so fucking stupid sometimes.

@RealMattKane I'm like the anti-KK. White people are the worst

Repeating to @laurawags and @timmarchman

How about saying I called Jews stingy when im Jewish and was clearly mocking the sentiment?

Fellow old white men' &gt;'Get it together, fellow white people' &gt;'As a fellow white person, this is bad' &gt;'As white people, we have to be aware that [muh] colonial project' - &gt;'I'm Jewish' &gt;'I will never stop saying "fellow white people"...you goddamn Nazis can suck it'
Sorry, MAGA hat wearers. Maybe you shouldn’t be buying hats from a white nationalist whose primary national policy has been public cruelty toward people of color.

Max Sparber
@maxsparber
8:01 PM • Jan 23, 2019 • Twitter Web App
29 Retweets 50 Likes

As white people, we have to be aware that we are beneficiaries of an enormous, ongoing, genocidal colonial project. It’s valuable to keep our eyes open for the many ways this is still happening.

Max Sparber
@maxsparber
9:46 AM • Jun 24, 2018 • Twitter for iPhone
5 Retweets 15 Likes

Fellow old white men who work as arts critics, I speak from bitter and hard-won experience when I say this: It’s okay to recuse yourself from writing about art when you might not be the best or most important voice in the room.

Max Sparber
@maxsparber
4:43 PM • Nov 19, 2018 • Twitter Web Client
1 Retweet 13 Likes

I will never stop saying “fellow white people” when speaking to other white people. You god damn Nazis can suck it.

Max Sparber
@maxsparber
2:05 PM • Dec 10, 2018 • Twitter for iPhone

Replying to @ggreenwald and @ETTC19
I’m a Jew and I’d rather have a different first Jewish president.

Max Sparber
@maxsparber
3:52 PM • Dec 6, 2018 • Twitter Web Client
39 Likes

Too many white people think they are being judged on the color of their skin rather than their access to and use of privilege.

Max Sparber
@maxsparber
5:27 PM • Feb 15, 2019 • Twitter Web App
68 Retweets 266 Likes

There’s literally a movement of white people radicalizing themselves to terrorist violence because in decades they might very slightly be in the minority.

Max Sparber
@maxsparber
3:32 PM • Jan 21, 2019 • Twitter for iPad
23 Retweets 10 Likes

&#34;I’m white, male, affluent, able, &amp; cisgender. I have a great deal of privilege in society which I readily acknowledge. My alliance with people less privileged than myself is counter to my own narrow self-serving interests. But it’s in accord with the greater good.&#34; &lt;p&gt;pbs.twimg.com/media/D3BCcbfWwAYsJCl...&lt;/p&gt;

31 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Self-serving? I’m white, male, affluent, able, and cisgender. I have a great deal of privilege in society which I readily acknowledge. My alliance with people less privileged than myself is counter to my own narrow self-serving interests. But it’s in accord with the greater good.

When did she accuse JEWS of doing that? I am a Jew and I must have missed that. Reference please?
Presented without comment https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D2_7WboWkAApeZ3...
31 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
"sighs* Fellow white feminists...shut the fuck up' &gt;"Fellow white people: there is never a good time for ‘not all white people’” &gt;"white people, we really need to do better’ &gt;'white men who have always been catered to are fucking weak’ - &gt;'As a Jewish queer person...’ pbs.twimg.com/media/D2_7B3aXgAEUIKA...
"sigh= Fellow white feminists, I really cannot say this enough: shut the fuck up and listen to Black women right now. Also always.
8:28 AM - 11/7/17 - Twitter Web Client

Hey, white people with guns: we need YOU to call your reps and demand better gun control to stop this. THEY'LL ACTUALLY LISTEN TO YOU.
10:23 AM - 10/21/17 - Twitter Web Client

As a white person living in a majority-POC area, whose family has lived within 5 blocks for 80 years but who only moved here ten years ago, I'm not sure how much I get to complain about gentrification. That said, fuck the Inwood rezoning and fuck gentrification.
8:04 PM - 12/13/17 - Twitter Web Client

No matter what result happens in #ALSIn tonight, white people, we really need to do better. (I don't know how to collect my people when they think I'm going to hell, but...)
Laura E. Adkins @Laura_E_Adkins

Food for thought -- Jews in America struggled for decades to become white. Now we must give that up to fight racism. wpo.st/5sUb0

11:43 AM · 9/22/15 from Manhattan, NY · Twitter for iPhone

@markdijon I've got about 30 verifieds ready to drop. Stay tuned fam

31 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

&Retweet; 'I'm a white, mid(ish)-30s cishet dude, &amp; I am calling Trump a White Supremacist' &gt;‘for FUCKS FUCKING SAKE, WHITE PEOPLE' &gt;'As a white people: Nah' &gt;'FELLOW WHITE-PRESENTING PEOPLE, REPEAT AFTER ME... 'FUCK OFF DICKHEAD'" - &gt;'Hi, I'm Jewish...go fuck yourself' pbs.twimg.com/media/D2-CNmnWsAAqSw...
Trump is a white supremacist. Come at me.

Jake Tapper @jaketapper
A WH pool perm., @PressSec Sanders says @jennelendid’s comments calling POTUS a white supremacist were "outrageous" and "a fineable offense"
3:53 PM · 9/12/17 · Twitter Web Client
1 Like

I'm a white, mid(ish)-30s cishet dude, and I am calling Trump a White Supremacist. Anyone else?

Elsa Online @ElsaOnline
I am a Jewish woman and a public defender and I am calling Trump a White Supremacist. Anyone else? twitter.com/beautybirdyta...
12:28 AM · 10/3/17 · Twitter Web Client

for F*CK'S F*CKING SAKE, WHITE PEOPLE
YOU ARE NOT HELPING ANY CAUSE AT ALL WITH THIS PREPOSTEROUS SMUG-ASS BULLSHIT
JESUS H

KRONG News @krongnews
"Can you get a policeman on board here? We've got somebody-along in the first car?" A

REPEATING: PEOPLE, REPEAT AFTER ME:
I NEED YOUR BADGE NUMBER
I WOULD LIKE TO SPEAK TO YOUR SUPERVISOR
WE AREN'T AT OR WITH 100 MILES OF A US BORDER
YOU DON'T HAVE JURISDICTION HERE
FUCK OFF DICKHEAD

A fair point - I'm not just white, I'm a white cis heter dude in his 30's. I'm about as insulated from this shit as I can be. 100% recognized.
1:46 PM · 4/3/17 · Twitter Web Client

As a white people: Nah.
#DumbassPaderingMofollogic
11:43 PM · 4/24/17 · Twitter Web Client

Hi. I'm Jewish. The comparison is entirely apt.
Also, go fuck yourself.
12:25 PM · 6/17/18 · Twitter Web Client

wait you're telling me that an institution designed and run by old white fuckers'H'H'H'H'H'men doesn't consider or even attempt to work with the needs of women?
shocked, gambling, etc.

A fair point - I'm not just white, I'm a white cis heter dude in his 30's. I'm about as insulated from this shit as I can be. 100% recognized.
1:46 PM · 4/3/17 · Twitter Web Client

which is why I'm trying to use that position of relative privilege to help others who aren't just so protected

I'm Jewish...White women who voted for Trump are...foreign to me’ pbs.twimg.com/media/D29G15NWoAAxd-o...
I'm Jewish & live in a city. White women who voted for Trump are just as foreign to me as they are to you.

11:21 AM • 4/19/17 • Twitter for Android

1 Retweet 1 Like

My fellow white women, wake up. Nobody is targeting white people, fool. As a Jew myself...: pbs.twimg.com/media/D28pm8XWAA4aZK...

31 Mar @TheEuropeanMan The European Man
America has a white person problem. The old white people are on the whole, racist and they vote. The younger white people are, on the whole, apathetic and do not vote. How do we tackle this? Do we really have to wait for demographic change?

Renate had no idea that her group of Georgetown Prep friends had made her into a joke. My fellow white women, wake up. This is what the patriarchy offers you. The truth of it. It isn’t worth it.

As a Jew myself, I wish you Trumpers would stop using us as a political football. We see your white supremacy and racism. Just Fuck right off.

My fellow white folks: You want to know what we get when white supremacy is in power? Look at how Dr. Ford was treated at 15 and now. Still want to vote for Trump?

We need a national discussion about what to do about all the white people who will vote for pedophiles and racists.

My fellow Americans: White House Squatter Donald (proninich Trumpsky

Our president is radicalizing white Christian men around the world.

I know that as a white ally I’m supposed to engage bigoted relatives (in-laws), but it makes me sick. ’Woke white person nervously wondering…‘ ’Frustrated discussion…being derailed by someone saying white men are discriminated against too‘ - ’As a Jew…‘
Wow, I’m ‘pushing the free speech envelope,’ even though I don’t say anything original & merely share other people’s “unfortunate” tweets No word on whether the purveyors of these “unfortunate” tweets are also ‘pushing the envelope’ or whether Sue can see the sweet irony pbs.twimg.com/media/D270M40XcAAE4Wv...
Replies to @_OMM_0910_ @TheEuropeanMan1 and @TwitterSafety

1/2 Not delusional at all.
@TheEuropeanMan1 is pushing the free speech envelope to incite others. Basically, he's cherry-picking other's intermittent "unfortunate" (I'm sticking by the usage) comments and presenting those comments as the sum of those individuals, thoughts.

3:59 PM · 3/30/19 · Twitter for Android
The European Man

This guy (is breaking Twitter’s rules)! I’m pretty certain others are reporting him too. If this isn’t directing hate against a protected category, I don’t know what is - Again folks, literally all I do is share screenshots of publicly available tweets. pbs.twimg.com/media/D27YCdVWoAAuLj1...
If you see content that may break our rules, report it to us so we can take action.
help.twitter.com/en/safety-and-

I'm pretty certain others are reporting him too. If this isn't directing hate against a protected category, I don't know what is.

To the #WhiteSupremacists you might want to do a DNA test to confirm you're in fact 100% White cause uh...lol #meltingpot

Maybe you should read this [Melting Pot by Israel Zangwill]. The real American dream. Not a white picket fence.

I'm Jewish, but not Yiddish. No Pole in my DNA Sorry. 👯‍♀️
Twitter conversation:

@TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

30 Mar

@TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

> "When, fellow white woman, have you ever had to fear being stomped on by a cop?" I'm mortified... I'm sorry.

@TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

"Well how very privileged of you, white man" I'm sometimes white people just don't know when to stop talking." *I'm a Jewish lesbian-*

pbs.twimg.com/media/D26k5zRXK0AAPSi...

Twitter conversation:

@Amit106

This idea that racist white women would change their minds if liberal white women would only talk to them is charming but unrealistic. Like, we haven't tried that before? Want to be a fly on the wall in that conversation?

6:59 AM 9/30/18 Twitter Web Client

@Amit106

Replying to @JWLBreedlove

That is fucking insane and on behalf of white people—even though I don't have a dog— I'm mortified that that happened. Unbelievable. I'm sorry.

7:07 PM 7/5/18 Twitter Web App

@Amit106

Replying to @KristinaLeekley and @eclecticroska

Kristina, Kristina. When, fellow white woman, have you ever had to fear being stomped on by a cop for parking illegally? Or for anything at all? Are you the only person on the planet who never took a risk parking somewhere you shouldn't? Bodily injury is not appropriate.

8:10 AM 2/22/18 Twitter Web Client

@Amit106

Replying to BMIJbere112

really sometimes white people just don't know when to stop talking. Myself included. Two generations from the Bronx though! I know not to argue with the Bronx.

7:11 PM 8/22/18 Twitter Web Client

@Amit106

Replying to @Amit106 and @LJBreedlove

I also think they all know POC. They know white men who are liberal. I don't own this any more than the men. What is this, Saudi Arabia? Men and women talk. I'm a pagan/Jewish lesbian. My opinion is not sought.

11:04 AM 6/22/18 Twitter Web App

@TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Verified gay television personality *speaks to be 'white' speaks against nationalism *thinks Trump is 'promoting hate, hysteria, separatism' *claims white people 'have to do better' *says 'yes I am racist! I hate white people!' What an entertaining *boy* pbs.twimg.com/media/D26C2sOW0AAPSi...

30 Mar
&gt;believes that 'white people are the worst' &gt;'proud to be Jewish' &gt;verified by Twitter Nothing to see here folks

pba.twimg.com/media/D253pomJwAARIMo...

30 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
"alex" "remnick" 🍊
@AlexRemnick

Maintaining my position that white people are the worst.

4:32 AM · 11/9/16 · Twitter for iPhone

10 Retweets 7 Likes

"alex" "remnick" 🍊
@AlexRemnick

Haim makes me proud to be Jewish.

11:30 PM · 7/3/17 · Twitter Web Client

1 Like

&gt; you retweet Nazi propaganda about us – “Like what?” &gt; Everything from @TheEuropeanMan1 saying that we “pretend to be white” – Surely they realize that all I do is post screenshots of their own tweets, right? I mean, this is not complicated folks pbs.twimg.com/media/D24ClVbX0AEwaF7…

30 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
corgi-queen 🇳🇮 🕉 18 @corgi_que... ⋯
The Jewish people are a race, and you retweet Nazi propaganda about us

Draconian Jingo @kyudo_hankyū ⋯
Like what?

Replying to @kyudo_hankyū and @LuckyDuckyV2

Everything from @TheEuropeanMan1 saying that we “pretend to be white” lol

9:50 PM · 3/29/19 · Twitter for iPhone

Hahaha, what a funny guy pbs.twimg.com/media/D231kk6X4AJXJRV...
Joe Gabriel Simonson @SaysSimonson

white genocide...now that's what i call good policy

Joe Gabriel Simonson @SaysSimonson

hey @IDF @BarackObama up for some white genocide later? hell yeah me too guys

Joe Gabriel Simonson @SaysSimonson

I'm a jewish man living in nyc working in media eating israeli candy

&gt;'White people are very confused' &gt;'The bigger issue IMO is white people who...are often inherently white supremacist' &gt;'The assumption that white people are being attacked or need to be defended is racist' &gt;'The whites are at it again' - &gt;'I'm Jewish' pbs.twimg.com/media/DZ3tYWX4AUPaMB...

30 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Jett Goldsmith
@JettGoldsmith

White people are very confused.
11:02 PM · 1/5/19 · Twitter Web Client

2 Likes

Jett Goldsmith
@JettGoldsmith

Replying to @MuslimIQ @MuslimIQ and @HerAPLUS
The bigger issue IMO is white people who understand white supremacy on an individual level, but don't necessarily understand that existing institutions and systems are reflective of the existent power structure, and thus are often inherently white supremacist.

Jett Goldsmith
@JettGoldsmith

@bootaun @PowerOwn45 @ShaunKing @benshapiro The assumption that white people are being attacked or need to be defended is racist.
2:44 PM · 3/29/16 · Twitter Web Client

Jett Goldsmith
@JettGoldsmith

Replying to @SebWrites
I'm Jewish, my relatives were Eastern European Jews directly threatened by the spectre of Nazism.
8:10 PM · 7/9/16 · Twitter Web Client

Jett Goldsmith
@JettGoldsmith

Shorter: white men don't like being lectured by anyone, much less minorities.

Ben Shapiro @benshapiro
Obama lecturing us is LITERALLY how you go Trump.
3:21 PM · 7/9/16 · Twitter for Android

Jett Goldsmith
@JettGoldsmith

The classic lower-class southern whites dilemma.

Clay Shirky @cshirky
Replying to @cshirky
“When you're accustomed to privilege, equality feels like oppression.”
8:38 PM · 7/24/16 · Twitter Web Client

The whites are at it again.gif

Pearson Sharp @PearsonSharp
Twitter people, I need your help: can I take these empty shells back with me in my checked luggage? I found them in a ruined Roman courtyard in Aleppo, so sad... but I'd love to bring them home. Any thoughts if this is a problem in a checked bag? Obviously not carry on...
Show this thread

@TheEuropeanMan
29 Mar @TheEuropeanMan
The European Man

&gt;'white women are making me ashamed as fuck again' &gt;'I'm a white woman...’ &gt;'a big fuck you to the white voters...’ &gt;'white women...love racism’ &gt;'how can I be racist against white people when I am a white person?’ - &gt;'I'm Jewish. I know what being Jewish is' pbs.twimg.com/media/D22xtdzU8AAPSSL....

29 Mar @TheEuropeanMan
The European Man
Who do you miss the most?
29 Mar @mitchellvii Bill Mitchell retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

&gt;’As a mid age white woman...’
&gt;’I’m an ethicist &amp;amp; advocate. I am also calling @realDonaldTrump a white supremacist’
&gt;’Think about Trump’s base: uneducated, unaccomplished, resentful white males’
&gt;’you ran a campaign where white supremacists had a platform’
&gt;’I’m Jewish’

29 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
&gt;The idea that Cystic Fibrosis only affects white people is dangerous to the health of poc' &gt;‘CF isn’t just a white people disease...Like pushing CF as white just leads to more misdiagnoses' - &gt;‘As someone who is Jewish' Boldly fighting cystic fibrosis white supremacy folks pbs.twimg.com/media/D21yE6mW4AE4rVq...
The idea that Cystic Fibrosis only affects white people is not only incorrect but is dangerous to the health of poc and has led to multiple misdiagnosis. I myself was denied proper diagnosis for years because no one thought I was white enough to run a sweat or genetic test.

8:29 PM · 8/19/18 · Twitter for iPhone

As someone who is both Jewish and Catholic I wanna wish everyone a blessed Good Friday and a wonderful Passover!

11:10 AM · 3/30/18 · Twitter for iPhone

Yeah I think that media should be showing more about how CF isn’t just a white people disease. Like, for example, now that my province has standard infant testing the MAJORITY of newly diagnosed CFers are Indigenous! Like pushing CF as white just leads to more misdiagnoses!

4:22 PM · 11/2/18 from Cambridge, MA · Twitter for iPhone

Yeah it’s happened a few times with white people. I distinctly remember saying with a group of friends and others that my mom was quite strict (she never hit me thought) and one white acquaintance was like “oh well you’re Mexican right? Mexican moms always have la chancita!” I was 😞

11:17 PM · 8/21/18 · Twitter for iPhone

Dear fellow white people...’ &gt;'ughhh facepalm, fellow white people’ &gt;'We white people have got to be better people’ &gt;'ignorant fellow white people’ &gt;'Hey fellow white people’ &gt;'YOUR ANNUAL REMINDER, FELLOW WHITE PEOPLE’ - &gt;'I mean, I grew up Jewish’ Surprise surprise pbs.twimg.com/media/D21RIuWkAMHaAb9...

29 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Nayuka @NayukaGorrie · 12h
Replying to @7NewsSC and @fraser_anning
Stop giving this white supremacist a platform

3 6 195
The verified Obamacare data analyst gloats that ‘Straight White Christian Men’ are losing power as says ‘white Christian men have been doing the oppressing,’ so they should ‘presume jack shit’ as claims whites are ‘dicks’ to non-whites He’s sometimes white, sometimes not folks pbs.twimg.com/media/D21DVtXgAAC1hz...

29 Mar @TheEuropeanMan The European Man

I mean, that’s what much of this is about — there’s more and more non-white people being born, and eventually white people will only be (gasp) a plurality in the U.S. instead of the majority. Some are scared shitless that they’re gonna be subjected to the same treatment.

10:18 AM - 1/18 - Twitter for iPhone

That’s really what this is about, after all... A bunch of scared racist white people saw the demographic trend writing on the wall and freaked the fuck out. They can’t accept it so they’re trying to stop it by cutting off immigration, suppressing the vote, etc etc etc...

8:00 AM - 1/18 - Twitter for iPhone

That’s great... but take a look at “silent generation” which I assume are pre-boomers. An increasing number appear to be scared shitless of white people becoming a minority. Depressing.

PollResearchCenter @Pollresearch 70% of Millennial women voters identify with or lean to the Democratic Party, up from 56% four years ago (quartz/d/7FWthee

Dear White People: As a Jew (we’re sometimes categorized as white, sometimes not), I think I speak for most non-whites when I say that they don’t want to imprison or slaughter you in revenge, they just want you to stop being dicks to THEM.

Robert Klemko @RobertKlemko Lol, Breitbart tried to do a nice, not racist

&gt; ‘Fellow white people, please note the following accurate definition of racism’ &gt; ‘Looking at you, fellow white people’
&gt;'I'm a white man... &gt;'It's not white males that are the only problem. It's white PEOPLE' - &gt;'If you're talking with me, I'm Jewish, so watch your step' pbs.twimg.com/media/D2osKACXgAAD5ff...

29 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Most white people are in complete denial about their biases.

The Washington Post - @washingtonpost
White boys are shut down when they speak to black people, a new study contends wapo.st/2RplbXa
2:16 PM · Nov 20, 2016 · Twitter for iPhone

Elana Johnson - @ElanaJohnson
Per source, NA has no plans to cancel tonight's rally in wake of bomb threats. ROTUS remarks will be particularly interesting in light of this.

Most white people are in complete denial about their biases.

Fellow white people: please note the following accurate definition of racism. Thank you.

GJ @GJ4JamesHamon
Replying to @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man and 3 others
I'm the wrong guy for you to say 'black people are racist'.

I personally have lost any desire to defend other white people in this country.

Amere - @AmereAmere
It's important that you know that the majority of white people are contributors to white supremacy even though you are in the minority section of that demographic white folks.

Despite popular perception, it's not white males that are the only problem. It's white PEOPLE.

Rabbi Jill Zimmerman - @RabbiJill
Do you notice all the white women openly displaying their racist? 'Harassing children!' DO NOT UNDERSTAND. It needs to stop. I don't know one woman like this but obviously they exist. Shame twitter.com/JillZimmerman...

White people need to wake up. I and others like me are doing our best to help.

Pew Research Center - @PewResearch
Blacks & whites have different levels of exposure to social media conversations about race pewr.ch/1Bu95jF
race reasons:
- Most
- Some
- Only a few
- None

Looking at you, fellow white men.

Victoria Browsworth - @victoria
This. Please don't make me keep lecturing you about this. There's so much to say about SH#D's actions & work. Leave the misogyny to Trump.

WynnsWorld - @wynnsworld
Replying to @andrew_melgaard and @ImQuiteAllRight
If you’re talking with me, I’m Jewish, so watch your step.

10:02 PM · Jan 4, 2019 · Twitter for iPhone

Replicating white people jokes about killing Jesus Yep, everything checks out folks

pbs.twimg.com/media/D2yvBUQWoAEDfZH...

29 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Trump, Coulter and Palin. They make me hate white people as much as they hate black people.

2:39 PM · 10/24/12 · Favstar.FM

6 Retweets 4 Likes

Being a Jew, I celebrate Easter the only way I know how... Plot to kill my gardener, Jesus.

8:21 PM · 4/8/12 · Twitter Web Client

3 Retweets 5 Likes

&gt;'Young white people...they're just as racist &amp; sexist as old white people' &gt;'Racism...elected Donald Trump'

&gt;'All ethno nationalism is a scourge &amp; should be wiped out' - &gt;'Bitch I'm Jewish' &gt;'You're anti-Jewish state...which is why I called you a neo nazi' pbs.twimg.com/media/D2ydsD6VAAIzg8v...
&gt;'Racism and sexism are founded on systems of oppression...We cannot be sexist towards men and we can’t be racist towards white people. Period. Full stop.' &gt;'As a Jew from Arkansas...You did insult me. Now go fuck yourself' - I’m beginning to feel a bit fatigued folks pbs.twimg.com/media/DzW0fESXQAE8EnX...

28 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Racism and sexism are founded on systems of oppression. I know there's a meme on your site that will show you that. We cannot be sexist towards men and we can't be racist towards white people. Period. Full stop.

As a Jew from Arkansas, no @GovMikeHuckabee. You did insult me. Now go fuck yourself.

&gt;I'm so tired of listening to old white men' &gt;'White men do not get to decide anymore!!' &gt;'I'm more afraid of single white men than terrorists' &gt;'WHITE MEN DESTROYING THE ENVIRONMENT? SHOCKER' &gt;'We do NOT want a White Supremacist in OUR White House' &gt;'I'm Jewish asshole' pbs.twimg.com/media/D2wdMeAX4AO6Rz...
Yep, I'm a 'sneaky creep' for 'using screenshots' of publicly available tweets to expose the purveyors of anti-white hate. Boy, my maniacal tactics are just 'awful,' aren't they? pbs.twimg.com/media/D2v0-vEWoAAf8RQ... 28 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Karma Police @capeannsky

Replying to @McKayMSmith and @marinamaral2 done, sneaky creep using screenshots but every one IDs as jewish. Awful.

6:52 AM · Mar 28, 2019 · Twitter Web Client
@over_it_mtl @YangGangJim Yes, yes they do.
28 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

&gt;'I'm a white guy &amp; I can tell there's something wrong with white guys!' &gt;'I say this as a white person: white people are some of the laziest f*ckers around' - &gt;'Those are probably the same people who think that all Jews are white too (spoiler: we're not!) pbs.twimg.com/media/D2vVaNxgAEBu6i6...
28 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

&lt;[Image 46x779 to 75x808]&lt;
&lt;[Image 46x738 to 549x725]&gt;
&lt;[Image 46x326 to 75x767]&gt;
&lt;[Image 46x285 to 75x314]&gt;

@TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

8:16 PM - 2/9/19 - Twitter Web Client

Replying to @BrianTrombino &lt;&lt;@BraveWritng
I say this as a white person: white people are some of the laziest f*ckers around. I mean, we're so lazy, we won't even do 'menial' factory or field labor.

8:15 PM - 2/9/19 - Twitter Web Client

Replying to @BraveWritng
Exactly. Minorities have always suffered at the hands of racist white Christians in America. Native Americans rounded up and sent west; blacks enslaved; Japanese people interned in camps, fleeing. Jews sent away from the country or turned away from businesses; etc.

6:55 PM - 4/18/18 - Twitter Web Client

Replying to @BraveWritng
I'm a white guy and I can tell there's something wrong with white guys!

2:58 AM - 2/16/19 - Twitter Web App

Replying to @BraveWritng
I'm a white guy, and I'm 1,000% on board with Kamala! #ImWithHer #ImWithKamala

8:51 PM - 2/20/19 - Twitter Web App

Replying to @BraveWritng
We shouldn't appease bigots and let them justify their bigotry by running a straight, White, Christian man.

6:04 PM - 11/22/18 - Twitter Web App

Replying to @BraveWritng
I'm so white &amp; I'm half white &amp; these privileged white girls telling me, an evangelical woc, what constitutes true xianity is infuriating &amp; I'm Jewish' - Another literal shapeshifter pbs.twimg.com/media/D2vFblWoAAu1r...
I just toasted naan and put cream cheese, cinnamon, and sugar on it. I'm so white 😒

I also like to conveniently forget that I'm half white oops

and just (I'm TRYING not to rant) these privileged white girls telling me, an evangelical woc, what constitutes true xtianity is infuriating

I'm Jewish and native Mexican and that's it.

Here we go yet again fam. Another round of being mass reported for 'hateful conduct' because I dare to quote their public tweets—in which they proudly announce their hatred for white people & who they are You know how this works, merely noticing is anti-Semitic pbs.twimg.com/media/D2vXHPyWwAUZpXY...
Please report these guys. They’re going around identifying all the Jews on twitter.
Can you imagine if an account like @TheEuropeanMan1 came for you? Actively and passively shaming you for being Jewish?

I can. Because it just happened to a dear friend of mine.

Elisheva Avital @ElishevaAvital

Please report these guys. They’re going around identifying all the Jews on twitter.

Show this thread

They despise whites and Twitter verifies them pbs.twimg.com/media/D2tknWGWoAAxbpM...
ugh white people are the worst
facebook.com/HuffPostLatino...

9:57 AM · 5/5/16 · TweetDeck

Replying to @spiritmoon7
@spiritmoon7 I'm Jewish, so I'm pretty well aware of how "it" started. Thanks.

11:44 PM · 1/14/16 · TweetDeck

verified journalists claims to be a 'white man' calls colleagues 'fellow white journalists' says 'ugh white people are the worst' writes about white privilege thinks you 'can't be racist against white people' He's conflicted about calling fellow white people racists pbs.twimg.com/media/D2temm9XcAlaO-J...
This right here is why I do what I do fam 🎈 twitter.com/svthrn/_status/11110787...
28 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

&‘Hi fellow white people’ &‘Fellow white saviors, the US never abolished slavery’ &‘Do better, white people’ &‘white silence is violence’ &‘Tolerance’ is about white people who co-exist with non-white people without murdering them’ - &‘Hi, yes, hello. I’m a Jew’ pbs.twimg.com/media/D2tWs6RX0AA_nL1x...
28 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
The wall, in an actual, physical, literal—well sense may never exist. I doubt sincerely that the wall has ever really existed in an actual, physical, literal—well sense. The “wall” is the white supremacy and hate the GOP enforces, emboldens, and preaches every single day.

Photo courtesy of Tiny Resister™, who captured me yesterday, mid-yelling, “COME ON.” Do better, white people. Just because it does not affect you personally does not get to be ignorant and indifferent. That’s the whole point. You should speak up because you can.

They’re emboldened. And I do believe they’re outnumbered. But as long as Nice White People don’t call this out as the nazi bullshit it is, white silence is violence. “If you are neutral in situations of injustice, you have chosen the side of the oppressor.”—Desmond Tutu

Fellow white saviors, the US never abolished slavery—just traded its plantations for prisons. Government & prisons run on systemic oppression—systematic incarceration of Black & brown people—enslavement. See “Post Traumatic Slave Syndrome” by @DrJoyDeGruy

Pro-life is beginning to look a lot like white supremacy.

Hi, yes, hello. I’m a Jew and I’d like to be baptized. Anoint me. Whatever it is you do. Make me one of you. We are one.

Profiled him a couple weeks back. He fits right in with his fellow white people. Good find fam

What a drama queen
The patriotic women of America opened their veins, begging someone, anyone in power to see the red running out. And the people in power sacrificed our blood on the altar of white male supremacy.

I'm Jewish and this was new even to me.

I did not know "sleepy eyes" was an anti-Semitic slur.

Meet Dr. Zackary Berger, a professor at John Hopkins—one of America’s top medical schools. Here are some direct quotes from Dr. B: &quot;I’m a white guy&quot; &quot;white people are fucking stupid&quot; &quot;More chain migrants, less white people&quot; &quot;Trump is a white supremacist&quot; &quot;I’m Jewish&quot;
Zackary Berger, MD, PhD
@ZackBergerMDPhD

Again, racism and white supremacy are part of our history. Ignoring them won't make them go away. Perhaps not electing them might help.

Charles Orstavik @charlesorstavik
The media is giving him exactly what he wants.

2 retweets 16 likes

Zackary Berger, MD, PhD
@ZackBergerMDPhD

More chain migrants, less white people, please.

9:46 PM - 10/10/18 - TweetDeck
3 likes

Zackary Berger, MD, PhD
@ZackBergerMDPhD

I'm a white guy with a fair amount of money and I'm so fucking exhausted. I can't imagine what my black neighbors, especially the women, and all my Spanish speaking Baltimorean patients/neighbors, are going through.

8:19 PM - 6/2/18 - TweetDeck

Zackary Berger, MD, PhD
@ZackBergerMDPhD

I mean, white people are fucking stupid. Isn't that what she said?
I guess I'm going to have to read the Times again by/c she seems to be truth telling.

9:10 PM - 6/2/18 - TweetDeck

Zackary Berger, MD, PhD
@ZackBergerMDPhD

I'm sick of this government. I'm sick of the torturers and cruel zealots. I'm sick of the white supremacists.

Emma Pirotta @EmmaPirotta
A 10-year-old from Honduras describes her experience in federal custody (from a court filing).

10:24 AM · 9/13/17 · TweetDeck

Zackary Berger, MD, PhD
@ZackBergerMDPhD

Water is wet
Tuberculosis is bad
Fried chicken is tasty
Trump is a white supremacist

7:09 PM · 4/2/18 · Twitter for Android
18 likes
Imagine if someone shot up a bunch of Mexicans in America and the next day Trump held a press conference wearing a sombrero.
Julie, and now I have ID to prove it!
@mutantrevoltz

Replying to @TheMalibuGirl @richardhoward and @KatyMontgomerie

Honestly I’ve been pretty lucky. I have an awesome spouse and a great kid. And I am white, educated, have a decent job and live in a liberal area, that’s privilege I’ll fully acknowledge.

12:04 PM · 11/28/18 · Twitter for iPhone

Julie, and now I have ID to prove it!
@mutantrevoltz

Replying to @MavenOfMayhem

Jewish transwoman over here and absolutely blessed. One of the first places I felt safe being myself was my synagogue. It’s an awesome place that while moderate, has some very liberal individuals and I’ve been treated with nothing but respect and dignity.

2:25 PM · 9/24/18 · Twitter for iPhone

"I'm white people, I still have most of my shit"; "Trump's supporters are racist, homophobic, xenophobic"; "I'm a white guy and I have no problem voicing my support for egalitarianism"; "I love how ppl use "god-fearing" as a substitute for racist"; "I'm Jewish"; bbs.twimg.com/media/D2sJ-3-WkAlmX-G...
Some names say it all. pbs.twimg.com/media/DZroqppXgAekKOI...
Immigrants. Keeping America Great.

American Immigration Council @immcouncil
Immigrants strengthen America. #SOTU →

We need more immigrants in the United States.

Under Trump, we are no longer a "Nation of Immigrants." Talk about destroying America. #Sad. #Facts...

Kuck
‘Attention all white people. We are all racists’ &gt;‘I’m so sorry. ‘apologizing for white people...again’ &gt;‘Dear White People: the proper response today is “white people suck”’ &gt;‘White people need to shut up’ &gt;‘White Nationalism is Destroying the West’ - &gt;‘I’m Jewish 👉 pbs.twimg.com/media/D2rKADqXgAAB_r4...
“WTF is wrong with white women?”

The majority of white, heterosexual women are misogynists...

White nationalism is destroying the West.

75% of uneducated white men think they should be able to harass whoever they want. 50% of white women agree. The rest of us say “fuck you, we are not stopping ever.”

White nationalism is destroying the West.
The great thing about the Jussie debacle is that it puts doubt in "the system" for white normies. Maybe this multicultural cage match isn't working out so well, eh?

27 Mar @HarmlessYardDog Battle Beagle retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

@4_Posterity Over 300 now and counting

27 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

I'm just warming up folks pbs.twimg.com/media/D2oklqWoaAAdm0f...

27 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
I'm sad to be white right now

10:28 AM · 11/9/16 from Westmount, Q
Twitter for iPhone

Repeating to @petracollins

@petracollins I'm such a nice Jewish girl
(sometimes)

6:44 PM · 2/2/14 · Twitter for iPhone

2 Likes

&gt;'Oh my Sweet God fellow white people, get your damn heads out of your asses' &gt;'What the fuck is wrong with us white people?' &gt;'White people are the greatest threat on Earth &amp; we better start fixing our own shit fast' - &gt;'I'm Jewish' pbs.twimg.com/media/D2oQuS5X4Atlq3_b...
The head prosecutor, the judge, and the criminal who they let walk scot-free. Welcome to your diverse “justice” system where whites can be nationally demonized in a hate hoax and the perpetrator faces no consequences.

26 Mar @westland_will Will Westcott retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1
As a fellow white woman, listen up white people, you're punks. Shitty, hateful, ungrateful, selfish punks. Get over your goddamn privilege. Listen up you dumbass white people KNOCK THIS SHIT OFF! Goddammit with these white people - I'm Jewish
Jussie Smollett walks. Here is the silver lining: It finally proves that “white privilege” is a racist lie.

Jill, support #AmericanDOS #Tangio...

Oh, I see. Kim Foxx, the Chicago prosecutor who dropped Jussie Smollett charges was put there by George Soros.

Tribalism is very real folks. Tribalism doesn’t care about the facts or the law or the truth. The sooner we wake up and realize this the better. #JussieSmollettHoax.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Kim Foxx</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cook County State's Attorney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incumbent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Assumed office</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Preceded by</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anita Alvarez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Personal details</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Born</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimberly M. Anderson[^1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 1972 (age 46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago, Illinois, U.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Political party</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democratic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As white people, we are all inherently racist’ &gt;’The only people I would ever call racist are fellow white people’ &gt;’Dear fellow white people...please fucking stop’ &gt;’White people are so fucking fragile. Smh’ &gt;’OMFG. I hate white people’ - &gt;’I’m Jewish’ pubs.twimg.com/media/D2mFRjdU4AAxH6r...
26 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Hey fellow white people. Please keep crying about being made fun of. You understand hate and oppression now.

Dear fellow white people... please fucking stop!

247sports.com/nba/san-antonio... YO! White people are so fucking fragile! Smh 😂😂

As white people, we are all inherently racist. The difference is some of us acknowledge it and some don't.

OMFG. I hate white people and I hope some white supremacist calls me racist idc idc:

This should be the official syllabus for a class on the history of White Lives Matter.

PSA for fellow white people!! THIS. AS. FUCK. Instagram.com/p/BuLP4MACg5/

I'm Jewish. ALL my grandparents are Holocaust survivors. Israel is my favorite place in the world, and I fully support @BarackObama!

This ride never ends folks pbs.twimg.com/media/D2lyXaHWsAE7t-x…

26 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Lisa Cohen
@cohills

White women you suuuuuck

Samuel Sinyangwe @samswey
2 out of every 3 white women voted Roy Moore. #AlabamaSpecialElection

vote by race and sex

Lisa Cohen
@cohills

Replying to @JeffRubinShow
@JeffRubinShow @weismanjake
jumping in so you have a COHEN in this Jew fest

3:16 PM · 9/13/15 · Twitter for iPhone

&orget;share anti-white tweets that a Washington DC lawyer posted publicly on Twitter &orget;have account locked for ‘violating [Twitter’s] rules against posting private media of an individual from a country with a recognized right to privacy law’ - Twitter’s not even trying anymore folks pbs.twimg.com/media/D2kqJTbWsAAI5xY...

26 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Your account has been locked.

The European Man
@TheEuropeanMan1

What happened?
We have determined that this account violated the Twitter Rules. Specifically, for:

1. Violating our rules against posting private media of an individual from a country with a recognized right to privacy law.

The European Man
@TheEuropeanMan1

&amp;’ugh. white people’ &amp;’God damn, white dudes can be so fragile’ &amp;’We are all under attack by hateful white men’ &amp;’it’s the white men with the problem’ &amp;’There is nothing wrong with America that couldn’t be solved by ending the dominance of white men’ - &amp;’I’m Jewish’ https://t.co/2l9HCeJkug

7:02 AM - 18 Mar 2019

As a result, we have locked your account.
Judah Ariel
@judahariel

Public interest lawyer. Intl trade consultant for hire at @ducoexperts. Plaintiff in #J20 civil suit. Formerly @SidleyLaw @repblummenauer @nyulaw.

📍 Washington, DC judahariel.com

Joined June 2009

976 Following 951 Followers
Andy Lassner回复@TheEuropeanMan1

当我党领导层中，这是一场男性与男性之间的对话。
他们无法有效地代表美国人民。

“太老了，白人男人在参议院”
“太累了，听老白人说话”
“我是一位来自犹太苏联难民的骄傲女儿”

26 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
These are not good people folks. They want you dead, literally

26 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
The Antifada 🐘 @the_antifada · 2h
.
@TheEuropeanMan1 was right to call out @jamie_elizabeth, she should have said, 'white genocide is good as FUCK'
#DoBetter

The European Man @TheEuropean...

>'We are in a war between those who choose to be human and those who choose to be white’

>'White Lives Matter is a hate group’

>'white genocide is good as hell’

>'Hey, I’m a Jewish anarcho-communist’

-

She wants you eradicated folks and Twitter verified her
The European Man

We need a travel ban against crazy ass white dudes with guns.
6:45 PM · 6/28/18 · Tweetbot for Mac
35 Retweets 211 Likes

The most unrealistic thing about most futuristic movies and shows is that white people are depicted as still being in charge.
2:43 PM · 7/9/18 · Twitter for Mac
28 Retweets 15 Likes

Tonight we joke. Tomorrow we apologize for white people. Repeat. Repeat.
11:40 PM · 7/18/16 · Twitter for Mac
1 Retweet 16 Likes

Trump wasn't elected despite his racism. He was elected because of it.
2:05 PM · 8/17/17 · Twitter for Mac
133 Retweets 470 Likes

When black people riot, we use tear gas. When white people vote our country into a toilet, we're supposed to be better listeners.
2:42 AM · 1/13/16 · Twitter for Mac
166 Retweets 469 Likes

Tucker Carlson exists so that white people can understand why people hate white people.
3:29 PM · 6/7/18 · Tweetbot for Mac
10 Retweets 80 Likes

Whoa, whoa. White people... chill.
12:39 PM · 6/9/16 · Twitter for Mac
1 Retweet 9 Likes

I'm Jewish...
3:57 PM · 12/20/16 · Twitter for iPhone
28 Likes

&gt;‘There is no reverse racism. It’s ok to be white but there’s no need to say it bc we stand atop centuries of imperialism designed to make it more than just ok’ &gt;‘I’m a Jew but I don’t think I should be blamed for Israeli human right abuses’
Original sin for thee, not for me pbs.twimg.com/media/D2i3TYrXQAAq9cY...
26 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
As you might imagine, Twitter didn’t suspend her or force her to delete the anti-white tweets.
pbs.twimg.com/media/D2r1V8W0AEhFG...
Poke the racists with a stick and they call come running. Ugly white people have invaded my TL #WhiteGenocide

Replied to @amelielamont and @quietriot10

ugh. If it walks like a duck & quacks like a duck, guess what. White self interest is racism. Period end of story

Welp, I just spent a week in the Twitter guilag for daring to directly quote another twitter user’s anti-white tweets. Yep, that makes perfect sense. Twitter definitely doesn’t have an anti-white agenda or anything folks. At any rate, good to be back.
We've temporarily limited some of your account features

The European Man
@TheEuropeanMan1

What happened?
We have determined that this account violated the Twitter Rules. Specifically, for:

1. **Violating our rules against hateful conduct.**
   You may not promote violence against, threaten, or harass other people on the basis of race, ethnicity, national origin, sexual orientation, gender, gender identity, religious affiliation, age, disability, or serious disease.

   &gt;‘Ugly white people have invaded my TL #WhiteGenocide’ &gt;’White self interest is racism. Period end of story’ &gt;’Maybe I should add I’m Jewish and a big Israel supporter :)’ - Self interest for me, not for thee https://t.co/smA5S66qzV

8:46 AM - 16 Mar 2019
Poke the racists with a stick and they call come running. Ugly white people have invaded my TL #WhiteGenocide

10:08 PM - 3/21/15 - Twitter Web Client
1 Retweet

Repeating to @amelialeamont and @quietriot10
ugh. If it walks like a duck & quacks like a duck, guess what: White self interest is racism. Period end of story

11:02 AM - 3/3/17 - Twitter Web Client
5 Likes

Replying to @justintimeDS
@justintimeDS Maybe I should add I'm Jewish and a big Israel supporter :)
@sevenlayercake @TheXclass

9:51 PM - 11/8/12 - Twitter Web Client

&"I'm a white person...We're all racist" &"all white people have to be educated on racism, because we don't grow up with an intrinsic understanding of it" &"you can't be racist toward whites people" &"Like, white people in this country are so racist" - &"I'm Jewish" pbs.twimg.com/media/D18phM1WsuA2UZ-tb...

18 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
"We are in a war between those who choose to be human and those who choose to be white" &gt; "White Lives Matter is a hate group" &gt; "white genocide is good as hell" &gt; "Hey, I'm a Jewish anarcho-communist" - She wants you eradicated folks and Twitter verified her pbs.twimg.com/media/D15rdC3WsAEKl8t...

18 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
We are in a war between those who choose to be human and those who choose to be white. In order to effectively stamp out fascism, we must take on all hierarchies at once. White supremacy cannot be disentangled from patriarchy and class oppression.

White Lives Matter is a hate group, in case you were wondering deathandtaxesmag.com/302135/white-I...

Repeating to @johnrenaud
Hey, I’m a Jewish anarcho-communist. You don’t need to explain to me that revolutionary leaders have done things that cannot be repeated. I also hold that capitalism poses the greatest threat to human rights worldwide and we need to keep organizing against it!

17 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
I believe survivors. I fight for survivors. I will put my body on the line for survivors, because I never had a choice in how my body was used to make me into a survivor.

@StopKavanaugh

I'm gonna blame racism. White women care more about gaining power with white men than they do solidarity with non-white women.

The Advocate @TheAdvocateMag

"Don't Blame White Women For Trump's Victory, Blame Internalized Misogyny" bit.ly/28rXf By @FlaxPretty

Was told I was “speaking hate” for tweeting that #BlackLivesMatter.

Fellow white people, get your shit together. Love isn’t zero sum.

5:39 PM - 1/24/16 - TweetDeck

3 Retweets 4 Likes

Read this thread. Us white people must reflect on this. How hurtful it is to have to think “what have we done?” just for how you’re born?

Joel O. Anderson @josiahlevy

Replies to @josiahlevy

“What have we done to people so bad that they have to see black people get ahead in life, here

This is the question us white people must reckon and grapple with, every single day.

Sam Sanders @samsanders

How will you fight racism and white supremacy in your everyday life?

9:24 AM - 6/13/17 - Twitter for iPhone

Replying to @bucemillerca

@bucemillerca @daveweigel He’s at the #TWBNation booth right now demonstrating some exceptionally tone deaf white male privilege

4:56 PM - 6/22/13 - TweetCaster for iOS

Robyn Swirling @RSwirling

Replying to @bucemillerca

white people are not the default white people are not the default white people are not the default white people are not the default white pe

Ijoma Olou @ijomaOlou

FUCK Tim Burton for treating POC like seasoning 2b used "when called for." No wonder your shit is bland these days.

17 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Your white male privilege does not intimidate me.

I hope I get my period for Christmas! Runner up Christmas wish: abortion 😊

It's official, I hate white people.

Repeating to @missenscene

Repeating to @dickyfeynman

Repeating to @tornadoliese @selinakyl @godsgirls

hahaha I'm Jewish, but not THAT Jewish!

If I ever do have an abortion I'm going to name it Wendy Davis #standwithwendy

A guy called me racist for calling him on his white male privilege.

One way ticket to Mars please!

Verified trans actor claims to be a white girl wants fellow white people to donate to the NAACP & have sex with POC inspired by people putting white ppl in our place says white women collectively ruined America & deserve criticism Riley's conflicted alright pbs.twimg.com/media/D14kpJeW0AALsSz...

17 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
My Black Mirror episode is about a trans woman who legally transitions right before white women collectively ruined America.

It's probably going to be faster if we just list the rich old white men who aren't racist. Done.

As a white girl from Ohio I like this analogy cause it makes me a sorcerer and of course I am. (When I'm not a Bard)

Hey fellow white people. Instead of going to brunch today, donate what you would have spent on brunch to the NAACP. facebook.com/TheRileyJes/

Yeah fellow white people, threaten Hawaii with the prospect of less of us showing up. That'll show 'em.

Rephlying to @neelnanda

@NeelNanda As a queer Jew with an English degree I often feel conflicted.

Riley Silverman @rileysilverman

17 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Replies to @guyfromtheparty

@guyfromtheparty white people are the worst hands down.

10:20 PM · 10/20/15 · Twitter for iPhone

73 Retweets 150 Likes

stupid white people..

11:22 PM · 5/25/13 · Twitter for iPhone

104 Retweets 88 Likes

so many people in my hometown are responsible for this. fucking assholes. fuck you & your racist lily white parents.

12:21 AM · 11/9/16 · Twitter for iPhone

2,709 Retweets 5,705 Likes

Replies to @outervapor

@outervapor Why the Star of David tho

1 1

11:07 PM · 3/10/13 · Twitter for iPhone

5 Retweets 1 Like

Replies to @outervapor

cuz i'm a jew

1 1

another stupid white american blockhead

2:04 PM · 2/5/17 · Twitter for iPhone

490 Retweets 1,620 Likes

uncultured suburban white folk

11:07 PM · 3/10/13 · Twitter for iPhone

5 Retweets 1 Like

i hate losing. i hate how competitive i am. i hate where i'm from. i hate prideful whites. i hate seeing evil win over & over & OVER again.

3:59 AM · 10/12/17 · Twitter for iPhone

971 Retweets 3,986 Likes
Fellow white dude writers and academics: When you are invited to go to an event, your first question should be about diversity. Make it your own personal inclusion rider.
7:28 AM - 3/16/16 · TweetDeck
169 Retweets · 533 Likes

Dear white dude liberals:
Stop using Trump’s election to tell marginalized people to stop discussing identity.
Love,
Fellow white dude.
9:34 AM - 1/18/16 · TweetDeck

Really hoping y’all will save America from my fellow white people, tbh.
twitter.com/DaniellaMicael...
10:25 AM - 1/15/16 · TweetDeck
2 Retweets · 12 Likes

Woke up this morning, called out fellow white guy on sexism, suspect am now blocked/muted. Haven’t even had coffee yet!
8:48 AM - 6/3/17 · TweetDeck
1 Like

Dear fellow white folks. Here’s how I think it works. First listen. At the end you listen. In the middle, we have to speak out. #Ferguson
9:54 AM - 11/23/14 · TweetDeck
1 Retweet · 3 Likes

Re: @manoscrumbs: Your tweet makes no sense. I am white. I write about white privilege a lot. I’m going to mute you now.
9:40 PM - 7/22/15 · TweetDeck
1 Like

Re: @tressieirongirl: I’m worried about white people too. We keep doing all this terrible stuff. We should seek some professional help.
10:29 AM - 11/10/14 · TweetDeck
1 Retweet

As a Jewish father of a disabled child and grandson of communists, and a historian – let me say a bit here on history. twitter.com/JeffreyGoldber...
12:20 PM · 1/29/17 · TweetDeck

verified writer / claims limiting immigration & deporting illegals is ‘white supremacy’ / calls Trump a ‘white supremacist’ / doesn’t want to ‘stop at taking down Confederate flag’ / says ‘fuck white people,’ to repeat, he tweeted ‘fuck white people’ He doesn’t like Mel Gibson pbs.twimg.com/media/D10yOyfX0AA5gG7...
&gt; We white women have to do SO MUCH BETTER than this! &gt; Wake up, fellow white people #RacismSucks' &gt; 'As white people, we have the obligation to stop &amp; LISTEN' &gt; 'Ignorant, fearful white people easily manipulated by appeals to their racism' - &gt; 'I'm Jewish... &gt; pbs.twimg.com/media/D10FjUWoAMUdm2...
Wow, I missed this entire thing. We white women have to do SO MUCH BETTER than this. And I had no idea that Amy Siskind was a Sarah Palin supporter 😏

Getting blocked never felt so good 😂

Wake up, fellow white people.

#RacismSucks

Worth reading, fellow white people:

Heidi Stevens @HeidiStevens13
Liam Nessan
Joe Ricketts
Gov. Northam

This would be a great week for people to stop...

I'm so tired of fellow white people claiming they don't think about racism & therefore are not racist. You don't think about race because you aren't forced to. The fact that you don't intentionally hurt POC does not mean you aren't racist or perpetuate racism.

FFS, wake up.

I'm just here to say that I'm Jewish. So I'm allowed to say that! 😂

7:49 PM · 6/21/18 · Twitter Web Client

6 Likes

&'White people are dicks' &'WHITE MEN DONT DESERVE GUNS' &'Hey white people guess what - we fucking *do* want to take your guns' - 'Thank you! I'm Jewish' pbs.twimg.com/media/D1z6XTvWkAMtw1-
Fam, as you know, recently my content has been devoted almost entirely to sharing anti-white tweets from Jewish individuals. By limiting my personal commentary, I’m forcing Twitter’s hand. If TEM is suspended, it will be for the unforgivable crime of quoting them word for word.

16 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

"all of us white people are extremely privileged" &gt;"white women, we need to do better" &gt;"WHY ARE WHITE PEOPLE SO ANNOYING CAN WE ALL JUST GO AWAY" &gt;"for the last time, the holocaust was not a white genocide" &gt;"I’m a queer Jew" pbs.twimg.com/media/D1y1E6HwAAggMN...

16 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
@Sarenan1 Thanks fam! I’ll never run out of content, that’s for sure
16 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

✓Verified lefty activist✓lectures her ‘white friends’— portraying herself as white✓wants to #AbolishICE, the US Senate, & institutional racism✓bemoans ‘racism, sexism, anti-Semitism, & homophobia’ in GOP✓says ‘white people are the problem’ Just another ‘Voice for Peace’ pbs.twimg.com/media/D1yiCcgXcAA9Tpt...
16 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
"Rooting out the deep institutional racism within the very foundation of American law enforcement requires digging in very deeply here at home, and lessons from an occupying army are not going to help." Great piece re why we need to see the

"While the decree allows children to be jailed with their parents, it still greenlights incarceration of entire families, calls for more immigrant detention centers & reinforces institutions that oversaw child separation" #AbolishICE

"white friends: let's resolve not to be the people sitting & watching & not doing anything; declarations of solidarity are for these moments

Ahmed Shihab-Eldin IMAGE Man thrown off plane for speaking Arabic to his mother https://mashable.com

"So apparently racism, sexism, anti-semitism, and homophobia are just fine..."

Matt Schiapp @mattschiapp "@ACUCentral has decided to rescind the invitation of Mr. Far-right to speak at Tiongkok"

"Today's dose of inspiration, and a project worth following: "we should not see our era of resurgent white nationalism as the racist end, but the antiracist beginning" led by @Ibram who wrote the crucial book Stamped from the Beginning"

Today's dose of inspiration, and a project worth following: "we should not see our era of resurgent white nationalism as the racist end, but the antiracist beginning" led by @Ibram who wrote the crucial book Stamped from the Beginning.

Good things happened. But still, my overall election takeaways: 1) abolish the Senate—it is anti-democratic; 2) voting rights (ending voter suppression, making voting fast and easy for everyone) are top priority; 3) white people, y'all, are the problem.

"So so proud of @JVPDCMetrol which is showing up when it counts to fight white supremacy as part of a broad anti-fascist front w/ @shutitdown this weekend #SafetyThroughSolidarity"
New Zealand is a sickening tragedy. My heart goes out to all those suffering. When will this insane terrorism end ... San Bernardino, Pulse Nightclub, Bataclan theatre, Charlie Hebdo, Bastille Day, Madrid, London, Glasgow Airport, Milan, Ft Hood, Brussels, Berlin, 9/11 ...
15 Mar @AnnCoulter Ann Coulter retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

We need to shut down immigration to white countries until we figure out what's going on.
15 Mar @HarlemDog Battle Beagle retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

@Avery__ @Avery__ I've always been an atheist. I'm Jewish by ethnicity, which can seem at odds w/atheism, but there are a lot of atheist Jews.
1:59 AM · 3/21/15 · Twitter for iPhone

&"I'm white af" &"White people suck" &"Ban white people" &"Nails on the white privileged chalkboard. Fuck her entitled little self" &"Trump's a self serving clusterfuck & he needs to be forcibly removed from 'our' GD White House" - &"I'm Jewish...I'm done with playing nice" pbs.twimg.com/media/D1v30P6VYAhsC...
The European Man

How many of the ‘duplicious’ profiles have you found? I’ve seen dozens. How anyone could argue this isn’t a sick coordinated strategy is beyond me.
16 Mar @Jack_Burton__me Remain Untamed retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

@TheEuropeanMan1

Verified film critic incessantly promotes ‘gender parity’ & ‘diversity’ in films ‘likes’ movies portraying ‘our melting pot as a strength’ ‘gleeful when movies about non-whites do well at box office’ says whites age worse than all other races Speaking of not aging well
16 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
One big problem, which I've been whining about for years, is that Hollywood pulled its head out of its butt in terms of diversity/inclusivity right as theatrical moviegoing ceased to be a casual entertainment option. They were a decade too late due to tentpole fever.

11:01 PM · 6/17/17 · Twitter Web Client

#IndependenceDay celebrated America's diversity in a positive fashion & argued that our "melting pot" was a strength rather than a weakness.

Scott Mendelson @ScottMendelson

Scott's #StarWars Fans Shouldn't Have To Choose Between Gender Parity And Ethnic Diversity @forbes.com/8tg4q1 via @forbes by @ScottMendelson

11:10 AM · 3/27/17 · Forbes Social

Scott Mendelson @ScottMendelson

On #PowerRangers And Why Its Onscreen Diversity Matters via @Forbes by @ScottMendelson forbes.com/sites/scottmen...

Scott Mendelson @ScottMendelson

White privilege is me being outraged and angered by the #FergusonDecision rather than utterly terrified.

9:52 PM · 11/24/16 · Twitter Web Client
6,768 Retweets 5,421 Likes

Scott Mendelson @ScottMendelson

Replying to @toric @cartoonbrew Artistically I would love to see more diversity in content and demographics, but that's not where we are yet.

7:37 PM · 9/7/13 · Twitter Web Client

Scott Mendelson @ScottMendelson

This is for another day, but I would argue that every "not white" race ages better than white people, which is why Hollywood racism and the desire for youthful sex appeal contradict each other. Random example, Salma Hayek still looks as she did in DESPERADO.

Scott Mendelson @ScottMendelson

Disney's #Moana Is Proof You Don't Need White Male Heroes for Blockbuster @forbes.com/174Zz via @ScottMendelson

12:28 AM · 7/17/18 · Twitter Web Client

Scott Mendelson @ScottMendelson

I'm Jewish, so no. ;-)

16 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

&gt;'white people are awful, like we really are the worst' &gt;'Dude I AM white people and I'm sick of white people's shit' &gt;'I just learned that my ancestors were Jewish!' - Wow, I did not see that coming!

pbs.twimg.com/media/D1vgFzJUYAYAywHU...
white people are awful. like we really are the worst

Relying to @lexilopezlmao

Dude I AM white people and I'm sick of white people's shit

I just learned that my ancestors were Jewish!
List of terrorist incidents in March 2019 archive.is/TpNQn Larger Image: archive.fo/4md8S/b3918c762a8c63061d... pbs.twimg.com/media/D1vaCy2W0ANrw6...  
16 Mar @HarmlessYardDog Battle Beagle retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1
# Right Wing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Dead</th>
<th>Injured</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Perpetrator</th>
<th>Part of</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Mass shooting</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40+</td>
<td>Christchurch, New Zealand</td>
<td><strong>Christchurch mosque shootings:</strong> On 15 March 2019 at 13:40 NZDT, attackers opened fire on worshippers attending Friday Prayer at two mosques in Christchurch, New Zealand, killing 49 people and wounding dozens others. Multiple improvised explosive devices were uncovered by police, and successfully disarmed by the New Zealand Defense Force.</td>
<td>Right Wing Extremist</td>
<td>Terrorism in New Zealand</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

@TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Verified software engineer claims to be a ‘white male’ incessantly mocks white men, belittling their struggles says addressing voter fraud is racist thinks ‘almost everything in American history is inextricably bound up with racism/slavery’

Guess what his dad is? pbs.twimg.com/media/D1vXZHTU8AA5kZI...
Remember when YOU played the ‘Candace doxes people she disagrees with’ game?

Do more guns equal less violence?

So. Much. Victimhood. Update: They never left folks

@PhyllisSilver I'm already doing research to get my queer child out of this country. I'm working as hard as I can to protect his rights and everyone else's, but we're Jewish and there's a lesson here. If you can, leave early.
Lord help us, they're now fighting white witch privilege and cultural appropriation in Brazil?! pbs.twimg.com/media/D1uptm0UwAAJlkr...

15 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
“fellow white witchy people, if someone tells you that your “practice” is cultural appropriation... do something else’
“racism in Brazil IS normal... even though my fellow white Brazilians will swear that it’s not’
“Hi, I’m Jewish’
pbs.twimg.com/media/D1upbzbUrCAAoy6H...
I'm racist against...white people? I am a white person.

2:02 PM · 11/23/18 · Twitter for Android
1 Like

---

Yes, I like the witchy aesthetic, too. But that's all it is. And all it can be. So to my fellow white witchy people: if someone tells you that your "practice" is cultural appropriation and is hurting them, there's no reason to defend or continue it. Just do something else!

9:35 AM · 9/2/18 · Twitter for Android

---

This is why I'm opposed to any concept of spirituality or "sacredness": it's just an excuse for colonialism for my fellow white ppl. I'm not going to criticize indigenous ppl who want to pursue these things, because they can do so without harming their communities, but we can't.

You people are donkey @bani_amor
And that's what we're seeing with spiritual tourism, one can argue that the...

---

Hi, I'm Jewish and you're fine. 😊

1:36 PM · 7/20/18 · Twitter for Android

---

Also, as white women, we need to think about how the "strange men" we're told to be afraid of are racialized. Like, who are you imagining when you think about someone breaking into your house? The stereotypical image of a "criminal" in the US and Brazil isn't white... 😕

3:39 PM · 1/3/19 · Twitter for Android
1 Like

---

Okay, well, I can tell you that racism in Brazil IS a normal and generalized behavior, even though plenty of my fellow white Brazilians will swear that it's not, and denying the problem doesn't solve anything. Please leave me alone now.

5:01 PM · 7/13/18 · Twitter for Android

---

She's not preventing anyone from speaking their mind? She's commenting on how completely over the top and ridiculous that tweet is. Also we live in a world where white women are usually the ones preventing black women from speaking their minds, so... 😐

11:46 PM · 7/21/18 · Twitter for Android
10 Likes

---

"I am so disappointed in white people...I'm white. 'I'm disgusted with white people' "'Should I Give Up on White People?' - "As a 2nd generation American whose 4 grandparents made the same Jewish journey..."

@TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
pbs.twimg.com/media/DTueRKQV9oAA47Bb...
Barbara Geffen @barbarageffen

Replying to @Slate
I am so disappointed in white Americans and the comments to this story. I'm white. I know this wouldn't happen to me. Wake up, people!
5:33 PM · 7/14/18 · Twitter for iPhone
1 Like

Barbara Geffen @barbarageffen

I'm disgusted with white people. How 'Gardening While Black' Almost Landed This Detroit Man in Jail - The New York Times

Barbara Geffen @barbarageffen

As a 2nd generation American whose 4 grandparents made the same Jewish journey as Miller's, I'm proud. He's ashamed. Why?

Richard W. Painter @RWPU
Wolf Glotzer came here in 1903 to work for the American dream. Why is his great-grandson trying to destroy it? jewishjournal.com/opinion/rob_es...
5:30 PM · 9/2/17 from Washington, DC · Twitter for iPhone
verified actor incessantly lectures & admonishes ‘fellow white people’ to take ‘actions to end racism’ tells white people ‘we must organize if we want racial justice’ Technically he is a fellow white person folks pbs.twimg.com/media/D1uGldeXQAE8C2y...
15 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Verified folks pbs.twimg.com/media/D1ta46eWwAEz8-B...
15 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Chase Strangio ✔
@chasestrangio
491 Following 22.9K Followers
It's not that white people are especially dedicated to following rules ourselves, we know they don't apply to us' &gt;"It is our responsibility as white people to acknowledge our privilege' &gt;"I'm left uncertain, about what I, as a white feminist, ought to DO' &gt;"I am Jewish"
Had I heard the term “white privilege” back then, I might well have scoffed at the idea. Everybody I met, or knew, or even saw was white, and the “otherness” I was aware of was based on factors other than race. Still, I remember clearly my own first experience of racism.

It’s been only a matter of years that I’ve understood that so-called “color-blindness” is its own sort of racism in refusing to consider the experiences of POC as legitimately different from mine. I was, at the very least, passively complicit in reinforcing white supremacy.

I’m a human being and I’ll go ahead and state the obvious: @realDonaldTrump is a white supremacist. #StandWithJemelle

This ride never ends folks pbs.twimg.com/media/D1s4d90U8AA7OK5...
Ariana Lenarsky
@aardvarsk

Gentle reminder to my fellow white people that we have all been raised to behave like complete sociopaths

2:59 PM · 11/28/16 · Twitter for iPhone

28 Retweets 125 Likes

Ariana Lenarsky
@aardvarsk

I would rather die than leave & they want me to love Nazis. Twitter I can't. It's the first rule of America AND I was raised orthodox Jewish

3:14 AM · 11/17/16 · Twitter for iPhone

4 Retweets 34 Likes
Verified comm director of Open Society lectures whites about their 'privilege' & wants 'extreme vetting for all white men' & says 'white supremacy is everywhere' & on complaints about 'the power of institutional white supremacy' Open Society...isn't that run by George Soros? 🆕 pbs.twimg.com/media/D1sqAn2U4EUQTA...
Golf, like Trump, is tedious, endless, boring, loved by white men and never seems to end while its unfolding.

White adult men wearing large backpacks on the subway during rush hour should be arrested.

I'm Jewish and it's a mitzvah to feed the hungry. Anyone who is hungry anywhere. Full stop. twitter.com/EWEricson/sta...

verified tech CEO claims 'racism & classicism is alive & well in America' pushes 'white privilege' narrative says he doesn't 'understand white people' concerned about 'the current white rage' It never ends folks pbs.twimg.com/media/D1q-AjKWoAEQ21B...

15 Mar @TheEuropeanMan The European Man
@YangGangJim Is it any wonder why she finds thin white women ‘infuriating’?
14 Mar via The European Man

&’An apology from this white woman on behalf of those who get it’ &’Thin, white, & blonde. It’s infuriating’ &’old white privileged men are ruining this country’ &’White privilege right there!’ &’the GOP needs to be asked about white supremacy forever’ &’I’m Jewish’ pbs.twimg.com/media/D1paNqjWwAAzyTB…
14 Mar via The European Man
No. pbs.twimg.com/media/D1pQujXQA6TCP…
14 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
You’re disgusting. Delete your everything
@AStateOfChern I hate white people

Repeating to @___Shea

@___Shea i hate white people all the time too

I'm Jewish
Thanks fam pbs.twimg.com/media/D1o-4r1wAA42s8...
A white supremacist account (@TheEuropeanMan1) with 5k followers created a profile marking me a Jew who spoke out against racism.

Many others have been profiled. They’re building an archive of us.

Please report + share. @jack, Nazi tweets leads to hate crimes in our streets.
24 hours later...

The European Man
@TheEuropeanMan1

Proud white American

Joined December 2018

137 Following  6,925 Followers

Tweets  Tweets & replies  Media  Likes

verified ‘women’s reporter’ incessantly lectures her ‘fellow white people’ & ‘fellow white ladies’ wants white women to ‘get our shit together’ has ‘no time for a candidate who is worried about discrimination against white people’ She’s staying true to her roots folks pbs.twimg.com/media/D1n59ZfWwAE_Px2…

14 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Pro tip for white people: If you “don’t understand the race card,” perhaps try listening #TheBachelor

PSA for fellow white ladies: Maybe just don’t write a listicle about being “Bed with the good hair” (via @ublay)
twitter.com/GlamourMagUK/status/742504338032718337
1:53 PM · 4/28/16 · Twitter Web Client
6 Retweets 10 Likes

fellow white people, this is a hashtag to watch and learn from: #BlackWomenAtWork

Brittany Packnett (@MsPockyett)
Replying to @AFirokJenn
This happens to black women everyday at work.
Share your Maye and April moments, so people don’t think this is rare. Use #BlackWomenAtWork

No time for a candidate who is worried about discrimination against white people #DemDebate
9:12 PM · 10/3/16 · Twitter for iPhone
13 Retweets 35 Likes

*Safety will be restored**
*for straight, white, cisgender, Christian men #RNCircle
10:24 PM · 7/21/16 from Brooklyn, NY · Twitter for iPhone
134 Retweets 220 Likes

White women, we should all take a cue from the Adele #Grammys handbook and use our privilege to call out BS

**What the f**k does Beyonce have to do to win Album of the Year?**

Yup --> White Women: Let’s Get Our Shit Together rhr.org/1s8F5L6 via @rhrrealitycheck
10:02 AM · 11/8/16 · Twitter for Websites
1 Retweet 1 Like

We white women have some work to do. Listening to black women seems like a good start. aaahs.org/an-open-letter...
8:45 AM · 11/21/16 · Twitter Web Client
26 Retweets 61 Likes

Pre-gaming #Thanksgiving with a whitefish bagel, because I’m staying true to my Eastern European Jewish roots.

11:39 AM · 11/27/14 · Twitter for iPhone
8 Likes

Gee, I wonder why this is one of the top stories on Twitter right now? With all the news stories in the world today, this is what Twitter wants us to see? Hmmmm pbs.twimg.com/media/D1nm7pW0AIjQC9...
14 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
US women's national team stars Ali Krieger and Ashlyn Harris are engaged💍

The World Cup champions and Orlando Pride teammates announced their engagement to People magazine.

The America we have now is not the America we had before. Most young people have no idea what's been stolen from them. I found this nostalgic video & thought I'd share. Think about what's happened to public schools & try not to weep: youtu.be/4gKP1V-SiLg

14 Mar @NoTatsClassy Grand Duchess

&gt;'as a white woman I am more likely to be listened to' &gt;'As a white person I'm here to say...' &gt;'white women in #America have a lot to answer for' &gt;'Yet another white man in power in this country who has the moral compass of a turd' - &gt;'as a Jewish feminist' pbs.twimg.com/media/D1nk0-BWkAEhwoU...

14 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Dear #Trump supporters: you've just fu*ked over your non-straight-white male friends/family/colleagues. GL explaining your decision to them..

3:38 AM - 11/9/16 - Twitter Web Client

Yup, white women in #America have a lot to answer for, particularly as it pertains to this election.

@GoldenGateBlond
Racism doesn't always wear a white hood. Sometimes it just casually says minorities and immigrants aren't "everyday people."

Yup, spot on. The refusal to acknowledge the very real problem of radicalization of white men in America also doesn't help.

Lauren Duca @larenduca
Call it "terrorism" or don't. Either way, national security's greatest threat is white men with

Yet another white man in power in this country who has the moral compass of a turd.

BuzzFeed News @BuzzFeedNews
This Florida sheriff says he will jail people with warrants seeking shelter from Hurricane Irma
buzzfeed.com/corlew/c/#...

White privilege is...(thread)

Qasim Rashid, Esq. @MuslinIQ
White privilege is admitting you attacked a mosque to cause havoc & frighten Muslims—still not a hate crime
amp.bitimes.co.uk/in/verelan-d...

I'm only just catching up on the @womensmarch founders/Farrakhan story. But as a Jewish feminist I'm disturbed and disappointed by the lack of explanation.

1:06 AM - 3/5/18 from San Francisco, CA - Twitter for Android

"fellow white folks, we should probably listen to this. & personally, I'm tired of white men' 

"Fellow white ladies, say it with me internalized misogyny upholds white supremacy' 

"white men should be profiled' 

"actually, I'm Jewish" 

pbs.twimg.com/media/D1nUJUXQAAP1YY...
Mel Gibson - “Foreign Aid” (1997) pbs.twimg.com/ext_tw_video_thumb/11...
13 Mar @Chili_Cannon Chili Cannon retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Since being subjected to a mass reporting campaign earlier today at the hands of individuals upset that I dare to disseminate their public tweets, I have gained &gt; 500 followers. Turns out an awful lot of folks want to see where &amp; from whom the anti-white hate is coming from
14 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

The next time a Democrat mentions temporary family separation at the border, show them yet another story like this one, where an American family was permanently separated at the hands of an illegal immigrant. ow.ly/JQCQ30o24V8
14 Mar @MiaVendetta110 Rural American retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

&gt;'Wtf are we going to do about white women' &gt;'the radicalization of young white men is terrifying' &gt;'I feel betrayed
by white women. I feel unprotected by white women' &gt;'white men are children until proven otherwise' - &gt;'I am like an eighth Jewish' Still all the hate folks

Hey media if u need help recognizing when white cis straight men are heinous despite having cool hair a lot of women have yrs of experience

A cool thing about America is white men are children until proven otherwise and they are not really rallying around proving that ever

This is terrifying, the underlying "boys will be boys" rhetoric is terrifying, the radicalization of young white men is terrifying

Peas are like straight white men in that they believe they belong and should feel comfortable in all spaces

Wtf are we going to do about white women though

Happy [not just white] women’s history month!

Good morning and fuck the abusive fascist police system that terrorizes citizens in the name and with the tacit support of white people

I talked back to three white women this week for defending Kavanaugh/questioning Dr. Ford and trust me there are many more I am still gathering the courage and the words for. I feel betrayed by white women. I feel unprotected by white women. I feel humiliated by white women.

Wtf are we going to do about white women though
fuck white people

5:31 PM · 10/6/15 · Echofon

being a good jew today

4:43 PM · 4/19/11 · Twitter Web
verified sportswriter claims to be a ‘white man’ & a ‘rural white’ says he’s ‘confused by white people’/looks down on ‘idiot rural white voters’/calls white people ‘dumb’ & ‘racist’ He doesn’t think we’re a Christian nation for a reason folks pbs.twimg.com/media/D1dVcWIsAABo4-…

14 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
The greatest threat to American democracy & to our peace is the pissed off American white man terrified of losing his privilege & the guns he keeps to enforce that privilege - 
& I am a Jew & I DenounceHate and violence against all innocents' pbs.twimg.com/media/D71CAg4WwAAO8H1...
@jazzurd @Destroyitems Was just locked out. Back up and running fam.

In case you didn't know there is an organized effort to get one of the best accounts on twitter banned. If you haven't already give @TheEuropeanMan1 a follow and see what it is they don't want you to know about.
pbs.twimg.com/media/D1kuXzXUaAEoPcl...
A white supremacist account @TheEuropeanMan1 keeps sharing profiles of prominent Jewish tweeters—many of whom are my friends. Please do the favor of reporting this monster.

No place for hate. @TwitterSafety @Twitter @jack

@TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man shouldn’t be the only one doing this either. Imagine if all of us were documenting the anti-white rhetoric put out by these people.
14 Mar @Scipio74992910 Scipio retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

@GreyWizard2 To be announced.
13 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Don’t worry folks. I’ve archived everything, all the hate, all the disdain, all the genocidal rage, all the degeneracy, everything will be preserved🙏
13 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

"White people do nothing but wound & exploit & willfully ignore indigenous Americans’ & ‘Maybe white people...should stop telling what they think is important & listen’ & ‘Reparations are about truth, about white supremacy...’ – & ‘As the Jewish parent of a Jewish trans child’ pbs.twimg.com/media/D1k4FXnWAi0_Y1..."
@TheEuropeanMan1 Jew privilege on this site will most likely prevail and you will be suspended. FIND me again friend. Your work is critical if we are to battle Anti-White hate we MUST expose where that hate is coming from! Americans DESERVE to know!
13 Mar @TanyaCornfield Horse Lady Cornfield retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

@TheEuropeanMan1 I can’t believe these people are trying to shut you down... for just re-posting what they said. More and more people are figuring out the truth each day.
13 Mar @nocoinerclub Free Speech v Deep State, 1984 retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

@thatpeterfox @TheEuropeanMan1 @TwitterSafety @Twitter @jack Wait a sec...it’s just reposting the hateful statements of those specific accounts. ...that’s a good thing, right? After all..."no place for hate"
13 Mar @BeastOfWood B Wood retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

@gt: post anti-white tweets from Jewish individuals—not changing a single word &gt; get called a ‘white supremacist,’ ‘Nazi,’ &amp; ‘bigot,’ &amp; be mass reported for ‘anti-semitism’ Do you see how this works folks? Merely pointing out their own words, actions, &amp; hatred for us is anti-semitic pbs.twimg.com/media/D1kueEFXcAMTe1q...
A white supremacist account (@TheEuropeanMan1) with 5k followers created a profile marking me a Jew who spoke out against racism.

Many others have been profiled. They’re building an archive of us.

Please report + share. @jack, Nazi tweets leads to hate crimes in our streets.
These people want us dead pbs.twimg.com/media/D1l9EZKXQAYayVC_…

13 Mar @HarmlessYardDog Battle Beagle retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Jon Schwarz ⚡️
@schwarz

It turns out that when you make fun of Tucker Carlson you hear from a lot of Nazis

7:09 PM - 12 Mar 2019

42 Retweets 407 Likes
you know, it actually would make much more sense if Jews and Muslims joined forces to kill Christians.
Vote for me because @davidfrum is wrong and a 50% cut in legal immigration would be a terrible idea—sharply cutting the incomes of hundreds of thousands of foreigners in order to slight cut the incomes of most natives for no good reason.

Here is Pew on Americans’ political priorities. A crackdown on immigration will make many of these main problems worse, while smart expansions of immigration could be a big help with several of them. Neoliberal @netLiberal

THE MEETUP REGION, ELITE B
---
@Noahgpleon (1) Defending Neoliberal Shill champion and columnist at Bloomberg vs. @mattyglesias (2) Co-founder and writer at Vox

Show this thread

Time is running out, folks. I acknowledge that Noah had a great run as Chief Hill but it’s time to pass the torch to a new generation. We need taco trucks on every corner, and a hemispheric system of open borders and free trade.

Neoliberal @netLiberal

THE MEETUP REGION, ELITE B
---
@Noahgpleon (1) Defending Neoliberal Shill champion and columnist at Bloomberg vs. @mattyglesias (2) Co-founder and writer at Vox

Show this thread

Matthew Yglesias
@mattyglesias

I’m Jewish and I believe Nate is too. ymmv

11:48 PM · 3/6/19 · Twitter for iPhone

26 Likes

Matthew Yglesias
@mattyglesias

Currently reading @KClauing’s great new book “Open: The Progressive Case for Free Trade, Immigration, and Global Capital” which you can think of as an urgent plea to pay attention to the actual drivers of inequality rather than blaming foreigners.

have risen 10 percent. To precisely what degree these salaries reflect productivity is a matter for legitimate arguments, but it is unlikely that CEOs are any times more productive than they were in 1980 relative to their workers. Likely, social norms, market power, and tax policy all contribute to

Achieving one billion Americans through a mix of openness to immigration plus much greater public support for families with children sounds like a nice idea to me.

Jane the Actuary
@JaneTheActuary
Replying to @mattyglesias and @davidfrum
So what do you think the optimal population of the United States, at its eventual peak, is?

11:07 AM · 3/11/19 from Washington, DC · Twitter for iPhone

44 Retweets 442 Likes

Progressive America needs a rogue billionaire to sponsor the construction of a few cities in Montana and the Dakotas to level the senate playing field.

Wouldn’t take too many new residents to swing low-population stages.

13 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

&‘is it me or are white people really annoying?” &‘The sole answer is to overturn white supremacy...America was never great’ &‘white people are screwing everyone else’ &‘white supremacy is the glue holding Trump voters & the GOP together’ - ‘As a Jew...’ pbs.twimg.com/media/D1IoMrWkAA7GAP...
As a Jew, I do not think Bernie Sanders is "too Jewish" because that's nonsense.
This coming from the head of an organization who’s sole purpose is to politicize #AntiSemitism

pbs.twimg.com/media/D1gXj7IXgAErtk-...
Jonathan Greenblatt 🔄 @JGreen... · 11h
When #antiSemitism is repeatedly politicized, it not only hurts the Jewish community, it fosters division. At a time when #antiSemitism is rising, we need leaders to lead and fight #hate rather than point fingers and cast blame. Enough.

Donald J. Trump 🔄 @realDonaldTrump

“Jewish people are leaving the Democratic Party. We saw a lot of anti Israel policies start under the Obama Administration, and it got worsts & worse. There is anti-Semitism in the Democratic Party. They don’t care about Israel or the Jewish people.” Elizabeth Pipko, Jexodus.

8:12 AM - 12 Mar 2019

Imagine how low your SAT score (&amp; IQ) must be to believe that blacks &amp; Hispanics get into elite universities ‘through straight talent &amp; intelligence’ The illogical delusions of a low IQ mind are truly astounding
pbs.twimg.com/media/D1gQq5wWwAAYoY7...
13 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
You gon tell me that rich white people really out here paying thousands upon thousands for their kids to even get into these elite universities, and yet the POC out here getting in through straight talent and intelligence.. and y’all think you’re.. superior....?😂😂
How you’d have to score on your SATs to have an equal chance of admission, by race

At seven highly selective universities in 1997, adjusting for numerous factors

Is this really how affirmative action works?

Data from the National Study of College Experience, via the book “No Longer Separate, Not Yet Equal” by Thomas J. Espenshade and Alexandria Walton Radford.

* The researchers controlled for sex, citizenship, athlete and legacy status, SAT and ACT scores, AP tests taken, SAT II tests taken and the scores, high school GPA and class rank, whether the applicant was a National Merit or National Achievement Scholar, high school type, elite 72 high school, and state of residence.

Do I really need to tell you who runs Xfinity, or can you guess? pbs.twimg.com/media/D1gE3rxX0AMCxo...
Xfinity @Xfinity
See life reflected at you with Xfinity’s LGBTQ Film & TV Collection. Simple. Easy. Awesome. #LGBTQ

On X1, it’s Pride all year, only with Xfinity.

178 84 650

Promoted

"I'm white you absolutely insane muppet" "I'm white... You belong here as much as I do, which is 100%" "very white crowd all sharing the same genes. 500 people, 7 teeth" "Tucker is a white-nationalist bigoted, racist, scum-sucking piece of filth" "I'm Jewish you twit"
Dear white people. Not everyone south of Houston is Mexican. There are quite a few other countries down there. BUY A MAP.

Jake Tapper @jaketapper

Nah. Elementary school staff dressed up as a border wall and as stereotypical Mexican women. Pretend we're not here.

Dr. Omer @5280_native

Replying to @SUSFreeBible

Tucker is a white-nationalist bigoted, racist, scum-sucking piece of filth.

1:13 PM · 12/15/18 · Twitter Web Client

5 Likes

Dr. Omer @5280_native

Replying to @markknoller

*very white crowd all sharing the same genes. 500 people, 7 teeth

5:19 PM · 11/26/18 · Twitter Web Client

7 Likes

Dr. Omer @5280_native

Replying to @truth4ever87 and @rasputinmeth

I'm Jewish you twit.

I was born in a Jewish family and still consider myself Jewish by heritage.

5:57 PM · 8/23/16 · Twitter Web Client

@BodenThe @dasjudge Because it's been accomplished 'legally'

13 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

&the 'global system of oppression was mostly perpetrated by white people'&gt;"Who cares? What's so important about America being white majority?"&gt;"BWAHAHAHA. K, pretty sure ethnocide is forced extermination and displacement, not natural demographic shift" &gt;"I'm a queer Jew" pbs.twimg.com/media/D1fzNhWsAMzeWi…

13 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Matthew Anderson @AdumboDeus

Replying to @ACTA2Press @brotherbeat and 3 others
Racial slavery is a form of racism. A less extreme form is structural racism that demands black people be twice as good to get half of white people get and makes white people think even then they're undeserving and blame Jews for them getting it.
2:56 AM · 1/18/18 · Twitter Web Client

Matthew Anderson @AdumboDeus

Replying to @IggyIzreal @brotherbeat and 3 others
White people need to recognize their racism and do something about it. If they can't they gotta consciously suppress the 'self-defense impulses' even if it gets them killed or get a new line of work.
This is inescusable.
8:05 PM · 3/19/18 · Twitter Web Client

Matthew Anderson @AdumboDeus

Replying to @TheLovebetter
Except for, you know, the white people shooting down brown and black kids talking about how violence effects them with "let us march" and changing "our lives matter" to "all lives matter". Those people need ridicule.
7:21 PM · 3/24/18 · Twitter Web Client

Matthew Anderson @AdumboDeus

Replying to @TheLovebetter
... white supremacy is structural and actively oppresses the racially marginalized. The vast majority of white people passively contribute to racism, even intended allies via unthinkingly contributing to racist dynamics (like Waren here). These dynamics hurt native folks.

Matthew Anderson @AdumboDeus

Replying to @AdumboDeus @johnnymup and 2 others
Like, I'm not talking as an outsider, I'm talking about my experience in queer spaces and Jewish spaces as a queer Jew.
5:03 PM · 6/11/18 · Twitter Web Client

Matthew Anderson @AdumboDeus

Replying to @rotholanda54 @TheRickWilson
It's almost like he's afraid that he'll get treated like white people have been treating PoC and other racially marginalized groups for centuries.
8:09 PM · 8/2/18 · Twitter Web Client

Matthew Anderson @AdumboDeus

Replying to @shawsn_bray @rotholanda54 @TheRickWilson
K, pretty sure ethnocide is forced extermination or relocation, not natural demographic shift so the majority becomes a minority. also pretty sure committing genocide against the natives removes any possible moral right to the land.

Verified blogger of frequently lectures her ‘fellow white people’ of wants white women to ‘Quit. Fucking. UP.’ of despises white men of CANNOT EVEN, WITH ALL THESE GODDAMN WHITE PEOPLE' haha, she's got some chutzpah alright
pbs.twimg.com/media/D1wFypXGAAum8pF...
12 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
These are not good people folks pbs.twimg.com/media/D1dzlgSWkAAobTA...
12 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
"I hate the system that favors us white people over people of color" "The US was built on genocide & slave labor" "Racism is a systemic issue...white folks most certainly do not face racism" "fuck ur white supremacist capitalist patriarchy" "I'm a queer Jewish woman" pbs.twimg.com/media/D1dzadWkAAAM5S...
If you’re a white dude like me throw bows, smash racism all the way back to the Stone Age. ‘White is a race now? Pray tell, where is it you think the race of whites are from?’ ‘White people always want to enslave & displace native populations’ - ‘My ancestors were Jewish’ pbs.twimg.com/media/D1dZE7NWwAAP3bJ…

12 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Does the white man even feel lust for gold?

Lindsey Shepherd @NewWorldIndians
This was in the Welzal Lawer University school newspaper back in April or so. Rudos to President, he's right.

I'm not racist against people of colour, I just have a lot of pride in white people!”
Ya we call that racism over here

Katie Hopkins @KTHopkins
“No, Iris Elba. You cannot see #JamesBond, no matter how many tweets you put out, I’ll be ready for attention. It’s not because you are a gentleman of colour. It’s because James Bond

My ancestors were kicked out of Spain for being Jewish lol (guess where they got sent)

Nathaniel Denzer @naatedenzer

Replying to @cymansaram and @pieamorgan
White is a race now? Pray tell, where is it you think the race of whites are from?

Nathaniel Denzer @naatedenzer

Replying to @Balfour_Tweets
Terrorism and genocide are good as long as the international (white) community thinks gods on board

Nathaniel Denzer @naatedenzer

Replying to @BezPlugg
White people always want to enslave and displace native populations

Nathaniel Denzer @naatedenzer

Replying to @prisonculture and @BeingBoii
If your a white dude like me throw bows, smash racism all the way back to the Stone Age

#sportsball pbs.twimg.com/media/D1cba-uXgAYQAzn…

12 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Russell Westbrook said 'racial' jab led to the verbal altercation with Jazz fans

The Oklahoma City guard got into an NSFW altercation with Utah fans during the Thunder's 98-89 win Monday night. In his postgame statement, Westbrook said the comment that led to his response was, "get down on your knees like you're used to."

From the end of the bench, Russell Westbrook is exchanging unpleasantries with Jazz fans. They respond with a "Westbrook sucks!" chant.
&gt; "I'm Jewish and queer" pbs.twimg.com/media/D1bbheB0kAElpwR... 12 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Vanessa \_/\ \_/\ @vanessapamela

Basically I plan to say: "I'm Jewish & queer, I feel really happy/ok being both, YOU'RE ALL BEAUTIFUL." This should be fine, yes? #queerjew

3:33 PM - Feb 7, 2012 - Twitter Web Client

Vanessa \_/\ \_/\ @vanessapamela

This is the worst RT @boucle Things like this are why folks shake their head and say "white people." http://t.co/3jy
9:15 AM - Nov 10, 2013 - Twitter for iPhone

Vanessa \_/\ \_/\ @vanessapamela

Replying to @vanessapamela and @HowToBe I mean idk you do you but I don't have a single straight cis white male friend and I feel really really fine about it!
4:14 PM - Feb 13, 2017 - Twitter for iPhone

1 Like

Vanessa \_/\ \_/\ @vanessapamela

and to use his white male privileged voice to talk about how colleges across america fail students every single fucking day re: rape culture
9:35 PM - Dec 23, 2014 - Twitter for iPhone

1 Like

Vanessa \_/\ \_/\ @vanessapamela

but goddammit, fuck anyone who tells you FAMILY is more important then politics when their vote put trump in the white house GOOD GRIEF
3:19 PM - Jan 30, 2017 - Twitter for iPhone

1 Retweet • 1 Like

Vanessa \_/\ \_/\ @vanessapamela

important thread, especially for my fellow white women 👇

Ijeoma Oluo 👍 @ijeomaOluo

Said this earlier in reply to a WW, but it needs it's own
Pop culture

If Captain Marvel's not for you, that's no reason to rain on someone else's parade

Comic author @TomTaylorMade was sad to see a photo of his son excited to watch Captain Marvel be used as a way to rip the film, so he had a message for the detractors.
I just realized that I haven’t appreciated Tucker Carlson’s wit and true genius nearly as much as I should have. Thank you @mmfa for sharing this wonderful compilation of Tucker telling it like it is. Thanks to your video, I now see just how brilliant this man is. twitter.com/mmfa/status/11052578337…

12 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Oh look, Michigan AG Dana Nessel—with help from the SPLC—is going to ‘document incidents of hate & bias that don’t rise to the level of criminal or civil infractions.’ Hmmm, I wonder who would want to monitor & silence constitutionally protected speech? Every. Single. Time. pbs.twimg.com/media/D1bOP7NXQAcslRD…

12 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Finley: AG Nessel puts civil liberties at risk

NOLAN FINLEY | THE DETROIT NEWS
10:29 p.m. EST Mar. 9, 2019

Combating hate crimes is a worthy endeavor. But the new campaign announced by Attorney General Dana Nessel has the real potential to morph into thought policing.
Michigan Department of Civil rights, say they will create a process to document incidents of hate and bias that don’t rise to the level of criminal or civil infractions.

That could translate to speech or expressions of opinion that some may find offensive, but are protected by the First Amendment. Bias is protected by the Constitution until it infringes on the rights and freedoms of others, and hate is often in the eye of the beholder.

If what Nessel and Arbulu are targeting are words, thoughts and opinions, this could easily become a weapon to shut down groups they find abhorrent, but are operating within the law.

That's not the charge of their offices.

There's reason to worry that's the direction this will take.

Nessel says she'll start her surveillance with the 31 Michigan organizations that appear on the Southern Poverty Legal Center's list of hate groups.

But the SPLC list is widely discredited as a political tool used to harass and discredit conservative groups.

Spots on the list are earned not necessarily through hateful actions, but for expression of opinions on social issues that don't adhere to left-wing ideology.

Groups have been singled out as hateful by the SPLC for opposing gay marriage, abortion and immigration.

The SPLC is extremely reckless in its selection of groups to include on the hit list.

Last summer it had to pay out more than $3 million to settle a suit filed by a former radical Islamist who was listed as "anti-Muslim" for speaking out against extremism.

One of the Michigan organizations on the SPLC list, Church Militant/St. Michael's Media in Ferndale, is there because it advocates strict Catholic teachings on marriage and is outspoken in its opposition to abortion.

Nessel and Arbulu may not agree, and may find those positions personally repugnant, but the First Amendment guarantees Church Militant the right to express itself on gay marriage and other social issues, and to do so vigorously.

There's no accusation that the Catholic group has ever broken the law, or committed an act of violence against those whose lifestyles it rejects. Subjecting it to a state interrogation would amount to harassing its members for their religious beliefs.

Nessel and Arbulu say they intend to compile and maintain a data base on the groups it identifies as being hate-motivated. Presumably, that means documenting their activities and membership.

Again, that's troublesome in its potential to violate the right to free association, as well as to speech and religion. It could easily become an enemies list to punish political opposition and dissent.

The attorney general should absolutely go after those who violate the state's hate crime laws, and protect the victims of hate.

But the effort she has outlined is risky. Holding opinions that are unpopular, and even widely offensive, does not meet the definition of a hate crime.

Nessel and Arbulu should stand down. In their zeal to rid Michigan of hate, the risk is too great that they will end up trampling the Constitution.

nfinley@detroitnews.com

Catch “The Nolan Finley Show” weekdays 7-9 a.m. on 910 AM Superstation.

10:29 p.m. EST Mar. 9, 2019

^ Personal life

Nessel is Jewish. She and her wife Alanna Maguire have twin sons, Alex and Zach.
&gt;‘wtf is wrong with white people. Absolutely asinine’ &gt;‘I’m over straight white men as President’ &gt;‘I really despise white American men who go to another continent to kill its native species for fun. That is fucking depravity’ - &gt;‘I am a chronically ill, bi, Jewish woman’

12 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

---

**Tasha @trvanes**

Now we add !canvasingwhileblack wtf is wrong with white people. Absolutely asinine.

The Root @TheRoot

A black Oregon state representative, who was out canvassing and checking in on her community had the cops called on her by one of her constituents: tidb.bitCJi

---

**Tasha @trvanes**

In other words, 50% of white people are racist, sociopathic losers.

Hosh Smith @hoshsmith

The Trump administration has divided white Americans pretty evenly, and unified nonwhite Americans. twitter.com/OliuHewwood...

Show this thread

---

**Tasha @trvanes**

This is just an abomination. What is wrong with these white women?

Eugene Scott @EugeneScott

Nearly 6 in 10 white women in Alabama support Roy Moore washingtonpost.com/politics/alaba...

Show this thread

---

**Tasha @trvanes**

Repeating to @JamaliaLemieux

As do I. I am chronically ill, bi, Jewish woman. This is a terrible place to be in right now.

4:19 PM - 9/24/17 - Twitter Web Client

---

Welcome to the Brave New World, where your governments keep hate speech databases, just waiting for the right moment to imprison you for your words twitter.com/fanoffall1923/status/11...

12 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

---

@annievork Enough! We have enough damn it!

12 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

---

&amp;gt;'us white folks (including me) are complicit in white supremacy' &lt;amp;gt;'This is a very good thread for us #whitepeople' &lt;amp;gt;'Fellow white cis women I’m asking you to be proactive' - &lt;ggt;'I’m a bi cis woman, married to a man. Still queer!...Jew. I have strong, gorgeous, furry legs' &lt;ggs.pbs.twimg.com/media/Di1az1cBWkAUcnnm9...

12 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Look, I’m not moving anywhere. I’m here to dismantle the patriarchy, tear down white supremacy, and love my peeps as best I can. #longhaul

1:09 AM · 11/9/16 · Twitter Web Client
17 Retweets 87 Likes

I know I need to be more proactive about challenging the professional organizations I pay $$$ to step up in all these ways. Fellow white, cis women? I’m asking you to be proactive as well. And please, no more “Ladies”.

3:24 PM · 10/19 · Twitter for iPhone

This is a very good thread for us #whitepeople. Changing conditioning is active work.

Don’t do “truth/tent truth” to me @everybody...

#Thread PSA reminders for us white folk attempting to navigate from indoctrinated to anti-racist

---

Because she’s a woman, dummy, and old white men in power HATE WOMEN IN POWER.

12:48 AM · 2/8/17 · Twitter Web Client
1 Retweet 1 Like

And those of us white folks (including me) are complicit.

5:04 PM · 8/12/17 · Twitter for iPhone

Replying to @briannes

for many white women, their internalized white supremacy and racism takes primacy over solidarity with other women.

2:54 PM · 9/9/17 · Twitter Web Client
6 Retweets 10 Likes

White woman supremacy, especially for cis women, is BAKED IN to the way we were acculturated. We have to turn our critical eyes inward...

1:07 PM · 1/23/17 · Twitter for iPhone

@SantaCarlaFangs Depressing, tragic, and totally conditioned

11 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Hmm, apparently you need at least a 100 IQ to run a successful craft beer brewery. Good to know

11 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Canadian craft beer brewers lack diversity, former sales rep claims

Cillian O'Brien, CTVNews.ca Staff
Published Monday, March 11, 2019 1:43PM EDT
Last Updated Monday, March 11, 2019 5:30PM EDT

Folks, even if I had a team of 1,000 highly-motivated data-mining autists at my disposal, we would still fail to uncover all of their tricks & anti-white hatred. It truly is an unending cesspool of lies, degeneracy, & genocidal rage.

11 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

@good job white people, making people demonstrably unsafe' &'I'm scared of white people' &'when whites become a minority, 'people of color will still be oppressed' &'I have 'so many intersecting identities (black, Jewish, bisexual...)' - And the Victimhood gold medal goes to pbs.twimg.com/media/D1aHgYIYkAIFdXq…

11 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
The problem with having so many intersecting identities (black, Jewish, bisexual) is that I never know why each cishet white guy hates me.

Is it cause I’m a Negro?
Is it cause I’m a dirty Jew?
Is it because I’m a fucking queer?
Is it some insidious combination of the three?
Trump is a white supremacist, a misogynist, a bigot, a xenophobe, a homophobe, a philanderer, a fraud... and an idiot #NaziBucketChallenge

#TrumpPartheid America - where wealthy angry white racists rule and the rest of us better learn our goddamn place. #resist #TheResistance

I am Anglo-Scot, #Jewish by choice, and a #Socialist by conscience. My ancestors came here in the 1600s. America is for everyone. #Resist

‘Three words: White. Male. Privilege’ ‘White anxiety is as complicated as it is toxic’ Trump himself is the symptom not the disease. The disease is white supremacy/xenophobia/misogyny’ ‘Delegates chant ‘build the wall!’ Terrifying’ – I am a Jewish girl
A month or two after the Nov. 2016 disaster, I went on one of those “knock every door” precinct walks. It was a waste of time. I spent the whole day listening to white people standing in front of their McMansions pontificating about how the immigrant horde was out to get them.

Amen! RT @ShaunKing: To Trump & Pence: “Strength” = Toxic White Masculinity

Thank you, kind stranger :) I am a Jewish girl (albeit married to a Catholic), so sometimes I need a brief tutorial on these kinds of things. ;-)

#Resist

verified author & spiritualist claims to be a ‘grossly over-educated white woman’ says white women evangelicals need to spiritualize the evils of bigotry bc they’re making Jesus weep calls Trump a ‘white male terrorist’ tells white men to ‘get a clue’ Oy vey, Maria. pbs.twimg.com/media/D1ZmPqSX0AAAXIF...
Meanwhile, all you white women.
Evangelicals, get an awakening about
spiritualizing the evils of bigotry and
hatred. Stop making Jesus weep AND
barf.

11:26 PM · 12/12/17 · TweetDeck
2 Retweets 23 Likes

Overjoyed to see men congratulating
each other with hugs and kisses.
Seriously. Get a clue, white guys.
6:08 PM · 11/5/17 · TweetDeck
5 Retweets 20 Likes
23 Likes

What % are young, angry, delusional
white men?

Scott Detrow @scottdetrow
Just in from Bernie Sanders’ campaign: he’s
raised $3.3 million so far today - so, double
that Kamala Harris first day haul that got so
much attention. Campaign says 120,000 people
have contributed so far.

Sad to see the history and culture of our
great country being ripped apart by you
and your white nationalist regime.
#resignnow

Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump
Sad to see the history and culture of our
great country being ripped apart with the removal of
our beautiful statues and monuments. You......

Replying to @CompAndChoices
@CompAndChoices Heck, I’m a grossly
over-educated white woman who
works around the industry & I am afraid
of #hcr systems! #hpm
9:51 PM · 7/20/11 · TweetChat

Replying to @rabbisandra
@sandrajlawson Your tweet about the
dead, mostly white, mostly male
sociologists made me LOL. Thank you!!

#DidYouKnow you’re complicit in the
continued regime of a GOP president
who hires Nazis and supports white
supremacists?

House Republicans @HouseGOP
#DidYouKnow that Congress has been working
to end human trafficking? Here are 16 ways→
www.whitehouse.gov/TRAFFICKING

11:00 AM · 2/4/11 · TweetDeck
MeredithGould
@MeredithGould

Using #digital tools to build community, support #activism, & enhance #spiritual life. #Author. #Artist. #Sociologist. See #artwork: meditativemosaics.com

⊙ Albuquerque, NM  ♀ meredithgould.com

MeredithGould
@MeredithGould

Replying to @ananavarro

Hey, my Jewish Brooklyn-born mother used to say, "Oy vey, Maria" ALL the time!

10:23 PM · 11/17/16 · TweetDeck

9 Likes
Whitewashing history, we're not automatically killed by police. There is no 'white' tribe... There is nothing binding ppl w/ other white ppl other than whiteness & supremacy... There is no 'white' culture. I'm Jewish. PBS twimg.com/media/D1Y-nrbXQAAJ5J8...
Imagine being a White gentile living in Israel, running a "civil rights" group that proudly charted when Jews would become a minority. And calling any Jew that objected to becoming a minority a "supremacist" Well, Mark Potok of the SPLC does this for White People in America. pbs.twimg.com/media/DTYxsodWgAYr3b2...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Proportion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1920</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960</td>
<td>85% - 85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>62%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Objective speaking, as a white male, @RealCandaceO is 100% correct. Let's give anyone in this country who is on federal assistance that is capable of working a handup instead of a handout. Let's expand the Federal Pell Grant program for job training in the tech & trades.

Standing w/ a couple hundred Americans as we stand up against Nazis, White Supremacists and the KKK. There is no place for them in the 🇺🇸

Replying to @HughE_Dillon and @HillaryClinton There is NO place for racism and hate in 2017. We have come to far as a country to let neo Nazis and White Supremacists gain any momentum.

The lack of diversity among new recruits is a conversation worth having! po.st/fu8uLT #Community #EndStopandFrisk #Police

We must create paths to citizenship for the millions of illegal immigrants who want to be law abiding, tax paying citizens of America and members of their local communities.

Let me be clear. I have no bias towards immigrants. We are a nation of immigrants. But there is a big difference between legally immigrating to our country vs entering illegally.

- Never apologize for being a strong Jew 🕉️
- Never apologize for supporting & standing up for 🇨🇮
- Never apologize for being a #Zionist
- We, Jews, have earned the right like everyone else to influence & shape public policy.

There are white people from ‘white’ countries with dark features. Race is not genetic. Race is a social construct' &gt;'Race is made up' &gt;'whiteness is socially constructed' &gt;'I just wish there were some way to destabilize the concept of whiteness' - &gt;'Bahahah but I’m Jewish' pbs.twimg.com/media/DTYJCIW0AAftu-...
There are white people from "white" countries with dark features. Race is not genetic. Race is a social construct. This is an unhelpful tangent.

6:27 PM · 12/16/18 · Twitter for iPhone

Yes that's bc WASP ethnicity reads as ethnically white whereas others within racial whiteness read as something else. Italians, Slavs, Greeks, etc. would likely ethnically identify with those categories and not "white". Race is made up, and that's why the lines are blurred.

1:21 AM · 1/4/19 · Twitter for iPhone

Bahahah but I'm Jewish so like everyone just thinks this is the Jewish side coming out and I'm like nah fam other than the skin I look like my dad.

5:46 PM · 1/18/19 from Toronto, Ontario · Twitter for iPhone

The reality is, race is a social construct, and whiteness is as socially constructed as any other race.

w. e. b. DAT NOIZE @RantzFanon
Y'all be calling us 'racialized people' LOL everyone is racialized, even white people.

12:41 PM · 1/3/19 from Toronto, Ontario · Twitter for iPhone

Racism in USA is not complicated and blame is squarely on white America' &gt;'I do not support white self-determination in America’ &gt;'As a Jew, I take tremendous comfort knowing that I am no longer weak, defenseless...I have a state' - Ethnestate for me, not for thee
Awesome, because if there are any professions where ‘diversity’ (i.e., unqualified non-whites and women) should take priority over competency (i.e., qualified white men), it’s ones which we rely on in life and death emergency situations. What could possibly go wrong?

pbs.twimg.com/media/D1WPW_nW0AcSqP9...
Fire and police departments hoping to increase diversity, hire more visible minorities

CTV Montreal

Published Sunday, March 10, 2019 5:57PM EDT
Last Updated Sunday, March 10, 2019 11:15PM EDT
Media Matters caught me saying something naughty on a radio show more than a decade ago. Rather than express the usual ritual contrition, how about this: I’m on television every weeknight live for an hour. If you want to know what I think, you can watch. Anyone who disagrees with my views is welcome to come on and explain why.

Tucker Carlson, the biggest threat to Globalist hegemony, is being targeted by a vicious hit-campaign by people desperate to get him off the air. Who’s the woman behind this smear job? EVERY SINGLE TIME.

pbs.twimg.com/media/D1V9Cj1WoAAjXmk…
11 Mar @USUprising U.S. Uprising 🙌
retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1
Those Tucker Carlson quotes surfaced because of the amazing research work of @peltzmadeline at @mmfa. If you’re not already following her on there, you absolutely should.

In unearthed audio, Tucker Carlson makes numerous... mediamatters.org

3/10/19, 20:53

167 Retweets  570 Likes
NEW: Tucker Carlson called into a shock jock radio program on a regular basis for nearly a decade. Turns out he has a lot to say about underage girls.

In unearthed audio, Tucker Carlson makes numerous...
mediamatters.org

3/10/19, 19:00

2,300 Retweets  4,119 Likes
Madeline Peltz
@peltzmadeline
Followed by Red Ice TV

@mmfa (tweets are my own)

рожден в Чикаго

mediamatters.org/authors/madeli...

Joined July 2015

447 Following   4,909 Followers
Hi @TeamYouTube I transcribed JLP's video about us. He encourages his supporters to harass us, calls us "evil", "children of the lie" "the devil" and needlessly points out that my colleague and I are Jewish. He also puts my colleague's twitter handle and picture on screen.

"As a white person, I've spent a lot of my life being unknowingly racist. Most white people are racist &amp; complicit in bigotry. White people are just killing black people. I'm calling on ignorant white people to face their white fragility.

11 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
As a white person, I've spent a lot of my life unknowingly being racist. I also now have to actively combat my racist tendencies, I still have blind spots. It takes work. I was raised to be racist - all white people are, as our society is racist - hell, I had to undo my misogyny.

Jewish people have many views of Palestinians. Some are very supportive, some are not. It's very complicated because we are both killing each other; rather than in America where white people are just killing Black people.

I'm calling in ignorant white people to face their white fragility and bias by hearing one of their own call them out on it. This piece was made in response to @BLYONGX saying there should be more white voices speaking out on Jewish white fragility which I compared to herpes.

Not denying that racism is real and inflicted by white people on Black people. You have a right to be mad. But Jewish people are some of the most oppressed white people out there, not the ones with the power.

Being mobbed by a group of white people and having the police called on you is fatal for many black men in America. This is a reality.

Cool. I disavow all the hate white America produced. As Jewish and queer the person he calls a termite and demonizes on the daily, it is my call.

Zionism has been falsely maligned by those who view pride in Jewish culture and existence as violence. People who have no idea of the...
The people who got Donald Trump votes in 2016 are being systematically shut down, and he does nothing. Yet he gives shout outs to Candace Owens, who didn’t support his candidacy, and other black women who pretend to be conservative. Would he notice us if we put on black face? pbs.twimg.com/media/D1QbwxyX0AEV-Gq...

10 Mar @rooshv Roosh retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1
I have to say:

The Leader of the free world announcing to the world that I’m getting married to @GTSFarmer is one of those life moments that I will never ever forget.

Unbelievably AWESOME. I love @realDonaldTrump (and my fiancé) so much!!
I'm a feminist and Prochoice, I support BLM despite being white because it's disgusting how POC are treated by police' &gt; 'I'm white but I fully support reparations for African Americans!' - 'Trust me, link to some Nazi heads to bash and I will bash them. I’m Jewish…'
It drives me nuts. I'm a feminist and Prochoice, I support BLM despite being white because it's disgusting how POC are treated by police.

1:57 PM · 8/9/17 · Twitter for iPhone

I'm white but I fully support reparations for African Americans! Let's do whatever we can to make things up for how y'all have been treated!

6:12 AM · 12/13/17 · Twitter for iPhone

So if Blacks want a Black Only Screening for #BlackPanther, if that appropriate or alienating? Hmmm Just pontificating on the subject

Wolf Warner @drewarner · 6/4/17

As a white person I'd have no problem with that.

Kaiserin Kai 🌟 Loves Dazai @KaiserinKai

Trust me, link to to some Nazi heads to bash and I will bash them. I'm Jewish so Nazis are kiiiiind of a sore subject for me... 😞

Kaiserin Kai 🌟 Loves Dazai @KaiserinKai

Hmm, it's almost like the higher your IQ is, the easier it is for you to recognize and acknowledge racial disparities

pbs.twimg.com/media/D1UUvdyWoAEFPYIn...
Asians are as bad, if not worse, than white people when it comes to racism imo
No. Until this THING is out of office you are still a white privileged straight woman that will always have the choice to stop caring because the risk is lower for you. Solidarity 101: it is very rarely about you so don’t make it about you. Fellow white people, let’s do better.

45 will kill us all @crymeatriver6666

So, fellow white people, stop putting other people in your shoes. It is not a fair comparison. Recognize your privilege, and more, actively seek to dismantle the systems of oppression that are currently in place and that manufacture the privilege that we enjoy and don’t deserve.

As white people it is imperative that we constantly remind ourselves that our experience in public spaces is not everyone’s experience. This social work was built to accommodate us and our needs, mainly white males.

4:09 PM · 5/20/18 · Twitter for iPhone

In a country in which white supremacy and structural racism is king, only when white people are impacted there is a popular discussion about the solutions that actually work. Overdose prevention sites, aka supervised consumption sites, is a prime example.

1:26 PM · 11/24/18 · Twitter for iPhone

After everyone cried that Muslims need to apologize for #CharlieHebdo attacks, did we white people apologize for #MLK murder yet?

7:20 PM · 1/19/15 · Twitter for iPhone

Must watch for us, white people. On this weekend, take a moment to reflect on your white privilege and on the white spaces in your life.

Dr. Rashawn Ray @SociologistRay MustWatchAbout #race in #America @NBCNews @tombrookaw @WesMoore1 @UMD_CRI @ProfWCBryd @ProfHughley @racialfeelings nbcnews.com/datal/Video...

Damn @amyschumer’s “parody” of formation is racist. Ironic-racism & polite-racism is RACISM fellow white people! #AmySchumerGottaGoParty

5:38 PM · 10/24/16 · Twitter for iPhone

I think a lot lately about how white people who think of themselves as anti-racist -- like me -- love talking about white privilege while failing to acknowledge our own white fragility. That’s ironic because the ability to differentiate the two is the epitome white privilege.

The inability of us, white straight men, to understand that our voice is not welcome in some conversations is integral to so many problems.

12:30 PM · 10/16/17 · Twitter Web Client
Abraham Gutman
@abgutman

ESL turned opinion writer at the Philadelphia Inquirer. Drugs, harm reduction, criminal justice. It’s the prohibition, stupid. Let’s chat: agutman@philly.com

© Philly - opinion pages - TLV

@DroptheMichael I'm Jewish Israeli. What made you think that?

1:39 PM · 9/28/14 · Twitter for iPhone

'&gt;'I'm so white…' &gt;'The American Revolution...was a bunch of contrary white men who were mad that they had to contribute to society to be a part of it' &gt;'White dudes, you've run this country for 250 years, so now other people get a turn' - &gt;'I'm just too Jewish' pbs.twimg.com/media/D1ULuy2XcAAdjKM…
My fellow whites, don’t trampled on marginalised folks’

‘Seriously tho how are white people this oblivious to racism? I cannot understand it. And I am white’

‘It is our duty as white folks...’

‘I’m fucking Jewish’

Less white people in Australian politics pls’ -

10 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
It's very telling that people will lionise a white man who did so much to hurt marginalised folks of many communities, but there is no way they would be doing this if they were not white. My fellow whites, don't trample on marginalised folks real pain here. At least acknowledge it.

I genuinely wish more straight people would take other straight people to task for their homophobic bullshit. In the same way that men need to take other men to task for their misogyny & white people need to take other white people to task for their racism. That's being an ally.

There's no such thing as "reverse racism" or racism against white people because the world is still very much under white supremacist rule. In order to dismantle this we need to be openly critical of it, if you are white this is your duty too.

Seriously tho how are white people this oblivious to racism? I cannot understand it. And I am white. This is some fucked up shit.

White privilege is it taking 100 years to realise Trump's racist a$$ because he doesn't use the words. We need to understand this. If you know the words you know what the impact is.

Well it doesn't say all & there is a huge problem with racism/white supremacy among white folks & as a white person myself I feel it's my duty to criticise them. It's not helpful to say "not all white people", just like it's not helpful for men to say "not all men".

Less white people in Australian politics pls! They're just openly enforcing White Australia policies.

It is our duty as white folks to acknowledge this shit, as POC have been suffering for fucking centuries & continue to due to white supremacy. Acknowledging the abuse & damage is a big necessary part of healing & changing.

It's kind of poetic that white people decided their way of life was the only correct way & we have now destroyed the planet with it.

Replying to @kittenspears @yourtotem I'm fucking Jewish :P we will put your neuroses to shame! So much guilt!

Verified academic upset that US Senate over-represents whites says whites 'are not under attack' claim 'white Christian identity politics is poisoning American politics' bc its 'contrary to core values of a multi-racial+religiously diverse pluralist democracy' Sigh. pbs.twimg.com/media/D1TFNqWkAAEkhH...
GOP became a worse political party last night. Shunned in moderate suburbs but strongly supported w/frankly white identity pitch+eater suppression in many other areas +races, President+remaining GOP core voters+polis may see proof of concept for how they want to do politics.

Sad for all the white people with driving issues who are being inconvenienced by the need to maintain plausible deniability while hindering non-white citizens' efforts to vote....

Until Republicans earn at least (say) 20% of their votes from racial/ethnic/religious minorities, I don't believe anyone should vote for any GOP House, Senate, or Presidential candidate. White Christian identity politics is poisoning American politics+ brought us President Trump.

Somewhere in range of 30–40% of gop primary voters are strongly responsive to white (+Christian) identity politics contrary to core values of a multi-racial+religiously diverse pluralist democracy. That’s a real dilemma for the party and for the country.
Harold Pollack
@haroldpollack

University of Chicago professor, fellow Century Foundation. RTs not equal endorsement. Index card book at: tinyurl.com/o354gj2 tinyurl.com/obutcw4

🔗 ssascholars.uchicago.edu/h-pollack/

Joined December 2009

Replying to @MinneMike
@MinneMike @Bencjacobs I am, in fact, a white guy. Indeed I am a liberal Jewish technocrat who drives dented professor car+everything.

12:36 AM · 9/8/15 · Twitter Web Client

You're a 40-yr-old laid-off autoworker in MI - you're out of options - your son's eating opioids - your daughter's a cashier at Taco Bell - your wife's hoping she can use coupons to pay the electric bill Yeah, you're really going to go to a Trump rally &amp; scream #FinishTheWall pbs.twimg.com/media/D1P2Z6RXgAACx8Z...

9 Mar @penelope7usa Penelope Maynard retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1
MICHIGAN: 5-IN-10 VOTERS FAVOR REPLACING TRUMP AS GM CONTINUES LAYOFFS

Gonna run on a pro dog campaign and brag about lizard unemployment numbers once I get elected
8 Mar @HarmlessYardDog Battle Beagle retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Oh, come on! pbs.twimg.com/media/D1RO1AWU4AEAP0K...
10 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Children's theatre promotes diversity

By Amanda M. Usher amanda.usher@gaflnews.com

5 hrs ago

File Photo: Dean Poling | The Valdosta Daily Times

In addition to producing an independent children's theatre play, Danysha Ligon recently starred in the Valdosta State University Theatre & Dance play 'Intimate Apparel.' She's seen here in a scene from the VSU play with fellow student Trevor Poli.
&gt;'Me to fellow white woman...' &gt;'Down with white men in comics' &gt;'The answer is CALL OUT WHITE MEN MORE' &gt;'Hold white women accountable for their fake allyship in comics as much as men are' &gt;'Hi, I'm Rae. I'm a Jewish, bisexual comics writer' pbs.twimg.com/media/D1RFJUXOALX6....

10 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Rae Epstein @REinsteinWrites
We need to oust mediocre white men from movie making, effective immediately
9:48 AM - 4/13/16 · Twitter for iPhone
3 Retweets 6 Likes

Rae Epstein @REinsteinWrites
Down with white men in comics.
4:30 PM - 7/5/17 · Twitter Web Client
4 Likes

Rae Epstein @REinsteinWrites
The answer is CALL OUT WHITE MEN MORE not CALL OUT OTHER PEOPLE WHO ARE BEING BAD LESS
7:30 PM - 3/6/17 · Twitter Web Client
3 Likes

Rae Epstein @REinsteinWrites
Pretty sure it's the white men that are wrong
10:04 PM - 3/30/16 · Twitter Web Client

Rae Epstein @REinsteinWrites
Me to fellow white woman who insist on continuing to bash Marie Kondo
3:57 PM - 7/2/17 · Twitter Web Client
3 Retweets 7 Likes

Rae Epstein @REinsteinWrites
I hold white women accountable for their fake allyship in comics as much as men are.

Rae Epstein @REinsteinWrites
It's so boring to me now. All white, probably all straight mostly male cast, right? Boring. So boring.
12:11 PM - 11/5/15 · Twitter Web Client
1 Like

Rae Epstein @REinsteinWrites
Hi, I'm Rae. I'm a Jewish, bisexual comics writer whose interests primarily lie in the spooky and the psychological.

Rae Epstein @raepsteincomics
You can find my website at raeepsteincomics.squarespace.com.

&gt;'Dear white folks, Don't question a POC's ethnicity because you don't have a culture of your own. Figure out your own shit. We're not here to make you feel better about your lack of identity' &gt;'I'm....also Jewish' Go figure.
Dear white folks,
Don't question a POC's ethnicity because you don't have a culture of your own. Figure out your own shit. We're not here to make you feel better about your lack of identity.

3:39 PM · 12/6/17 · Twitter Web Client

Replying to @Jennifer_deG
I'm middle eastern. Also, Jewish. The shoving comment is a joke.

11:00 AM · 9/19/17 · Twitter for iPhone
@TheEuropeanMan1

The European Man

White people need to listen to POC and men need to listen to women. Let’s all work towards intersectionality!

Adrian Cortez Jackson @AdrianCJax

Replying to @Benfreeman @Tema smith and @Rochau88

I’m actually finishing my PhD in legal history specializing in the legal construction of race and whiteness so this subject is my expertise

2:23 PM - 12/8/18 · Twitter for iPhone

2 Likes

The greatest perpetrator of terrorism and violence is the US is white men

Qasim Rashid, Esq. @MuslimIQ

This is Zephren Xaver. Today he murdered 5 people with a gun.

- He’s not a Mexican immigrant
- He’s not Muslim
- He’s not Black

2 Likes

Replying to @QueenMab87

Replying to @QueenMab87 @Defend_reality and @Avenge_Amore

Again there is white privilege, straight privilege, cis privilege, etc. These oppressions and privileges can intersect

16:05 PM · 7/19/17 · Twitter Web Client

3 Likes

Mia Brett @QueenMab87

Rephasing to @A_ParkerEnvHist

others

Hi, I’m Jewish.

@TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

@USUprising @FellowWhite

Thanks for the shout out USU. Appreciate all your great content and work as well 😊😊

10 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

@TheEuropeanMan1

@TheEuropeanMan1

@TheEuropeanMan1

@TheEuropeanMan1

&lts;we need open borders‘ &gts; ‘You don’t need to have children to give your life meaning’ &gts; ‘childrearing is ‘soul-sucking’ &gt;‘Abortion is fucking excellent’ &gt;‘they worry that wypipo will no longer exist. Good riddance, whites fucked up the earth enough’ &gt;‘I’m a Jewish atheist’ pbs.twimg.com/media/D1PmaZ9WoAEGCIld…

9 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
@senatorstein Even if I had a team of 1000 autists working round the clock, I still would not be able to uncover all of their tricks

9 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Dear fellow white people, I know you were SHOCKED to discover racism is still a thing. Know why? WHITE PRIVILEGE

Dumbass. Black women suffer...worse outcomes than white women. YES IT IS RACISM. I can’t agree that America was founded by white people — As a Jew... pbs.twimg.com/media/D1PM7zoWsAAjf3...

9 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Dear fellow white people, I know you were SHOCKED to discover racism is still a thing. Know why? WHITE PRIVILEGE

Ever seen white privilege? Tune into this lady with zero understanding of history.

Elizabeth Drew @ElizabethDrewOH
Ever seen a lynching? Tune in Thursday morning to the Senate Judiciary Committee.

2:09 PM - 9/26/18 - Twitter for iPhone

As a Jew, I am sickened and appalled by this beyond words.

Natalie Holme Elsberg @NatalieElsberg

Over 50% of the Democrat party’s donations comes from Jews, but yeah, you go right ahead and push the ‘Dems are the Real Anti-Semites’ narrative. We all know that a pro-doxxing, non-white propagandist like you will never admit the truth & never support whites.

Middle East Eye @MiddleEastEye
Israel's Culture and Sports Minister posted a video of herself at a football game in Israel surrounded by fans singing genocidal chants against an Arab team.
Democrats hate:

Babies
Airplanes
Cows
Jews

Just want to make sure I’m accurately following their 2020 platform.

10:04 AM · 3/9/19 · Twitter for iPhone

4,605 Retweets 16.2K Likes
&gt;'Also, fellow white people: read Robin Diangelo's WHITE FRAGILITY: WHY IT'S SO HARD FOR WHITE PEOPLE TO TALK ABOUT RACISM' &gt;'Sometimes, fellow white people, it's better if you don't speak at all' - 'My Jewish ancestors fled Europe because of like this' pbs.twimg.com/media/D1OngFKWoAAuoBJ...
Also, fellow white people: read Robin Diangelo's WHITE FRAGILITY: WHY IT'S SO HARD FOR WHITE PEOPLE TO TALK ABOUT RACISM

11:16 PM · 2/28/19 · Twitter for Android

Replying to @meerenai

Sometimes, fellow white people

*GIF: In fact it's better if you don't speak at all, Peregrin Took.*

1. My Jewish ancestors fled Europe bc of 🕿️ like this.
2. Trump himself wouldn't pass this purity test.

Ann Coulter 🇺🇸

If only people with at least 4 grandparents born in America were voting. Trump would win in a 50-state landslide.

9:42 PM · 9 Nov 16
Shamima’s Story &gt; leave sh*thole &amp; come to UK &gt; scorn Brits who welcomed you &gt; return to sh*thole &amp; join Brits sworn enemy &gt; have baby &gt; get tired of living in sh*thole &amp; try to come back to UK &gt; be denied entry &gt; baby dies bc you live in sh*thole &gt; blame your poor life choices on Brits

PBS.twimg.com/media/D1OjFDwXgAA3GD5...
UK news

Death of Shamima Begum's baby leads to discussion of UK government's actions

Shamima Begum left London to join the self-styled Islamic State group aged 15. Recently, she gave an interview to The Times newspaper in which she stated she wanted to return to the UK. Soon afterwards, Home Secretary Sajid David stripped her of citizenship. After the death of her newborn son, Jarrah, the Home Secretary has faced criticism.
&gt;'still waiting on you to denounce white supremacy' &gt;'We must call out white supremacy &amp; fascism when we see it' &gt;'We dnt need this kind of hate in this city' (referring to Its Okay To Be White signs) - &gt;'Hmm...I'm Jewish, &amp; my ancestors were Jewish socialists' Hmm 😍❤️️ pbs.twimg.com/media/D1OXdhPWsAADf0q…

9 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Hey Toronto looking at you to make sure this actual neo-Nazi, white supremacist @FaithGoldy doesn't get elected to city council. Her views are abhorrent and she does not deserve to hold a position as an elected official #onpoli

Joe Warmington @joe.warmington
@FaithGoldy in the registration

If you are around Mtl tomorrow, myself and others are organizing a vigil in solidarity with the Jewish community of Pittsburgh. Come on out to show your support and to take a stand against fascism and white supremacy.

facebook.com/events/1986738...

6:15 PM · 10/27/18 · Twitter Web App

5 Retweets 16 Likes

I thought @CPC_HQ learnt a lesson after 2015, tht overtly racist rhetoric won't win them elections.

I guess I was wrong, get ready for a rough one in 2019 #cdnpoli

Conservative Party @CPC_HQ
Conservatives believe in supporting our military forces, not the terrorists who target them.

CONSERVATIVES DON'T BELIEVE

@verified sportswriter @lectures whites about what words they can use @guilt trips whites, claiming if they don't empathize with blacks 'there's no hope for us as a nation' @thinks 'the sports page IS a good place to talk about racism' Chinese food on Christmas? Hmmmm pbs.twimg.com/media/D1OPJ2RWoAMaRuA...

9 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
The sports page IS a good place to talk about social issues like racism, etc. Sports provide a window into the larger culture.

12:43 PM · 12/6/12 · Twitter Web Client
12 Retweets 2 Likes

Personally I never use the word, never have, and don’t think white people ever should. But I see why black people would in certain situations.

10:01 AM · 3/2/14 · Twitter Web Client
3 Retweets 2 Likes

If you are white and you can’t feel the pain of our black brothers and sisters, especially now, there’s no hope for us as a nation.

8:52 AM · 7/8/16 · Twitter for iPhone
68 Retweets 234 Likes

Serious lack of picket-fence-lane-integrity by the Washington Racist Nicknames this drive.

8:35 PM · 10/6/14 · Twitter Web Client
9 Retweets 13 Likes

When I was a kid, Christmas meant going to a movie and then Chinese food. My Jewish brethren know what I’m talking about.

12:00 PM · 12/25/13 · Twitter Web Client
9 Retweets 19 Likes
@DissidentLeaf Shut it down!
9 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

'Hey fellow white folks' Washington Post edition It never ends folks pbs.twimg.com/media/D1L-3kSXcAEc8n4...
Hey fellow white folks – some things to think about, re what black people have to worry about every day. The older I get the more it becomes clear that as a middle aged white guy I get so much benefit of the doubt. I could stroll into NORAD and no one would say anything.

On behalf of all the world’s Jews, let me say: dial it back, @JoeNBC. Your kind of help, we don’t need so much.
Women of color have quit UT's Center for Women in Law for racism that 'courses through (its) veins'

Published on March 8, 2019 at 12:13 am
Last update on March 8, 2019 at 1:26 am

BY KATIE BALEVIC
That’s funny. I thought the show emphasized degeneracy. I guess they go hand in hand
pbs.twimg.com/media/D1LHcaFW0AEW4p9...
8 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
'Project Runway' Emphasizes Diversity in Bravo Return

Nina Garcia, Elaine Welteroth, Brandon Maxwell, Karlie Kloss and Christian Siriano at the 'Project Runway' premiere party.

 Getty Images

@thisishowfast! Yep
9 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

For all of the complaining conservatives do about Ilhan Omar and AOC, they sure do a lot of ignoring problems like legal immigration and demographic changes. How do they think these women got here? How do they think they were voted in? LEGAL IMMIGRATION AND DEMOGRAPHIC CHANGES! pbs.twimg.com/media/D1KkQdmWsAAx7Tg...
Good Question: Why Did Somalis Locate Here?

Author: Jason DeRusha
January 19, 2011

New York’s 14th congressional district

Current Representative: Joseph Crowley (D–Queens)
Ethnicity:
- 18.41% White
- 11.39% Black
- 16.24% Asian
- 49.80% Hispanic
- 0.45% Native American
- 3.71% other

“I’m a white man who knows that white privilege is a very real thing’ &gt;’Uneducated middle-aged white people are dying off, this is probably not a bad thing’ &gt;’there is no such thing as racism against white people’ - &gt;’Who said I identified as white, fuck face? I’m a Jew’ pbs.twimg.com/media/D1K9hGGWwAUuGSQe…

8 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
And as his parents were Holocaust survivors (guessing, but seems to be true of every living Jew) I am sure he will also demand reparations from us. [link]
8 Mar @ramzpaul RAMZPAUL retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

&"'I'm a tall broad, white dude' &"'I'm a white, cisgender man' &"'let's abolish the Senate because there are too many old white guys in politics' &"'It's disappointing that the Supreme Court of Canada is 67% male. It's disgraceful that it's still 100% white' - - - &"'as a Jew' [link]
8 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
But I'm a white, cisgender man in Toronto. There are queer kids across this country who have to be unbelievably brave just to be themselves each day. And they have parents and teachers and classmates who put themselves on the line to have their backs.

Adam Goldenberg (@adamgoldenberg)
12:05 PM · 1/20/14 from Toronto, Ontario · Twitter for iPhone

Replied to @EmmMacfarlane Educated straight white dudes in big cities have the luxury of dismissing the objectives of hate speech laws. Others don’t.

Adam Goldenberg (@adamgoldenberg)
11:57 AM · 3/3/13 from Greater Vancouver, British Columbia · Twitter for iPhone

“Diversity? Who needs it?” — Two white, male columnists in the same newspaper on the same day : based on merit,gc or national full of us should just hire be p to v to pick more k

Adam Goldenberg (@adamgoldenberg)
8 Mar 2013

It's disappointing that, in 2014, the Supreme Court of Canada is 67% male. It's disgraceful that it's still 100% white.

Adam Goldenberg (@adamgoldenberg)
2:28 PM · 6/20/14 from Toronto, Ontario · Twitter for iPhone

15 Retweets 8 Likes

Question for @ElectDanielle: Why are all of the stock photos on your website of white people? #abvote

Adam Goldenberg (@adamgoldenberg)
2:16 PM · 3/31/12 · Twitter for Mac

1 Retweet 1 Like

Thomas Mulcair is right, let's abolish the Senate because there are too many old white guys in our politics.

Adam Goldenberg (@adamgoldenberg)
11:59 AM · 2/28/13 from Greater Vancouver, British Columbia · Twitter for iPhone

4 Retweets 2 Likes

Let me say that, as a Canadian Jew, I disagree with Mr. Harper; the "Israel apartheid" folks aren't all anti-Semites. Most are just stupid.

Adam Goldenberg (@adamgoldenberg)
12:05 PM · 1/20/14 from Toronto, Ontario · Twitter for iPhone

5 Retweets 5 Likes

@TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

8 Mar 8 Mar 2013
In which three white men give stirring speeches about the importance of inclusion and intersectionality:

Pride aims to combat discrimination within queer community

54% of Mississaugans belong to visible minorities. Its city council is 100% white—and has been for 4 terms in a row:

Calgary Herald columnist and Toronto Sun editor believe it's "bigoted" and "hateful" to describe a movement rife with white nationalists as a white nationalist movement:

I am no longer the only person writing for the Post who unironically discusses "white privilege." This makes me drool:


12:58 AM · 11/16/10 · Twitter Web Client

2 Retweets 1 Like

As further proof that white people ruin everything, @creahouston has been suspended from FB for posting on FB about FB removing her post.

11:59 AM · 4/29/17 · Twitter Web Client

4 Likes

Every single Canadian astronaut in history (including the new ones who have yet to travel to space) has been white:

thestar.com/opinion/comment...

11:25 AM · 7/10/17 · Twitter Web Client

9 Retweets 11 Likes

Here is a video of Premier Doug Ford posing for a photo with white supremacist Faith Goldy:

6:49 PM · 2/15/17 · Twitter for BlackBerry

28 Retweets 57 Likes

"This* is actual diversity, folks!" Goldy says of the 90%-white crowd.

Looking around the Opera House, I am suddenly reminded how little diversity there is in Toronto newsrooms.

9:10 PM · 11/1/13 · Twitter for Android

6 Retweets 5 Likes
Jonathan Goldsbie 
@goldsbie

I am involved with a lot of things that have the word Toronto in their names, and a few things that do not. Editor of @CANADALAND (but not its podcasts).

 Toro canadalandshow.com

Jonathan Goldsbie 
@goldsbie

Replying to @shawnmicallef
@shawnmicallef As a Jew who only started eating bacon a few years ago, I must say I've never understood the fuss.

Soooooo good. More and more white women are sacrificing motherhood, their people, and their happiness to pursue pointless careers. The demographic shift is all but complete. #winning! twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/…

Generally speaking, are your views of Israel favorable or unfavorable?

&lq;I AM white, white people ARE privileged&rq; &lq;Dear fellow white people: now is not the time to evade your white guilt&rq; &lq;Deport all white people. We don't deserve this country and we never did&rq; &lq;White people were a mistake&rq; - - - &lq;I'm Jewish&rq; pbs.twimg.com/media/Di15cc1XQAAAnJHP…

8 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Oh wow, NYT ‘conservative’ columnist David Brooks has changed his mind & now in favor of reparations—arguing that the US was ‘born out of sin’ & thus, all whites (regardless of class) should be forced to hand over their resources to blacks. Who could have predicted this? pbs.twimg.com/media/D1IsPmRxAA3PSz...
Social action

Conservative columnist says he's changed his mind on reparations in New York Times piece

In a piece titled The Case for Reparations, columnist David Brooks made an emphatic argument for reparations and said he had been convinced by his observations five years after reading Ta-Nehisi's piece on the subject. Brooks said that because the US racial divide was "born out of sin," not strictly class, the policy was even more necessary to right the injustice of slavery.

David Brooks @nytdavidbrooks · 9h
Sometimes you change your mind in ways you never could have imagined.

Opinion | The Case for Reparations
nytimes.com
teenth-century Brit Brooks is Jewish

As a young
Mark From The Dark
@ILoveSlaw

Replying to @SimonMarksFSN
As a white person, please allow me to blame white people. F*ck us.
6:20 PM · 08 Jun 17

Mark From The Dark
@ILoveSlaw

Replying to @realDonaldTrump
As a Jew, please let me take this opportunity to ask you to please just stop. You have no idea what the meaning of this holiday is.
1:47 PM · 09 Sep 18

I agree wholeheartedly Jack, nobody with a foreign allegiance (i.e. dual citizens) should have secret security clearances twitter.com/JackPosobiec/status/110…
8 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Ironically, the SPLC and I have the same goal—the lone exception being that the SPLC exposes white supremacists, whereas I expose fellow white supremacists pbs.twimg.com/media/D1G_mxMVsAEKZM…
8 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
SPLC: "We want everybody to know where they are, what they do, and how they think."

3,361 views
Annual Survey of American Law honors Chief Judge Robert Katzmann

Many of Katzmann's colleagues spoke of his work to improve the experience of immigrants in the US court system. Nancy Morawetz, a Professor of Clinical Law at NYU, said she was moved in particular by Katzmann's choice to focus on the difficulties faced by unrepresented immigrants in his 2007 Orion E. Marden Lecture for the New York City Bar Association.

"Those of us that work on immigration cases were deeply grateful that Judge Katzmann had chosen to speak on this topic," Morawetz said. "And what happened next was really remarkable."

That next step was the formation of the Katzmann Study Group on Immigrant Representation in 2010. Katzmann brought together 50 volunteers from law firms, nonprofit organizations, immigration groups, bar associations, law schools, and governments to quantify current immigrant representation. The two-year research project led by the group found that 60 percent of detained immigrants in New York City do not have counsel by the time their cases are completed, and of this group only 3 percent have successful court outcomes.

The research led to an expansion of the New York Immigration Family Unity Project, a program funded by New York City government that now ensures that low-income non-citizens facing deportation in New York City have free legal representation.

Peter L. Markowitz, Professor of Law at Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law, praised another Katzmann initiative, The Immigrant Justice Corps. A fellowship program that Katzmann founded in 2014, the Corps provides recent law graduates with additional training in immigration law and then pairs them with nonprofit organizations to provide legal services to low-income immigrants.

According to Markowitz, the Corps has achieved a successful outcome in 93 percent of its completed court cases and has assisted more than 28,000 immigrants and their family members.

"It's hard to overstate the influence that Judge Katzmann has had since he delivered the Marden lecture a decade ago," Markowitz said. "In those two years we have seen an absolute explosion in both the quality and quantity of lawyers that are available to poor immigrants, and at the epicenter of that explosion are the two programs that grew out of Judge Katzmann's work, both the [New York Immigration Family Unity Project] and the [Immigrant Justice Corps]."

Other speakers who lauded Katzmann's work included Ann Claire Williams, retired judge for the US Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit; Peter Markowitz '81, professor of law, Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law; Lindsay Nash, visiting assistant clinical professor, Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law; and Paul Light, Paulette Goddard Professor of Public Service, Robert F. Wagner Graduate School of Public Service.

Overwhelmingly, the speakers praised not just Katzmann's dedication to the underrepresented but the humility and kindness they've seen him bring to his work.

"Brother," Sotomayor said in her closing remarks, "You are the shining example of what a meaningful life can accomplish and of how care and compassion can serve the legal profession...I will always try to follow in your footsteps, knowing that you will always lead the way to what is right, what is just, and what is kind."
Robert A. Katzmann

AKA Robert Allen Katzmann

Born: 22-Apr-1953
Birthplace: New York City

Gender: Male
Religion: Jewish
Race or Ethnicity: White
Occupation: Judge

Nationality: United States
Executive summary: 2nd Circuit Court of Appeals

Father: John Katzmann
Mother: Sylvia Edith Butner
Nielsen has lied repeatedly while overseeing sadistic child separation and pursuing white nationalism. And she is nowhere close to being the worst Cabinet member!

Chris Hayes @chrishayes
A reminder that @SecNielsen both oversaw the kidnapping of children and also repeatedly lied and said she was not overseeing the separation of children.

Norman Ornstein @NormOrnstein
1:20 PM · 11/18/16 · Twitter for iPad
120 Retweets 180 Likes

A political party where ideas no longer matter. It is all about nativism, race and white identity. Sad and disgraceful at the same time.

Meet the Press @MeetThePress
@shahikapur on GOP ads advocating strong borders: “Through these ads, the party is telling us what they think galvanizes and motivates their voters in the Trump era.” #MTFDaily

Replying to @JuddLegum and @HC_Richardson
A white supremacist is White House chief policy advisor! A white nationalist is in the OVAL OFFICE!
8:25 PM · 11/7/18 · Twitter for iPad
35 Retweets 77 Likes

And nativism/racism.

Martina Navratilova @Martina
This Woman Got 8 Years In Prison For Illegal Voting. Texas Is Showing No Mercy. - complete insanity huffingtonpost.com/entry/texas-vo...
3:58 PM · 12/1/18 · Twitter for iPad
17 Retweets 43 Likes

Nativism: the policy of protecting the interests of native-born or established inhabitants against those of immigrants, xenophobia

Roksteady Kaama @RoksteadyKarma
Understand your reference, but doesn’t it feel weird to refer to right wing as “Nativist?” As though they support Indigenous Ppl causes. twitter.com/NormOrnstein/s...

Stephen Miller is simply a sadistic white supremacist monster. His family should be deeply ashamed on him. As should any decent people. This is the antithesis of American values.

Ken Dilianian @KenDilianianNBC
Now Stephen Miller wants to deport Louis Charles, a Haitian green-card holder seeking citizenship who, despite working up to 80 hours a week as a nursing assistent, has had to

Norman Ornstein @NormOrnstein
Presidents are role models. We have a president who is role model for white nationalism, nativism, racism, recklessness, collusion with Russia
12:22 PM · 8/12/17 · Twitter for iPad
1,153 Retweets 2,851 Likes

Sadistic racism from ICE. Nielsen is an inhuman monster.

Neera Tanden @neeratanden
This is both morally repugnant and completely counterproductive. When malice overcomes everything else. twitter.com/hannahshreee/s...
11:06 PM · 4/2/18 · Twitter for iPad
30 Retweets 89 Likes
Norman Ornstein is a resident scholar at the American Enterprise Institute and a contributing editor for the Atlantic.

Washington, DC  aei.org

You, know, as a decent human being first, and a Jew second, I can't help but agree twitter.com/MollyJongFast/...

2:20 PM · 2/8/19 · Twitter Web Client

The societal pendulum creaks under the weight of degeneracy, it will not hold for much longer, soon—very, very soon—it will swing back, crushing everything in its path pbs.twimg.com/media/D1GIZOMWsAE8PFm...
Jaguar Australia @JaguarAUS
And that’s a wrap for the Jag Queen Service Centre! Thank you to everyone who joined us to unleash our inner queen, and celebrate our first #SydneyMardiGras 2019! 🌈 #FITFORAQUEEN

13.3K views

💬 9  🔴 3  ❤️ 26  ⬆️

Promoted
Hmmm, maybe chopping off a baby's foreskin isn't such a great ideal after all.
JEWISH DIAMOND TYCOON DIES IN PENIS ENLARGEMENT OPERATION

By HAGAY HACOHEN

Ehud Arye Laniad (photo credit: SOCIAL MEDIA)
Belgian Jewish diamond tycoon and billionaire Ehud Arye Laniado died on the operating table of a Paris-based clinic during a penis enlargement procedure on March 3.

Belgian Jewish diamond tycoon and billionaire Ehud Arye Laniado died on the operation table of a Paris-based clinic during a penis enlargement procedure on March 3, Belgian media reported.

Laniado, 65, was the owner of Omega Diamonds and worked in the industry for 40 years, gaining a name as one of the leading experts in the world in the evaluation of rough diamonds, according to media reports.

Omega Diamonds confirmed his death; a friend said that his nickname in the firm was “the Argentinian” because he always looked like “a tango dancer.”

Laniado began his professional career in the diamond industry in Tel Aviv, a path that led him to Angola and the Congo, and from there to Belgium.

A sharp dresser and a short man, as he was described by friends, Laniado allegedly had his accountant call him and read him the worth of his assets several times a day. The friend told The Sun that those were the only times of day that Laniado felt good about himself.

Laniado and his business partner, Sylvain Goldberg, were connected to a tax-evasion investigation in 2013 by the Belgian authorities. The partners agreed to pay 160 million euros to avoid legal proceedings. The late Laniado was meant to appear in appeals court on March 14 this year for the first hearing regarding this alleged tax evasion.

Laniado will be brought to Israel for his burial.
Cancer centers design strategies for including more racial and ethnic minorities in clinical trials

March 7, 2019, Medical University of South Carolina

Dr. Marcella Ford, researcher at MUSC Hollings Cancer Center, was part of a study looking at best practices and techniques to recruit minorities to clinical trials. Credit: Medical University of South Carolina, Hollings Cancer Center

PUBLIC RELEASE: 27-OCT-2017

$12.5 million grant allows MUSC and SCSU to team up to tackle health disparities

Dr. Marcella Ford, who knows exactly how health disparities can affect a family, helps lead an effort to end them

MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA

Program Spotlight: PACHE Partners Discuss Better Ways to Advance Cancer Health Equity

October 23, 2014, by CRCHD staff

Marcella E. Ford, Ph.D.
Associate Director of Population Science and Cancer Disparities
fordin@musc.edu
Location: Bioengineering 103A

A Professor of Public Health Sciences, Dr. Ford oversees the Center’s effort to address the state’s critical cancer disparities while implementing initiatives that integrate the expertise in population sciences among the Center’s cancer control researchers. Through community outreach and educational programs, Dr. Ford and her team work with minority leaders throughout the state to build bi-directional, trusting, and long-lasting partnerships, which are critical to Hollings investigators in tailoring culturally and contextually knowledgeable cancer interventions. She also works with the South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control to implement cancer-focused initiatives, including the State Cancer Plan.
Meet Sharika Robinson. Despite being grossly unqualified, Sharika was hired by a top law firm. When she was asked to perform the work of a young associate, Sharika cried racism, sued for racial discrimination, & compared the firm to a plantation Another diversity success story pbs.twimg.com/media/D1F7W0AEKu0c...
Ex-Associate Alleges North Carolina Firm Used Her as 'Diversity Prop'

By Scott Flaherty | March 06, 2019 at 05:44 P
NEW ANTI-SEMITISM RESOLUTION also condemns Islamophobia, but leaves out Anti-Christian discrimination while attacking white people as “white supremacists.” This resolution is anything but “inclusive.” Once again, it’s Jewish people that are defended while whites are disparaged. pbs.twimg.com/media/D1FMHpzUcAAQ0JF...

7 Mar @westland_will Will Westcott retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

RESOLUTION

Condemning anti-Semitism as hateful expressions of intolerance that are contradictory to the values and aspirations that define the people of the United States and condemning anti-Muslim discrimination and bigotry against minorities as hateful expressions of intolerance that are contrary to the values and aspirations of the United States.
Whereas white supremacists in the United States have exploited and continue to exploit bigotry and weaponize hate for political gain, targeting traditionally persecuted peoples, including African Americans, Native Americans, and other people of color, Jews, Muslims, Hindus, Sikhs, immigrants, and others with verbal attacks, incitement, and violence;
Leah Greenberg 🔄
@Leahgreenb

Co-Executive Director, @IndivisibleTeam. I came here to make friends.

🔗 indivisibleguide.com  📅 Joined May 2010

1,915 Following  29.8K Followers

Replying to @basedtrdman

oh nooooooo! how did you find me? was it my Jewish name on a public website, or was it the many media articles where I talk about being Jewish?

10:15 PM · 8/26/18 · Twitter Web Client

So true. Like 0 gross domestic product, 0 technological advancement, 0 diseases cured, 0 literary achievements, 0 wheels invented, 0 slavery ended, 0 first world countries... pbs.twimg.com/media/D1D4K0FWsAUFF8I...

7 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Rephrasing @txjggolfnut and @TIME

Who do U think helped whypipo with math? U got the digit 0 from Africa... lets not do this boo

11:00 AM · 6/25/17 · Twitter for iPhone

3 Retweets

&’Trump is a Nazi’ &’That’s a lot of white people. Sure this isn’t a Klan rally?’ &’Almost all pedophiles are Christian white men’ &’White men celebrate raping women’ &’No one is racist against white people’ &’I’m radical about being Jewish’ No sh*t pbs.twimg.com/media/D1DzR81XgAeU3MP...
It is shameful that House Democrats won’t take a stronger stand against Anti-Semitism in their conference. Anti-Semitism has fueled atrocities throughout history and it’s inconceivable they will not act to condemn it!
Given that the vast majority of technological advancements were created by white men, it's little wonder why this conference is celebrating ‘diversity,’ rather than technology. pbs.twimg.com/media/D1Boly7WsAAzo9h...
C'mon fellow white people of faith: what are we doing TODAY to challenge & transform racist systems? Let's get busy & create a holy racket!

The evil we white people inflicted upon the nation & the world with the Trump election will forever haunt our children's dreams. #complot

Hey fellow white people. What are we gonna do today to rise with our sisters & brothers of color & demand an end to #racism & oppression?

White people are America's greatest terrorist threat. Meditate on that. #WhatIfEuropeanaughtime

Hey White People: It's OUR job to dismantle racist system our ancestors built, benefits us, & kills black people. Get busy. #PhlandoCastle

Not all white people murdered #PhlandoCastle but we're ALL responsible to confront the racism system that kills Black & Brown men.

Dear Fellow White People: When People of Color tell the truth of their experience, believe them. Use our #whitesprivilege for good.

The time has come for progressive white men to deal with our conscious and unconscious sexism, especially when it comes to women in politics. Bros, we can't blame #HillaryClinton any more. Time to own our stuff and stand with women who lead.

If this is exhausting for us as white men, think of what our sisters & brothers of color deal with daily. Mercy!

Jacob Lubenz (@Jacob_Lubenz)
Retweeting to #AEOFfeminism and #GoAVMAY
Congratulations on your education. I have been educated as well. This is not about individuals. It's about communities.

#terrorism #whiteprivilege
New Yorker Fact-Checker Resigns After Fallout Over ICE Tweet

By Gabriella Paiella  @GMPaiella

Talia Lavin.

New Yorker fact-checker under fire after mistaking ICE worker’s tattoo for Nazi symbol

By Lia Eustachewich  June 19, 2018  11:17am
white people we are out of control

Manu Raju @manu
Randy Paul and neighbor have been spoiling over card meals and leaves blown on each other’s lawn for years, a neighbor tells @DeezDerschin
12:40 AM 9/9/18 - Twitter for iPhone
4 Likes

the “invasion” narrative is a stupid white supremacist lie, and if the US army fires on men and women and children seeking asylum it will be an atrocity

Jennifer Griffin @Jgriffin4NYC
JUST IN: US troops already flowing to border.

rascism and sexism mean mediocre, boring white man are heard infinitely more than stellar women and men of color and that sucks for everyone

Fittingly, it’s been 88 days since August 12 in Charlottesville. Fuck white supremacy. Fuck white nationalism. May your stale poison dissolve into the green earth and the blue sky and die.

f*ck white purity it’s garbage nonsense fuck white supremacy fuck nationalism

If you think I’m exaggerating, here’s David Duke and racist group Identity Evropa cheering this shit on: Tucker Carlson is a white supremacist and so is the president.

FYI fellow white women: the statues may be of men, but the Daughters of the Confederacy fought to put up the monuments and defend them

White women have always been the patriarchy’s fiercest soldiers

apparently I lost a bunch of evangelical christian followers tonight? I won’t apologize for my absolute support for abortion rights, if you pass universal child care, paid leave & jobs I will gladly reconsider otherwise your mean little god is a bomb-tyrant and nothing more

love to live in a country where the top law enforcement official quotes the christian bible to justify stealing babies from their parents
advice columnist @hey_alma, freelance bard of the bad times. pay me to write for you:
talialavin@protonmail.com
brooklyn/ankh-morpork Patreon.com/talialavin

Repeating to @TheChamb0

I'm Jewish bitch

10:38 AM ⋅ 8/28/18 ⋅ Twitter
Friends, you could fund the wall, or you could fund the moral rabbinc voice standing with immigrants & refugees. 
@truthrabbis
truth.org/donate

Over past year and a half, Jewish communities have been cut out on the streets like never in recent memory -- protesting ( & getting arrested) in support of dreamers, refugees, immigrants; against police violence & gun violence. Plus 70 synagogues who have declared sanctuary. (5/7)

The Trump administration had found a new way to attack immigrants: penalize them for being poor. The Talmud has a few things to say about that. From @truthrabbis:

Truth: The Rabbins: Call for Human Rights.
We strongly oppose the Trump Administration's

The Muslim ban violates the moral fabric of this country, puts at risk individuals seeking refuge here, divides families, deprives the US of immigrants & visitors who would contribute to our society, and makes us no safer.

Replies to @Oritar
What turned violent? Most of the violence I know about involves white men, often racist/misogynistic white men...not lefties.

11:50 AM · 8/28/18 · Twitter for Android

Verified tv writer says Trump is a ‘white supremacist’ or ‘talks incessantly about ‘white privilege’ or claims MAGA hard are ‘white hoods’ worn by ‘racists’ or ‘denounces men, especially white men or ‘pushes immigration’ She’s not joking when she says she wants to replace you pbs.twimg.com/media/D1AA9hJXQAIAI8xI...

© Mar @TheEuropeanMan The European Man
I can’t believe it’s been one year since Trump has been a white supremacist for 50 years

Living Proof of White Privilege Doesn’t Believe in White Privilege

Hey! I think this white privilege thing is real

Does it matter if the president is smart? politico.com/2z3sVe0 via @PoliticoMag

Finally, a white male Catholic theologian willing to sacrifice the rights of women NYT Opinion @nytopinion

Hundreds of old white men shouting “NOPE!” is a pretty good summary of the Republican Party #GOPConvention

Breaking: Racists Farmers Should Have Cared More About Farming Than Racism When They Voted NBC News @NBCNews

I’m starting to think the guy who presided over the Muslim ban and immigration crackdown might be kinda racist Christina Wilke @christinawilke

It’s wrong to suggest someone’s racist just bc they’re wearing a red maga hat — there are also white maga hats

If you think that reporter’s tweets about white people are bad, wait till you hear what the President of the United States said about literally everyone else

Yeah, it’s like anyone who puts on a white hood gets labeled a racist. Bigotry much?!

When you don’t know what to do with all that leftover immigrant child blood on your hands Erick Erickson @EER Erickson 2h

I know the photos are sad, but if America had a history of just welcoming any refugee who showed up here, we’d have an entire holiday in late November celebrating that

Can’t wait for Romney’s first Senate bill requiring Trump to tell refugee children to “please” get in their cages

“We gathered in the streets to say ‘White Lives Matter!’”

“Were you arrested?”

“No.”

“Then I think you’re covered.”

No, we’ll elect fewer men

Amanda Terkel @amterkel

Rep. Rodney Davis (R-IL) says he’s worried congressional offices will hire fewer women to avoid issue of sexual harassment.
Jess Dweck
@TheDweck

Writer for the TV. Some melted cheese in a rubbery flap.

Joined December 2009

1,191 Following  177.7K Followers

My Jewish New Year’s resolution is to replace you

10:17 PM · 9/10/18 · Twitter for iPhone

31 Retweets  373 Likes

Employees are tired of their companies only talking about getting rid of whites. They want whites gone already.

pbs.twimg.com/media/D0-fg1W0A1_sx8…

6 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1  The European Man
Employees are tired of their companies paying lip service to diversity. They want real change

By Julia Carpenter, CNN Business

Updated 3:49 PM ET, Tue March 5, 2019
Jacob @J4K3_4ND_B4K3
Replying to @the_faisalahmed
White people :(  
7:25 AM · 7/11/17 · Twitter for Android

Jacob @J4K3_4ND_B4K3
Replying to @iMikosnyc and @JordanPeele
White men are the devil.  
8:51 AM · 9/29/18 · Twitter for Android

Jacob @J4K3_4ND_B4K3
Replying to @BETThole
I'll stand next to you and share my white privilege.  
I gots you back betts!  
3:57 PM · 8/30/18 · Twitter for Android

Jacob @J4K3_4ND_B4K3
Replying to @TheDweck
When will white people stop  
9:19 AM · 2/13/19 · Twitter for Android

Jacob @J4K3_4ND_B4K3
Replying to @daprincesschoc
Kill all white people  
7:36 PM · 10/17/17 · Twitter for Android

Jacob @J4K3_4ND_B4K3
Replying to @AOC
Old racist white men will not overshadow you. They know their time is up.  
7:30 AM · 1/4/19 · Twitter for Android
Bari has made clear in multiple emphatic proclamations that she sees her primary role in public life, whether it's at the NYT or on The View, as to advance Jewish identity politics for the purpose of defending Israel.

twitter.com/TheView/status/11026271...

6 Mar @mtracey Michael Tracey retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

@tw you fake having Alzheimer's to cope with the fact that your biracial grandchildren look nothing like you

pbs.twimg.com/media/D08T2reWsAAKjRY...

6 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Alzheimer's Assoc. @alzassoc...

#Every65Seconds someone develops Alzheimer's disease. If you notice any of these 10 early signs of Alzheimer's, don't ignore them. Have a conversation with your doctor. alz.org/10signs
The first recommendation is “Hike in Morocco” LMAO 😄😄😄 twitter.com/Independent/status/1103...
6 Mar @HarmlessYardDog Battle Beagle retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

“Anyone who dares to point out facts about members of my tribe is an anti-Semite because my feeling don’t care about
Your facts' twitter.com/benshapiro/status/11030...
8 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

@benshapiro pbs.twimg.com/media/D07FeviXQAEp6BK...
5 Mar @nate_soyboy HeartLess SoyBoy retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

The Madrox Deprogram

Any criticism of Israel

BEN SHAPIRO
FACTS DON'T CARE ABOUT YOUR FEELINGS

"I blame white christian male rage if we have a nazi president" "White silence is violence" "The GOP has become the party of white nationalists, who stoke hatred & fear of minorities" "45 used Jews as props...we refuse to be tools of his hatred" Her hatred is palpable pbs.twimg.com/media/D08GkUXXXQAAAUWE1...
6 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Meet the new boss, same as the old boss. pbs.twimg.com/media/D07_P4XcAAuZLh…

6 Mar @TheEuropeanMan The European Man
Exclusive: 2 months after declaring all US troops are leaving Syria, President Trump wrote to members of Congress that he now agrees "100%" with keeping a military presence in Syria.

Trump says he agrees 100 percent with keeping U.S. troops in Syria

nbcnews.com
The European Man

@TheEuropeanMan

#TheEuropeanMan

The European Man

6 Mar

Verified journalist says he's a 'straight white dude' tells whites to reflect on their privilege claims 'white supremacist coal miners' make up Trump's base blames whites for crusades, inquisition, colonialism, slave trade, & of course, the Holocaust What conspiracy? pbstv.png/media/D070yqUXgAQ0-7l...

Mark Byrne @markwby

Replying to @rgay

@rgay everyday wake up and remind self that to be a straight white dude is to stand permanently on a red carpet.

11:32 PM - 3/9/16 - Twitter for iPhone

19 Retweets 60 Likes

Mark Byrne @markwby

"patrician good looks" = he was a handsome white male and therefore it was quite calming really that he occupied a position of great power.

8:58 PM - 10/21/14 - Twitter for iPhone

Mark Byrne @markwby

@tanehisicoates @mattyglesias White people have had thousands of years to get their act together. How much longer do we have to give them?

5:43 PM - 8/21/14 - Twitter Web Client

Mark Byrne @markwby

White people also responsible for the crusades, inquisition, smallpox blankets, colonialism & the slave trade. So.

youtu.be/med0trq6Fds

1 Like

Mark Byrne @markwby

Also, white people killed Lincoln, JFK, MLK and John Lennon. And then a couple of them procreated and gave us this guy. It's kind of a wash.

Mark Byrne @markwby

Did I miss one? I think I missed one. Right: the holocaust. White people are also responsible for the holocaust.

Mark Byrne @markwby

Tucker's face looks like it was cast from the interior of a white hood

Andrew Lawrence @andrew_lawrence

Here’s Tucker Carlson just straight up saying that over the next few months he’s going to try and scare his viewers about the Democratic Party

9:47 AM - 11/13/18 - Twitter for iPhone

1 Like

Mark Byrne @markwby

Today’s a good day to acknowledge that my rights as a straight, white male have never, in 237 yrs, been questioned. Others: not so lucky.

5:52 PM - 6/25/13 - Twitter Web Client

2 Likes

Mark Byrne @markwby

If you’re white & you don’t reflect on that privilege daily, maybe do so this week. Bonus: Do it while you’re smoking pot or jaywalking.

7:10 PM - 8/18/14 - Twitter Web Client

4 Retweets 4 Likes

Mark Byrne @markwby

“Someone is finally standing up for us.” - one of the white supremacist coal miner oenophiles who make up trump’s base.

9:47 AM - 11/13/18 - Twitter for iPhone
As a Jewish journalist descended from Weimar era film producers, I consider fascists blaming us for conspiracies a lovely family tradition.
Iowa student death suspect wants trial moved for diversity

By Associated Press
The former farmhand charged with first-degree murder in the abduction and stabbing death of 20-year-old Mollie Tibbetts in Iowa wants to have his trial moved to a more diverse county.

The Des Moines Register reports that 24-year-old Cristhian Bahena Rivera's lawyers filed the motion Friday. They argue the Mexican national should be tried outside Poweshiek County to allow for more minority representation in the jury pool.

Rivera is accused of killing Tibbetts, a University of Iowa student who disappeared while out for a run July 18 in Brooklyn, Iowa. Investigators recovered her body a month later in a cornfield. A medical examiner has said Tibbetts was stabbed to death.

Rivera also is accused of being in the country illegally. He worked at a dairy farm a few miles from where Tibbetts disappeared.
The real affirmative action is the structure that keeps such stupid white men in power.

New York Magazine  @NYMag
Jeff Sessions views Trump's criticism as "kind of hurtful," but maintains that the president is a "strong leader" nytimes.com/article/2017/12/4/...

Replying to @queerBengali
Seriously. Haven't we given old white men enough chances to try to run/ruin the country?

10:55 PM - 1/30/17 · Twitter for iPhone
5 Retweets 8 Likes

The more these white men try to slap down @SenKamalaHarris the more powerful she will grow. Your days are ending, old dudes.

6:50 PM - 6/13/17 · Twitter for iPhone
9 Retweets 20 Likes

Replying to @kurteichenwald
Gen X white woman here who is repulsed by bigots.

10:39 AM - 12/11/17 · Twitter for iPhone
2 Likes

Replying to @shadowylife
White men ARE the true snowflakes, melting from a tiny bit of heat. Though unlike actual snowflakes, they're not all unique.

1:22 PM - 1/19/17 · Twitter Web Client

Replying to @laurendauna
This is why we need a new party that centers women, PoC and basically every other person who is not an able-bodied straight white man.

12:22 PM - 7/31/17 · Twitter for iPhone
123 Retweets 1,095 Likes

@SenatorDurbin this. We've had 44 white male presidents. That's enough of a trial run, don't you think?

Anna Notaro @AnnaNotaro22
Replying to @SenatorDurbin and @Morning_Joe
Very disappointed in you. How can you talk about Hillary the way you did? She's never lost the popular vote in any election she's been in.
Wendy Brandes ✅
@WendyBrandes

Concerned citizen; former journalist; persistent & nasty woman. Exec committee of @IndivisibleUES. Designer of fine jewelry for witty people.

NYC 🌟 wendybrandes.com/blog/about/

Joined October 2008

Wendy Brandes ✅
@WendyBrandes

Replying to @alyssakeiko

OMG I was the same with Narnia 🥺
What can I say? I was raised Jewish so I didn't know. 😊

2:56 PM · 9/13/16 · Twitter for iPhone

3 Likes

verified filmmaker /\ says he's a white person who 'stands up' to 'dumb' & 'loser' whites /\ celebrates whites losing political power bc it's 'about F'n time' /\ thinks Trump is a 'despicable white nationalist d-bag' who is 'destroying the whole F'n planet' 'sheer horror' folks pbs.twimg.com/media/D05f_7iWkAldngX...

5 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Jeremy Newberger @jeremynewberger

Replying to @diob_schatten and @AlicjaMJHendley
Makes sense Diob. White identity is growing. White people are identifying the losers among us, and they are all White Supremacists.
3:53 PM · 8/16/17 · Twitter Web Client

Jeremy Newberger @jeremynewberger

“Hooray for God! He provided all these foods!”
“It’s OK baby. When these god-fearing white people are done eating our crops we can bury mommy, who they just shot.”
1:38 PM · 2/19/17 · Twitter Web Client

Jeremy Newberger @jeremynewberger

I wish conservatives outraged by a black dude burning down a CVS were as equally outraged by a white guy destroying the whole F’ in planet.
9:05 AM · 5/31/17 · Twitter Web Client

Jeremy Newberger @jeremynewberger

Sikhs, Asians, and Trans women? You mean more than just white men can actually be in American politics? About F’in time.
7:52 AM · 11/8/17 · Twitter Web Client

Jeremy Newberger @jeremynewberger

Replying to @tkearnsey922
Newsflash, white people can stand up for black people to dumb white people. (Case in point, this tweet.)
7:29 AM · 2/2/18 · Twitter Web Client

Jeremy Newberger @jeremynewberger

We are keeping immigrant children, we separated from their parents, locked up in an abandoned Texas Walmart, under the guise that it is the Christian thing to do. That’s some next level twisted behavior right there.
8:30 AM · 6/4/18 · Twitter Web Client

Jeremy Newberger @jeremynewberger

We don’t need Tucker Carlson doing nightly readings of the Turner Diaries to his #1 fan Trump to know that both men are despicable white nationalist d-bags, but we sure are heading that way.
11:35 AM · 8/23/18 · Twitter Web Client

Jeremy Newberger @jeremynewberger

On the bright side, lousy bigoted white people are inspiring an entire generation of diverse talented amateur videographers.

Newsweek @Newsweek

“You’re Gonna Be Wiped Out, Trust Me” – Video shows Arizona woman make shocking racist attack bit.ly/2OQLmY
To be a Jew in Trump's America is to watch with sheer horror as he coddles and embraces the same ideology that killed most of your faith.
Israel Rosenberg
@IsraelRosenberg

Proud American-born Israelite, author, blogger, father, son & husband; Torah studier; Holy Temple Mount pilgrim; שמח בישראל.

Joined May 2011

400 Following 280 Followers

is it an obsession you have, or a fixation, with this imaginary entity, the ‘white race’ &gt; I doubt whether being ‘white’ makes you a real nation &gt; Israel must - and WILL - remain forever a Jewish state — Are you starting to see the double standard folks? pbs.twimg.com/media/D03rlnBXCxAdddf...
Replied to @RichardBSpencer

is it an obsession you have, or a fixation, with this imaginary entity, the 'white race'?

12:39 AM · 2/6/17 · Twitter for iPhone

Replied to @SomePeaceTalks

@SomePeaceTalks @MLKstudios @warrioroftruth Israel must - and WILL - remain forever a Jewish State. One day even you will accept this.

5 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Replying to @vetements_slav and @DubJ
Because it’s entirely class reductive and pretends that racism goes away with economic status. Obv rich black people have it easier in some ways than poor white people, but in a lot of ways they don’t.

10:01 AM · 3/4/19 · Twitter for iPhone

Poor white people don’t have to have a talk with their kids about how cops will kill them. Reducing the experience of being black in America to what their bank account says is indeed a “yikes.”

9:34 AM · 3/4/19 · Twitter for iPhone

40 Retweets 364 Likes

White America losing it’s grip – lashing out by denying education to Hispanics: goo.gl/r91pJ Plus preventing minorities from voting

11:45 AM · 5/4/12 · Twitter Web Client

Replying to @Jamespownall6 @NicholsUprising and @TuckerCarlson
No, I call people who support authoritarianism, demonize vulnerable minorities, and fear monger about white’s losing their majority, fascist. Pretty simply, really.

8:04 AM · 11/9/18 · Twitter for iPhone

If only we can convince more people that racism (not economics) elected Trump, then we’ll finally... *crickets*...finally... *more crickets*

Replying to @NicholsUprising and @TuckerCarlson
No one was hurt. You either think Tucker Carlson is a fascist enabling white supremacist or you don’t (and I believe there’s a lot of evidence to say he is). If you think he is, then why should fascists and white nationalists feel safe in America? Honest question.

8:20 AM · 5/4/12 · Twitter Web Client
They're not here to assimilate folks, that's not how a conquest works pbs.twimg.com/media/D03X-qLX4AEmVvz...
Racism, not a lack of assimilation, is the real problem facing Latinos in America

Analysis: Telling Latinos to assimilate focuses on the wrong issue, which is centuries of discrimination and exclusion, experts say.

Feb. 26, 2019, 8:41 AM EST

By Suzanne Gamboa

Julián Castro, a Mexican-American, is running for president. Latin music is more popular than country music, and one of the most recognizable political faces in the United States is Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, D-N.Y., whose family comes from Puerto Rico.
Suzanne Gamboa
Political Editor & Senior Writer | NBC News Latino

“verified founder of March4OurLives” claims police depts are full of ‘white nationalists’ says there were 300 ‘very bad terrorist attacks’ in US last—most from white citizens “says violent white nationalism is killing...innocent Americans every day’ They want to disarm you pbs.twimg.com/media/D03Pvw3WkAAK4zV...
I wish the people who spew the most racism had to take DNA tests to see how diverse our lineage is... America is a country of foreigners, a melting pot of ideas, we are great bc of our diverse mindsets being able to take on a range of problems. America is great bc we all are.

The fact that people shrug off "gang violence" as an unstoppable form of gun violence is a symptom of systemic racism.
A black teenager killed in a drive by needs us to stand up for them the same way we do for a white student being shot in school.
Racists do not discriminate.

The GOP have every opportunity to excommunicate Steve King for being a self-proclaimed White supremacist and Nazi sympathizer... but they embrace him.

The President would rather intimidate refugees than confront the violent white nationalism that is killing more and more innocent Americans every day.

Sounds about white

Most of the counter protesters at our events on #RoadToChange are open carrying white supremacists who attempt to use extremely fear based intimidation tactics... a lot are blatantly racist, sexist and selfish... but for the most part they are simply misinformed about reality.

This is one of the worst takes I've ever seen.
It's almost as bad as asking for a "white history month".

President Trump @POTUS
i am honored to serve you, the great American People, as your 45th President of the United States!

megan twobye @megan2e
Female Fox News commentator just now: "This whole "Year of the Women" thing, I think they may have bit off more than they can handle. I
Matt Deitsch 🔄
@MattxRed

Chief Strategist/co-founder and organizer
@AMarch4OurLives just trying to save lives. NYT Bestseller. Award-winning filmmaker. MSD ’16 SMC ’17 no endorsements

📍 Parkland, FL 🌐 amazon.com/Glimmer-Hope-T...
Joined March 2013

1,447 Following  67.1K Followers

Matt Deitsch 🔄
@MattxRed

Just two Jews talking about substantial change.

#NeverAgain
**Early life and education**

Lithwick was born to a Jewish family,[3] in Ottawa, Ontario, Canada and is a Canadian citizen. She moved to the U.S. to study at Yale University, where she received a B.A. degree in English in 1990. As a student at Yale, she debated on the American Parliamentary Debate Association circuit as a member of the Yale Debate Association. In 1990, and her debate partner at the time, Austan Goosby were runners up for the national Team of the Year.

*Kinsley was born to a Jewish[1] family in Detroit, Michigan, the son of Lillian (Margolis) and George Kinsley, who practiced medicine,[2][3] He attended the Cranbrook School in Bloomfield Hills, Michigan, then graduated from Harvard College in 1972. At Harvard, Kinsley served as vice president of the university's daily newspaper, *The Harvard Crimson*. He was awarded a Rhodes Scholarship and studied at Magdalen College, Oxford, then returned to Harvard for law school.*

**The Slate Group**

*The Slate Group* is a US online publishing entity established in June 2008 by Graham Holdings Company. Among the publications overseen by The Slate Group are Slate and ForeignPolicy.com.[1]

The creation of The Slate Group was announced by Donald Graham, Chairman and CEO of The Washington Post Company. [4 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man]

---

@auth_trad39 @Slate Excellent noticing my friend. The author is also one. Shocking

"verified comedian & writer who refers to herself as a ‘white girl’ says white people ‘should shut up’ and ‘go away forever’ and wants you to know that she’s ‘still angry white people’ says wants to ‘cancel’ straight white men calls Ivanka Trump a ‘c*nt’ She’s loud alright! pbs.twimg.com/media/DD2W7TX0AA8K63...

4 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
shut up white people.
9:56 PM · 9/24/12 · Twitter for

still hate white people
7:29 PM · 7/1/12 · Twitter Web

hey white people thanks for the breaking bad recommendation, can you please go away forever now?
3:03 PM · 10/27/12 · Twitter Web Client

4 Retweets 9 Likes

Let it be known that on this day I, Alison Stevenson, still hate white people.
3:32 PM · 9/8/12 · Twitter for Android
1 Retweet 3 Likes

I have spilled two kombucha bottles today making me the saddest white girl in the world
7:15 PM · 3/2/17 · Twitter for iPhone
39 Likes

The best thing about not yet having any success in the television industry is that I can call Ivanka Trump a cunt all I want.
11:17 PM · 5/31/18 · Twitter for iPhone
5 Retweets 118 Likes

Witches, I have created my very own spell. It's called the CONFIDENCE OF A STRAIGHT WHITE MAN SPELL. Here's what you need.
2:12 PM · 8/3/18 · Twitter for iPhone
2 Retweets 53 Likes

Confident white men are cancelled!!!!
12:54 PM · 7/9/14 · Twitter for iPhone
2 Retweets 18 Likes
Alison Stevenson ✅
@JustAboutGlad

Loud Jew. Comedian and writer. Give me money. (Same handle on Insta).

洛杉磯, 加州  alisonstevenson.com
Andrew Feinberg @AndrewFeinberg

Replying to @AndrewFeinberg & @deceiver and 2 others
And here's another thing — the racism isn't new or unique to the Trump era, but this renewed willingness to openly milk it, lie, engage in absurd attacks, etc., is a recent development and perhaps the defining feature, as he writes here.

Andrew Feinberg @AndrewFeinberg

“Congratulations, America! We've now abandoned any pretense that judges are interpreters of law & scholars of the constitution instead of just insurance policies to guard against the possibility of Democrats winning future elections or demographic shifts having any real effect!”

Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump

Mr. President, why do you keep lying about connections between increased immigration and more crime when the opposite has been shown to be true?

Sarah Sanders @PressSec

Congratulations Judge Kavanaugh Instead of a 6-3 liberal Supreme Court under Hillary Clinton, we now have a 5-4 conservative Supreme Court under President @realDonaldTrump, cementing a tremendous legacy for the Presi...

Andrew Feinberg @AndrewFeinberg

Replying to @WalkerBragman
It's not elitism, it's reality. NO, NOT ALL @realDonaldTrump voters were racist etc, but don't let your compulsion to dismiss everything @HillaryClinton says allow you to downplay how big a part racism, anti-semitism & misogyny played in his grievance-heavy campaign.

Andrew Feinberg @AndrewFeinberg

Replying to @BrandonTheblade and @tedlieu
Sorry, no. Anyone who moves from one country to another with the intention of doing to permanently is an immigrant, whether they are lawfully present (green card, DACA, or not)

Andrew Lawrence @andrew_lawrence

Tucker Carlson really really really really does not like living in a diverse country

Andrew Feinberg @AndrewFeinberg

Repeating to @AndrewFeinberg and @FlorianWinter
The idea that you're not part of "real America" (Murica) if you're not a white, rural Christian is very very dangerous.

Andrew Feinberg @AndrewFeinberg

This is 100% correct of @JamesFallows to say, but the point of all this is to guard what the minority sees as the rights of "real Americans" to control America's direction & nullify any demographic shifts that benefit Dems, who they see as "illegitimate"
Andrew Feinberg
@AndrewFeinberg

Breakfast Media White House Reporter, also occasionally found on Capitol Hill | tips: feinberg@breakfast.media or DM for Signal/ProtonMail/PGP key | RT≠endorse

 Washinghton, DC  breakfast.media

Replying to @KoenigJojo and @Cernovich

Hahahahaha it’s funny because I’m Jewish, right? Actually did go to law school but never finished, I like journalism better than money.

9:02 PM · 9/19/17 · Twitter for iPhone
When whypipo go to the motherland, they like to use our children as props & act like their coming saved the world. When we check them about their BS, they do what they always do... smdh
Why do white people with a high school education have lower unemployment rates and higher incomes than black people who’ve attended college?

Unfortunately for lil Benji, we know pbs.twimg.com/media/D0yAqP2W0AAY-L8…

4 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Ben Shapiro @benshapiro · 5h
She just keeps doubling down on the dual loyalty smear and Democratic leadership simply doesn’t give a crap

Ilhan Omar @IlhanMN
Our democracy is built on debate, Congresswoman! I should not be expected to have allegiance/pledge support to a foreign country in order to serve my country in Congress or serv...
Repeating to @benshapiro

If Ben Shapiro could only save one of these countries, which would he choose:

- Israel: $95\%$
- America: $5\%$

778 votes · 18 hours 25 minutes left

3:59 PM · 3/3/19 · Twitter for iPhone

74 Retweets 63 Likes
ADL 📰 @ADL - Mar 1
This is not just disturbing, but seems to be part of a pattern. The charge of dual loyalty has long been used to attack Jews, well before the state of Israel even existed. Here is more about why this matters and why it needs to end: adl.org/blog/straight-

New York Magazine 📰 @NYMag
Accusing Jews of “allegiance to a foreign country” is a historically classic way of delegitimizing their participation in the political system, writes @jonathanchait nym.ag/2Ew2Eb

Jacob Wohl 📰 @JacobAWohl - Feb 14
I’m a single issue voter. Israel.
If a politician gets that wrong, they’re dead to me.

The Forward 📰 @jdforward - Jan 10
In Praise Of Dual Loyalties

@ramzpaul Silly Ramz, you’re not supposed to notice. In fact, this post is anti-Semitic

verified 'conservative' columnist 🗣️ was a 'never ever' Trumper 🗣️ celebrates 'diversity' (atheism, LGBTQ) in the GOP 🗣️ claims Trump supporters are 'racist' 🗣️ thinks white supremacy is showing pride in your heritage Big shocker—this is what a fellow conservative looks like folks pbs.twimg.com/media/D0x6QRHWoAAaVN

@SouthPark's Cartman accurately represents a sect of Trump voters—selfishness, lack of introspection, anti-semitism, racism, alt right-ish
9:40 AM · 4/3/16 · TweetDeck
6 Retweets 16 Likes

The GOP needs to think more about regular people. This election Trump tried to draw the circle around loyal Rs + racists. Cut that shit out.
7:37 PM · 10/15/16 · TweetDeck
5 Retweets 25 Likes

If Trump's rise "has proven anything, it's that there are still real, honest-to-goodness racists in America" weeklystandard.com/a-tale-of-two-
11:59 PM · 7/30/16 · TweetDeck
7 Retweets 25 Likes

@BenSasse is right. Follow @better4america1 #NeverHillary #nevertrump

White supremacy, or, being such a pathetic lowlife that you suggest that, by the color of your skin, others' positive accomplishments are yours because you have no claim to any of your own
6:56 PM · 8/12/16 · Twitter for Android
67 Retweets 418 Likes

"never ever" Trump
#NeverTrump
10:40 PM · 7/21/16 · TweetDeck
3 Retweets 11 Likes

LOVE x 1000000 David Koch Backs Gay Marriage at Supreme Court

A lot of talk about atheism, being LGBT, etc, on CPAC2015 stage. I love it. Diversity strengthens everything :)
11:42 AM · 2/26/15 · TweetDeck
2 Likes

@CPACnews welcomes gay right-of-center groups!!! Made my day!!! :) bit.ly/1jHSUsF @GOPROUD #tcot #gop #marriageequality #CPAC
Shoshana Weissmann, Sloth Committee Chair
@senatorshoshana

@RSI Digital Media Manager & Fellow. Work on occupational licensing reform. Write, sometimes in @usatoday. Independent consultant. Sew. Hike. 💖 9th Amendment

故乡, DC. medium.com/@senatorshoshana...

Yeah I know it's a big shocker SHOSHANA WEISSMANN is Jewish

EE01GodofThunder @aelathali
Replying to @senatorshoshana
Didn't know you were Jewish. Still doesn't change that you worship a psychopath.

10:12 AM · 6/4/18 · Twitter for Android

This isn't putting #AmericaFirst, @realDonaldTrump! We did not elect you to shill for the mass immigration interests of the corporate class. We elected you to protect American workers and to stop the endless waves of foreign labor pouring into our country. www.breitbart.com/politics/2019/03/...
They deleted the video! @CPAC literally just deleted it. Getting T-posed and dabbed on by @NickJFuentes &amp; @FaithGoldy was just too much. pbs.twimg.com/media/D0xKOF9XcAMcUNF... retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Patrick Casey 🇺🇸
@PatrickCaseyIE

Fuentes and Faith Goldy at 1:43, so good twitter.com/CPAC/status/11...

This Tweet is unavailable.

3/3/19, 17:02

19 Retweets 137 Likes
History was made this week.

#CPAC2019

18.8K views

#WhatMakesAmericaGreat
This Tweet has been deleted.
Uh oh, the Equality & Human Rights Commission—the UK’s top ‘equality body’—says that an ‘unfair share’ of apprenticeships go to white boys & it’s demanding that steps be taken to fix this problem. You’ll never guess who leads the EHRC Why do I even bother checking at this point? pbs.twimg.com/media/D0xXdKSWkAEQKe...
With National Apprenticeship Week starting on Monday, the Equality and Human Rights Commission says firms need to take steps to get more people from minority groups into trainee schemes, favouring them against other similarly qualified candidates if necessary.

Few employers are making use of powers given to them under the 2010 Equality Act to tackle disadvantage and under-representation experienced by certain groups, according to a report by the commission, the University of Chester and the Young Women’s Trust. “Women continue to be shut out of key parts of the economy due to outdated gender stereotypes and a lack of support,” said Dr Carole Easton, the trust’s chief.

“We need a level playing field in the workplace for women, disabled people and ethnic minorities,” said Rebecca Hilsenrath, the commission’s chief executive. “If we can do this at the point of entry to the labour market, we will take giant steps towards closing pay gaps and eliminate the outdated idea that certain kinds of people ought to be doing certain kinds of jobs.”
Mara “Get Rid of the Nazis” Wilson ✓
@MaraWilson

@verified former child actress @says she’s a ‘white lady’ @claims white men can’t be ‘racist’ @says opposing chain migration is ‘so outright racist & xenophobic’ @thinks ‘regular white US people’ are racist @refers to the Midwest as ‘racist land’ She knows she’s not white

3 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

@DevonESawa Also “racist” implies a kind of hegemonic, systemic discrimination coming from a place of power, which white men have had.
2:15 PM · 4/2/16 · Twitter for iPhone
2 Retweets 18 Likes

@facebook Also, I’m a relatively fortunate cis white lady, there’s very little risk in me coming out. LGBT minorities are more at risk...
4:21 PM · 6/14/16 · Twitter for iPhone
174 Retweets 865 Likes

@Rashida1 Jones @iamrashida I wish people would protect the First Amendment with the same fervor as they have the Second Amendment. #FreeDerry

@Mara Wilson

I’m either that socially conscious adult who bought fair trade candy or that insufferable white girl who bought fair trade candy.

6:20 PM · 10/31/13 · Twitter Web Client
22 Retweets 65 Likes

@Mara Wilson

I know I shouldn’t be surprised but this chain migration thing is so outright racist and xenophobic, it’s a new low

4:36 PM · 12/21/17 · Twitter for iPhone
162 Retweets 1,282 Likes
Mara “Get Rid of the Nazis” Wilson

@MaraWilson

Ask your niece/daughter/librarian who I am. Buy my book WHERE AM I NOW? in bookstores or here: bit.ly/1UhjbDf Press inquiries: HV@sharkpartvmedia.com

@francoisebouf

Yeah, when people say I’m white, I think, “I’m Jewish, does that even count?”
Meghan tells pals she will raise baby 'gender fluid' without any stereotypes
mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/m...
Julie Silver @JulieAnnSilver

So glad this is the last generation of old white men who get to vote on my daughter's future. NY4M #SSM #marriageequality
6:31 PM · 6/24/11 · TweetDeck
15 Retweets

Julie Silver @JulieAnnSilver

Replying to @AndyRichter and @mujer_lg
Exactly. These men have been lied to their entire lives. The white world has mothered them, convinced them, "you're better and don't let anybody tell you different".
1:37 AM · 12/13/17 · Twitter for iPhone

Julie Silver @JulieAnnSilver

http://nyti.ms/cb92zl Can't wait for these dusty old white men to be done. ENOUGH ALREADY. #lgbt #nob8
11:45 PM · 10/10/10 · TweetDeck

Julie Silver @JulieAnnSilver

Repeating to @LoriMMueller
What is being done? Have you contacted local authorities? Are you bringing in someone from outside the district to teach the basic values of respect and sensitivity because these nazis look like they've been celebrating their white male superiority from birth. SickWhiteAmerica

Julie Silver @JulieAnnSilver

There are times when I cannot stand being a white person in this country. DunnTrial
3:09 PM · 2/12/14 · Twitter Web Client
2 Likes

Julie Silver @JulieAnnSilver

Repeating to @katie
if only we had a few more old white men in charge...sigh
12:01 PM · 6/7/17 · Twitter Web Client
10 Likes

Julie Silver @JulieAnnSilver

Repeating to @burgessey
What is it with these lying hypocritical demented white guys spewing shit and constantly getting away with it. I've had it. #impeachthemall
12:57 PM · 5/2/17 · Twitter for iPhone
1 Retweet 6 Likes

Julie Silver @JulieAnnSilver

Repeating to @GOP and @realDonaldTrump
Hilarious, you complicit criminal flaccid worthless bigoted ammosexual #Russia enabling @nra ass kissing white supremacist idiots. #HappyPresidentsDay2018
12:55 PM · 2/19/18 · Twitter for iPhone
artist - activist - Eema - in love with @MaryConnelly - pray with my feet

617 girl in a 310 world juliesilver.com

Born 1966 Joined March 2009

I'm a married lesbian Jewish mother of daughters and I am calling #Trump a #WhiteSupremacist. Anyone else? #JewHaters

6:38 PM · 9/14/17 · Twitter for iPhone

37 Retweets 85 Likes

@HarmlessYardDog This map is racist

Global Slavery Index www.globalslaveryindex.org/2018/dat... pbs.twimg.com/media/D0wH7SPW0AEY-JD...
Highest suicide rate among middle-age white men - White men a minority on college campuses - Shrinking white demographics - Increased anti-white propaganda - Rising hate crimes against white people - Quotas for more diversity - More money for Israel - twitter.com/charliekirk11/status/10...

Our governments, our media, and the multi-national corporations that control them are actively working against our interests. This truth is irrefutable - twitter.com/guardian/status/1101848...

"Republican better not count on this old white woman" - "Sands of time are running out for old rich white men dictating their racist leanings" - "The only thing getting plowed are the fields waiting for old white men who make rules for us" - "I'm a 76 yr old Jewish woman" - pbs.twimg.com/media/D0v8JyW0AQbvc7...

3 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
I'm a 76 yr old Jewish woman and I've never heard of a rabbinical pass either but to know who doles out "passes"!

The Volatile Mermaid @OhNoSheTwitnt
1. There's no such thing as a "rabbinical pass".
I don't want to be silent but I don't know how to add my (white, safe) voice in a way that does more than add to the pain & anxiety.

8:25 AM - 7/8/16 - Twitter for iPhone

White nationalism is a toxic screed that causes untold devastation to the lives it touches. If that isn't you & you don't want people to presume it is, change your bio; if it is – if you're happy to identify as being an appalling racist – own it, disavow it, learn to be better.

I'm very happy to help you fix your wrong & bad opinions, because I'm very glad to see that you don't want to be a racist or to identify with white nationalism, which as we can agree is monstrous dangerous garbage.

8:20 PM - 9/15/18 - Twitter for iPhone

White male posh-voiced privilege is ugly, but I was very aware that it would help passers-by not just walk by if he kicked off.

11:30 AM - 3/26/17 - Twitter for iPhone

They jump to those conclusions because white nationalism is a hateful, racist ideology with catastrophic consequences for its victims. If you're not part of that, & don't want people to think you are, call yourself something other than a white nationalist.

I sound like the lovechild of @BBCRadio4 & Daniel Radcliffe. Voice recognition software often struggles with voices that don't sound like white middle class men who aren't experiencing any pain beyond the distress caused by commuting into London from the Home Counties, i.e.
Navigating academia as a Black woman

Black emotional labour within universities is an issue that has gone unrecognized for too long

OPINION • FEB 25, 2019 • 0 COMMENTS • FEATURES, OPINION

Photo by Kyle West

By: Nyakoar Wuol
"upon realizing that he was the only black man in his... Apparently a rudimentary knowledge of personal pronouns is not needed to get into the integrated science program pbs.twimg.com/media/D0IAcNOXgAI9Pm..."
There was also another complexity that I did not consider — the fact that there are more Black women in academia than Black men. One health sciences student, upon realizing that they were the only Black man in their whole year, experienced feelings of isolation.

‘Diversity without structure’ At first I thought this article was going to be about Africa
3 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Meet Maryanne Oketch—the only black student in McMaster University’s integrated science program. Rather than admit racial IQ differences, Maryanne blames her academic struggles & the fact that she’s the only black science student on systemic racism and a lack of support. Sad! pbs.twimg.com/media/D0s-FFhWoAA0wHm…
3 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Diversity without structure

Being the only Black student in my program isn't by chance; it's indicative of a systemic issue that McMaster University fails to address.

OPINION • FEB 28, 2019 — (LAST MODIFIED) FEB 27, 2019 • 0 COMMENTS • FEATURES, OPINION

Photo by Kyle West

By: Maryanne Oketch
"...preserving your heritage, reclaiming our heritage, that sounds a lot like a certain leader that killed members of my family and about six million other Jews in the 1940s..."  pbs.twimg.com/ext_tw_video_thumb/11...
It tells you all you need to know about the "conservative" movement today when its largest conference tries to memory hole @michellemalkin's powerful immigration control speech right off its Youtube page. Modern conservatism conserves nothing. #CPAC2019 mobile.twitter.com/ColumbiaBugle/st…

"Saving western civilization" by allowing America to be 'legally' invaded and overthrown. Genius! twitter.com/charliekirk11/status/11…

CPAC's Youtube Channel does not have @michellemalkin's speech. pbs.twimg.com/media/D0sXXmcV4AAtNsh…

@PeckPolitics Brendon Peck retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

@TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

@ColumbiaBugle The Columbia Bugle retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

@PeckPolitics Brendon Peck retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

@TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

WTF is wrong with white women in America. & I say that as a white woman in America’ &OMFG!! White people need to stop this shit now!!! &I’ve fucking had it with white women’ &OMFG��What is wrong with white people???

My Jewish grandmother escaped the Soviet Union' pbs.twimg.com/media/D0skp84XcAAtpn…

@TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
LauraH @NYCaregirl

OMFG!!! White people need to stop this shit NOW!!!
Qasim Rashid, Esp. @Muslim2
God Almighty these people have nothing better to do then harass young black entrepreneurial kids?
Black child is selling candy
Rabbi, old woman comes demanding to see...

LauraH @NYCaregirl

OMFG!!! What is wrong with white people???

LauraH @NYCaregirl

My Jewish grandmother escaping the Soviet Union & making it safely to the US @TrumpHotels

Tell us your favorite travel memory - was it a picture, a souvenir, a sunset? We'd love to hear it!

6:45 AM · 1/31/17 · Twitter for iPhone

Rabbi Jill Zimmerman ‘creates welcoming, inclusive spiritual experiences.’ Here are a few of her classic maxims: &gt;I’m DISGUSTED by white women &gt;‘we have a lot of work to do, white people’ &gt;‘Hey white people...we can do better’ &gt;‘Calling our these time-deaf white women’ pbs.twimg.com/media/D0isZ1LTX0AA5IuM...
Rabbi Jill Berkson Zimmerman creates welcoming, inclusive spiritual experiences that open hearts and build Jewish community. In 2011, she founded the Jewish Mindfulness Network as well as an online subscription-based community, Hineni: The Mindful Heart Community. Today, Rabbi Jill is a popular Rabbi-at-Large and scholar-in-residence who teaches spiritual approaches to core Jewish holy days and holidays: officiates at Jewish lifecycle events such as weddings, baby namings, and funerals; and provides personalized spiritual guidance and teaching to

WTF how did this get on the Simpsons? pbs.twimg.com/ext_tw_video_thumb/11...
1 Mar @SeedPacket FF7 Ted retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Verified journalist/academic claims ‘immigrants make cities safer’ uses imagery of children being ripped from parents to push immigration says concern about immigration is ‘racist hysteria’ celebrates that whites are becoming a minority This is their ‘true face’ folks pbs.twimg.com/media/D0rz-0cWwCUgP48...
2 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Peter Beinart @PeterBeinart

**actually, immigrants make cities safer**
9:51 PM · 9/26/16 · Twitter Web Client

31 Retweets 37 Likes

Peter Beinart @PeterBeinart

it’s such a relief to know that the only people discriminated against in America today are white conservative Christians
10:13 PM · 2/6/16 · Twitter Web Client

272 Retweets 358 Likes

Peter Beinart @PeterBeinart

The message of yesterday’s midterms: Trumpism is not a fluke. Winning elections by playing on white people’s racial fears is as American as apple pie
theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/…

Peter Beinart @PeterBeinart

The harsh truth is that racism often works. Cross-racial coalitions for economic justice are the exception in American history. Mobilizing white people to resist their racial dominance is the norm. The lesson of 2016 is that Americans grapple with negative identity. In many ways, Trumpism is normal. It’s not Trump who is running afoul against American tradition, it’s

Peter Beinart @PeterBeinart

in Iowa, @realDonaldTrump boasts about reviving term “silent majority.” Sadly for him, old white people are a minority now
7:51 PM · 8/25/15 · Twitter Web Client

7 Retweets 9 Likes

Peter Beinart @PeterBeinart

2020: millennials will be 40% electorate, 44% of them will be minorities. GOP will have to invade Canada to find enough old white people
8:55 PM · 8/8/13 · Twitter Web Client

17 Retweets 6 Likes

Peter Beinart @PeterBeinart

@realDonaldTrump’s problem is that the “silent majority”—resentful, older, white people—isn’t a majority anymore
11:49 AM · 7/16/15 · Twitter Web Client

3 Retweets 11 Likes

Peter Beinart @PeterBeinart

this is what courage and decency looks like. Shepard Smith calmly refuting the racist hysteria his own network has been peddling. Spoken like a man who wants to be able to face his grandchildren one day
Shep Smith: “There is No Invasion.”

Peter Beinart @PeterBeinart

Reposting to @JustinRaimondo

Years of racist rhetoric have now led to our government taking undocumented children away from their parents and you’re tired of hearing about the dehumanization of Latino immigrants. Trump is president and you’re tired of hearing about it? Have the last word. I’m done.

Peter Beinart @PeterBeinart

Do Republicans realize “exceptional” is not always a term of praise. Exceptional gun violence? Exceptionally high inequality? etc #gop2012
10:20 PM · 8/29/12 · Twitter Web Client

7 Retweets
This is the true face of American Jewry. We voted against Trump at double the rate of other white Americans. Kushner can forget the Torah's demand to remember the stranger. Adelson can forget. Miller can forget. Netanyahu can forget. Our people remember.
@PeterBeinart @donnabrazile So being a Christian is left up to white conservative Christians. Jeez, why do I go and serve the Lord? For show
The 'promoted' agenda is clear, they want us eradicated. Your DNA is timeless—it was handed down to you by your ancestors. It makes you who you are. Don't allow the blood of your people to die with you. Don't spend your present ensuring another people's future.

#It'sOkayToBeWhite
pbs.twimg.com/media/D0q7qGwX0AENf6r...
DNA doesn’t make a family, LOVE does. 

#adoption #love #gratitude #family
woman with many causes, writer, Jew, Israeli, fights extremism. As seen in @tabletmag @jerusalem_post @jewishchron @timesofisrael @jdforward

Followers

Israel skjaskoll.com Joined January 2009

3,188 Following 9,311 Followers

Unsure: &gt;if she’s white Sure: &gt;she’s an ‘American Israeli’ &amp; a Zionist who can see ‘outside of the American lens’ &gt;America’s founders committed genocide &gt;Trump’s ‘incitement against immigrants’ is bad &gt;it’s okay to expel non-Jews from Israel &gt;Israel’s Wall is awesome pbs.twimg/media/DOqo1h4X9AAvObA…

2 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Are Jews are white, white passing or POC? Dare Jews claim suffering or must we acknowledge privilege?

Am I white? I get so confused

@noahroth I am NOT white!

Here's one immigrant I'm glad to see deported. Dump him from the plane over the Atlantic IMO.

Good Morning America @GMA
@ABC EXCLUSIVE: The last Nazi collaborator deported -- ABC News was there as ICE agents wheeled 95 year old Jakob Paliu from his New

This is part of the security wall-- what some of you call the apartheid wall. Part had been opened by court order & a terrorist used it to come through, attack & gravely wound a soldier. As a result it's being closed again. The wall is here because of terrorism. Not racism. Terror

Beautiful. "The bigger concern is not what Mr. Trump has done to the presidency but rather what we as a nation have allowed him to do to us. We have sunk low with him and allowed our discourse to be stripped of civility."

As an American Israeli who loves both of my countries, let me say moving the embassy:
1- does not fight Anti-Semitism in any way nor does it excuse incitement against immigrants, "globalists", media, etc.  
2- did not "make"JM capital of Israel
3- can't be something to hide behind

When Americans can't see anything outside of the American lens. There's a lot to be done for coexistence & trust (an Arab man stabbed an 18yo woman 9 times last wk in this town), but calling this white supremacy is a lie, denies Jewish POC + a dangerous sitch & is outright slander

I have to acknowledge shock & disgust at these instances of white people calling the cops on POC for living their lives. Its appalling and horrific and massively fucked up.

"Hey asshole, the only way rich white men start revolutions is when people revolt against THEM" &gt;"It was such a breath of fresh air to see an American film with virtually no white people" &gt;"all white people look the same" - - &gt;"Like, I'm gay and Jewish" pbs.twimg.com/media/DDp8T8gWoaAKOE3...

2 Mar @TheEuropeanMan The European Man
@freeboulder It literally never ends
2 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Verified sex therapist & tv personality looks at herself as a white woman & screams, WTF!!!!! she’s so embarrassed & horrified bc white people can be so painfully ignorant & hates Christians wants ‘separation of white penis & state’ She’s unapologetic folks pbs.twimg.com/media/D0oHNQX0AAQncA...
2 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

I've spent a lifetime of my fav shows being cancelled b/c white rural America wasn't watching. Hollywood bends over backwards for them.
9:21 AM · 1/19/17 · Twitter for iPhone

By the way, if you voted for Trump, you're either an asshole or an idiot, so feel free to unfollow me, bye.
12:31 AM · 1/19/16 · Twitter Web Client

Love that Trump was calling for revolution. Hey, asshole, the only way rich white men start revolutions is when people revolt against THEM.
5:20 PM · 1/17/16 · Twitter Web Client

Sometimes I sit back and marvel at the number of films I've loved throughout my life that I always assumed people considered bad when actually it's just that they were being reviewed by straight white cis men.
3:00 PM · 3/10/17 · Twitter Web Client

Like, I'm gay and Jewish. I am not the right person to try to commiserate with, White Supremacist Asshole.
10:52 AM · 6/24/16 from Minneapolis, MN · Twitter for iPhone

Replying to @robbillb and @mtzakas
But it was such a breath of fresh air to see an American film with virtually no white people.
10:52 AM · 6/24/16 from Minneapolis, MN · Twitter for iPhone

Replying to @robwillb
Having worked at the Mall of America for a year, I can confirm that all white people look the same.
4:39 AM · 10/25/17 · Twitter for iPhone

Replying to @willhogan and @45all
It's based on the same xenophobia/nationalism/racism that drives Trump & set in motion by a man just as evil.
12:13 AM · 6/24/16 from Minneapolis, MN · Twitter for iPhone
Wouldn’t that be nice. Unfortunately, it’s more like separation of white penis and state (consumed by uteruses, vaginas, and vulvas).

Cameron Esposito @cameronesposito

Yet again, I look at myself in the mirror as a white woman and scream, WTF!!!!!!!!!

Wendy Davis @wendydavis
The young and people of color are going to be the saviors of this country twitter.com/AmandaMarcotte...


6:47 PM - 11/29/16 - Twitter Web Client

You know, when worse comes to worst, pick the obnoxious white guy.

The New York Times @nytimes
Breaking News: Fox News has picked Tucker Carlson, the conservative TV host, to take Megyn Kelly’s prime-time slot nyti.ms/2li01FQ

10:44 AM - 1/5/17 - Twitter for iPhone

Values Voters Summit explained:
- hate women
- hate uteruses
- hate LGBTQIA people
- hate children
- hate sexuality education
- love guns
- love white people
- have little to no problem with sexual assault
- love using Christianity to justify said values

I don’t forget, I am horrified. I am horrified that white women would ever vote for Moore, especially in light of how we contributed to Trump’s win and all the awfulness that has come with it.

I don’t forget, I am horrified. I am horrified that white women would ever vote for Moore, especially in light of how we contributed to Trump’s win and all the awfulness that has come with it.

White people don’t have freaking traditions. Everyone comes from somewhere. I cannot believe this is the 21st century.

2:27 PM - 10/27/18 - Twitter for iPhone
I am so honored to be recognized by @JewishWomenIntl as one of this year's Women to Watch. So much of my work is aligned with my Jewish values. As #RoshHashanah approaches, a happy and healthy new year to you all.
@CptBlackPill Baptist, but not overly intellectual about it

Oh how exciting, another morbidly obese black woman has landed an affirmative action job in academia. Hating whites sure pays off folks pbs.twimg.com/media/DOn0N5IWsAAXpyD...

2 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Morgan Joins UT’s Office of Equity and Diversity

MARCH 1, 2019

Katrice J. Morgan
mrw I spend an hour trying to red pill my parents and my boomer mom responds by saying, ‘But son, they are God’s chosen people’ [link](https://pbs.twimg.com/tweet_video_thumb/D0n…)

2 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Indeed Katie, America needs to WAKE UP to a great many things [link](https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D0nsJRWXOAAwAz…)

2 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
America needs to WAKE UP to
#IlhanOmar
SuperJewGirl Tweets: Level 1 Noticing &gt;'you fucking stupid white man' &gt;'my country is being destroyed by crazy white men' &gt;'Fuck Donald Trump, the GOP &amp; their base of white supremacists' - - &gt;'for some f*cking reason we can’t get white folks to stop trying to slaughter us' pbs.twimg.com/media/D0nQisjWkAASAbw…

2 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
'As long as the Jewish spirit is yearning deep in the heart. With eyes turned toward the East, looking toward Zion,... —oh wait, wrong song, sorry about that... Of Say can you see...' twitter.com/benshapiro/status/11015...

Verified feminist witch enjoys teaching college kids about witches &amp; feminism 'bc you can never start em too young' says ending affirm act is 'racist shit' hates Trump bc he's a 'racist, facist, powerful white, straight, cis-man' Can you guess how she was raised? pbs.twimg.com/media/D0mnnKnXQAAy9GB...

1 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
This is some vile, racist shit. The only thing schools and colleges should ignore is this monstrous administration. Shameful.

@Phantasmaphile

Off to the New School to teach some college students about witches & feminism because you can never start them too young. #WitchesAreTheFuture

10:28 AM · 10/4/17 · Twitter Web Client
1 Retweet 14 Likes

@Phantasmaphile

My country’s president is a racist, misogynist, treasonous fascist who lies at every turn. But he was like this before he got into office. The real shame is on the @GOP who are doing nothing to protect the citizens they serve. They need to grow a conscience/heart/pair NOW.

@Phantasmaphile

For the record: Transphobia in the witchcraft community is deplorable (as it is overall) & I don’t condone it in any way. Anyone of any gender, sexuality, or background can be a witch. I’ve said it a lot & I’ll say it again: No one owns the witch. That’s kind of the whole point.

@Phantasmaphile

I’ll be on @HuffPostLive at 2:30pm today talking witches & feminism w/ @ShadowtimeNYC; live.huffingtonpost.com/r/segment/wtc…. Come along wontcha?

11:30 AM · 10/9/15 · Twitter Web Client

@Phantasmaphile

"The lesson of the United States in this moment is that misogyny and racism aren't disqualifiers. They are the qualities the right wing considers key to their larger project—perhaps in fact, a main selling point." - @traister in @TheCut:

@Phantasmaphile

Between the Muslim travel ban & the anti-abortion clinic rulings, today will go down as one of the most shameful in Supreme Court / US History. Horrified.

11:10 AM · 6/26/18 · Twitter Web Client
23 Retweets 66 Likes

@Phantasmaphile

Where to begin. The irony of a powerful, rich, white, straight, cis-man casting himself as a victim & invoking the rhetoric of genoc ide to do so? His lack of awareness about modern witch identities? The fact that witch hunts still happen around the world e.g. Papua New Guinea?

@Phantasmaphile

Donated to @lifeafterhate, the only org dedicated to bringing people out of the white supremacist movement. publicgood.com/org/life-after... PLS GIVE

10/21 AM · 8/16/17 · Twitter Web Client
Pam Grossman ✨
@Phantasmaphile

Author of WAKING THE WITCH (@gallerybooks).
Host of @witchwavepod. Maker of magix.
pamgrossman.com phantasmaphile.com
witchwavepodcast.com

📍 Brooklyn, NY

Having trouble finding the words for today’s tragic events in Pittsburgh. I was raised Jewish though my spiritual life has since expanded to include other things. But it was at temple where I first learned about community, charity, & caring for those in need. My heart hurts. 💔

4:48 PM · 10/27/18 · Twitter for iPhone

For all too many ‘teachers’ and ‘teaching assistants, teaching children to be proficient in math, English, science, etc. is secondary to indoctrinating them into the cult of white guilt and ‘diversity’ DO. NOT. LET. THESE. PEOPLE. TEACH. YOUR. CHILDREN. pbs.twimg.com/media/D0l-nmRX0AAHwz-…
The lack of diversity in teaching assistants

McMaster University should actively work towards hiring more teaching assistants of colour while also implementing mandatory diversity training
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Photo by Kyle West

By: Eden Wondmeneh

As a first-year student in social sciences, the bulk of my tutorial grade is determined by my participation in discussions. For someone who would rather be restricted to eating at Centro than be forced to speak in public, tutorials are not my ideal environment.
“WHITE NATIONALISM IS VIOLENCE” &gt; you can’t judge a white person by the color of their skin... #sarcasm”
“disney fuck you for replacing Jasmine with YET ANOTHER WHITE GIRL” &gt;‘wealthy cis white het masters wants to separate us into warring factions’ - - - &gt;‘I’m a JEW’ pb.imgy.com/media/D0xymtXcAEgUX1...
Verified feminist writer wants you to know that she’s ‘very white’; says ‘old white men are too emotional to be in politics’; dislikes ‘cis white dudes’ & won’t go to their shows; claims ‘we are an immigrant nation’ When exactly is she ‘logging off’? pbs.twimg.com/media/DOx4nJBX4AAj1lx…

old white men like representative don young of alaska are too emotional to be in politics

NARAL @NARAL
Sexism is alive & well in the US House. @RepJayapal was just called a “young lady” who “doesn’t know a damn thing.” She’s a

Oh and in related news: I’m very white.

Wearing a fuzzy sweater and listening to The Postal Service on vinyl. Doesn’t take much to make me happy. This just in: I am a white person.

We are an immigrant nation. The first generation works their fingers to the bone making things; the next generation goes to college and

Dear make-up companies: if you only show your products on white skin I’m not buying it.

The term IdentityPolitics is old white guy code for “shut up everyone who isn’t me” guess what, as a voter, my issues matter too.

constantly baffled by that. wealthy cis white het masters wants to separate us all into warring factions, why do we buy into it?

White Nationalism is Violence

#MoreLikeWhiteTrashionalist

#MakeAmericaHateAgain

When exactly is she ‘logging off’? pbs.twimg.com/media/DOx4nJBX4AAj1lx…
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sophy ziss ⚪️
@sophyish

oh thank you

🔗 sophyziss.com

 Joined April 2009

im mad and jewish and logging off goodbye

6:35 PM · 11/21/16 · Twitter Web Client

1 Like

i was born in the wrong generation 🖤 pbs.twimg.com/media/D0EygjCXQAAyujE…

23 Feb @madisyn_young03 🚨 retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1
India and Pakistan seem on the brink of nuclear conflict, w/ global ramifications. It wasn’t always like this. Wars were fought in by trained armies of men, on distant battlefields. Now we have weapons designed to erase entire cities and all the people in them. Who did this? pbs.twimg.com/media/D0ihxrRXcAA5Bg...
If India and Pakistan have a 'limited' nuclear war, scientists say it could wreck Earth's climate and trigger global famine

Dave Mosher 4h
EUROPE

To Counter Anti-Semitism, French Women Find Strength In Diversity At Auschwitz

February 28, 2019 · 10:57 AM ET

ELEANOR BEARDSLEY

Getting paid to study 4chan? We are reaching peak levels of Jewish privilege folks twitter.com/HarmlessYardDog/status/…
1 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

England queen elizabeth are NOT accept new baby childs prince harry wife are bn pbs.twimg.com/media/D0iND0x4AEmax0…
1 Mar @liangweihan4 Weihan Zhang retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1
‘I hate white people and I am one wow’ - - - ‘Actually, I’m not white. I’m ethnically Jewish. I’m a JeWITCH who’s been saved by Satan’

1 Mar @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
I hate white people and I am one wow.

Being ethnically Jewish is weird; I'm not white, although I'm white passing and have all the privilege of it. But I'm not a POC either.

And I'm a JeWitch and this would be a great Hanukkah pres o•️

200,000 killed during the Red Terror (1918-22) 11 million dead from famine 700K executed during the Great Terror (1937-38) 400K more executed between 1929 and 1953 1.6 million dead during forced population transfers 2.7 million dead in the Gulag But nothing compares, right? twitter.com/ADL/status/110078955622...

verified editor at Allure says Trump is a ‘racist’ member of the ‘alt-right’ thinks you can’t care about women unless you support killing babies Trump voters are ‘racist, misogynist, willfully ignorant’ lectures ‘privileged’ whites about ‘systemic racism’ It never ends pbs.twimg.com/media/D0hBG0kXgAluY5c...

@TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
.@JohnLegend has been onto Trump’s racist b.s. for a long time. This is from 5 years ago: nymag.com/daily/intellig... via @intelligencer

5:05 PM · 3/12/16 · Twitter Web Client

1 Like

He retweeted an alt-right conspiracy theorist because he is one of them. THE CALL IS COMING FROM INSIDE THE WHITE HOUSE.

8:05 AM · 8/15/17 · Twitter for iPhone

2 Retweets 7 Likes

How do we proceed if the racist, misogynist, willfully ignorant get their way tonight?

11:38 PM · 11/8/16 · Twitter for iPhone

1 Retweet 7 Likes

Replying to @Kirby_James89 @Ceejness and @jay_riddle

Seriously, though, “not seeing color” is well-intended willful ignorance toward POC being treated differently. Perhaps from your privileged stance, lack of experience, and choice of biased information sources, you haven’t really witnessed systemic racism...

RT @sethmeyers21: Lou Dobbs quit? Where am I supposed to get my racism? I guess I can always call Uncle Charlie.

10:12 PM · 11/11/09 · Twitter Web Client

Replying to @DylanJScottFilm and @RonDeSantisFL

1. Even if that were true (it’s not), it doesn’t make her a murderer any more than it makes someone who supports outlawing abortion a murderer of women.
2. You can’t be pro-life and pretend to care about women a moment later.
Marci Robin 
@MarciRobin

Contributing & Weekend Editor @allure_magazine, freelance beauty and “lifestyle” (?) writer, pretty good singer tbh

Delray Beach, FL  Joined December 2008

There was a time I was pretty sure 45 was more likely to sexually harass me than vilify me for being a Jew. I miss the good ol’ days.

8:17 AM · 8/16/17 · Twitter for iPhone
28 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

I'm white, peeps. I'm certainly not a white supremacist. Nothing in this thread says that all white people are white supremacists. Please stop centering your hurt feelings.

Hey white people: Being friends with or dating a black person or POC doesn't make you not a racist. To the contrary, if you're a good friend, you'll actively work to unpack and unlearn all the racism and racist messages you've unconsciously been stewing in your whole life.

A cool thing would be if we saw more representations of mixed race families and especially mixed race families that don't contain any white people.

I'm sick of looking at white people. Someone please get more diversity on my teevee. (No offense, white people.)

The only "white culture" is white supremacy. If you want to talk about English culture or French culture or Spanish culture or German culture or some American spin on those European roots, go for it, but the only thing that bonds all white people together is racism.

Nothing more tiresome than white people pretending racism isn't as American as apple pie.

Accusing an Israeli PM of corruption is a vile act of antisemitism & I will not tolerate it CNN!

Israel's Benjamin Netanyahu to be indicted on corruption charges, pending hearing

By Oren Liebermann and Andrew Carey, CNN

Updated 11:52 AM ET, Thu February 28, 2019
Perhaps the hottest boomer take of all time Boomers are a lost cause folks pbs.twimg.com/media/D0giNhkX4AA56dw...

28 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Charlie
@charleshildebr9

Replying to @espiekermann @getongab and @klick
You Germans hatred of Jewish people now have Muslims taking over your country God does have a sense of humor

'I'm sorry white people are so terrible' 'Apparently I'm Jewish' I did not see that coming pbs.twimg.com/media/D0f_o2XQAA3JWg...

28 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Amber Weinberg
@amberweinberg

Replying to @MinaMarkham

I’m sorry white people are so terrible.

1:44 PM · 6/25/18 · TweetDeck

Amber Weinberg
@amberweinberg

Apparently I'm German, Jewish, Italian, Scottish, Irish, and Lebanese. I'm a mud blood.

6:58 PM · 4/28/13 · Twitter for iPhone
verified gay artist claims he's 'definitely a white man' guilt trips & lectures white women is always ready to fight for 'anyone other than straight cis white men' desperately wants to 'DECREASE the old cis straight male voices' He's definitely a fellow white man folks

28 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
plantation weddings are awful and every white girl who's ever dreamed of one needs to be shaken the f**k awake

why are the Old Straight White Men of Design™ so fucking mortifying??? literally why shit on an author idgi

I've written a book! It's coming out very soon, sign up to get it first!

design needs more kind open helpful genuine diverse voices & way less old straight white dudes to inspire the next generations of creatives

CelebrateAllLove is a lovely sentiment that would be believable if you didn't only tweet photos of white people

1000000% i've heard so many stories and i'm definitely a white man but maybe because of the kind of word i do it's happened to me as well too. "naive" work = "he must be naive too"

the point is to encourage & inspire, panels & conferences need more than straight cis white men. i think we all understand that innately?

i'm always ready to fight for girls, or women, or like kind of anyone other than straight cis white men, generally speaking 😪

to repeat: we DECREASE the old straight cis white male voices
Hi

You're kinda just whatever they let me do?? 🤫 Instagram.com/adamjk

📍 Brooklyn, NY 🛒 shop.adamjk.com

Adam J. Kurtz
@adamjk

🌱 artist, author, designer, brand, speaker, kinda just whatever they let me do?? 🤫 Instagram.com/adamjk

📍 Brooklyn, NY 🛒 shop.adamjk.com

i did one of those DNA test kits and the results came back that i'm 95.9% ashkenazi jewish and it's like ok i know bitch but from where

3:29 PM · 7/6/17 · Twitter Web Client

101 Likes

High-five! Your kid's chances of being misdiagnosed, prescribed the wrong medication, and receiving substandard care are through the roof. Yay diversity! pbs.twimg.com/media/D0d23ozVYAEExDdf...

28 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
MinuteClinic is wide open. Walk-ins welcome, 7 days a week.

MinuteClinic. Find your nearest location.

tw.com
Why New Research Says It’s OK to Stay Single (and Die Alone)

Sociologist Elyakim Kislev argues that we should embrace being single.

By Tiffy Thompson | Feb 26 2019, 11:45am

Image via Shutterstock
Elyakim Kislev Ph.D.

Elyakim Kislev received his Ph.D. in sociology from Columbia University and holds three master’s degrees in counseling, public policy, and sociology. He was awarded the prestigious U.S. Department of State Fulbright Fellowship and the Award for Outstanding Fulbright Scholars. Currently, Kislev is a faculty member in the School of Public Policy and Government at the Hebrew University.

Kislev is the author of *Happy Singlehood: The Rising Acceptance and Celebration of Solo Living*, published by University of California Press as well as of many articles published by the most respected scientific journals on the subjects of leadership, immigration, social and educational policy, ethnic minorities, group therapy, and singles.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Twitter Handle</th>
<th>Tweet</th>
<th>Retweets</th>
<th>Likes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>stef schwartz</td>
<td>“blah blah blah white people.”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stef schwartz</td>
<td>currently listening to a white man i work with explaining how all lives matter to our black coworkers</td>
<td></td>
<td>5 Likes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stef schwartz</td>
<td>how much louder do i have to say I DON’T WANT TO VOTE FOR AN OLD WHITE MAN FOR ANYTHING EVER AGAIN?????</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stef schwartz</td>
<td>can we finally just admit that white men aren't funny?</td>
<td>2 Retweets</td>
<td>17 Likes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stef schwartz</td>
<td>.@carmenriosss is a goddamn gem and i'll defend her right to talk shit about annoying, entitled white men to my very last breath. fight me.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
trainwreck editor @autostraddle, gm @musichallofwb, deeply problematic. tweets are my own.

brooklyn, ny autostraddle.com

when you’re hosting a jewish bisexual conference and need an excuse to talk to the cute waitress 👌
All I'm saying Carmella is if the 'I' in AIPAC stood for Italian, they'd be calling it a mafia organization. A bunch of Italians in congress sending billions of dollars to Italy for military aid?--we couldn't get away with that shit.
Pop culture critics who can't hold in their minds that Captain Marvel is an important moment for many women & girls AND that the US military is an engine of white supremacy and rape—even of its own members—are gonna have a tough time. & I'm betting people.

White students need diverse peers. Not to center white experience but tons of white people are ignorant to the benefits of a diverse student body. And maybe they'll learn. IDK.

Hi I'm Jewish. So yeah that's the family story.

The history is humankind is the history of migrating to survive.
Strange, the only other times Fox News has tweeted about LeBron James is when he's ventured into politics or it's the NBA Finals (and looks like one giant contract signing story). Can't imagine why they thought this would be of interest to their old, white, racist audience...

David Weiner  
@daweiner

Instead of doing yet another story about brainwashed white rural voters, perhaps some journalist should go interview active duty soldiers and vets about Trump's refusal to the flag at half-mast. Ask them about his attacks on gold star families, too. And his deferments.

David Weiner  
@daweiner

No one is saying he's actually Hitler, but Hitler wasn't always "Hitler." He, too, was once but a simple egomaniacal fascist with mockable hair who sympathized with white supremacists and had daddy issues.

David Weiner  
@daweiner

Yeah, leave the white nationalist who speaks directly to the president every night alone.

Brian Stelter  
@brianstelter

Seconding what @MeynKelly said earlier: Tucker Carlson does not deserve this. (bit.ly/2PkwvNq)

David Weiner  
@daweiner

Repeating what @SarahNEmerson  
@SarahNEmerson Always impugning white people. We have it hard enough! Especially us men.

2:51 PM · 2/23/14 · TweetDeck

1 Like

David Weiner  
@daweiner

White people ruin everything.

10:28 PM · 2/10/13 · TweetDeck

3 Retweets 1 Like

David Weiner  
@daweiner

I never want to hear about coastal or liberal bubbles again. There is one bubble in this country and it's white, male, and hypocritical.

Ed Kilgore  
@ed_kilgore

It's pretty amazing how much Trump's popularity collapses once you look beyond the...
Co-founder, Gossamer. Last name pronounced like a penis.

I don't think I need to put parentheses around my name for people to know I'm Jewish.
the grammys are an endless stream of boring white people
9:27 PM · 2/15/16 · Twitter Web Client

omg white people stfu nyti.ms/25wUuGT
6:08 PM · 3/30/16 · Twitter Web Client

READ THIS THREAD. Saw several white ppl dressed as Native Americans at a Halloween party last night, wtf is wrong with you?? jfc...

Brittany Packnett @MsPackyetti
White people:
WE GO THROUGH THIS EVERY YEAR.

Today I went to a conference about women in film & tv and nearly every single speaker and panelist on stage was a white woman. I left lunch, disheartened. We really need to do better.
12:35 AM · 10/12/18 · Twitter for iPhone

fellow white folks: lady gaga's twitter polls and tina fey's whole "stay home and eat cake" bit are not helpful. stop RTing this shit.
1:55 AM · 8/18/17 · Twitter for iPhone

A reminder that a shitty white man will always be a more desirable hire than a woman or person of color.

but seriously: tear down all of the confederate statues! they exist solely to commemorate white supremacy & provide no other value.
6:45 PM · 8/17/17 · Twitter Web Client

Ugh. I'm tired. I just can't deal with people saying it's some sort of slippery morality slope re: doxing white supremacists. It's not.
2:14 PM · 8/16/17 · Twitter for iPhone

americans love nothing more than sitting outside, gazing up at a statue of a white man, quietly reflecting upon our violent, racist history!
6:36 PM · 8/17/17 · Twitter Web Client
Weirdo filmmaker of @suicidekale & @misdirectionflm | Creator/writer of #HeavyVinyl & #TheAvantGuards for @boomstudios | #AFIDWW
class of 2019 | queer | she/her

a fun week to be queer & jewish in america for sure!!!!!!!
‘white people suck’

‘I hate white people’

‘yes I’m Jewish’

Ellie Spofford @EllieAndOtis · 17m

Reported you for targeted harassment and antisemitism.
Takeaway from this election: white people suck.

Replying to @aleksnotalex
I hate white people

Every year I have to re-learn how to spell Hanukkah (yes I'm Jewish)
If ‘diversity’ really were as wonderful as anti-whites would have you believe, then why must it always be imposed with mandatory policies, quotas, lawsuits, and government force? Think about it pbs.twimg.com/media/D0bTJbhXQAI3pSW...
Mandatory policies needed to improve diversity and racial equality, says charity

27 FEBRUARY, 2019 | BY MEGAN FORD

Mandatory diversity policies, in both private and public sector organisations, are needed to drive improvements in racial equality in the workplace, according to a review for a charity most famous for raising funds for a statue of nursing pioneer Mary Seacole.
@LorinBrantz

Replying to @100scopenotes and @bottomshelfbk

Tbh I don't think we need another white male medal winner??

12:45 PM · 12/16/16 · TweetDeck

2 Likes

@LorinBrantz

Steve Bannon's racist, anti-semitic, misogynistic views don't belong in the White House - Sign the Petition: change.org/p/steve-bannon... via @Change

10:02 AM · 11/17/16 · Twitter Web Client

@LorinBrantz

@realDonaldTrump can you not go 1 day without being evil? You're an embarrassment not only to the USA but to humans #DefendDACA

10:36 PM · 9/3/17 · Twitter for iPhone

3 Likes

@LorinBrantz

Ok security is REALLY lax at trump international

7:26/7/17 · TweetDeck

@LorinBrantz

NO TEACH SYSTEMIC RACISM

Sesame Street @sesamestreet #TeachKindness

@LorinBrantz

hell hath no fury like a privileged white man not getting his way

9:58 AM · 7/26/16 · TweetDeck

23 Retweets 50 Likes

@LorinBrantz

I worked on Sesame Street for years and not once did we actually address racism head on, except one episode from the 90s.

11:39 AM · 6/18/18 · TweetDeck

2 Retweets 15 Likes

@LorinBrantz

Repeating to @realDonaldTrump

You are not striking the right tone. FIX OUR GUN PROBLEM CHILDREN ARE DYING.
(((Loryn Brantz))) ✅
@LorynBrantz

Two-time Emmy winner/ Creator of FEMINIST BABY, Jellybean Comics and The Good Advice Cupcake - Feminist Baby 3 - Preorder here! amzn.to/2By7Vyb

New York City  ⊱ lorynbrantz.com

(((Loryn Brantz))) ✅
@LorynBrantz

Such a long sad day. Going to have a nice dinner as a Jew w/ my Jew love that is so lovely it would make a Nazi upset that we're having it

7:26 PM · 8/12/17 · Twitter for iPhone
YouTube Deplatforms Retired Navy SEAL Who Exposed Tribal Elder Nathan Phillips' Stolen Valor

BY DEBRA HEINE FEBRUARY 26, 2019

Retired Navy SEAL Don Shipley.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tweet 1</th>
<th>Tweet 2</th>
<th>Tweet 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Trump’s unwillingness to call white supremacy what it is after 6 months speaks volumes. This isn’t a dog whistle. It’s a bullhorn.  
5:49 PM - 8/12/17 · Twitter for iPhone  
412 Retweets 1,990 Likes | When I grow up, I want to be Ivanka’s clothing line. It’s treated better than dreamers, immigrants, gays, transgender troops, the environment, Puerto Ricans, the poor, teachers, & students desperately seeking policies to prevent gun violence. What a life these cheap fabrics have.  
12:44 PM - 11/3/16 · Twitter for iPhone  
1,681 Retweets 4,117 Likes | Women’s rights, gay rights, climate, access to health care, a referendum on compassion, a serious place in the world. That’s what’s at stake  
9:26 AM - 11/3/16 · Twitter for iPhone  
1,127 Retweets 1,935 Likes |
| White supremacy has no place in the White House. Bannon didn’t take all of his bigotry with him—fire Gorka & Miller: act.standupamerica.com/FireGorkaAndMi...  
7:48 PM - 8/21/17 · Twitter for iPhone  
36 Retweets 246 Likes | New poll results. Trump won with fascist dictators 18 to 65 and angry white men hunting deer at midnight from a Land Rover  
12:51 AM - 10/10/16 · Twitter for iPad  
72 Retweets 393 Likes | Ripping mothers away from their children while storming their homes with guns is not an immigration policy. It’s a power move by a tyrant  
9:46 AM - 2/12/17 · Twitter for iPhone  
368 Retweets 1,303 Likes |
| 5) Since we are all freely tossing around Biblical verse, let me remind all of you of a profoundly relevant one right now…”Do unto others as you would have them do unto you.” If we start turning our backs on our fellow men, women and children, who will be there for us?  
10:37 PM - 2/16/17 · Twitter for iPhone  
259 Retweets 1,297 Likes | I am so angry tonight. I am so sad. I’m putting my phone down because we are debating sensible gun laws again. A child of one of our friend’s has a bullet in his chest & is critical condition because a 19 year old had access to a military weapon. Pretend it’s normal. It’s not.  
10:37 PM - 2/16/17 · Twitter for iPhone  
128 Retweets 645 Likes | 1) Sadly felt the need 2 return to Twitter for a minute to express my sadness and disgust for today’s #SCOTUS decision to uphold a deeply disturbing ban that is based on discrimination. More disturbing than anything is that we are openly removing any semblance of checks & balances  
10:37 PM - 2/16/17 · Twitter for iPhone  
26 Retweets 176 Likes |
I know you know I know

Here, facebook.com/joshgad

Born February 23

As a Jew, I’m torn.

Nice job Cuban, I’m sure Israel and your Jewish donors are ecstatic. When perchance will you do a damn thing to recognize America’s sovereignty and advance the interests of the American people?

Twitter.com/SenTedCruz/status/11005...

27 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Would you vote for a female President?

27 Feb @4YrsToday Nov6Reelection retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

@Cernovich Culture of Critique

27 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Culture of Critique twitter.com/Cernovich/status/110052...

27 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Prajwala Dixit: A Story &gt; leave sh*thole country &gt; pretend that stepping foot in Canada magically made you Canadian
Racist attacks make me feel like a guest in the place I've long called home

After suggesting we celebrate holidays from other cultures as well as Christmas, the trolls emerged

Prajwala Dixit · for CBC N.L. ·
Posted: Feb 26, 2019 7:00 AM NT | Last Updated: February 26
'Think of a slur like a punch,' writes Prajwala Dixit. (Sarah Smellie/CBC)

Trolling is one of those annoying job hazards attached to my line of work. And that's fine. I know what I signed up for and, normally, I'd say troll away.

But this time it was a little different. This time it was about the skin I'm in.

A few months ago, I wrote about celebrating and recognizing cultural and religious holidays, in addition to Christmas and Easter.
The Bible is the most spectacular & greatest book ever to exist

No book has been translated, copied, or read as much as the Bible

66 books, 35 authors, 5,000 years of history

Every human problem can be answered in the Bible

So why aren’t students being taught the Bible?

🤔
Iran has executed over 5,000 of its citizens for being homosexual
This is why @realDonaldTrump is fighting to decriminalize homosexuality across the world
Why are Democrats resisting this?
And why is the media refusing to cover this?
😊

10:36 AM · 2/26/19 · Twitter for iPhone
Sad to see racism and antisemitism on the rise in the US. Weird watching this from abroad where society is controlled in different ways.

11:24 PM · 6/10/09 · Twitter Web Client

Why does @realDonaldTrump & Right Wing Christians groups help Nazis and hate groups rise while pretending to care about a homeland for the Jewish people? This SOTU & these policies are based on End of Days theories not Judaism. en.wikipedia.org/wiki/

1:48 AM · 8/19/10 · Twitter for iPhone

There is no national emergency on immigration. There is no problem. We are all immigrants!

Power speaks truth to power! @HuffingtonPost: Colin Powell's former chief of staff: ‘My party is full of racists’ huff.to/QLcs1E

“Trump @realDonaldTrump has made people in the white supremacist movement move back into politics and the public domain”

Art to help fight against white-supremacists! #ProjectScholl

Please separate hate speech against Jewish people worldwide from political opinions of any country. #standagainsthate
If you are not outraged you aren't paying attention.
Latest: DontGetPurged.org Opinions are my own.

Leg still not healed from Motorcycle accident & now Jewish mom gets to ask fun questions about motorcycle safety... to be continued

5:46 PM · 11/25/09 · Twitter Web Client

"verified film critic "claims to be a ‘white man’ "obsessed with ‘white privilege’ "tells people ‘don’t trust white women’ "says ‘WHITE MEN ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE VAST MAJORITY OF HUMAN MISERY’ I grow weary, oh so very weary pbs.twimg.com/media/D0WCmc_WkActe1r...
Glad to know it's not just because I'm an old married white guy

Well, you know, white men are the responsible for the vast majority of human misery. It's not a great tribe to be a part of.

Beautiful, soul-searching thoughts from @mattzollerseitz on Ferguson and white privilege rogerebert.com/mzs/what-white...

Excellent piece by @sadydoyle on what Casey Affleck's win says about white, male privilege. This is a good one. elle.com/culture/movies...

Well, that's why all this talk about fighting the "normalization" of white supremacy baffles me. It's obviously already normalized.

Lessons learned from GET OUT: Don't trust white women. The TSA are less corrupt than the police. Always carry a cell phone
Noah Gittell ⚫
@noahgittell

I write and talk, mostly about film. See me: @BBC Read me: @wcp @TheEconomist Listen:
@MovieNightGuys Get me: noahgittell@gmail.com.

Greater New York City Area

noahgittell.contently.com  Joined March 2012

Reverting to @noahgittell and @vjmfilms

Just because I warned folks about it doesn't mean I'm insensitive to human suffering. I'm Jewish. The Holocaust weighs heavily on my mind.

7:18 PM · 4/2/17 · Twitter Web Client
Octavia Spencer On Hollywood's Diversity Problem: "There's more than the five or so of us — Kerry, Viola, myself, Taraji, Nicole Behearie. There are so many more women and men who deserve opportunities. People of color. Period." — Octavia Spencer

Paul Lee on diversity: "It is a mission statement to reflect America. In a way, it's not diversity as much as it is authenticity." #TCA14


Shonda Rhimes Gave A Powerful Speech On The Importance Of Diversity In TV: "I have, against all odds, courageously pioneered the art of writing for people of color as if they were human beings. I've braved my way around just casting parts for actors who were the last...

Tyler Dinucci: Michael caused Trump

Replied to @TylerDinucci: "dont blame michael for white people"

#Scandal is doing some great work tonight, talking misogyny and racism in America and, specifically, online

Beyoncé, Alicia Keys, Rihanna & more explain why it's time to take action to heal America's systemic racism: "We need to do better and we know it."

CBS press says TCA16
Jarett Wieselman 🔄
@JarettSays

Dogs are the best people I know.

LA  Born October 30, 1981  Joined November 2008

Replying to @ClaudiaKoerner
@ClaudiaKoerner i'm the luckiest jew in all the world

6:28 PM · 12/18/15 · TweetDeck
I'm already a delicate white girl but maybe this will help me be normal and casual.

White women are the reason this country can't move forward...and they're also the reason I had to retake geometry in 10th grade (let me have this!!!!)

1.3 million years of privilege and patriarchal societies have given white men the confidence to send detailed weekly newsletters about what they're up to

Should I watch:
1. comedy starring white man
2. cartoon starring white man
3. cooking show starring white man
4. my eyes roll into my skull

OLD BAD MEN: Ban abortion!
WOMEN: Then give us birth control.
OLD BAD MEN: No!
WOMEN: Then keep abortion legal.
OLD BAD MEN: No!
Repeat.
Sam Reece ⚡ @SamanthaaaaReece

✨ comedian 🌟 writer 💖 musical bitch 😞
ereco @gwbhcomedy 💖 find me on @comedycentral @refinery29 @mtv @topicstories @aboveaverage
📸 Brooklyn, NY 🌐 samreece.com
Joined January 2009

Sam Reece ⚡ @SamanthaaaaReece

100% sure I'm the cutest Jewish girl in Austin, Texas

5:09 PM · 5/24/15 · Twitter for iPhone

"Europe, wake up" Sounds like they have. 💥💥 twitter.com/AviMayer/status/1097497...
27 Feb @V8POW GTO Judge retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

@WesternLark Is there a single female comedian who’s funny? Another intriguing question
27 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Hatred of white people is a great unifier pbs.twimg.com/media/D0YXnUTWsAAwoz-...
Anti-racism advisory council hails from across faiths, regions, experiences

Council promises strategies to combat, address and eradicate racism in Alberta

CBC News ·
Posted: Feb 25, 2019 6:22 PM MT | Last Updated: February 25
I'm already a delicate white girl but maybe this will help me be normal and casual.

White women are the reason this country can't move forward...and they're also the reason I had to retake geometry in 10th grade (let me have this!!!!!)

1.3 million years of privilege and patriarchal societies have given white men the confidence to send detailed weekly newsletters about what they're up to

Should I watch:
1 comedy starring white man
2 cartoon starring white man
3 cooking show starring white man
4 my eyes roll into my skull

Donald Trump can go to hell! Westins are the best hotel!♫♫ -@davidsidorov
#whyimarch #womensmarch

OLD BAD MEN: Ban abortion!
WOMEN: Then give us birth control.
OLD BAD MEN: No!
WOMEN: Then keep abortion legal.
OLD BAD MEN: No!
Repeat.
Sam Reece 🌟
@SamanthaaaaReece

🌟 comedian 💃 writer 💖 musical bitch 😚
 <<< @gwbhcomedy <<< find me on @comedycentral @refinery29 @mtv @topicstories @aboveaverage

📍 Brooklyn, NY 🌷 samreece.com

Joined January 2009

100% sure I'm the cutest Jewish girl in Austin, Texas

5:09 PM · 5/24/15 · Twitter for iPhone

🌟verified entertainment reporter🌟constantly promotes ‘diversity’ in films &amp; tv 🌟complains incessantly about too many white straight men in films &amp; tv 🌟gives celebs platform to complain about ‘racism,’ ‘misogyny,’ etc. 🌟blames white people for Trump Hollywood has a problem pbs.twimg.com/media/D0X64jGWwAgCyAX…
Octavia Spencer On Hollywood's Diversity Problem: 
"There’s more than the five or six of us — Kerry, Viola, myself, Taraji, Nicole Beharie. There are so many more women and men who deserve opportunities. People of color. Period." — Octavie Spencer

Paul Lee on diversity: “It is a mission statement to reflect America. In a way, it’s not diversity as much as it is authenticity.” #TCA14

Shonda Rhimes Gave A Powerful Speech On The Importance Of Diversity In TV:
“I have, against all odds, courageously pioneered the art of writing for people of color as if they were human beings. I’ve bravely gone around just casting parts for people who were the least

Why are all of the leads on CBS’ new shows straight white men, asks @moryan.
“We need to do better and we know it,” CBS pres says #TCA16

#Scandal is doing some great work tonight, talking misogyny and racism in America and, specifically, online

Beyoncé, Alicia Keys, Rihanna & more explain why it’s time to take action to heal America’s systemic racism: youtube.com/watch?v=U_XaNH... #23Ways
Dogs are the best people I know.

Parent Tweet:
@ClaudiaKoerner
@ClaudiaKoerner i'm the luckiest jew in all the world

Retweeted Tweet:
Gangsta Otto don't give a good, god damn!! #TheOffice #OfficeMemes pbs.twimg.com/media/D0X0D-TW0AAWZ7U...
So you wrote the diary and said your daughter had written it to push this story to guilt people for decades?

And I never got caught neither
Motherhood is bad for a woman's health, new study says

independent.co.uk
Emotional responsibility of being a mother damaging women's mental health, study finds

'They still hold the mental burden of the household even if others share in the physical work and this mental burden can take a toll,' says report's author

Maya Oppenheim | Women's Correspondent | @mayaoppenheim
Tuesday 22 January 2019 15:01
Maya Oppenheim 🌐
@MayaOppenheim
Followed by no one you follow

Women's Correspondent @Independent
Send tips:
maya.oppenheim@independent.co.uk
Previously freelance at @vice / @newstatesman / @guardian / @dazedmagazine

📍 London, England  🌐 maya-oppenheim.com

Joined April 2012

998 Following  3,354 Followers
@sherhayward
@AntiFascistNetw Ah well now you have. I'm a Jew and I condemn Israel!

2/8/15, 12:57

1 Like
Want to highlight in particular @sirosenbaum's point about how policies and attitudes like this help keep newsrooms white and privileged
9:51 PM - 9/11/17 · Twitter for iPhone
5 Retweets 24 Likes

Happy to help! RT @kurtbraunohler At an Oktoberfest. All these white people are really going out of there way to make me feel comfortable.
6:28 PM - 10/17/10 · Twitter for iPhone

One day, all the people of the world will have as many second chances as white men.
10:43 PM - 6/17/15 · Twitter for iPhone
13 Likes

so pleased to hear that another mediocre white male has been given his 1543603968th chance to make it in this industry
2:38 PM - 11/6/17 · Twitter Web Client
1 Retweet 42 Likes

the number of second chances given to mediocre white male plagiarists is truly astounding
2:18 PM - 7/15/16 · TweetDeck

"I really think it's hard for Alabamians to envision how peculiar our traditions seem to outsiders" nyti.ms/15os1VW aka "racism"
4:26 PM - 9/13/13 · Twitter for Websites
1 Like

every aspect of this story is peak white male privilege. enjoy! buzzfeed.com/bradesposito/...
7:22 PM - 11/17/16 · TweetDeck
1 Retweet 6 Likes

Diversity in Hollywood will continue to be an uphill battle as long as most of the gatekeepers are white and male: hollywoodreporter.com/lists/thr-100-...
2:02 PM - 6/22/16 · TweetDeck
6 Retweets 14 Likes

Hell hath no fury like a white male writer who thinks his genius has gone unrecognized

Also good for sales is if your book gets lucky enough to win one of the big awards, and speaking of that, the most depressing literary day you are ever likely to have is
Doree Shafrir ⚡️
@doree

writer & podcaster

📍 Los Angeles 🌐 doree-shafrir.com/contact

Joined June 2008

Replying to @MannheimSteam

@MannheimSteam @dietcock @ericspiegelman it's okay, I'm Jewish.

1:46 AM · 1/10/13 · Twitter for iPhone

1 Like

@Too_The_Groovy @BeastOfWood Mash that follow then bro 💏 Jk, thanks for the support

26 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

California is an occupied state, a nation within a nation twitter.com/USUprising/status/11004...

26 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

“white men are responsible for the vast majority of human misery. It's not a great tribe to be a part of” I'm Jewish' pbs.twimg.com/media/D0WsxpWwAAUjI...
Well, you know, white men are the responsible for the vast majority of human misery. It's not a great tribe to be a part of.

12:25 AM · 7/21/17 · Twitter Web App

Just because I warned folks about it doesn't mean I'm insensitive to human suffering. I'm Jewish. The Holocaust weighs heavily on my mind.

7:18 PM · 4/2/17 · Twitter Web Client
Anti-White Subversion: A One Woman Show starring Maya Oppenheim
Act 1: portray white men as abusive
Act 2: tell white women that being a mother is ‘damaging’ to their mental health
Act 3: encourage white women to get abortions
Act 4: EVERY. SINGLE. TIME. pbs.twimg.com/media/D0WU9NcXcAEJ7wA...
So Channel Five in the UK is putting out a new show called “Who Needs A Man When You’ve Got a Spray Tan.” Celebrating degenerate single mums who go out partying. Who is behind this filth, pumping this sewage into the mind of our people? EVERY SINGLETIME pbs.twimg.com/media/D0WPPACXGAY99Do...

26 Feb @Uprising_U.S. Uprising # retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1
WHO NEEDS A MAN WHEN YOU'VE GOT A SPRAY TAN
THURSDAY 9.00 PM
Channel 5 is wholly owned by Viacom International Media Networks, a division of Viacom Inc.

Viacom International Media Networks is comprised of many of the world’s most popular multimedia entertainment brands, including MTV, Nickelodeon, Comedy Central, BET, Paramount Channel, VH1, VIVA, COLORS and Tr3s: MTV, Musicá y Más.
Early life and education

Redstone was born to a Jewish family\(^2\) in Boston, Massachusetts, to Belle (née Ostrovsky) and Michael Rothstein. In 1940, at Sumner’s behest, his father agreed to change the family surname from "Rothstein" to "Redstone"\(^3\) ("Red stone" is a literal translation of the German-Jewish name, "Rothstein").\(^4\) Michael Rothstein owned Northeast Theater Corporation in Dedham, Massachusetts (the forerunner of National Amusements)\(^5\) and the Boston branch of the Latin Quarter.

---

Neocons are pushing the US into a war in Venezuela, which will inevitably lead to an influx of low IQ non-whites into the US. Meanwhile Pakistan & India are about to go to war, which will inevitably lead to an influx of low IQ non-whites into Europe Buckle up fam pbs.twimg.com/tweet_video_thumb/D0W... 26 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

@annievonk They’re extremely tribalistic. Every time I find one, I inevitably find numerous others while searching the originals TL 26 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

verified film critic claims to be a ‘white man’ obsessed with ‘white privilege’ tells people ‘don’t trust white women’ says ‘WHITE MEN ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE VAST MAJORITY OF HUMAN MISERY’ I grow weary, oh so very weary pbs.twimg.com/media/D0WCmc_WkAcles1r... 26 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Glad to know it’s not just because I’m an old married white guy
10:06 PM · 6/12/17 · Twitter Web App

Well, you know, white men are the responsible for the vast majority of human misery. It’s not a great tribe to be a part of.
12:25 AM · 7/21/17 · Twitter Web App

Beautiful, soul-searching thoughts from @mattzollerseitz on Ferguson and white privilege rogerebert.com/mzs/what-white...
1:48 PM · 8/19/14 · Twitter Web Client

Excellent piece by @sadydoyle on what Casey Affleck’s win says about white, male privilege. This is a good one. elle.com/culture/movies...
10:12 AM · 2/28/17 · Twitter Web Client

Well, that’s why all this talk about fighting the "normalization" of white supremacy baffles me. It’s obviously already normalized.
8:15 AM · 8/14/17 · Twitter Web Client

Lessons learned from GET OUT: Don't trust white women. The TSA are less corrupt than the police. Always carry a cell phone
8:57 AM · 2/22/17 · Twitter Web Client
Noah Gittell 🌟
@noahgittell

I write and talk, mostly about film. See me: @BBC
Read me: @wcp @TheEconomist Listen:
@MovieNightGuys Get me: noahgittell@gmail.com.
⊙ Greater New York City Area
⊙ noahgittell.contently.com  🌐 Joined March 2012

Repeating to @noahgittell and @vjmfilms
Just because I warned folks about it doesn't mean I'm insensitive to human suffering. I'm Jewish. The Holocaust weighs heavily on my mind.

7:18 PM - 4/2/17 - Twitter Web Client

They still become doctors, scientists, and engineers...which is the truly terrifying part of all this
twitter.com/USUprising/status/11004...

26 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

'we're white people, we suck 🖤 'No haha, im Jewish' pbs.twimg.com/media/D0V4aZC0AAB_-Vr...

26 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Noah Grossman
@NoahGrossman214

Replying to @theSIDK16
we're white people, we suck 😞

7:39 PM · 12/31/16 · Twitter for iPhone

3 Retweets 42 Likes

Noah Grossman
@NoahGrossman214

Replying to @latinaladybird and @luthorcorp
No haha, im Jewish, out of respect for those who were tattooed during the holocaust, I don't think I'd ever get tatted - but who knows 😐

6:42 PM · 11/18/17 · Twitter for iPhone
It's almost like IQ is a real thing.

'10 Diversity Commandments' As if any further proof was needed that the 'diversity' industry is a religion. With a religious zeal and devotion, anti-whites work towards the dispossession and eventual eradication of whites.
10 Diversity Commandments Every Business Leader Should Know

Bianca Barratt  Contributor Ⓞ ForbesWomen

I write about women in business and businesses aimed at women.

Verified leftist campaigner claims GOP ‘full of racists’ been complaining about rising anti-semitism/racism for a decade says Christians & Trump ‘help Nazis’ There is no national emergency on immigration...We are all immigrants’ A trend is starting to emerge folks pbs.twimg.com/media/D0Vdn1zW0AEF2t...

29 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Sad to see racism and antisemitism on the rise in the US. Weird watching this from abroad where society is controlled in different ways.

11:24 PM - 6/10/09 - Twitter Web Client

Scott Goodstein @goodstein

Why does @realDonaldTrump & Right Wing Christians groups help Nazis and hate groups rise while pretending to care about a homeland for the Jewish people? This #SOTU & these policies are based on End of Days theories not Judaism. en.wikipedia.org/wiki/

1:48 AM - 8/19/10 - Twitter for iPhone

Scott Goodstein @goodstein

How about this for a tip cabbie... You don’t look Native American don’t make offensive racist jokes on immigration issue #as2dca #goap

Scott Goodstein @goodstein

There is no national emergency on immigration. There is no problem. We are all immigrants!

11:24 PM - 6/10/09 - Twitter Web Client

Scott Goodstein @goodstein

Power speaks truth to power! "@HuffingtonPost: Colin Powell’s former chief of staff: ‘My party is full of racists’ huff.to/QLcs1E”

1:48 AM - 8/19/10 - Twitter for iPhone

Scott Goodstein @goodstein

“Trump @realDonaldTrump has made people in the white supremacist movement move back into politics and the public domain”

11:24 PM - 6/10/09 - Twitter Web Client

Scott Goodstein @goodstein

Art to help fight against white-supremacists! #ProjectScholl

ProjectScholl @ProjectScholl

(Free!) PDF > Print > Paste > Post > #ProjectScholl projectscholl.com/gallery

3:11 PM - 2/11/19 - Twitter for iPhone

3 Likes

Scott Goodstein @goodstein

Please separate hate speech against Jewish people worldwide from political opinions of any country. #standagainsthate

3:21 AM - 2/11/19 - Twitter for iPhone

3 Likes
Scott Goodstein 
@goodstein

If you are not outraged you aren't paying attention. Latest: DontGetPurged.org Opinions are my own.

Washington, DC Joined April 2007

Scott Goodstein 
@goodstein

Leg still not healed from Motorcycle accident & now Jewish mom gets to ask fun questions about motorcycle safety... to be continued

5:46 PM · 11/25/09 · Twitter Web Client

I guess we could celebrate going to space, curing diseases, inventing all forms of modern transportation, taming the oceans and the skies, inventing computers and practically all other types of technology, not living in huts still, having an average IQ of 100... pbs.twimg.com/media/D0TdA1eX0AA6Pq...

26 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
White people really want a holiday so bad 😂 Wtf they gna celebrate that they've done!?? Genocide? Massacres? Wars?

2:35 PM · 2/25/19 · Twitter for iPhone
white people in class discussions be like
"yeah, going off of that..."
"piggybacking off of that..."
"trampolining off of that..."
"rocket jumping off of that..."
"kickflipping off of that..."
"360 fakey-fakey ladderstall quickscope collateral headshot off of that..."
Marco Rubio Retweeted

Paola Ramos @paoramos · 1h
just talked to my dad. He is safe. He told me that 15 mins into his interview, Maduro stopped him & then forced him & his team into a dark room for 2.5 hours. He was then released without any of his belongings.

Paola Ramos @paoramos
per @univision, @jorgeramosnews is currently detained by Maduro because he didn’t “like” the questions my dad was asking. They reportedly have confiscated all their electronics twitt...

And this is somehow supposed to make me dislike and go to war with Maduro? twitter.com/marcorubio/status/11001...
26 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

@TheEuropeanMan1 WW1WWGA TRUST THE PLAN
26 Feb @MiaVendetta110 Rural American retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

@donlon_rose @MiaVendetta110 @NoTatsClassy What percent of black people voted Republican in the midterms? I’ll give you a hint, you could count it on a single hand
26 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

✓ verified food critic ✓ concerned that Trump is trying to ‘unbrown the US’ ✓ scared whites will ‘turn against immigrants’ ✓ gleeful when whites discover they aren’t as white as they thought they were ✓ makes up stories to demonize whites They’re playing the long game folks pbs.twimg.com/media/D0TJxy3XgAAOCRx...
26 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Can't grow the white population? Well, then let's set about to systematically diminish the brown. THIS WAS THE STRATEGY. And it's ongoing.

That he demonized them. Not that they said: the country's becoming more brown; our solution is to deport & diminish the #s

Elsewhere you say this is mostly just "symbolic," don't panic. Doesn't matter if not enacted if whites demonize and turn against immigrants

White nationalists are flocking to genetic ancestry tests. Some don't like the results. Spoiler: more than a drop :) statnews.com/2017/08/16/whi...

Re: ‘Day Without Immigrants’ protest:
1. Great
2. The list should be 20 x longer
3. Who's paying their people?
My mom's Jewish apple cake. Also gorgeous. #RoshHashanah
Hillary Dixler Canavan @hillarydixler

Trump fulfilling all the right wing baby boomer dreams of insulting Hillary to her face. Fuck these old white men #debate

9:25 PM · 10/9/16 · Twitter for iPhone

6 Likes

Hillary Dixler Canavan @hillarydixler

He's so flustered already -- just pandering to his base of angry white men jealous he gets to yell at her? Or can he not control himself?

9:23 PM · 9/26/16 · Twitter for iPhone

Hillary Dixler Canavan @hillarydixler

In my dream last night, a white nationalist threw a brick inside my childhood home - knew it was WN because i bolted awake w phrase in head

2:05 PM · 12/18/16 · Twitter for iPhone

Hillary Dixler Canavan @hillarydixler

white people were feeling "anxiety" and wanting lower taxes so now we can't have our planet... hollowness in my chest

11:53 AM · 11/23/16 · TweetDeck

2 Likes
I am a Jewish American. All four of my grandparents were born in America – all Jews. America was our Zion, my grandmother said.

10:30 PM · 11/8/16 · Twitter for iPhone

2 Likes

I ache for how she wrong was then and now

Pro-War Propaganda: A Case Study &gt;pro-war Jewish journalist claims ‘pro-Madura guerrillas’ attacked her &gt;JJ posts no corroborating evid &gt;JJ won’t cut trip short &gt;JJ back to promoting transgenderism in Venezuela day after attack &gt;JJ twitter handle is literally ‘truthandfiction’ pbs.twimg.com/media/D0S0FdmXcAI-193...
PRO-MADURO GUERRILLAS ATTACK JEWISH JOURNALIST ANNIKA H. ROTHSTEIN

2 minute read.

By MARCY OSTER/JTA
I was taken by the pro-Maduro guerilla in San Antonio del tachira, robbed and beaten along with my security and then they forced us to get on our stomachs while they held guns to the back of our heads. They took everything we had. Am tweeting from a stranger`s phone #venezuela

2:34 PM - Feb 23, 2019 - Twitter Web Client

The guerilla was HEAVILY armed and I truly believed they would kill us all, they saw my camera and press pass and put guns on us all. After they finally let us go we only got 10 minutes down the road before gunfire broke out on both sides and we hid in a shed for over an hour.

Annika H Rothstein @truthandfiction

I want everyone to know this before I have to leave to the next location. They yelled at me that i was trying to infiltrate Venezuela and that what nl was doing was a crime, they took my things and called it contraband and slapped me across the face when I didn't move bc of shock.

Annika H Rothstein @truthandfiction

I want everyone to know what these people, this regime, is doing to its people and to anyone who tries to expose them. I am safe now but we are trying to get back to Caracas tonight. My body hurts, my soul hurts but I will never forget the Venezuelans who warned us and helped us

Annika H Rothstein @truthandfiction

Today I had a taste of what Venezuelans have gone through for over two decades and it was terrifying and humiliating and I hope if nothing else these tweets can help the world see what Venezuela is suffering under and in some small way contribute to an opening of eyes.

10:03 PM - Feb 23, 2019 - Twitter Web Client

I will not be cutting my trip here short but stay for the week I planned, and continue to report from Venezuela in whatever way I can once I get a new phone.

Annika H Rothstein @truthandfiction

It`s morning in Venezuela and the plan today is to get to Caracas and then, find a phone so I can contact people again. Am driving there with the security team that I didn`t know before we started our travels to Tachira but...
I am so proud of this story I did about the situation for transgenders here in venezuela with amazing photography by my friend and colleague @RCamachoVzla.

Before Annika H. Rothstein - @truthandfiction - went to the Venezuela-Colombia border yesterday, she filed this powerful story about trans struggling for hope in a failing state, with very strong photos by @RCamachoVzla.

A look at the survival of poverty and suffering while being transgender in Venezuela. @truthandfiction reports:

Trans in Venezuela, Struggling for Hope on the Fringes of a Failing State
thedailybeast.com
Annika H Rothstein ✔️
@truthandfiction

I'm the Jew Mel Gibson warned you about. Journalist. Author. Lover of meat, freedom and smooth cigars. For inquiries email: me{at}annikahernroth.com

Sweden  annikahernroth.com

25 Feb 2023

'HOW DARE YOU CRITICIZE THE PLAN, YOU ANTI-SEMITIC NAZI!!? TRUST THE PLAN! JARED IS MAGA!!! YOUR PASS ON THE TRUMP TRAIN IS REVOKED!!! #MAGA #TRUMPTRAIN #QANON #BLEXIT #JOBS4HISPANICS #CRIMINALJUSTICEREFORM ISRAEL ♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️ - MAGA Boomer Twitter
twitter.com/HarmlessYardDog/status/…
25 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

'Hof up You Be Sayin da CIA has Wakandan technology?' pbs.twimg.com/media/D0SSW3AW0AAz_vc…
25 Feb @HarmlessYardDog Battle Beagle retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1
Thanks for joining us for #ReelvsRealCIA #Wakanda. Good luck to #BlackPanther & all the @TheAcademy nominees at tonight’s #Oscars 🎉.

For more Reel vs Real CIA, see: bit.ly/reelvsreal

To explore Wakandan technology today w/a CIA scientist, see: bit.ly/2KjThME

Jewish state for me, melting pot for thee pbs.twimg.com/media/D0STdCWWwAAoAkq...
Race and ethnicity have defined every nation on earth.

Except one: the USA.

It is defined by values.

To understand America, you must understand her values:

1. E Pluribus Unum
2. Liberty
3. In God We Trust

@DennisPrager calls this the American trinity.
Pakistan. Moreover, if the Jewish state of Israel is illegitimate because it created 700,000 Arab refugees, why isn't the Muslim state of Pakistan, which created more than eight million Hindu refugees, illegitimate?

The answer is obvious. When people isolate the one Jewish state in the world for sanctions, opprobrium and delegitimizing, they are doing so because it is the Jewish state. And that, quite simply, is why anti-Zionism is simply another form of Jew-hatred.

You can criticize Israel all you want. That does not make you an antisemite. But if you are an anti-Zionist or advocate the destruction of the Jewish state, then let's be clear: You are an enemy of the Jews and of Judaism, and the word for such a person is antisemite.
“It’s time we turn the party over to another generation and to some folks that look more like the rest of California.”

California Republican Party elects first woman, Latina to be its leader
The California GOP has elected a new state party chair in an acrimonious race that came down to former Assemblyman Travis Allen and longtime operative Jessica P...
latimes.com

verified national security reporter claims to be a ‘white man’ says you can’t be racist against whites demonizes white men lectures white people obsessed with ‘rise of white supremacist terrorism’ I feel like we might have a national security issue on our hands folks pbs.twimg.com/media/D0SAsfAWoAENkPE...
25 Feb @TheEuropeanMan The European Man
When "We" means "White Media," perhaps white media ought to introspect why indeed it didn't cover the rise of white supremacist terrorism, a phenomenon deeply embedded within the US, while nonwhite media & nonwhite sources repeatedly did. 6+ years ago:

Obviously this is a bad faith bullshit crusade against @sarahjeong & just another example of a desperate need for reactionary whites to feel victimhood.

As long as whites conceptualize racism as Hate rather than Power Structure, these people will run this play again, abetted by a largely-white media that doesn't get the difference. Note their targets are those like Sarah, usually POC, who attack racism-as-Power Structure.

Back then, the bigots insisted the NAACP were violent to distract from white supremacist terror. Today it's Black Lives Matter.

Homeland Security Is A Joke, Part 39253: TSA @ JFK just waved me through. No scanner, no pat down... I'm a white man, I cld be a shooter.

"The FBI remains a very white organization and white people tend not to worry about white supremacist violence as much as other people."
Spencer Ackerman 📰
@attackerman

National security reporter for the Daily Beast &
toddler dad. So tired
spencer.ackerman@thedailybeast.com FBE4 2E53
A534 7875 BBD8 54B7 77DB 7CD3 9C8A 5582

Spencer Ackerman 📰
@attackerman

Shout to my fellow Jews in mixed marriages who just want some lo mein
and an otherwise empty bar

4:01 PM · 12/24/17 · Twitter for iPhone

Any person who has remotely defended white interests is immediately purged from Conservatism. But they'll gladly
embrace a black activist who wants to implement the legislative equivalent of a prison jailbreak.
pbs.twimg.com/media/D0rYNuLV4AEwQ5m...
25 Feb @westland_will Will Westcott retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1
Van Jones is speaking at CPAC on criminal justice reform.

12:43 PM · 2/24/19 · TweetDeck

Not a single white person. Not a single one. This is how the anti-white conditioning works folks. Whenever a company boasts of its awards, competence, & service, it associates those positive attributes with non-whites. The viewer is left with pro-diversity & anti-white feelings pbs.twimg.com/media/D0RcwflWwAMTUHZ...
John Legere @JohnLegere

Our amazing #MagentaHeroes take care of you the whole way! For the 3rd year in a row @TMobile, and now @MetroByTMobile, took home the top spot for @JDPower for Best Purchasing Experience! 🏆🏆🏆

T-Mobile and Metro Take the Top Spots for Wireless Purchase Experience wit...
t-mobile.com
@TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Kay Granger is a massive piece of shit, rank-and-file Trumpster who doesn’t care about healthcare or women’s services in my hometown, let alone refugees seeking asylum at the border. Texans, donate what you can to her opponent, @VanessaAdiaTX12: secure.actblue.com/contribute pagar

Ted Cruz supports white supremacist Steve King. He wants to take away your health care. And never forget he likes eating Tex-Mex like some kind of weird pig baby #TXSen

TRIVIA: In 2008 the GOP picked Sarah Palin as the vice presidential candidate to advance their white supremacist agenda. But WHICH walking dick with ears did Repubs choose in 2012 to run with Mitt Romney?
First correct answer wins a FREE SIGNED COPY of Obama: An Oral

@TaylorBrin @RaquelVillanueva hey Taylor, Beau is out of control with your show’s account — zero news outlets would ever bolster all these garbage sites that promote nativism/white supremacy. What gives? Is this okay with you guys?

@brianabrams

Very fine people on both sides” at the white supremacy rally
18 PM - 8/15/17 - Twitter Web Client
8 Retweets 43 Likes

@brianabrams

@brianabrams

Clinton camp sees 17,000-point surge in middle-age white male dem
deathataxes · @DeathAndTaxes
Trump vows to ban porn if elected bit.ly/2apiMBq

@brianabrams

why is nationally syndicated news show @dailyblast trying to silence a black man’s perspective about white privilege?
please @ me for access to my powerful b... imao, hm @dailyblastive can you explain why I am receiving a DMCA takedown notice for my clearly fair use of your footage? I wonder who did this

@brianabrams

TRIVIA: In 2008 the GOP picked Sarah Palin as the vice presidential candidate to advance their white supremacist agenda. But WHICH walking dick with ears did Repubs choose in 2012 to run with Mitt Romney?
First correct answer wins a FREE SIGNED COPY of Obama: An Oral
brian abrams
@BrianAbrams

author, Obama: An Oral History (@littleabooks); Party Like a President (@workmanpub). more oral histories: Gawker, Die Hard, Letterman.

© NYC  brianlabrams.com  Joined February 2009

Replying to @amandamull

as a Jew I have struggled with this. @joxfeld appropriately called me out years ago, but this morning... toasted sesame w/ lox schmear. 🤷‍♂️👍

9:49 AM · 8/17/17 · Twitter Web Client

6 Likes

"An LGBT rights activist burned down his own house because he was annoyed there was no prejudice for him to campaign against" Killed his 2 dogs & 3 cats in hoax metro.co.uk/2019/02/25/lg…

25 Feb @BeastOfWood B Wood retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1
LGBT activist ‘burned down his own home because he was annoyed there was no prejudice to campaign against’

Jimmy McCloskey  Monday 25 Feb 2019 2:07 pm

An LGBT rights activist burned down his own house because he was annoyed there was no prejudice for him to campaign against, police say.

Nikki Joly, 54, is accused of faking the August 2017 fire – which killed his two dogs and three cats – because he’d been left bored after the passage of a nondiscrimination law in Jackson, Michigan, where he lives.
The knitting community is reckoning with racism

Fiber artists of color are taking to Instagram stories to call out instances of prejudice — and to try to shape a more inclusive future.

By Jaya Saxena | Feb 25, 2019, 8:00am EST
Think what our country could have accomplished if we didn't fall for "diversity" and the 1965 Immigration Act. The conquest of space, cures for terrible diseases, incredible infrastructure and wonders... all of this abandoned just to subsidize people who hate us.

20 Feb @vdare Virginia Dare retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1
Oscars 2019

Green Book's win undermines the conspicuous diversity of this year's Oscars

Catherine Shoard

A shock decision to hand Peter Farrelly’s road movie best picture undid all the good work of a hitherto progressive show

@catherineshoard

Mon 25 Feb 2019 06.35 GMT
@AnneBillson sure - that's what I meant. interesting cultural contrast to the oscars etc I thought. (FWIW I'm half Jewish)

9:42 AM · 12/3/12 · Twitter Web Client

1 Retweet
Kimberly Peirce directed an extraordinary episode of DEAR WHITE PEOPLE, and she deserves an Emmy for it. If you’re a voter, take note. (Also, get ready for her “butch romantic sex comedy, and a documentary with Glenn Greenwald! @GlennGreenwald

STRAIGHT WHITE MEN is so neat — a sly dose of subversive satire (literally) wrapped around a genuinely touching family dramedy. Young Jean Lee’s Broadway debut is like Vonnegut meets John Hughes (but really, her own thing). Greatest dance party scene in theatre history? NYC, go!

It’s funny how Steve Bannon and “sources close to Bannon” often turn out to be the same person. It’s like MULTIPLICITY, if all the Michael Keatons were white supremacists.

It is astounding how racist ALADDIN is.

Replying to @jcc411

I get it. As a white guy whose family is from Colombia, I have a slightly different way of seeing this...it was more about optics.

DEAR WHITE PEOPLE is very funny and very smart:

LEMON, an unnerving portrait of white male rage, is even more terrifying in the wake of #Charlottesville events.

On BODIED, a daring assault on white liberal privilege that checks it from the inside out. indiewire.com/2017/09/bodied/#TIFF

‘Bodied’ Review: Eminem-Produced Satire Is the Most Subversive Hip-H... indiewire.com
Executive editor and chief critic for IndieWire. NYU prof. Ex-NYFCC Chairman. Editor of Harmony Korine: Interviews. Heritage: Texas-Colombia-Seattle-NYC

Watched INGLOURIOUS BASTERDS w/my dad. He kept saying, "This is my favorite scene." The Jewish catharsis aspect really works for some folks.

5:28 AM · 7/11/10 · Twitter Web Client

What this Dolt fails to understand is that 70% of Hispanics vote Democrat, support socialism, & oppose the wall/Trump, regardless of whether they came here legally or illegally Boomers smh.

25 Feb @TheEuropeanMan

The Oscar for Best Short Film went to "Skin," a movie all about how evil Whites terrorize innocent people for no reason. Who made this anti-White propaganda? You would think it was people. But no, there's another race that hates us even more. Everyone. Single. Time.

25 Feb @USUprising

retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1
SKIN - A Short Film by Guy Nattiv (Trailer)
26K views

Like  Dislike  Share  Download  Save

OnePeoplesProject...  572 subscribers  SUBSCRIBE
Israeli director Guy Nattiv’s short film ‘Skin’ gets Oscar nod

Movie exploring gang war that breaks out after black man smiles at a white child has since been developed into full-length feature about white supremacists

By TOI STAFF and AP
22 Jan 2019, 6:32 pm  |  0

The Oscars actually has an award category for the film that has the best Globalist propaganda. It's called "Best Picture."
Christian **BALE** Amy **ADAMS**
Steve **CARELL** Sam **ROCKWELL**

VICE

FROM THE
ACADEMY AWARD®-WINNING
CO-WRITER AND DIRECTOR
OF THE BIG SHORT

@LanaLokteff I cried...because my ears started to bleed
25 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Bloodthirsty warmongerer Marco Rubio has two sons, Anthony &amp; Dominick. Should Marco succeed in his quest to embroil the US in a war with Venezuela, I fully expect Anthony &amp; Dominick to be sent to the front lines &amp; lay down their lives if need be for this needless cause. pbs.twimg.com/media/D0OLB66XcAE08Nx...
Compelling report that family of #MaduroCrimeFamily insider & drug lord @dcabellor have left #Venezuela.

If this isn’t true should be easy for him to disprove.

But if it is true, it reveals that hiding behind all their public bravado is rightful anxiety about their future.

15 minutos @15minutosnews
#ÚltimoMinuto: Grabación que confirma la información divulgada por el periodista @vladimirkislinger sobre la salida de #Venezuela de los hijos de Diosdado Cabello #24Feb

Esto y mucho más, siempre y cada 15 Minutos 📞
Images like this will continue to emerge in the hours to come. These are armed gangs #MaduroRegime has empowered through #Venezuela to defend his regime from unarmed civilians & from any military units that may rebel against him.

Michael Welling @WellingMichael

#Venezuela Video about what happened today in Táchira. Regime militia (colectivos) shooting against the unarmed population. @DisobeyVen
Even the police dogs are now abandoning the #MaduroRegime.
Growing body of video & photographic evidence of the crimes committed yesterday by #MaduroCrimeFamily in #Venezuela.
Here is one example. They open fire on cargo truck they are chasing. The finally corner it & execute the driver.

Watch Here: youtu.be/NiGu5iQcInE via @YouTube
The ongoing significance of racism in American medicine

BY TINA K. SACKS

FEBRUARY 24TH 2019
The ongoing significance of objective admission standards for medical school and requiring doctors to be competent in American medicine

BY TINA K. SACKS
Highly recommend everyone watch Zulu (1964). It’s a great movie, a true classic. It’s the story of The Battle of Rorke’s Drift. Following a major defeat of 4,000 Zulus then surrounded this tiny outpost of 150 Royal Engineers. What followed made military history. pbs.twimg.com/media/D0Ne9MgWwAEBCfB...

25 Feb @USUprising U.S. Uprising shared by @TheEuropeanMan1
@James_runat Literally Hitler
24 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Verified graphic artist obsessed with ‘reminding people’ that Trump is a ‘white supremacist who inspired a terrorist attack’ claims ‘America First is literally a slogan of anti-semitism & white supremacy’ & Trump voters are ‘deplorable’ & can ‘f*ck off’ Literally deranged pbs.twimg.com/media/DGPrd6WwAEKZ63...

24 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Jonathan Poritsky 🔄
@poritsky

I write about movies and tech and wherever the twain meet.

👏 Weird Austin, TX 🍀 candlerblog.com

Jonathan Poritsky 🔄
@poritsky

Spot on.

Also: please believe the Jewish community when we call out anti-Semitism. We (sadly) have a wealth of experience dealing with hatred.

Brianna Wu 🔄 @BriannaWu

Let’s be clear. The right-wing obsession with George Soros is wildly anti-Semitic, and it’s fueling mass murder.

Every executive at @FoxNews, @SIRIUSXM a...

7:36 PM · 10/28/18 · Twitterrific for iOS

Rubio is庆祝的事实 that Gaddafi was sodomized to death in the streets as a result of the intervention sold on false pretenses by Obama. Yet he also wants us to believe that delivering "humanitarian aid" to Venezuela is his real goal. Deranged twitter.com/marcorubio/status/10997...

24 Feb @mtracey Michael Tracey retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Our politicians condemn the far right for “extremism” or “violence” while they boast of brutally killing foreign leaders in horrific wars that kill hundreds of thousands, including Americans, and turn nations into desolate wastelands.
pbs.twimg.com/media/D0MwN8uU8AANPCU...

24 Feb @westland_will Will Westcott retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1
Gaddafi’s death & the instability that followed it led to Europe being flooded with millions of Africans. The European people now face obliteration bc of western interventionism, yet, warmongering, blood drunk, maniacs still take great pride & joy in their handiwork. Sickening

Rubio’s ENTIRE timeline’s filled with violent fantasies about going to war with nations whose names all end in a vowel … Capped off by this sick meme Because now that Gaddafi’s dead you can buy a sub-Saharan slave for about 90 bucks in Tripoli, & that was worth fighting for! pbs.twimg.com/media/D0MN2rsWwAAQiu-…
Academic programs aim to kill people by making grossly incompetent, unqualified people doctors. Yay!
pbs.twimg.com/media/D0MO__KxeAIITItl...
Academic programs aim to close diversity gap in medicine

Currently, only 10.3 percent of American med school grads are black or Latino, but efforts like the Northwestern Medicine Scholars Program are trying to fix that.
I always beat the "diversity" drum hard, but "Girls" is a show ABOUT problematically and conspicuously insular people.

Daniel Fienberg @TheFienPrint

2017 box office hits. You've got films directed by indie-trained women, a sketch trained biracial guy, a quirky comedy-honed Maori-Jew, an Argentine with low-budget horror chops and F. Gary Gray. If you've 96% white male writers/directors, you're just doing it wrong.

Daniel Fienberg @TheFienPrint

I don't wanna get all Diversity hungry but seriously? Tina Fey surrounded by the shiny white new cast. Lord.

Daniel Fienberg @TheFienPrint

Replies to @mollylambert

Truly, abrasive, insecure, mediocre white men are the way to go!

Daniel Fienberg @TheFienPrint

Finally finished last week's "The Good Wife." Lesson learned? White people are *so* lame.

Daniel Fienberg @TheFienPrint

Landgraf is making the shocking case that if you *try* to employ writers and directors who aren't exclusively white men...you CAN. #TCA16

Daniel Fienberg @TheFienPrint

verified television critic incessantly pushes 'diversity' gets triggered by majority white tv show casts applauds gay couples in tv shows dislikes shows about white people bc whites are 'lame,' 'insecure,' 'mediocre,' 'abrasive,' etc. They are our biggest critics folks pbs.twimg.com/media/D0MC4ANWwA9G19...
Daniel Fienberg 🔄
@TheFienPrint

Television Critic for The Hollywood Reporter. President @OfficialTCA. Also: facebook.com/TheFienPrint Formerly HitFix (Uproxx) and Zap2it.

📍 Los Angeles

🔗 hollywoodreporter.com/blogs/fien-pr... 

📆 Joined April 2008

Reposting to @soniasaraiya
@soniasaraiya Can I be your White Male Friend? Or am I too of-the-Jewish-persuasion?

12:18 AM · 8/4/14 · TweetDeck

Verified NYT tv critic says he’s ‘middle-aged white man’ complains Trump uses ‘dog whistles that resonate with anti-Semites & white supremacists’ wants more POC on tv & white characters to be played by POC defends ‘categorical insults of white people’ Turn off your TV pbs.twimg.com/media/D0LMV_JX4AAcBEZ...

24 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
It’s important for white people to talk about race and racism, like everyone else. But if you’re having a panel of people talk about whether it’s OK for white people to wear blackface, call me crazy but I’d also like to hear from someone not white.

Also: casting isn’t illustration. Whether if Hermione were white in the books or not, actors can play anything. Literalism is anti-art.

Strong stuff here about the refusal of white pols & media to consider that their kin—people they know & think of as good—can be racist.

Awaiting inevitable crackdown on middle-aged white men after Times Sq video. We’re always the first to suffer.

“Trump assembled a broad white coalition that ran from Joe the Dishwasher to Joe the Plumber.”

And in the rare exception (Bryant Gumbel on NBC & CBS), the networks pair him with white co-hosts—yes, you could also have two POC host a morning show and the world would not end, either.

How can you possibly believe that categorical insults of white people in America do the same harm that they do directed toward black people? That’s willful denial of history, and for that matter the present.

This is a great point from @mattzollerseitz: that defensiveness about “p.c.” from straight white guys seems a lot like: fear of having to be as good as an actual open market of competition would require. vulture.com/2018/07/bill-m...
James Poniewozik ✔️
@poniewozik


I'm Jewish, from a mixed family. Glad to hear "Merry Christmas" from anyone in good will. Saying it to prove a point seems mean-spirited.
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<td>Molly Lambert</td>
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<td>Replying to @dietcock nah it's okay I wanna be better and as a white person if I can't be an ally for POC safety in that situation I'm useless.</td>
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Molly Lambert 🐾  ✅
@mollylambert

Hell was full so I came back @nightcallpod 🎧
LA 🎧 itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/nig...
Joined April 2010

my German-Jewish grandmother who will be 103 next month will kick your Nazi grandmother's ass
5:49 PM · 3/25/17 · Twitter Web Client
15 Retweets 206 Likes

Verified reporter & media personality who is obsessed with 'white male privilege' who despises white people & is tired of 'rich white men' being in charge who pushes immigration who doesn't like is racist, xenophobic, ignorant, angry, etc. The 'news' is pure propaganda folks pbs.twimg.com/media/D0I8cKeXQAIQV0s...
24 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Don’t underestimate the power of inherent racism and the desperation of those hanging on to the very last crumbs of segregation, suppression, sexism, etc. Trump made it ok to be open about it. The Russians exploited it.

Sure a lot of old white people applauding the passage of a bill that’s going to destroy health care access for millions. #AHCA

I’ll be the greatest unifier of all.” Just look how I unified this group of older white people.

I’m going to bed nauseated. Ignorance, anger, racism, misogyny, narcissism, and xenophobia won tonight. I thought we were better than that.

Our President is making me cry. Again. So sad that anyone is supporting this man. May the sun burn them badly as they sit in the rose garden.

Replied to @tonicrochet

Being from Miami, I’m ashamed #Trump has support at this rally. It’s an immigrant town. Who there is buying his rich white man bullish*t? 
I grew up Jewish & learned "Never Forget." Studied WWII. Spent my 20th bday in tears at Dachau. Pls stay vigilant. This isn't a drill.

10:02 PM · 11/17/16 · Twitter Web Client
Where is the U.S. Special Envoy to Monitor Antiracism and fight white hatred? Do we as white people who founded and created America not matter? twitter.com/Jerusalem_Post/status/1...

23 Feb @westland_will Will Westcott retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

A verified feminist writer says she’s a ‘white person’ who blabs about ‘white privilege’ and despises ‘dumbbbbbl’ white people, especially white men. She wonders ‘the f**k these idiots think is so great about white people anyway’. If you still don’t notice, you might be dumbbbbl pbs.twimg.com/media/D0loR9WkAAI4I...

24 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
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Replied to @ANDREWTI
white people r dumbbbbbl

3:26 PM · 2/4/19 · Twitter Web App
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the f**k do these idiots think is so great about white people anyway
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it’s not that I want all the old white men to die but

3:05 PM · 5/23/18 · Twitter Web App
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Replied to @dietcock
nah it’s okay I wanna be better and as a white person if I can’t be an ally for POC safety in that situation I’m useless.

8:53 PM · 7/15/18 · Twitter Web App

4 Retweets 50 Likes
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rooting against The New England White Nationalists in the football

12:52 PM · 2/2/19 · Twitter Web App

4 Retweets 50 Likes
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Replied to @Yasser_Lester
spoiler alert: he always thinks he worked way harder than he did cuz those dudes never factor how white male privilege invisibly helped them succeed

10:22 PM · 8/1/18 · Twitter Web App

20 Retweets 179 Likes
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be kind and take care of your friends and try to be sympathetic to everyone’s struggles. except for the white supremacists, who can die.

4:00 PM · 5/11/18 · Twitter Web App

20 Retweets 179 Likes
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diversity in the workforce is not some arbitrarily mandated thing – a diverse group of people catches things a monolithically white male group never would

4:53 PM · 7/19/18 · Twitter Web App
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@mollylambert

Hell was full so I came back @nightcallpod 🎧
📍 LA 🌊 itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/nig...
📅 Joined April 2010

my German-Jewish grandmother who will be 103 next month will kick your Nazi grandmother’s ass

5:49 PM · 3/25/17 · Twitter Web Client
15 Retweets 206 Likes

Conservatives in 2024: “Let 11 year olds have sex change operations, as long as we don’t have to pay for it, because socialism.” 🙄🙄🙄🙄 pbs.twimg.com/media/D0ljn6-XcAEFshQ...
Hi. I’m a Conservative. I believe in small govt, low taxes, and individual liberties and rights. I don’t care who you love, have sex with, or marry as long as it’s consenting adults & I don’t have to pay for it.
*Honk Honk* `pbs.twimg.com/media/D0HijnhX4AE_1rQ...`
23 Feb @HarmlessYardDog Battle Beagle retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Google search results for "European people history"

---

Verified Hollywood songwriter says he's a 'white male' claims Trump's America isn't safe for gays, women, & non-whites, thinks supporting Trump means attacking everyone but white Christians, pushes 'systemic racism' narrative.

There's no business like show business `pbs.twimg.com/media/D0HIP7GXQAASgX...`
23 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
A lot of people aren’t just heartbroken. They’re scared. It doesn’t feel safe to be gay/black/female/Muslim/Latino/Jewish in America tonight.

Oh Trump, many sides is an error it favors a skin that is fairer how bout u name it Denounce&declare it It’s called white supremacist terror

Selectively quoting MLK and ignoring the systemic racism that elevates and protects men like Kavanaugh is dumbfounding and deeply problematic. If you think race and misogyny are not at play here while 11 white men defended their boys club at all costs, then you are complicit.

This is so disheartening to me & I’m a white male. To all the men, now is a good time to reach out to the women in your life & tell them you’re furious too. To the women, we believe you, love you and will stand up w/ you & for you to fight this last gasp of a terrified patriarchy

Supporting Trump means you’re complicit in attacking women/the poor/the LGBT community/every race&religion other than White&Christian. EWWW.

Following this campaign has been so eye-opening to me, witnessing blatant sexism & realizing how immune I am to it as a white male.

1st they came for the Muslims & I did not speak out because I was not a Muslim. Then they came for the Hispanic immigrants & I did not speak out because I was not Hispanic. Then they came for women’s rights & I did not speak out because I was not a women. Speak the fuck out.

A quick reminder in these messed up times...
Rejecting someone’s racism, sexism, xenophobia and general bigotry does not make YOU the bigot. Don’t fall for this tactic. Unlimited tolerance of others’ bigotry leads to the disappearance of tolerance.

Ironic how the countries that’ve spent centuries colonizing the world are the loudest in complaining about immigrants.
Benj Pasek 🍀
@benjpasek

@pasekandpaul Instagram.com/benjpasek#
📍 NYC 🏢 pasekandpaul.com

Joined November 2009

1,258 Following 39.2K Followers

Kiss me, I'm Irish? More like...
Bris Me, I'm Jewish!

12:03 PM · 3/17/16 · Twitter Web Client

6 Retweets 66 Likes
Hey white man: I don’t give a shit about your opinion, we know what white men think already. I’m listening to other people now.
4:06 PM · 8/17/17 · TweetDeck
9 Retweets 68 Likes

The good news is that all these old white men will be dead before we will. Maybe. I hope.
9:53 PM · 5/17/17 · TweetDeck
0 Retweets 37 Likes

What the fuck is wrong with white people
Charlotte Clymer @charlotteclymer
CNN and poll shows black men, as usual, are delivering a crucial moment.
AlabamaSenateElection
Show this thread
10:09 PM · 2/18/17 · TweetDeck

Replying to @Schleimer
Guy doesn’t even understand what racism is. Racism is prejudice plus power. Old white guys have all the power. ‘Nuff said.
12:33 AM · 2/24/17 · TweetDeck

The last people that should be chiming in on these subjects are old, white religious men. Fuck off, dudes.
1:30 AM · 9/16/17 · TweetDeck
3 Retweets 34 Likes

White people are so fucking dangerous
Justin Miller @justin_idiot
NEAR: Texas shooting suspect posted neo-Nazi imagery online: thedailybeast.com/dmhpab-pago
Show this thread
2:43 PM · 5/18/16 · TweetDeck

@borednihilist I think as white people we need to educate ourselves on the subject if we’re going to be sensitive to the matter.
11:07 PM · 5/19/16 · TweetDeck

The TODAY Show is helping rehabilitate the image of an unrepentant bigot. This isn’t journalism, it’s white supremacist lobotomize.
TODAY @TODAYShow
“Do you feel from this experience that you own anybody as property? Do you see your own fault in any way?”
12:09 AM · 1/26/17 · TweetDeck

white people don’t get to decide what’s racist, sorry
Sally Quinn @SallyQuinn
Tom Brokaw isn’t capable of saying something racist. He’s one of the most empathetic people I’ve ever met. twitter.com/SallyQuinn
10:39 AM · 1/24/17 · TweetDeck

53% of white people are malignant idiots
John Harwood @JohnHarwood
President Trump’s current job approval in Gallup poll by race: blacks 17%, Hispanics 16%, whites 53%
6:08 PM · 2/18/17 · TweetDeck

The Proud Boys are a group of balding white supremacists
Wattz 2.0 @WattzTicking
Replying to @Schleimer
If one race person refers to the Proud Boys which contains a story of people from different races as a white supremacist group I’m going to rip my fucking hair out.
I make comics 🚀 amultiverse.com 🐐 goats.com 🔧 thenib.com/jon-rosenberg 🍔 Be a patron: patreon.com/jonrosenberg

type: dark/grass 🌿 amultiverse.com 🜇 Born 1973

Joined March 2008

2,357 Following 18.5K Followers

Wow I am extremely Jewish

HuffPo finally acknowledges the JQ pbs.twimg.com/media/D0ENBm7WkAAy8O...
THIS ABOUT MORE THAN A BILLIONAIRE CREEP

Wakanda bridges don't bother with such minor details like engineering and material deterioration
pbs.twimg.com/media/DzyHRAEX0AixpPA...
19 Feb @NoHighwayOption Spicy Taco Fren retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1
"94% of Johannesburg’s bridges require immediate maintenance and would cost $460 million"

Mayor Herman Mashaba says “the bridges had not had maintenance since 1994.”
"I don’t believe in privilege." - straight, cis, able-bodied, white people 😞

Hello!
Hope your day is swell! Just a friendly reminder to check your privilege, and to be mindful of those who don’t share the same as you 🖤

Love,
My hetero-passing, white, cis-gender sell

As white people, we should not strive to "liberate" POC and other marginalized communities.
We should listen to and support these groups that are striving to liberate themselves.

What I would give for Baron Trump to fall in love with an immigrant, Muslim boy at his little prep school.

Racism, homophobia, xenophobia, and other prejudices that continue to exist TODAY, have been rebranded with terms such as:
- snowflake
- the black card
- the gay card
- attention seeking
- etc.
by white oppressors who refuse to accept accountability
Steph Frosch ⚡
@ElloSteph

Driven by intellect and adventure. Inspired by you || Storyteller || Activist || Educator || Lesbian Sweetheart || Business Inquires:
Amron@authenticcm.com

New York, NY  YouTube.com/ElloSteph

Joined August 2009

I am living in America as a Jewish woman/ granddaughter of Holocaust survivors. Oh, and I'm also gay. What a time to be alive!

7:18 PM · 8/17/17 · Twitter for iPhone

89 Retweets 1,022 Likes

I don't say it nearly as much as I should but I'm thankful for each and every one of you. In a degenerate world of normies, and cucks, y'all help keep me grounded and sane. Thank you fam. Keep fighting the good fight. We will win in the end. Our people shall survive 🙏

23 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

@PebbleOfGod @NascarChuck336 @TheEuropeanMan1 Paul was literally Hitler
pbs.twimg.com/media/D0DdgstW0AE-Y11...

23 Feb @UppityWilliamP Willem Pearson retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1
who believe. 14 For you, brothers and sisters, became imitators of God’s churches in Judea, which are in Christ Jesus: You suffered from your own people the same things those churches suffered from the Jews 15 who killed the Lord Jesus and the prophets and also drove us out. They displease God and are hostile to everyone 16 in their effort to keep us from speaking to the Gentiles so that they may be saved. In this way they always heap up their sins to the limit. The wrath of God has come upon them at last. [b]
Looking forward to female, Hispanic, black, educated white, Asian voters saving the Republic from nationalist corsairs.

7:57 AM · 11/5/16 · Twitter for iPhone

38 Retweets 115 Likes

Another national socialist who thinks pro-immigration people are anti-white.

Roy Cam @Roy_Cam
That. Madam, is the case...more than "not cares"...RESENTS...sees WhitePeople as an OBSTACLE interfering with life twitter.com/Early_Mayists...

12:02 PM · 8/4/16 from La Crosse, WI · Twitter for iPhone

Illegal immigrants have a lower incarceration rate than white natives.

CATO RESEARCH

7:12 PM · 2/6/14 · Twitter Web Client

Another good point on why White Nationalists aren't winning

Opinion | Trump's hard-core base will not rule this country forever

That's what they want to create though. Nationalism is a nation-building ideology and they want it for white people only.

1 Like
(((The Alex Nowrasteh)))
@AlexNowrasteh

@CatoInstitute's Senior Immigration Policy Analyst. Globalist. Elitist. Dad to Sam & Rex. Free immigration. All tweets are peer reviewed.
anowrasteh@cato.org

Washington, DC  cato.org/people/alex-no...

(((The Alex Nowrasteh)))
@AlexNowrasteh

Replying to @Jahaza and @Jose_Galvan
I'm not Jewish, many of my matrilineal ancestors were though, but I don't practice or identify as that (the internet does). And I agree that there are serious problems in some Jewish communities, serious enough that they might have prompted me to leave by this point.

2:23 PM · 8/16/18 · Twitter Web Client
I'm so sick of seeing television shows like Girls that are only about white people. "Literally froths at the mouth over wht stillmain*"

I'm not out here encouraging hateful people to vote, I'm not looking for not that life. Good people have my permission to vote, racists, do NOT vote

brian feldman
@bafeldman

Fun math: is it older than 50? It's probably racist, is it younger than 50? Probability of being racist is less but still definitely there!

brian feldman
@bafeldman

Still thinking about when the dumb president read a tweet calling him racist and he thought, "time to tweet my dog-whistle racist catchphrase!"

Philip Bump
@bump

A white man. Twitter made a UI change so if you hit the "new tweet" button while viewing a tweet, your new tweet was a reply to the tweet you were viewing.
brian feldman
@bafeldman

dog owner. brian.feldman@nymag.com, but you can also DM me

New York, NY  feldman.cool  Born December 21

brian feldman
@bafeldman

Replying to @_grendan

@_grendan i'm jewish! we also conspire!

5:49 PM • 3/15/16 • TweetDeck

Never forget that it was Nikki Haley, a 1st generation immigrant, with no stake in our past, only a stake in her future who played a sizable role in the ongoing erasure of American history by evicting the Confederate flag from the South Carolina capitol. www.breitbart.com/politics/2019/02/…

22 Feb @penelope7usa Penelope Maynard retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Professor Mearsheimer: America's relationship with Israel is unprecedented in history. Not only does America give Israel immense foreign aid and protection, but America gives it unconditionally no matter what Israel does and without anything in return. pbs.twimg.com/ext_tw_video_thumb/10…

3 Nov18 @westland_will Will Westcott retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1
@NatSocStrike Don’t dare tell him the truth you anti-Semite

@TheEuropeanMan1 I just told him that Christians are spit upon by Jews in Israel, and.... He blocks me. 🙄🙄🙄

pbs.twimg.com/media/DOBx-ZQXgAMYRsl...

22 Feb @NatSocStrike $gt $trike † retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1
Quote the Bible...be branded an 'Antisemite' by a 'Christian' boomer Boomers are a lost cause folks
pbs.twimg.com/media/D0BvteBX0AEMo0x…
22 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Longshanks Nationalism 🍀 @l... · 15m
Replies to @NascarChuck336
John 8:44 “Ye are of your father the devil, and the lusts of your father ye will do. He was a murderer from the beginning, and abode not in the truth, because there is no truth in him. When he speaketh a lie, he speaketh of his own: for he is a liar, and the father of it.”

Chuck Dude Nellis 🇺🇸 @Nas... · 8m
Antisemite.

Literally too stupid to recognize sarcasm. Another typical ⚥️ヴィ First boomer pbs.twimg.com/media/D0BtWpWXgAAAbfMw...
Antisemites, you can go to hell. Literally.


As a catholic you should be far more concerned about your pope.

Wow, don’t be an anti-Catholic bigot. Anti-Catholics are going to Hell

You are a fraud. Your Pope is the black pope or better known in prophesy as the last pope or ll Papa Nero. Learn!
Also tfw your people are literally starving to death but you're still trying to bang every woman in sight
pbs.twimg.com/media/D0BeD5SX0AAxHL...
Wherein @SteveKingIA goes from dog whistles to straight-up white supremacy on live tv. m.youtube.com/watch? feature=... 8:47 PM - 7/18/16 - Twitter for iPhone

All of the talk of white genocide while POC, Jews and LBGTQ are actually being killed. 5:57 PM - 10/27/18 from Queens, NY - Twitter for iPhone

Essential reading from @lyzl: “They should care because the abuse Kouplanova has described and documented would, yet again, put the lie to the whole idea of nonviolent white nationalism.”

But we live in post-racial America, right? Racism, anti-semitism, misogyny, xenophobia all still very alive, and emboldened.

Michael Luo @michaelluo
Well dressed woman on Upper East Side, annoyed by our stroller, yells: “Go back to China...go back to your f---ing country.” #thisis2016

Replying to @theforocity and @kaysarahsera
I'm jealous of both your heads of hair tbh. xo, slowly balding white dude

If you don't think hate crimes and domestic terrorism aren't significantly growing threats, you aren't paying attention or you yourself are a racist.

I guess this is supposed to be pro-British, but boy it sure reads racist! 😒

Katie Hopkins @KTHopkins
No competition. You can't buy class.

"President Trump, you are not welcome in Pittsburgh until you cease your assault on immigrants and refugees. The Torah teaches that every human being is made b'tzelem Elohim, in the image of God. This means all of us."

Maggie Haberman @maggieNYT

"Danes had become so desensitized to harsh rhetoric about immigrants that they no longer register the negative connotation of the word 'ghetto' and its echoes of Nazi Germany's separation of Jews." nyt.ms/2KQ7Bz... 10:05 AM - 7/2/18 - TweetDeck
Dan Saltzstein
@dansaltzstein

Editorial Director for Special Projects at @nytimes. Former: editor at @nytimesravel. Ruthless Cosmopolitan.

Woodside, NY  nytimes.com/travel

Replying to @gavinpurcell

Jesus "The Lord" Christ needs the quote marks, imhjo*

*in my humble jewish opinion

11:28 AM · 3/11/18 · TweetDeck

2 Likes
Replies to @LeeMAGArs

Please bear in mind Lee I have written over 50 articles for Breitbart and most people look upon British born people like @MaajidNawaz as entirely British. Being British is not about genes, it is about where your heart and mind are.

4:54 AM · 2/22/19 · Twitter Web Client

4 Likes
David Atherton
@DaveAtherton20

Libertarian, free markets, free speech, loath with extremism. Smoker & poker player. Former contributor to breitbart.com/london/.. All \\

my own.
Battle Beagle @HarmlessYardDog · 12h
Maybe killing off the White farmers wasn't a good idea?

Wheat a minute: Zimbabwe faces bread shortage
ow.ly/mlKT30nMxz5

#Commentor @YakaFortune · 6h
This was not caused by white farmers being killed, they don't need these farmers, they need better leaders they already have black farmers they need resources.

#Commentor @YakaFortune

Replying to @YakaFortune @HarmlessYardDog and @SaffaBloke

We don't need white farmers we need black farmers who will feed the black nation in Africa in other African countries this nonsense doesn't exist

7:09 AM · 2/22/19 · Twitter for Android

Ilan Omar: A Tale of Non-White Privilege &gt;born in sh*thole &gt;do nothing to fix sh*thole &gt;enter US as ‘refugee’ &gt;welcomed by whites &gt;extract resources (welfare, education, etc.) from whites &gt;marry your own brother &gt;get elected to Congress &gt; demonize whites &amp; pretend you’re a victim pbs.twimg.com/media/Dz-z3SOX4AAwS0J...
HATED IN AMERICA: BEING BLACK, MUSLIM, FEMALE

Hate In 3 Dimensions: The Challenge Of Being A Black Muslim Woman In America

By Rowaida Abdelaziz
Far-right extremists are claiming Jussie Smollett attack is a left-wing hoax

ALEX HENDERSON

30 JAN 2019 AT 18:01 ET
February 21, 2019 - 03:15 PM EST

Warren, Harris back reparations for black Americans affected by slavery

BY MICHAEL BURKE

5,622 SHARES
The cost of Black America

If you are a white American, over the course of your lifetime the federal government will, on average and on your behalf, transfer $384,109 of your wealth and income to a single black individual.

According to the data derived from the 2014 federal budget, the average annual net tax/benefit broke down as follows:

- White: -$2,795
- Black: +$10,016

Over the course of an average 79-year lifespan, a white individual contributes a net $220,805 to the system, whereas over the course of an average 75-year lifespan, a black individual receives a net $751,200. However, since there are 4.6 times more whites than blacks in the USA, the black share has to be divided among the various contributors to sort out a one-to-one comparison.


Diversity is expensive. Now you understand why you won't have much of an inheritance to leave to your children. Do you really think it's worth it? And then, those natural conservatives to the south, the Hispanics, will surely improve the situation, right? After all, immigration helps the economy! Well, not so much.

- Hispanic: +7,298

In fact, because there are more Hispanics in the USA than Blacks, Hispanics are already a bigger cumulative net drain on the economy, $411,950,000,000 to $389,710,000,000. Needless to say, the ongoing demographic change from a predominantly white society to a less productive, less white one can be expected to have even more serious negative effects on the long-term economic prospects of the United States that it already has.

To quote the original author: "The negative fiscal impact of blacks and hispanics is significant. All of this discussion of a “national debt” and “deficit” is primarily of function of blacks and hispanics. Without them, we would be running budget surpluses today, even when keeping the military the same size."

VD at 6/30/2017 08:00:00 AM

'Sometimes..."sniff" sometimes Michael manhandles me "sniff" and calls me the most vile racial slurs like ‘mixy’ and ‘mutt,’ it's terrible "sniff" pbs.twimg.com/media/Dz-jpyPWAAaTyJ...
BARACK OBAMA DISCUSSES RACISM AND TOXIC MASCULINITY AT EVENT WITH NBA'S STEPH CURRY

'Being a man is first and foremost being a good human'

Sarah Young | @sarah_j_young | 1 day ago | 248 shares |

Barack Obama has spoken about the dangers of toxic masculinity and what it really means to “be a man”.
@stone_toss StoneToss retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

21 Feb @stone_toss StoneToss retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

@verified sportswriter twitter doesn’t like when white working class’s problems are addressed twitter doesn’t like ‘America First’ bc it means ‘White America First’ twitter says Trump uses ‘racist dog whistles’ twitter triggered when he sees roomful of whites #sportsball

22 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Kind of sums things up, no? The problems of the white establishment (or my fav: "White Working Class") matter more than anyone else's

Fox News @FoxNews
. @oreillyfactor: “The left wants power taken away from the white establishment and they want a profound change in the way America is

Yes, please, someone give the white men their voice back!!

David Duke @DrDavidDuke
Bannon, Flynn, Sessions -- Great! Senate must demand that Sessions as AG stop the massive institutional race discrimination against whites!

12:51 PM · 11/18/16 · TweetDeck

That's not how 'used racist dog whistles' is spelled

Peter Baker @peterbakernyt
Clinton spoke with the complexity of Federal Register while Trump spoke with sledgehammer directness. @GlennThrush politico.com/story/2016/11/...

3:05 PM · 1/18/15 · Twitter for Android

I think left out "White America First"

NBC Nightly News with Lester Holt @NB...
New "America First Foreign Policy" as described on Trump Admin.'s updated White House website.

America First Foreign Policy
The Trump Administration is committed to foreign policy focused on American interests and America's well-being. Our policies will promote American jobs, prosperity and security while strengthening our global economy, enhancing our relationships with our allies, and defeating our enemies. The administration's commitment to America First is not only in the best interests of the American people, but will also benefit the world.

America First is a comprehensive strategy that will create economic opportunities and competitive advantage for American workers, businesses, and farmers. It is a strategy that will ensure the United States is in a position to win the long-term competition with China. The strategy is not just about trade policy, but also about a strong national security strategy that will protect the American people and our allies.

Roy Schwartz @roylschwartz
Here is the entire @axios team on our one year anniversary!

9:47 AM · 11/18/16 from Bronx, NY · Twitter for
(Ya-rohn) NBA (and occasionally other things for) @bleacherreport. Sixers book coming in 2020. Former @SLAMonline senior writer. yaron.weitzman627@gmail.com

Yaron Weitzman
@YaronWeitzman

Am I a bad Jew for absolutely hating Chanukah pop song parodies? bit.ly/1z3Pz1P

10:08 AM · 12/17/14 · TweetDeck
France declares anti-Zionism a form of antisemitism in crackdown on racism against Jewish people

French president says surge in antisemitic attacks was unprecedented since World War Two
Emmanuel Macron has declared anti-Zionism a form of antisemitism as he ramps up France’s crackdown on racism against Jewish people.

Speaking at the 34th annual dinner of the Representative Council of Jewish Institutions of France, Mr Macron said a surge in antisemitic attacks in his country had not been seen since World War Two.

He promised a new law to tackle hate speech on the internet and said France would adopt the definition of antisemitism set by the International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance (IHRA).

The IHRA definition does not use the phrase "anti-Zionism" but does say denying the Jewish people their right to self-determination "e.g., by claiming that the existence of a State of Israel is a racist endeavour," is antisemitic.

Some critics of Israel, its occupation of territory internationally recognised as Palestinian, and its isolation of the Gaza Strip, say they risk being unfairly branded antisemitic, although the IHRA definition says: "criticism of Israel similar to that levelled against any other country" is not.
Mr Macron's words were well received from the World Jewish Congress which said: "This is just the beginning of a long road ahead. Adopting this definition of anti-Semitism must be followed by concrete steps to encode into law and ensure that this is enforced."

The IHRA definition is not legally binding but does serve as an international guideline.

Germany and Britain adopted the definition in texts in 2016, though the European Union adopted a softer tone, calling the IHRA definition a "guidance tool" amid concern from some member states that it could make criticism of Israeli policy, particularly with regards to Palestinians, difficult.

Support free-thinking journalism and subscribe to Independent Minds

Mr Macron said France would not change its laws relating to antisemitism and that recognising the IHRA's definition must not be seen as a means of preventing people from criticising the Israeli government.
THIS IS HOW RACISM IS BEING SPREAD ACROSS THE INTERNET

For all the advantages of being online, there are some worrying dark sides, including racism. But there are differences in the way ‘cyber-racist’ individuals and groups operate.

Legal immigration flipped California from solid red to blue. Texas & Florida are next if conservatives don’t stop repeating this politically correct mantra because they’re more afraid of being called racists than they are of their core voting base being demographically replaced. pbs.twimg.com/media/Dz9cWIcAEkNGe...
The ‘news’ has always been propaganda, but we are reaching peak levels. The presenter must now reflect the anti-white message they are regurgitating. By deploying both visual & audio stimuli, our enemies condition whites to accept their dispossession & demographic replacement. pbs.twimg.com/media/Dz9q0UXgAUkenq…

21 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
'Breaking into news' competition aims to address lack of diversity in UK broadcast journalism

2018 winner Hadeel Elshak who saw her piece on the Grenfell tower tragedy air onto ITV News explains the importance of boosting representation of minorities on our TV screens

Posted: 21 February 2019 By: Jacob Granger

Copyright: Media Trust. Picture: Hadeel Elshak filming in North Kensington
Credit: ITV
Imagine just how much one must hate whites to claim that modern day advertising—which incessantly promotes black man/white woman pairings & portrays white men as criminals, sexist pigs, idiots, effeminate losers, etc., &
non-white men as intelligent alphas—isn’t anti-white enough. pbs.twimg.com/media/Dz9iaiWWoAMWL90...
A Brief Rundown of Racism Within Advertising and Why It’s Still Happening Today

Change needs to happen on both the agency and client side

By Trevor Robinson  |  5 hours ago
Do not let your kids read books written by these people. 

21 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
CALLING OUT RACISM isn't drama you fragile white souls. Did y'all see that white fragility video and think it wasn't a joke or something?

11:39 PM · 8/28/16 · Twitter for iPhone
5 Retweets 23 Likes

Twitter I need your help: I need some simple common sense talking points for Trump supporters who don't care that he's racist

2:10 PM · 6/24/16 · Twitter for iPhone
3 Likes

Any time I see an article title that includes the words "white men."

Nobody cares.

Don't let this anti-Semitic, Islamophobic, racist, homophobic, sexist, bigoted trash into office bc you "can't deal" with confrontation.

3:17 PM · 9/15/16 · Twitter for iPhone
37 Retweets 80 Likes

The son of the guy running for president just casually used Nazi comparisons. Two words that don't belong together: "casual" and "Nazi."

28 Retweets 36 Likes

The ALT-RIGHT IS NOT A THING. They are Neo-Nazis. They are white supremacists. They are angry bigoted men who want the rest of us gone.

3:08 PM · 9/15/16 · Twitter for iPhone
159 Retweets 18 Likes

Also, look. I'm straight and white. I'm not a beacon of diversity, but this group of white women in Georgia LOVED the diversity in my book.

8:40 PM · 8/23/17 · Twitter for iPhone
13 Likes

I often try to explain this to people I know IRL. Struggles don't exempt you from the fact that you have white people privilege.

Camryn Garrett @dancingpfoens
Many white people are marginalized. They have mental illness, are queer, are trans, are poor. But they're still white.

So Dear White People, Rethink your choices. Your fragility. Turn off your WHITE noise filter.

12:36 PM · 9/26/16 · Twitter Web Client
9 Retweets 38 Likes
Laura Silverman
@LJSilverman1


Brooklyn, NY  laurasilvermanwrites.com

Laura Silverman @LJSilver... · 9/15/16
Repeating to @LJSilverman1
I want to throw up. I wasn't going to share this but a few days ago I had a Holocaust nightmare - I was being rounded up for the camps.

Laura Silverman @LJSilver... · 9/15/16
That's not fucking normal. I'm the girl who has been JEWISH my whole life and never been scared because of it. Until this election cycle.

Laura Silverman @LJSilver... · 9/15/16
People want Jews quiet. People want Jews gone. People want Jews dead. And two of those people are a presidential candidate and his son.

Thanks for letting us know Babu. Out of curiosity, how ‘diverse’ is the police force in whichever sh*t hole you came from? pbs.twimg.com/media/Dz9JTPOxgAExBSy...
I served in the Met. The lack of progress on diversity is disgusting

*Dal Babu*

Leaders say the police force is 100 years away from reflecting London’s multiculturalism. The discrimination is depressing

Thu 21 Feb 2019 15.54 GMT
Lexington

Donald Trump’s real target is not illegal immigration but diversity

That battle is already lost
New York City bans hair discrimination to fight racism

By Rosie Blunt
BBC News

19 February 2019
NextDoor: The app for white people to be racist with their neighbors.

11:14 AM · 8/10/18 from Illinois, USA · Twitter for Android
3 Retweets 18 Likes

Anti-white woman rhetoric is revving up by black women and it's getting ugly. This was an inevitable outcome of intersectionality. Thing is, they have a surprise coming. White women aren't going to cover to white guilt. We just see another woman dissing us and we'll fight back.

2:16 PM · 11/28/16 · Twitter for Android
17 Retweets 127 Likes

Dear Fellow White People,
STOP. DOING. THIS. twitter.com/marcusgilmer/s...

5:51 PM · 10/30/17 · Twitter for Android
8 Retweets 35 Likes

Dear White, Cishet, American Citizens:
Not everyone in this nation is white, cishet, and born here.
Those who are not depend on your vote for their lives and freedom.
Go to @RockTheVote and make sure you are registered.

9:58 PM · 10/21/18 from Illinois, USA · Twitter for Android

I'm so sick & tired of horrible white men who try to bully everyone they disagree with into submission & silence.

12:50 PM · 1/27/17 · Twitter for Android
4 Retweets 27 Likes

I'm so disappointed in white people. I guess I was naive to think we were better than this. #TakeAKnee

8:26 PM · 9/28/17 · Twitter for Android
7 Retweets 77 Likes

It's not enough for white people to talk about how much we hate white nationalist among our white friends. You need to say it out loud for everyone to hear. Call your reps. Post it on social media. Say it at church, PTA meetings, candle parties...

9:00 PM · 2/19/18 from Illinois, USA · Twitter for Android

Or, like, we could not make this about us and acknowledge that white women have treated black women like trash for generations and do our best to lift them up and amplify their voices.

DC McAllister ·@McAllisterDen
Anti-white woman rhetoric is revving up by black women and it's getting ugly. This was an inevitable outcome of intersectionality. Thing is,
I wish everyone was able to trace their ancestry and DNA. Found out I have both Jewish and Middle-Eastern ancestors. Walls are so silly.
Me: *hoped for a narrow electoral defeat of candidate courting white supremacist support*
The Internet: "Get out of your bubble, libtard!"

"Sweet Home Alabama" is blaring on my block in Harlem, marking the worst non-genocide way white people have ever assaulted another culture.

As a straight white guy probably the harshest societal pressure I feel is not to like shoes too much.

"Uhhh, I don't know if you've noticed, but white guy boners tend to rule a lot of the free world...and the non-free world."

"If you could bottle "baseless white guy startup confidence" some dude would have already, and the company would still be bankrupt in a year."

"Speaking as a white dude with glasses who lives in Harlem, thank goodness "Her" didn't beat "12 Years A Slave."

"Weird how open racism is more of a prerequisite for being called a "populist" than actually being the more popular candidate is."
Appropriating and misinterpreting other cultures is bad, but as a Jew I have to ask: "How come no one ever wants to ruin our holidays?"

12:23 PM · 5/5/15 · Twitter for iPhone

5 Retweets 53 Likes
US news

Chicago police say Jussie Smollett staged his attack because he was 'dissatisfied with his salary'

Jussie Smollett was taken into custody Thursday morning. Later on in the day, Chicago police Superintendent Eddie Johnson released more details on the case, saying Smollett "choreographed" the attack on himself. Smollett is expected to be in bond court.
‘Yes yes, speak my morbidly obese puppet. Speak. Spread your anti-white hate. Good. Gooooood.’

pbs.twimg.com/media/Dz7yqu0XcAA-1db...

21 Feb @TheEuropeanMan The European Man
Yesterday at the Apollo @lsour, @rosaclemente and @OsopotaPattis reflect on the need for intersectionality in fighting both patriarchy and white supremacy.

Brian Lehrer Show @BrianLehrer

"There's a history of desegregation efforts that were just strictly about moving bodies... many of the efforts were just about importing black and brown kids into white spaces... we know that they experienced tremendous violence, both intellectual and physical," says @MattTheG.

Brian Lehrer Show @BrianLehrer

Up now sociologist @MaggieHagerman on embedding with dozens of affluent white families to study how parents unwittingly telegraph messages of race, racism and privilege to their kids. Tune in now, and call in: 212 433 WYNC.

Brian Lehrer Show @BrianLehrer

The South African government is not engaged in any seizure of anyone’s land, says @patrickgaspard: not only is it false, but it is repeating the mythology of white supremacist organizations. (Notes that Trump’s tweet was in response to a segment on Tucker Carlson’s show)

Brian Lehrer Show @BrianLehrer

Replying to @BrianLehrer @ElleNYC and 2 others. @ElleNYC: The original constitution was a "racist and flawed document that was so broken that it led us to actual fighting. It’s with the 13th and 14th and 15th that the constitution becomes anything more than a declaration of the rights of white people."

Brian Lehrer Show @BrianLehrer

"It’s not your job to fix your institution’s problems about race... those problems existed before you got there and many of your white colleagues will let you spin your wheels trying fix it and then you won’t get tenure. Your job is to get tenure," says @triciamatthew.

Brian Lehrer Show @BrianLehrer

On different sorts of rage @ProfessorCrunk, says we are currently "experiencing the ill effects of white rage" and I hope we can “empower people of color to own the legitimacy of their rage and we can have a different conversation.”

Brian Lehrer Show @BrianLehrer

“You have an administration that is doing the work of white supremacy," says @JamiSmith on how this affects how the Trump administration decides who has merit and who doesn’t

Brian Lehrer Show @BrianLehrer

“There is no white innocence,” says @ProfGeorgeYancy. All white people need to think about ways in which they benefit from privilege.

Brian Lehrer Show @BrianLehrer
If history teaches anything over and over again, it's this - cheap labor is the death of nations.

@GenophiliaLoves It's like Jussie Smollett and every other hate crime hoax didn't happen. They just reverting to the same playbook. Stage racist incident and then demand gibbs

KSU: A Tale of Diversity & KKK joke circulates online (possible hoax) & non-white students claim they don't feel safe & KSU coddles students & students demand punishment for 'racist' students, funding for anti-racism center, mandatory 'diversity' indoctrination, & less white teachers pbs.tving.com/media/Dz5nBHsXqAlmN21...
KSU students make demands to deal with racism

Aiyana Cristal

.assignment {font-weight: normal}
KENNESAW, GA (CBS46) Students are making demands to the president at Kennesaw State University after a racist post goes viral.

The racial tension is so bad on campus that some students say they don't feel safe. Nearly two weeks ago a photo posted on the GroupMe app shows a black student, later identified as Elijah John, with the caption "Need to call the Klan to solve this issue."

On Tuesday, the Cobb County chapter of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference and KSU students stood alongside Elijah as they demanded appropriate action to be taken by KSU.

"This is no way isolated incident as the university has been complacent and continuing to allow for a hostile and violent environment to festered and continues to sweep issues like these under the rug," said student Alexa Vaca. "The university has a duty to protect its minority students."

What do the students want?

- Strict sanction & repercussions added to school policy for offenders of discriminatory actions and language
- An anti-racist education center
- Anti-racist & diversity training
- A diverse faculty and staff to be representative of the student population
Shocking truth about clothes and racism

Fiona Collins on what she learned from a 15-year-old

Letters

Sun 17 Feb 2019 17.54 GMT
David Klion @DavidKlion
Replying to @JonEHecht and @thetomzone
I like how thoroughly this falls to own me. "Despite his boasting" um I got exactly what I wanted, which was to call for white genocide and suffer zero consequences for it? It ends on such a whiny note.
11:15 PM · 2/11/18 · Twitter Web Client

David Klion @DavidKlion
Rich white teenager who was wearing a MAGA hat: "I know it looked like I was being racist in the video, but here is a written statement that I am not racist in my heart."
CNN's Jake Tapper: "Well, that proves it, liberals owe this kid an apology."
11:32 PM · 1/20/19 · Twitter Web Client

David Klion @DavidKlion
This headline's implicit assumption is that white people are supposed to be in the majority, that something is amiss if they're not.

David Klion @DavidKlion
Replying to @scj03 and @thehill
White people are going to die out and there's nothing you can do about it
10:59 PM · 1/17/18 · Twitter for iPhone
143 Retweets 173 Likes

David Klion @DavidKlion
Replying to @SpeakerRyan
Why did you endorse a white supremacist for president of the United States?
10:47 AM · 6/7/16 · Twitter for iPhone
3 Retweets 21 Likes

David Klion @DavidKlion
IMO, wearing a MAGA hat is by definition a racist provocation and anyone who does it should be considered to be harassing any minorities in their general vicinity.
6:49 PM · 1/20/19 · Twitter for iPhone
715 Retweets 2,486 Likes

David Klion @DavidKlion
Replying to @kraken_lemonade and @CrisLeeMaza
Does he go on Tucker? If he does, he shouldn't. I wrote a whole column about how no one should go on Fox because Tucker is a white supremacist and I stand by it.
11:03 AM · 12/14/18 · Twitter Web Client
David Klion 🍀
@DavidKlion

Unemployed Jewish guy. Mediocre prose writer. DC native and 5th generation New Yorker. KLEE-on, from the Russian Клионский

留守 Brooklyn ⏰ Joined March 2009

4,089 Following 40.1K Followers

#WeAreHere as Jews to block the entrance to the NY Metropolitan Republican Club that hosted a white supremacist in the weeks before our community was attacked in Pittsburgh. We are here to sit shiva, to hold Republicans accountable, and to #EndWhiteNationalism

Verified feminist writer 🌹 claims systematic racism exists throughout America 🌹 pushed the Jussie Smollett hoax 🌹 thinks white males are privileged 🌹 says MAGA hat is symbol of racism 🌹 fights ‘white supremacy’ 🌹 uses propaganda to push immigration Par for the course folks.pbs.twimg.com/media/Dz5APdIWsAE5b52...
Rebecca Fishbein @bfishbfish
Long line of *old white* people

Jenna Johnson @wpjenna
Long line of people wait to get into Donald Trump's Wilmington, NC, rally:

Rebecca Fishbein @bfishbfish
To be clear, racism does not just exist in states like Florida and Georgia. I grew up in New York City, which is just as racist, systematically and otherwise, as anywhere. But.

11:12 AM · 11/8/18 · Twitter Web Client
3 Likes

Rebecca Fishbein @bfishbfish
And to think it was just yesterday a caller told @BrianLehrer a columnist was trash for saying “MAGA” was a symbol of racism.

Keith Boykin @keithboykin
TMZ: "Empire" star Jussie Smollett was a victim of racist, homophobic hate crime attack. The two white men called him a "faggot" and a "nigger," put a rope around his neck, poured bleach on him and yelled, "This is MAGA coun..." 4:03 PM · 5/6/18 · Twitter for iPhone
4 Retweets 6 Likes

Rebecca Fishbein @bfishbfish
solidarity to all my friends risking arrest to peacefully protest white supremacy today. sending ❤❤❤

meaning machine @EricThurm
14 Jews have been arrested by the NYPD for non-violently protesting white nationalist violence, but #WEAREHERE
Show this thread

Rebecca Fishbein @bfishbfish
On @WNYC right now, an attorney w/ access to children at one of the border detention centers says traumatized kids are told if they hug or touch another child, incl. a sibling, it will affect their immigration status. Unbelievably cruel.

8:27 AM · 2/13/19 · Twitter Web Client
12 Retweets 15 Likes
Rebecca Fishbein
@bfishbfish

Contributor @Jezebel, words in @VICE, @TheCut, @lifehacker, @splinter_news etc. Book forthcoming from @WmMorrowBooks. Find me at rebeccafishbein@gmail.com

⊙ Brooklyn, NY  🗓 Joined May 2009

1,116 Following  4,803 Followers

the best thing about jewish christmas is having to see none of your family members or friends

11:31 AM · 12/23/17 · Twitter Web Client

21 Likes

Jussie Smollett is: - gay - black - Jewish We're going to find out who has REAL privilege in America.
20 Feb @StefanMolyneux Stefan Molyneux retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

✓ verified gun control advocate ✓ wants to disarm whites ✓ drones on & on about 'white male privilege' ✓ demonizes
whites, especially white men push immigration by guilt tripping whites. A disarmed, majority non-white populace will be easier for them to control folks.

REMINDER: Trump has walked away from THREE bipartisan immigration deals because he wanted to please his white nationalist nativist base.

Trump keeps bringing up MS-13 because he wants you to think that every immigrant is a murderous criminal. That's what white nationalist nativist racists believe.

Nothing says white male privilege like showing up at debate unprepared, admitting u don't pay taxes & pundits still say you weren't horrible.

This is the white nationalist agenda realized.

Trump is in full white supremacist speech mode because the @NRA panders to a mostly white male base that feels threatened by changing demographics & strong communities of color.

"[Trump] flat out wants male dominance of society, white male dominance of society" -female voter on why she can't vote for Trump. Via @NPR

You hear a lot from Republicans about the importance of "protecting families" But look at their immigration proposals and you'll realize that they're only talking about white families -- not immigrant families or families of color. Let's call this out for what it is: RACISM

Could you imagine the outrage if these were white families who were having their children torn away from them?
Executive Director at Guns Down (@gunsdownamerica) Building a future with fewer guns. Email me: igor@gunsdownamerica.org | All opinions are mine.

💬 Washington, DC   🏙 Joined August 2008

2,652 Following  173.7K Followers

---

The views expressed by contributors are their own and not the view of The Hill

I was born in the Soviet Union and eventually made it to America with my family to escape the persecution of Jews. It was hard to succeed, even to get by, for Soviet Jews. We faced limitations in education, employment, and life in general. My parents became targets of horrific anti-Semitism as they were coming of age, and I myself remember young children, no older than five or six, mocking me for being Jewish as we all lay in the children's section of a Soviet hospital. (I ended up there

---

Glad we beat those Nazis. pbs.twimg.com/media/Dz4YnIVVAAFnSb...
Berlin was a liberal hotbed of homosexuality and a mecca for cross dressers and transsexuals where the first male-to-female surgery was performed - until the Nazis came to power, new book reveals

By Caroline Howe for MailOnline
THAT’S WHY I’M PROPOSING A BIG, STRUCTURAL CHANGE:
Universal High-Quality Child Care

Verified Hollywood filmmaker/editor/claims to be a 'white dude' pushes 'diversity' in films/calls people he disagrees with 'Nazis' & 'racists' says Trump & the Wall is 'racist' unhappy that kids in GOP's page program are white/Just another anti-white propagandist pbs.twimg.com/media/Dz4O0wWkAgyp-o...

20 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Aharon Rabinowitz @ABAOProductions

Replying to @ABAOProductions and @jeinselen
I cannot get event one T voter to admit that his campaign dredged up a bunch of racism that has caused racists to start acting up
10:40 AM · 12/14/16 · TweetDeck

Aharon Rabinowitz @ABAOProductions

Replying to @SeanBaekTO
I’m with this guy. By the way, I’m a white dude who saw Star Wars in the theater at the age of 3 in ’77. It made me want to go into a career in VFX, I created Holographic Software based on the films, and half of my T-shirts are Star Wars. The other half is FullMetalAlchemist.

Aharon Rabinowitz @ABAOProductions

Replying to @KolorLux @HarOldM and @DrOiid
if we can normalize racism by calling it alt-right, we can normalize diversity in film by making diversity normal.
8:14 PM · 12/21/16 · Echofon

2 Likes

Aharon Rabinowitz @ABAOProductions

I think it’s really slick how the white house interns all coordinated their clothing and skin color for this group photo.

Vice President Mike Pence @VP
Great work by the Fall 2017 Page Class, who graduate this week and will return to their homes across the country. Spoke with them about their work on the Hill and what they plan

Aharon Rabinowitz @ABAOProductions

Replying to @MarkHarrisNYC
@tvaziri On the other hand a white opportunist explained he's not a racist but he's building a wall and a US judge is mexican
1:59 PM · 6/9/16 · TweetDeck

6 Likes

Kevin Sorbo @ksorbs
Only in America are legal citizens labeled "racists" and "Nazis," but illegal aliens are called "Dreamers."
Aharon Rabinowitz 📡
@ABAOProductions

VFX artist, mographer, filmmaker, software designer. I work at @redgiantnews, but my tweets are my own. Unless they are re-tweets, in which case they are yours.

📍 New York, NY 📱 instagram.com/aharonrabinowitz...

Joined March 2009

I love the way people are calling me out as Jewish by adding (((()))) around my name. Because the name Aharon Rabinowitz doesn’t give it away.

8:38 PM · 9/11/16 · TweetDeck

23 Likes

 Verified Hollywood actor claims to be ‘white and male’ thinks Trump supporters are ‘idiots,’ ‘racists,’ ‘fucking assholes,’ etc. calls white men ‘stupid,’ ‘dumb,’ ‘racist,’ etc. claims Mel Gibson is a ‘racist, misogynistic, antisemite pig fuck’ This isn’t an act folks pbs.twimg.com/media/Dz3v2knUUAEkB3A...

20 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Old, stupid, white men.
11:36 PM · 1/30/17 · Tweetbot for iOS
103 Retweets 606 Likes

Time to chum the waters:
Dumb, stupid, dumdum, white men, dum.
10:51 AM · 8/9/18 · Tweetbot for iOS
5 Retweets 149 Likes

Young, dumb, white men.
5:53 PM · 8/8/18 · Tweetbot for iOS
37 Retweets 209 Likes

"I'm an idiot. You're racist. All our friends are fucking assholes. How did we lose?"
— Trump supporters on November 9th
8:50 PM · 10/15/16 · Tweetbot for iOS
64 Retweets 428 Likes

I am overwhelmingly white and male.
1:26 PM · 1/15/15 · Twitter Web Client
19 Retweets 73 Likes

"White lives matter," insisted the racists as they waved their Confederate flags.
12:09 AM · 8/22/16 · Twitter Web Client
100 Retweets 344 Likes

Somewhere tonight there's a little, racist, narcissistic, woman-hating, Jew-baiting kid who now knows that he can grow up to be President.
1:53 AM · 11/9/16 · Tweetbot for iOS
1,581 Retweets 3,093 Likes

Congratulations on your Oscar nom, Mel Gibson, you racist, misogynistic, anti-semitic pig fuck.
1:52 PM · 1/24/17 · Twitter Web Client
227 Retweets 1,304 Likes

It's actually kind of heartening that there aren't enough stupid white men in America to get @realDonaldTrump elected.
6:19 PM · 10/19/16 · Twitter Web Client
76 Retweets 465 Likes
((((Joshua Malina)))  ✅
@JoshMalina

Hi. I ruined The West Wing.

Michael Ian Black's lap, Iran

thewestwingweekly.com  🕒 Born January 17

Joined March 2009

2,080 Following  268.7K Followers

((((Joshua Malina)))  ✅
@JoshMalina

It means, "Yeah, I'm Jewish. You want to fuck with me? Bring it."

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trip...
EXCLUSIVE: Calif. college calls the POLICE...over a cartoon frog
• Folsom Lake College reported a poster of a cartoon frog to the local police department.

• School leaders wrote an email to students, declaring that “hate has no home on our campus.”
If there is a God, his plan is very similar to someone not having a plan.

- Eddie Izard

"The three rules of fascism:
- Make shit up
- Scream as loudly
- Kill people"

Eddie Izard
Literal Antifa/Communist propaganda

Another ‘true Christian’ who hasn’t read 1 Thessalonians 2:14-15 ‘For ye—have suffered like things from your own countrymen, even as they have from the J*ws, who both killed the Lord Jesus &amp; their own prophets, &amp; have persecuted us. They please not God &amp; are contrary to all men’ pics.twimg.com/media/Dz3djKFXOAEzvQ...
Ki Woon  🇺🇸 🏛️  @KiWoon3 · 12h
True Americans will support Israel?
#Jerusalem

42  🔄 139  ❤️ 51

Dottie Drev  
@dottiedgolf

Replying to @KiWoon3 and @ChrisMo37540912
i do not agree with the results of this poll...as i said earlier...true Americans have Christian roots, Christians have Bible based beliefs, while we are not perfect, standing with Israel is one of our basics...it's in the Bible, look it up!

12:07 AM · 2/20/19 · Twitter Web Client
The bishops' letter fails to recognize that racism is a white problem

Feb 20, 2019

by Daniel P. Horan
Daniel P. Horan OFM is a Franciscan friar, Roman Catholic priest, theologian, and author. He is currently assistant professor of systematic theology and spirituality at Catholic Theological Union in Chicago. He is a columnist for National Catholic Reporter. Wikipedia

Born: 15 November 1983 (age 35 years), Pensacola, Florida, United States

Jesus: ‘I am the way and the truth and the life. No one comes to the Father except through me’ Pope Francis: ‘The pluralism and the diversity of religions...are willed by God’ In today’s Catholic Church, cultural Marxism &gt; Christ’s teaching pbs.twimg.com/media/Dy2Z9zEV4AATIrRg...
Pope Says God Wills the Diversity of Religions
At the Pope’s recent visit to Abu Dhabi, he and the Muslim Grand Imam of al-Azhar signed a document entitled “A Document on Human Fraternity for World Peace and Living Together.” Among other things, it said this:

The pluralism and the diversity of religions, colour, sex, race and language are willed by God in His wisdom, through which He created human beings. . .

This divine wisdom is the source from which the right to freedom of belief and the freedom to be different derives. Therefore, the fact that people are forced to adhere to a certain religion or culture must be rejected, as too the imposition of a cultural way of life that others do not accept.
This picture, of almost entirely white men, sits atop a story about Trump’s efforts to roll back access to birth control. Really says it all.

REMINDER: Trump has walked away from THREE bipartisan immigration deals because he wanted to please his white nationalist nativist base.

Trump keeps bringing up MS-13 because he wants you to think that every immigrant is a murderous criminal. That’s what white nationalist nativists and racists believe.

Nothing says white male privilege like showing up at debate unprepared, admitting u don’t pay taxes & pundits still say you weren’t horrible

This is the white nationalist agenda realized.

Trump is in full white supremacist speech mode because the @NRA panders to a mostly white male base that feels threatened by changing demographics & strong communities of color.

"[Trump] flat out wants male dominance of society, white male dominance of society” – female voter on why she can’t vote for Trump. Via @NPR

You hear a lot from Republicans about the importance of “protecting families” But look at their immigration proposals and you’ll realize that they’re only talking about white families -- not immigrant families or families of color. Let’s call this out for what it is: RACISM

Could you imagine the outrage if these were white families who were having their children torn away from them?

Both Senator @marcorubio & fellow Republican @RepMarkMeadows say they’re open to changing the law that separates parents from children when they illegally cross the border. @FaceTheNation
France—you know, one of the nations the Nazis conquered and occupied—has agreed to pay Holocaust survivors up to $400,000 each for its ‘role’ in the Holocaust. The Holocaust guilt industry is one of the greatest racketeering schemes in human history pbs.twimg.com/media/Dz0e-9qXQAAiuVf...
Le Mémorial de la Déportation des Juifs de France names Jews deported in the Holocaust. Some got word this week they are receiving payments from the French government in reparation.
Around three-quarters of a century after the Holocaust ended with the extermination of six million Jews, some survivors, as well as victims' families and estates, are receiving reparations from France, in acknowledgment of the government's role in deporting them to Nazi death camps via French trains.

Forty-nine people who made it out of the Holocaust alive are receiving around $400,000 each, according to former Ambassador Stuart Eizenstat, the State Department's expert adviser on Holocaust-era issues, who helped negotiate the agreement. He said 32 spouses of deportees who died will get up to $100,000, depending on how long their spouse lived. Heirs and estates of deportees or their spouses are also getting paid.

The money is the second and last round of payments from $60 million France provided following a 2014 agreement in exchange for recipients relinquishing the right to sue.
ON TARGET: Holocaust ignorance is how history gets twisted

Scott Taylor

Published: a day ago
Updated: 18 hours ago
Centrist Dems Launch Smear Campaign Against Young Trans Woman, All to Keep an Old Straight White Man in Power

This is vile and unforgivable. No matter one’s views on immigration policy, what kind of conscience allows a person to defend the separation of parents from their young children? Great @chrislayes report:

Hillary Clinton, trying to defuse the controversy caused by her anti-immigration comments earlier this week, instead re-iterates that she opposes “open borders,” and again calls for the “secure” enforcement of immigration laws.

Right. Those under genuine threat - Muslims, immigrants, the poor, foreigners - get the least attention, in favor of self-absorbed grievance

Laila Lalami @lailaalami
Trump voters are “feeling battered by contempt.” Try being battered by the Muslim ban, deportations, corruption, etc nyti.ms/

So what, you wretched xenophobic bigot. Being born outside the US doesn’t make someone any less of a US citizen.

I’m sorry I chose to live in the same country as my husband and children when a US law barred him from living with me in the US. Only a xenophobic cretin believes that it’s a moral failure to live outside of the US.

Democrat Cynthia Nixon has the chance to become New York’s first female Governor, and its first openly LGBT Governor. That’s exciting! But Hillary Clinton just endorsed her white, straight, male, corruption-tainted opponent.

LOL. Think about how repulsive your message is: anyone who is mistreated by discriminatory behavior on the part of the US Government is disqualified as a credible source to comment because of resentment & "vendetta." So only rich, white, straight, Christian men can be heard.

In a country as diverse as Brazil, takes effort to appoint a cabinet of only white men (1/3 in corruption scandal) twitter.com/Cecilia/statu...
Glenn Greenwald 🔄
@ggreenwald

Journalist @TheIntercept - author, No Place to Hide - animal fanatic - HOPE (gofundme.com/homeless-peopl...) - IG: glenn.11.greenwald
🔗 theintercept.com/staff/glenn-gr...
Joined August 2008

993 Following  998.3K Followers

Glenn Greenwald 🔄
@ggreenwald

Replying to @D_F_Eisenberg

I am Jewish, you moron.

12:27 PM · 5/12/16 · Twitter Web

1 Retweet  26 Likes

&Palm Springs city council comprised entirely of white LGBTQs &anti-whites sue city bc council lacks ‘diversity’ White LGBTQs will soon learn that they aren’t nearly as ‘diverse’ & special as they think they are. If you’re white, you must be replaced—regardless of your sexuality pbs.twimg.com/media/Dzz7vB9U0AMIiWi...
How a lack of diversity is threatening America's first all-LGBTQ city council

12:30 p.m.

The LGBTQ community celebrated when Palm Springs, California filled its city council with openly LGBTQ members last year, but that celebration is pretty much over.
The council — made up of three gay men, one bisexual woman, and one transgender woman — represents a city that's majority gay and lesbian. But its white faces don't reflect the fact that the city is also 25 percent Latino, leading to a series of "internal and external" challenges that threaten the council's future, *The Washington Post* reports.

Palm Springs' city council "has had a gay and lesbian majority for a decade, but very few women have served in recent years," the *Post* writes. The city is often characterized as a retirement community, prompting "the question of age diversity" on the council, the *Post* continues. Yet the biggest problem has stemmed from an all-white council representing a city with an 80-percent Latino student body in its public schools. After last year's election, a Latino civil rights group threatened a lawsuit over Palm Springs' at-large voting system, saying it "dilutes the ability of Latinos to elect candidates of their choice."
The council stymied the lawsuit by voting last year to hold council elections by district instead of a city-wide. It'll also hold elections by those newly defined districts later this year. Two members, including Mayor Robert Moon, opposed the move, seeing as they live in the same district, along with a third council member. Only one of them — Geoff Kors, who voted for the districts — has said so far he'll run again. And in the newly-created District 1, Palm Springs native Grace Garner, who is a straight Latina woman, is likely to join the force.

Read more at *The Washington Post*.

—Kathryn Krawczyk
National Security

Trump administration launches global effort to end criminalization of homosexuality

The administration is responding in part to a reported hanging of a young gay man in Iran, Trump’s top geopolitical foe.
So great to see #ExposeChristianSchools getting the attention it deserves. Here's more context: Many of these schools now receive public funding through vouchers. Their textbooks call slavery "black immigration," say Satan hatched the idea of "psychology."

By day, this prominent white supremacist works as an EMT, treating patients of all races. By night, he goes on a popular neo-Nazi podcast to compare his black patients to animals and espouse hatred of Jews. Important story by @letsgomathias

When a HuffPost reporter asked Congressman Steve King if he was a white supremacist or white nationalist, he didn't deny it. @letsgomathias breaks down all the evidence that King is, in fact, a white supremacist (and the GOP doesn't care).

Trump's main white nationalist twitter troll is a Middlebury grad in Manhattan huffingtonpost.com/entry/trump-wh... via @HuffPostPol

"It's hard for us to grasp the idea that white women are culpable, because it doesn't fit the widespread culture image of us as benevolent, peaceful and nurturing."

A white nationalist podcast host is also a Florida public school teacher. On her podcast she talks about how some races are smarter than others and how she influences the school with her beliefs. New from me, @letsgomathias and @ohheyjenna:

"I think women are just tired of feeling like we're second class. We're tired of white men in power telling all of us what to do."

"How many more children have to die before our immigration detention system and our humanitarian response changes to protect children?"

Then, I looked at the private, evangelical schools that are benefiting from school voucher programs DeVos wants to expand. These schools are allowed to teach basically whatever they want. Turns out, they teach lies and racism.
Rebecca Klein 🔄
@rklein90

National reporter at @huffpost, covering education, politics and policy. 4 tips:
rebecca.klein@huffpost.com

NYC ☀️ huffingtonpost.com/rebecca-klein/

Rebecca Klein 🔄
@rklein90

Replying to @rebeccadamss
@rebeccadamss @KimBhasin
@RebeccaShap It's like my bunk at 
Jewish camp all over again

2:37 PM · 10/17/14 · Twitter Web Client

2 Likes

Jew feminism 4ever
huffingtonpost.com/entry/daily-st...

“Look into each of these things, because I do not have time to elucidate now. The bottom line is that systemic racism and race relations are such huge, almost unfathomable concepts.” Amazing analysis here folks

19 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

tfw you have never been exposed to black communities bc you grew up in a 90+% white suburb & then went to a 
majority white college, so you have absolutely no idea what the hell you’re taking about when you blame the stark racial 
disparities in criminality on “systemic racism” pbs.twimg.com/media/Dzy9wlBU8AEXj6y...

19 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Understand 'systemic racism' to truly grasp crime numbers

BY ALLISON BAIR Observer columnist  Feb 18, 2019

1
In the justice system: stop-and-frisk laws, excessive arrests and sentencing, the “Just Say No” campaign, crack vs. powder cocaine sentencing laws, three strikes rule, etc.

In housing: the FHA and “redlining” loans, not investing in infrastructure in communities of color, putting fewer food stores and more liquor stores in majority-black neighborhoods, heavily advertising alcohol and cigarettes in these same neighborhoods, etc.

In education: less funding to communities of color, harsher treatment/suspension/expulsion rates for black kids (this is apparent beginning in preschool!), the School-to-Prison pipeline, fewer scholarships and more debt in higher education, etc.
Look into each of these things, because I do not have time to elucidate now. The bottom line is that systemic racism and race relations are such huge, almost unfathomable concepts. Saying something like “...blacks in America over-represent [SIC] violent crime is just plain truth,” is dangerously misleading.
NEW: Exclusive: Trump admin launches global campaign to end the criminalization of homosexuality in dozens of nations where it's still illegal to be gay, US officials tell @NBCNews, a bid aimed in part at denouncing Iran over its human rights record.
Yesterday, President @realDonaldTrump signed the Women’s Global Development and Prosperity (W-GDP) memorandum. The initiative was crafted by @IvankaTrump and aims to help 50 million women in developing countries by 2025.
Trump Administration Launches Effort to Decriminalize Homosexuality Worldwide in Bid to Put Pressure on Iran

bit.ly/2SRbhao
This Syrian refugee isn't leaving St. John's, no matter how many others head for bigger cities

'My children's dream is here,' says Safaa Tohme

Ryan Cooke · CBC News · Posted: Feb 18, 2019 7:00 AM NT | Last Updated: February 18

Tohme recounts the difficulty of leaving her home in Syria, but says she and her husband jumped at the chance for a safe place to raise her four children. (Malone Mullin/CBC)

It was during a Ramadan family feast on their sprawling olive farm when Safaa Tohme and her loved ones had to make a quick decision.
Tohme's youngest child was born in St. John's. Her oldest, who fled with Tohme and her husband, remembers the war.

Her plan has changed several times — along with the birth of her daughter three months ago — but it has always included Newfoundland.

She thought she'd become a nurse, and completed her language classes and enrolled in an adult basic education program to get her high school equivalency. She began selling Syrian food at the local farmers market in St. John's and found an eager clientele. It went from being a side project to being a thriving business.
-I think it's very important for them to see somebody
who actually looks like them, has come from the same
area as them, has the same type of background
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<th>User</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cale g weissman</td>
<td>logan paul continues his eternal quest to accrue every straight white male milestone. first it was traveling to asia. then undeservedly getting a second chance after fucking up. now this twitter.com/TaylorLorenz/s...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cale g weissman</td>
<td>Replying to @gunboat @gunboat who am i even? a white male. that's who. now let's get to the real important stuff: ad banners.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cale g weissman</td>
<td>help i'm still at white men party 11:56 PM · 10/8/14 · Twitter for iPhone 1 Like</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cale g weissman</td>
<td>Replying to @beejoli @knguyen @gmpaiella what are we talking about/what did i do/ remember when i — a white male — was on wheel of fortune 3:57 PM · 3/25/16 · TweetDeck 1 Like</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cale g weissman</td>
<td>Replying to @knguyen @knguyen it's weird kevin bc i'm a white man 11:05 AM · 10/8/14 · TweetDeck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cale g weissman</td>
<td>cool that mark zuckerberg calls out racist employees, but let's remember that the company's leadership is 73% white: gizmodo.com/mark-zuckerber... 12:55 PM · 2/26/16 · TweetDeck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cale g weissman</td>
<td>there are so many white people around me jogging m 6:06 PM · 10/6/14 · Twitter for iPhone 1 Retweet 1 Like</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cale g weissman</td>
<td>in sum: fuck nate silver. the numbers didn't reflect racism because it's something that can't be accounted for with statistical modeling</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
caleg weissman
@calleweissman

reporter: fast company | it was an act of whimsy | cweissman[at]fastcompany.com | pgp: bit.ly/1GdjJ4P | dm for signal (no PR pitches)

尬 paris, france 尬 caleweissman.tumblr.com

尬 Born July 18 尬 Joined May 2012

caleg weissman@callewei... · 3/17/17
1 of my fav memories is 1st grade when a teacher asked what holidays i celebrated & i said st pats & when my mom found out she was like wtf

2 19

cale g weissman
@calleweissman

i still have no idea why i said it. my russian jewish family never really celebrated it beyond saying 'it's st patrick's day.'

8:31 AM · 3/17/17 · Twitter for iPhone

4 Likes

Verified entertainment reporter claims white men wanting to protect white women 'stokes racism' is more afraid of white men than ISIS hopes Trump is 'death rattle of old white men realizing they're not always going to be in charge' Are you not entertained? pbs.twimg.com/media/Dzxo6h9VsAERnNG...
The Hillary Clinton Sigh-and-Eyebrow-Raise is now my preferred strategy for if I have to listen to white men talking for a long time.

10:50 AM · 10/23/15 · Twitter Web Client
25 Retweets 75 Likes

Old white conservatives love using the idea of protecting white women to stoke racism but as we call all see, give zero shits about ACTUALLY protecting women.

1:56 PM · 10/7/18 · Twitter Web Client
60 Retweets 486 Likes

I am more scared of angry young white men in trench coats than I am of ISIS

11:11 AM · 11/28/16 · Twitter Web Client
153 Retweets 741 Likes

“What about the white men in the Star Wars univers—”
ME:

9:38 AM · 7/20/16 · Twitter Web Client
148 Retweets 410 Likes

To protect his white wife and daughter. Historically, lots of bad things happen because white men project a bunch of things onto protecting white women.

5:50 PM · 2/24/16 · Twitter Web App
4 Retweets 99 Likes

Voting for trump because you want to “shake things up!” is an exclusively white, male privilege.

8:25 PM · 6/11/16 · Twitter for iPhone
130 Retweets 399 Likes

Imagine being able to suspend your belief long enough to buy James Bond being played by 9 totally different balding white guys but not by a black person

1:03 AM · 8/10/18 · Twitter Web Client
295 Retweets 1,965 Likes

I’m not saying you’re definitely racist if you support Donald Trump, but you are definitely okay with racism, with is kind of just as bad.

11:37 AM · 7/25/16 · Twitter Web Client
194 Retweets 638 Likes
Dana Schwartz ⚡
@DanaSchwartzzz

Correspondent @EW. Author of AND WE'RE OFF and CHOOSE YOUR OWN DISASTER. See also: @GuyInYourMFA, @DystopianYA

📍 Los Angeles, CA 🌐 amazon.com/Choose-Your-Di...

📍 Born January 7 📅 Joined July 2011

yes, the secret is finally out thanks to neo-nazi code. I, dana (((schwartz)))), am a jewish.

12:26 PM · 6/3/16 · Twitter Web Client

7 Retweets 98 Likes

Take pride in the fact that underneath all of "their" anti-White hatred, always lies an ocean of envy. They hate us because they ain't us. pbs.twimg.com/media/DzY8ZkX4AAAJoce...

14 Feb @USUprising U.S. Uprising 🇺🇸

retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1
Sarah Silverman Says White Women Who Voted For Donald Trump ‘Are Too Far Gone’

It’s up to another set of voters to turn out in November, the comic says.

By Ed Mazza
10/10/2018 10:55 PM ET  |  Updated Oct 11, 2018
Sarah Silverman Says As The Only Jewish Kid At School She Felt Like a ‘Hairy Monkey’
(JTA) — “I was the hairy Jewish monkey in a sea of blond kids.”

That’s not Seth Rogen or Jonah Hill — it’s Sarah Silverman talking about her upbringing in Bedford, New Hampshire, on an upcoming episode of “Finding Your Roots,” the celebrity genealogy show on PBS.
Meghan Markle Reportedly Supports a Campaign for More Diversity in British Universities

The duchess was apparently shocked by the lack of women and people of color in professorial roles.

By Amy Mackelden   Feb 18 2019, 12:32 pm EST
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<th>Tweet 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bush did 9/11?? God, mediocre white men get credit for EVERYTHING!</td>
<td>@becauseimjewish ugh can white men stop being garbage for, like, a minute?</td>
<td>I'm so frustrated and bored by white male directors/creators. That's why I rarely go to the movies.</td>
</tr>
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<td>— eve peyser @evepeyser</td>
<td>— @becauseimjewish</td>
<td>— @evepeyser</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<th>Tweet 4</th>
<th>Tweet 5</th>
<th>Tweet 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i hate that there are police dogs. like don't force dogs to propagate white supremacy.</td>
<td>WHITE WOMEN: STOP SAYING IT'S HARD TO BE A WOMAN THAN A POC JUST STOP DOING IT OK?</td>
<td>Here's what I'm tired of seeing: white men at war, white men running X industry, evil white male protagonist doing Y, white men saving Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:41 PM · 1/22/16 · Twitter Web Client</td>
<td>5 Retweets 32 Likes</td>
<td>8:20 PM · 2/14/16 · Twitter Web Client</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Likes</td>
<td>— eve peyser @evepeyser · 1/22/16</td>
<td>— @evepeyser</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<th>Tweet 8</th>
<th>Tweet 9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#funfact: the song originally went 'who run the world?white supremacist heteropatriarchy!' beyonce couldn't find any rhymes so she changed it</td>
<td>yes, I am picky af, and yes i've seen many shows not starring white male protagonists, but there still aren't enough...</td>
<td>my issue with the #oscars is that i literally don't care about movies about white men i'm just over it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>8:05 PM · 2/14/16 · Twitter Web Client</td>
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my rejection of my jewish identity as a kid had everything to do w white supremacy. i hated my jewish hair, felt my jewishness made me ugly.
BREAKING: “Not enough evidence” to suggest America past its legacy of racism
8:52 PM · 11/24/14 · TweetDeck

If tech cos hire solely based on merit, then why are developers overwhelmingly white men? My latest at @Computerworld.com/article/287278...
10:41 AM · 2/10/16 · Twitter for iPhone
6 Likes

Addendum to diversity tweetstorm: This all assumes that Silicon Valley companies actually care about diversity. They must, right? Right? Right?
6:26 PM · 7/23/14 · Twitter for Mac

The Superman Crossover That Perfectly Explained White Privilege Decades Ago
io9.gizmodo.com/the-superman-c...
2:10 PM · 8/26/16 · Twitter for iPhone
3 Likes

Caught a screening of Zootopia last night. It’s, no joke, a funny animal movie about institutional racism and the dangers of microagressions
10:47 AM · 3/2/16 · Twitter for iPhone

Fedora is hiring a Diversity Advisor! Go, Fedora.
8:30 AM · 3/16/15 · Twitter for iPhone
4 Likes
matt weinberger 🌟
@gamoid

ds. editor @sai. heart of stone; rind so tough, it's crazy -- that's why they call me the avocado, baby. @gamoid on Telegram, ask for Signal.

춘 San Francisco, CA 🏙 businessinsider.com/sai

Joined February 2010

matt weinberger 🌟
@gamoid

Replying to @fmanjoo
@fmanjoo i knew my new york jewish upbringing would be good for something

11:35 AM · 12/17/15 · TweetDeck

1 Like
verified Hollywood comedy writer obsessed over fact that Trump supporters are white attacks Trump for not denouncing 'white supremacy' says it's 'racist,' 'ignorant,' & 'lacking empathy' to prevent people from sh*thole countries from coming into the US Where's the joke? pbs.twimg.com/media/DzvF2osXgAlP4Pt...
idk not supporting white supremacy?

CBS News • @CBSNews
“What could possibly be more bipartisan than allowing families to keep more of what they earn?” Pres. Trump says, as floods worsen in Texas.

Replied to by @robinrhede

It’s sick. Comedy is not something to be used to mask racism — see the same thing with the way Trump defends his rhetoric as “only joking”

Replied to by @Scaramucci and @POTUS

nobody, fucking, cares about the. fucking, curse, word. it’s about the. sentiment. and. the. president. being. racist. and. ignorant. and. lacking. empathy.

making friends in 2016: hey what kind of music do you like?

making friends in 2017: you’re not a white supremacist are you?
Jon Savitt 🔄
@savittj

comedy writer (for hire!) | cute but approachable
© Washington, DC via MN  🌐 jonsavittwrites.com
Joined April 2012

994 Following  14.2K Followers

Replying to @MarisaKabas
in college someone found out I was jewish & said to me "wait, really? but your nose isn't big"

11:53 AM · 3/7/18 · Twitter Web Client

2 Retweets 4 Likes

 vermageddon & map;edit to or at Forbe's viucessantly pushes tech 'diversity' ✓ triggered by a roomful of whites bc it lacks 'diversity' ✓ claims white males support racism &amp; are 'hopeless' ✓' says racism is very real in the US When they say 'diversity,' they mean no whites pbs.twimg.com/media/Dzu9IqhXcAliQFW…

19 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Don't worry guys, a middle aged white man on my flight this morning assured everyone he'll make more money now and we will be just fine.

Alex Konrad @alexkonrad
8:30 AM · 11/9/16 · Twitter for iPhone
4 Retweets 33 Likes

With men making up 88% of primary farm operators, agriculture tech and investing has a long way to go toward better diversity. Experts Connie Bowen @TheYieldLab and Allison Kopf @agrilyst break down the problem for @Forbes — and present a path forward.

Alex Konrad @alexkonrad
12:20 AM · 9/4/18 · Twitter for iPhone
5 Likes

Replying to @coliijnordan
Racism is very real in this country

Alex Konrad @alexkonrad
Replying to @Sean92790688 and @JPosnanski
well obviously plenty of white guys will be offended any time you take a racist logo away.

Alex Konrad @alexkonrad
3:31 PM · 1/29/18 · Twitter Web Client

Replying to @alexkonrad and @Forbes
Ellen Pao tells @Forbes that the big tech cos make excuses on diversity—and change must come from startups first.

Alex Konrad @alexkonrad
1:11 AM · 10/8/16 · Twitter for iPhone
1 Like

Replying to @rmsustor and @DanielleMornli
@NateSilver538 @FiveThirtyEight which is because it's asking women to fix things for the hopeless white males

Alex Konrad @alexkonrad

Amazed by the diversity of the sad crowd shots Fox News just showed of Romney HQ #not

Alex Konrad @alexkonrad
12:08 AM · 11/7/12 · Twitter for iPhone

Replying to @LauraBlehrenWu @goshippo and 3 others
Definitely worth noting. Lack of diversity on the main #Cloud100 list is a concern, too. Hope to help be a part of the change!

Alex Konrad @alexkonrad
2:38 PM · 7/11/17 · Twitter Web Client

As She Takes New Kapor Center Role, Ellen Pao Says Silicon Valley Diversity Begins With Start—
This new guy seems like he’ll probably have some thought provoking stuff folks. Probably want to give him a follow

Jussie Smollet—a Jewish actor—just committed blood libel against whites by blaming a fake hate crime on them. Nevertheless, Ben Shapiro has decided to use Jussie’s anti-white hoax to push the narrative that Jews are the real victims here. Shameless, absolutely shameless
dailywire.com
You, too, fail to denounced white supremacism? Fine, you own it now.

Vice President Mike Pence @vP
As @POTUS Trump said, “We have to come together as Americans with love for each other.”
#Charlottesville twitter.com/rwalsdontrum...

6:29 PM - 8/12/17 - Twitter Web Client

Trump is winning among white people. How awful. Hey, white people. You suck. (I disavow you.)
7:39 PM - 11/8/16 from Washington, DC - Twitter Web Client
4 Retweets 46 Likes

I am a white guy without a college degree. I voted for Clinton. Apparently I am, like, one in 200.
3:20 PM - 11/10/16 from Washington, DC - Twitter Web Client
1 Retweet 23 Likes

This is who we are. We have a revolting human as president, and he is empowering these hateful morons, and if you don’t decry it, you are part of it.

Outrage as non-Native youth wearing MAGA hats taunt and disrespect...
newsmax.com
2:43 PM - 1/19/19 - Twitter Web Client

Im ANY election if I knew nothing about the candidates and had to vote blind, I would vote: 1. liberal/dem over conservative/ rep 2) woman over man 3) long name over short name (Shtetlgrimpfer over Jones) 4) colored over white 5) urban over rural 6) ugly over pretty. sorry.

The core of Trump’s success is his dominance among angry white voters w/o a college education.” The sullen, dumb-ass bigot constituency.
11:29 AM - 3/17/16 - Twitter Web Client

No, it is not. We suddenly have the clear & present danger of a white supremacist & Nazi apologist in the WH. (You make this so easy, Tim.)

Tim Graham @TimGraham
Replying to @geneweingarten and @newsbusters
Isn’t it shocking that the Pelosi Democrats want to rid the world of Confederate statues...?
7:42 AM - 8/19/16 - Twitter Web Client

Replying to @IlanBrommer and @chryslap
White people are increasingly a-holes! Let us gather together, non-a-hole white people, including non-college grads like me, and become agents of change.
1:53 PM - 12/13/17 - Twitter Web Client

Replying to @lorotesham
So sayeth a typically ignorant humorless self-righteous bigoted lard-assed rhythmless pasty-faced honk-voiced white male.
Gene Weingarten
@geneweingarten

WaPo columnist, epistemologist, aptonymetrician, enthusiast of excreta-related humor. Tweets represent ONLY the views of The Post. Personally, I disavow them.

© Washington, D.C.  Joined July 2008

628 Following  20.5K Followers

I know it is hard to believe from my appearance, but I am Jewish.

7:57 PM · 2/23/16 · Twitter Web Client

6 Likes

That $200 million increase in aid to Israel, is in addition to the $38 billion Congress already approved. Oh and Trump signed a bill that contains 140% more funding for Israel ($3.3billion) than a border wall for America ($1.3billion.) But ZOG is a big conspiracy theory, right? pbs.twimg.com/media/Dzs-uHHWwAA8c_r...
New US spending bill includes $200m increase in defense aid to Israel

Legislation signed by Trump to avoid second government shutdown adds to $3.8b earmarked by Obama administration in 2016

By ERIC CORTELLESSA
All 100 senators sign letter asking for equal treatment of Israel at the U.N.

By Anne Gearan 📝
April 27
Loaded in 1.33 seconds

H.R.672 - Combating European Anti-Semitism Act of 2017
115th Congress (2017-2018)


(A) Calling for, aiding, or justifying the killing or harming of Jews (often in the name of a radical ideology or an extremist view of religion).

(B) Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about Jews as such, or the power of Jews as a collective, especially, but not exclusively, the myth about a world Jewish conspiracy or of Jews controlling the media, economy, government, or other societal institutions.

(C) Accusing Jews as a people of being responsible for real or imagined wrongdoing committed by a single Jewish person or group, the State of Israel, or even for acts committed by non-Jews.

(D) Accusing the Jews as a people, or Israel as a state, of inventing or exaggerating the Holocaust

(E) Accusing Jewish citizens of being more loyal to Israel, or to the alleged priorities of Jews worldwide, than to the interest of their own countries.

This did not go well. twitter.com/ThePowersThatBe/status/…
18 Feb @redsteeze Stephen Miller retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

I really can't stress this enough - if you can, PLEASE consider #homeschooling. It's fun, it gives you freedom to choose your own curriculum & schedule and you can completely bypass the indoctrination!!! www.weeklystandard.com/katherine-ke…
18 Feb @vamber42 Jessica Rabbit ☃️ retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1
University diversity team works to align ‘our values and our reality’

Leaders to speak at Day of Diversity, Dialogue & Action

By Diane Toroian Keaggy • February 18, 2019

If we believe in diversity, why are we not more diverse?

That question vexes Adrienne Davis, vice provost and William M. Van Cleve Professor of Law at Washington University in St. Louis.
&gt; Comes to a white nation &gt; Attacks all white people &gt; Calls for their wealth to be ‘redistributed’ in their own nations &gt; "Wow, there's a huge backlash, must be those Russian bots eh?" twitter.com/sairasameeraro/status/…

18 Feb @AlbionIsEternal Albion Eternal retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

- If you hate blacks, Hispanics, Asians, or Arabs, you're a racist. - If you hate Jews, you're an anti-Semite. - If you hate Muslims, you're an Islamophobe. - If you hate homosexuals, you're a homophobe. But if you hate straight White men, the Left just calls you "good"...

12 Feb @Nature_and_Race Racial Consciousness retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Is cuckoldry a valid political strategy? Asking for a friend. pbs.twimg.com/media/DzsJ6qmWoAEEnaO…

18 Feb @HarmlessYardDog Battle Beagle retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1
If I saw a Republican President achieve the lowest ever black unemployment rate, a 500% increase in black owned businesses, sign prison reform, pardon wrongly convicted people of color, and win back the black vote, I would be desperate to believe fabricated hate crimes too.

12:58 PM - 17 Feb 2019

7,865 Retweets 23,597 Likes

 vermifed feminist writer 🌟claims to be a white woman 🌟despises white people 🌟says whiteness is ‘unbearable’ 🌟gets triggered when she sees white people on tv 🌟wants to disarm white men 🌟can’t wait until white men lose their power 🌟calls Trump a ‘white supremacist’ Sigh. pbs.twimg.com/media/DzsbhgOWsAAasSGP...
@selfagency: The @PPact "Establishment" thing, the mostly-white "America" ad, and yes, BernieBros addressed by campaign. Legit data points.

@selfagency: Yikes THIS is your defense of an ad called "America" featuring mostly white people? Just no. (2)

@selfagency: CNN panel on inauguration and the March should not consist of 7 white people, full stop. Any CNN...

Instagram post: "White Women" broke for Ken Cuccinelli or Mitt Romney etc. I feel shamed & helpless & all, "We're not all bad!"

@selfagency: Wrote abt this last year for @thedailybeast - "The Unbearable Whiteness of Cable" - thedadailybeast.com/articles/2010/... - will 2010 ramp-up speed change?

@selfagency: Cosby mistrial is incredibly disheartening. Double-digits of women all saying he drugged and assaulted them. Clear modus operandi. BUT

@selfagency: And eventually these old white men won't be around for juries anymore. Or Presidencies.
(((Rachel Sklar))) 💫 ✅
@rachelsklar

Call Congress: (202) 224-3121
#FamiliesBelongTogether #BelieveWomen

-Manhattan, NY  theli.st  Joined January 2008
8,890 Following  61K Followers

(((Rachel Sklar))) 💫 ✅
@rachelsklar

I am Jewish and find the Trump/ICE/-Nazi comparisons apt. Fight BACK.

9:12 PM · 6/20/18 · Twitter Web Client
7 Retweets 19 Likes

verified tech 'diversity' expert writes 'The Diversity Blog' spends all day everyday trying to make tech less male & less white guilts companies into hiring less whites supports censorship of 'white supremacist' views This isn't complicated, they want you dispossessed pbs.twimg.com/media/DzsE_ZsV4AIwO-...
Sitting down with some of the @xerox global team talking about diversity, inclusivity, culture and balance... #xeroxweek

Ben Kapes @benkapes
9:17 PM - 5/31/17 - TweetDeck
2 Likes

Big ups to @godaddy for doing the right thing > GoDaddy tells white supremacist site to find new domain provider tom.ch/2wWomzT

Ben Kapes @benkapes
11:05 PM - 6/1/17 - TweetDeck
13 Retweets 38 Likes

I signed up, why don’t you? Be the change. #diversity #inclusion - I have promised not to serve on men-only panels. owen.org/pledge

Ben Kapes @benkapes
1:38 PM - 6/1/17 - TweetDeck
1 Like

Great to take the opportunity, while in Seattle, to meet face 2 face with other members of the diversity and inclusivity group I’m part of

Ben Kapes @benkapes
4:51 PM - 5/12/17 - Twitter for Android
2 Likes

ICYMI – New from me... > On diversity, inclusion and the horrendous misogyny in the tech industry bit.ly/2mt1gyO

Ben Kapes @benkapes
10:03 AM - 3/6/17 - Buffer
1 Like

Discussing how we can achieve higher levels of inclusivity and diversity through the positive reinforcement of good behaviors 1/2

Ben Kapes @benkapes
9:48 PM - 3/2/17 - TweetDeck
4 Likes

Want to be proud as a kiwi? Or happy how we do #diversity and #inclusion? Watch as we voted marriage equality into law.

Ben Kapes @benkapes
4:05 PM - 6/1/17 - Twitter for Android
2 Likes

Thanks for sharing Daniel. I’ve got a #diversity and #inclusion initiative I’ll be reaching out to @kenandy and @salesforce about soon...

Ben Kapes @benkapes
6:28 PM - 6/1/17 - TweetDeck
Retweet 6 Likes

Toying with the idea of a Business Code of Conduct which boards and CEOs commit to with regards #Diversity and #Inclusivity – thoughts?

Ben Kapes @benkapes
6:39 PM - 6/16/16 from Christchurch City, New Zealand - Twitter for Android
5 Likes

My good diversity-encouraging deed for the day: explained to a dude why he should use “she” when he needs a hypothetical individual

Ben Kapes @benkapes
9:19 AM - 9/25/17 - TweetDeck
2 Retweets 10 Likes

This political debate is an example of why NZ politics is broken. White, Middle Aged. Old school.

Ben Kapes @benkapes
9:55 AM - 3/6/17 - Buffer

Diversity. Also not funny and wildly disrespectful. You should know better.

Ben Kapes @benkapes
7 AM - 3/6/17 - TweetDeck

Just saying: two out of the three first speakers at #MSIgnite have been women (and 2 of three haven’t been white) #diversity #inclusion

Ben Kapes @benkapes
5:02 PM - 3/26/16 - TweetDeck
1 Retweet

RePLYING to @kristinone dude, just look at the name of my blog, I’ll always fight for diversity! ;-)
Ben Kepes 🌟
@benkepes

Business, and the business of tech | Ultra endurance athlete | Firefighter | @cactusoutdoor | 🌐instagram.com/benkepes

喳 EnZed (and often AirNZ) 🌐 diversity.net.nz

Irony: the idiot I helped yesterday after he flipped his car and it exploded had swastika tattoos. I'm Jewish. Who feels more tainted?

2:22 PM · 11/4/13 · Twitter for Android

3 Retweets 2 Likes

@LastTrueLiberal No problem man. My flip was also fast and furious, like awakening suddenly from a deep deep sleep

18 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

& see Now This (NT) video claiming it's xenophobic for Hungary's gov to encourage the Hungarian people to have children & check who runs NT & nod knowingly & check who runs NT's parent co & nod knowingly & check who runs the parent co of NT's parent co & nod knowingly #EverySingleTime pbs.twimg.com/media/Dzp6NJwX4AE2c5U...
Hungary’s birth rate is so low that they are considering tax incentives for women to have more babies — but the motives behind the policy stem from xenophobia.

“We Hungarians have a different way of thinking. We don’t just want numbers, we want Hungarian babies.”

Viktor Orbán
Prime Minister of Hungary
Kenneth Lerer is an American businessman and media executive. He was the chairman and co-founder of The Huffington Post, an American news website acquired by AOL in 2011. Lerer is also a Managing Director of Lerer Hippeau Ventures, and Chairman of Betaworks and BuzzFeed.

Ben Lerer
@BenjLerner

Replied to @mokoyfman
@mokoyfman that's why I'm Jewish
3:15 PM · 10/25/12 · Twitter for iPhone
1 Like

Early life and education
Zaslav was born to a Jewish family in Rockland County, New York, and received a bachelor of science degree from Fordham University. Following this, he graduated from the University of Pennsylvania's Law School with a JD in 1985 and started his career as an associate at Davis Polk & Wardwell. He previously served as an adjunct professor at Fordham University, where he created a graduate-level course on the business of television.

Products
Factual television

Verified communist activist/claims all Republicans are white supremacists/incessantly attacks whites/claims white women 'uphold white supremacy'/wants to ban white men/thinks 'white peoples are terrible' & 'an embarrassment'

Just another typical blue check mark folks pbs.twimg.com/media/DzpEi6WXQACWi3...
white people are an embarrassment

Steve Kornacki @SteveKornacki
White voters (AL exit)
White men w/ college degree 64-32% Moore
White men no college degree: 81-16% Moore
White women w/ college degree: 54-43% Mo...

It's hard to look at Steve King's reelection as anything other than Americans feeling free to openly condone white supremacy.
12:22 AM · 11/7/18 · TweetDeck
254 Retweets 1,295 Likes

deleted a couple tweets because I don't think they accurately expressed what I was trying to say.
White women uphold white supremacy through their vote. They have no qualms about hurting women of color, and that's an objective truth.

God, white people are terrible
9:39 PM · 9/18/16 · TweetDeck
2 Likes

Do you know the difference between Republicans and white supremacists?
Neither do I.
12:05 PM · 9/28/18 · TweetDeck
152 Retweets 2,030 Likes

I'mao imagine white men in congress thinking this is their time
2:16 PM · 11/14/18 · TweetDeck
38 Retweets 178 Likes

one side of the street: love, inclusion, education, every type of person
the other side: anger, fear, and a whole lot of white people
1:03 PM · 7/28/17 from Brentwood, NY · Twitter for iPhone
4 Retweets 25 Likes

and white people who aren't voicing support for those taking a knee are complicit in white supremacy.
6:06 PM · 10/8/17 · Twitter for iPhone
7 Retweets 16 Likes

who wants to fund my new media company where white men are banned and women are believed
1:29 PM · 11/30/17 · TweetDeck
5 Retweets 78 Likes
i'm jewish, and not a religious person, and not even entirely sure what this phrase means, but jesus be a fence
A white lesbian woman ‘stuck by’ her white lesbian partner during her partner’s ‘transition,’ &bc this ‘non-traditional’ couple will never produce any white children—the Canadian gov deemed their extremely predictable story worthy of promotion. The anti-white agenda is clear
From Whitney to Kaden: I stuck by my transgender partner through his transition

Hilary Aitcheson · for CBC News ·
Posted: Feb 17, 2019 5:00 AM CT | Last Updated: 5 hours ago
When Hilary Aitcheson (right) first met Kaden Thorp, he was introduced as "Whitney." Thorp later came out to Aitcheson as a transgender male. (Submitted by Hilary

Twitter.com/"TheEuropeanMan1/status/"
17 Feb @UppityWilliamP: Willem Pearson retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Verified journalist claims to be a 'white woman' constantly disparages whites, says Trump presidency is 'last dying gasps of a...nativist, male-chauvinist, white-supremacist mentality' thinks 'white people must be stopped' These anecdotes are starting to add up folks. pbs.twimg.com/media/Dzo7yXwWdA5m...
White people must be stopped

This is not my theory but I heard it once and it’s very clarifying: The Republicans are all about maintaining the status quo, i.e., keeping privileged white men in power. That dictates virtually all of their behavior.

In the end, our country always tilts toward the progressive, but social media has drastically accelerated that course.

So it was inevitable, I think, that the last dying gasps of a kind of nativist, male-chauvinist, white-supremacist mentality would rise up.

Right now the government of Thailand is risking lives to SAVE children while the US government is actively trying to HARM them.

It’s so brave for a bunch of mostly white cisgender heterosexuals to come forward and speak about their oppression!

lol I’m a middle-aged white woman! Squarely in Hillary’s demo!

I’m going to go out on a limb and guess the author of this embarrassing drivel is white.

WTF, white women?

That being said, I think #BlackLivesMatter is the one that scares them most. Black people having agency freaks white people out.

25 Retweets 185 Likes

2 Retweets 4 Likes

1 Retweet 4 Likes

9:14 PM - 9/21/16 - Twitter for iPhone

9:14 AM - 5/8/18 - Twitter for iPhone

8:27 PM - 2/10/16 from Baltimore, MD - Twitter Web Client

10:33 PM - 2/9/18 - Twitter for iPhone

9:14 PM - 4/24/17 from Baltimore, MD - Twitter Web Client

10:32 AM - 4/21/17 from Baltimore, MD - Twitter Web Client

8/10 PM - 7/20/16 - Twitter for iPhone

8:27 PM - 2/10/16 from Baltimore, MD - Twitter Web Client

9:32 AM - 4/21/17 from Baltimore, MD - Twitter Web Client
The City of Baltimore issued me a speeding camera ticket on Christmas. Yes, I'm Jewish but THEY DON'T KNOW THAT!
In Warsaw, Pompeo urges Poland to pass Holocaust restitution law

Poland is the only EU member without comprehensive legislation to return, or provide compensation for, private property confiscated by the Nazis
However this turns out. White folks are embarrassing.

9:46 PM · 12/12/17 · Twitter for iPhone

132 Retweets 710 Likes

I never want to hear again that the votes for Trump weren't for white supremacy. In fact, in effect, they were. Own it.

Brian Koppelman @briankoppelman

This Muslim ban isn’t just what Trump voters were promised. It’s what they demanded with their votes. Meanness, paranoia, bigotry. Own it.

As a white man, I walk the streets never wondering if I’m gonna get railroaded for some crime or tackled or shot by cops.

#BlackLivesMatter

8:44 PM · 9/11/15 · Twitter for iPhone

27 Retweets 51 Likes

3) And as we were talking, I started playing the records, and, I mean, the early cover versions, especially by the really bland artists...

Brian Koppelman @briankoppelman

4) were horrible and stand as a total refutation to the idea that white America is the culturally enriched and enriching America.

Brian Koppelman @briankoppelman

White men are the worst. We just are. Majority of us, and only us, support Trump. Wake the fuck up, guys, come on.

3:13 PM · 8/13/16 · Twitter Web Client

26 Retweets 76 Likes

Some folks have tweeted at me that innocent white people can get beaten down by cops too. Sure. About 1/100th as often. #BlackLivesMatter

9:24 PM · 9/9/15 · Twitter Web Client

6 Retweets 34 Likes

I’m not sure I can be the guy who slams someone for his humor being "an elitist pedantic display of archaic words and obscure references" you know? But I do think he’s become a sad, reactionary, xenophobic defender of false values and a white, male hegemony.

Brian Koppelman @briankoppelman

11:29 AM · 7/6/16 · Twitter Web Client

21 Retweets 81 Likes

1) Each time a black man is murdered by police, I’m struck anew at the full scope/scale of the privilege I’ve had as white male in America.

Brian Koppelman @briankoppelman

If I can put down the snark for a sec and be earnest: it’s really scary that we have a president who basically agrees w American
Are there any particular group(s) that target high trust, low crime/ethnically homogeneous societies for destruction? Asking for a friend. pbs.twimg.com/media/DznDSIZX0AAqE-X...
Yes, a class of people wrongly accused should feel no joy when they are finally vindicated and should be subjected to additional attacks if they celebrate their vindication. The media class truly despises us #EnemyOfThePeople
twitter.com/secupp/status/109698382...
17 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

I'm a single issue voter. America. If a politician gets that wrong, they're dead to me.
twitter.com/JacobAWohl/status/10962...
15 Feb @HarmlessYardDog Battle Beagle retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Middle East security' expert brags about being in deep state associates Trump with white supremacists wants US to accept more refugees claims US needs to be in ME forever sees US as Israel's deliverer obsessed with Israel's well-being You gotta love dual citizens pbs.twimg.com/media/DzmQ0QPWoAEBDfU...
17 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Trump's pullout from Syria will over time lead to a new extremist safe haven, attacks in Europe, & more refugee flows. Which he will then use to stoke his anti-Muslim anti-immigrant agenda.

Quick. Someone please explain to me again how great Trump is for Israel 😞😞

John Harwood @JohnJHarwood
Trump on Iran's role in Syria: "they can do what they want there, frankly"

3:42 PM - 1/2/19 · Twitter for iPhone
4 Retweets 25 Likes

If this gets worse it becomes the scariest scenario of the Trump presidency. Will he:
A. Listen to the professionals & respond calmly; or
B. Stoke public fears & anti immigrant hysteria while not providing financial assistance & leadership to stop it.

5. But given our relationship with Israel, we were always viewed as THE essential player who could both reassure Israel & also press it when necessary to come to the table to make the deal. No one else could deliver the Israelis.

8:53 AM · 5/14/18 · Twitter for iPhone

11. We should accept that we cannot end the civil wars & security vacuums in the Middle East. But with a limited number of troops (a couple of thousand) we can contain/manage the problem and prevent the worst outcomes as we have with the counter ISIS campaign.

6:31 AM · 1/29/19 · Twitter for iPhone
39 Retweets 196 Likes

What Trump is doing is to shut out Syrian refugees is horrific and irresponsible. But 15,479 in 2016!
under Obama was also not nearly enough

The latest sign of increasing partisanship around Israel. Does not bode well in the long run for the US-Israel relationship

"His daughter is Jewish" is not a defense for all the vile racist white supremacist language he has tolerated & fueled most notably after Charlottesville.

Considering his daughter is Jewish most of these protesters have no clue what they are protesting and instead in they are spreading hate
Middle East Security Director at CNAS. Former deep stater. Iran, Israel, Middle East Peace, broader regional issues.

© Washington DC  cnas.org/goldenbergilan

Joined December 2010

1,041 Following  25.6K Followers

As an American Jew, nothing better captures my feelings today than this from @ChemiShalev. Not sure I’ve ever felt as distant from Israel
Jewish Community Centers Face Third Wave of Bomb Threats Nationwide

Jewish groups ask: Why won’t Trump denounce anti-Semitic attacks?

BY ANITA KUMAR
AKUMAR@MCCLATCHYDC.COM

FEBRUARY 17, 2017 06:28 PM, UPDATED FEBRUARY 17, 2017 06:44 PM
Jewish Center Bomb Threat Suspect Is Arrested in Israel

Bomb Threats

An Israeli-American teen was arrested in March 2017 and charged with making more than 150 bomb threats to Jewish Community Centers, schools, ADL offices, and other Jewish community institutions. A second man, Juan Thompson, 31, of St. Louis, Missouri, was arrested and charged with making copycat threats against Jewish centers and ADL offices. Thompson is alleged to have made at least eight of the threats against JCCs in January and February as part of a sustained campaign to harass and intimidate a former girlfriend. He was charged with one count of cyberstalking, and other charges may be pending.

In total, ADL identified 165 bomb threats against JCCs and other Jewish institutions during the first quarter of 2017. The Justice Department affidavits, which accompanied the announcement of the criminal charges against the Israeli teen, graphically documented the chilling texts of some of the bomb threats. A number of the calls to Jewish community institutions graphically threatened a “bloodbath” where “Jews” were going to have their heads blown off. Other threats to Jewish institutions included specific language that a large...
A hate hoax must be treated as a hate crime against the libeled group
17 Feb @vdare Virginia Dare retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

A hate hoax is a hate crime. It is a blood libel used to demonize white people. If we're going to have special categories for crimes of "hate," than hate hoaxes must be prosecuted as a hate crime. pbs.twimg.com/media/DzIltiVAEXGF... 17 Feb @westland_will Will Westcott retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Chicago police believe Jussie Smollett PAID two Nigerian brothers to ATTACK him on the street and say they bought the rope found around the Empire star's neck from a local hardware store

JUSSIE ‘SET IT ALL UP’
Resentful white people propelled Trump to the White House — and he is rewarding their loyalty wapo.st/2v8e4Nh

Study: White support for the Confederate flag really is about racism, not Southern heritage wapo.st/xPi3P0

White Americans are the biggest terror threat in the United States bit.ly/1TPtBc

Thank goodness the white electorate is slowly decreasing in the US. Latinos and African-Americans will save the world tonight, I hope.

Study of the 41% white millennials who voted for Trump shows they were primarily motivated by racism wapo.st/2AY6R8F

The typical Trump supporter is an uneducated white man gallup.com/opinion/poll...
Look's like it's time to explain, yet again, to Black Twitter that Wakanda isn't real, but Africa, Haiti, and racial IQ differences are real. #TheEuropeanMan

Elizabeth Tsurkov
@Elizrael

Passionate about human rights. Research Fellow at the Forum for Regional Thinking @RegThink focusing on Syria. Comms @enablingPeace. Admin @WomenKnowMENA

Joined December 2008

Replying to @hxhassan
I'm an atheist Jew and I say bless the hands that shoot down these death machines. This doesn't mean I (or al-Omar) support ISIS.

Looks like it's time to explain, yet again, to Black Twitter that Wakanda isn't real, but Africa, Haiti, and racial IQ differences are real. #TheEuropeanMan

17 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Marking the one-year anniversary of Marvel's Black Panther
14K people Tweeting about this

@SoCoFanAccount
17 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

'severe online harassment?' Oh, you mean like when anti-white corporate tech monopolies suspend & censor average folks for posting racial crime statistics or exposing where the majority of anti-white hate is coming from? pbs.twimg.com/media/DzkkSzKcW0AA1qH...
17 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

ADL @ADL · 3d
BREAKING: 37% of Americans have experienced severe online harassment, up from 18% in 2017.

Sexual harassment, stalking and physical threats toward Americans online have sharply increased. Read the full report: adl.org/onlineharassme...

Advertising isn’t about selling you a product. It’s about selling you white genocide. pbs.twimg.com/media/DzkZPcWAA7Y_...
Clover POS: Simple and Compact
Donald Trump Is Making White Supremacy Great Again – Ranitt

I've personally met DOZENS of bigoted Trump voters who spewed racist views like this, and that's just my limited experience here in NY. Please retweet if you've met a racist Trumpster. Even better, SHARE what they said or did so we'll all understand better.

Simran Jeet Singh @SikhProf
Racist white woman harasses Latino man, Esteban Guzman. Her words reflect the influence of Trump.

So, I guess this means that 83% of these self-identified Republicans are racist white nationalists.

TrumpIsARacist
TrumpIsAWhiteNationalist

twitter.com/facethenation/

Sure, @realDonaldTrump is a lying, corrupt, racist, traitorous imbecile who defends white supremacists, Nazis, wife beaters and pedophiles. But Barack Obama had his own scandal: remember that time he wore a BEIGE SUIT!!! 😈

BeigeSuitScandal

With Trump's legislative agenda collapsing, economic growth slowing & white supremacists rising, only RACISTS and IDIOTS still support Trump.

Stop me if you’ve heard this one. A racist white supremacist, a mentally unbalanced moron, and a lying, corrupt, treasonous criminal walk into a bar. Bartender says, “What’ll you have, Mr. Trump?”

ImpeachTrump TrumpCrimeFamily
Chairman of @TheDemCoalition, the nation's largest grassroots Resistance organization. #Resist
Views=mine

@ Jon Cooper
@joncoopertweets

Replying to @BenjySarlin
As one Jewish person to another, Mark Zuckerberg @finkd, I'd like to tell you to go fuck yourself.

2:53 PM · 7/18/18 · Twitter Web Client

30 Retweets 204 Likes

@HappyTedVault @Jack_Varzin Yep, that's why I don't. As soon as I feature one, I block them and hope to tweet another day
16 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Hmmm, I wonder if there's a link between income inequality and racial IQs? pbs.twimg.com/media/Dzj19SwWwAARB62…
16 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Researchers find a link between income inequality and racial bias
Hello, I am a white woman. Please don't murder black people to protect my "purity." Thank you.

1:03 PM - 6/18/15 - Twitter for iPhone
3 Retweets 16 Likes

Jesus christ white people, why is it so hard for us to grok that it is a crappy idea to use black culture as a restaurant theme, why

4:06 PM - 9/16/17 - Twitter for iPhone
20 Retweets 175 Likes

God white people not everything is about dot us

3:38 PM - 1/17/19 - Twitter Web Client
21 Retweets 283 Likes

Our schools & workplaces are overrun with white men, any of whom could be the next to radicalize & kill innocent Americans.

5:09 PM - 11/27/15 - Twitter for iPhone

How did we let these white men infiltrate our culture so deeply?

White people: We Are Literally The Worst

9:13 PM - 3/22/16 - Twitter for iPhone
2 Retweets 30 Likes

I have so much work sitting undone right now because — even not watching the hearing — today just tanked me. How much does the GOP’s bullheaded campaign to protect the sanctity of white male sexual assault cost America in the lost productivity of rage-filled women?

#actually alex the best thing a white man can do when a black man examines his burdens is shut. the. fuck. up.

Alex Brophy @ecoplunge
Replying to @hels
@hels Disagree? Fine. Say so. Pull it apart. Attack it where it is weak. But stop talking! I

I'm mad at a whole lot of people m and I guess it's just a random coincidence that they're all white men regularly rewarded for mediocrity

10:29 PM - 8/25/17 - Twitter for iPhone
37 Retweets 281 Likes

Replying to @TheBlackHolef
@TheBlackHolef @chefp microscopy I think we can all agree let's just fire all the white men in a rocket to sun

1:17 PM - 10/2/16 - Twitter for iPhone
3 Likes
your friend Helen 🔄
@hels

I write for @newyorker and I’m not a restaurant critic | aesthete/asshat | she/her | hi @ helenlikesyou .com

NYC via Chicago 🌐 newyorker.com/contributors/h...

Joined July 2008

2,449 Following 91.7K Followers

A lot of Jewish people (including me!) have an ambivalent-to-nonexistent relationship to the religious parts of our identity. Please note that nazis, anti-semites, and white supremacists don’t care about the nuances of our self-definition, and will kill us anyway.

5:34 PM · 10/27/18 · Twitter for iPhone

229 Retweets 1,129 Likes
white people are such sissies. my tough-as-nails egyptian friend got her wisdom teeth removed last night at 8pm - she's at work this morning

Bad news, white people. Turns out our race is grappling with "the spiritual emptiness of being blank" salon.com/2013/04/25/how...

I'm so close to just giving up on white people for good. My people just keep letting me down: http://bit.ly/kTNYI

OK, let's have fun. Arabs and others with awesome names, share the translation with the rest of us lame white people.

You really think Australia actually plays soccer? Until the early nineties our national sport was synchronized racism.

Relying to @TToukan
@TToukan ie, making racism uncool is something that happened in my lifetime in Australia, and is still a work in progress.

I pre-emptively apologise on behalf of all white people RT @bintbattuta Wow. "Understanding Arabs: A westerner's guide" is.gd/4zJJRj

To discuss the refugee crisis, Charlie Rose assembled a diverse selection of white men. (via @alexbhiniker)
through meditation i program my heart to beat breakbeats and hum basslines upon exhalation. (Opinion Editor, BuzzFeed News)

PGP: http://bit.ly/1Nja4jP  about.me/tomgara

Joined May 2007

1,406 Following  47.5K Followers
STEM professors’ beliefs on intelligence may widen the racial achievement gap

Racial minorities can suffer lower grades if their teachers see intelligence as fixed

By BRUCE BOWER 2:00PM, FEBRUARY 15, 2019
Jared and the Republican Establishment

Trump's Presidency

The art of the deal

Husband can't seem to control his cuckholdry online pbs.twimg.com/media/DzfazLqWwAAFCYO…
16 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Husband can't seem to control his anti-racism rage online

Carolyn Hax

Posted 2/15/2019 2:41 PM

🔗verified feminist & left wing propagandist 🆎finds white Christian Americans ‘pathetic’ & ‘fucking terrifying’ 🆎gives ‘zero fucks that sad white men feel ignored’ 🆎claims that Trump’s immigration policies are ‘racist’ All these coincidences are starting to add up folks pbs.twimg.com/media/DzIP514XcAAJemj…

16 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Nailed the white supremacist vote for the Christian supremacist vote. Shouldn't be hard.

8:50 PM · 9/17/15 · Twitter for iPhone

3 Retweets 10 Likes

Speaking of racism... the Trump administration kidnapped thousands of children and didn't bother to keep track of them because they're not white so they're not worth caring about.

11:49 PM · 8/14/15 · Twitter Web Client

23 Retweets 40 Likes

If you think it's bad that Steve King gave a thumbs up to white supremacy, you should hear about this other guy who called Nazis very fine people.

cc Every single Republican

9:39 PM · 11/15/16 · Twitter Web Client

56 Retweets 136 Likes

White Christian Americans have no idea how fucking terrifying they are to the rest of us.

12:30 PM · 3/3/14 · Twitter Web Client

2 Likes

Sure. If they're male, white and straight or unborn. RT @Questingrat: @KailiJoy Republicans will declare anything a person.

4:29 PM · 1/9/13 · Twitter Web Client

3 Retweets 1 Like

Old white men are not going to save us

Edward-Isaac Dovere @IsaacDovere

Among the prospective 2020 Democrats who haven't said anything about Northam still: @BernieSanders and @JoeBiden

Show this thread

11:02 PM · 2/1/19 · Twitter for iPhone

35 Retweets 189 Likes
I feel more relieved than anything now that Trump has surrendered and signed this atrocious bill. It’s finally over. We can dispense with the idea that this diseased government can be reformed or saved. We tried, it didn’t work. Trump was unable to get anything meaningful done.

Flawless teamwork like this is why we refer to each other as ‘fam’.

I 15 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1
Gradually...

SoCo Fan Account @SoCoFanAc... · 5m

WolfNote @WyrdWyIdStuff · 5m
Began

Roy McAvoy 😞 @Goy_McAvoy · 3m
to

Sir Reginald 🇬🇧 🇦🇫 😎 @MrWhipple... · 3m
hate

5UP3R50LDAT3N
@5UP3R50LD4T3N

Replying to @MrWhipplebottom
@TheEuropeanMan1 and 3 others

them.

5:42 PM · 2/15/19 · Twitter for iPhone
It's even more pathetic when you listen to the whole thing. She's basically saying: sure, a minority of senators representing a minority of the voters, many of them in very white states w/ small populations, can stop a vital program that's of pressing concern to the vast majority.

Given the intricate relationship between white supremacy and the filibuster in this country, and the way it currently empowers a small group of white voters, I don't know how anyone can claim to be against structural racism and be in favor of the filibuster.

10:47 PM · 1/22/19 · Twitter Web Client

Something so wonderful about a champion of white supremacy—a system that depended on centuries of endless verifications of white identity—being denied verification. And complaining about it.

Richard Spencer @RichardBSpencer
Verified no more! Is it not okay to be proudly White?

Residual Manatee @pictarp... · 10/31/18
"Country built on the ideal of mutual consent."
How do these people always forget about the genocide and slavery?

8:40 AM · 10/31/18 · Twitter Web Client

They don't. They just think we, white people, mutually consented, to each other, to it.

9 Likes

If the GOP suffers any loss on Tuesday, I hope the left, and the media, push like hell on this message: bashing immigrants does not help the GOP; it hurts them. Parts of the GOP already fear that's true. So reinforce the message.

The white ruling class says "my identity politics are better than yours."

Before she was nominated to the Court, Sonia Sotomayor said, "I would hope that a wise Latina woman with the richness of her experiences would more often than not reach a better conclusion than a white male who hasn’t lived that life."

Right (and their media enablers) pounced: how un-American to suggest that your background might render you a better choice for the Court, more able to render justice? For the record, I disagree with Sotomayor on this—Charmaine Thomas had a richness of experience, too—but that’s a different issue. In Sotomayor’s confirmation hearings, then Senator Jeff Sessions said to her, "You have evidenced a philosophy of the law that suggests that a judge’s background and experience can and

Trump made the midterms a referendum on white nationalism and lost. He made the shutdown a referendum on white nationalism and lost. Don't let anyone say this is a winner of an issue; it's a loser. Forget the morality; they need to know that if they go this route, they will lose.
corey robin  
@CoreyRobin

perception at the pitch of passion

Brooklyn  coreyrobin.com  Joined May 2009

478 Following  41.6K Followers

Replying to @tressiemcphd
@tressiemcphd I'm Jewish. From New York. I'm sure I can out-compete you in the complaining department.

7:38 AM · 8/8/14 · Twitter Web Client

Nice article Brookings, now do one on how racial IQ inequality affects economic opportunity
pbs.twimg.com/media/Dzdzy1UUAEIkI.jpg

15 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
UP FRONT

How racial and regional inequality affect economic opportunity

Jay Shambaugh, Ryan Nunn, and Stacy A. Anderson ·
Friday, February 15, 2019
Marco Rubio On Trump's Emergency Plan: 'No Crisis Justifies Violating The Constitution'

Rand Paul, John Cornyn, Susan Collins and other Republicans have also raised concerns about the plan.

By Amy Russo, HuffPost US
Nothing says 'Diversity First Education' quite like having your 6-7 year old children taught by a degenerate, foul mouthed, womanizing, anti-white rapper (Common).
Diversity First—Education, Whenever

In New York City, a blue-ribbon task force agrees that demographics are the best measure of school quality.

Bob McManus
February 13, 2019
ON THE NEWS

First—Ed whenever

@me; be me &gt; Muslim in Amerikkka &gt; cop asks for ID, wtf racist &gt; I have West Bank flashback &gt; pull out my infidel super weapon &gt; ROCKS!!! &gt; femininely toss them at the cop &gt; run away &gt; pull out my knife from 20 yards away &gt; ITS MARTYR TIME pbs.twimg.com/ext_tw_video_thumb/10...
...and academic performance, educational quality, and the psychological/physical well-being of their students last
pbs.twimg.com/media/Dzc5byyUUAAcPC4...
15 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
City Journal

De Blasio's school-integration task force puts “diversity” first.

1 day ago

verified journalist constantly attacks whites, calling them ‘xenophobia,' ‘racist,' ‘angry,' etc., but complains when people criticize immigrants; claims white people have to answer for Hitler unequivocally states, ‘I HATE WHITE MEN! U ALL SUCK!' Gradually... pbs.twimg.com/media/Dzcm815VAAAaT1k...

15 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Nobody blinks when Trump disparages all immigrants even legal ones, but say the word deplorable and holy political hell will rain down on you. Very cool.

12:15 AM · 12/20/17 · Twitter for iPhone
89 Retweets 336 Likes

Your best ideas for desegregating schools will eventually run into the small problem of rich white people.
demos.org/blog/4/17/15/c...

2:21 PM · 4/17/15 · Janetter for Mac
22 Retweets 19 Likes

RT @Atrios: white people have a lot to answer for. Hitler, for example.

7:24 PM · 8/16/10 · Twitter Web Client
1 Retweet

No better way to be something other than a party of angry white men than by undercutting minority vote influence over electoral college.

1:37 PM · 1/25/13 · Janetter for Mac
10 Retweets 4 Likes

On the other hand... RT @carolerae: @brianbeutler I HATE WHITE MEN! U ALL SUCK!

9:48 PM · 8/31/11 · Echofon
2 Retweets

But, in my experience growing up with white xenophobes, this stuff was way subsidiary to cultural anxiety and racism.

10:50 AM · 12/4/15 · TweetDeck
2 Retweets 20 Likes

The GOP just rejected a measure calling for a more inclusion in favor of attacking minorities and immigrants.
newrepublic.com/minutes/135029...

1:30 PM · 7/12/16 · Twitter Web Client
9 Retweets 11 Likes

The reason Republicans let a non-issue like Mexican immigration destroy their party is racism.

The Trump administration is affirmative action for young white male mediocrities, seemingly all of whom are failing.
@TheEuropeanMan1

The European Man

@crookedmedia, crooked.com/article/newsle...
Editor in Chief. Politics. Podcasts. Crocs are good now.

📍 Washington, DC 🌐 crooked.com

Brian Beutler 🌐 @brianbeut... 🌐 10/30/15
Replying to @TPCarney
@TPCarney @AmandaMarcotte I'm a secular Jew from a very Christian town and my birthday is September 25. Do the math.

Brian Beutler 🌐 @brianbeutler 🌐 8/12/15
Replying to @jonathanchait
@jonathanchait as one media Jew to another, I think we're now obligated to write one together.

Brian Beutler 🌐 @brianbeutler 🌐 3/25/14
Replying to @AdamBKushner
@AdamBKushner @normative @drgitlin I am a bad Jew, corporate or otherwise.

@LastTrueLiberal Headline is real, picture is my touch 😎
15 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Wow HuffPo, cool it with the anti-Semitism pbs.twimg.com/media/DzaTk4KUwAAhvI...
15 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
PREDATORY LENDERS COZY UP TO TRUMP
Payday Lenders Sure Have A Cozy Relationship With The Trump Administration

By Arthur Delaney  |  2 hours ago
GOD DAMMIT WHITE WOMEN OF TEXAS. WE HAVE GOT TO FIX OUR SHIT.

As shit goes, I'm white, mostly able bodied, and my partner is male. I'll probably be all right, if furious. I'm worried for everyone else.

10:50 PM · 11/8/16 · Twitter Web Client

Fellow white Americans: We may not have cousins in Alabama, but it's way past time to collect our cousins in Alabama. We should not be leaning and praying on black voters to save us from pedophiles and bigots. We should be doing it OURSELVES.

11:19 AM · 12/13/17 · Twitter Web Client
Jill V Excited For 20Bi-Teen
Friedman 🌈
@jvfriedman

Stand-up Comedian. Host @irmytpodcast, NY Ex-Pat in Austin. I out-Kevin-Bacon Kevin Bacon. Comedy/Games/Geek Media. Tweets represent no one but myself. She/Her.

Joined February 2009

I'll say it again:
I'm a woman
I am Jewish.
I am queer.
I have mental health issues.
I am *fucked.*
So is widespread white fear of victimization by young black men that leads to profiling experienced by so many black Americans. @jdforward

Chilling study by @ADL_National details rise of right-wing terror, mostly white supremacists + anti-govt extremists

How @realDonaldTrump Became the Darling of White Supremacists jd.fo/c8clWe @ADL_National @UGreenblattADL

I tried, very hard, to understand @realDonaldTrump appeal to white evangelical Christians. Here's what I found: bit.ly/2aj9wKA

5 outsiders who are shaking up newspapers medialifeMagazine.com/five-outsiders... All white men. Are there really no women or people of color innovating?

Yeah, but doesn't it help if you are aligned with and funded by the white corporate power structure??

Why religious communities need to act on this immigration crisis. Because in the end, they must act as the conscience of the nation. jd.fo/zK7S #KeepFamiliesTogether

So #IvankaTrump uses words 'white supremacy' when @POTUS will not. jd.fo/Wvym #charlottesville Sadly, another useless gesture.

Trump voters nostalgic for white Christian America wpo.st/WcvP2 'Don't try to change us into something like New York' @spulliam
Jane Eisner
@Jane_Eisner

Koeppel Fellow in Journalism at @wesleyan_u. Former editor-in-chief of @jdforward, now writer-at-large. Bronx-born, lived in Philly (and London), back in NYC.

New York, New York
Joined November 2011

I'm a liberal American Jew. My grandchild is Jewish. Be careful of generalizations. twitter.com/ fiesta_chorizo...

Roy Iddan @Roy_Iddan

What’s the difference between Trump and America’s liberal Jews?
Trump’s grandchildren are Jewish.

Democracy was never going to save us folks. It’s far, far too late for that. Buckle up. The acceleration is about to go into overdrive. It won’t be long now.

Man, make sure to watch out for those MAGA hat wearing, white supremacist Nigerian immigrants fam. They don’t mess
New Brunswick startup helping to make companies more diverse

By Megan Yamoah
Reporter Global News

Watching: In the era of the #MeToo and Times Up movement, New Brunswick’s Mesh Diversity is helping businesses create an inclusive and diverse culture in their workforce. Megan Yamoah has the latest.

In the era of the #MeToo and Times Up movement, New Brunswick’s Mesh Diversity is helping businesses create an inclusive and diverse culture in their workforce.

According to the 2016 census, only 3.4 per cent of the population of New Brunswick are visible minorities.

The concept for the company was inspired by the co-founders professional experiences.

“18 years of racism in a country that would welcome you but not necessarily include you,” says said Dr. Leena Karumanchery, Chief Diversity Officer of Mesh Diversity.

Karumanchery says sexism, homophobia and racism are alive and real and he wants to help companies understand how to deal with it productively.

Their software platform provides actionable, real-time metrics that drive healthier more productive business principles, while putting safety, belonging and inclusion at the forefront.

“Organizations who are interested in diversity, interested in inclusion can actually do that while getting the main business done too,” said Karumanchery.

Intelsys Aviation Systems hired Mesh Diversity a year ago to help with their IT offices in India and Vietnam, but they also use the service here too.

“I think our industry has a diversity problem, our geography has a diversity problem we live in an area of the world that is very white, Christian, male, so that is reflected in our company being based here,” says Wayne Chamberlain, president of Intelsys Aviation Systems.
Chamberlain says his last dozen new hires have shown the impact mesh diversity has. The training and management solutions Mesh Diversity implements can be tracked online by clients.

“The candidates that are joining our team now are just an amazing fit for us culturally and it has kind of hit the ground running and feels like they have been here since forever so that alone has been worth the investment for us,” said Chamberlain.

For Mesh Diversity, business is booming and they are expanding to the USA and Europe.

To support their new growth they are now hiring content marketers and software developers.
Men are social creatures, motivated by social approval. Indeed, many will never think outside the box unless encouraged to do so by someone else. This is why the anti-whites police & censor our language. If they control what we can say, they can control what we think. Break free.
Maryland high school students distribute 'passes' granting permission to use racial slur

By Debbie Truong
The Washington Post

FEBRUARY 13, 2019, 2:00 PM

Students at a suburban Maryland high school distributed “N-word passes” that were intended to grant students who received the pieces of paper “permission” to use the racial slur.

pbs.twimg.com/media/DzVQYRDXQAA4o2U...
Maryland high school students distribute 'passes' granting permission to use racial slur

By Debbie Truong
The Washington Post

February 13, 2019, 2:00 PM

Students at a suburban Maryland high school distributed “N-word passes” that were intended to grant students who received the pieces of paper “permission” to use the racial slur.
verified journalist claims to be ‘white as hell’ despises whites, especially white men wants Hollywood to quit casting white people wants iconic heterosexual white fictional characters to be played by LGBTQ/non-white actors Are you starting to notice a pattern folks
David Sims @davidsims

“Are all white people like that?” “No no. Just most.”
9:34 PM - 12/7/16 - Twitter for iPhone
1 Retweet 7 Likes

David Sims @davidsims

“White people are often sincerely and greatly pained by racism, but rarely are they pained enough” theatlantic.com/politics/archi...
12:36 PM - 12/9/14 - TweetDeck
3 Retweets

David Sims @davidsims

Replying to @GriffLightning
@GriffLightning WE DON'T NEED ANOTHER F*CKING WHITE MAN IN LATE NIGHT
5:16 PM - 4/3/14 - TweetDeck
6 Likes

David Sims @davidsims

the only good thing about the commenters is that one of them called me “white as hell” which GUILTY
1:17 AM - 8/25/14 - TweetDeck
8 Likes

David Sims @davidsims

Although not as bad as Todd's other fave 2006 comedy The Class which was set in Philadelphia and had EIGHT STARRING CHARACTERS, ALL WHITE.
11:43 AM - 1/24/13 - Twitter Web Client

David Sims @davidsims

studios start spending tons of money on superhero movies and pitching them to bigger audiences and what happens? all white dudes
6:34 PM - 8/16/16 - Twitter for iPhone
6 Likes

David Sims @davidsims

I'll forgive SNL for only hiring white people if they then announce Cornel West will be the weekend update host
9:34 AM - 8/23/13 - Twitter Web Client
1 Retweet 2 Likes
David Sims
@davidlsims

we are in a cage (Staff Writer @TheAtlantic | Host @blankcheckpod)

Brooklyn theatlantic.com/david-sims/

Joined February 2009

989 Following 21K Followers

There's a Jewish nobel prize? Why haven't I won it? I am SUCH a good jew omg

Bloomberg Is First to Receive a $1 Million Jewish Award
nytimes.com

11:17 PM - 10/20/13 · Twitter Web Client

Immigrant work visa programs are a self-replicating scam. Importing foreign workers suppresses wages, thus attracting fewer native students. Fewer Americans pursuing visa-saturated occupations is then used as pretext for more visas. They know this; they just assume you don’t.

14 Feb @porter14159 Porter retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Virtue signaling, white guilt-laden, civic nationalist city council approves law banning police officers from arresting criminals and using common sense to protect themselves pbs.twimg.com/media/DzVmAaWwAA-fs0...
AP

Council approves law barring officers from racial profiling

16 hrs ago  

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS, Iowa (AP) — A city surrounded by Iowa City has banned racial and other types of profiling by police officers.

The University Heights City Council voted unanimously Tuesday night to adopt the ordinance.

&ask your boss why your company is committed to recruiting/hiring unqualified non-whites over qualified whites &ask your boss why your company no longer uses objective hiring/promotional criteria If the anti-white racism continues, file a racial discrimination lawsuit pbs.twimg.com/media/DzVj04qX0AAjp-M…

14 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
I've really had it with this shit. [Link]

Literal demons [Link]

HuffPost

The purity rings — symbols of an abstinence pledge — were melted or pounded down and reshaped into a sculpture of a vulva emerging from a throne of flames.

Feminist Pastor Unveils Vulva Sculpture Made Of Old Purity Rings

@AutismJim Muh based

[Link]
Maryland high school students distribute 'passes' granting permission to use racial slur

By Debbie Truong
The Washington Post

FEBRUARY 13, 2019, 2:00 PM

Students at a suburban Maryland high school distributed “N-word passes” that were intended to grant students who received the pieces of paper “permission” to use the racial slur.
We need this in America. Dogs are becoming a mass public nuisance.

Yahoo News UK @YahooNewsUK
Dog owners in French town threatened with £60 fine to curb pets’ ‘excessive barking’.
uk.news.yahoo.com/dog-owners-fre...
We need this in America. Dogs are becoming a mass public nuisance.

Dog owners in French town threatened with £60 fine to curb pets’ ‘excessive barking’.
uk.news.yahoo.com/dog-owners-fre...

9:01 AM · 2/13/19 · Twitter for iPhone

wonder what Nimrata Randhawa is up to &;check her Twitter TL &;see first two tweets &;shake head in disgust &;&;silently vow once again to do everything within my power to ensure that this adulterous, subversive, Jewish-controlled Indian woman never becomes president pbs.twimg.com/media/DzVxwmXcAEdlVN...
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Nikki Haley 🌟 @NikkiHaley · 2h
It was an absolute honor to receive the 2019 Friend of Israel Humanitarian Award from the Greater Miami Jewish Federation. What a wonderful night! Thank you 🇺🇸

Jewish Miami

194 Retweets 1,048 Likes 6,220

Nikki Haley Retweeted

Jacob Kornbluh 🪗 @jacobkornb... · 12h
Nikki Haley: Supporting Israel was “one of the easiest things I did in the UN.”
#LaRaza says #immigration controversy has actually made #Arizona more hospitable to immigrants. Hope they're right! cnn.com/2012/06/25/us/... #AZ

3:45 PM · 6/26/12 · Twitter Web Client

All in all, a very bleak #GOPDebate. Few good ideas, lots of fearmongering, little compassion for refugees and immigrants. Very grim.

11:16 PM · 12/15/15 · Twitter for iPad

Replying to @Matthew_Kupfer and @MonaChalabi
Finally, I think this is a risky premise. The idea that "white culture" must have a meaning (or it makes white people/you/anyone a non-entity/the remainder/etc.) is part of what is fueling white nationalism today. Why is searching for meaning in one's race a requirement?

8:24 PM · 8/23/13 · Twitter for iPhone

Replying to @MonaChalabi
Self-searching is important. And we can probably identify some things as white culture. But in searching for the "something" in white culture, are we also giving support to ideas like white nationhood, white identity, white pride, etc.? I'm honestly not sure.

No, seriously. Trump is proposing to redirect money from important things to a fake battle with a fake immigration crisis. Moreover, with court challenges, the state of emergency *may not get the wall built quicker.* edition.cnn.com/2019/01/24/pol...
Matthew Kupfer 📰
@Matthew_Kupfer

Journalist, @KyivPost | Formerly: @Hromadske, @MoscowTimes @TheOdessaReview+ | Tweeting Ukraine, Russia, Central Asia |

mayı Ukraine 🌐 kyivpost.com/author/matthew...

Matthew Kupfer 📰
@Matthew_Kupfer

@rahatka @linarzairov @jaztastica I'm Jewish, been to Israel, never thought I'd hear about a Kibbutz made up of people from KG. lol

2:19 AM · 5/23/12 · Twitter Web Client
Breaking tradition this Valentine’s Day? Durex has you covered.
Phoebe Maltz Bovy
@tweetertation

Replying to @katrosenfield
I don't see how her message combined with her type of work is not regularly interpreted as a grift. I really don't. And I am one of those apparently elusive white people who *fully agrees* that racism is systemic, with white people unfairly advantaged.

Phoebe Maltz Bovy
@tweetertation

Also: Some white people these days *do* get that there's structural racism in which all white people are implicated, and why 'I don't see race' isn't helpful. The bigger questions are things like, how to address the phenom of white progressives demanding segregated schools

Phoebe Maltz Bovy
@tweetertation

My (attempted) concise take: Racism + sexism (etc) are real problems. White men confessing their own privilege? Not so helpful.

Brian Lehrer Show ● @BrianLehrer
What's the point in calling out privilege? @tweetertation discusses: wny.cc/3APW

Phoebe Maltz Bovy
@tweetertation

Replying to @tweetertation @BrinaStarler and @clapifyoulikeme
In day-to-day life, I'm white and by definition benefit from that, b/c societal racism.

4:38 PM · 9/18/16 · Twitter Web Client

Phoebe Maltz Bovy
@tweetertation

Because he doesn't care about religion, just wants to be white-supremacist dictator! (The less-reassuring phrasing.)

Double X ● @DoubleXMag
Donald Trump thinks you shouldn't need a prescription for birth control: slate.com/blogs/xx_facto...

Phoebe Maltz Bovy
@tweetertation

Replying to @jawillick
I guess? But Trump ran as the candidate *of white male identity*, making it disappointing but not surprising he got white male support

1:35 PM · 9/27/17 · Twitter Web Client
Phoebe Maltz Bovy ✔️
@tweetertation

The Perils of "Privilege" us.macmillan.com/books/97812500... * PhD in the finer fromages * Co-Blogginghead at Feminine Chaos

© Toronto, Ontario © phoebemaltzbovy.weebly.com

Phoebe Maltz Bovy ✔️ @tweetertion • 9/18/16

I try not to overload famous people's Twitter with mentions, so: Can/should I, a white Jew, speak out against Trump *as a white person*?

Follow-up: I *get* Trump's racism less b/c I'm an enlightened white person (I mean, I try), but b/c I'm Jewish and face it.

3:48 PM • 9/21/16 • Twitter Web Client

& anti-white black woman elected by guilt-laden whites & white nationalist trolls her online & BW claims she was harassed IRL & resigns & AG holds press conf at synagogue bemoaning fact he can't prosecute bc there's no evid & WN later arrested for owning a gun Muh Constitution pbs.twimg.com/media/DzST-zXQAASYg6...
Racist Shows Up to Harass Black Woman at Press Conference Announcing He Won't Be Charged For Harassing Black Woman

Michael Harriot
1/15/19 2:38pm

Filed to: RACISM

Kiah Morris (left), Max Misch (right)
Screenshot: AP/Twitter
At a press conference, Monday, Vermont’s chief law enforcement officer almost completed one of the greatest performances of white supremacists in recent history as he announced that he wouldn’t file charges against a white nationalist who allegedly stalked, harassed and terrified one of the state’s only black lawmakers.

As Vermont Attorney General T.J. Donovan described the voluminous evidence, he pointed out that he didn’t have enough evidence. He explained how the hate speech was a matter of free speech. He explained that the harassment against the black family was bad, but that it wasn’t a crime. All the while, the woman was the target of the incessant acts of hate stood beside him as he shucked and jived.

Then the racists showed up.

According to WNYT, On Monday, Vermont Attorney General T.J Donovan held a press conference at the Congregation Beth El synagogue in Bennington, Vt. to announce that, instead of filing charges, he would instead release a 10-page report on the racial harassment of former State Rep. Kiah Morris, the state’s only black woman state representative who resigned in September after allegedly being harangued by white supremacist Max Misch, who describes himself the man who “be representin dem white muhfuckaz of Bennington.”

The press conference went off the rails when Bennington resident Max Misch entered the room as Morris answered a television reporter’s question about the AG’s probe. Misch had been subject to a yearlong protective order in 2016 prohibiting him from contacting Morris over a series of racist tweets, messages and online comments he aimed at her.

Misch wore a black long-sleeve shirt bearing the image of alt-right icon Pepe the Frog. Many in the room began shouting “No, no, no!” and “Out!” when he arrived.

“This is not safe,” one person shouted. “Why is this asshole allowed to come in here?” someone else in the crowd said.

“Because it’s America,” another attendee replied. “We have to listen to everyone, whether we like it or not. But we don’t have to put up with it.”

Also in attendance was Kevin Hoyt, a failed Republican candidate who has accused Morris and her husband of inciting others to paint him as a Nazi. Hoyt says he is a victim of reverse racism after his request for a stalking order of protection against Morris’ husband was rejected by a judge. The hunting expert and gun advocate has repeatedly insinuated that Morris and her husband were fabricating their claims to make Vermont look like a state that tolerates racism.
"I call bullshit on Ms. Morris," yelled Hoyt. "As a political opponent who was accused of being a Nazi, I think we're hearing one side of the story. I was called a Nazi, I was called a white supremacist. Obviously, racism exists in Vermont. I question to what degree, though."

After winning a House seat in the state legislature, Morris gave up her re-election bid before resigning in September, citing her husband's open-heart surgery combined with Hoyt and Misch's continued online campaign of harassment. Citing tweets that told her to "Go back to Africa, it's the only place you'll ever be safe," the Attorney General's report listed forty-eight separate racial incidents where Morris had been threatened and attacked, including:

- A message to Morris' husband informing him that he should put his wife "in her place," or the messenger would do it for him;
- A tweet that read: "You will never silence me. Every time you attend a political rally at the Four Corners or another local venue and I'm aware of the event, I will troll the hell out of you and the other subversives there. Maybe I'll bring a friend or three with me too;"
- Someone paintballing Morris' car and spray painting a swastika on a tree near Morris' home;
- Another tweet said, "Stop pushing 'social justice' on your nearly entirely White constituency in Bennington, VT. Go back to Chicago if you want to engage in SJW [Social Justice Warrior] bullshit. We will continue to fight against your efforts to make our town/state look more like your mongrel son;"
- Multiple reports to police of strange men and suspicious vehicles in the cemetery behind Morris' home;
- A break-in at the Morris home where Morris' husband's neckties were stolen and found in the cemetery (Police did not fingerprint or swab the crime scene);
- Morris' child care provider reporting a man sitting in a car outside the home filming the Morris residence;

Donovan concluded that there was not enough evidence to charge Misch with any crimes, noting that there was a lack of evidence. "No Vermont court has specifically considered whether communications like those sent to Ms. Morris could be construed as 'true threats,'" Donovan's findings read, adding:

In this case, the online communications that were sent to Ms. Morris by Max Misch and others were clearly racist and extremely offensive. However, the First Amendment does not make speech sanctionable merely because its content is objectionable. The question here is whether the messages, in context, were communicating a serious expression of an intent to harm Ms. Morris or her family. The fact that a number of messages were directed at her role as an elected official raises the issue of whether they were intended to express political opposition through the use of hyperbole and insult, as noted in the case law above. Therefore, there appears to be insufficient evidence to pursue criminal charges under Vermont law.

"Kiah Morris was a victim of racial harassment. Relatively few Vermonters have had any of these experiences, and very few have had these experiences in the context of vicious racial harassment," Donovan said, according to the Washington Post. But, he added, "the Constitution does not permit us to prosecute racist speech because we find it offensive."

Meanwhile, Morris stood in the face of her harassers and the attorney general, noting that law enforcement officers had shrugged off her claims.

"For two years, we lived in my husband's childhood home, feeling unsafe, never sleeping peacefully because we had to be vigilant," said Morris. "We did everything we were told to do. We reported as we should, held nothing back and trusted in a system that was insufficient and inept at addressing and repairing the harm done."

So there you have it. It was just political expression and free speech, which is aptly expressed in the Vermont state motto:
Less than a month later, police arrested the man accused of harassing Morris, a self-described white nationalist, on a charge that he possessed large capacity gun magazines, which are now illegal in Vermont. Max Misch, 36, pleaded not guilty on Thursday.

"The Attorney General's conclusions and public statements in this case have focused on the conduct of private citizens, while remaining silent on the actions and inactions of Bennington officials," the NAACP and ACLU said in a joint statement, adding that the ACLU has a pending racial profiling lawsuit against the Bennington Police Department.

Valid question twitter.com/FBI_GordonCole/status/10...
13 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Verified cartoonist calls white men 'entitled' claims that protecting America's borders & deporting illegals = 'ethnic cleansing' believes Trump won bc of 'racism' calls GOP's base pro-Nazi 'rapture-ready white supremacists' Never underestimate their hatred for you pbs.twimg.com/media/DzQf19cW0AAzzBg...
13 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Media ignored this video of nonwhites bashing a Trump piñata at Beto's border rally for Mexico. When they say "end racism" they mean end whiteness. Trump is merely a stand-in for white Americans. pbs.twimg.com/...
"A mild form of ethnic cleansing is now a cornerstone of American immigration policy." – @EricLevitz
nymag.com/daily/intellig...

Nevertheless, the current administration’s overall immigration agenda is markedly different from those of its predecessors. Racist cruelty is not merely a feature of Trumpism; it’s a core principle. The White House’s overriding goal is to inflict terror and suffering on America’s minority citizens, as a means of combating “the countless importation of Third World foreigners with no tradition of taste for, or experience in, liberty” – as former White House...

Covington recruits students using MAGA (ie white supremacist) propaganda, per this petition: change.org/p/rev-bishop-f...

Unfortunately, what happened in DC should not be a surprise to anyone who has been associated with CovCath. The above photo (from last year’s March for Life rally in the CovCath recruiting brochure my son received a few months ago)...

The inevitable result when a political party, from its white supremacist leader on down, embraces a cult of race-hatred and violence. The entire GOP is responsible for this:

I missed that the full Buchanan essay excoriated by Trump regurgitates Neo-Nazi talking points of “white genocide.” Add this to the 749860239 rebuttals for when puntists insist the GOP-Nazi comparison is strident hyperbole. cnsnews.com/commentary/pat...

The Democratic Party is bastards in white roost, because the smaller the share of the U.S. population that white men become, the sooner that Democrats inherit the national arena.

It’s almost as if the single underlying principal is white supremacy?
ryan teague beckwith @ryanbeckwith
Jeff Sessions on...
Travel ban: President has expansive legal authority...

Show this thread
DIASPORA BOY: Comics On Crisis in America and Israel, available now: orbooks.com/catalog/diaspo...

Hi can I chime in as a Jew? Thanks. The American right is working furiously to distract from its LITERAL ALLIANCE WITH NAZIS. If @IlhanMN's language was imprecise, it's on us to have her back in the face of bad-faith and/or twitter-cop attempts to smear her as a Jew-hater.

Chelsea Clinton @ChelseaClinton
Replied to @bungarsargon and @ReaganBattalion
Co-signed as an American. We should expect all elected officials, regardless of party, and all public figures to not traffic in anti-Semitism.

I've said it before &amp; I'm sure I'll say it again, if you went back in time &amp; told a 1950s American that in 2019 a just off the boat 'brown' guy would claim to be more American than a white kid, the 1950s American would think America had lost a major war... &amp; in many ways, she has pbs.twimg.com/media/DzQdPXAWsAE9_p7...
Hey @esquire, the title should read “White Boy,” not “American Boy.”
Sincerely, Brown AMERICAN Boy
In the Catholic Church hierarchy of priorities, the phantom of ‘racism’ and protecting illegals come before protecting the unborn and stopping the ethnic cleansing of whites. Catholicism has become little more than an anti-white death cult.

pbs.twimg.com/media/DzQReXgAA9Wrl...
The sins of racism and family separation erode the sanctity of life

Feb 9, 2019

by M.T. Dávila | Opinion | Justice
There’s no better argument against “Multiculturalism” than the fact that people who look like Hari think they get to come in and say who is and isn’t American. [link]
AN AMERICAN BOY
What it's like to grow up white, middle class, and male in the era of social media, school shootings, toxic masculinity, #MeToo, and a divided country
By Jennifer Percy
Hey @esquire, the title should read “White Boy,” not “American Boy.” Sincerely, Brown AMERICAN Boy.
It's all so tiresome, so very very tiresome
Disney Channel airs first character to ever say 'I'm gay'

The Disney Channel had its first openly character say the words "I'm gay" during a recent episode of the hit show "Andi Mack."

Joshua Rush plays the character of Cyrus, the first openly gay character on the network. Cyrus told two of his school friends that he's gay, and said "I am not afraid of who I am anymore." Rush and his character, Cyrus, inspired many when he came out as gay on television.

Early life

Iger was born to a Jewish family in New York City. He was raised in the Long Island town of...

Personal life

Rush was born in Houston, Texas. His father is a marketing strategist and his mother is a corporate documentary producer.

Like his Andi Mack character Cyrus, Rush is Jewish. Rush, who has celebrated his own bar mitzvah, requested Andi Mack creator and executive producer Terri Minsky, who is also Jewish, to write a bar mitzvah scene for his character, which occurred in the episode "Cyrus' Bash-Mitzvah!"
Should White Boys Still Be Allowed to Talk?

Leda Fisher ’19, Guest Writer
February 7, 2019
Filed under Opinion

When you ask a question at a lecture, is it secretly just your opinion ending with the phrase “do you agree?” If so, your name is something like Jake, or Chad, or Alex, and you were taught that your voice is the most important in every room. Somewhere along your academic journey, you decided your search for intellectual validation was more important than the actual exchange of information. Now how do you expect to actually learn anything?
Leda Fisher ’19, Guest Writer
April 19, 2018
Filed under Opinion

Last weekend I went to the 10th annual JStreet National Conference in Washington D.C. JStreet is a pro-Israel, pro-Palestine, pro-peace organization that seeks to use America and the American Jewry’s influence to create a peaceful solution to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. One of the most important things that JStreetU, the college level wing, does on campus is try to complicate dialogue surrounding Israel and Zionism on campus.

Growing up, my family always emphasized the Jewish value of *Tikkun Olam*, or repairing the world. It means speaking out on instances of injustice and fighting for all people to live in a just world. After the racial costume incidents this year and my freshman
How to deal with the CONSTANT OPPRESSION of being white.

AJ+ @ajplus
Finally: a guide for all white men on how to deal with all this oppression.

Matt Lieb @mattlieb
Immigration fixes this problem, but Paul Ryan is too busy dog whistling to his #WhiteGenocide base.

Josh Marshall @joshtpm
Paul Ryan lays out new Soylent Green agenda. Says women need to have more babies if we want to avoid big Social Security and Medicare cuts.

Matt Lieb @mattlieb
Obviously, #WhiteGenocide is straight up Nazi shit.

Matt Lieb @mattlieb
How about a genocide of just people who think “white genocide” is a thing?
Dear fellow Jews, we really gotta pick up the pace on this whole super secret white genocide plot. We been slacking.

8:06 PM · 10/27/18 · Twitter for iPhone

2 Retweets 27 Likes

@Esquire profiles a conservative white kid—in profile, kid talks about difficulties growing up as a hated straight white male & anti-whites freak out, thereby proving the white kid’s point. pbs.twimg.com/media/DzPgr-kUCaAYWR4...
US news

Esquire profiles a White teen from Middle America for new cover

Esquire's new cover documenting the experience of a 17-year-old middle class, White male teenager growing up in a divided America has readers debating representation.
Really @esquire “what’s it like growing up white, middle class and male...” How idiotic! It’s the same as it’s always been... full of privilege that women, people of color, lgbtq people & immigrants don’t have! 😞 I’m done.

Esquire is perpetuating the myth that straight, cis, middle class, white kids are marginalized in our society. Right-wing America tells them they are the real victims so they can be indoctrinated and radicalized. Publishers, don’t give a helping hand to this mission.

Because you know what we don’t discuss nearly enough? The white male experience. 🙇

esquire making a straight white boy the default "american teen" in a country with millions of black, latino, and asian men and women is pretty much the problem. @JayFielden

12:55 PM · 2/12/19 · Twitter Web Client
I put this scene in CITIZEN TOXIE! (2001) Everyone was aghast. Looks like I was right! We must always be aware of & fight ignorance & racism! It’s in the American DNA due to our founding fathers BARGAIN W THE DEVIL: aka SLAVERY! Via today’s @nytimes Watch.troma.con @Troma_Team

Fuck off #GRAMMYs 🙄 #downwithpatriarchy #GrammysSoMale #grammyssoshit Women have been “stepping up” my whole life. My grandmother, mother, wife, 3 daughters! #portnoygoaway #themainstreamisperverted How bout the Obscene sea of white men in Congress! @VadaCallisto @VioletPaley

The Academy of Arts and Sciences is 72% #male & 87% white. Via @nytimes. No wonder #oscar nominations are usually NOT the best movies!

The U.S. & Europe are dooming 1000's of innocent humans by not giving them asylum! This’s akin 2 Roosevelt & UK turning away Jews WW2 @MMFlint
Lloyd Kaufman

@lloydkaufman

Nobody knows how to make films and not make any money doing it better than Lloyd Kaufman - Trey Parker, South Park creator. youtu.be/OgyHNmOJZn0

📍 Tromaville, New York City 🌐 lloydkaufman.com

March 2020

Replying to @cathercorcoran
@cathercorcoran @reallieadelaria We "bad Jews" help make America the best place on this big blue marble --Yay BOO!

YouTube

A Halloween Carol!

Troma's "A Halloween Carol"

Imagine the sheer audacity & mental gymnastics it takes to claim that non-whites—who receive race-based affirmative action—are the victims of racism in schools. The beneficiaries of anti-white racism always play the victim card. Pure lunacy

12 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
How Racism Has Manifested Itself In Schools, As Recalled By Listeners

February 9, 2019 · 7:57 AM ET
Heard on Weekend Edition Saturday

SCOTT SIMON
Replies to @foley_decl and @lilhreffitt and 3 others except that “look at what happened to England” and ESPECIALLY “look what happened to Sweden” are racist bullshit narratives used to say “THERE ARE BROWN PEOPLE IN THE WHITE COUNTRIES OH NO!”

Replies to @mall_soft
no, the racism is why he won
9:25 PM · 10/22/18 · Twitter for Android

Replies to @davidbix and @BigRilesMMA
C. All of our immigration laws are rooted in racism in the first place:
splinternews.com/how-crossing-1...
(2/2)

Can the folks who’ve been pretending for the last few wks that there aren’t legit reasons to dislike HRC shut up now that her latest hot take is “the best way to stop racist fear stoking about immigration is to stop accepting

Replies to @SarahTaber_blw
American schools basically teach that racism ended with the Civil Rights Act, so it's not exactly surprising that they wouldn't teach the global repercussions of American racism.
David Bixenspan  
@davidbix

Freelance writer/reporter mostly at @Deadspin & @WeAreMel, @BTSheetsPod cohost, bylines at @TheDailyBeast @TheNation @PasteMagazine @motherboard & more

📍 Brooklyn, NY  🌐 bix.bigcartel.com

David Bixenspan  @davidbix  8/16/18  also, BTW...

If you think I'm "reaching" to ask Finlay on Twitter (he doesn't follow me or have open DMs, that's how I'd have to contact him for comment) what the motivation behind him using a common anti-Semitic term when insulting a Jewish reporter?

Fuck you.

David Bixenspan  @davidbix

Replying to @hair_kg

...I'm Jewish. It's a taking the piss ABOUT anti-Semitism.

12:58 AM - 8/17/18 - Twitter Web Client

4 Likes
The Electoral College was designed to prevent Trump. You can make this happen. huffingtonpost.com/douglas-anthony-# via @HuffPostPol
10:54 PM · 11/10/16 · Twitter for iPhone
5 Retweets 22 Likes

A major homophobe has joined a major racist!

Ten Times Mike Pence Worked to Defeat the LGBT Community thenewcivilrightsmovement.com
7:00 PM · 7/15/16 · Twitter for iPhone

None. There is no gay representation in Marvel films. Maybe someday! 😊

New York Magazine @NYMag
A ranking of Marvel’s 19 films based on their homoeroticism, star casting, best outfits, and other gay intangibles, by @kylebuchanan nymag/2yzsU4Q
4:50 PM · 6/30/16 · Twitter for iPhone

Am asked a lot in interviews why I often play gay characters. No one is ever asked why they often play straight. Why the double standard?

12:23 PM · 8/8/15 · Twitter for Android
73 Retweets 229 Likes

White privilege means not getting murdered. Where is the justice? #BlackLivesMatter 🙏 #AltonSterling #PhilandoCastile
12:20 PM · 7/7/16 · Twitter for iPhone
8 Retweets 19 Likes

Advice for White Folks in the Wake of the Police Murder of a Black Person justincohen.com/blog/2016/7/6/...
10:17 AM · 7/7/16 · Mobile Web
4 Retweets 4 Likes

What often goes unsaid is that when the working class is defined in our cultural imagination, we are talking about white people, even though the real American working class is made up of people from many races and ethnicities." -Roxane Gay

My heart breaks for Jussie. Repulsive. We must keep living our truths. Fuck hate. Fuck Trump.
6:10 PM · 1/29/19 · Twitter for iPhone
24 Retweets 318 Likes
Devout Bokonist.

 tokillamockingbirdbroadway.com

Joined January 2013

Gideon Glick @gidglick · 3/21/16
It's not even noon yet and I've already eaten Easter chocolate.

Johanna Pfaelzer @JohannaPfaelzer · 3/21/16
@gidglick I think I beat you by an hour.
And I'm Jewish...

Gideon Glick @gidglick

Replying to @JohannaPfaelzer
@JohannaPfaelzer I'm Jewish too.
Maybe it's a Jew thing?

6:08 PM · 3/21/16 · Twitter for iPhone

I'm not even a Southerner and this sends me into a white hot rage. pbs.twimg.com/media/DzFw57FW0AEiyEB...
The bill would also make it illegal to display symbols of the Confederacy inside or outside a residence, store, place of business, public building or school.
tfw you lose the White House in 2020 because you didn’t do a damn thing to stop the ethnic cleansing of white Americans
pbs.twimg.com/media/DzLVL3BX0AEDKHH...
12 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Why don’t you quit virtue signaling and letting non-white thugs out of prison, and fight for white America for once. You know, the people who actually elected you twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/…

Never discount the power of propaganda folks. Our children are enormously susceptible to anti-white programming, which is why our enemies constantly push diversity, LGBTQ lifestyles, and mixed families on them. Always be vigilant, never let your guard down, protect your children. pbs.twimg.com/media/DzLS26wX0AEQuyY…
8 Australian picture books that celebrate family diversity

More contemporary Children books are telling stories of family diversity, multiculturalism and Indigeneity.

By Sarah Mokrzycki
Bigger Digger by Brett Avison and Craig Smith (2011)

Brett Avison's Bigger Digger is the first of four books featuring a young boy called Bryn and his dog Oscar. In this story, Bryn and Oscar make an exciting discovery when digging in the backyard, and need bigger and bigger diggers to uncover what they have found. Each of Avison's Bryn and Oscar books is set on "Mum and Ted's farm". The use of Mum and Ted as titles for the adult characters is a simple but effective way of introducing the concept of stepfamilies.

My Two Blankets by Irena Kobald and Freya Blackwood (2014)

This book tells the story of a young girl who leaves her war torn country and settles in Australia. Raised by her auntie, the book showcases family diversity in both formation and culture. The story examines the character’s feelings of loneliness and isolation in a country where everything is “strange”, including the language, which she doesn’t understand. To cope, she metaphorically wraps herself in a blanket of things that are familiar. After befriending a white Australian girl, she starts to make herself a new blanket with her refreshed sense of belonging.

Family Forest by Kim Kane and Lucia Masciullo (2010)

This book showcases one particular family - with half, whole and step siblings as well as different parental relationships (a father and stepmother, and a mother and her partner). A common issue with diverse family representation is that it often comes in the form of “issue books” - books that are issue driven rather than story driven. It is often difficult to explain a topic or issue without sacrificing story, but Family Forest manages to explain blended families.

Love Makes a Family by Sophie Beer (2018)

This vibrantly colourful book showcases families in many forms, including same-sex and single parents, with character skin tones varying on every page. Although families are at the centre of this book, diverse family representation is explored through the illustrations, not the text. Instead, the story focuses on the one thing that truly makes a family – love.
That’s right supporters of the white-supremacist-in-chief!!!

Jesse Ferguson @JesseFerguson
NEWS. Democrats just won a NH House seat that Trump had won by 17% in 2016 twitter.com/distanto stati... 9:51 PM - 9/12/17 - Twitter Web Client
1 Retweet 18 Likes

This is madness! Why would our tax dollars go towards a border wall? The idiotic wall he proudly bragged Mexico would pay for. The lower we sink, the more people accept craziness. Do not accept what should be unacceptable.

Susan Ross @SusanRoss2347
Passing a CleanDreamActNow with #NoBorderWall funding is now more important than ever. Stand with #Dreamers! ACT: soc.org/ cleandreamactnow 12:02 AM - 2/8/18 - Twitter for iPhone

Why would he? He supports and is supported by Nazis and White supremacists

Jessica Dweck @TheDweck
This is what you should have tweeted after Charlottesville twitter.com/realdonaldtrum... Show this thread 10:30 AM - 9/15/17 - Twitter for iPhone

If you are concerned with the rise of “nationalism”, white supremacy, nazism and hate crimes, donate to @splcenter They really make a difference.

Southern Poverty Law Center @splcenter
#GivingTuesday is today! Until 11:59 p.m. tonight, a group of donors has pledged $25,000 to double match all donations. That means a gift of $50 will be matched with an additional $100, equaling $150. Donate here... 11:31 AM - 11/8/17 - Twitter for iPhone

Spoke to head of @NILC_org who is speaking at @Concert4America Mon. ICE is actually arresting/deporting immigrants who are here LEGALLY.

12:57 PM - 8/26/17 - Twitter Web Client
1 Retweet 5 Likes

Overkill? To call out someone who continually defends a Nazi-loving, woman-hating, racist pig who spent years saying Obama wasn't a citizen?

Ann-Marie Desaulniers @amdesaut
Replying to @SethRudetsky
Overkill, really Seth. Buy bye. 1:54 PM - 8/25/17 - Twitter for iPhone

Watch Concert4America2017.org & donate to #Planned Parenthood, SierraClub, NAACP, Nat'l Immigration Law Center, Southern Poverty Law Center!
Seth Rudetsky
@SethRudetsky

@DisasterMusical licensed by MT! SiriusXM host, author of Seth's Bway Diary, MyAwesome/ AwfulPopularityPlan & The RiseAndFallOfATheaterGeek! Obsessed dog lover!

<thumbnail>Follow</thumbnail>

New York City SethRudetsky.com

Happy Seder, fellow Jews!!!

6:51 PM · 3/25/13 · Twitter for iPhone

10 Retweets 10 Likes

Rural low income whites are far more likely than urban blacks to be unnecessarily & unjustifiably prescribed opiates. According to the media & academia, this means that blacks are the true victims here. Man, it must suck to not have your life ruined by opiates pbs.twimg.com/media/DzK9FavXQAEJc9I...
How Racial Bias Has Shaped the Opioid Epidemic

A California-based study indicates ingrained bias within the health care system has helped determine the crisis’ victims and caused others needing help to remain neglected.

By Gaby Galvin, Staff Writer  Feb. 11, 2019
Implicit biases in doctor’s offices and elsewhere in health care are likely drivers behind stark racial and class divides in drug addiction and overdose deaths in California, a new study suggests.

While affecting people across race and ethnicity, the opioid crisis gripping the nation has been concentrated largely among low-income whites, and has been labeled a problem primarily of public health, not of criminal justice. The epidemic is thought to have been touched off by a combination of social factors – including trauma, poverty and a lack of economic opportunity – and the widespread availability of prescription opioids beginning in the 1990s.

The new study, published Monday in JAMA Internal Medicine, indicates the health care field has had a hand in driving the epidemic that goes beyond merely dispensing prescription drugs, suggesting that differing access to and within the system has resulted in rampant addiction among low-income whites as well as a sea of untreated pain in minority communities.

“The prescription drug crisis should really be thought of as a double-sided epidemic,” says Joseph Friedman, the study’s lead author and a medical student at the David Geffen School of Medicine at UCLA. “Essentially, the systematic racism within the health care system has led to increased addiction and overdoses in low-income white areas, but also, (to) insufficient treatment among communities of color.”
“These disparities may have ironically shielded communities of color from the brunt of the opioid epidemic, but they also represent disparities in the form of lack of adequate access for the treatment of pain and psychiatric conditions,” Friedman says.

‘Medicine’s Racism Problems Go Even Deeper’? So true PBS. Racism is rampant in medicine, like allowing low IQ, low test score, unqualified non-whites into med school over high IQ, high test score, qualified whites
pbs.twimg.com/media/DzK2HeWWhkAAeBwI…
12 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Racist Med School Yearbook Photos? Medicine’s Racism Problems Go Even Deeper

February 11, 2019 · 7:04 PM ET
Heard on All Things Considered
Can't believe we're all going to die because of white male fragility JK OF COURSE I CAN AND OF COURSE WE ARE

FELLOW WHITE WOMEN WYD

Lord give me the confidence of a mediocre white literary man who believes that "I couldn't possibly sexually harass anyone, I'm only into BDSM!" is a genius rebuttal

Still less embarrassing than an *unabashed fucking white supremacist* winning reelection in Iowa

The Associated Press @AP
Deceased Nevada brothel owner Dennis Hof wins state assembly race, weeks after he was found dead at his Love Ranch brothel by porn actor Ron Jeremy. apne.ws/OluvWHrC

They are literally white nationalists and you really need to get over your boner for them

NBC News @NBCNews
The Proud Boys, a nationalist movement of mostly young white males, is drawing new recruits every day. Their leader, Gavin McInnes, argues they are not white supremacists and are only speaking up for a new class of minority. ~

This is what white supremacy looks like.
This is what toxic masculinity looks like.
This is what corporate media values look like.
It doesn't deserve your eyes or your attention. You don't have to hear them out, because you already know what they're going to say.

Mazie Hirono is not here to play with you, antique white men

Kyle Griffin @kylegriffin1
Mazie Hirono tells ABC that Chuck Grassley's claim that Republicans have done everything they can to contact Dr. Ford "is such bullshit I can hardly stand it."
Writer, editor, @BitchMedia cofounder, speaker, author, WE WERE FEMINISTS ONCE. I look like your cousin's friend or your friend's cousin. I love your dog.

I grew up a white assimilated Jew in the NYC suburbs, James Taylor is my culture okay

No amount of self-flagellation, or wealth/resource transfers, or ceding our lands will ever be enough. Our enemies will continue demonizing us for 'institutional racism' & the sins of our fathers until we are completely dispossessed & eradicated, or until we finally say 'ENOUGH!'
BRUSSELS — Racial discrimination against Africans “is endemic” in Belgium’s institutions and the nation needs to apologize for the crimes committed during its colonization of Congo and make reparations, U.N. experts said Monday.
Belgium’s actions in Congo have long been criticized as one of the worst examples of colonial abuse. Writer Adam Hochschild alleged in his 1998 book “King Leopold’s Ghost” that Leopold reigned over the mass deaths of millions of Congolese.

“The root causes of present-day human rights violations lie in the lack of recognition of the true scope of the violence and injustice of colonization,” the U.N. Working Group of Experts on People of African Descent said in an interim report on Belgium.

King Leopold’s reign over Congo from 1885 to 1908 was notorious for its brutality. After Leopold handed over Congo to the Belgian state, the tiny nation continued to hold sway over an area 80 times its size half a world away until Congo became independent in 1960.

The UN group says racism in Belgium continues today.

“(We are) concerned about the human rights situation of people of African descent in Belgium who experience racism and racial discrimination,” it said. “There is clear evidence that racial discrimination is endemic in institutions in Belgium.”
white supremacist country calls white people ‘idiots’ who ‘ruin everything’ tells people not to generalize Jews These are their spiritual leaders folks pbs.twimg.com/media/DzKNy51X4AE0jw...
11 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Rabbi Danya Ruttenberg @TheRaDR
Wow, @nytimes, when you say "Western values" here, you mean white supremacy. Please don't normalize racism in yr headlines.
The New York Times @nytimes
Among populists, white nationalists and neo-Nazis, Vladimir Putin is widely revered as a kind of white knight nytimes/2YKx6bB

Rabbi Danya Ruttenberg @TheRaDR
I don’t know but do assume that there was sexual abuse of enslaved Black men in America by white women, for example. White women had less power than white men but much more than the men they enslaved. Analogous (though of course imperfectly) to Joseph.
2:04 PM · 9/30/18 · Twitter for iPhone

Rabbi Danya Ruttenberg @TheRaDR
White people? Rebuke your fellow white people, don’t make POC do all the work. Same straight folks/homophobia, men/sexism, able-bodied folks/ableism, cis folks/transphobia etc etc. Do the hard work of the 1:1 and don’t make people already vulnerable have to go to that.
4:24 PM · 5/11/18 · Twitter Web Client

Rabbi Danya Ruttenberg @TheRaDR
It’s situated in a context of a white supremacist country that committed genocide against Indigenous people, enslaved Black people, has created systems and structures to institutionalize racism and disenfranchisement in a myriad of ways since its founding.

Rabbi Danya Ruttenberg @TheRaDR
My fellow white people, please know when it’s not your turn to talk. & when it’s not abt YOUR special snowflake experience.
7:42 PM · 8/12/14 · Twitter for iPhone
3 Retweets 3 Likes

Rabbi Danya Ruttenberg @TheRaDR
White people, I don’t even. Does anybody have any ideas, here? I’m kind of at a loss.
12:37 PM · 2/20/15 · Twitter Web Client
1 Like

Rabbi Danya Ruttenberg @TheRaDR
Dear white people: can you please stop being idiots in the way that is specifically harmful to other human beings? For a minute, maybe?
2:26 AM · 4/30/14 · Twitter Web Client
1 Like

Jason Chesnut-no-t-in-the... @j14/18
Some white people really want to shit all over the African continent. Let’s get our own, WP. We can be better. We can do better.

Rabbi Danya Ruttenberg @TheRaDR
Replying to @crazypastor
White people have been doing that to the human beings who live there for centuries, tho

Rabbi Danya Ruttenberg @TheRaDR
For those of you tracking the gentrification/appropriation of food, here’s today’s edition of White People Ruin Everything:
Rabbi Danya Ruttenberg
@TheRaDR

Rabbi & author, most recently: amzn.to/2fEMwps. Bylines NYT, WaPo, Time, The Atlantic etc. Fight for economic justice w/@WeAreAvodah.

🔗 Story behind my handle: https://bit.ly/2JmO2A4
🔗 danyaruttenberg.net   📅 Joined July 2009

744 Following   53.5K Followers

I'm a Jew, I'm Jewish, I'm part of the Jewish people, and as it happens also part of the Jewish community. If you talk about "the Jews" my spidey sense goes up. If it's like, "Jews typically don't eat bread at Passover," you know, that's fine. Careful of generalizations, tho.

Robert Medvedenko @h_medved
@TheRaDR Hello. I was wondering what Jewish people prefer to be called? Jewish people feels right but "Jews" feels wrong. Is there any other appropriate term?

5:53 PM · 2/8/19 · Twitter Web Client

41 Retweets 342 Likes
Study: U.S. Middle East Policy Motivated by pro-Israel Lobby

Study by Harvard and Univ. of Chicago researchers expected to spur renewed debate about AIPAC lobby.

Shmuel Rosner, Haaretz Correspondent Mar 17, 2006 12:00 AM

Controlled Opposition pushing the anti-white agenda. That's all they are folks, nothing more, nothing less
twitter.com/jesbocsjo/status/10850...
11 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

This sums up the absolute state of America in 2019. A Jewish-funded Cuban scolds a Jewish-funded Muslim for daring to criticize Israel. #DiversityIsOurStrength pbs.twimg.com/media/DzJpMDeV4AAZkdU...
11 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Something I never thought I’d say: Bravo Nancy! Thank you for having the courage to unequivocally condemn anti-Semitism.

Nancy Pelosi @SpeakerPelosi

In our conversation today, Congresswoman Omar and I agreed that we must use this moment to move forward as we reject anti-Semitism in all forms. goo.gl/isKX97

Democratic Leadership Statement on Anti-Semitic Comments of Congresswoman Ilhan Omar

FEBRUARY 11, 2019
My best friend is a straight white man but don’t worry guys I’m going to fix him then we’ll have one good one.

11:09 PM · 8/29/16 · Twitter for Android
6 Likes

As a privileged white man I will not stop fighting until men of all heights have equality.

The New York Times · @nytimes
Short men and overweight women face lower pay, new study says nyti.ms/1LU6Geu

Sometimes it just baffles me that in 2016 people still don’t understand that it’s unacceptable to hire only white people...

2:29 AM · 1/27/16 · Twitter Web Client
3 Likes

Nothing like being attacked by straight white men for your opinions while being told there’s no such thing as privilege.

10:42 PM · 9/7/16 · Twitter Web Client
1 Retweet 14 Likes

Replicating @iwillstoplikeme
a) I doubt my followers would do that to you. b) I get more hate from straight white men than 99% of ppl

11:21 PM · 6/17/16 · TweetDeck
1 Like

@BWWMatt @theaterppl as a straight, white man I am very offended. :P

12:25 AM · 4/21/15 · Twitter for Android

Ok seriously we need to collect all straight white men and drop them on an island somewhere until mansplaining is eradicated.

2:26 PM · 9/2/16 · Twitter for Android
10 Retweets 20 Likes
Alan Henry 🔗
@AlanHenry

Zero Time Tony Award® Winner. One Time Invitee. I make miracles happen @BroadwayWorld. Twenty something. 🇨🇦 Insta: alanhenry

New York, NY  alanhenry.nyc  Joined May 2009

705 Following  15.2K Followers

Alan Henry 🍳
@AlanHenry

Haven't tweeted about all the Nazi shit going on because I really don't know what to say. It's a great time to be gay and Jewish, eh?

3:44 PM · 8/13/17 · Twitter for iPhone

12 Likes

Verified gay playwright obsessed with hating on and demonizing straight white men claims whites benefit from system of white supremacy thinks people who say 'white lives matter' have their heads up their ass I'm not a big fan of the theatre folks pbs.twimg.com/media/DzlB6WTU0AYrQQu...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Louis Peitzman</th>
<th>@LouisPeitzman</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The rallying cry of straight white male privilege: &quot;Why is everyone so sensitive?&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:31 PM - 6/3/13 · Twitter Web Client</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 Retweets 72 Likes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Louis Peitzman</th>
<th>@LouisPeitzman</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>It should not be controversial to say that if you are white, you have benefited from a system of white supremacy.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:43 PM - 8/12/17 · Twitter for iPhone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 Retweets 105 Likes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Louis Peitzman</th>
<th>@LouisPeitzman</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Make sure your dying words are “not all straight white men!” so people know you were one of the good ones.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:48 AM - 4/18/15 from Los Angeles, CA · Twitter Web Client</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Retweets 43 Likes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Louis Peitzman</th>
<th>@LouisPeitzman</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The people who complain the most about “outrage culture” are straight white men. Always.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:28 PM - 4/1/15 from Los Angeles, CA · Twitter Web Client</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 Retweets 150 Likes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Louis Peitzman</th>
<th>@LouisPeitzman</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Good news, white men are still ironically using the terms &quot;lynch mob&quot; and &quot;witch hunt.&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:27 PM - 12/31/15 · Tweetbot for iOS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Retweets 29 Likes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Louis Peitzman</th>
<th>@LouisPeitzman</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>If you're a white person you don't get to dress up as a black person. The end. Console yourself with your white privilege and move on.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:59 PM - 10/27/13 · Tweetbot for iOS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Retweets 81 Likes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Louis Peitzman</th>
<th>@LouisPeitzman</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Why don't ALL lives matter? Why isn't there a WHITE history month? What's privilege? How can I type with my head this far up my ass?&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:53 PM - 11/25/14 · Tweetbot for iOS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49 Retweets 107 Likes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Louis Peitzman 🌈
@LouisPeitzman

All your checks bounce, Louis; you’re ambivalent about everything. Writer for hire: theater, Housewives, and horror. lpeitzman@gmail.com

New York, NY  louispeitzman.com

I've had it pretty easy as a gay Jew. Imagine how hard life would be if I were a straight Christian dude. My heathen prayers are with them.

4:13 PM · 6/4/13 · Twitter Web Client

5 Retweets 39 Likes
How do you make white people care about racial justice? Tie it to something they already care about! Love this idea to use marijuana legalization revenue to fix the subways. You go @NYC onPageCoJo! And let’s please have expunging records as part of the bill.

Some state and city leaders have started to discuss the idea of making recreational marijuana legal and using the

I think it's time to start talking about the white working class fetish not just in terms of racism but in terms of anti-Semitism. Just as these people don’t care that the guy they love is a racist, they don't care that he asked for the "Polish perspective" upon leaving Auschwitz

FORT DODGE, Iowa — The coffee crew at Zakeer's still likes Steve King.

SHAME ON YOU @ChuckGrassley for standing by an anti-Semitic racist and proud white nationalist.

“Only a cool kid reeking of white male privilege would believe that this wouldn't come back to destroy his chances during the confirmation process. And at the end of the day, Trumpism proved him right.”
@MollyJongFast’s excellent take on #BrettKavanaugh:

With his government shutdown, Trump is making a bet on racism. His bet is that the American people care more about keeping brown people out than they do about their own jobs.” Always read @MollyJongFast:

People don’t get this. “You want MORE people of color in jail?! No, I want more people who MURDER people of color in jail. The solve rate for violent crimes against Black bodies is much lower than it is for white people. And our prisons are full of non-violent drug offenders.

9:17 AM - 1/30/19 - Twitter for Android
2 Retweets 12 Likes

Anything in or around 50% I think is fair game, especially when the race is between two men. But my God, the number of white women would couldn’t bring themselves to vote for @staceyabrams are just atrocious and SO TELLING.

On Monday, a black Jewish man survived a lynch mob of in Crown Heights,” writes @yumcoconutmilk. “I call this a lynch mob because this scene is no different than the ones I grew up hearing, about white people crazed with hate.”

Read more:
Batya Ungar-Sargon
@bungarsargon

Opinion Editor at the Forward, but opinions here are my own. Hit me up with some hot takes:
batyaaforward.com

Brooklyn  forward.com

I believe that for all Americans but especially for Jews, racial justice should be our #1 issue. Let’s all go vote for the people that we think will do their best to combat systemic racism against ALL minorities. We are in this together!

7:48 AM · 11/6/18 · Twitter for Android

Batya Ungar-Sargon
@bungarsargon

Please learn how to talk about Jews in a non-anti-Semitic way. Sincerely, American Jews.

Ilhan Omar  @IlhanMN
AIPAC! twitter.com/bungarsargon/s...

When we talk about an occupied government run by puppet masters, this is what we’re talking about folks twitter.com/GOPLeader/status/109478...
11 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

✓ verified gay comedian of stars in show promoting LGBTQ lifestyles &amp; diversity of dislikes white people, especially straight white people &lsquo;calls Trump a &lsquo;racist&rsquo; &lsquo;claims Trump supporters are a threat &amp; &lsquo;have destroyed the heart &amp; soul of America&rsquo; Can&rsquo;t. Stop. Noticing. pbs.twimg.com/media/DzlBuhEUAE02d8...
Iowa – Steve King is a white supremacist who’s represented your state in Congress for years. Yours is too beautiful a state for such ugliness. I’m donating to a good man @Scholten4Iowa that has a good chance of defeating him. Join me!! ENOUGH RACISM!!!

White People. Ugh.

Michael Moore @SMIFlirt
Dear White People...
vote by race and sex

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>white men</th>
<th>white women</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This is it, guys. 8 weeks until Election Day. This is the moment. More women running than ever before, more people of color, more LGBT candidates and even some nice young white people! Grab your friends, grab your loved ones and LET’S DO THIS.

Trump supporters have destroyed the heart and soul of America. At this point he’s less of a threat than the Congressman and voters that continue to support him. There is blood on the hands of every Trump supporter. Backwards, ignorant, racist and unforgivable.

I agree with Michael. Hey STRAIGHT WHITE PEOPLE - please come join the rest of us actually living in this century. Thank you!!

Michael Ian Black @michaelianblack
GET YOUR SHIT TOGETHER WHITE PEOPLE
twitter.com/JoAnnReid/sta...

If you’re looking for a movie, I thought CRAZY RICH ASIANS was a lot funnier than RESENTFUL UNEDUCATED WHITES.

6:48 PM · 8/19/18 · Twitter for iPhone
1,612 Retweets 22.2K Likes

I despise this old racist piece of shit and I look forward to him and his entire family going down in flames. Merry Christmas.

Gideon Resnick @GideonResnick
They “all have AIDS,” Trump reportedly said of people coming from Haiti and regarding immigrants from Nigeria: once they had seen the US, they would never “go back to their

Here’s my fun tweet about the #SOTU: the President is a lying, incompetent, racist, misogynistic sack of shit. Please register to VOTE in the Midterms on Nov 6th: vote.gov

8:58 PM · 1/30/18 · Twitter for iPhone
1,938 Retweets 9,714 Likes

Just a reminder we cannot let a racist become President of the United States. We’re not perfect but we’re better than THAT. It’s not a joke.

4:06 PM · 9/16/16 · Twitter for iPhone
1,351 Retweets 4,922 Likes
billy eichner 🟢
@billyeichner

3 time Emmy nom'd host of BILLY ON THE STREET. DIFFICULT PEOPLE. AMERICAN HORROR STORY. FRIENDS FROM COLLEGE. Next: Disney’s THE LION KING & a Netflix special!

🎯 @billyeichner on instagram

billy eichner 🟢
@billyeichner

Fuck Trump, fuck Pence, fuck the Nazis and watch this gay Jew and this handsome Korean man fall in love on Difficult People tonight!!!
Omar pushes conspiracy: AIPAC controls US policy

AIPAC doesn't pay pols. Also:

- Israel spends $0 on lobbying
- US-Israel bond due to shared values
- Largest pro-Israel org is Christian (CUFI)

This isn't Somalia. You can't treat minority religions this way

[link to tweet]

- Israel spends $0 on lobbying
Here's Why AIPAC and the Israel Lobby Will Be Critical to 2016 Elections

Vice President Joe Biden addresses the AIPAC 2016
PowerPost

AIPAC spent record $1.7 million as it lobbied Congress to review Iran deal

By Catherine Ho
July 20, 2015
Reagan, once hero of CPAC, in 1980: Immigrants "came to build...brought with them courage, ambition and the values of family, neighborhood, work, peace, and freedom."

New hero Trump in 2018: Immigrants are horrendous snakes.

Trump's sustained statements about the judge are worse than his clumsy/obtuse, "Look at my African American," if we're ranking Trump racism.

Supporters of limited gov like me have to face fact that white identity politics look like stronger force in GOP.

Strong @stephenfhayes on the GOP's untenable position on Trump and his racism weeklystandard.com/article/ 200273...

GOP strategy to combat Dem attacks: nominate a 70 yr-old white male billionaire w/ history of stoking racism & sexism.

yes, I've said I think Trump is a racist.
Criticize US policy as a Jew, have your patriotism questioned. That’s been life in Obama’s America for Jewish conservatives.

Does letting grossly unqualified non-white affirmative action students and professors edit, write, and publish legal treatises in law reviews hurt the overall quality of said law reviews?  pbs.twimg.com/media/DzF4P_HpUUaU4h6...
Does Diversity Hurt The Quality Of Law Reviews?

Let's repeat it one more time for the people in the back: diversity is a good thing -- and there's cold, hard evidence to prove it.

By KATHRYN RUBINO

Feb 8, 2019 at 5:17 PM

This perfectly sums up the sad state of affairs we find ourselves in. Interracial LGBTQ couples and period blood emojis? We have officially entered the last days of a once proud civilization

11 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
New emojis include more diversity, drop of blood for women’s periods

The new characters include wheelchairs, hearing aids and more.

By GMA Team via GMA
Feb 6, 2019 1:37 PM ET

WATCH | New emojis include wheelchairs, sloths
Seth Mandel @SethAMandel
Boston trying to not be racist anymore is going to take a thousand years of rehab but gotta start somewhere
11:30 AM · 4/26/18 · Twitter for iPhone

FOX 5 DC @fox5dc
BOSTON (AP) -- Boston approves plan to change name of Yawkey Way outside Fenway Park over connection to team's complicated racial past. #fox5dc

Seth Mandel @SethAMandel
This is an important point: hollowing out America's capacity to absorb refugees is not without consequence. The number of people harmed by restrictionism is higher than it looks on paper.

Almaqah @Almaqah
2/The secondary effect however is the lost resettlement capacity for any future

Seth Mandel @SethAMandel
I'll toast to Kris Kobach's faceplant

Seth Mandel @SethAMandel
Anti-immigrant pols losing in this environment is encouraging, for whatever it's worth
10:16 PM · 11/6/18 · TweetDeck

Seth Mandel @SethAMandel
Remember when I said anti-Muslim and anti-immigrant populism would be bad for the Jews? Yeah, like clockwork:
timesofisrael.com/jewish-restaur...

Seth Mandel @SethAMandel
Anti-immigration types in Europe are looking to root out the "foreigner," which is a malleable category that always includes the Jews. It'll also mean "ppl who look foreign," meaning racist riots and religious bigotry. In the end it doesn't really matter who was born there.

3:36 PM · 9/9/18 · TweetDeck

Lucas Richardson @The_1067
Thomas E.坡 Ingham: "The America we know and love doesn't exist anymore. Massive demographic changes have been foisted on the American people, and we are changes that none of us ever voted for, and most of us don't like... this is related to both illegal and legal immigration"

Seth Mandel @SethAMandel
Given this week's stories I would like Trumpers to stop whining that we're "fake news" for supposedly not making a nonexistent distinction between their opposition to legal and illegal immigration. Your fear of a brown planet is not my problem. Go gaslight someone else.

12:09 PM · 8/20/18 · TweetDeck

Seth Mandel @SethAMandel
One point @deathtospacverbs made on our NPR segment this morning that I don't think Northam gets is how it sounds when grown white men ask for compassion and second chances for racism when young black men get condemned in perpetuity *because of that racism.*

5:59 PM · 9/4/18 · Twitter for iPad

Seth Mandel @SethAMandel
Replying to @KT_So_It_Goes
Part of this is the shock at knowing someone for years and years and then watching them do this. Look, we've all known Tucker for a long time. I don't think I can recall white nationalist rants from him in the past (tho maybe I'm wrong!). But this is what it is.
1:05 PM · 8/10/18 · TweetDeck

Seth Mandel @SethAMandel
I think we both know the answer to that: Trump's racism isn't disqualifying for many on the right. I just don't see a reason the rest of us can't call out both.
Seth Mandel
@SethAMandel

Father of the three Iríhest Jewish kids on earth. Executive Editor, Washington Examiner Mag.
Previous: @nypost, @Commentary. @bethanyshondark is my better half

Repeating to @_Almaqah
You’ll also notice it in the replies to me: alt-right types saying “gee I guess supporting open immigration doesn’t end well for you guys!” As in, we Jews, for supporting freedom of migration, are the authors of our own misfortune. It’s an old trope.

4:05 PM · 9/9/18 · Twitter Web Client

4 Likes
This President’s Day, I’m thinking of the future 1st woman president, 1st openly LGBTQ+ President, 1st Latinx President, 1st Jewish President, 1st AAPI President, & all our future leaders. Our current president doesn’t represent the best of us. Our future does.

#PresidentsDay2018

I’ve seen a fair amount of men who are introspecting to try to understand the role that they and their actions (or silence) have played in rape culture. White women - what are we doing? How can we do better at organizing our fellow white women and dismantling these structures?

Dear powerful white men talking about how much better life would be if there were more women in power: if you aren’t actively grooming the woman that is going to replace you in 2020, then please, shut the fuck up. Love, the woman of America

Men who don’t respect women have held power in this country for too long. And it’s time for us to grab it back. 

#CA49 #AlabamaSenateElection #MeToo

I'm not saying all white men are bad, I'm saying they (and their interests) are over-represented in government and positions of power and we need a government that represents all of us.

Loved spending the afternoon with 5th graders learning about revolutionaries. What change do they want to see? Asylum for refugees, pay equity, equality, gun violence prevention, ending deportations, autism awareness, ending homelessness & more marches to make their voices heard.
Always fun to talk about growing up in San Diego's Jewish community, and how my Jewish values have influenced my run for Congress. Thanks for taking the time to sit with me @SDJewishJournal!

SD Jewish Journal @SDJewishJournal
Just interviewed Congressional candidate @SaraJacobsCA for our May issue. Be sure to read the story when it comes out!
Study and combat the demographic processes that made someone as awful as Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez possible.

Make boomer jokes about socialism.
The subject of food was debated on though it was eventually decided that besides chicken, they would serve beef, mutton and fish as well. PHOTO | FOTOSEARCH
Heartless 'attackers LAUGH in their mugshots after they brutally beat Korean War vet during robbery'

By Daily Mail Reporter
21:14 21 Feb 2014, updated 23:00 21 Feb 2014
verified gay journalist attacked Covington kids hates that Constitution bestows power on white rural voters despises majority white Russia bemoans ‘widespread racism among white voters’ calls Trump & his supporters ‘racist white supremacists’ #EnemyOfThePeople pbs.twimg.com/media/DzEntfUXgAEJJ9f…
10 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
White kids behave appallingly, it gets captured on video, and suddenly there's a bull market in "Actually, it's important that you not believe your eyes, your ears, your common sense, or the person it was done to."

5:42 PM - 1/20/19 · Twitter Web Client

This country is going to have to grapple with how much of our political and Constitutional structure is designed to artificially enhance the power of white rural voters at the expense of everyone else. And it's insane to imagine that that will continue peacefully indefinitely.

Mark Harris @MarkHarrisNYC

Russia is a majority white country that mistreats women, gays, and the press, silences dissent, and doesn't care about the environment. No wonder the GOP isn't upset. Russia is their dream for America, just minus Netflix, football, and free wi-fi.

11:21 PM - 9/9/16 · Twitter Web Client

144 Retweets 296 Likes

"Outrage" over this stems from the premise that widespread racism among white voters must never be called what it is. That game is over.

Mark Harris @MarkHarrisNYC

Trump is now reversing everything he said yesterday. Have no doubt: The President is a racist white supremacist who stands with neo-Nazis.

4:21 PM - 8/15/17 · Twitter Web Client

1,625 Retweets 2,974 Likes

Trump's White House is populated and defined by white racists. The President is one. This is how they say it without saying it.
Mark Harris 🌇️
@MarkHarrisNYC

Books: Pictures at a Revolution ('08), Five Came Back ('14, Netflix '17), Mike Nichols ('20).
Journalist: @vulture etc. Tweets: Cheerful, curious, mad, serious.

📍 New York City 🌐 amazon.com/Mark-Harris/e/...

Mark Harris 🌇️
@MarkHarrisNYC

Replying to @EadwulfP
I'm gay and Jewish and I know what my enemy looks like, "statistically." Bye now.

12:14 PM · 8/12/17 · Twitter Web Client

🔗 verified journalist/media personality
via often instructs 'fellow white people' thinks something is the matter with white women doesn't like white men obsessed with dispossession whites doesn't like to see 'angry white people in charge'
Gotta catch 'em all! pbs.twimg.com/media/DzEK8qJWwAAv1KY...

10 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Can't say I recall seeing a man call out an all male panel on the air (or a white person calling out an all white one for that matter.) Good on you @AnandWrites

Josh Marshall @joshtpm
there was really more than 140 seconds here that needed to be closed but a moment of

Dear fellow white people, do not hold all-white panels, including especially when they're about mass incarceration. newamerica.net/events/2013/me...
12:05 PM · 8/13/13 · Twitter Web Client
45 Retweets 36 Likes

Irin Carmon @irin
Clinton had to be flawless. Trump just had to be the bare minimum of supposedly presidential: a rich white man.

Rebecca Traister @rtraister
"I'm hoping he stops tweeting like a 13-yr-old boy." Unflinching belief in men's ability to grow + distaste for grown women = Trump twitter.com/

RT @m1keh0gan: I, for one, am relieved by the election results. It was so disorienting not to have any white people in charge.
8:43 AM · 11/3/10 · TweetDeck
4 Retweets 1 Like

RT @jeffbercovici: I asked Bill Keller why the NY Times has hired yet another white male public editor. His response: http://bit.ly/an7CMF
5:52 PM · 6/21/10 · Twitter Web Client
2 Likes

Irin Carmon @irin
What's the matter with white women? cc @joanwalsh
10:13 AM · 11/6/13 · Twitter for iPhone
12 Retweets 7 Likes

Dear fellow white people: Don't do this. “@samfiddle: @irincarmon twitter.com/risinge/status...”
1:52 PM · 8/9/12 · Twitter for iPhone
3 Retweets 2 Likes

Irin Carmon @irin
To be a white man is to be forgiven when you haven't even asked for it.
10:32 AM · 9/17/18 · Twitter for iPhone
102 Retweets 490 Likes

Congratulations on finding a way to make this tragedy about the politics of affirmative action for your angry white base.

Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump
The terrorist came into our country through what is called the "Diversity Visa Lottery Program," a Chuck Schumer beauty. I want
Irin Carmon

@irin

senior correspondent @nymag contributor @CNN Coauthor @notoriousrbg irin.carmon@nymag.com.

NYC irincarmon.com Joined February 2009

2,692 Following 70.7K Followers

(I am Jewish.)

9:30 AM · 9/15/14 · Twitter

1 Retweet 9 Likes

verified 'trans chick' Hollywood actor/writer/director/producer claims to be Christian & that bible supports transgenderism demonizes whites attacked & lied about Covington Catholic kids can't wait for 'white supremacist capitalist patriarchy' to be destroyed Hmmmm... pbs.twimg.com/media/DzD0zF1X0AAqRrV...

10 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
No one told @newsbusters I'm a proud Christian woman, or that the Christian right works w TERFs to attack trans ppl

Christian Conservatives Trashed on HUA's 'Difficult People'

Repeating to @Freesyourmindkid
Here's more info on what really happened. The mob of white kids was surrounding and harassing 4 older protestors from the Black Hebrew Israelites. Nathan Phillips stepped between them to deescalate the situation.

Repeating to @hide_fv
Hi. There are no assumptions here. MAGA hats are a symbol of white supremacy. And these boys were there to protest a woman’s right to have an abortion. Both of these things are FACTS.

To anyone proclaiming Christian faith and using the name of Jesus to perpetuate violence and discrimination against trans people, check out Matthew 19:11-12 and Acts 8:26-39, wherein Jesus & the Holy Spirit justify the worthiness of eunuchs, a biblical parallel to trans identity.

Yo Star, the confederate flag is a symbol of white supremacy, the rainbow flag is a symbol of inclusion and unity. #STFD & #STFU @UrbanCURE

I wanna dox that entitled POS white boy fuckwad so hard

I may piss a lot of people off with this statement, but yes, I believe trans women have to acknowledge & dismantle their own male privilege

Also, the same is true for any of the following that may apply: straight privilege, white privilege, able-bodied privilege, economic etc.

All this talk about white voters feeling disenfranchised and I’m just over here waiting for someone on @MSNBC to say the word racism.

No, @maddow, it's not "racial anxiety" it's RACISM. It’s the bedrock of this nation and it's making itself heard loud and clear.
Burn down the walls that say you can't: Break, talk, tell your friends you love them.

Shakina 🌋
@Shakeenz

Performer, Writer, Director, Producer, Trans Chick, Activist, I play Lola on #DifficultPeople @difficultonhulu and started @MTFmusicals. she/her

🔗 @MTFMusicals  🌟 shakina.nyc

Joined March 2010

Dear @Twitter, @perception_88 is a neo-nazi antisemite who promotes the use of ((echoes)) to identify and target Jewish people. 🖤

Perception @perception_88
Replying to @JKunasch and @Shakeenz
> Shakina grew up Jewish as Jared Allen Nayfack in Orange County, California

salon.com/2017/01/30/man...

Restating: The irony is that there's nothing more subversive this Jewish Trans chick can do than be patriotic and Christian. ❤️🇺🇸🧶🙏

This Target ad prophetically shows America's future. &gt;whites are a minority &gt;whites can't escape from 'diversity' &gt;non-whites have acquired all the resources &gt;the black girl points to her wrist, signifying that time has run out on white America pbs.twimg.com/media/DzC6MB0XcAA41Qz...
Target 🔄 @Target
Awesome just got awesomer with #TheLEGOMovie2😊 gear & apparel, now at Target! Your adventure begins here.

Shop The LEGO® Movie 2 sets
target.com

_verified Hollywood actor promotes interracial relationships despises whites all his enemies are ‘racists’ pushes immigration and refugees despises white nationalism That’s more than enough noticing for one day. Need to recharge the noticing powers fam._

10 Feb @TheEuropeanMan The European Man
Just so we're clear Donald Trump is supporting Corey Stewart who is a Neo-Confederate white supremacist which means you can no longer say you support Trump but aren't racist. Sorry, that's over now.

Congratulations to Corey Stewart for his great speech. Totally made me forget the muslim ban and terrorizing of immigrants and trans kids and the Russia hack/coverup and pussy grab-

If anyone says any of this white nationalist shit in front of me I will straight up pull their pants down.

Surely this is a stock photo for "Old White Assholes Ruining the World"
Ike Barinholtz
@ikebarinholtz

THE OATH - THIS OCTOBER!
📍 Los Angeles, America
🔗 imdb.com/name/nm0001433/
Joined November 2009

Ike Barinholtz
@ikebarinholtz

Happy Rosh Hashannah to my fellow Jewish followers. To my anti-semitic followers, Ha ha, another year and we're still Jewish.

11:02 AM · 9/28/11 · Twitter Web Client

9 Retweets 2 Likes

A Tale of Subversion in Tweets &gt;verified comedian gets in scuffle with pro-life John Kasich &gt;for revenge, she &amp; her followers donate $15k to Planned Parenthood &gt;SCOTUS Justice Kavanaugh then issues pro-life dissent &gt;comedian attacks Kavanaugh Guess how this story ends... pbs.twimg.com/media/DzA_W0vWsAAcsOE...
If you guys wanna help me with this what has now become an enormous check to Planned Parenthood (of Greater Ohio, natch), you can donate here:

Shove your dissent you frat scumbag

If you found my Twitter after reading about me & "abortion doctors should go to jail" fascist John Kasich on Fox News, which I guess picked up the story, please note that starting this morning, I'm giving a dollar for every comment in my mentions to Planned Parenthood. So dig in!

Hi- we are, including my own contributions beyond the GoFundMe, 637 dollars short of 15K raised for @PPact. Perhaps tonight, while POTUS belches moronic bile thru Burger King breath, you can donate to Planned Parenthood?

NPR @NPR Chief Justice John Roberts sided with the four liberal justices. Justice Kavanaugh wrote a separate dissent. Show this thread

@noillegalsinUSA @heywildrich 'Hey look at me, and how not racist I am. I'm a proud civic nationalist who doesn't give a damn about the survival of the American people so long as I can virtue signal and talk about my constitution'

It truly is remarkable just how many of our people don't understand what is transpiring. The conditioning is so strong that they can't discern their hastening demise, like lambs being led to the slaughter

@1blessedbee At least 100, but the material is endless

-verified sports journalist/ -absolutely despises white men/ -blames Trump presidency on ‘toxic racist backwardness by whites’/ -will never understand white people’/ -claims to be a white male/ I’m beginning to think these people don’t like us very much pbs.twimg.com/media/Dy_qhwAVsAAQaha...
There’s no safe space for weirdly angry white men who are increasingly overt with their bigotry. Except talk radio, so Cumia will be fine.

11:21 AM · 7/4/14 · Twitter Web Client

On a night when toxic racist backwardness by white voters won it all, the best remember to go high when they go low. twitter.com/aravosis/statu...

12:25 AM · 11/9/16 · Twitter Web Client

@eliasisquith @lukeoneil47 I want to make the entire culture a safe space. I want all white men to lop their dick’s off.

3:39 PM · 6/3/15 · Twitter Web Client

1 Retweet 2 Likes

Rep. Steve King really blurring that line between Actual White Supremacist and Old Dumb Shithead Who Took A Wrong Turn On Facebook.

2:50 PM · 3/12/17 from Manhattan, NY · Twitter for Android

Replying to @Lubchansky

/Woke voice Actually as a white male I wouldn't suffer at all under the presidency of an easily manipulated monomaniac simpleton

1:13 AM · 7/27/16 · Twitter Web Client

Replying to @MetalLungies

@MetalLungies I will never understand white people.

6:17 PM · 9/17/11 · Twitter Web Client
David Roth ☑
@david_j_roth

Best American Sporpswriting at @Deadspin. Various at SB Nation and then Vice Sports, co-founder of @Classical, turtle owner. Not the one from Van Halen or magic

การออกแบบ: New York City, New York State 🌍 Born February 17 🗓️ Joined July 2010

David Roth ☑
@david_j_roth

Replying to @GovMikeHuckabee
@GovMikeHuckabee I won't presume to speak for all Jewish people, but you should absolutely delete your account and live in a garbage dump.

11:31 PM - 7/28/15 - Twitter Web Client

68 Retweets 206 Likes

@white man builds a house for himself and only his family and his descendants &gt; Jew stands outside saying this house is for everyone &gt; Black screams that it's his house and he deserves it and that not giving it to him is racist Liberal: "Wow that White guy is so UN-AMERICAN"

9 Feb @JackGreenYT Jack Green retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

@verified writer/editor &gt; guilt trips whites &amp; compares them to Nazis &gt; claims 'ain't nothing more American than racism' &gt; doesn't like white Christians &gt; demonizes Trump supporters as racists, misogynists, and anti-semites Sigh 

pbs.twimg.com/media/ Dy_bdNFVAAA0cIC...
White people celebrating Cinco de Mayo in America is sort of like if Germans began co-opting Hanukkah.

5:23 PM · 5/4/11 · TweetDeck

Ain't nothing more American than football and racism.

Deadspin · @Deadspin
Sikh fans refused entry to Chargers stadium because of their turbans: deadsp.in/0LTU5Ky

10:19 PM · 12/23/15 · Twitter for iPhone

There are a lot of racist folks running for office. AKA "angry patriot types" http://su.pr/2WpPVD

1:04 PM · 10/4/10 · TweetDeck

I forget: is @ChickfilA racist, homophobic, or both?

4:20 PM · 3/10/15 · TweetDeck

Another disappointing thing about the election besides the racism, antisemitism and sexism is nobody tweets "daddy" at Trump anymore.

11:22 PM · 11/15/16 · Twitter for iPhone

It would be pretty funny if Donald Trump removed his mask and it was Dave Chappelle and all the racists heads just exploded.

3:38 PM · 3/1/16 · Twitter Web Client
Jason Diamond
@imjasondiamond


I grew up one of like two Jews in the WASPiest area in the Midwest and I'm here to tell you that I don't miss WASPs.

10:47 AM · 12/5/18 · Twitter Web Client

1 Retweet 30 Likes

Wow, a verified communist cartoonist, who claims to be white yet demonizes other whites for being ‘the real racists’? Seems like I’ve heard something about this phenomenon pbs.twimg.com/media/Dy_NOHrUYAEv1n5…

9 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
what if the real racists..........were mostly white people
5:13 PM · 9/18/13 · Twitter Web Client
1 Like

*i descend from the fuckin CLOUDS and gently touch my big smart brain*
what if we dismantled white supremacy AND capitalism at the same time
9:35 PM · 7/30/16 · Twitter for iPhone

Replying to @imjasondiamond
i miss when we were all communist agitators but for REAL :(  
2:05 PM · 10/29/18 · Twitter Web Client
2 Likes

Replying to @pilotviruet
@pilotbacon apologize for being a white racist
11:35 AM · 10/3/14 · Twitter Web Client

Replying to @Lubchansky and @dreamofngonon
what i'm getting at is feels weird to focus on us white ppl when antiblack racism and islamophobia is 100x worse in the USA
11:58 PM · 11/8/16 · Twitter Web Client

this Trump stuff is nuts! who'd have thought that a rich white supremacist who likes to yell at everyone would poll well with the GOP. wild
7:29 AM · 9/15/15 · Twitter Web Client
matt lubchansky 👤
@Lubchansky

your chill friend // associate editor and comics
@thenib // patreon.com/lubchansky //
matt.lubchansky@thenib.com // they/them

 Saddo, New Blork  🍕 matt.pizza

if and when im murdered for being queer or jewish please politicize the absolute fuck out of my death and please do something cool with my skull

1:16 PM · 10/27/18 · Twitter for iPhone

2,208 Retweets 19.5K Likes

So much talk about blackface, but never a word about those that like to put on whiteface just before they start spewing anti-white hate. There are plenty of examples of this phenomenon out there twitter.com/theeuropeanman1/status/...

The guilting and demonization of whites will not end until every last white has been removed from power and ultimately eradicated. To ethnically cleanse a people without a war, propaganda is needed. Our enemies understand this pbs.twimg.com/media/Dy_BoMmIUAAq3...
Blackface isn’t just about the racism in America’s past. It’s also about the racism in America’s present.

A bigger conversation about blackface’s history and its continued use is finally beginning to unfold.

By P.R. Lockhart  |  Feb 9, 2019, 8:00am EST
&gt; verified author &gt; purple hair &gt; tells white women not to associate with other white women &gt; wants white women banned &gt; wants white men to lose their power &gt; claims racist white people oppress POC &gt; tells whites to quit thinking as members of a group &gt; She ain't Amish fam
The white boys at wealthy religious schools who grew up before networked cameras are in Congress and on the Supreme Court and wouldn't it be nice if that weren't true in 20 years?

1:34 PM · 1/19/19 · Twitter Web Client

3 Retweets 20 Likes

The practical consequence of white men insisting on dominating everything is that there will ALWAYS be another virtually indistinguishable comedian, filmmaker, lawyer, football coach, politician who can step in. You just THINK you’re irreplaceable!

4:49 PM · 9/17/18 · Twitter Web Client

No oppression of women without men.
No oppression of POC without white people. You can't ignore that.

9:45 AM · 12/16/14 · Twitter for iPhone

1 Retweet 6 Likes

Appointed basically BECAUSE he's a white supremacist, if you read between the lines a little.

@CNNPolitics

A Trump administration appointee to the State Department guts standard UN documents that condemn racism as a threat to democracy
cnn.it/ZMBUc30

"White people do not think in terms of 'we'...You are 'you,' I am 'one of them.'" A really subtle and great piece.
thsppt.com/i-racist-53851...

11:30 AM · 12/31/15 · Twitter Web Client

5 Retweets 4 Likes

@rebel19 has news for white people:
you set up a racist system and you're the ones who have to dismantle it.
is.gd/9GacD

10:34 AM · 8/20/14 · YouFukurou

3 Retweets 3 Likes

@malleliis oh my godddddddd ban white women I will be sad to go to the island but I will understand

12:06 PM · 12/7/14 · Tweetbot for Mac

11 Likes

Replying to @theshrillest

@theshrillest @Nicole_Cliffe (I mean, they're right, because white men are generally terrible, but as you say Nicole did not editorialize)

1:20 PM · 5/13/15 · Tweetbot for Mac

2 Likes
Editor-in-chief of @ElectricLit and sad old goth. Witches, monsters. jess@electricliterature.com. Book: quirksbooks.com/book/basic-wit...

On this St. Patrick’s Day please be aware that my hair color is fake, I am Jewish, I have no green clothes, I am a snake

11:45 AM · 3/17/15 · Twitter for iPhone

I am vomit. twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/…

8 Feb @liangweihan4 Weihan Zhang retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Jewish-owned and -operated @TheEconomist declares Diversity War on Japan. twitter.com/TheEconomist/status/109…

9 Feb @exorcizo_te Dr. Admirabilis retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Gonna be real with you fam, if I was elected President I’d be impeached inside of 6 months ..... However, there would be 30 million less illegals

8 Feb @HarmlessYardDog Battle Beagle retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

&gt; verified journalist/academic/feminist &gt; addresses whites as her ‘fellow white folks’ &gt; claims ‘white male fragility is toxic &gt; dangerous’ &gt; tells white men to give their positions to women &gt; POC &gt; refuses to teach or write on the works of white male authors #EverySingleTime pbs.twimg.com/media/Dy-SUKBW0AAh3x7…

9 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
This is a question that's especially important for white or male instructors to think about. So many of the issues my friends have had in writing workshops are when the instructor is a man or is white (or both). How can we do a better job when racism/misogyny enter our classrooms?

9:42 AM · 7/3/18 · Twitter Web Client

THREAD: Fellow white folks, let's talk about this because I feel like maybe you don't know what the alternatives are. "Members of the Krakora household... have called police an estimated 60 times in the 18 years they've lived at their current address."

Almost every expert I quote in my stories is a woman. I try to avoid them being all white women. I try to prioritize QTPOC sources when I can; in sports that's not always possible & I know I could be better at this. But the lack of (white) male voices in my work is intentional.

10:46 AM · 10/4/18 · Twitter for iPhone

Good morning! White male fragility is toxic and dangerous.

8:18 AM · 1/9/19 · Twitter for iPhone

7 Retweets 63 Likes

Anyway, good morning! This is my appeal to my fellow white parents to make sure that we make dismantling anti-Blackness in our children's schools (& in our homes) a priority instead of turning away & deciding it's not our problem.

9:02 AM · 1/14/19 · Twitter for iPhone

I've tweeted before about how I generally don't include any white male authors' work on the syllabi for my writing classes. I found out tonight that some dude had emailed the center where I teach & sent my tweet, trying to get me in trouble for it. Because of course they did.

4:12 PM · 11/13/18 · Twitter for iPhone

Here's a tip for men: if you're asked to be on a panel or appear at an event & there are no women, decline the opportunity & send a list of 3-5 qualified women to appear instead. White folks, same if you're asked & there are no POC.

7:18 PM · 12/25/18 · Twitter for iPhone

I apologize for my silence. I've followed the conversation & watched as much of the doc as I've been able. Fellow white feminists, it's the least we can do to show up for Black women & girls when they speak out. Sexual violence, against anyone, *is* our problem.

#SurvivingRKelly

6:50 PM · 1/6/19 · Twitter for iPhone

"appeared to show a confrontation between a large group of Catholic students instigated by black men who identified themselves as Hebrew Israelites."

A group of white kids showed up to a march for Indigenous people wearing MAGA hats. "That" is an act of hostility & instigation.
Britni de la Cretaz 🧿
@britnidlc

Freelance writer tackling the intersection of sports & gender. Sports columnist @Longreads. Bylines NYT, The Atlantic, The Ringer, Bleacher Report, etc.

I lost my hamsa necklace so I’m going to a Judaica store tomorrow to purchase a new one, either another hamsa or a Star of David. Being visible as a Jewish person feels important. I won’t hide. I won’t be afraid. It’s a small act of resistance, but one I need right now.

7:42 PM · 10/30/18 · Twitter for iPhone

73 Likes
OK, I'm officially giddy. My name is up #OnBroadway for #StraightWhiteMen by @yjltc, directed by @AnnaDSapiro, @2STNYC—with me, @mrjoshcharles, @tylefres, @amniehammer, @paulschneider03, #TomSkerritt! Straight White Men begins June 29 at #HavesTheater!

Our culture insists sexuality's parsed by bio-defined gender (homo/hetero/bi) — adding trans reveals attraction 2 trans/mixedsexual & pansexual.

Love this NYC crosswalk sign. As the light's changing, it says "Stop the white man." Right? http://twitpic.com/u80q6

RT @Arizona_Abby: And why R the murders of #trans women of color ignored while #gay white suicides r publicized? http://bit.ly/ai6OfY #light

RT @LiteratePervert: What's the virtue of having faith at all? Why not a secular life w/o sexism/racism/etc? (Thoughts? -K)

RT @MWM4444: All those being Raptured tomorrow will look just like #DoctorWho Adipose babies: fat, mostly white, dumb as newborns (Brill! K)

My sincere wish is that national #light leaders commit resources now 2 fight #extremist #rightwing #misogyny & #racism tht divides us all—PRT

12:20 AM - 4/8/12 - Twitter for Mac
7 Retweets 1 Like

RT @Paperclippe .@Paperclippe My apologies 4 any offense caused by my using bio. I'm trying 2 find an alternative to cis, which seems too black&white to me.
3:57 PM - 10/7/09 - Twitter Web Client

RT @Paperclippe .@Paperclippe My apologies 4 any offense caused by my using bio. I'm trying 2 find an alternative to cis, which seems too black&white to me.
3:57 PM - 10/7/09 - Twitter Web Client
Kate Bornstein
@katebornstein

I'm an author, performer, and advocate for teens, freaks & other outlaws. That--and oh so much more--makes me a queer & pleasant danger.

New York  katebornstein.com
Joined September 2008
2,234 Following  37K Followers

OMG. I'm a 60 year old Jewish lady sunbathing in Florida. If I wasn't also a tattooed, pierced SM tranny dyke, I'd be a perfect stereotype.

10:45 AM · 3/6/09 · Twitter Web Client

4 Likes

I've got nothing to say....... pbs.twimg.com/media/Dy9qLXIXgAAJ7pF...
Free market capitalism is having your nation turned into an economic sweatshop with no job security or wage growth where you have to work nonstop to stay afloat only to have the government take half your money in taxes all for the benefit of corporations that don’t pay anything. pbs.twimg.com/media/Dy8Vwh7V4AAJUF-…

9 Feb @westland_will Will Westcott retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Netflix paid NOTHING in federal or state taxes in 2018 despite posting record profits of $845million - and even got a $22million rebate

- The Institute on Taxation and Economic Policy said corporations like Netflix are still 'exploiting loopholes' under the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act
- Senior fellow Matthew Gardner said 'Netflix is precisely the sort of company that should be paying its fair share of income taxes' and called the figures 'troubling'
- Donald Trump promised 'the biggest tax cut, the biggest reform of all time'
- Netflix, which has just announced a price hike, now has 139 million subscribers
- The streaming site says despite report they paid $131 million in taxes in 2018

&snarky verified author/journalist &claimed Trump’s anti-immigration policies are racist and xenophobic &insinuates all white people are racist &tells his 'fellow white people' to ignore racial statistics and stereotypes I really need to start pacing myself pbs.twimg.com/media/Dy8LmMcXgAAUic...
Jesse Singal @jessesingal

Love this chart. The fewer the undocumented immigrants in a state, the more likely voters there were to respond positively to -- or at least overlook -- Trump's racism and xenophobia and pull the lever for him.

nbcnews.com/news/us-news/d...

- “We’ll seek out legal options” tic annoys me; tasty red meat for alt-righters. Very clearly isn’t/shouldn’t be legal angle here.
- Love the state rep who views this as a “reminder” racism is still alive... in a 94% white Wisconsin town. Super shocking!

Jesse Singal @jessesingal

Don’t blame stupidity for racist tweets -- blame Whiteness!
(okay this actually works really well)

Jesse Singal @jessesingal
Don’t blame [CAUSAL FACTOR for [BAD EVENT]] -- blame [MORE ZOOMED-OUT CONCEPT FROM CRITICAL THEORY]!

Jesse Singal @jessesingal

Frazier is black and resigned over Trump's refusal to speak out assertively against white supremacy. This is some other-level shit.

Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump
Now that Ken Frazier of Merck Pharma has resigned from President’s Manufacturing Council, he will have more time to LOWER RIPOFF DRUG PRICES!

Jesse Singal @jessesingal

LISTEN UP, FELLOW WHITE PEOPLE:
It isn’t useful to make sweeping categories on the basis of race, so let’s allow a bit more nuance into the discussion

4:05 PM - 1/12/18 - TweetDeck

Jesse Singal @jessesingal

If even white people in Philadelphia, of all places, are racist, what have we left?!?! Sad!

deadspin.com/phillies-pista...

4:17 PM - 12/5/16 - TweetDeck

Jesse Singal @jessesingal

I'm torn between the facts that evil white men in positions of power rarely get punished and Trump is maybe the dumbest person ever

8:49 AM - 5/12/17 - TweetDeck

10 Retweets 48 Likes

Jesse Singal @jessesingal

Theories about all white people being complicit in maintaining the racial hierarchy. Can simultaneously be true (in a sense) and seemingly tailor-made to violate people's sense of moral causality/agency/responsibility.

Sidneva @Nuta_Sid
Repeating to @jessesingal
What are some examples?

Jesse Singal @jessesingal

Whooooooooooooo's ready for 4 years of scared racist white people mistaking things that aren't guns for guns?

nytimes.com/2016/11/06/us/...

12:10 AM - 11/6/16 - TweetDeck

4 Retweets 16 Likes
Oh boy, another verified journalist who despises white men and claims that Trump supporters are racist, misogynistic, and anti-Semitic... Who could have predicted this? pbs.twimg.com/media/Dy9A8FJWkAE2NSM...
9 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Also: loves racists, racism

Mediaite @Mediaite
Trump’s Excuse for Not Condemning KKK on CNN: I Had a ’Lousy Earpiece’ bit.ly/1TMy7sO

It's not white nationalism; it's white supremacy. Call it what it is.

Replying to @oligopistos
No, if people weren't racist and antisemitic and misogynistic the election would have been very different

I think the way we stopped calling anti-choice people pro-life, we should stop saying alt-right and only say white supremacists.

Replying to @CleverTitleTK
We keep trying to show Trump supporters that he's racist and anti-Semitic. That's the thing they love about him most!

That's what I love about the middle-aged white men I write about. I get older, but they stay the same age.
Taffy Brodesser-Akner 🔄
@taffyakner

Writing journalism at @nytmag and @nytimesarts. Publishing a novel in June @randomhouse. It is hard keeping it so hard core. Tips: (719) 266-2837 ⚡taffyakner.com ⏰ Joined March 2009

2,883 Following 42.1K Followers

I am so Jewish I only saw these as matzoh balls

Spreading feminism worldwide, just what I wanted when I voted for the anti-globalist candidate. twitter.com/GOP/status/109407466505...
9 Feb @westland_will Will Westcott retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

I'll take 'white knighting' for $100 Alec twitter.com/PrisonPlanet/status/109...
verified user pushes diversity in tech industry advocates for whites to be replaced claims whites are more dangerous than immigrants wants old white men dispossessed claims America is land of immigrants claims America First is dangerous You know how this ends folks pbs.twimg.com/media/Dy7vie8WsAAAGLY...

Good stuff. In fact I'll go step further: the whole country wouldn't work without immigrants. twitter.com/jguynn/status/
10:42 AM · 2/8/17 · Twitter for Android
1 Retweet 1 Like

Adam Singer @AdamSinger
Replying to @lukebussey and @DrJenGunter xenophobic better? They're worried immigrants are going to hurt their kids? Some local idiot w/gun is real concern.
11:46 AM · 2/4/17 · Twitter for Android

America is land of immigrants my friend. We welcome and love all. I'm sorry you don't.
10:37 AM · 2/17/17 · Twitter for Android
1 Retweet 9 Likes

Adam Singer @AdamSinger
The whole "America first" thing is xenophobic, closed-minded & outright dangerous. If we're not thinking global humanity is in big trouble.
10:43 AM · 2/17/17 · Twitter for Android
13 Likes

Kain Yusanagi @KainYusanagi · 1/26
Completely losing their shit for a 9C temp ban, far shorter than Obama's repeated bans?
1:22 PM · 6/16/17 · Twitter Web Client

Adam Singer @AdamSinger
Replying to @KainYusanagi and @Christopher I don't support any banning of immigrants. It's good people are protesting.
I'm Jewish & growing up never experienced antisemitism. Guess lucky. Online see it daily, don't get it. Can we get these people some latkes?
French yellow-vest protesters to launch political party

White voters: Did you get wall funding? GOP: No. White voters: What about addressing the Opioid crisis? GOP: No. White voters: We want to stop the wars in the Middle East. GOP: No. White voters: What the fuck are you doing for us? GOP: pbs.twimg.com/media/Dy6oSSjW0AEsITn...
8 Feb @CEOe Erick Hayden CEO Erick Hayden retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

‘Even flying a Confederate flag on private property might be outlawed’ Any symbol of white identity, history, and culture must be destroyed and censored. pbs.twimg.com/media/Dy6pAgHX4AUGhmJ...
8 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
STONE MOUNTAIN, Ga. (WTHR) — New legislation in Georgia would outlaw any symbols, monuments, memorials or other dedications to the Confederacy on public property.

Under **HB 175**, the only exception to the ban would be at museums, Civil War battlefields, 11Alive **reported**.

Even flying a Confederate battle flag on private property might be outlawed.

The bill would also make it illegal to display symbols of the Confederacy at a residence, store, place of business, public building or school. That law includes inside or outside those buildings.

A Georgia resident told 11Alive that she doesn't agree with the proposal because it would take away from the education of the country's history.
State bill would outlaw Confederate displays on public property

@mannoname4 @Mottel @TheEuropeanMan1 Same here. There were a lot of things I didn't know about Jews until discovering them and their tweets. So glad to see what they actually think from their own words typed by their own hands. Pretty shocked at what I have seen.
8 Feb @TanyaCornfield Horse Lady Cornfield retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

The demographics of the electorare. Stop playing dumb @charliekirk11, you know the answer. twitter.com/charliekirk11/status/10...
8 Feb @vdare Virginia Dare retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

@TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

&gt;verified journalist/left wing writer &gt;thinks white identity is bad &gt;demonizes whites as 'racists' &gt;guilt trips whites &gt;claims Trump movement was founded by white supremacist &gt;understands that demographics are destiny and GOP is doomed This is turning into a full-time job folks pbs.twimg.com/media/Dy6V-qbU0AEd2yJ…
8 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
A movement founded by a defender of white supremacy has been captured by a racist. Imagine! nytimes.com/daily/intellig...

The GOP campaign is an integrated political-policy strategy driven by a ticking demographic clock.

Very clear that Trump is emboldening white supremacist hate crimes, @bouie argues persuasively.

Despite its long-term demographic doom, the GOP will be the next party to reshape American government.

How Trump gave the white power movement its greatest modern victory
nytimes.com/daily/intellig...

If the Senate structurally overrepresented minorities as much as it currently overrepresents white people, impeaching Kavanaugh would be a legitimate target within the next 4-6 years.

A careful historical study adds to the mountain of evidence that racism turned the white South Republican

Repealing to @feministabulous

I feel people have a point when they say this "defining white men as an identity bloc" conversation has some bad effects.

"With brutal, unspeakable violence, white men affirmed their manhood, white communities affirmed their virtue, and the white South, as a whole, affirmed its power."
Jonathan Chait ✨
@jonathanchait


Washington, D.C.  nymag.com/author/jonathan...
Joined June 2009
405 Following  168.8K Followers

Jonathan Chait ✨
@jonathanchait

Replying to @sullivanamy

@sullivanamy Fun fact of the 1000s of pro-Sanders messages I've gotten, 0% say I owe him my vote as a Jewish male. TIFWIW.

9:04 PM · 2/9/16 from Washington, DC · Twitter Web Client

"The blacks vote black, the Jews vote Jewish, and only white people are stupid enough to vote Democrat/Republican and cancel each other out." - George Lincoln Rockwell, 1967 Minority consciousness. When several minorities vote as a bloc, they can challenge the majority. pbs.twimg.com/media/DyH0HPsVYAA2yJK...
Yowzer, yet another verified journalist who claims to be white, but also despises whites and thinks ‘whiteness’ is a mental disease? I’m starting to notice a pattern fam [pbs.twimg.com/media/Dy54I4rVYAAHBFU...](pbs.twimg.com/media/Dy54I4rVYAAHBFU...)
Also our country is being devoured from within by a cancer dressed as white people in red hats and also white people in festival-wear and everything’s on fire and children are in jail so. There’s that.

5:00 PM - 7/2/18 - Twitter Web Client

@madfoot

I have benefited from the privilege of being a white woman in a country that is actively white supremacist, so yes, I do shoulder some of that guilt, though I prefer to call it owning my part in the situation in order to make it better for everyone.

5:13 AM - 3/18/18 - Twitter for iPhone

@madfoot

This revolting article by @nicohnes shows, yet again, that white male privilege is a motherfucker. thebeast.st/2aNOYir @thedailybeast

12:02 PM - 8/11/18 - Twitter Web Client

@madfoot

White men cannot be trusted ANYWHERE

USA TODAY @usatoday

Park rangers arrested a tourist after he walked onto the Old Faithful geyser and apparently urinated into it in front of hundreds of horrified tourists at Yellowstone National Park as video of the incident goes viral. usat.ly/2pfTmZz

8:13 PM - 9/13/18 - Twitter Web Client

@madfoot

Oh hey guys norm mcdonald never watched a thing but he sure does have an opinion on that thing I’m starting to think I’m really glad I wasn’t born white and male in America. It’s really not good for the soul.

3:15 PM - 9/13/18 - Twitter Web Client

@madfoot

I’m white and I have to say, it’s the ultimate narcissism. Whiteness is its own pathology.

5:52 PM - 4/17/17 - Twitter Web Client

1 Retweet 3 Likes

@madfoot

Oh hey guys norm mcdonald never watched a thing but he sure does have an opinion on that thing I’m starting to think I’m really glad I wasn’t born white and male in America. It’s really not good for the soul.

3:15 PM - 9/13/18 - Twitter Web Client

@madfoot

I’m white and I have to say, it’s the ultimate narcissism. Whiteness is its own pathology.

5:52 PM - 4/17/17 - Twitter Web Client

1 Retweet 3 Likes
Wow. WOW. Amazing story involving @tomperriello and the power of a parent’s gut feeling. As a Jewish mom who frets daily about what I’d do in Nazi Germany, and who weeps for Jakelin Caal Maquin, I thank you, sir.
White people ruin everything

12:42 PM · 4/17/15 · Twitter for Android

The number of white people I see jogging at Utica and Eastern Parkway 9:30am is both depressing and makes me wonder if any of them have jobs

9:39 AM · 6/1/16 · Twitter for Android

3 Likes

Probably the most depressing thing about Crown Heights these days is the sheer number of white people walking dogs on President each night.

9:44 AM · 5/26/16 · Twitter for Android

2 Retweets 5 Likes

Replying to @ylove
@ylove The deeper issue is the hoards of white people moving here that, while they won't admit it, are pushing out locals @YeahThatsKosher

4:33 PM · 5/13/15 · TweetDeck
Mordechai Lightstone ✔️
@Mottel

Rabbi. Social @Chabad. Founder @myTechTribe. TED Resident. Fueled by coffee & craft beer. Views mine, not employer's. Kosher Hot Takes Served Daily.

📍 Brooklyn, Before It Was Cool
🔗 facebook.com/events/1886828...
📅 Joined June 2008

1,710 Following  7,220 Followers

Today I noticed something encouraging for a change. Last night, I passed 4,000 followers. As bad as things are, it gives me great hope knowing that so many like minded people are also fighting for the survival of our people and civilization. Thank you fam. I appreciate you all. 

8 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
verified senior fellow for left wing propagandist (Media Matters) attacks anyone opposed to limitless immigration
everyone he doesn’t like is a ‘racist’
jokes about white genocide
cries anti-semitism when someone points out that his
dad is rich hedge fund manager
 PBS.twimg.com/media/Dy4wkoRVYAAneaH...
8 Feb @TheEuropeanMan# The European Man
Matthew Gertz @MattGertz

All Donald Trump has left is racism and hatred of the media. At its core, that's what his White House stands for. Shame.

4:58 PM 8/15/17 · TweetDeck
35 Retweets 49 Likes

Matthew Gertz @MattGertz

Here's the newest example of the White House welcoming the dignitaries of the racist/misogynist alt-right mediawatch.org/blog/2017/04/0...
twitter.com/Cernovich/stat...
2:52 PM 4/26/17 · Twitter Web Client

Matthew Gertz @MattGertz

You know who really loves Trump's racist judge attacks? David Duke & the white nationalists. mediawatch.org/research/2016/

David Duke: "Now the whole Trump administration can't say if he won't, it can't deny the whole Jewish manipulation of the American political process. The mass immigration of Jews, in action and in advance. That is the ultimate and decisive power that exists in the United States of America today." (David Duke, 2017, VoteKoala Network, David Duke Show, 07/16)

Matthew Gertz @MattGertz

Replying to @owllis only because the Jews pushed it through to achieve white genocide and one world government.

8:26 AM 3/14/17 · TweetDeck
9 Likes

Matthew Gertz @MattGertz

Ann Coulter is currently having another racist meltdown after my colleague @eihananki revealed that an ICE senior adviser loves her bigoted commentary. You can read his report here: mediawatch.org/blog/2019/02/0...

Ann Coulter @AnnCoulter. Yes. I wonder if this position results of any bias on the nominee... —

Matthew Gertz @MattGertz

I dunno, it's pretty rude to say so but this looks like pretty strong evidence that the president is a racist. washingtonpost.com/politics/trump...

President Trump grew frustrated with lawmakers Thursday in the Oval Office when they stalled enacting protections for immigrants in the White House, a senior aide said. The White House's previous attempt at a bipartisan immigration deal, according to the people briefed on the meeting.

"Why do we have all these people from the Middle East coming here?" Trump

Matthew Gertz @MattGertz

"Trump is Right": Trump's White Nationalist Backers Applaud His Racist Attacks On Federal Judge

12:27 PM 6/14/16 · Twitter Web Client

Matthew Gertz @MattGertz

Republican senators are white men over age 50 from AL, UT, IA, AZ, SC, TX, OK. Looking forward to discussion of importance of diversity.

11:29 AM 7/13/09 · Twitter Web Client

Matthew Gertz @MattGertz

Your friend Tucker Carlson is racist.

Jeffrey Toobin @JeffreyToobin

My friend @TuckerCarlson criticizes my claim that @realDonaldTrump was racist. Hey Tucker, where was @BarackObama born?

11:55 AM 9/14/18 · TweetDeck

98 Retweets 415 Likes
Matthew Gertz
@MattGertz

Senior Fellow at @mmfa. Views expressed here are my own. Husband of @alyssarosenberg. Dad. Definitely not the GOP congressman.
mgertz@mediamatters.org

Washington, DC
mediamatters.org/authors/matt-g...

Joined July 2009

1,590 Following 56K Followers

Oh cool, Ann Coulter signaling to her followers that I'm Jewish, this should end well.

'We white people are all racists and must recognize our white privilege' It never ever ends folks.
pbs.twimg.com/media/Dy4cTdcUvAAtMvx...
Philip J. Wolfe @philipjwolfe

We white people must take a stand on #BLM and fight against police brutality. It is our responsibility. We all must stand together!!

5:26 PM · 9/24/16 · Twitter for iPhone

2 Likes

Philip J. Wolfe @philipjwolfe

Replying to @isaacgrivett

Yeah. I recognize my white privilege which makes me a racist, intended or not intended. All white people r racists. I empower POC by using my white privilege, call out racial slurs, call out white supremacy and own up to my biases.

Philip J. Wolfe @philipjwolfe

Replying to @BirchandMaple @adrparsons and @deaf_dope

ALL white people are racists, period, myself included. I use my white privilege in empowering POC. I step up and call out people when they spew racist slurs. I call out white supremacy. I join #BLM protests. And I’m still white. Same concept w HoH

Philip J. Wolfe @philipjwolfe

Replying to @socorroxoarcia

Yeah. I did want to do makeup cuz it’s beautiful but after I learned about cultural appropriation, I never did this make up. I am a white male. I acknowledge my white privilege and encourage others not to practice cultural appropriation. Great video message!

Philip J. Wolfe @philipjwolfe

Replying to @philipjwolfe @Lyddlemami and 2 others

And IF there were Black women running while I am the only white male, I would have stepped down from the race.

1:39 AM · 6/9/18 · Twitter for iPhone

1 Like
I am Gay, Jewish, Deaf, while I do suffer police brutality because of my identity and abilities however, to justify all lives matter is totally dismissing #Blacklivesmatter and its mission statement.
These aren't true fans. True fans are supportive of their franchises and if they have issues with them, they are still civil about it. These toxic trolls are angry guys who feel threatened by diversity and inclusion and try to take ownership over other fans' beloved properties.

Holy shit, the more you read this, the more it shocks you with its unbridled racism. According to Trump, people from white countries are fine. People of color are not. There's really no more words to describe this awful man. Good lord.

Mighty white in there too. That's one helluva nutsack party in there deciding your futures, ladies.

This is outrageous: Not a single woman in the room as @Mike_Pence and @HouseGOP propose removing maternity coverage in Trumpcare.

Oh, Mike, you scamp. You racist, dog-whistling, stereotyping, fear-mongering, lizard-brained scamp.

These two monsters are the President's closest advisers. How can being against even LEGAL immigration be anything other than pure racism?

Can we appoint someone who's an opponent to old straight rich white dudes to lead the Old Straight Rich White Dudes office? Aka White House?

Dear @Twitter, this is a racist tweet. How does this not violate your rules of conduct? Suspect this account.

We reject you, @realDonaldTrump. We reject your racism. We reject your fear-mongering. We reject your intolerance and ego. We reject you. 🇺🇸

How do you spend most of your life in the wonderful melting pot that is New York City and end up this horrible fear-mongering racist? Talk about not coming out of your ivory tower. Look ahead to diversity and inclusion. Don't fear it. People are people.
Paul Feig wears suits and tries not to screw things up. He also created Freaks & Geeks and directed Bridesmaids, The Heat, Spy, Ghostbusters:ATC and A Simple Favor.

Joined December 2008

740 Following 2.1M Followers

^ Early life

Feig was born in and raised in Mount Clemens, Michigan. His mother, Elaine Elizabeth (née Artingstall), was a telephone operator, and his father, Sanford William Feig, owned Ark Surplus on Gratiot Avenue. Feig's father was born Jewish and converted to Christian Science; Feig's parents met at a church social, and Feig was also raised in Christian Science.

Oh boy, successful Hollywood comedy director Paul Feig is launching a diversity initiative to ‘champion diverse comedic voices.’ Thus far, the ‘diverse voices’ have come up with shows about Muslims, transexuals, & African refugees. Hmmm, I wonder who this Feig guy is? Yep pbs.twimg.com/media/DyZAlXQAhhs...
Paul Feig’s Powderkeg Launches Diversity Initiative Break The Room

by Mike Fleming Jr

• February 7, 2019 8:30am
EXCLUSIVE: Paul Feig’s digital production company Powderkeg has launched *Break the Room*. It is a writers room development initiative formulated with writer-producer Sameer Gardezi. BTR, done with support from PopCulture Collab and MuslimArc, will approach the creation of diverse content by bringing writers of color together with community thought leaders for a week long writers room filled with diverse scribes to put marginalized voices in control of representing each projects’ community and ideas.

Feig has been quietly road testing this initiative, and the first show to come out of it is the digital short-form series *East of La Brea*, produced in association with Lyft Entertainment and Pillars Fund.

The project follows two twentysomething working class Muslim women, Aisha Hassan and Farha Munshi, as they struggle to navigate the changing landscape of their native Los Angeles home. *East of La Brea* premieres at SXSW, competing in the Episodic Pilot Competition.

BTR has completed two rooms in Los Angeles and Albuquerque respectively with another one to commence later this month in Portland. The first project under the banner is and untitled D’Lo project, which is based on the life of Sri Lankan trans comic D’Lo, who was supported by what they call an “all queer” writers room to tell the story of coming back to his small desert hometown of Lancaster, CA. From the Albuquerque room has come *The Great Manygoats*, a comedy about a Navajo family that struggles to cut through the red tape of government grant funding by changing their trading post business into a vegan sex shop. This project was written by an all Native American room.
The next room will write a comedy centered on the refugee experience of Portland comedian and Libyan native Mohand Elshieky. The aim is to highlight the experience of living in a “welcoming” ultra-liberal bubble, yet still feeling like a fish out of water.

BTR is also looking to scale internationally with partnerships lining up in Canada, India and the Middle East, with plans to develop stories that have a unique connection to each region. The first BTR partners are international production company Hyde Park Entertainment and ShivHans Pictures, who have joined to fund development of a South Asian-American comedy through a BTR writers room.

“Real change requires breaking norms and paradigms,” Gardezi said. “What makes Break the Room impactful is that it’s not a diversity initiative, a shadowing program or a workshop. We are empowering writers by actually letting them do the work and be part of the process in a meaningful way. It’s less about backing a cause than it is investing in underrepresented voices.”

“We started Powderkeg to tell the stories of talented, emerging and underrepresented voices in comedy. Break the Room invites these writers across the country and globe to develop, control and craft them, with our support, in a way that will resonate with viewers,” adds Paul Feig and Laura Fischer.

Feig and Fischer launched Powderkeg as a digital studio to champion diverse comedic voices and incubate multi-platform projects. It is soon to launch a feature film contest with Issa Rae’s Color Creative looking for the next great teen movie, and its inaugural female directors program Powderkeg: Fuse will premier later this spring. The company is also in development on a variety of formats, including a half hour scripted comedy at YouTube Premium, a series at Snapchat, two movies for Freeform and a multi-script deal at the interactive platform EKO. The Powderkeg venture is being funded by Superbrands Capital, the private entertainment industry investment company run by Adam Bold.

As long as Feig continues working toward another mad comedy vehicle for Melissa McCarthy, these offshoot projects are very laudable.
^ Early life

Feig was born in and raised in Mount Clemens, Michigan.[2] His mother, Elaine Elizabeth (née Artingstall), was a telephone operator, and his father, Sanford William Feig, owned Ark Surplus on Gratiot Avenue.[3][4][5] Feig's father was born Jewish and converted to Christian Science; Feig's parents met at a church social, and Feig was also raised in Christian Science.[3][6][7]
-Murdering post birth babies -Mass immigration of the third world -Denigration of Christian morality -Our ancestors blamed for all mortal sins on the planet I couldn’t make up a scenario that’s worse than this

@tod_wei I’ll ask around and figure somewhere to archive. Definitely don’t want to lose all the work when I inevitably get Shoah’d

Who knew a Jamaican Indian woman wouldn’t readily embrace American values? I mean, she came here ‘legally’

twitter.com/DailyCaller/status/1093…

Ben Shapiro thought Trump’s SOTU speech was the best ever because he stayed “on script.” In other words, Ben loved the speech because Trump regurgitated failed conservative talking points that were written by a neocon dual-citizen.

pbz.twimg.com/media/Dy2HSE5VAA2Q2k…

8 Feb @westland_will Will Westcott retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1
Trump's #SOTU was the strongest speech of his presidency. It may not change the math much overall -- there's not a lot of give in his numbers -- but it's a reminder that when he's on-script, his depiction of an America that is essentially good is still compelling.
Today, it was my great honor to sign a Presidential Memorandum launching the Women’s Global Development and Prosperity Initiative. #WGDP
Read more: 45.wh.gov/C1jvUn
@tod_wel Any suggested places for where to save the content?
8 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

@jazzurd I'm still working my way through Culture of Critique tbh. Most of my knowledge simply comes from daily doses of noticing. I'm gonna ask some of my boys if they have any suggestions for more in-depth analysis on the psychology
8 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

verified journalist Atlantic senior editor guilt trips whites advocates for mixed race families pushes gay &amp; interracial relationships pro-immigration pro-DACA Never stop noticing my friends
pbs.twimg.com/media/Dy2Gz-pX0AlpqXS...
Watch the Judiciary Committee's "brutalizing treatment of Anita Hill—all men on the committee at that time, all white, all mercilessly hectoring. Hill's composure is unbelievable, and the senators' smug callousness is hard to describe." @JamesFallows

Moving story about the miseries of masquerading or trying to pass, for both interracial and gay couples.

"Because of an argument about a wall, I have to look people in the eyes every day and tell them they can't pay for their food, for their children's food." Also, early distribution of next month's SNAP means an uncertain future.

"I thought it would take a little longer for the hit squad of privileged young white women to open fire on brown-skinned men. But we're at warp speed now."

"This is what food is: a bridge, not a wall. We are all immigrants and we all come together around the table." @ChefJoseAndres @Smithsonian.

"Actual racists loathe the idea of white parents raising a black child, and ideological arguments about identity raise questions about whether a white family's love can "harm" a child of a different race." @DavidAFrench.

"This is the first case someone is being pardoned for "using state power toward racist ends." @JamesFallows.

@chefjoseandres: Give the 11 million undocumented immigrants who are already part of America's DNA a chance. washingtonpost.com/opinions/jose--...
Corby Kummer ✅
@CKummer

Atlantic senior editor, James Beard Award-winner, author of The Joy of Coffee.

🔗 theatlantic.com/corby-kummer/

Joined January 2009

750 Following  26.7K Followers

Replies to @kalins

@kalins I'm a Jew!!

2:56 PM · 9/22/15 · Twitter Web Client
Diversity is an asset you should want to acquire, not an obligation you should feel compelled to perform.

Shocking, white men aren't the only people who can provide mandates, or the only people with legitimate needs.

Let's get serious about what would actually advance diversity in Hollywood: wapo.st/1DL2Rm5

If you think black men with the level of talent these white guys have would get the same opportunities, you are insane.

Santa Claus is a figure we let into our homes and close to kids. Insisting he be white betrays anxiety about letting black men do this.

Diversity helped make pop culture so much better in 2015: wapo.st/1UzXfIR

If Confederate memorials were erected to bolster white supremacy, we can't just leave those voids empty.

Easiest measure of Hollywood racism: the white men they want to make stars in comparison to the black men they ignore: bit.ly/wdaJl
Alyssa Rosenberg
@AlyssaRosenberg

Act Four and editing at the @washingtonpost's @PostOpinions. Married to @MattGertz. Mom to the best baby. I am Diaphena. alyssa.rosenberg@washpost.com.

Washington, DC

washingtonpost.com/news/act-four/

Joined November 2002

Tweet

Alyssa Rosenberg
@AlyssaRosenberg

Replying to @PeterLKey

I'm Jewish, not an insane person with bad taste in cocktails.

8:28 PM · 11/7/16 · Twitter for iPhone
Who else remembers voting for global feminism to ensure all women are made corporate wage slaves and never families.
twitter.com/IvankaTrump/status/1093...
7 Feb @westland_will Will Westcott retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

‘Wreak havoc on white America by flooding it with life-destroying opiates...as long as it’s done legally’ #EverySingleTime
pbs.twimg.com/media/Dy1rNDWkAEVR4E...
7 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

A Purdue Pharma vice president said at the launch party for OxyContin in the 1990s that the coming "prescription blizzard" would be "deep, dense and white," according to a court filing.
The Jewish Family Making Billions From The Opioid Crisis

October 17, 2017  |  By Aiden Pink
THE FAMILY THAT BUILT AN EMPIRE OF PAIN

The Sackler dynasty’s ruthless marketing of painkillers has generated billions of dollars—and millions of addicts.

By Patrick Radden Keefe
Raymond Sackler (February 16, 1920 – July 17, 2017)[2][3] was an American physician, billionaire entrepreneur, and philanthropist. Raymond Sackler was, together with his brother Mortimer Sackler, owner of Purdue Pharma, the developer of Oxycontin.[4][5][6]

Relatives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mortimer David Sackler</td>
<td>(brother)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthur M. Sackler</td>
<td>(brother)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^ Early life

Born in Brooklyn, New York to a Jewish family, in 1920, Sackler was educated at Erasmus High School, and attended New York University where he received a bachelor's degree in 1938. Due to Jewish
Artificial Intelligence Has a Problem With Gender and Racial Bias. Here’s How to Solve It
As long as the law allows it... pbs.twimg.com/media/Dy0rj_BX0AINijC...
7 Feb @CEOERickHayden CEO Erick Hayden retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

"I wanted to ask you before I ask her. May I have your permission to marry her?" In the Current Year, Woke Precious Stone Merchant wants you to ask your girlfriend’s son for permission to marry her. pbs.twimg.com/media/Dyz4BSPUwAAecAd...
7 Feb @WokeCapital Woke Capital retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1
May I have your permission

Kay Jewelers
February 1 at 7:33 PM •

Your lives are about to change forever.

90K Views

15 Likes 3 Comments 2 Shares
YOU’RE NOT JUST MARRYING HER...
The more I think about it, the more I think the human race is better off without white people.

Your world view must be so demented if you think that there is "massive institutional race discrimination against whites."

Bannon, Flynn, Sessions -- Great! Senate must demand that Sessions as AG stop the massive institutional race discrimination against whites!

For the first time ever a group of mediocre white men couldn't get what they wanted.

Of course, this means stop putting white men in positions of power. But we already know that.
Josh Sternberg
@joshsternberg

Tech Editor @adweek. Priors: NBC News; WaPo; Digiday. Bylines: The Atlantic, The Awl, Entrepreneur, Pacific Standard, etc. email: josh.sternberg@adweek.com

 Joined May 2008

1,079 Following  13.1K Followers

Tweet

I'm Jewish and married a Jewish woman. AMA.

5:16 PM · 4/2/18 · Twitter Web Client

6 Likes
A thread about an @NRTV segment that insinuated gun control will lead to mass murder of whites by blacks, an idea out of Stormfront boards.

This week @stinchfield1776 indulged false idea that black south africans murder white south africans in huge numbers. mediamatters.org/video/2017/07/...

2:59 PM · 7/21/17 · Twitter Web Client

Steve King is more of a team player, for whatever that’s worth, so no one in the GOP seriously cares about his white supremacism.

Imagine if conservative media spent as much time hyperventilating about congressman Steve King openly admitting to being a white supremacist as it did covering what @AOC wore yesterday.

Christopher Mathias @letsgomathias

2/ All evidence suggests that immigrants are less likely to commit violent crime than native-born Americans.

2:05 AM · 12/2/17 · Twitter Web Client

I'm not saying no GOP candidate before Trump was clearly racist. That's absurd. But come on, it is qualitatively worse to go from racist statements to clearly encouraging actual white supremacist rallies. You have to go back to George Wallace for something like that.

Replying to @DudeSlater and @Milmore

7:21 PM · 5/19/17 · Twitter for iPhone

1 Like

I think the big caveat here is "deliberately energize a white supremacist movement"

Replying to @ConnorSouthard

10:46 PM · 12/2/17 · Twitter for iPhone

Even Red State agrees: the notion that Katie Steinle was intentionally murdered rather than accidentally shot has little to do with facts of the case, only makes sense as anti-immigrant propaganda.

redstate.com/sarah-rumpf/20...

9:21 AM · 12/1/17 · Twitter Web Client

Something I've tried to stress in my writing about handguns is that the people who own them illegally in places like these Chicago neighborhoods, a favorite target of the NRA when it lambasts gun laws, do so with the same rationale as "good guys with guns," and more justification.

Manny Ramos @ManuelRamos

A new study, by the @urbaninstitute &
As someone from a Jewish background married to someone from an Irish Catholic background, I think the key to a successful interfaith marriage is a mutual commitment to Marxist-Leninist atheism.
Population by Race/Hispanic Origin
New York City, 1970–2011

Population by Race for Los Angeles County
2000 – 2006

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ETHNICITY</th>
<th>2000</th>
<th>2006</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASIAN</td>
<td>1,120,668 (12.1%)</td>
<td>1,270,774 (13.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLACK</td>
<td>766,724 (8.3%)</td>
<td>843,479 (8.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATINO</td>
<td>4,310,940 (46.6%)</td>
<td>4,624,006 (47.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE</td>
<td>2,966,960 (32.1%)</td>
<td>2,877,851 (29.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTHER</td>
<td>61,229 (0.66%)</td>
<td>28,629 (0.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>9,246,541 (100%)</td>
<td>9,644,738 (100%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Population Division-New York City Department of City Planning

Racial/Ethnic Population of Chicago

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Black</th>
<th>White</th>
<th>Hispanic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'06</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'07</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'08</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'09</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ATLAS Data: U.S. Census 5-Year American Community Survey Estimates
Oh boy, another cosmopolitan journalist droning on about ‘racism’ and claiming that being against open borders is ‘racist’? You don’t see that literally hundreds of times a day. Their mission is clear folks.

pbs.twimg.com/media/DyxTn3FVsAAAnaY3...

7 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
It's astounding how un-astounding it feels that Fox and Trump freely use a racial slur to describe a political opponent.

---

Laura Ingraham's opening monologue was about "the intolerant left" stifling free speech. Decried advertising boycotts, but didn't mention David Hogg by name. (Also for good measure said "white privilege" and "the patriarchy" are made up things.)

---

The Herald commenters are really coming through this morning on RS. Racism, anti-semitism, and Islamophobia to spare. bostonherald.com/comments/10630...

---

Someone should ask Belichick later if he's ok with a racist anti-Semite getting a high ranking White House job. I would like to see his face.

---

Laura Ingraham's monologue last night was undoubtedly racist. It's also basically what she's been saying since she went on the air.

---

Fox News, CNN and MSNBC all not running an ad from the president because it is too racist.

---

That racist Trump ad WAS running on Fox News, but not anymore: "Upon further review, FOX News pulled the ad yesterday and it will not appear on either FOX News Channel or FOX Business Network," ad sales president Marian...

New York, NY   jasonmschwartz.com

Joined January 2010

Ok, I just took a Which Pope Are You? quiz on @Crux. JOKE'S ON YOU. I'M JEWISH. cruxnow.com/life/2014/10/0...

10:00 AM · 10/9/14 · Twitter for Websites

2 Likes
Black people often use the k-word, Ngwenya tells court in racism trial

06 February 2019 - 15:39
BY NOMAHLUBI JORDAAN

"journalist"/ -obsessed with dispossessing whites, especially white men/ -demonizes whites as racists, especially southerners/ -doesn’t care about whites being murdered/ -thinks defending US border is bad/ The examples are as endless as their hatred for us #EverySingleTime pbs.twimg.com/media/Dywsq12X0AUJsE97…

6 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
David S. Bernstein
@dbernstein

White dude ponders which white dude should get top job previously held by other white dudes.

ABC News Politics @ABCNews
President Trump is considering Mark Meadows, Matt Whitaker, David Bossie, Steven Mnuchin, Robert Lighthizer and Mick Mulvaney for the job of chief of staff, according to Axios.

David S. Bernstein
@dbernstein

This photo just kills me tho. The only woman is with the China delegation, and she’s had to pull over a chair from somewhere to get close to the convo. US side is white dudes as far as the eye can see.

So basically the GOP is trying to distance itself from Steve King’s white nationalism but POTUS is all. Where’s the lie?

Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump
...Border is eventually going to be militarized and defended or the United States, as we have known it, is going to cease to exist...And Americans will not go gentle into that good night...
David S. Bernstein
@dbernstein


📍 Albuquerque, NM 🌐 DavidSBernstein.com

Joined March 2007

David S. Bernstein
@dbernstein

You know what John, we Jews are fine if you just leave us out of it.

Chuck Todd ✅ @chucktodd

Kasich would create a new gov't agency to promote Judeo-Christian values around the world. nbcnews.com/politics/2016-...
It's important that us white people don't pretend that these nazis are foreign to us. We must confront them in our families, schools + jobs.

As a white man, I believe that it is my moral imperative to work with other white people on dismantling structural racism. I am committed.

As a white man, I believe that it is my moral imperative to work with other white people on dismantling structural racism. I am committed.

White people, like me, don't have fear of cops walking though our buildings with their guns drawn + shooting at first thing that moves...

To my fellow white people, there’s NO such thing as reverse racism. The only ones who can be racist are us. We have to do work to end it.

Respect to @Beyonce for challenging us, especially us white people, to fully understand history of Black Panthers.

Dear White People,
See something. Say something. It is imperative that we aggressively combat racism.
Sincerely,
Fellow White Person
WTF are u talking about? I'm Jewish.

"@marajvan: @MichaelSkolnik you are contributing to anti Israel anti semitism #areyouthebigot"

6:02 PM · 7/31/14 · Twitter for iPhone

36 Retweets 38 Likes
African-American hair products are stolen than any other hair product & to protect it’s merchandise, Walmart locks up African-American hair products & African-Americans cry racism, without accepting any responsibility

pbs.twimg.com/media/DyukaI3XcAM-TUS...
Long Island Walmart Accused Of Racial Profiling After Locking African-American Hair Products In Glass Case

February 5, 2019 at 6:41 pm

Filed Under: Jennifer McLogan, Local TV, riverhead, Walmart

Who wore it better? pbs.twimg.com/media/Dyuft99WkAEVgkJv...
I'm not sure what has me pumped up to vote for Trump more: the infinite number of legal immigrants he wants (who take jobs from actual Americans), or the prison reform, or the unwavering concern he has for people who didn't vote for him. It's all so confusing. #SOTU

6 Feb @NoTatsClassy Grand Duchess

Stacey Abrams Showed Democrats How to Win the Fight to Slaughter Babies pbs.twimg.com/media/DyuebdWoAcBGlI...
Stacey Abrams, the 2018 Democratic gubernatorial candidate in Georgia, delivers the Democratic response to President Donald Trump’s State of the Union address on Tuesday.
Fewer AP classes, suspended more often: Black students still face racism in suburbs

JUSTIN MURPHY, GEORGIE SILVAROLE | USA TODAY
Updated 3:53 p.m. EST Feb. 5, 2019

Meet SOTU hero Judah Samet. After Americans rescued him from the Nazis, Somet repaid his great debt to the American people by...serving in the Israeli army & then living off of America's welfare state in his twilight years We owe these people nothing—absolutely nothing pbs.twimg.com/media/DyuWRuDW0AEuavV...
Anti-Semitism almost killed him – twice. At the State of the Union, Congress sang him 'Happy Birthday'

RYAN W. MILLER | USA TODAY
Updated 2 hours ago

Congress sings 'Happy Birthday' to Judah Samet, Holocaust survivor, during SOTU

The Pittsburgh synagogue shooting survivor was a guest of President Trump's at the State of the Union address on the night of his 81st birthday.
He survived the Holocaust, escaped the Tree of Life shooting and, now, had members of Congress singing "Happy Birthday" to him.

Judah Samet, who turned 81 on Tuesday, attended the State of the Union address as one of President Donald Trump's guests and received special recognition from the president.

"Tonight, we are also joined by Pittsburgh survivor Judah Samet. He arrived at the synagogue as the massacre began. But not only did Judah narrowly escape death last fall – more than seven decades ago, he narrowly survived the Nazi concentration camps," Trump said.

After Trump recognized Samet, the chamber broke out into song to wish him a "Happy Birthday," one of the more touching moments from Tuesday night.
In October, USA TODAY sat down with Samet in his Pittsburgh apartment two days after an anti-Semitic gunman killed 11 of his friends at the Tree of Life synagogue.

Samet was four minutes late to services that Sabbath. A conversation with his housekeeper delayed him. When he arrived in the synagogue's parking lot, a man knocked on his car window.
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“He told me, ‘There’s a shooting inside your synagogue,'” Samet told USA TODAY at the time. “All of a sudden, I see this guy who was a detective hiding behind a wall but popping his head out. He had a pistol and he was shooting.”

Bullets zipped by Samet’s car, but the former soldier in the Israeli Army said he wasn’t riled.

“I was very lucky. Four minutes saved my life,” he said.
It wasn't the first time Samet dodged death in the face of violent anti-Semitism. When he was a young boy, Samet survived 10 months in the Bergen-Belsen concentration camp during World War II and was just a stopped train ride away from Auschwitz.

"Judah says he can still remember the exact moment, nearly 75 years ago, after 10 months in a concentration camp, when he and his family were put on a train, and told they were going to another camp," Trump said Tuesday night.

"Suddenly the train screeched to a halt. A soldier appeared. Judah's family braced for the worst. Then, his father cried out with joy: 'It's the Americans.'"

Samet was one of two Holocaust survivors and one of two Pittsburgh shooting survivors honored Tuesday. SWAT Officer Timothy Matson, who was injured in the massacre, and Joshua Kaufman, who was a prisoner at the Dachau Concentration Camp, both received recognition from Trump.

After the shooting, Samet was again reminded of that hate from the Holocaust. "It never ends. That was my thought," he said.

Samet had been attending Tree of Life for more than 50 years. He knew all 11 people killed. But he was steadfast in how he would handle their killing.

"How did I handle the Holocaust? You got to go on," Samet said.

Follow USA TODAY's Ryan Miller on Twitter

@RyanW_Miller

In Jewish-controlled America, the "need" for big Washington pro-Israel groups is virtually limitless.

pbs.twimg.com/media/DytxFGVAAAAYnj-...

6 Feb @CEO Erick Hayden CEO Erick Hayden retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1
Is there a need for another big Washington pro-Israel group?

The new Democratic Majority for Israel is still feeling its way on many issues, but supports the two-state solution and keeping the Democratic Party aligned with the Jewish state.
How many children won’t be born and cared for because “more women have entered the workforce than ever before”?

#StateOfTheUnion

6 Feb @RichardBSpencer Richard retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

SoCo was probably very touched by all of the F threads for him recently pbs.twimg.com/media/DytOrZrV4AAFppw...

6 Feb @SoCoFanAccount @TheEuropeanMan1 retweeted by

Ever wanted to know what Evil looks like? pbs.twimg.com/media/DysNeasXcAlIVF3...

6 Feb @USUprising U.S. Uprising retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1
Instead of having Nick Sandmann and the Covington catholic kids honored at the State of Union, we had not just one but two holocaust survivors... because there simply isn't enough holocaust remembering going on already.

pbs.twimg.com/media/DysweDjVAAAQ_CI...
Congress breaks out into Happy Birthday for Holocaust survivor nyp.st/2DVcLHr
WATCH: Holocaust survivor Joshua Kaufman, who was a prisoner in Dachau, is seated in House chamber next to Herman Zeitchik, a WWII veteran who helped liberate the concentration camp; both men are recognized by Pres. Trump
cbsn.ws/2BkJ3K0
&gt;finding protecting white Americans from being replaced by non-whites ‘disturbing’ &gt;claims ‘patriarchy is the norm; rape culture is the norm...’ &gt;despises white Christian men &gt;hates Russia bc it’s white &amp; Christian It’s all so tiresome. 

pbs.twimg.com/media/DysW7bpXQAEv7NM...

6 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
"This new 'faith' is predicated on the idea of the U.S. being the "chosen land" because it's a homeland for white Americans. As long as Trump keeps the invaders away, he's essentially the keeper of the faith. It is beyond disturbing."
Thread

"Patriarchy is the norm; rape culture is the norm across the political spectrum; the hard work feminism took on is de-normalizing it."
~ Rebecca Solnit

Trump's only fundamental belief is in the birthright of straight, white, Christian men. And his only authentic pleasure is in cruelty.
via @AdamSerwer

Why is anyone surprised? Russia is traditionally white, reactionary, patriarchal, iron-fisted, Christian. What's not for these charmers to like?
Mollie Katzen @MollieKatzen · 7/11/18

Replying to @NoahShachtman

My father, Leon Katzen, served in Europe in WWII as a captain under Patton, co-commanding 139 men. 5 battle stars, Purple Heart. A **Jewish** American, he participated in liberation of Dachau concentration camp. He did not live to witness this administration.

---

@TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Let's get real: if you're renting in a Trump building or playing a round of golf at a Trump resort, you are supporting racism & neo-fascism.

Trump "needs to denounce white nationalism and nationalism in general... He's dog-whistling all the time."

Fox Business Network, stirring up white panic since 2007.

Will 'the Racism Wall' be made of clay? All that and more on the latest edition of OMNISHAMBLES.
Noah Shachtman 🔄
@NoahShachtman

@thedailybeast's Editor in Chief. Back in the day: @Wired, @ForeignPolicy, @BrookingsFP.
noah.shachtman@protonmail.ch PGP: bit.ly/2F08XmX

📍 Wherever 🌍 noahshachtman.com

Joined August 2008

5,487 Following  97.4K Followers

The State of the Union pbs.twimg.com/media/DysCrMhWkAABuBd…
6 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Senate Passes Bill That Rebukes Trump and Opposes Israel Boycott

United States soldiers during a training session this month in Herat, Afghanistan. Jalil Rezayee/EPA, via Shutterstock

By Catie Edmondson

Feb. 5, 2019
WASHINGTON — The Senate overwhelmingly approved a Middle East policy bill on Tuesday that included both a rebuke to President Trump over his withdrawal of troops from Syria and Afghanistan and a contested measure to allow state and municipal governments to punish companies that boycott, divest from or place sanctions on Israel.

The measure, which passed 77 to 23, started as the kind of routine policy bill that passes the Senate with little to no opposition. It reauthorizes at least $3.3 billion in military financing to Israel and extends security aid to Jordan, imposes new sanctions on individuals who provide support to the Syrian government and directs the Treasury Department to determine whether the Central Bank of Syria is engaged in money laundering.

“This represents the broad consensus of this body about our nation’s responsibilities as an ally and a partner,” Senator Mitch McConnell of Kentucky, the majority leader, said on Tuesday.
How exciting, a blue check mark feminist who claims to be white, actively advocates for white women to disown white men, seeks to destroying white marriages, attacks white motherhood, and is pro-open borders. This is the song that never ends, yes it goes on and on my friend... pbs.twimg.com/media/Dyrv9v6VsAAUcL...

I am a white woman, don’t come at me with Not All White Ladies. I don’t care, we’ve all got to work on our nonsense and yes tons of us on the Left are just as disastrous and filled w hate and cowardice as anyone else

Okay, I keep hearing this Kavanaugh nightmare is the last gasp of the old white male patriarchy and we just have to get through this and then it will be a better day. But this is crap, and here’s why...

When 45 says “hire American” I feel sure and terrified he means “hire white”

Also, white women, get your shit together. Stop doing as you’re told, stop thinking you’re special because some dude chose you as long as you support his racism and misogyny and put yourself last.

but I'm a queer, Jewish, disabled woman, an artist and part of the media. I'm just trying to stay alive. How about you?

1:42 PM · 7/26/16 · Twitter for iPhone
It's official - the Israel Security Assistance Authorization Bill has just passed and American taxpayers now owe Israel $38 billion. This bill also gives the US government the authority to boycott any US businesses that boycott Israel. Who controls your country, America? pbs.twimg.com/media/DyrT1yGVAAA7r... 5 Feb @cursedsalad Curse retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

The idea that rich and powerful {{Globalists}} control America and are using mass migration to undermine the economic & political power of working Americans is a crazy right-wing conspir- pbs.twimg.com/media/DyrQdgWXcAEJ0ZP... 5 Feb @USUprising U.S. Uprising retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1
Alan Greenspan Thinks White Collar Workers Earn Too Much

John Carney | @carney

Published 3:56 PM ET Tue, 12 July 2011
Can the U.S. government counter this trend?

“Yes, there are options to combat that decline, but contrary to what many people believe, we do very poorly in opening up our borders to skilled immigrants. Our H1-B visa restrictions are a disgrace. Most high-income people in our country do not realize that their incomes are being subsidized by their protection from competition from highly skilled people who are prevented from immigrating to the United States. But we need such skills in order to staff our productive economy, so that the
This is a truly bizarre and new form of trickle-down economics. Greenspan thinks that we should import more high skilled workers, reduce the wages of our current high skill workers, and that this will somehow "grow" the standard of living for Americans.

It's almost Orwellian: poverty equals prosperity! Foreign workers equals Americans. Market competition is subsidy. Subsidizing imported workers through subsidized education equals market competition.
Early life and education

Greenspan was born in the Washington Heights area of New York City. His father, Herbert Greenspan, was of Romanian Jewish descent, and his mother, Rose Goldsmith, was of Hungarian Jewish descent. They were divorced. Alan grew up with his mother in the household of his maternal grandparents who were born in Russia. His father worked as a stockbroker and market analyst in New York City.
Considering how long black people and other minority’s have felt oppressed in this country maybe it’s about time white people took a turn.

The Root @TheRoot
White people are starting to feel oppressed and have started a movement called “It’s OK to be white.” trib.al/LRopsT

#Trump spoke yesterday at a conference for a legitimate hate group, anyone want to still argue he’s not a white supremacist bigot?
#25thAmendment

8:53 AM · 10/14/17 · Twitter for iPhone

Jeremy Wein @thismyshow
Replying to @Channel4News and @realDonaldTrump
I’m so over stupid white people

12:43 PM · 7/18/18 · Twitter for iPhone

3 Retweets 2 Likes

Hey @VILyles what are you thinking here? I really am not sure why as a democrat mayor in a democratic majority city that you would even entertain hosting a convention for a group whose platforms now include bigotry and white supremacy at its forefront.

GOP has few takers for 2020

Another rich white moron that doesn’t understand what the first amendment actually does.

Elon Musk—while fighting off tears—says that Tesla can’t review his tweets because of “the First Amendment” and that he does not respect the Securities and Exchange Commission, which fined him and Tesla $40 million earlier.

Old white men are the worst

Panos Mourdoukoutas @PMourdoukoutas
Let me clarify something. Local libraries aren’t free. Home owners must pay a local library tax. My bill is $495/year.
I'm Jewish and he just put a neo-nazi in a cabinet position, I'm never going to be happy with Trump twitter.com/daxshepard1/st...

dax shepard @daxshepard

Replying to @thismyshow

no disrespect, but I really don't think there was a sentence he could have said that would have left you happy.

9:45 PM · 11/13/16 · Twitter for iPhone
Why White Students Should Be Schooled in Diversity

An open letter to my local school board supporting a required citizenship course.

February 4, 2019 by Matthew Johnson Leave a Comment
About Matthew Johnson

Born in Baltimore, Maryland, Matthew Johnson holds an MA in Peace and Conflict Studies from Hacettepe University (Turkey) and a BA in Journalism from the University of Maryland, where he began his activism organizing against war, racism, and gender-based violence. He is co-author of the 2018 book Trumpism: The Politics of Gender in a Post-Propitious America and has published articles on gender, restorative justice, and social movements, such as the Occupy Movement. He has also served as an educator in a variety of contexts.
Oh how exciting, a ‘diversity’ conference for teenagers, featuring obese Latinx poets, a mariachi band, an LGBTQ adult ‘cheer group,’ and a transgender pastor as the keynote speaker. Hmmm, I wonder who was behind this anti-white indoctrination session? Yep Can’t. Stop. Noticing. pbs.twimg.com/media/DyqojjUUAYI3Lp...
Colorado teens celebrate diversity

In the wake of political and social tension, teens come together for respect, tolerance and unity

Teah Selkin and Zoe Siegel acted as conference co-chairs for the student-run diversity conference.

SHANNA FORTIER

Posted Monday, February 4, 2019 4:19 pm

Shanna Fortier
CHEER Colorado, an adult cheer group that assists and performs to raise money for local LGBTQ charities, got the spirit flowing at the Cherry Creek Diversity Conference.

Dakota Ridge High School student Jasmine Davis performs spoken word at the 26th annual Cherry Creek Diversity Conference held Feb. 2.

The Westminster High School mariachi band was one of many diverse performances during the opening ceremonies at this year’s Cherry Creek Diversity Conference.

Paula Stone Williams, a transgender pastor and speaker on gender equality and LGBTQ advocacy, addressed students at the Cherry Creek Diversity Conference as the keynote speaker Feb. 2.
“This conference has helped me realize that in this world, there are voices that will try to tell us that certain people, certain identities don’t belong. That they aren’t valued,” Selkin said at the 26th annual Cherry Creek Diversity Conference held Feb. 2. “But we are responsible for combating these false narratives.”

Selkin co-chaired this year’s event with Highlands Ranch student Zoe Siegal, 16.

Siegal said before joining the conference she had a difficult time expressing herself and showcasing her uniqueness.

“I used to live life feeling like I could only be myself in certain places,” she said. “I felt like I could only be Jewish at temple or only Chinese at home.”

More than 1,000 teenagers from 105 Colorado high schools and youth organizations throughout the state attended this year’s event, which was hosted by the Cherry Creek School District; organized by Youth Celebrate Diversity, a Denver-based nonprofit organization; and underwritten with a donation by RBC Wealth Management.
David Weissman
@davidmweissman

@HillaryClinton I would like to apologize to you, wish I have listened to your warnings about Russia before I voted for Trump, you were right.
3:23 PM · 7/16/18 · Twitter Web Client
6,011 Retweets 21K Likes

David Weissman
@davidmweissman

I have learned you don't have to fight for rights if you are a white conservative male. I do see now, especially of POC that you have to still fight for your right to even be treated as an equal.
12:56 AM · 12/13/18 · Twitter Web Client
41 Retweets 268 Likes

David Weissman
@davidmweissman

Imagine if White conservative males would focus on white on white crimes as much as they do with immigration, black on black crimes or anything else for that matter. America would be a very safe place.
4:44 PM · 12/14/18 · Twitter Web Client

David Weissman
@davidmweissman

MAQA conservative Christians say they support Veterans, but would rather fund a wall for a declining rate of legal seeking asylum immigrants than house homeless Veterans.
3:24 PM · 12/31/18 · Twitter Web Client
217 Retweets 877 Likes

David Weissman
@davidmweissman

Replying to @BerniceKing
How can a white man like me help fight racism?
12:31 AM · 1/22/19 from Queens, NY · Twitter for Android
4 Retweets 61 Likes

David Weissman
@davidmweissman

Conservatives, this is white privilege. It has nothing to do with monetary value, stop listening to those idiots on Fox. White Privilege exist.
Shaun King
@shaunking
Jerry resists arrest, Jerry steals officers baton. Beats cops with their batons.

David Weissman
@davidmweissman

With the Military, law enforcement, Ice all going to the border, who will protect American citizens from white nationalist?
7:58 AM · 10/30/18 · Twitter Web Client
8 Retweets 67 Likes

David Weissman
@davidmweissman

I'm not sure if this is the right way in asking but how can a white guy like me help and be a voice for black women, especially in the age of Trump. I hope this wasn't offensive. @TamikaDMallory @ZerlinaMaxwell @BerniceKing @donlemon @abbyphilipp @shaunking @tareacahms

David Weissman
@davidmweissman

Why are white conservative men so worried about Islam, when rape, gun shootings, separating families, racism are mostly done by white christian men?
@shaunking @MuslimMarine @MuslimIQ @lsarsour
7:16 PM · 9/20/18 · Twitter Web Client

---

David Weissman
@davidmweissman

Replying to @JayTillman2017 and @thistallawkgirl

I am Jewish, I don't need your Jesus.
2:52 PM · 12/27/18 · Twitter Web Client
20 Likes

---

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DypTk1dXgAAvcuk...
Oh look, another blue check mark demonizing whites (especially white men), calling the Wall a symbol of ‘white racial hostility,’ promoting diversity, & excitedly anticipating when white men lose power I don’t know why I even check anymore folks. It really is #EverySingleTime pbs.twimg.com/media/DypRYx9XcAAQEO3…
For privileged white men, being held accountable for their actions = being "treated unfairly." They could honestly never walk a mile in anyone else's shoes.

Natasha Bertrand @NatashaBertrand
"I don't know Mr. Libby," said President Trump. "But for years I have heard that he has been treated unfairly. Hopefully, this full pardon will help rectify a very sad portion of his life."

Twitter.com/davidshepardson

White men are so fucking fragile. This is chilling.

Twitter.com/SarahLerner

People who aren't cishet white men have been disqualified from jobs for ages. Part of moving toward equality is giving up your dominant grip on power. So yeah, you're gonna have to be okay with being passed over from time to time.

Twitter.com/SarahLerner

"It would stand as a lasting reminder of the white racial hostility surging through this moment in American history, a monument to this particular drive to preserve the United States as a white man's country."

Twitter.com/SarahLerner

1. Hire more inclusively/diversely
2. Prioritize truth; don't fall into the trap of false balance
3. Cover the issues/policy platforms much more heavily
4. No repeating Trump's lies in headlines/tweets
5. Call shit for what it is (racism is racism)
Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner · 8/15/17
My Jewish mother gave me more grief for trying to get out of an advanced math class than Javanka did re: Nazis.

Tommy Vietor @TVietor08
New Javanka spin! We tried but were on vacation so dad sided with the Nazis.

When that failed to quell the controversy, aides, including Mr. Trump’s new chief of staff, John F. Kelly, pressed him to make another public statement. Mr. Trump’s daughter Ivanka and son-in-law Jared Kushner urged him to take a more moderate stance, according to two people familiar with the situation. But as with so many other critical moments in Mr. Trump’s presidency, the two were on vacation in
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Account suspended

Twitter suspends accounts that violate the Twitter Rules.

&gt; excited that non-whites are being elected and white men are being dispossessed &gt; promotes diversity incessantly &gt; constantly accuses people he doesn't like of being white supremacists &gt; demonizes white identity and nationalism I grow so very, very weary of noticing pbs.twimg.com/media/DynUeplXQAIEkY7...

5 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Jeremy Newberger @jeremynewberger

Replying to @dlib_schatten and @AliciaMHendley
Makes sense Diob. White identity is growing. White people are identifying the losers among us, and they are all White Supremacists.

3:53 PM · 8/16/17 · Twitter Web Client

Jeremy Newberger @jeremynewberger

Every day @SteveKingIA is still a Congressman is another day Republicans in Congress are doing nothing to keep White Supremacy from American politics.

2:31 PM · 1/13/19 · Twitter Web Client

17 Retweets 58 Likes

Jeremy Newberger @jeremynewberger

Congresswoman @RashidaTlaib wants to impeach Trump. Congressman @SteveKingIA wants an all white America. You tell me which is worse.

10:53 AM · 1/8/19 · Twitter Web Client

4 Retweets 22 Likes

Jeremy Newberger @jeremynewberger

Trump is not the President. He is a White Nationalist squatter.

7:19 PM · 8/15/17 · Twitter Web Client

7 Retweets 21 Likes

Jeremy Newberger @jeremynewberger

Sikhs, Asians, and Trans women? You mean more than just white men can actually be in American politics? About F’in time.

7:52 AM · 11/8/17 · Twitter Web Client

2 Retweets 26 Likes

Jeremy Newberger @jeremynewberger

We don’t need Tucker Carlson doing nightly readings of the Turner Diaries to his #1 fan Trump to know that both men are despicable white nationalist d-bags, but we sure are heading that way.

11:35 AM · 8/23/18 · Twitter Web Client

1 Retweet 14 Likes

Jeremy Newberger @jeremynewberger

I think @TuckerCarlson is an irresponsible shit head promoting a white nationalist agenda on TV every night to a huge audience, but nobody should be going to his house to protest. That crosses a line. Speak up in public, outside Fox News, on Twitter.

8:22 AM · 11/8/18 · Twitter Web Client

Jeremy Newberger @jeremynewberger

4. Trump needs to beg this nation to forgive him for losing sight of its core principles. Diversity, unity, and equality

4:55 PM · 8/12/17 · Twitter Web Client

4 Retweets 18 Likes

Jeremy Newberger @jeremynewberger

Help fund a team of middle schoolers promoting diversity in the Destination Imagination competition. (Full Disclosure: One of them is my daughter.)
gofundme.com/diversity-is-d...
You'd think with all this time off for Christmas us Jews get every year we'd have come up with a better Chanukah story.
How To Get The Diverse Workforce You Need

Grant Freeland Contributor
Leadership Strategy
I am a BCG senior partner writing on the future of leadership and work
Welcome to ‘Diversity Day’ at George Nettels Elementary where critical race studies black and Hispanic college students teach 5-12 year old white kids to accept their dispossession and ethnic cleansing.

pbs.twimg.com/media/Dym8jMWXQADxYg...

5 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
News

Diversity Day

By:
Lauren Johnson

Updated: Feb 04, 2019 07:16 PM CST
George Nettels Elementary students received a valuable lesson today.

Students from PSU dropped by to educate the children on diversity. And they did this as a part of their service for Black History Month.

Members from the Pittsburg State Black Student Association and Hispanics of Today stopped by classrooms to get kids more aware of diversity. The lesson worked to share the meaning behind Black History Month.

"We wanted them to know that we all have differences, we’re all not just one thing. We’re all not just tall. We’re all not just short. But we do have differences, these differences make the world bigger and better each and everyday," says La’Shay Thomas, Pres. of the Black Student Assoc. at PSU.

The hands-on exercises included a story detailing the importance of varied backgrounds as well as a project that made kids aware that differences are okay.

"We give the children one crayon and tell them to color the world with this one crayon. Color your favorite place, your favorite thing, your favorite meal. And then we give them many crayons just to show them the differences between the colors and we compare that to the world. And usually the students like the picture with the color or more differences. And we’re saying that’s how the world is and should be," says La’Shay Thomas.

And the PSU students feel like the event taught them a little something, too. Program facilitator Marisela Resendiz says seeing the children eager to learn about diversity makes her hopeful for the next generation.

"Something that they would take away is simply embracing who they are. And knowing that their differences are what makes them unique," says Marisela Resendiz, Hispanics of Today at PSU.

This is just one of the events the school is sponsoring to observe Black History Month. Both programs also work on the PSU campus to spread messages of inclusion and diversity.
#DiversityIsOurStrength twitter.com/HarmlessYardDog/status/…
5 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

It's going to be great to watch some of the Jewish Democrats in Congress leap into action to prevent the Jews in Israel from making such an expensive and wasteful mistake! Unless... Israel Begins Building Massive Fence on Gaza Border | CBN News www1.cbn.com/cbnnews/israel/2019/fe…
4 Feb @StefanMolyneux Stefan Molyneux retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Trump: "America gets a wall, paid for by Mexico!" Reality: Israel gets a wall, paid for by Americans.
4 Feb @StefanMolyneux Stefan Molyneux retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

&g;claims to be white &g;refers to whites as a 'shitstain' &g;especially despises white men &g;despises Christians &g;claims 'white privilege' is living in a majority white country &g;writes young adult books promoting interracial &amp; LGBTQ relationships - - - You know how this one ends folks pbs.twimg.com/media/DynnLetWoAAE3Ag…
5 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
hannah moskowitz
@hannahmosk

Replying to @radicalbruja
Never said it wasn't? Just saying I'm sick of white men given a pass like they're helpless babies who can't be expected to be moral human beings
5:16 PM · 9/28/18 · Twitter for iPhone

hannah moskowitz
@hannahmosk

Replying to @hannahmosk @winged and 2 others
Christian privilege is still there, white privilege is still there.
7:21 PM · 3/7/17 · Twitter for iPhone
2 Likes

hannah moskowitz
@hannahmosk

Replying to @LilyMeade
imagine a world where we came for white men like we come for taylor swift
2:54 AM · 2/18/18 · Twitter Web Client
6 Likes

hannah moskowitz
@hannahmosk

just to make it completely clear: don't ever come to me insulting white women if you're not going at white men twice as hard. we have plenty of our own shit to carry without shouldering theirs. don't forget who's at the bottom of this shitstain because we're a trendier target.

the easiest way to be a good white ally to POC is by RTing, etc. Use white privilege to boost THEIR voices, not to supply your own. imo!
9:10 PM · 9/30/14 · Twitter Web Client
1 Retweet 3 Likes

In my neighborhood, I feel like a minority.
Nope. 48% white. I'm just used to being a larger majority.
This, friends, is white privilege.
7:56 AM · 9/19/14 · Twitter Web Client
2 Retweets 3 Likes
hannah moskowitz 🌟 @hannahmosk

have you read my books? they're like my tweets but with capital letters. here they are. oldest to newest. with pictures! you love pictures

10:01 PM · 1/17/17 · Twitter Web Client

159 Retweets 947 Likes

hannah moskowitz 🌟 @hannahmosk 1/17/17

3. GONE, GONE, GONE (2012)
--Stonewall Honor!!
--gay interracial relationship
--DC sniper shootings
--forever my <3
amazon.com/Gone-Hannah-Mo...

hannah moskowitz 🌟 @hannahmosk 1/17/17

2. INVINCIBLE SUMMER (2011)
--do you want weird borderline incestuous sibling stuff bc HAVE I GOT THE BOOK FOR YOU amazon.com/Invincible-Sum...

hannah moskowitz 🌟 @hannahmosk 1/17/17

7. NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIED ('15)
--bi (#ownvoices) MC
--recovery-focused ED (#ownvoices)
--named Bisexual Book/Year
amazon.com/Not-Otherwise-...
i really wish non-jewish queer people could see that being jewish is just as inherent and special and magical a part of us. i love being gay, i love it, but if i had to pick one...being jewish is gonna win every time. and i don't have to pick one. because God did me right.
Whites are the most diverse people on earth. Need proof? Look at Amazon's new facial recognition tool. While struggling to ID non-whites, the tool has no problem ID'ing whites. This is bc whites have more eye & hair colors than any other race. #DiversityIsOurStrength
Amazon defends racial and gender bias claims about facial recognition tool

6:46 am today

Amazon has defended its facial-recognition tool, Rekognition, against claims of racial and gender bias following a study published by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Amazon has defended its facial-recognition tool, Rekognition, against claims of racial and gender bias following a study published by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Photo: 123rf

The researchers compared tools from five companies, including Microsoft and IBM.

While none was 100 percent accurate, it found that Amazon's Rekognition tool performed the worst when it came to recognising women with darker skin.

Amazon said the study was "misleading".

The study found that Amazon had an error rate of 31 percent when identifying the gender of images of women with dark skin.

This compared with a 22.5 percent rate from Kairos, which offers a rival commercial product, and a 17 percent rate from IBM.

By contrast Amazon, Microsoft and Kairos all successfully identified images of light-skinned men 100 percent of the time.

The tools work by offering a probability score that they are correct in their assumption.

Facial-recognition tools are trained on huge datasets of hundreds of thousands of images.

But there is concern that many of these datasets are not sufficiently diverse to enable the algorithms to learn to correctly identify non-white faces.

Clients of Rekognition include a company that provides tools for US law enforcement, a genealogy service and a Japanese newspaper, according to the Amazon Web Services website.
The left actually believes this


10 Things You Should Know Before Adopting Transracially

To truly understand the issues involved, it's essential to listen to the voices of those who were themselves adopted transracially.

Natalie Brenner | September 07, 2017

Fun Fact: Tom Brady and Liam Neeson have never been photographed together or appeared together in a show or film.
Exclusive - Liam Neeson: ‘I walked the streets with a cosh, hoping I’d be approached by a “black b******” so that I could kill him’

Liam Neeson: ‘I walked the streets with a cosh, hoping I’d be approa…
Liam Neeson has revealed he once walked the streets with a cosh for days looking to kill a “black bastard” after someone close to him was raped man…

independent.co.uk
Liam Neeson’s friend gets raped by black man & LN is outraged & thinks about exacting revenge on blacks & Neeson never actually does anything & years later, Neeson apologizes for his thought crime & media crucifies LN for his 'racist' thoughts, conveniently ignoring crime statistics pbs.twimg.com/media/Dyi7LF4Aly0fc...
‘I walked the streets with a cosh, hoping I’d be approached by a “black bastard” so I could kill him’

Actor admits to ‘awful’ past behaviour when someone close to him was raped

Kuba Shand-Baptiste Liam Neeson’s rape revenge story should shock all of us

Liam Neeson interview: Rape, race and why revenge doesn’t work
‘I walked the streets with a cosh, hoping I’d be approached by a “black bastard” so I could kill him’

Actor admits to ‘awful’ past behaviour when someone close to him was raped

*Kuba Shand-Baptiste* Liam Neeson’s rape revenge story should shock all of us

*Liam Neeson interview: Rape, race and why revenge doesn’t work*

Of course Mary Poppins is ‘racist,’ any emblem harkening back to a bygone time when the West was a white supermajority must be demonized and destroyed pbs.twimg.com/media/DylyRTeXOAMEjCq...
Mary Poppins branded racist by US academic in 'blackface' row over scene where she gets covered in soot

ASHER MCSHANE | 10 hours ago | 143 comments
An academic has sparked a row by criticising Mary Poppins over the use of blackface ( )

Tom Brady is a towering White all-star, w/ a German supermodel wife, big family, is conservative & a Trump supporter. ESPN pundit Max Kellerman despises Brady, never gives him credit, & routinely denigrates his accomplishments. Gee, wouldn't it be weird if... #EverySingleTime

4 Feb @USUprising U.S. Uprising reweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1
Kellerman: 'Tom Brady is going to be a bum'  To Stephen A. Smith's horror, Max Kellerman details why he is confident that Tom Brady's career is about to take a dive.
Tom Brady isn't a top-10 quarterback right now - Max Kellerman | First Take

157,136 views

1.3K  343  Share  Save  Report

ESPN
4,544,177 subscribers

Published on Dec 17, 2018
Kellerman: Brady was lucky to win AFC championship  Max Kellerman explains why Tom Brady was lucky to win the AFC championship.
Transmitting Secular Jewish Identity Through Yiddish

1,963 views

Published on Nov 13, 2015
Max Kellerman, sportscaster and Yiddish enthusiast, shares his memories of growing up in a secular Jewish home and attending Camp Kinderland. He discusses the challenge of

@fightc1ub Twitter is a hell of a troll
4 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

This Black History Month, don’t quit giving us gibbs to atone for the alleged sins of your fathers Modern Christianity has been weaponized against whites. Many churches are little more than white guilt indoctrination centers
pbs.twimg.com/media/DyKCS2QXgAAJkT...
4 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
This Black History Month, don’t pretend racism has disappeared from the church

Many forms of racism do not require anyone to use a racial slur or don a white robe and hood.

By Jemar Tisby
February 1
U.S. will retain some troops in Syria for now to 'protect Israel'

U.S. will retain some troops in Syria for now to 'protect Israel' - Jewish Telegraphic Agency
jta.org

5:16 AM · 2/4/19 · Buffer
‘James Watson was right. Have you ever looked at a race-based IQ study? Have you ever been to Africa? HELLO!?!’
pbs.twimg.com/media/Dy/9aVYAT1ib...
’Despite making up just 13% of the population...’ pbs.twimg.com/media/DyiPGO9UUAAuSWy...

4 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

’There are so many people I’d like to thank. First and foremost, this amazing German painter who taught me so very much about life’ pbs.twimg.com/media/DyiNHHoVsAAQRVd...

4 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
After winning his record sixth Super Bowl, Brady was so excited that he started shouting excerpts from Enoch Powell’s ‘Rivers Of Blood’ speech [pbs.twimg.com/media/DyL4CrU8AE_nOw...]
4 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

"Onward to victory! Onward to the ethnostate!" [pbs.twimg.com/media/DyI4VYAAoWt9...]
4 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
They hate Tom because of what he represents: the fearless, highly successful, indomitable white alpha male patriarch, presiding over a traditional family unit.
I hear the worst racists have their characters walk around holding crime and IQ statistics
pbs.twimg.com/media/Dyh_1yqXQAAGQEt...
GAMING

PLAYING RED DEAD ONLINE AS A BLACK CHARACTER MEANS ENDURING RACIST GARBAGE

Slave catchers, KKK-inspired clans, and racial targeting: what players reenact in Rockstar’s Western

By Patricia Hernandez | @xpatriciah | Jan 15, 2019, 1:18pm EST

Illustration by Alex Castro

No, it’s not surprising, not surprising at all Paul, but it’d be nice if just for once you connected the dots and red pilled your audience pbs.twimg.com/media/DyhKKXjX0AEXH-p...
It's not surprising that this idiot, having subjected us all to the insipid ear cancer that is 'Maroon 5' for almost 20 years, is now about to ruin the Super Bowl with tawdry, virtue signalling social justice drivel.

Maroon 5 frontman hints Superbowl show will be hip-hop kneeling fest. Fox News offers alternat... bizpacreview.com
Levine is of Jewish descent (via his father), while his mother is of interfaith background (his maternal grandmother was a Protestant). Levine considers himself Jewish, though according to The Jewish Chronicle, he is spiritual but not religious.

Adam Levine - Wikipedia
Wikipedia › wiki › Adam_Levine

The conservative pundits will see it as a ‘win’ to force the Virginia Governor to resign. They are too stupid to see that this gives moral validation to the idea that you can retroactively attack someone for modern political ‘sins’ that Cultural Marxists devise. Fucking morons.
2 Feb @ramzpaul RAMZPAUL retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

@white nationalists (WN) post fliers stating ‘keep America American-report illegal aliens’ &gt;media cries ‘racism’ &gt;antifa threatens WNs at their homes &gt;цивніні threaten WNs online &gt;antifa &amp; цивніні unite in their mutual desire to ‘no-platform fascists’ What more is there to say? pbs.twimg.com/media/Dygg__BWkAAtby…
3 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
The far right

How armed leftwing and rightwing groups united against racism

A far-right group’s racist flyers led to dialogue among pro-gun groups in the Pacific north-west. But their alliance may be fragile

Jason Wilson in Portland, Oregon

@jason_a_w

Sun 3 Feb 2019 06.00 EST
PSJBGCG and other anti-racist groups collected the flyers and dumped them on the doorsteps of Patriot Front members and a local tattoo shop with far-right sympathies. As they did so, TPW posted a surprising and supportive message to its Facebook page.

It read: “ATTENTION PATRIOT FRONT!!! III% is coming for you. Apparently you missed the part about WE WILL DEFEND OUR COMMUNITIES.”

The message also said: “Racists like you deserve no platform. You disgrace the word patriot.”

The TPW leader, Matt Marshall, said the post attracted angry comments and threats from white nationalists.

“It was removed after it was reported due to some of the comments,” he said. He also claimed that the FBI called him regarding the threats and said his group was planning an updated and expanded statement which would include other white nationalist groups.

Duke Aaron, spokesman for the self-proclaimed “big tent” leftist PSJBGCG, said he had known the TPW statement was coming.

Before the statement went up, he said, he got a text from a TPW member. When he saw what it said, including the part about no-platforming fascists, he said he “was pretty happy with that. It’s a big shift.”
Alleged white supremacist activity spurs pushback in Tacoma

BY MYNORTHWEST STAFF
JULY 12, 2018 AT 3:17 PM
Women have been leading the resistance from the beginning. And women of color specifically are perhaps the most potent force in the movement. **White men like myself need to amplify their voices, and support their bids for office in this crucial moment.**

In total sincerity, as a white straight male I'm going to do everything in my power to make sure that our future is different than our past.

**Nathan H. Rubin**
@NathanHRubin

Not this white American.

**Newsweek**
@Newsweek
Trump should be impeached now, say blacks, Hispanics; only white Americans want president to stick around bit.ly/2AyEesy

I am a straight white man, and I'm calling Trump a White Supremacist.

Who's next?

**Jillian Hurley**
@BeautyBind
I am a media consultant & a builder of Habitat houses. I am calling Trump a White Supremacist.

Anyone else? ...
Why'd you put Jews in quotes? Come at me bro. I'm (((Jewish)))

Steven Simpson @ssimus
Replying to @AmyMek
And idiotic "Jews" like @nathanhrubin have the gall to compare Trump and the US with Hitler and Nazi Germany. What a trivialization of the worst crime in history. The Muslims are only sorry that Hitler didn't finish the job. Yes, Hitle...
A man born in America kills 11 innocent people & Donald Trump is more worried about women & children coming across the border to kill. Stop the white nationalists & the white supremacists & stop worrying about brown mothers and their children.

Replying to @meditbnow @amandapalmer and @nibbles_dr
I think there should be a nationwide roundup of white supremacists, neo-Nazis, and KKK members.

Replying to @Tennesseine and @nancymck1211
That is why the FBI has to start a covert operation against every white supremacist, neo Nazi, & KKK member. Take them up on charges to court and try them & if convicted have their citizenship stripped away & ban them from this country. Let our law enforcement handle it.

White supremacists communicate with others that have similar world views. Loose networks of these people exist. I'm NOT directing our law enforcement however, tracking these people will prevent future carnage. Hate crimes MUST cease. They are un-American.

The Washington Post
@w... 10/31/18
CNN host Don Lemon said white men are “the biggest terror threat in this country”

He is absolutely right & I am a white man & I watch him almost every night.

Replying to @washingtonpost
The old white men are afraid they'll lose power and money so they pick on the weak & elderly in the Korean community. Demand YOYRT right to vote.

ONWARD TOGETHER
We have in America—right now, at this hour—to understand that we have a

Replying to @greenspaceguy @akaSassinak and 2 others
When Hispanics and Latinos vote in greater numbers then men like Donald Trump will have NO CHANCE of holding onto the White House.
Ken Spitz @KenSpitz1 · 6/29/18
Replying to @misterbumface and @suzysmiles_2
I’m a 64-year-old Jewish guy & I look damn good for my age.

Ken Spitz @KenSpitz1 · 6/23/18
Replying to @I_Am_The_Christ @realDonaldTrump and 2 others
I was born to 2 Jewish parents just like you Jesus!

BREAKING: Civic nationalist boomer argues that diversity is a strength. twitter.com/mitchellvii/status/1091…
3 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Nice article about racial harmony in Botswana. So basically what you’re saying is that when a country has an 80% ethnic supermajority and a 90+% racial supermajority, racial harmony ensues? Hmmmm, maybe diversity isn’t a strength? pbs.twimg.com/media/DyW_52XgAADyOa…
3 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
OKAVANGO DELTA, Botswana — This country in the middle of the Kalahari Desert of southern Africa is a lure for safari tourists eager to spot the wild animals that roam freely. Yet visitors can’t help but notice something else about this country that is as rare elsewhere in the world as the endangered animals who live in this vast savanna: racial harmony.
Demographics of Botswana

^ Ethnic groups

Aren’t you jealous! Don’t you just hate immigrants? Especially those illegals who work hard and may even own businesses. I think history is repeating itself. Alt-right hates migrants as Hitler hated Jews.
School district plans to hire more people of color after racial discrimination complaint

BY LEXI CORTES

FEBRUARY 01, 2019 01:49 PM, UPDATED FEBRUARY 01, 2019 03:49 PM
After High Mount School’s only black educator in May heard the superintendent say he didn’t want “black kids” in the front office when a reporter and photographer would be visiting, she filed a complaint.

Superintendent Mark Halwachs was investigated by the High Mount 116 school board president. As a result, he was required to undergo diversity training and told to start actively recruiting more people of color to the nearly all-white staff, which led to a three-year plan of action, covering 2020. He faced suspension if he didn’t.

During the investigation, Halwachs explained that what he meant to say instead of “black kids” was students in detention, who typically lined up in that area, according to a district report.

Documents related to the investigation and the plan were recently released to the Belleville News-Democrat through a public records request.

Debra Wolf, the board president who investigated the complaint, described Halwachs’ comment as regrettable, but “inadvertent and unintentional” in her report to the board.

“Mr. Halwachs said that his intent was to avoid having students who were serving detention being photographed, as it would send the wrong message about High Mount students,” Wolf’s report stated. “He said, ‘We have great kids.’”

Neither Halwachs nor the school board members responded to a request for further comment about the results of the investigation.

On average in the last five years, black students comprised about one-third of High Mount School’s enrollment. Wolf acknowledged in her report that the school staff doesn’t reflect that diversity.

In the five months since the investigation, school board meeting minutes show the district has hired eight new employees — mostly teachers’ aides. Halwachs said three of the new classroom aides are black.

School social worker Yvette Hicks was the employee who filed the complaint against Halwachs in May, stating that he didn’t want black children photographed for a BND article that featured High Mount’s school resource officer.

Hicks died unexpectedly last year from a stroke before the investigation was discussed publicly at a special school board meeting in August.

Wolf, the board president, read a prepared statement at that meeting, which was provided to the BND.

“During my last conversation with Ms. Hicks, she told me that she saw this discrimination issue as a school- and community-wide issue, not just with Mr. Halwachs and that her wishes were to have the entire staff at HMS take diversity and sensitivity training to understand how to deal with our student demographics,” Wolf wrote in the statement. “... She further stated that she wanted to see more minority staff hired at HMS.”

Jason Caraway, the attorney who represented Hicks, couldn’t be reached for comment.

After going through training titled “culturally relevant teaching” in October, Halwachs wrote in a message to the board that he planned to apologize to the staff for the comment. He characterized it as culturally insensitive.
Along with that message, Halwachs submitted the three-year plan for the district, according to documents provided to the BND. He said that it had been looked over by an “equity committee” made up of administrators, teachers and aides.

Among the stated goals are to improve the existing staff’s “cultural awareness” and to hire more people of color to classroom, administrative and staff positions.

The single-school district has about 450 students and 28 teachers on average. Those teachers are almost all white women now. There are two administrators: a superintendent and a principal, who are both white men.

“High Mount values diversity and inclusion,” Halwachs wrote in the message to the board. “I and my staff believe that the myriad of ways in which we differ offers a richness that enhances our school. With actions and words, we are taking proactive, daily behaviors to make each person feel welcome and empowered.”

High Mount isn’t the only school district lacking people of color.

About a quarter of the districts in the metro-east had only white teachers last year, according to the latest state data, which is down from 2017, when there had been even more districts with all-white teaching staffs.
I’m an immigrant, and I may lose my visa because I was laid off. VICE didn’t just take away my livelihood, they very well might have effectively deported me.

1:17 PM · 2/2/19 · Twitter for iPhone

1,158 Retweets 4,344 Likes

The Dairy of Anne Frank was written with a BIC ballpoint pen, which was only commercialized in 1951 —6 years after her death. The Anne Frank Foundation now admits it is largely a postwar fabrication containing only parts of her diary with extensive additions added by her father. twitter.com/tameishagorman/status/1…

"...they see their white male majority being usurped by women & people of color. They know they’ll never get their power back. PS Hahahaha” They don’t all obtain blue check mark status, but they all work towards the same goal—the dispossession & eradication of white America pbs.twimg.com/media/DycmgSBX4AABMr8…

3 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
No Steve, just 10,000 years of white male privilege, be scared, very scared. Bannon: 'Anti-patriarchy movement' will 'undo ten thousand years of recorded history' [link](https://www.clickondetroit.com/entertainment/...)

@lyd312

12:28 PM · 3/16/18 · Twitter for iPhone

Hey @realDonaldTrump still think the Angry White Man defense works? #americadoesnt #NoToKavanaugh

@lyd312

4:12 PM · 9/27/18 · Twitter for iPhone

Replying to @ida_skibenes and @MinicDavid

Because they see their white male majority being usurped by women and people of color. They know they'll never get their power back. PS Hahahaha

7:02 PM · 10/18/18 · Twitter for iPhone

Replying to @LMAG_in_Fla

He's pretending to to gain sympathy from the other over privileged white men on the committee

2:40 PM · 9/27/18 · Twitter for iPhone
Oh boy, a blue check mark demonizing whites and obsessing about ‘white supremacy.’ Hmmm, I wonder if he’s…? Yes indeed. Their hatred for us is insatiable folks. #EverySingleTime pbs.twimg.com/media/DycejdgX0AA7UpJ...
Instead of reading all the letters from white Trump supporters printed today, check this out...
@FullFrontalSamB talks to some working class people that don't get much media attention -- female and minorities...

Every single person -- including HRC voters -- who tells me Trump won't do anything THAT bad has been white & Christian (& usually male).

LOLGOP  @LOLGOP
I guess I might feel comfortable reassuring people if I had a billion dollars and a plane. twitter.com/MarketWatch/st...

Repying to @RVAwonk and @tellallyour
How did we get to this place where the narrative is that "both parties" have gone extremist? One turns to white supremacy ("Fine people") and cruelty. The other protests against that racism and despotism...and we're the ones pushing moderates away?!

Repying to @KevinMKruse
Prof, is this unusual in history to have so much anger, hatred, and violence coming from those who actually control all the power levers? The angry white guys have the President, key legislative leaders, and judges. Why are they so angry?

Repying to @kinwat @DavidNeiwert and @LOLPOP
In general I agree, but I fear that getting just non/seldom voters may not be quite enough in the Senate. It's stacked in favor of sparsely populated, more white states. Have to get SOME of those who have fallen under the sway of a demagogue.

@DouthatNYT
Repying to @DouthatNYT
What we really need right now is more false equivalence and #whataboutism. One party moves hard toward white supremacy, racism, and misogyny. The other goes so far left as to suggest everyone should have health insurance and decent wages. Totally the same.

I don't know how long it will take Mueller to build the complete case, but...
I'm dreaming of a "end of the reign of power of WHITE supremacists" Christmas

@CNN
Repying to @CNN
Turned on @CNN and a correspondent is sitting down in a swing county with a table of white men, mostly Trump supporters. Wow, what a scoop.
As a Jew, let me say that I feel this way as well. We need serious vigilance and action.

**Alex Steffen**

Wow, here's what time it is: America's Jewish community is telling us #neveragain has become #neverisnow.

Let that sink in, for a second.

"As a people, we invented the phrase ‘Never Again.’

So let me just say, Never Is Now."

- Jonathan Greenblatt
CEO, ADL

The agenda couldn’t be any clearer. White men are not wanted. Our governments have betrayed us. They are actively working against our interests. pbs.twimg.com/media/DycX9MtWkAMn3Z1...
Female or from a black or minority ethnic background?

Interested in becoming a police officer? Come to our next recruitment workshop at 6pm on 23 January in Camden.

Find our more here 👉 bit.ly/2MerGix
How strange that there is zero tradition of black college kids dressing up (every single Halloween) in chalkface face and ridiculing white people.
Beyoncé, Ciara, Nicki Minaj, Rihanna: Those stars who bleach their skin

24 février 2015 - 15:29 | By

Nicki Minaj (rapper)

Michael Jackson

@TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Italy

Matteo Salvini mocks move to tackle racism in Italian football

Interior minister says officials have ‘Richter scale for booing’ after threat to halt matches

Angela Giuffrida in Rome
Thu 31 Jan 2019 12.22 GMT
Under the new guidelines, matches will be paused after the first warning and players will converge in the middle of the pitch. Upon a second warning, players will return to the changing rooms and a security official will then decide whether to call off the game.

The FIGC’s president, Gabriele Gravina, said the move “simplified procedures by removing responsibility from the referee”. Procedures previously required the referee to briefly stop a match if racist chants were heard and to request a public announcement asking fans to stop.

Fans hold up photos of Koulibaly and an anti-racism banner at Napoli’s next match after Inter. Photograph: Cesare Abbate/AP

But Salvini disparaged the move, saying: “Now we have a Richter scale for booing. Come on, don’t make us laugh.”
The Media Industry Laid Off A Thousand People In January. It May Not Be Over.
Staff cuts at BuzzFeed, HuffPost, Gannett, Yahoo and AOL marked a horrible month for journalism.

By Andy Campbell
Replies to @Acosta and @DeepStateDogs

Even Trump’s lawyers know this. So you have to ask why he raised it. There is only one answer. He wanted to say he would do everything in his power, legal or not, to advance his nativist agenda. Which is to say, he wanted to say Trump’s America is for white people. Yet again.

5:28 PM - 10/30/18 - Twitter Web Client

If Donald Trump does not recognize the Women’s March is not a massive public demonstration against him and all he stands for, then perhaps some in his party will. The GOP game of being the last bastion for white male privilege is a certain loser.

3:02 PM - 1/20/18 - Twitter Web Client

Replies to @EliotACohen

Issue wasn’t "strong language" it was saying that he didn’t want people from countries where black/brown people came from, he wanted them from Norway, where white people come from. The word "shithole" was not what was offensive. "Norway" (sorry "Norway") was--because of context.

6:53 AM - 1/15/18 - Twitter Web Client

David Rothkopf
@djrlothkopf

Make no mistake about it, the SCOTUS muslim ban decision is:
1. A victory for racism
2. A victory for isolationism
3. A victory for enhanced presidential power on such matters going forward
4. An invitation for Trump to impose other such bans on specious nat sec grounds.

10:56 AM - 6/26/18 - Twitter Web Client

David Rothkopf
@djrlothkopf

Build the wall=Keep out brown people. Since not one single credible expert thinks the GOP wall is a good idea, since it won't help, since there is no crisis at the border, there is only one reason to promote it. Racism. We need to see it as this...and tell it like it is.

Ella Nilsen
@ella_nilsen

Liz Cheney, in nominating Republican Kevin McCarthy for speaker, slips in a vow to "build that wall". Was she kidding?

11:00 AM - 2/19/18 - Twitter Web Client

David Rothkopf
@djrlothkopf

WTF. Seriously, WTF. The president, who doesn’t know where South Africa is and wonders when they changed the name from South Shithole is concerned about the appropriation of land from “white farmers”?! Down deep beneath his racist veneer are many layers of even deeper racism.

Donald J. Trump
@realDonaldTrump

I have asked Secretary of State @SecPompeo

10:53 PM - 2/19/18 - Twitter Web Client

David Rothkopf
@djrlothkopf

To all those who note the pressure for Northam to resign and the lack of pressure on, say, McConnell given his photo with the confederate flag, etc., it’s pretty simple. The Democratic Party is opposed to racism in all forms. The GOP supports it...openly & actively.

11:11 AM - 2/21/17 - Twitter Web Client

174 Retweets 413 Likes
Second tweet in 30 seconds to draw attention to my being Jewish...predictable. Dangerous. Blocked.

4:21 PM · 8/25/16 · Twitter Web Client
2 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

David Rothkopf @djrthkopf

Replied to Acosta and @DeepStateDogs
Even Trump’s lawyers know this. So you have to ask why he raised it. There is only one answer. He wanted to say he would do everything in his power, legal or not, to advance his nativist agenda. Which is to say, he wanted to say Trump’s America is for white people. Yet again.

5:28 PM · 1/30/18 · Twitter Web Client

David Rothkopf @djrthkopf

Make no mistake about it, the SCOTUS muslim ban decision is:
1. A victory for racism
2. A victory for isolationism
3. A victory for enhanced presidential power on such matters going forward
4. An invitation for Trump to impose other such bans on specious nat sec grounds.

10:56 AM · 6/26/18 · Twitter Web Client

David Rothkopf @djrthkopf

If Donald Trump does not recognize the Women's March is not a massive public demonstration against him and all he stands for, then perhaps some in his party will. The GOP game of being the last bastion for white male privilege is a certain loser.

3:02 PM · 1/20/18 · Twitter Web Client

David Rothkopf @djrthkopf

Replied to @EliotACohen
Issue wasn’t “strong language” it was saying that he didn’t want people from countries where black/brown people came from, he wanted them from Norway, where white people come from. The word “shithole” was not what was offensive. “Norway” (sorry “Norway”) was — because of context.

6:53 AM · 1/15/18 · Twitter Web Client

David Rothkopf @djrthkopf

Build the wall—Keep out brown people. Since not one single credible expert thinks the GOP wall is a good idea, since it won’t help, since there is no crisis at the border, there is only one reason to promote it. Racism. We need to see it as this... and tell it like it is.

Ella Nilsen @ella_nilsen
Liz Cheney, in nominating Republican Kevin McCarthy for speaker, slips in a vow to “build a bigger wall.”

5:39 AM · 12/13/17 · Twitter Web Client

Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump
I have asked Secretary of State @SecPompeo

To all those who note the pressure for Northam to resign and the lack of pressure on, say, McConnell given his photo with the confederate flag, etc., it’s pretty simple. The president, who doesn’t know where South Africa is and wonders when they changed the name from South Shithole is concerned about the appropriation of land from “white farmers”?! Down deep beneath his racist veneer are many layers of even deeper racism.

10:53 PM · 2/1/19 · Twitter Web Client
Second tweet in 30 seconds to draw attention to my being Jewish...predictable. Dangerous. Blocked.
Dems need to move Northam out ASAP. Lt. Gov is dynamic, eloquent African American. Every hour or day that goes by makes the whole thing worse.
What should I read? (N.B.: I am pro-choice, pro-gay-marriage, I think angry armed white men are more dangerous than immigrants).

@jswatz And after years of being frustrated to watch the Times hand out the two-review-and-a-profile prize to no one but white men...

ICYMI, I wrote about our culture's soft spot for man-boys, and how that love lets grown white men cast crimes as "youthful indiscretions."
People on my Facebook page are freaking out to learn that I'm pro-choice. Please don't tell them I'm Jewish!
#needthosereaders

8:41 AM · 7/2/15 · Twitter for BlackBerry

6 Retweets 114 Likes

It's all so tiresome, so very, very tiresome. pbs.twimg.com/media/DyX0AYdUwAEEx99…
2 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Donald Trump Jr. is the perfect embodiment of the oligarchy—spoiled, out-of-touch, ignorant, and a white supremacist. Disgusting.

Then there's the predominately white towns in North Dakota, South Dakota, Minnesota, etc...which are alarmingly racist to neighboring Native Americans. Of course, corporate media won't cover any of this because it's not as sexy as a viral video. But this is what the people we

4:34 PM · 1/21/19 · Twitter Web Client

What Brett Kavanaugh confirmation really shows is that this country is an oligarchy run by rich white men whose sole purpose in life is to capture and maintain power, status, and wealth. This is who Kavanaugh is and that is who him through—in the Senate and behind the scenes

Outside of the overt racism/bigotry of Trump's travel ban, don't forget Trump can care less on real threats/violence against Americans. If he did, he'd be focused not on brown people—but white people shooting up schools, malls theaters, and concerts. HE DOESN'T CARE

11:07 AM · 6/26/18 · Twitter Web Client

As someone who saw the racism/disrespect coming from white towns near #NoDAPL, I'm not surprised by this. The hate, lack of education and knowledge of our history, and overall ignorance seen here pre-dates Trump and certainly has gotten worse under him

Trump's insults of @RepMaxineWaters and @donlemon are absolutely disgusting/racist. It's not even dog-whistling—it's dog barking. Having just interviewed black Chicagoans for a week living under constant violence/racism, it's extremely scary to see Trump emboldening more racism

11:22 AM · 8/4/18 · Twitter Web Client
Jordan
@JordanChariton

I'm Jewish & I wouldn't trust any of these folks to help Israel aside from, maybe @JohnKasich #GOPDebate

10:13 PM · 2/25/16 · Twitter Web Client

43 Retweets 161 Likes

That is very disturbing. I was hoping those numbers would be up to 200-300%. Oh well, maybe next year pbs.twimg.com/media/DyXoJ58XOAUyK...
2 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

ADL Retweeted

ADL New York / New Jersey @A... · 11h
Very disturbing report. There was a 100 percent increase in antisemitic incidents in '17 with K through 12 schools in NYS. Still finalizing numbers for 2018.
#noplaceforhate

How about on tentacle porn? twitter.com/kurteichenwald/status/1...
2 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

‘Muh Dems are the real racists’ #BLEXIT #HispanicsAreNaturalConservatives twitter.com/RyanAFournier/status/10...
2 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Retiring justice says Canada’s courts need more diversity: ‘not everything is working perfectly’

By Aly Thomson  The Canadian Press
In the UK, universities will now be ranked lower if they don’t have enough ‘diversity.’ In other words, if a university doesn’t accept unqualified non-whites over qualified whites, it will be penalized and lose it’s prestigious ranking.
Race in education

Universities could lose league table positions for diversity failures

Rankings could be affected by failure to tackle ethnic disparities under new initiative

Richard Adams Education editor
Fri 1 Feb 2019 12.56 GMT
Retropolis

How the founder of Black History Month rebutted white racism in a forgotten manuscript

Carter G. Woodson’s unpublished work was discovered in 2005 by a Howard University history professor
Maybe don’t be a white supremacist then

Conservatives hate the market when it works against the entrenched, predominantly white power structure, part eight million in a series.

““The growing concentration of intolerant white voters in the GOP, on the other hand, has created a party which appears less and less committed to the democratic project.”

Know your terms:

✓ Ideas that assert the superiority of western white cisgender culture are “edgy,” “radical” or “heterodox.”

✓ Ideas that refute white superiority and/or assert equal treatment for other races, sexualities, cultures or experiences are “politically correct.”

Ripping apart families like this won’t change the fact that America is going to be a majority minority country very soon.

Stop destroying families to try and restore a white America. It’s not going to happen.

Only question is how many lives are destroyed before we accept this.

Two white supremacists, enjoying a moment in the White House.

An essential part of maintaining white male privilege is for white men to remain convinced – and try to convince others – that they have it just as hard as everybody else.

Trump is compromised by Putin and has spent two years using all levels of the US government to spread his special brand of white nationalist fascism and dictators are emboldened around the world but at least we can say Merry Christmas again.
As a Jewish, East-coast, liberal elitist I’d like to break with my comrades and state that I am firmly *against* the War on Christmas because trying to get a gallon of milk on Christmas Day in a snowstorm is invaluable training for the Apocalypse.

4:42 PM · 12/25/17 · Twitter for iPhone

12 Retweets 140 Likes

Important reminder: Don’t let your kids watch TV. twitter.com/CBebiesHQ/status/10912...
1 Feb @JonnyLambton TheDuke retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Blacks kick whites out of Haiti & blacks establish ‘Kingdom of Hayti’ & blacks dress up like whites & adopt European customs & kingdom collapses within a decade & Haiti becomes one of poorest counties on earth & blacks today pretend failed kingdom was Wakanda pbs.twimg.com/media/DyVv6oSWoAehNSt...
1 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Inside the Kingdom of Hayti, ‘the Wakanda of the Western Hemisphere’

January 23, 2019 6.47am EST

Marlene Daut, University of Virginia

An 1811 wood engraving depicts the coronation of King Henry. Fine Art America
‘I am reborn from my ashes’ was the motto of Henry I, the former slave who became king. Wikimedia Commons, CC BY-SA

It’s #BlackHistoryMonth, cue having to patiently explain, yet again, that Wakanda isn’t a real place. pbs.twimg.com/media/DyUuoARXgAlvEbG...
In search of Wakanda: A new world of black agency and identity

NICHELLE SMITH | USA TODAY
8:00 a.m. EST Feb. 1, 2019

Welfare Use by Native Households, 2012

*Figure based on small sample size.

AMERICAN RENAISSANCE

This #BlackHistoryMonth, remember that black Americans out perform all other races in a number of key per capita statistical categories. pbs.twimg.com/media/DyUpmXIXQAEuw70…
1 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Table 43A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Offense charged</th>
<th>Total arrests</th>
<th>Percent distribution&lt;sup&gt;1&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>9,499,725</td>
<td>6,578,133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murder and nonnegligent manslaughter</td>
<td>8,341</td>
<td>4,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forcible rape</td>
<td>14,611</td>
<td>9,504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robbery</td>
<td>82,436</td>
<td>35,443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggravated assault</td>
<td>305,220</td>
<td>194,981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burglary</td>
<td>227,899</td>
<td>151,934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larceny-theft</td>
<td>977,743</td>
<td>670,768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor vehicle theft</td>
<td>50,982</td>
<td>32,575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arson</td>
<td>8,965</td>
<td>6,479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violent crime&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>410,608</td>
<td>243,928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Property crime&lt;sup&gt;1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1,265,509</td>
<td>861,756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other assaults</td>
<td>962,421</td>
<td>625,330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forger and counterfeiting</td>
<td>53,791</td>
<td>35,239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud</td>
<td>127,664</td>
<td>84,919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embezzlement</td>
<td>12,484</td>
<td>8,155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stolen property, buying, receiving, possessing</td>
<td>71,727</td>
<td>47,434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vandalism</td>
<td>182,482</td>
<td>132,850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weapons, carrying, possessing, etc.</td>
<td>117,820</td>
<td>68,453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prostitution and commercialized vice</td>
<td>44,090</td>
<td>23,555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex offenses (except forcible rape and prostitution)</td>
<td>52,891</td>
<td>38,422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug abuse violations</td>
<td>1,171,566</td>
<td>783,564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gambling</td>
<td>6,507</td>
<td>1,907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offenses against the family and children</td>
<td>87,586</td>
<td>56,973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driving under the influence</td>
<td>924,210</td>
<td>788,175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquor laws</td>
<td>385,663</td>
<td>312,106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drunkenness</td>
<td>413,723</td>
<td>339,019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disorderly conduct</td>
<td>447,201</td>
<td>281,531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vagrancy</td>
<td>22,375</td>
<td>12,089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All other offenses (excep traffic)</td>
<td>2,693,823</td>
<td>1,704,883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suspension</td>
<td>1,159</td>
<td>934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curfew and lodging law violations</td>
<td>59,164</td>
<td>36,271</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>1</sup> Because of rounding, the percentages may not add to 100.0.
<sup>2</sup> Violent crimes are offenses of murder and nonnegligent manslaughter, forcible rape, robbery, and aggravated assault. Property crimes are offenses of burglary, larceny-theft, motor vehicle theft, and arson.
YOU WHITE PEOPLE WEARING DREADLOCKS ARE APPROPRIATING BLACK CULTURE, CUT IT OUT!

OH YEAH? HOW ABOUT YOU STOP APPROPRIATING STUFF INVENTED BY WHITE CULTURE?

HAH, NO PROBLEM!

Appropriation
This refugee was sworn in as a @TorontoPolice officer today. Here's what Const. Alain Arakaza had to say about the moment.
Minneapolis police officer Mohamed Noor appears in court Wednesday, facing charges of third-degree murder and second-degree
I'm so much more afraid of white people than Muslims.

11:56 AM · 1/29/17 · Twitter for iPhone

This is the conversation white people should be having with their white friends. Read it. Memorize it. Share it.

interc.pt/2yt4u96

Re has to be an uncomfortable element in the discourse for change. Whether it's the LGBT movement, or women's issue, race, it doesn't matter. People have to be made to feel uncomfortable. And especially white people, because we're not.

still have no clue what being born white means. ... Yes, being born white, you have advantages that are systemically urally, psychologically there. And they've been built up and sted for hundreds of years. But many people can't look at it difficult. It can't be something that is on their plate on a daily basis. People want to hold their position.

Trump cabinet running tally: 16 nominations and appointments. 13 are men. 13 are white. 0 are openly LGBT.

I'm Jewish, would it be fair to ask you not to lecture me on what qualifies as anti-Semitism? I would never do that.

6:48 PM · 2/26/17 · Twitter for iPhone

Self-loathing communist teacher of Anti-white indoctrination of LGBTQ indoctrination of Classroom full of non-whites of All brought to you by your friends at The ADL pbs.twimg.com/media/DySIDM5WkAA9lr5...
Thank you @mrslmoreland for bringing this lesson plan to your students and making the classroom #NoPlaceForHate!

Laurene Moreland @mrslmoreland
Discussion circles during middle school @ADL lesson “Experiences With Race and Racism”

Two Jewish Senators behind a Somalian Muslim Congresswoman. A multi-millionaire, an immigrant & a socialist—all members of our political system, all united in their anti-white agenda. Modern day American politics in a nutshell.

pbs.twimg.com/media/DyShCNeV44AEwAg...

1 Feb @CEOErickHayden CEO Erick Hayden retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1
She can read her lines so very well. This diversity puppet is going places folks. 

pbs.twimg.com/media/DyShdscU0AIcwBE…

1 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Rep. Omar: There is no comparison between democratic Israel and repressive theocracies such as Iran, Saudi Arabia, etc. Like all countries, Israel has challenges, but its democratic system protects all its citizens regardless of their religion.
They are terrified of people knowing the truth, so they call it a trope and call you anti-Semitic for questioning their lies.

pbs.twimg.com/media/DyST7zKVsaAbIFK...

1 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
London Jewish Museum to explore tropes about money

Jews, Money, Myth aims to confront stereotypes of Jewish connections with money

Harriet Sherwood Religion correspondent
Canada launches new fast-track system for processing refugee claims

By Brian Hill  Online Writer & Researcher, Investigative Global News

While whites sit around virtue signaling, worshiping 'based' non-whites, & renouncing identity politics, non-whites understand that they are engaged in a demographic war with us. They view us as an enemy to be defeated, dispossessed, and eradicated. Wake up white America.

Genghis Kellz
@KMJeezy

We're never going to beat white America

106 Retweets 130 Likes

'It's horrible. It doesn't get worse...I mean, to lie about something so terrible. To claim that an attack happened when it clearly didn't? Chicago's a shithole. Believe me. None of my supporters are dumb enough to walk around that place with a MAGA hat on. Fake news folks'
Trump on Jussie Smollett Attack: ‘It’s Horrible. It Doesn’t Get Worse’

By TED JOHNSON

So many of our people are so very lost. For the false love and fleeting accolades of their enemies, they actively promote their own dispossession and eradication. pbs.twimg.com/media/DySIJfVAIAINjVX...
"White People:' Free play and community event to address racial bias

By Elizabeth Stinnette, Special to the Times-Mirror
Jan 28, 2019 Updated Jan 28, 2019  🗣 2

Promotional photo for the local performance of the play "White People."

Cocaine. The letter contained cocaine. twitter.com/CNN/status/109111415518...
1 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

'All art is propaganda. It is universally and inescatably propaganda; sometimes unconsciously, but often deliberately, propaganda.' pbs.twimg.com/media/DyR9xeLU8AAqH3S...
1 Feb @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Soap storm as South African show broadcasts first inter-racial kiss

Interracial kiss sparks controversy...

By Telegraph Video
24 JANUARY 2019 • 11:18AM

pbs.twimg.com/media/DyNwGu1UcAAHL1Y...
Stereotypes are based upon real life folks twitter.com/CEOrickHayden/status/1...
31 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

"...there's a quiet but furious effort underway at the Tarrant County (Texas) GOP to diversify the ranks & promote the diversity already there. The GOP doesn't give a damn about white America. Texas is all but lost & these fools are too busy worshipping based non-whites to care pbs.twimg.com/media/ByRoQ2UwAANKeX...
31 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Diverse faces of the Tarrant County Republican Party include, from left: Chaplain Rich Stoglin, Andy Nguyen, Shahid Shafi and Trasa Robertson Cobern. SPECIAL
So the Tarrant County Republican Party already had an uphill battle when it comes to appealing to people of color — even before a faction of the group forced a failed but embarrassing Jan. 10 vote on whether to oust Vice Chairman Shahid Shafi for being Muslim.

Yet, Shafi is still on board, as is Andy Nguyen, a former Tarrant county commissioner whose family escaped Vietnam when he was 15. And there’s a quiet but furious effort underway at the Tarrant County GOP to diversify the ranks and promote the diversity already there.

Chaplain Rich Stoglin, president of the majority African-American Frederick Douglass Republicans of Tarrant County — founded by area African-American icon Reby Cary — argues that the face of the Tarrant County Republican Party is already more diverse than it gets credit for, though regrettably the party doesn’t officially track minority engagement. Stoglin is aiding outreach efforts and pushing for more precise tracking of minorities.

You can tell by talking with her that Trasa Robertson Cobern, who leads the party’s 25-member Outreach Committee, is on it. She says the committee’s makeup is remarkably comparable to the county’s demographics: The committee, she says, is about 15 percent African-American, 25 percent Hispanic, 5 percent Asian, 45 percent white and 10 percent first-generation immigrant.
Students feel ‘unsafe’ after another racial slur found at DePauw University

While rubbing their hands together twitter.com/UppityWilliamP/status/1...
31 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

‘Thus far, no video of the alleged assailants or a vehicle has been discovered...’ That’s because it didn’t happen twitter.com/AJGugilemi/statua/1090...
31 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

To close the staggering achievement gap between white & black students, the Orange County School Board (NC) unanimously voted in favor of implementing a ‘racial equity policy’ acknowledging ‘persistent racial intolerance’...bc virtue signaling will change IQ realities pbs.twimg.com/media/DyPQ-tV4AAMH3...
31 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Orange County Schools admits to 'racial intolerance,' passes equity policy

By Joel Brown

Monday, January 28, 2019 11:00PM
HILLSBOROUGH, N.C. (WTVD) -- In a surprising, last-minute turn, Orange County school members voted unanimously Monday night in favor of the school system's first-ever racial equity policy, which in its first line acknowledges "persistent racial intolerance, inequities and academic disparities in Orange County schools.

Former board chairman Dr. Stephen Halkiotis arrived at the meeting opposed to the measure. He expressed concern about "the district" admitting to a history of racial disparities. He felt the blame should be acknowledged by society in general.

"I don't agree with the word district, because I think it puts us on shaky legal ground," Halkiotis said.

In a surprising, unanimous vote, the Orange County School Board has approved a district racial equity policy which acknowledges “persistent racial intolerance, inequities and academic disparities” with its school system.

#abc11 pic.twitter.com/OzXoAfjwA4
But then came the wave of public support for the policy which is aimed at closing the achievement gap between white and non-white students by reducing suspensions, making schools more responsive to alternative learning styles and hiring more teachers who look like their diverse student bodies.

Orange County parents and teachers push school board members to pass newly-written racial equity policy to address the school system's racial disparities in educational outcomes. #abc11 pic.twitter.com/3IqV9seBjA

— Joel Brown (@JoelBrownABC11) January 29, 2019

"It is not OK that our current teacher population looks so much like me -- white and female," said Katie Harper, an OCS parent. "Over forty percent of our 7,300 students are students of color, so out of nearly 700 teachers, where are our 280 teachers of color?"

Twelfth-grade student Namron Chapman said, "Data shows Orange County Schools is failing us. You can see it in our classrooms, especially the higher placement classes - it's very few faces that look like mine."

Great! I can't wait for them to talk about how blacks/Hispanics are admitted to top colleges despite having far lower test scores/GPAs than their white counterparts, or maybe they'll go full red pill & talk about racial inequalities in welfare usage, crime stats, & IQ studies pbs.twimg.com/media/DyPuYTeUYAEwGKi...
2020 Democrats are ready to talk about racial inequality

@Blimp1Crazed I care about the fact that they’re taking spots from whites
31 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Black UVA Students: A Synopsis &gt; score in 70th percentile on SAT &gt; get admitted to UVA (whites/Asians must score in 91st+ percentile to be admitted) &gt; predictably struggle academically &gt; predictably graduate at far lower rate than white/Asians &gt; blame your struggles on ‘racism’ pbs.twimg.com/media/DyPkDR7UwAAUPKq…
31 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) - People often have a tough time discussing race and equality but on Monday, minority activist students at the University of Virginia opened up to get a dialogue going on grounds.

In celebration of Martin Luther King Junior Day, the Frank Batten School of Leadership and Public Policy hosted ‘MLK Day Batten Hour: Racial Equality’.

The event held a discussion on racial equality at UVA and was led by representatives from UVA’s Black Student Alliance (BSA) and Latinx Student Alliance (LSA).
New Data on Black Mismatch and Failure at UVa

May 22, 2016

The University of Virginia’s “Finals Weekend” — what other schools call graduation — is upon us. Not far behind, no doubt, will be the annual accolades such as the Journal of Blacks in Higher Education’s report that “The University of Virginia consistently posts the highest Black student graduation rate of any state-operated university in the country.” And this has been true “over the past 20 years.”

There is a dark side to this accomplishment. Last June, for example, the African American graduation rate was 80.3% — as usual, the highest in the country among public institutions — but no one seemed to notice that the corresponding 19.7% rate at which blacks failed to graduate in four years was twice as high as the rate for Asians (9.5%) and whites (10.9%).

Thus, according to UVa’s Institutional Assessment data, of the 218 blacks who entered in 2011, 43 of them did not graduate in 2015. The six-year graduation rates for the 250 blacks entering in 2009 were better (88.8%), but the rate at which they failed to graduate (11.2%) remained more than twice as high as the rate for whites (5.4%).

These most recent numbers are not unique. In fact, they are a bit better than numbers from the previous decade. UVa’s admissions data show that 3,048 blacks enrolled at UVa from the fall of 2000 through 2010, and its graduation rate data reveal that 789 of them, 25.8%, did not receive a degree after four years. 411 of the 2,844 who entered through the fall of 2009, 14.5%, did not receive degrees after six years.

The fact that blacks fail to graduate at twice the rate of whites and Asians at UVa even though it boasts the highest black graduation rate of any public university strongly suggests the presence and effect of “mismatch” that Richard Sander and others have documented — that any group admitted to selective institutions with much lower academic qualifications than their peers will cluster at the bottom of their classes and sustain higher failure rates.

The fact that UVa each year admits a much higher proportion of black applicants than Asians and whites indicates that it is indeed lowering the admissions bar for blacks. In the twelve classes entering from the fall of 2000 through 2011 (to mirror the four-year graduation rates discussed above), an average 33.9% of white applicants were offered admission, but for blacks the offer rate was 54.3%. In the most recent data available, which I discussed here, UVa offered early admission to 29.7% of the white applicants to the class of 2020 and 42.5% of the blacks.

It is theoretically conceivable — but highly unlikely — that there is a non-discriminatory explanation for the racial preference revealed by these admission proportions. But UVa, like most (perhaps all?) similar institutions, makes it impossible to analyze the nature and degree of racial preference it offers by refusing to publish SAT scores and other academic qualification data by race, even though it clearly has the data. Similarly, it publishes student GPA by gender but not by race. And, as I observed on Minding The Campus a few months ago, “it will be a freezing day in July in Charlottesville before UVa voluntarily releases test scores, etc., by race.”
my Delegate in the Virginia General Assembly, who is interested in this issue and who forwarded my piece with questions to the University’s government relations office. Since Del. Landes is Chairman of the House of Delegates Education Committee and Vice Chairman of the Appropriations Committee, his queries tend to be answered promptly.

Laura Fornash, Executive Assistant to the President for State Governmental relations (and former Virginia Secretary of Education), sent the math plus verbal results, by race, for the students admitted to the class entering next fall, along with the observation that not all students take the SAT and that UVa’s racial range is not surprising given the results nationally. And indeed the results are not surprising:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Race</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>African Americans</td>
<td>1154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>1353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>1397</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is not, of course, a perfect correlation between SAT scores and graduation rates, but those scores are a significant component and indicator of academic qualifications, and there is compelling evidence that raising academic requirements raises the probability of graduation.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SAT Composite Score Range</th>
<th>Percentile Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1550-1600</td>
<td>99+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500-1550</td>
<td>99 to 99+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1450-1500</td>
<td>97 to 99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400-1450</td>
<td>94 to 97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1400</td>
<td>91 to 94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1300-1350</td>
<td>87 to 91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1250-1300</td>
<td>81 to 87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200-1250</td>
<td>74 to 81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1150-1200</strong></td>
<td><strong>67 to 74</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1100-1150</strong></td>
<td><strong>58 to 67</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1050-1100</td>
<td>49 to 58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000-1050</td>
<td>39 to 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>950-1000</strong></td>
<td><strong>31 to 39</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>900-950</td>
<td>23 to 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>850-900</td>
<td>15 to 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800-850</td>
<td>10 to 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>750-800</td>
<td>5 to 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700-750</td>
<td>2 to 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>650-700</td>
<td>1 to 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600-650</td>
<td>1- to 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>550-600</td>
<td>1-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500-550</td>
<td>1-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>450-500</td>
<td>1-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400-450</td>
<td>1-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

&gt;Chicago experiences rash of rental bikes being stolen &gt;CPD starts stopping people riding on sidewalks &gt;since they often ride on sidewalks, blacks stopped more than other races &gt;over 1/3 blacks stopped had stolen bike &gt;blacks/media cry racism &amp; blame thefts on 'technology issue' pbs.twimg.com/media/DyNVMSUwAEjKyj...
Is CPD using racial profiling to catch Divvy thieves?

Advocates say yes—and that they have the stats to prove it.

by John Greenfield

January 28, 2019
On the evening of August 18 last year, Eboni Senai Hawkins, cofounder of Chicago's chapter of the black bicycle group Red Bike and Green, witnessed Joshua Thomas, a 22-year-old African-American, being stopped by police while riding a Divvy bike-share cycle on the sidewalk near Chicago Avenue and Rush Street. The officers handcuffed and frisked Thomas, called in the serial number on the baby-blue bike, and discovered it was stolen. They arrested Thomas, who was later sentenced to two days in jail.

During the height of that summer's Divvy theft crisis, Senai Hawkins argued that police were targeting young black men for sidewalk-riding tickets as a strategy to recover hot bikes. She noted that people of all races pedal on sidewalks downtown, where hectic multilane streets put cyclists at risk, but she asserted that white sidewalk riders are rarely ticketed, let alone handcuffed and searched. "In no way is it OK for the Chicago police to enforce [a crackdown due to] the fact that Divvy has a technology issue."

Soon afterward I spoke with black Old Town resident Hakeem Appling, 24, who was also riding a Divvy on the sidewalk near Chicago and Rush on July 18 when he was detained, cuffed, frisked, ticketed, and arrested for possession of a stolen bike. Appling argued that his skin color was a factor in the stop. "That's harassment."

Catrina Hampton, 23, a vehicle transporter for Hertz, was yet another African-American who was ticketed for sidewalk biking on a Divvy near Chicago and Rush on August 9. She said she was handcuffed and searched, but the police didn't call in the number on her Divvy.
All told, 23 of the 30 adults ticketed for sidewalk riding in the two downtown police districts during July and August of last year were African-American, including 20 black men, according to records the city provided earlier this month. That's about 77 percent of the ticket recipients in a city that's roughly a third African-American.

Meanwhile only five non-Hispanic whites were ticketed. That's approximately 17 percent of recipients, although whites also make up about a third of the city. (Of the other two people ticketed, one was Asian, while the other had no race listed on his ticket.)

Romanian immigrant Samuel Baltes, 21, was one of only two white men ticketed. On July 20, Baltes was biking down the sidewalk of Chicago near Rush on his old beater while making food deliveries for Postmates. Suddenly a squad car whipped around the corner to block his path. He said the officers wrote him a $50 ticket but he wasn't cuffed or frisked.

Upward of 500 Divvies went missing last summer due to the shortsighted decision to remove a key piece of security hardware from their docks, according to city e-mails the Reader obtained in September. Soon afterward Divvy sped up the pace of reinstallation, wrapping up by the end of November, and, thankfully, the bike-share problem seems to be behind us.

Arrests for possession of stolen Divvies peaked in July and August, when more than 120 adults were charged citywide, according to the anonymous crime blog CWB Chicago. Of the 30 people ticketed for sidewalk riding downtown in those months, eight were arrested for possession of stolen bikes—all of them African-Americans on Divvies.
The CPD says it has used sidewalk biking enforcement to recover stolen cycles.

But after learning that 23 out of those 30 people were African-American, Senai Hawkins and other black bike advocates say the data confirms their suspicions: police have been unfairly singling out African-Americans who cycle downtown for tickets. "How else would you interpret it?" she asked.

David Griggs, who leads the monthly South Side Critical Mass bike rides, noted that the Chicago Tribune found that officers have written exponentially higher numbers of sidewalk-riding citations in some communities of color. Last summer a CPD representative admitted that this was due to bike enforcement being used as a pretext for searches in high-crime areas.

After seeing the downtown ticketing numbers, Griggs said, "It's disheartening to know police are targeting black riders wherever they may ride, not just on the south and west sides."

However, after I reported on the Appling and Thomas cases on Streetsblog last summer, CWB Chicago ran a post arguing that racial bias wasn't a factor in those stops. It pointed out that the area around the Chicago Avenue Red Line station is designated as a crime hot spot by the CPD, so it has a 24/7 police presence.

A CPD representative confirmed this area is heavily policed due to numerous assault cases last year. Most recently, on December 9, a group of teens attacked three bystanders on the el platform, fracturing one man's eye socket. Eight of the 30 ticketing incidents, including half of the arrests, occurred within this zone. CWB also noted that Appling and Thomas had each been arrested several times in the area for...
Trump: “We give Israel billions of dollars, they'll be okay.” This cavalier attitude is deeply worrying. Ignores the role of US as force multiplier for Israeli deterrence. From here it’s a short step to Trump asking: why are we giving Israel so much money?
Chicago experiences rash of rental bikes being stolen. CPD starts stopping people riding on sidewalks. Since they often ride on sidewalks, blacks stopped more than other races. Over 1/3 blacks stopped had stolen bike.

Blacks/media cry racism & blame thefts on ‘technology issue’.

pbs.twimg.com/media/DyNvM5uAEjKyr...
Is CPD using racial profiling to catch Divvy thieves?

Advocates say yes—and that they have the stats to prove it.

by John Greenfield

January 28, 2019
On the evening of August 18 last year, Eboni Senai Hawkins, cofounder of Chicago's chapter of the black bicycle group Red Bike and Green, witnessed Joshua Thomas, a 22-year-old African-American, being stopped by police while riding a Divvy bike-share cycle on the sidewalk near Chicago Avenue and Rush Street. The officers handcuffed and frisked Thomas, called in the serial number on the baby-blue bike, and discovered it was stolen. They arrested Thomas, who was later sentenced to two days in jail.

During the height of that summer's Divvy theft crisis, Senai Hawkins argued that police were targeting young black men for sidewalk-riding tickets as a strategy to recover hot bikes. She noted that people of all races pedal on sidewalks downtown, where hectic multilane streets put cyclists at risk, but she asserted that white sidewalk riders are rarely ticketed, let alone handcuffed and searched. "In no way is it OK for the Chicago police to enforce [a crackdown due to] the fact that Divvy has a technology issue."

Soon afterward I spoke with black Old Town resident Hakeem Appling, 24, who was also riding a Divvy on the sidewalk near Chicago and Rush on July 18 when he was detained, cuffed, frisked, ticketed, and arrested for possession of a stolen bike. Appling argued that his skin color was a factor in the stop. "That's harassment."

Catrina Hampton, 23, a vehicle transporter for Hertz, was yet another African-American who was ticketed for sidewalk biking on a Divvy near Chicago and Rush on August 9. She said she was handcuffed and searched, but the police didn't call in the number on her Divvy.
All told, 23 of the 30 adults ticketed for sidewalk riding in the two downtown police districts during July and August of last year were African-American, including 20 black men, according to records the city provided earlier this month. That’s about 77 percent of the ticket recipients in a city that’s roughly a third African-American.

Meanwhile only five non-Hispanic whites were ticketed. That’s approximately 17 percent of recipients, although whites also make up about a third of the city. (Of the other two people ticketed, one was Asian, while the other had no race listed on his ticket.)

Romanian immigrant Samuel Baltes, 21, was one of only two white men ticketed. On July 20, Baltes was biking down the sidewalk of Chicago near Rush on his old beater while making food deliveries for Postmates. Suddenly a squad car whipped around the corner to block his path. He said the officers wrote him a $50 ticket but he wasn’t cuffed or frisked.

Upward of 500 Divvies went missing last summer due to the shortsighted decision to remove a key piece of security hardware from their docks, according to city e-mails the Reader obtained in September. Soon afterward Divvy sped up the pace of reinstallation, wrapping up by the end of November, and, thankfully, the bike-share problem seems to be behind us.

Arrests for possession of stolen Divvies peaked in July and August, when more than 120 adults were charged citywide, according to the anonymous crime blog CWB Chicago. Of the 30 people ticketed for sidewalk riding downtown in those months, eight were arrested for possession of stolen bikes—all of them African-Americans on Divvies.
The CPD says it has used sidewalk biking enforcement to recover stolen cycles.

But after learning that 23 out of those 30 people were African-American, Senai Hawkins and other black bike advocates say the data confirms their suspicions: police have been unfairly singling out African-Americans who cycle downtown for tickets. "How else would you interpret it?" she asked.

David Griggs, who leads the monthly South Side Critical Mass bike rides, noted that the Chicago Tribune found that officers have written exponentially higher numbers of sidewalk-riding citations in some communities of color. Last summer a CPD representative admitted that this was due to bike enforcement being used as a pretext for searches in high-crime areas.

After seeing the downtown ticketing numbers, Griggs said, "It's disheartening to know police are targeting black riders wherever they may ride, not just on the south and west sides."

However, after I reported on the Appling and Thomas cases on Streetsblog last summer, CWB Chicago ran a post arguing that racial bias wasn't a factor in those stops. It pointed out that the area around the Chicago Avenue Red Line station is designated as a crime hot spot by the CPD, so it has a 24/7 police presence.

A CPD representative confirmed this area is heavily policed due to numerous assault cases last year. Most recently, on December 9, a group of teens attacked three bystanders on the el platform, fracturing one man's eye socket. Eight of the 30 ticketing incidents, including half of the arrests, occurred within this zone. CWB also noted that Appling and Thomas had each been arrested several times in the area for...
The disturbing racial bias of The Greatest Dancer

From Strictly to Big Brother, race issues have blighted TV talent shows before. But is this the most egregious example yet?

Shayma Bakht

Wed 30 Jan 2019 07:14 EST
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The Greatest Dancer

The Greatest Dancer is a British dance competition television series. It premiered on 5 January 2019[1] on BBC One. It was created by Simon Cowell and is produced by Syco Entertainment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre</th>
<th>Dance competition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Created by</td>
<td>Simon Cowell</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Early life

Simon Phillip Cowell was born on 7 October 1959[6][7] in Lambeth, London, and raised in Elstree, Hertfordshire. His mother, Julie Brett (née Josie Dalglish; 1925–2015)[8] was a ballet dancer and socialite, and his father, Eric Selig Phillip Cowell (1918–1999), was an estate agent, property developer, and music industry executive.[9] Cowell’s paternal grandmother was a Polish immigrant.[10] His father was from a mostly Jewish family, though he did not discuss his background with his children, and his mother was from a Christian background.[10][11] He has a younger brother, Nicholas Cowell; three half-brothers, John, Tony, and Michael Cowell; and a half-sister, June Cowell.
Editor's Letter

"It's Not About Dumping White, Male Lawyers:" Signatory to Open Letter Explains Why This Diversity Push Is Different

By Gina Passarella Cipriani | January 30, 2019 at 08:09 AM

Why do you serve a foreign nation? twitter.com/SenSchumer/status/10907…

Doctors of Color Synopsis &gt; get into med school despite having far lower credentials than your white &amp; Asian counterparts &gt; struggle in med school, matriculating at lower rates than your white &amp; Asian counterparts &gt; struggle as doctors &gt; blame all your struggles on 'racism' pbs.twimg.com/media/DyMfNieXcAAlawG…
In the Spotlight: How Racism Affects the Healthcare Workforce

Based on 2015 statistics of medical school graduates, an estimated 6% identified as black or African American, and 5% identified as Latina, Latino, or Hispanic. These groups each represent only 4% of active physicians and have previously reported high rates of discrimination in their medical careers. Such experiences have been linked with lower career satisfaction, higher job turnover, feelings of being unwelcome within their institutions, and contemplation of leaving the medical profession.

Although discrimination or harassment has been reported by nearly 60% of trainees in medicine, trainees of color are unlikely to feel comfortable speaking up in fear of further disproportionate treatment or exclusion.
Figure 1.
Graduation Completion By Race/Ethnicity

They're trying to sell you more than just Goretex... pbs.twimg.com/media/DyMRuSjVAAATKfK...
Stay comfortable on your way to the top, look great when you get there. #TestedforLife #Infinium #GORETEX
@TheEuropeanMan1  pbs.twimg.com/media/DyMI965XcAQeKm...  
30 Jan @sopbeen princess  
retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1
We live in a world where an assistant professor who has discovered nothing of value & obtained his position/education through affirmative action feels that he is competent & has earned the right to lecture the man who discovered the double helix structure of DNA about science pbs.twimg.com/media/DyMtpsUWoAMvWTr...
JAMES WATSON AND THE INSIDIOUSNESS OF SCIENTIFIC RACISM
In boomer land, the survival of one’s people is a trivial concern, far outshadowed by the present gesticulations of the economy. The boomer cares nothing for his children’s future and apathetically watches his nation fall apart, while gleefully cashing his pension check pbs.twimg.com/media/DyKjX7dUYAAY5zT...
Gitchegumebabbaloo2u @Bekle... · 7h
Replying to @TheEuropeanMan1 and @AnnCoulter
Those who wish a hasty solution to
problems, some which have been around
for generations, would do well to
remember the inadequacy of previous
candidates, of both parties, in even
addressing those issues. Enjoy the +24k
stock market and the 312k additional
December jobs.

Rah Rah Ree @callisto1000 · 8h
Replying to @TheEuropeanMan1 and @AnnCoulter
Don't forget wipe out ISIS, recognize
Jerusalem, de-reg like a wizard, strap the
economy on to a rocketship, Energy
exporter, jobs jobs jobs.

@annecoulter can't fathom the most
conservative president in her lifetime and
it discombobulates her pretty lil' head.

Hmm, something tells me that #JussieSmollett might not have been attacked by racist homophobic Trump supporters. It
definitely makes for a good guilt-tripping story though, doesn't it folks? pbs.twimg.com/media/DylWYGjWkAAUI7i...

30 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1
BLACK JEWISH ACTOR JUSSIE SMOLLETT VIOLENTLY ASSAULTED

2 minute read.

By ILANIT CHERNICK, EMILY BURACK/ JTA
ADL 🔄 @ADL · 8h
This sickening, vile reported attack on @EmpireFOX star @JussieSmollett is a disturbing reminder of the terrible homophobia & racism that plagues society. We stand with you, Jussie and will never stop fighting against this kind of hateful violence.

‘Empire’ Star Jussie Smollett Hospitalized After Potential Hate Crime...
rollingstone.com

Hmmm, I wonder what has led to ‘the rise of white supremacy in Australia’? pbs.twimg.com/media/DyKQxKYUwAEnoxq...
Conflict

Melbourne’s immigrant communities fight back against the rise of white supremacy in Australia

GlobalPost

January 25, 2019 · 2:00 PM EST

By Ann Deslandes
Melbourne beachgoers are attacked by a gang of African youths who assault swimmers and steal their wallets - as swarms of shirtless men brawl on the sand

By Zoe Zaczek and Sahar Mourad For Daily Mail Australia
04:24 EST 28 Dec 2018, updated 04:33 EST 28 Dec 2018

‘Australia is extremely multicultural and they don’t have the issues the US has’
pbs.twimg.com/media/DyKIG2HXgAcTBQ_...
You haven’t lived outside the US have you? Australia is extremely multicultural and they don’t have the issues the US has. Even United Arab Emirates is extremely diverse, ethnically and religiously. More than 200 nationalities of different religions living together
Melbourne beachgoers are attacked by a gang of African youths who assault swimmers and steal their wallets - as swarms of shirtless men brawl on the sand.

Melbourne

Melbourne CBD terror attack a 'wake-up call', Australian police say

Homes searched in city’s western suburbs as police say Hassan Khalif Shire Ali wasn’t being monitored before Bourke Street attack

Luke Henriques-Gomes
Sat 10 Nov 2018 01.43 EST

1. How many governments must the US topple before Americans realize that we are systematically dismantling Israel's enemies one by one? How long until Americans realize Washington and the West Bank are under occupation from the same people? pbs.twimg.com/media/Dy6pWcUUAA3pSIs...
Bolton: 'All options are on the table' for Trump in Venezuela

The U.S. announced sanctions Monday against Venezuela's state-owned oil company amid a constitutional power struggle in that nation.
More Colleges Are Asking Scholars for Diversity Statements. Here’s What You Need to Know.

By Sarah Brown | JANUARY 29, 2019
BLACK JEWISH ACTOR JUSSIE SMOLLETT VIOLENTLY ASSAULTED

2 minute read.

By ILANIT CHERNICK, EMILY BURACK / JTA
This sickening, vile reported attack on @EmpireFOX star @JussieSmollett is a disturbing reminder of the terrible homophobia & racism that plagues society. We stand with you, Jussie and will never stop fighting against this kind of hateful violence.

‘Empire’ Star Jussie Smollett Hospitalized After Potential Hate Crime...
rollingstone.com
POLITICS

Steve King’s Government Website Still Links To White Nationalist Blog

Earlier this month the racist Iowa congressman claimed to reject the “evil ideology” of white supremacy.

By Christopher Mathias

01/29/2019 11:35 AM ET  Updated 10 hours ago
Weeks after claiming to denounce racism and bigotry, Rep. Steve King (R-Iowa) is still using his official government website to direct his constituents to a white nationalist blog that regularly publishes the work of vile racists, anti-Semites, and Nazi sympathizers, HuffPost has found.

The top of King’s house.gov website currently features a YouTube video of King, in a Jan. 15 speech on the floor of the House of Representatives, claiming to reject the “evil ideology” of white supremacy. “That ideology never shows up in my head,” he tells his congressional colleagues, who were voting on a resolution condemning racist comments King made this month to The New York Times.

Yet just beneath King’s YouTube video is a link to “Illegal Immigrant Stories,” a section of King’s website he’s devoted to cherry-picked news articles falsely portraying Latinos as prone to committing crimes. Many of the news clips King cites are from disreputable far-right propaganda outlets like Breitbart, The Daily Caller, WorldNetDaily, and The Gateway Pundit. One of the news clips King uses is from the patently white nationalist website VDare.com.

VDare is a hate site named after Virginia Dare, said to be the first white baby born in the “New World.” It has routinely featured the writing of eugenicists, anti-Semites and Nazi sympathizers, including prominent white supremacists Richard Spencer, Kevin MacDonald, Sam Francis and Jared Taylor.
HALLS @halls
Give ‘em a taste of HALLS KIDS Pops! With a fruity flavor your child will enjoy, they’re a relief for kids and parents, too.
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Promoted

Changing the way American conservatives think! Congrats to /OurGuy/ @TheEuropeanMan1! RT’d by Queen Ann!

retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1
The European Man @TheE... · 4d 

tfw you promise to build the Wall and end birthright citizenship, the diversity visa lottery, H-1b visas, and DACA, but all you manage to do is get tax cuts for the rich and let criminals out of prison
Ann Coulter Retweeted your Tweet
tfw you promise to build the Wall and end birthright citizenship, the diversity visa lottery, H-1b visas, and DACA, but all you manage to do is get tax cuts for the rich and let criminals out of prison pic.twitter.com/xUjbPzXvhO
It’s to much to ask that bigots be smart huh? It does help to us pinpoint you though, so normal human beings might avoid you.
Anybody who’s ‘disgusting’ to a boomer is alright in my book. Glad to have such a disgusting twitter fam 🤗
twitter.com/sandbox100/status/10904...
30 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
@sandbox100 Sorry boomer, your righteous outrage doesn't work here
30 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

tfw you promise to build the Wall and end birthright citizenship, the diversity visa lottery, H-1b visas, and DACA, but all you manage to do is get tax cuts for the rich and let criminals out of prison pbs.twimg.com/media/DxyDIO3X0AcFWJG...
25 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Confirmed: The #JussieSmollett attack didn’t happen. It's a hoax folks pbs.twimg.com/media/DyIEM9SWoAAIBd3...
30 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
This sickening, vile reported attack on @EmpireFOX star @JussieSmollett is a disturbing reminder of the terrible homophobia & racism that plagues society. We stand with you, Jussie and will never stop fighting against this kind of hateful violence.

There is one race, the human race. Democrat Party Edition. pbs.twimg.com/media/DyIPv8XQAAMZOV...

They can produce their undergraduate GPAs, MCAT scores, and med school grades to assure their patients that they are competent doctors, and not just affirmative action ones. pbs.twimg.com/media/DyIBKVFXcAA2Pf...
LISTEN

What can doctors do when they face racism from the people they're trying to help?

Scottish doctor's tweet about patient interaction sparks global response

CBC Radio · January 25
Unlike other races, whites never refer to themselves as anything other than Americans—they are simply Americans, no hyphens needed. This is bc whites possess a deep connection to America—the sacred fidelity & love that comes when one's people have built & settled a nation.

@TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Want to hire and work with fellow Brits who share your values, culture, and history? Not if invaders like Omar Kahn have anything to say about it. I grow so very tired of the constant demands made by invaders who have contributed nothing to our societies pbs.twimg.com/media/DyHzUK5W0AABWk7...

@TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Racism still festers in Britain’s workplaces. It’s time to get tough

Omar Khan

A study shows that discrimination has barely shifted in 50 years. Diversity training is not enough - employers must face sanctions

Tue 22 Jan 2019 08.00 EST
LGBTQ people of color live at multiple intersections of oppression, too often facing violence compounded by both racism and homophobia.

This isn't the America we want to live in.
Sophie Turner Condemns Racist Sansa Stark Meme Because the Lady of Winterfell Does Not Mince Words

By MEGAN MCCLUSKEY  January 28, 2019
Sophie Turner has spoken out against a racist meme featuring her *Game of Thrones* character Sansa Stark. The 22-year-old actor took to Twitter on Saturday to denounce a now unavailable tweet advocating for “Purity In Race and Culture” with a photo of Sansa.

“White people are the product of 50,000 years of evolution. Do not destroy our genetic legacy by race mixing,” the meme read. “Do it right! Date and marry white!”

Turner did not mince words in her response to the image. “Ew,” she wrote. “Please don’t use me to promote racism.”

It would appear, she pays attention to memes of the show.
Here's why it is racist to comment on my ‘culture’ just because you think I look Asian

I’m tired of having my identity dictated to me based on what white people think I look like

Robyn Wilder @orbyn 831 shares
1 day ago | 57 comments

Sorry Dahleen, but no matter how much you accuse us of ‘racism,’ we won’t voluntarily relinquish our right to bear arms, which our forefathers procured for us by spilling their blood & lying down their lives. If you want our guns, you’ll have to pry them from our cold dead hands pbs.twimg.com/media/DyFiR9hVsAEw4y6…
Column: Racism and the gun rights movement: Too close for comfort

By Dahleen Glanton • Contact Reporter
Chicago Tribune

JANUARY 29, 2019, 5:00 AM

While anti-whites cry about the ‘racism of 19th-century advertisements,’ present day advertising incessantly pushes black man/white woman relationships while portraying white men as criminals, sexist pigs, idiots, & effeminate losers, & non-white men as intelligent alpha males. pbs.twimg.com/media/DyC8XJgAE_vS1...
The Racism of 19th-Century Advertisements

Illustrated advertising cards invoked ethnic stereotypes, using black women as foils in order to appeal to white consumers.

A trade card for Dilworth’s Coffee, Philadelphia via Flickr

By: Livia Gershon | January 28, 2019

2 minutes
girls can wear jeans and cut their hair short
wear shirts and boots
because it's okay to be a boy
but for a boy to look like a girl is degrading
These are four of the most famous "Atheists," who've made it their life's work to get European audiences to abandon Christ & Christian traditions. They all have one thing in common: All ethnic Jews. {{Sam Harris}} {{Christopher Hitchens}} {{Peter Singer}} {{Lawrence Krauss}}
pbs.twimg.com/media/DyDZegrWoAAa_B6...

29 Jan @USUprising U.S. Uprising ✊
retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

^ Early life and education

Harris was born on April 9, 1967, in Los Angeles, the son of actor Berkeley Harris and TV producer Susan Harris (née Spivak), who created The Golden Girls. His father came from a Quaker background and his mother is Jewish but is not practicing. He was raised by his mother following his parents'
work as a bookkeeper for boatbuilders, speedboat-manufacturers and at a prep
school. Later in life, Hitchens identified as a secular Jew—since Judaism is matrilineal and he
discovered his mother was Jewish. His mother was a 'Wren' (a member of the Women's
Royal Naval Service). His father's naval career required the family to move a number of times from base to base throughout Britain and its dependencies, including to Malta, where Christopher's brother Peter was

Singer's parents were Austrian Jews who immigrated to Australia from Vienna in 1938, after Austria's annexation by Nazi Germany. They settled in Melbourne, where Singer was born. Singer's father imported tea and coffee, while his mother practiced medicine. He has an older sister, Joan (now Joan Dwyer). His grandparents were less fortunate: his paternal grandparents were taken by the Nazis to Łódź, and were never heard from again; his maternal grandfather David Ernst Oppenheim (1881–1943), a teacher, died in the Theresienstadt concentration camp. Oppenheim was
Early life and education

Krauss was born on May 27, 1954, in New York City, but spent his childhood in Toronto, Ontario, Canada. He was raised in a Jewish household. Krauss received undergraduate degrees in mathematics and physics with first-class honours at Carleton University (Ottawa) in 1977, and was awarded a PhD in physics at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1982.

Our enemies constantly preach about the danger & possible backlash from media that they consider antisemitic/racist—regardless of its veracity. These same people incessantly promote media that dishonestly engenders hatred towards whites. They know exactly what they are doing. twitter.com/TheEuropeanMan1/status/...

It's doesn't take 'researchers to identify which kids will be 'trans adults.' You can usually predict that by just looking at the parents pbs.twimg.com/media/DyDQoOoXgA0A6h...

29 Jan @CEOErickHayden CEO Erick Hayden reweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1
29 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Researchers Are Getting Better at Identifying Which Kids Will Be Trans Adults. But Can One Identity Model Fit Everyone?

By EVAN URQUHART

JAN 28, 2019 • 1:42 PM
Transgender and pansexual parents are raising their child as gender-fluid
When Daniel Harrott’s (back center) children - Joshua (front) and Mason (right) - came out as trans, he realized he could, too. Soon, he met Shirley, a trans woman.
I'm A Trans Parent Raising A Trans Kid & This Is What It's Like

By B R Sanders | July 27 2016
Get me! I'm givin' out wings!

@barrylyndonjr Good catch. Thanks man
29 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

They didn't attack her for wearing a dress. They attacked her showing up on the US Senate floor looking like a two-bit stripper pbs.twimg.com/media/DyDEjLbWsAA8QHh...
29 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Republican official attacks Arizona's Kyrsten Sinema for wearing a dress on the Senate floor
While anti-whites cry about the ‘racism of 19th-century advertisements,’ present day advertising incessantly pushes black man/white woman relationships while portraying white men as criminals, sexist pigs, idiots, & effeminate losers, & non-white men as intelligent alpha males https://twimg.com/media/DyC8XJFXgAE_vS1...
The Racism of 19th-Century Advertisements

Illustrated advertising cards invoked ethnic stereotypes, using black women as foils in order to appeal to white consumers.

By: Livia Gershon  |  January 28, 2019

A trade card for Dilworth’s Coffee, Philadelphia via Flickr
This morbidly obese, almost certainly childless, no doubt unmarried woman perfectly exemplifies the self-loathing, virtue signaling, diversity obsessed whites who care nothing for their people’s survival. Do not let people like this around your children, much less educate them pbs.twimg.com/media/DyCkFLX0AIx9Qt...
Local author promotes diversity in children's book

Kelsey Yates

Published on: January 28, 2019 | Last Updated: January 28, 2019 11:46 AM EST
A local author has released a children’s book, Little Tommy’s Big Beliefs, celebrating cultural diversity and promoting acceptance.

Airdrie-based Katie Mackrory originally wrote the book for a class project while she was studying social work at the University of Calgary in 2014.

“It was based on the idea that you can do little things, and it still makes a big difference,” said Mackrory.

In the story, Tommy sees people wearing hijabs, kippahs, and crosses, and his mom teaches him the value of learning about others’ beliefs.

“He learns that he can still show people love, kindness, and respect even if they have different beliefs from his own,” she said.

“The message is that even if you don’t know someone, you can still smile and make friends that way. That little act makes a huge difference in the world.”
Want proof that we live in a clown world and occupied nation? Taking steps to ensure that only citizens are voting is controversial, ‘inherently flawed,’ and met with lawsuits from civil rights groups.

pbs.twimg.com/media/DyCgassXgAU7w4Y...
Civil rights groups warn that Texas voter citizenship check could violate federal law

Thirteen groups issued the warning, and some are considering suing the state.

BY ALEXA URA  JAN. 28, 2019  3 HOURS AGO
The state of Texas' announcement that it was flagging tens of thousands of registered voters for citizenship checks was met with dismay among civil rights attorneys and voting rights advocates, who said it echoed efforts around the country to remove eligible voters from the rolls.

Now, several prominent civil rights groups are warning that following the state's recommended procedure for verifying those voters' citizenship could violate federal law.

Lawyers with 13 organizations — including the Texas Civil Rights Project, the ACLU of Texas, the League of Women Voters of Texas and the NAACP Legal Defense Fund — are demanding that the state rescind an advisory sent to local election officials regarding the individuals whose citizenship status the state says the counties should consider checking. In a letter sent Monday, the groups requested a response by Jan. 30, claiming that the state's data was flawed and demanding more information about the methodology it used.

Some of the groups are considering litigation against the state, said Beth Stevens, voting rights legal director for the Texas Civil Rights Project.
The letter comes three days after the Texas secretary of state’s office announced it would send local election officials a list of 95,000 registered voters who had provided the Texas Department of Safety some form of documentation, such as a green card or a work visa, that showed they were not citizens when they were obtaining driver’s licenses or an ID cards.

“Using such a data set to review the current citizenship status of anyone is inherently flawed because it fails to account for individuals who became naturalized citizens and registered to vote at any point after having obtained their driver license or personal identification card,” the lawyers wrote.
California has officially been colonized. It resembles a Mexican state far more than an American one. But don’t worry, Hispanics are natural conservatives they just don’t know it yet twitter.com/campusreform/status/108...
28 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

A significant number of non-white college athletes are convicted of sexual assault each year. Athletic programs usually sweep these “inconveniences” under the rug, but when they don’t, public outrage is minimal. But if a white student says a mean word, the mob is out for blood. pbs.twimg.com/media/DyB7kRZVsAEmM-i...
28 Jan @CEOErickHayden CEO Erick Hayden retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

2016 United States presidential election in Texas
Jury convicts ex-Utah State football player of rape charges

By Associated Press

January 19, 2019 | 6:45am
He lives in 64 Jones place, for all the niggers that would like to know

8:04 PM · Jan 27, 2019 from Morgantown, WV · Twitter for iPhone

3.5K Retweets 6.8K Likes
The FDNY’s diversity monitor has cost the city $23 million in 7 years

By Susan Edelman

January 26, 2019  |  11:35pm  |  Updated
Mark S. Cohen’s yearly tab has risen from $1.6 million in 2012 to $4.9 million in 2018, bringing his total so far to $22,923,840.36, records reviewed by The Post show.

It’s a steady — and lucrative — gig.

Brooklyn federal judge Nicholas Garaufis appointed Cohen, a former white-collar prosecutor, after a 2007 lawsuit by the Vulcan Society of black firefighters and the US Justice Department charged the FDNY discriminated against minorities.

Ex-Mayor Mike Bloomberg fought the case for years, but Mayor Bill de Blasio, after taking office in 2014, agreed to settle for a massive $98 million.

Cohen continued to monitor anti-bias reforms under the settlement.

While Bloomberg’s top lawyer Michael Cardozo quickly griped that Cohen was charging more than $300,000 in each of his bi-monthly bills as “a great deal of wastefulness,” de Blasio’s top lawyer, Zachary Carter, never raised a stink — until now.

After getting Cohen’s last two bills totaling a $1.9 million for four months — his biggest tabs ever — the city Law Department sent a Jan. 16 letter to Garaufis, asking him to review the “dramatically” higher costs.

Garaufis then asked Cohen for a written explanation. On Thursday, Cohen filed an answer, citing various efforts to evaluate and improve the FDNY’s recruitment of black and Hispanic firefighters.
On Friday, Garaufis ordered the city to pay up. And the city lawyers promptly backed down, even praising Cohen’s service.

“In cooperation with the monitor, the fire department has made substantial progress in implementing court-ordered reforms that have led to the recruitment and retention of a historically diverse workforce,” said a Law Department spokesman.

Of nearly 8,600 FDNY firefighters, 25 percent are now minorities, including 87 women, spokesman Jim Long said.

Cohen charges up to $650 an hour for his Manhattan firm’s work.

In addition to the total $22.9 million in his firm’s fees and expenses, Cohen has billed for consultants to help on equal employment matters, firefighter exam development, and medical testing, officials said.

The consultants have added at least $1.5 million in costs since 2012.

Cohen also bills for “claims administrators” to handle phone calls and emails from claimants in the lawsuit — even though it has long settled.

“At this point, they continue to respond to calls and emails from claimants though the volume is far lower,” the city spokesman said.

Garaufis appointed Cohen to serve for a decade, so the bimonthly billing can continue another three years.

In his letter last week, Cohen vowed to fulfill his role “as efficiently as possible.” He also said he “expects to reduce, rather than increase” the time spent on areas that boosted the latest billing.
The British Journal of Photography has announced the winners for this year's Portrait of Britain, an exhibition celebrating diversity.

From 1 September, the 100 winning portraits, chosen from more than 13,000 submissions, will be exhibited on digital screens in stations, shopping centres, High Streets, and at Heathrow Airport.
Twenty men have been found guilty of being part of a grooming gang that raped and abused girls as young as 11 in Huddersfield.

A total of 17 men and one woman have been convicted of offences including rape, sexual abuse, supplying drugs and trafficking for sexual exploitation in a series of trials over the Newcastle case (PA).

Fifteen men who "systematically" groomed and sexually abused teenage girls in Halifax have been jailed.

If you went back to 1950s America and told a random guy on the street that one day a cocky 'Arab-American' named Mousa Kraish would openly demonize white Americans, the guy on the street would assume that America had lost a major war and been invaded. In many ways, she has. pbs.twimg.com/media/DyBEZLoXQAA8kn_…
Mousa Kraish @MousaKrai... · 1/20/19
Watch the video of this Vet talking about the experience. It’s heart breaking. Teens wearing MAGA hats mocked a Native American elder. I hope this goes viral. #magateens #RETWEEEET

‘It was getting ugly’: Native American drummer speaks... apple.news

Mousa Kraish @MousaKraish · 14h
For those who don’t follow me on Instagram.com/Mkraish this was my latest illustration. I’m tired of those defending this hat and saying it’s not a symbol because it is. A symbol of hate. #america #MAGA #Racism #callitout

11 white men promoted to partner — media attacks law firm for ‘diversity kerfuffle’ & ‘little diversity’ 17 black women elected to be judges — media celebrates ‘black girl magic’ & ‘record for diversity’ Do you see how this works? ‘Diversity’ is just a code word for no whites pbs.twimg.com/media/DyAyjeXcAEunWw...
Meet The Judges Of Harris County ‘Black Girl Magic’

Earlier this month, 19 African-American women took the oath of office as Harris County judges, setting a new record for diversity on the bench.

The "Black Girl Magic" campaign was designed, managed and funded the Harris County Democratic Party. It included 19 African American women on the ballot, including the 17 sworn in Tuesday. (Harris County Democratic Party)

By Deanna Paul
January 16

Democratic candidates unseated more than 50 incumbent Republican judges in the largest jurisdiction in Texas during last November’s elections.

On Tuesday, the newly elected judiciary for Harris County was sworn in, including the 17 African American women who were part of the “Black Girl Magic” campaign.
I am told by a person in the know that tweeting "learn to code" at any recently laid off journalist will be treated as "abusive behavior" and is a violation of Twitter's Terms of Service.

10:19 AM · 1/28/19 from New York, USA · Twitter Web Client

By getting rid of all whites pbs.twimg.com/media/DyAaX2RWwAAit7s-
How to Make Your Startup Team More Diverse

The best way to stay competitive is to open up to the power of true diversity.

Serenity Gibbons
GUEST WRITER
Equal Rights Advocate, Promoting Amazing Companies Across the Globe
Minneapolis wants to tie funding of neighborhood groups to their diversity

By MIGUEL OTÁROLA, STAR TRIBUNE
January 27, 2019 - 8:30 PM

Neighborhood associations in Minneapolis could lose their funding if their leadership doesn’t include enough people of color and renters under changes proposed by the city.

The 70 city-funded neighborhood associations have been a key part of Minneapolis’ civic life for decades, maintaining paid staffs, providing housing assistance, organizing local cleanups and art events, running drug-prevention campaigns and more. For years, the city has looked to diversify their boards, which have been disproportionately made up of white homeowners.
The future of the groups is now the focus of an initiative called Neighborhoods 2020, which would bring them more firmly under City Hall control. The tax district that funneled millions of dollars to the associations is set to expire at the end of this year — with $4.1 million earmarked for 2019 and more for 2020 — and the city says the groups need to change if they want continued city funding.

“We really want … to make sure that any resident of Minneapolis is able to walk into a neighborhood organization and be able to participate,” David Rubedor, the director of the city’s Neighborhoods and Community Relations department, said last week. “We want our neighborhood organizations … to really reflect the diversity of their community. Not only in the programming and the activities that they do, but also in their leadership.”

While neighborhood boards are reaching age, income and gender benchmarks, the number of people of color and renters who participate still lags, according to city data. The city hit only 33 percent of its “owner vs. renter” and 50 percent of its “people of color” goals in 2018, a small increase from five years ago.

The city’s population, meanwhile, has become more diverse since most neighborhoods began to receive city funding in the early 1990s. More than half of all housing is renter-occupied, and white residents now make up about 60 percent of the city as opposed to about 78 percent in 1990.

‘Anti-racism pioneer...reveals the extraordinary level of racism he faced when he first arrived in the UK in the early 1950s’ If Britain was such a terrible ‘racist’ place, then why the hell did this guy stay there for 60+ years? Could it be that his people are far, far worse? pbs.twimg.com/media/DyAMSuJXgAAxOq4L...
28 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
'Why I'm still fighting racism at 90'

4:37  |  11.4K VIEWS

Anti-racism pioneer Roy Hackett reveals the extraordinary level of racism he faced when he first arrived in the UK in the early 1950s.
Portraits celebrate Britain's diversity in 2018

The British Journal of Photography has announced the winners for this year's Portrait of Britain, an exhibition celebrating diversity.

From 1 September, the 100 winning portraits, chosen from more than 13,000 submissions, will be exhibited on digital screens in stations, shopping centres, High Streets, and at Heathrow Airport.
Twenty men have been found guilty of being part of a grooming gang that raped and abused girls as young as 11 in Huddersfield.

A total of 17 men and one woman have been convicted of offences including rape, sexual abuse, supplying drugs and trafficking for sexual exploitation in a series of trials over the Newcastle case (PA).

Fifteen men who "systematically" groomed and sexually abused teenage girls in Halifax have been jailed.

Gotta love it when baby killers virtue signal and take the moral high ground pbs.twimg.com/media/Dx94XfWAsAASx9…
On #HolocaustMemorialDay 🌺, we remember the tremendous, immeasurable human cost of bigotry — and we reaffirm that there can be no place for antisemitism, racism, homophobia, transphobia, or *any* form of hatred in our communities, our politics, and our country.

4:43 PM · 1/27/19 · Buffer

Did you know there’s a place where you can speak fluent Chinese all day every day Mr. Yang? That’s right, your people have a country all to themself, so why can’t mine? pbs.twimg.com/media/Dx91d_fWwAg-ZMH...
White people concern trolling Hispanics/Asians to “assimilate and learn English” for their own good is the softer side of Wall ‘n’ Ban xenophobia, only it’s as likely to come from left as right. I spoke fluent Chinese before I was pushed by school into English; never got it back.
The entitled, maniacal, anti-white hatred contained within this tweet is impressive. These people want us eradicated. It becomes clearer every day. pbs.twimg.com/media/Dx9zWURWoAAY8ya...
Dear Tom Brokaw,

"Hispanics" are learning English just fine. The problem is that white people are doing a crappy job of assimilating into the increasing diversity of the country. The problem isn't Hispanic assimilation. It is white racism.

Thanks for coming to my TED Talk!

7:40 PM · 1/27/19 · Twitter Web Client

"Many of the white people in America can barely speak english, read, or write"? This is some top notch projection and lack of self-awareness folks

28 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Tom Brokaw: "The Hispanics should be working harder on assimilation. They should be making sure their children learn English."

Meanwhile, many of the white people in America can barely speak english, read, or write.
African-American Students Lagging Far Behind

A new analysis provides a sobering gut-check on the achievement gap in U.S. schools.

By Lauren Camera, Education Reporter  Dec. 11, 2015

On the 2015 National Assessment of Educational Progress, only 18 percent of African-American fourth-graders were proficient in reading and only 19 percent scored as proficient in math, according to an analysis by the U.S. Chamber of Commerce Foundation released Friday. The eighth-grade numbers were even worse, with only 16 percent of African-American students proficient in reading and 13 percent proficient in math.
Figure 1. Average prose, document, and quantitative literacy scores of adults, by race/ethnicity: 1992 and 2003

Figure 8. Percentage of adults in each prose literacy level, by race/ethnicity: 1992 and 2003

Figure 9. Percentage of adults in each document literacy level, by race/ethnicity: 1992 and 2003

Figure 10. Percentage of adults in each quantitative literacy level, by race/ethnicity: 1992 and 2003
Practically every city, county, state, provincial, and federal government in practically every western nation bestows millions of dollars to non-whites in the name of 'diversity' and 'combating racism.' We as white taxpayers are funding our own ethnic cleansing.
Province announces community grants aimed at combatting racism

BY POSTMEDIA NEWS
ORIGINALLY PUBLISHED: JAN 26, 2019
The Alberta government has announced 33 recipients of community grants aimed at fighting racial discrimination.

Organizations that will receive the funding include the Institute for the Advancement of Aboriginal Women and the non-profit group Soccer Without Boundaries, which delivers multicultural outreach programs.

Soccer Without Boundaries executive director Jean Claude Munyezamu said the program connects new Canadians to the community “through the universal language of sport.”

“With people from over 30 countries, including refugee, immigrant and Indigenous kids, this grant will help minority families to feel that they belong,” the Calgarian said in a news release.

Marggo Pariseau, vice-president of the Institute for the Advancement of Aboriginal Women, said the organization has been working with Indigenous people for more than two decades to address discrimination.

More than $600,000 in provincial grants is being distributed through a community anti-racism funding stream and through an Indigenous anti-racism funding stream.

The provincial government said eligible organizations can apply for matching grants of as much as $25,000 for a range of projects, including initiatives focused on training and education, development of informational resources, and support services.
The anti-racism community grant program received $2 million in funding in the 2018-19 Alberta budget. The application deadline for the next round of grants is March 1.

The establishment of the community anti-racism grants program was the result of consultations with Albertans who experience racism.

Education Minister David Eggen said during those consultations, he heard “loud and clear that the most effective work happens at the community level.”

The province has said it will also establish an anti-racism advisory council.
The silent majority of Democratic House freshmen

Most of the new Democrats in the House are more moderate than you think.

By Ella Nilsen and Dylan Scott  |  Updated Jan 27, 2019, 10:05am EST

This #HolocaustMemorialDay, let us all remember the incredible survival story of Debbie Sessler &amp; Beppy Leaver—who escaped certain death by getting sick &amp; being sent to Auschwitz’s hospital. Wait... why would the genocidal Germans waste time &amp; resources caring for sick Jews? 🌌 pbs.twimg.com/media/Dx9WVpKKxAGZjz...
Holocaust Survivors Teach The Next Generation About History

Jefferson Award Winners Survived Nazi Death Camp

By Sharon Chin  
September 20, 2018 at 4:30 pm

Filed Under: Auschwitz, Beppy Leaver, Debbie Sessler, Holocaust, Jefferson Awards

BENICIA (KPIX 5) Two Vallejo sisters, in their nineties, share their firsthand memories of a dark chapter in world history so that the next generation may know the truth of the past.

Ninety-two-year-old Debbie Sessler and 90-year-old Beppy Leaver share how they survived the Holocaust.
The pair ended up in the hospital barracks, escaping a final death march from Auschwitz.

“The Germans left, the Nazis all left, they took the healthy people with them,” Sessler said.

But the two women were spared because they were sick.

“We were liberated by the Russians. Boy were we happy to see them!” exclaimed Sessler.

But the two women were spared because they were sick.
A BAD HEAD START

Preschoolers already show signs of racial bias

By Olivia Goldhill • January 26, 2019

Young children aren't always egalitarian

Today on this solemn occasion, we remember the gross misuse of #HolocaustMemorialDay as means to guilt trip Europeans into being unable to assert their ethnic and racial interests, uniquely among all peoples on earth. We remember the victims of this propaganda and their families.

On this #HolocaustRemembranceDay, remember that if you're Jewish you can bring multi-billion dollar lawsuits against foreign nations in US federal court for actions that allegedly occurred in those nations b/c the elementary legal principle of jurisdiction doesn't apply to Jews.
PLAINTIFF LAWYER: HUNGARY HAS NEVER BEEN BROUGHT TO JUSTICE

DC court says Holocaust survivors can sue Hungary in the US for huge reparations

Potential multi-billion dollar suit dates back to 2010. Appeals court rules that in pursuit of justice, case can be tried in States. Lawyers say decision could go to Supreme Court

By YAAKOV SCHWARTZ | 16 Jan 2019, 4:05 pm | 4

On this #HolocaustRemembranceDay, remember that if you're Jewish you can bring multi-billion dollar lawsuits against foreign nations in US federal court for actions that allegedly occurred in those nations bc the elementary legal principle of jurisdiction doesn't apply to Jews pbs.twimg.com/media/Dx751F8WsAA3M-b...
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PLAINTIFF LAWYER: HUNGARY HAS NEVER BEEN BROUGHT TO JUSTICE

DC court says Holocaust survivors can sue Hungary in the US for huge reparations

Potential multi-billion dollar suit dates back to 2010. Appeals court rules that in pursuit of justice, case can be tried in States. Lawyers say decision could go to Supreme Court

By YAAKOV SCHWARTZ  |  16 Jan 2019, 4:05 pm  |  4

&";come from a sh*thole with an ethnic-based caste system, where people defecate in the street &";women are frequently gang raped in public &";enter the United States &";become a rich Hollywood actress &";complain incessantly about how racist and sexist the native white population is pbs.twimg.com/media/Dx7NVSyWoEoty9...
Mindy Kaling says instances of sexism and racism in new movie resemble some of her experiences
By Jenni Todd

GLOBE CORRESPONDENT  JANUARY 24, 2019

&tw; was 1 during the Holocaust &tw; remembers just how terrible it was 🌈 pbs.twimg.com/media/Dx498zMXQAXDXz1…
27 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
The Nazis conducted medical experiments on Sami Steigmann when he was just one-year-old. He is alive today because a German woman saved his life.

By joining the #WeRemember campaign, you can ensure that Sami’s story will never be forgotten. Post your picture today.
I feel like twitter is the proper place to announce to everyone that I’m getting married at the end of this year to @GTSFarmer.

He’s the love of my life and I couldn’t be happier.

#BrexitMeetsBlexit
Easily the BEST birthday present EVER 😍

I said YES!

5:13 PM · 1/25/19 · Twitter Web App

564 Retweets 14K Likes
Coach Finstock
@dissentcoach

Account suspended

Twitter suspends accounts which violate the Twitter Rules

Despite being systematically eradicated from our homelands, we’re portrayed as the bad guys—racists intent on stealing resources by magically expanding the definition of white. They’re conditioning nonwhites to hate us even when we become a minority. We all know who’s behind this. pbs.twimg.com/media/Dx4kCsqX4AE1aGE...
When white people have been asked to share resources and power, they have not responded “by leveling the field; instead, they have expanded the scope of who is considered white, allowing the racial hierarchy to remain more firmly in place.”

The Surprisingly Complex Connection Between White Identity Politics and E... newyorker.com
Build the freakin wall already! Flesh-Eating Bacteria Found with Large Group of Border Crossers Border Patrol agents learned that a migrant who crossed the border with a large group in the New Mexico desert is suffering from flesh-eating bacteria! www.breitbart.com/border/2019/01/26...
26 Jan @LadyAodh Ann retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Yeah, Twitter definitely doesn't have an anti-white agenda or anything pbs.twimg.com/media/Dx4KH84V4AA9iqB...
27 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

white people are inferior
110 Tweets

white people have no culture
200 Tweets

Has anyone seen her? pbs.twimg.com/media/Dx39vxsUUAEqwY6...
26 Jan @HarmlessYardDog Battle Beagle retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1
Days since RBG seen alive:

17

Once you start noticing where the anti-white hatred is coming from, you can never stop noticing because it never ever ends
pbs.twimg.com/media/Dx3f2U-U8AE1Ki3...
How are there still advertisers who embrace Tucker Carlson's white power hour?

Very white white people in the white supremacist Congressman's district, perhaps I shouldn't be surprised.

These people are being held hostage by Ann Coulter's racist bloodlust for a 27 billion dollar monument to racism.

I just don't find her soul crushing meanness and racism all that likable.

All they need now are hoods and burning crosses.

The optics of appearing on Tucker Carlson's white power hour to defend Assad's favorite congresswoman are bad and not at all good.

cool cool cool
When I’m murdered for being a Jewish feminist liberal activist hapless socialite please politicize the Fuck out of my death.

matt lubchansky @Lubchansky
if and when im murdered for being queer or jewish please politicize the absolute fuck out of my death and please do something cool with my skull

1:59 PM · 10/27/18 · Twitter for iPhone

1,480 Retweets 8,606 Likes
Once you start noticing where the anti-white hatred is coming from, you can never stop noticing because it never ever ends
pbs.twimg.com/media/Dx3f2U-U8AE1K13...
How are there still advertisers who embrace Tucker Carlson’s white power hour?

Very white white people in the white supremacist Congressman's district, perhaps I shouldn't be surprised.

These people are being held hostage by Ann Coulter's racist bloodlust for a 27 billion dollar monument to racism.

I just don't find her soul crushing meanness and racism all that likable.

All they need now are hoods and burning crosses.

The optics of appearing on Tucker Carlson's white power hour to defend Assad's favorite congresswoman are bad and not at all good.

cool cool cool
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@MollyJongFast
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If you still don't know who the man behind the curtain is, then there's little hope for you.
BREITBART NEWS
Report: Jared Kushner Cautions Trump Against Declaring National Emergency
1 day ago

Forward
Kushner Pushes Restraint On Declaring Emergency To Build Border ...
2 weeks ago

McClatchy Washington Bureau
Immigration advocates to meet with Kushner on deal to protect ...
3 days ago

Oh look, 30 “top intellectuals” from Europe have all signed a letter decrying Nationalism &amp; Populism, saying its destroying Europe. Who drafted this propaganda piece? {{Bernard Levy}} Every... Single... Time.
pbs.twimg.com/media/Dx3KEo-x4AAohmu... 26 Jan @USUprising U.S. Uprising e retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1
The new populism

Europe 'coming apart before our eyes', say 30 top intellectuals
“Abandoned from across the Channel and from across the Atlantic by the two great allies who in the previous century saved it twice from suicide; vulnerable to the increasingly overt manipulations of the master of the Kremlin, Europe as an idea, as will and representation, is coming apart before our eyes,” the text reads.

The 800-word paean was drafted by the French philosopher Bernard-Henri Lévy. Signatories included the novelists Ian McEwan and Salman Rushdie, the historian Simon Schama and the Nobel prize laureates Svetlana Alexievitch, Herta Müller, Orhan Pamuk and Elfriede Jelinek.
Bernard-Henri Lévy (/le̞-vɛ̃/; French: [bɛʁnaʁ‿ɛnʁi lɛv]; born 5 November 1948) is a French public intellectual, media personality, and author. Often referred to in France simply as BHL, he was one of the leaders of the "Nouveaux Philosophes" (New Philosophers) movement in 1976. The Boston Globe has said that he is "perhaps the most prominent intellectual in France today". His
Early life

Lévy was born in 1948 in Béni Saf, French Algeria, to an affluent Algerian Jewish family. His family moved to Paris a few months after his birth. His father, André Lévy, was the founder and manager of a timber company, Becob, and became a multimillionaire from his business. He is the brother of Philippe Levy and Véronique Lévy.[8] After attending the Lycée Louis-le-Grand in Paris, Lévy made his way into...
Bill Maher smears Nick Sandmann: “I blame that fucking kid. What a little prick. Smirk face. Like that’s not a dick move at any age to stick your face in this elderly man.”

Maher then mocks kids raped by priests: “I don’t get what Catholic priests see in these kids”
Bill Maher was born William Maher in New York City, New York, and grew up in River Vale, New Jersey. His father, William Aloysius Maher, Jr., who was of Irish descent, was a radio announcer and news editor. His mother, Julie (Berman), was a nurse, who was from a Jewish family.
Pictures: Rally against racism at the Roman Catholic Diocese of Covington

20 PHOTOS
2:04 p.m. EST Jan. 24, 2019
The ethnostate will have a robot army twitter.com/|WantFreeCos/status/108...
Yes, artificial intelligence can be racist

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez says AI can be biased. She’s right.

By Brian Resnick | @B_resnick | brian@vox.com | Updated Jan 24, 2019, 8:31am EST
How Do You Design a Robot That Isn't Sexist or Racist? It's Harder Than You Think

A.I. systems are built by human beings with implicit biases. So it's no wonder bots are often biased too. A slew of startups are hoping to do something about that.

By Michelle Cheng  Editorial assistant, Inc.com  @mbcheng15
Inequality

Rise of the racist robots – how AI is learning all our worst impulses

There is a saying in computer science: garbage in, garbage out. When we feed machines data that reflects our prejudices, they mimic them - from antisemitic chatbots to racially biased software. Does a horrifying future await people forced to live at the mercy of algorithms?

Stephen Buranyi
Tue 8 Aug 2017 02.00 EDT
Facial-detection technology that Amazon is marketing to law enforcement often misidentifies women, particularly those with darker skin, according to researchers from MIT and the University of Toronto. Privacy and civil rights advocates have called on Amazon to stop marketing its Rekognition service because of worries about discrimination against minorities.
Microsoft deletes 'teen girl' AI after it became a Hitler-loving sex robot within 24 hours

Microsoft's new teenage chat-bot

@Bjbbbt! You're assuming someone with a sub 100 IQ understands how A.I. works
26 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

It turns out that calling a robot 'racist' or 'sexist' won't prevent it from methodically analyzing data (e.g., crime statistics, IQ studies, poverty figures, welfare usage rates, STD rates, etc.) and arriving at logical conclusions based upon that data pbs.twimg.com/media/Dx27uuBXcAALde...
Yes, artificial intelligence can be racist

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez says AI can be biased. She’s right.

By Brian Resnick | @B_resnick | brian@vox.com | Updated Jan 24, 2019, 8:31am EST
How Do You Design a Robot That Isn't Sexist or Racist? It's Harder Than You Think

A.I. systems are built by human beings with implicit biases. So it's no wonder bots are often biased too. A slew of startups are hoping to do something about that.

By Michelle Cheng  Editorial assistant, Inc.com  @mbcheng15
Inequality

Rise of the racist robots - how AI is learning all our worst impulses

There is a saying in computer science: garbage in, garbage out. When we feed machines data that reflects our prejudices, they mimic them - from antisemitic chatbots to racially biased software. Does a horrifying future await people forced to live at the mercy of algorithms?

Stephen Buranyi
Tue 8 Aug 2017 02.00 EDT
Facial-detection technology that Amazon is marketing to law enforcement often misidentifies women, particularly those with darker skin, according to researchers from MIT and the University of Toronto. Privacy and civil rights advocates have called on Amazon to stop marketing its Rekognition service because of worries about discrimination against minorities.
&gt;flee your 3rd world sh*t hole &gt; enter a Western nation built by whites &amp; benefit from the comforts &amp; prosperity of that nation &gt; complain incessantly about how bad you have it &gt; demonize the native white population One day, our generosity &amp; patience with these ingrates will run out pbs.twimg.com/media/Dx2vdkJVsAASUyx…
Racism in Britain: how we revealed the shocking impact of unconscious bias

Our Bias in Britain project showed the extent of racial bias faced by black, Asian and minority-ethnic people every day

Aamna Mohdin

@aamnamohdin

Sat 26 Jan 2019 03:30 EST
STINKING TREATMENT

Jewish family claims kicked off plane due to religion, not body odor

Yossi and Jennie Adler deny giving off unpleasant scent, say they were picked out by American Airlines because they’re Jewish; airline insists deplaning was due to odor

By TOI STAFF
25 Jan 2019, 8:32 am  |  16
When has the president not ‘hit a rough patch.’ The last two years have all been one giant rough patch. At what point does the guy who voluntarily decided to walk into a rough patch take any responsibility for his actions?

Nothing to see here, just more anti-white messaging from the Catholic Church. So many of our institutions have been turned against us.
Kentucky Catholic Bishop: Trump’s MAGA Hats Are Not ‘Pro-Life’

Lexington’s Bishop John Stowe said Covington Catholic students can’t be “pro-life” while supporting a president who “denigrates” immigrants and refugees.

By Carol Kuruvilla

01/25/2019 08:28 PM ET
Dear #MAGA Twitter, criticizing Trump for not fulfilling his campaign promises doesn’t make us turncoats or ‘muh leftists,’ it makes us informed citizens. Why don’t you stop worshiping a cult of personality, & start pressuring Trump to actually earn your sycophanic devotion?

Trump in #RoseGardenSpeech: “We NEED people coming into our country!” These are the PEOPLE: Muse Abdikadir Muse, Mohamud Abdikadir Muse, Mohamed Salat Haji ISIS terrorists, all here LEGALLY.

Maybe the solution to the border crisis is not deporting 22 million illegals but one Jared Kushner.

Trump voters waiting for action on immigration.
Lowest black unemployment rate  pbs.twimg.com/media/Dxy896ZWwAQD5Xn...
25 Jan @DaKookieMüntzer  retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Trump right now  pbs.twimg.com/media/DxyAsHsX0AAPPo4...
25 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

An empty podium for empty promises...  @realDonaldTrump pbs.twimg.com/media/Dxx90MNv5AAOEGJ...
25 Jan @LeeMAGArs DoThatBit retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Trump has been completely neutered. This is not the same charismatic, bombastic, confident man who ran for president in 2016. It is not difficult to see who is behind this transformation  pbs.twimg.com/media/Dxx7RECxcAAFPSz...
25 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

@EnduringEuro  Kushner is de facto president
25 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

 ‘The big corporations have really come through for the American people’ - some Hispanic guy just now on CBS, referencing corps giving hand outs to gov workers What more needs to be said? Our gov is controlled by big business/special interests. It cares nothing for white America
25 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

‘Punched way, way above our weight,’ i.e., lied our asses off spreading propaganda
25 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

twitter.com/VeraMBerger/status/1088...

Parents should teach their kids about racism by telling them the truth about #CovingtonCatholicHigh, the anti-white agenda, and crime, IQ, poverty, STD, unemployment, welfare usage, etc. statistics
25 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

#BLEXIT  pbs.twimg.com/media/DxxYy8DU8AEZ0oL...
25 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

ΟΟΟΟΟ pbs.twimg.com/media/DxxSimeVsAltGZ5...
25 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Imagine actually thinking that you are contributing something to society by reporting on tampons.

twitter.com/ESGoldberg/status/10884...

@EnduringEuro @dufrianord No time like the present
25 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

ant-white propaganda like this just makes me want to have a lot of children pbs.twimg.com/media/DxvGrOrW0AAgq5w...
25 Jan @dufrianord Jonna ‏retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

<article claims people wo kids happier/richer &article includes pics of white couple/screaming white kids &author’s name ends in ‘berg’ &article incessantly promoted by network run by a certain tribe Everything checks out. Wake up folks, they want to eradicate you pbs.twimg.com/media/Dxws-8hYAYE1w1o...
25 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

@CEOErickHayden Shocking this guy would be for the third world invasion of America pbs.twimg.com/media/DxupMP0U8AAP-xJ...
25 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Who do you blame for the #GovernmentShutdown?
22 Jan @capan CS/PAN ‏retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

How many Christian journalists do you see working at Christian owned Media going after and exposing Jewish schools? pbs.twimg.com/media/Dxt11gpUUAAosYw...
25 Jan @westland_will Will Westcott ‏retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

@lleamMN urges "compassion" for an ISIS recruit "who chose violence to combat direct marginalization." No, really. She wrote that. To a judge. www.fox9.com/news/minnesota-isis-se...
24 Jan @NateOnTheHill Nate Madden ‏retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

&verified Hollywood producer calls #CovingtonCatholicSchool kids 'bigoted,' ‘hateful,’ ‘racist,’ ‘smug assholes,’ ‘white trash,’ etc. &gt;2 days later, same verified Hollywood producer claims one should be removed from a position of power if he uses it to hurt children I grow weary pbs.twimg.com/media/DxuSH50VYAAVEQi...
25 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

So. Much. Salt. pbs.twimg.com/media/Dxt5Tf5WsAAZVg8...
25 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Could Levin, yes LEVIN, chose a worse time to ramp up the anti-White, anti-Christian hate mob? twitter.com/globaldan/status/108857...
25 Jan @VPoW GTO Judge ‏retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

@chick_in_kiev Eh Don't worry about it too much I'm sure they'll “fail upwards” I remember this one “journalist” who was literally a "fact checker", didn’t actually 'check facts', sent an internet mob after a disabled vet...then got another media job in less than a month! pbs.twimg.com/media/DxvGUCACEmwqE...
25 Jan @BeastOfWood B ‏Wood ‏retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

We broke her 🔵🔵🔵 pbs.twimg.com/media/DxyxeRU0AAH8R86...
25 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Today: @huffpost and @BuzzFeed propagandists laid off Tomorrow: Trump declares national emergency and builds the Wall Saturday: Trump ends birthright citizenship Sunday: Ginsburg is called home by her master Monday: Mass
deportations begin
25 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Tons of journalists from J-left rags getting laid off AND a huge increase in the likelihood that Trump declares a national emergency on the border to sidestep Congressional obstruction &; start building the wall? Not a bad day at all.
pbs.twimg.com/media/DxteYh1XcAML4jN...
24 Jan @CEOErickHayden CEO Erick Hayden retweeted @TheEuropeanMan1

Every last @huffpost propagandist that was laid off today built their career attacking whites. Indeed, just within the past week, they doxxed, demonized, &; called for violence against our children (#CovingtonCatholicHigh). These degenerates deserve everything they’re getting
24 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Couldn’t have happened to a more deserving group of anti-white scumbags twitter.com/bmaygers/status/1088469...
24 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

‘This business sucks’ because the people in it suck pbs.twimg.com/media/DxteEeUucAALbyG...
24 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

*anti-white propaganda room, they brought immense, inedible value to your anti-white propaganda room twitter.com/managewski/status/10885...
24 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

It’s all so tiresome. pbs.twimg.com/media/Dxta-BwUUAEKJ4A...
24 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

‘I love...to tell the stories we need more of,’ i.e., ‘I love to lie and push anti-white propaganda.’

pbs.twimg.com/media/DxTAdugUYAA-fBn...
24 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Fam, if you’re in need of a communist, anti-white bilingual Latina ‘journalist,’ then please DM this brave Latinx woman. ✌️

pbs.twimg.com/media/Dxs_UMyUUAx1U...
24 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

‘creative storyteller’? Oh, you mean, a propagandist who lies to push her cultural marxist agenda?

pbs.twimg.com/media/Dxs2eEtUYAAZBoz...
24 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Conclusive proof that diversity and inclusion leads to abject failure pbs.twimg.com/media/Dxs2ZUrU0AAxZ2...
24 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

& refers to herself as a ‘journalist’ & in very next sentence, notes that she is an ‘opinion editor’ Journalists are nothing but propagandist and they don’t even try to hide it anymore #EnemyOfThePeople

pbs.twimg.com/media/Dxsx87UYAABNW1...
24 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Oh no, how will you ever be able to spread your subversive anti-white propaganda now?

pbs.twimg.com/media/DxslWEVYAQbFA...
24 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

You’re not talented or lovely though twitter.com/ChloeAngyal/status/1088...
24 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

What’d she do? Make you take a standardized test or something? Freaking racist!

pbs.twimg.com/media/DxsoKjUV4AAxWxlU...
24 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

I grow so very weary of noticing pbs.twimg.com/media/DxsogmWUYAESHmo...
24 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

The book ‘challenges kids as young as 8 (or even younger) to face up to how white people—unthinkingly, or even with the best intentions—perpetuate racism’ So many of our children are taught to hate themselves. Please protect your children from this anti-white propaganda folks pbs.twimg.com/media/DxseFIBVAAjvo_...
New York police are searching for a bicyclist who assaulted an Uber driver with a bike lock before jumping on top of his car in the midst of midday traffic. nbcnews.to/2DxhCys

24 Jan @NBCNews NBC News retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

"&gt;"the dark magic of crisis communications" Facts--you mean, facts. Keep going, MSM, millions are seeing the mask slip. pbs.twimg.com/media/DxTJJ-KxAGEFw3…

24 Jan @OrwellGoode Orwell & Goode retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Paid for by white America twitter.com/lahanMN/status/10884597…

24 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

300k+ likes. The anti-white hatred is palpable. This is all coming to a head. It won’t be long twitter.com/thisisqlayre/status/108…

24 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Because the anti-whites in the media, academia, corporate America, etc. are actively working to dispossess and replace whites and thus, must destroy any semblance of white identity pbs.twimg.com/media/DxsJOv_UwAERGl…

24 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Parents: talk to your kids about school bullying. This could be happening to them. pbs.twimg.com/ext_tw_video_thumb/10…

24 Jan @UppityWilliamP Wiltem Pearson retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Unbelievable clip from Tucker that the description doesn’t do justice. He basically makes the @NickJFuentes argument that multiethnic societies fall apart due to identity issues, except on the biggest national news show in America. twitter.com/ColumbiaBugle/status/10…

24 Jan @USUprising U.S. Uprising retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Ben Shapiro is a shameless, arrogant, self-aggrandizing, narcissistic, anti-white fraud. He is not on your side white America pbs.twimg.com/media/DxnNA1cAEvDL…

24 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Lord help us pbs.twimg.com/media/DxrWTCUwAAl1wq…

24 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Ben Shapiro: Covington kids were racist! Nope, you botched it. Ben Shapiro: No I didn’t, the media botched it. I was on the kids’ side the whole time. Nope, you botched it. Ben Shapiro: The REAL story is about how awesome, snarky, and intelligent I am! Hey everybody, look at me! pbs.twimg.com/media/DxrgxxU0AcKsRn…

24 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Nice theory there Clark. I’m curious though, if ‘there’s only one human race,’ then how do you explain the staggering disparities in average IQ, criminality, ingenuity, STDs, poverty, employment, literacy, test scores, etc. between whites, Asians, blacks, Hispanics, etc.? twitter.com/DCarlosClark127/status/…

24 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Oh boy, @nowthisnews has a video on the shutdown. Let’s break it down &gt;obese black felon crying &gt;@AOC mad &gt;obese Spanish-speaking Hispanic woman whining about her children &gt;evil white Trump advisor &gt;more angry/sad black women &gt;black father with sob story Anti-white porn folks pbs.twimg.com/media/DxpuER0XAE1q3s…

24 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

-says he’s for free speech, but wants to hunt down and destroy the lives of white people who said something racist: “we should target them, we should find them and we should hurt their careers.” pbs.twimg.com/ext_tw_video_thumb/10…

24 Jan @westland_will Will Westcott retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

‘Why So Many Latinos Are Converting to Islam’ pbs.twimg.com/media/DxpgwNWVAAAYQSM…

24 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

You’d think she’d want America’s military to be as strong as possible so it can keep fighting Israel’s wars. I guess the subversion of advocating for transgender soldiers was just too good to pass up twitter.com/SenFeinstein/status/10…

24 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Tucker: “Maybe you should start to think of your country a little bit more like a family?” Charlie Kirk: “No!!!!! It is not government’s role to take care of it’s citizens.” Tucker laughing: “Oh really? What is government’s role then?” pbs.twimg.com/ext_tw_video_thumb/10…

23 Jan @ColumbiaBugle The Columbia Bugle retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Even in ‘conservative’ states, our virtue signaling elected leaders work against our interests pbs.twimg.com/media/DxqJ1FU8AAZ0o8o…

24 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
@TheEuropeanMan1 pbs.twimg.com/ext_tw_video_thumb/10...
24 Jan @HarmlessYardDog Battle Beagle retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

&g;see article praising NBC show for ‘normalizing interracial relationships’ &gt; look up who show’s creator is &gt; nod knowingly &gt; look up who runs NBC &gt; nod knowingly &gt; look who runs NBC’s parent co. &gt; nod knowingly &gt; look who runs NBC’s owner &gt; nod knowingly It really is Every Single Time pbs.twimg.com/media/DxonTaDU8AAUJX1...
24 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Michael Cohen cries out in pain as he strikes you pbs.twimg.com/media/DxoNeuX0AEPTb8...
23 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Oh look, a verified user claiming that the #CovingtonCatholicHighSchool kids are ‘racist’ because ‘all white people are racist’ and he would know because he’s white. Hmm, I wonder if this is a fellow white person scenario? Yep It never ever ends pbs.twimg.com/media/DxoHtBzVsAY9r_1...
23 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Oh look, another blue check mark demonizing the ‘sneering white’ #CovingtonCatholicHigh kids and claiming that #MAGA represents ‘racism, hate, bigotry, facism, Nazism, white supremacy, ignorance, fear, misogyny, and cruelty.’ Hmm, I wonder who this anti-white is. Yep EST pbs.twimg.com/media/DxmZ8taWkAA-PZf...
23 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Social Capital Index - family structure -stability -family interaction -investment -civil society -trust and confidence in institutions -community cohesion -institutions, volunteerism -social organization pbs.twimg.com/media/DxmXRx2WwAEByx...
23 Jan @HarmlessYardDog Battle Beagle retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

The Catholic Church has become little more than a suicidal anti-white death cult pbs.twimg.com/media/DxmXHOBYwAACL...
23 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Oh boy, another blue check mark demonizing the #CovingtonCatholicHigh kids for being racist, sexist, homophobic whites and pissed off that the truth about what actually happened was finally reported on. Hmm, I wonder if… Yes indeed. The noticing continues pbs.twimg.com/media/DxmOUBEVYAA7ulh...
23 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

You can lie all you want, but thankfully the incident was filmed &amp; white America saw what actually happened. We’re done being guilt tripped by a ‘refugee’ who fled a sh*thole, milked our generosity, &amp; married her own brother. You don’t get to lecture us about anything anymore twitter.com/llhanMN/status/10879184...
23 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

‘From the Jewish standpoint…we need to welcome strangers…These are our values’ Wherever you look, you will always find the tirelessly working to flood every western nation with non-whites. pbs.twimg.com/media/DxkQ_tnX0AIsCCR...
23 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

There’s a group of lunatics outside the kids’ school today. Officials canceled classes out of safety concerns because we all know how violent the left has become. pbs.twimg.com/ext_tw_video_thumb/10...
22 Jan @MarkDice Mark Dice retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Interracial couples are almost 3 times more likely to commit mutual assault then white mono-racial couples. Having an interracial marriage is the second highest risk for divorce, after one of the partners having an anxiety disorder. Biracial kids have a LOT more psych problems. twitter.com/ProudLiberal87/status...
22 Jan @StefanMolyneux Stefan Molyneux retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

These brave sisters have inspired me to start a social justice nonprofit to fight criminality in black communities pbs.twimg.com/media/Dxj-6xxXcAA6M0M...
23 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Attacking people on social media doesn’t raise birthrates, changing government policies does. www.defendevropa.com/2018/news/succ...
22 Jan @LadyAodh Ann retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Did you decide to leave Scotland and go back to whatever sh*thole country you came from? That would have really shown that evil racist what’s what pbs.twimg.com/media/Dxj52QWwAsEL5XA...
23 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

They don’t like being exposed for the white-hating bigots they are, which is one of the main reasons we do what we do. pbs.twimg.com/media/DxqtmnQWsaAASMBM...
23 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Oh look, a check mark telling her fellow white people not to be fooled by the #CovingtonCatholicHigh media ‘PR spin’—those ‘red faced white boys’ were ‘toxic,’ ‘dangerous,’ ‘racist,’ &amp; ‘wearing hate speech clothing.’ Hmm, I wonder who this anti-white lunatic is? Yep it never end pbs.twimg.com/media/DxjTnmXgAI4dh…

Illegal Alien in custody for 4 ‘brutal’ killings in Reno, NV area “Wilbur Ernesto Martinez-Guzman, 19” All four victims were shot dead in their homes -Gerald David, 81, &amp; his wife Sharon David, 56 -Sophia Renken, 74 abcnews.go.com/US/mark-custody-brutal… pbs.twimg.com/media/DxMYoLUWAIinQZ…

Trump finally tweeted support to the #CovingtonCatholicBoys. Let’s take a look at the top comments on this tweet shall we. Hmmm, most of the negative commenters have something in common folks. Once you start noticing where the anti-white hate is coming from, you can never stop pbs.twimg.com/media/DxhOmFXvsAATdID…

Trump finally tweeted support to the #CovingtonCatholicBoys. Let’s take a look at the top comments on this tweet shall we. Hmmm, most of the negative commenters have something in common folks. Once you start noticing where the anti-white hate is coming from, you can never stop pbs.twimg.com/media/DxhOmFXvsAATdID…

That’s not a blue check mark out of control. It’s the familiar gleam of an anti-white zealot. Never in the history of this country has this tribe portended anything but bad news. pbs.twimg.com/media/Dxg2mXvXQAAgBgu…

That’s not a blue check mark out of control. It’s the familiar gleam of an anti-white zealot. Never in the history of this country has this tribe portended anything but bad news. pbs.twimg.com/media/Dxg2mXvXQAAgBgu…

Oh how wonderful, @RealCandaceO is getting married. Hmmm, I wonder what type of white guy would go for Ms. #BLEXIT? Yeah, his profile definitely meets all of my expectations pbs.twimg.com/media/DxfRU3UAAAbss…

Carrying water for the anti-white media yet again, eh Erick? Such a good little neocon shill. twitter.com/EW Erickson/status/10871…

Women travel alone more than men because feminism and cultural Marxism have produced millions of lonely, single, childless cat women who are desperate to find some reason for living and fill the family-sized hole in their souls, so they travel and post pics for social media likes pbs.twimg.com/media/DxfGznzWoAAOSXv…

Study: Taking money from whites and giving it to non-whites nearly closes the racial wealthy gap pbs.twimg.com/media/DxfHiePXgAAS6Vx…

He was one of them. What a worm. twitter.com/realdailywire/status/10…

It’s all so tiresome. pbs.twimg.com/media/DxfBS3DWoAAJAh…

WOW! About 150 people (including many whites) in a small theater... And from this you extrapolate that Hispanics (70% Dem) and blacks (90% Dem) are moving toward the GOP in droves? @charliekirk11 may be the greatest troll of all time twitter.com/charliekirk11/status/10…

Looking like Nick Sandman &amp; Covington Catholic students were treated unfairly with early judgements proving out to be false - smeared by media. Not good, but making big comeback! “New footage shows that media was wrong about teen’s encounter with Native American” @TuckerCarlson

mrw an annoying acquaintance complains that his adopted African kid has anger issues and is struggling in school pbs.twimg.com/tweet_video_thumb/Dxe…

Every year, our governments (local, state, and federal) give millions of dollars to schools so they can boost diversity.
Predictably, these schools often become worse off after they accept the money. We pay for our children to be replaced and their schools to become shitholes. pbs.twimg.com/media/Dxe3kJDVAzE7A…

Most young white men are even more open to their eradication than older generations. pbs.twimg.com/media/DxeVLrVAAA7_kw…

MAGA Twitter &; the old right are both pretending that the #CovingtonCatholicHighSchool MAGA kids were targeted bc they are Christians/conservatives. Their civic nationalism delusions &; puppet masters won’t allow them to admit the truth. These kids were attacked bc they’re white. pbs.twimg.com/media/DxeXpKALwAAGcFp…

Alex Jones was lampooned because he said Govt &; Media use actors to hide their crimes &; create Fake News. This weekend, after Media got caught using a false Buzzfeed story to call for impeachment, they used a Native American actor’s phony controversy to create Fake News. 💥💥💥💥 pbs.twimg.com/media/Dxt3Q_qWwAE26vA…

"whites. They were encouraging threats of violence against whites. Come on Tomi, you know this has little to do with politics and everything to do with race. twitter.com/TomiLahren/status/10874…

Follow this legend 🌟🌟 twitter.com/QuasarTheGoon/status/10…

Neocons Today &;‘Sick of the media rushing to judgment because they’re triggered by religious, conservative kids? We are too.’ Neocons Yesterday &;‘the obnoxious, dumb and disrespectful behavior of the teens needed an apology’ Don’t ever trust a neocon folks pbs.twimg.com/media/DxdsKgTW0AAgRly…

*Indian, not Iranian—maybe it’s just easier to say ‘not an American’

Hmmmm, a black Iranian communist is running for POTUS? I wonder what her backstory is? Oh look, her husband and political mentors (Barbara Boxer and Diane Feinstein) are Jewish and she loves AIPAC. What a strange coincidence pbs.twimg.com/media/DxdmYysWkAImzMx…

In other words, it took less than 100 years for women to destroy America twitter.com/Alyssa_Milano/status/10…

My fellow white men, don’t worry about your dispossession pbs.twimg.com/media/Dxdb7WnX0AEBrx8…

Indigenous people take billions of dollars of mostly white tax dollars using the coercive power of the State. But please, tell me more about how white people took stuff 200 years ago. Current exploitation is more important than historical exploitation. Only one can be changed. 21 Jan @StefanMolyneux Stefan Molyneux retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Which way western man? pbs.twimg.com/media/Dxc4V0qXQAawBZu…

I can feel the tipping point, can’t you? European whites are sliding towards <i>≈</i>50% in the United States. So the great battle begins. Just as planned. A few of us worked hard to prevent it. Most didn’t listen or attacked us. Now it accelerates. 20 Jan @StefanMolyneux Stefan Molyneux retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Which way western man? pbs.twimg.com/media/Dxc4V0qXQAawBZu…

Great analysis about MLK Jr. and his holiday by @heywildrich. Do yourself a favor and get educated on the white guilt cult’s highest holy day www.counter-currents.com/2019/01/re…

Freaking boomers man pbs.twimg.com/media/Dxc6e8WwAAJyCz…

Great Britain then and now. I don’t know how anyone can watch this and refer to what you see here as progress.
Don't mind me, I'm just drinking a soy latte while I demonize masculinity and make the conservative case for being effeminate. 

This is what it looks like to live in an occupied land. Entitled foreigners who entered your nation illegally, fearless parade around and make demands of you.

&*Jewish BuzzFeed journalist publishes false story about Trump &*story thoroughly debunked &*'legendary' Jewish journalist defends fake news story and uses it to attack Trump It's all so tiresome.

You send your children to public school so they can be taught to hate themselves and their non-whites counterparts can be awarded for hating your children DO. NOT. SEND. YOUR. CHILDREN. TO. PUBLIC. SCHOOL.

This MLK Jr Day make sure to celebrate the communist, drunken orgy, adulterous man, and not just the legend.

The outcome was never in doubt.

&*Patriots beat the Chiefs.

Damn white people and their *shuffles deck - picks card * Cop voice.

In Israel, Arabs must show their IDs before being allowed to ride on buses that go by hospitals; Palestinians are forced off such buses. Boy, I wonder how America's J-controlled media would react if any US government (local, state, or federal) implemented such a policy?

Imagine if I tweeted a collage of Indian faces, called them "scary," used the hashtags #MumbaiShame, #BrownPrivilege, &demand the "massive re-education" of a nation that uses their roads as toilets? She's an acclaimed ear surgeon in Civic nationalism at work.

"young whites and their families These kids were demonized because they're white, not because they're Christian. As much as our enemies hate Christians, they despise whites even more twitter.com/JackPosobiec/status/108…

White farmers are being slaughtered on a daily basis, land owned by whites is being confiscated by the black-controlled government, and yet, South Africa’s media has the gall to claim that ‘racism on the retreat’

Dear Covington Catholic students, I’d like to invite You to the Polish Parliament After watching this video, I am now standing up for these wrongfully accused young men and all of You! You are very welcome to come and speak out what You believe in! #StandWithCovington

Oh how nice, a reader letter in the Detroit Free Press talking about white privilege, institutional racism, and how racist white are. Hmm, let's check which reader submitted this letter. Yes indeed. The noticing never ends.

An Israel-worshiping, warmongering, history-destroying, anti-white Indian woman named Nimrata Randhawa is ‘a role model for a new generation of conservatives.’ Is it any wonder why the conservative movement is on life support?
My wish for black folks this week is that you look at crime statistics and be honest with yourselves.

pbs.twimg.com/media/DxZVmlFWwAexEF…

'I have a different more complicated impression.' In other words, 'I know the anti-white narrative about what happened is complete bs, but my tribe and I really really want to keep spreading the lie' twitter.com/nytdavidbrooks/status/1…

'legitimating racism,' i.e., letting whites ask a black politician questions pbs.twimg.com/media/DxZRafV6XQAE8gpz…

'How can you do that to your own people?' This SPLC tweet unwittingly proves what nationalists have been saying for years now. Non-whites are not American. They are fiercely tribalistic, possessing no affinity for this nation or its people

pbs.twimg.com/media/DxYuNOsU8AA9wKf…

Non-whites can be so sensitive twitter.com/EuropeanRevolt/status/1…

Yet another reminder that 'based' non-whites don’t give a damn about white America. They are not, nor will they ever be, on our side pbs.twimg.com/media/DxY1kB8W0AA134…

@World Health Organization is funded almost entirely by western countries &gt;WHO gives billions to Africa &gt;WHO run by African &gt;WHO still somehow guilty of 'systemic racial discrimination' No matter what we do for them, no matter how much we give them, it will never ever be enough pbs.twimg.com/media/DxYgp9fXQAXxCLN…

For our people to survive, we must celebrate children, prioritize families, and discourage childless lifestyles. The anti-whites understand this, which is why they glorify the exact opposite pbs.twimg.com/media/DxXKuRWoAETUIH…

'DEVASTATE with a smirk’ pbs.twimg.com/media/DxUSkaXXgAAx79W…

'Objective admission standards are racist. If we hold blacks and Hispanics to the same standards as whites and Asians, then we won’t have any black or Hispanic students. Muh diversity’ pbs.twimg.com/media/DxX9-xW0AEvm35…

Boomer Christianity is insufferable pbs.twimg.com/media/DxXdvJSX4AIYQ_Y…

The media is too busy harassing White Christian teens to care about signs like this. Why? Because America is a tyrannical anti-White superstate. Just like the Soviet Union. pbs.twimg.com/media/DxXNJWwVwAA1XV8…

I’ll stop pretending my ‘racism’ is patriotism, just as soon as you stop pretending you’re an American twitter.com/RashidaTlaib/status/108…

@HarmlessYardDog I got a bump stock before Trump banned them. Military grade firepower pbs.twimg.com/media/DxXlgA3VsaAA3dfq…

Standing white is now a hate crime

20 Jan @HarmlessYardDog Battle Beagle reweeted by @TheEuropeanMan

@HarmlessYardDog I got a bump stock before Trump banned them. Military grade firepower pbs.twimg.com/media/DxXlgA3VsaAA3dfq…

Standing white is now a hate crime

20 Jan @HarmlessYardDog Battle Beagle reweeted by @TheEuropeanMan

My ancestral roots in America reach back to the 1600s. My forefathers spilled blood in the Revolution &amp; every war thereafter. They explicitly built this nation for themselves &amp; their posterity. Yet, according to POTUS, a foreigner just off the boat is just as American as me twitter.com/WhiteHouse/status/10867…

20 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1
This is tragic. @realDonaldTrump. America was never intended to be a melting pot of clashing cultures. NEVER. Yet, you continually spout this nonsense. California has been destroyed because of this. It’s okay to be white, & white people deserve the country their ancestors built. twitter.com/WhiteHouse/status/10867...

Pocahontas comes to the defense of Chief Weepsalot twitter.com/SenWarren/status/108682...

‘DEVASTATE with a smirk’ pbs.twimg.com/media/DxUS5kaXXgAAAX79W...

@realDonaldchkn @WxmanFranz @SenWarren And this angle pbs.twimg.com/ext_tw_video_thumb/10...

@realDonaldchkn @WxmanFranz @SenWarren There’s these pbs.twimg.com/ext_tw_video_thumb/10...

Fun fact: back in 2015, Nathan Phillips—the Indian who is crying racism and playing the victim card because a white kid with a MAGA hat smiled at him—called the cops on college kids because they dared to hold an Indian-themed dress up party. pbs.twimg.com/media/DxU1Pc5WkAAdZf7...

>>&March for Life held every year since 1974 &gt;Indians decide to hold first ever Indigenous Peoples March on same day as MFL &gt;Indians crash MFL &amp; passive aggressively drum &amp; chant loudly in faces of MFL participants laugh &gt;Indians cry (literally) &amp; play victim card twitter.com/misslaneym/status/10866...

Nice stat. Now do how many more blacks committed crimes pbs.twimg.com/media/DxU-bNWsAAADo2...

>>&‘racist’ letters found at Drake University (Iowa) &gt;non-whites hold rally, claiming their lives are in danger &gt;letters found to be hoaxes, written and disseminated by non-white student pbs.twimg.com/media/DxULUCGXcAAMGmt...

Apparently it’s ‘racist’ to assume that people who literally sh*t in the street might pee in a pool pbs.twimg.com/media/DxUL9QWkUZjxF...

I’m seeing a lot of black pilled tweets tonight. Don’t lose hope fam. Democracy can’t save us. It’s far too late for that. Trump was never going to be a savior, but he started a movement that’s still alive. Things have to get worse before they get better, but they will get better... 20 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Oh boy. an article glorifying MLK Jr. and demonizing Steve King. Hmmm, I wonder who wrote this anti-white trash? Yes indeed. They just can’t help themselves folks pbs.twimg.com/media/DxT9P5FX4AE0_sl...

Who’s that Jounro trying to dox white Catholic teens, use the media to destroy their lives, and saying they should be literally fed to sharks? EVERY SINGLE TIME. pbs.twimg.com/media/DxTjT4qWsaEDWTB...

Oh how nice, a New Yorker article discussing the ‘disturbingly complex’ relationship between white identity politics and racism. Hmmm, I wonder who would seek to associate whiteness with racism? Yep. The noticing continues pbs.twimg.com/media/Dx7uSP90AEBJm2...

Hey @benshapiro., when you said that you did not care about the browning of America, would you unaware of this information? Now that you are aware, will you please revisit the issue? Thank you. pbs.twimg.com/media/DxTz-8pVYAESTfV...

Diversity is so much our strength that the mere presence of white Christian boys looking amused as an Indian starts provocatively beating his drum in the boy’s face causes immense outrage from our ruling elite and demonization of white Christians. pbs.twimg.com/ext_tw_video_thumb/10...

‘The sky is not blue’ twitter.com/WashTimes/status/108676...

19 Jan @Westland_will Will Westcott retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1
The Trump Doctrine: ‘Congratulations, you made it past the fences, er, I mean, the Wall. Here’s welfare benefits and a pathway to citizenship’
19 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Trading Amnesty for a Wall is like trading your entire house for new flooring.
19 Jan @ColumbiaBugle The Columbia Bugle retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Shut up boomer twitter.com/mitchellvii/status/1086...
19 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

So true boomer. Thanks to Reagan's amnesty, California is now the reddest state in America twitter.com/LesProctor/status/10867...
19 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

With this speech, Trump has officially assumed the mantle of controlled opposition. DACA extension, immigration ‘reform’ (i.e., amnesty), 'humanitarian aid' to sh'tholes... Whether willfully, unwittingly, or by coercion, Trump is now actively working against our interests
19 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

'Anyone who dares to criticize Ben Shapiro and point out that he is a shameless self-promoter is a leftist’ - Boomer twitter.com/RGGodGivenRights/status/...
19 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

The National Review doesn’t represent you, Conservative American. pbs.twimg.com/media/DxSA9H_VkAUJIVurban... retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Ben Shapiro’s ‘baby Hitler’ comment explained pbs.twimg.com/media/DxSJ0qW0AAPzNht ...
19 Jan @USUprising U.S. Uprising

If you’re White and naturally ethnocentric, it’s critical that you reproduce! The White people of the future will be more ethnocentric. Non-ethnocentric whites are basically going to die out.
19 Jan @EuropeanRevolt European Revolution retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Imagine despising yourself and your people enough to let a 300 lb black man guilt trip and shame your child twitter.com/strongblacklead/status/...
19 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

24 Hours of Talmudic Tricks &gt; Buzzfeed releases ‘blockbuster’ report claiming Trump told Michael Cohen (Jewish lawyer) to lie to Congress &gt; report written by Jewish ‘journalist’ &gt; Jewish politicians pretend report is credible &gt; report proven to be complete and utter bs pbs.twimg.com/media/DxPrAOxgAA6Y96 ...
19 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

24 Hours of Talmudic Tricks &gt; Buzzfeed releases ‘blockbuster’ report claiming Trump told Michael Cohen (Jewish lawyer) to lie to Congress &gt; report written by Jewish ‘journalist’ &gt; Jewish politicians pretend report is credible &gt; report proven to be complete and utter bs pbs.twimg.com/media/DxPrAOxgAA6Y96 ...
19 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

“The inseparable twin of racial injustice is economic injustice,’ or in layman’s terms, ‘No Gibbs! No peace!’ pbs.twimg.com/media/DxPX217W0AAXYi6...
19 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

What could possibly go wrong? pbs.twimg.com/media/DxOrSFZVAAA1E7F...
18 Jan @MiaVendetta110 Rural American retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Hey racist goys, no need to worry about radical Islamists entering your nation uninvited pbs.twimg.com/media/DxOs5_EnU0AEjD1l...
19 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

@BrandonTexas2 @dissentcoach @Nature_and_Race @Genophilialoves I’d block and move on ✅
18 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

pbs.twimg.com/media/DxOqh6gVYAAIiov...
18 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1
pbs.twimg.com/media/DxOQh6gVYAAAllov...
18 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

"biased = requiring students to attend class, show up on time, pay attention, not be disruptive, not be violent, dress appropriately, complete their homework, be respectful to teachers and fellow students, etc.
pbs.twimg.com/media/DxOORoPuAA7Es...
18 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

@TheEuropeanMan1 &gt; non-white students want to be paid to attend racist school &gt; non-white students want teacher salaries &gt; non-white students get teacher salaries &gt; non-white students now want principal salaries
18 Jan @PiebeianVoice PiebeianVoice Tweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Atlantic: President Bob Cohn Atlantic Editor-in-Chief: Jeffrey Goldberg Atlantic Journalist: Yoni Appelbaum C'mon folks, we can't keep denying there's a problem. pbs.twimg.com/media/DxNgRYUAAQq8v9...
18 Jan @westland_will Will Westcott Tweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

...KSD suspends bad students &gt; non-whites suspended &gt; whites &gt; non-whites cry 'racism' sue KSD &gt; KSD settles lawsuit, requires staff to attend bias training, promises to hire non-whites, celebrate Black/Hispanic History Months, &gt; quit suspending non-whites &gt; non-whites still not happy pbs.twimg.com/media/DxNRzY4WwAAanmEv...
18 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

...black dancer (BD) gets affirmative action scholarship &gt; BD's coach texts friend, voicing frustration with race-based scholarship &gt; BD goes on coach's phone &amp; sees text &gt; BD cries 'racism', alleges add instances of racism &gt; coach fired &gt; teammates get upset with BD &gt; BD sues everybody pbs.twimg.com/media/DxNFc9WwAMtTuTM...
18 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

...Why Racial Economic Disparity Keeps Growing In The U.S.? pbs.twimg.com/media/DxNH6p8WwAAylL2f...
18 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

...upscale bar in NJ has dress code &amp; posts list of 15 banned items (eg. ball caps, gym shoes, shorts, etc) &gt; blacks cry 'racism' bc chains &amp; baggy pants are banned &gt; bar owner forced to remove sign &amp; apologize &gt; NAACP/academics get involved, claiming dress codes are inherently racist pbs.twimg.com/media/DxMif47UOAAHDiK...
18 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

...Since 2016, “Russian influence” = globalists' go-to narrative to discredit support for issues they don't like. Besides jobs, White Americans care most about: -Immigration -1A -2A -Their kids' education The media attempts to delegitimize these issues via tenuous links to Russia. pbs.twimg.com/media/DxLPiWoAA_XMz...
18 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

...NYT: “No, Democrats Don't Want 'Open Borders'” Also NYT: “There's Nothing Wrong With Open Borders” #FakeNews pbs.twimg.com/media/DxMSrWJWwAAaGM...
18 Jan @USUprising U.S. Uprising Retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

...It was just so brave of the Congressional Black Caucus, the Asian Pacific Caucus, and the Hispanic Caucus to unite and condemn Steve King for his comments on white nationalism, which brought the "poison" of identity politics into Congress (where it has no place.) 🎯🎯
18 Jan @MiaVendetta110 Rural American Retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

...Oh how nice, a National Review article making the conservative case for Gillette's anti-masculinity/anti-white ad, which portrays white men as sexist pigs &amp; non-white men as heroes. Hmmm... I wonder who'd want conservatives to embrace anti-white propaganda? Yes indeed it never ends pbs.twimg.com/media/DxMU6wLX0AaslA...
18 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

...Conservative Inc. is indistinguishable from the anti-white left. Nothing but controlled opposition, conditioning whites to despise themselves and accept their disappear and eradication in the name of being a 'true conservative.' twitter.com/NRO/status/108592724561...
18 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

...You knew this was coming. There is literally nothing degenerate that National Review won't defend with a "The Conservative Case For" article. twitter.com/NRO/status/108592724561...
18 Jan @vDare Virginia Dare Retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

...stonetoss.com/comic/court-adjourned/ pbs.twimg.com/media/DxI5hFDU0AA8i4j...
17 Jan @stone_toss StoneToss Retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

...Gee, I wonder why Minnesota has some of the worst racial disparities in the nation? pbs.twimg.com/media/DxK6JEZxgAEdiP...
16 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
It’s always rich when non-whites complain about ‘environmental racism,’ pretending that if not for evil whites their neighborhoods would be pristine paradises. Pure lunacy Credit to @heywildrich pbs.twimg.com/media/DxKTA-IWoA1hJk…

Hey @RepDanCrenshaw, thought you might be interested in this 📰 twitter.com/TorontoStar/status/1085…

Someone named Punam Krishnan will never be Scottish, but that’s not what this is about is it ‘doctor’? It’s about the dispossession & eradication of the Scottish people. Indeed, if anyone can be Scottish, then no one is truly Scottish & a non-existent people has no right to exist twitter.com/DrPunamKrishan/status/1…

Birth rate by generation: Your great grandmother: 10 children Your grandmother: 8 children Your parents: 3 children You: your cat

Dan Crenshaw again w/ the fraudulent phrase: “We go there so they don’t come here.” 1. They (terrorists) only “come here” because we keep “going there” and bombing their countries for 🚭ורת. 2. Globalist migration policies import unvetted millions of them here anyway. Liar. pbs.twimg.com/media/DxFkp5-WwAAEYfX…

How many more Americans must lose their eyes, arms, legs, and lives in pointless wars for Israel? twitter.com/DanCrenshawTX/status/10…

No other race holds ‘workshops’ to shame and guilt their women into despising themselves and accepting their ethnic cleansing. A dark, fatalistic disease plagues our people pbs.twimg.com/media/DxFUHg4WsAA-N3o…

This is the bed you helped make twitter.com/benshapiro/status/10856…

By going back to whichever sh*t hole country you came from pbs.twimg.com/media/DxFiFTHWwAQy2D5…

Man, I wish this was true pbs.twimg.com/media/DxEu5nJXgAE3TXe…

To anti-whites, treating non-whites with respect & as equals does not absorb racism. No, the only way we can atone for our whiteness is by sacrificing our resources, homes, neighborhoods, nations, & ultimately, our lives pbs.twimg.com/media/DxEeEQaUcAAnTNT…

A ‘product of his time’? You mean the good old days when you could actually discuss scientific studies and truths without being blacklisted and demonized? pbs.twimg.com/media/DxEZccLUcAAk3wz…

The crucifixion of Steve King has absolutely nothing to do with ‘white supremacy,’ and everything to do with shaming whites for daring to be proud of their people, culture, and civilization pbs.twimg.com/media/DxDKuHkUcAIL8dd…

After a single article from the (Sulzberger) New York Times about Steve King, the Conservative establishment is cowering in fear, doing whatever they think necessary to keep them in the good graces of Globalists. Reminded me of a must-read quote from some guy in 1920s Germany. pbs.twimg.com/media/Dw_1mCIXgACJh3j…

‘I’m going to run for president because as a young mom…’ - Kirsten Gililland Imagine caring so little for your young children that you use them as political props and then cast them aside to advance your career goals. We care so very little for our children pbs.twimg.com/media/DxCPyyfUUAIS3v…
16 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Good news folk, white South Carolinians appear to finally be realizing that their ‘based’ black senator cares nothing for them and is fiercely tribalist, advancing the interests of his people above all others. pbs.twimg.com/media/DxCM87EU8A1inhIO...

16 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Why is it that the only two issues that receive unanimous, bipartisan support from Congress are (1) the rejection of white nationalism and (2) the support of Jewish nationalism (Israel)? pbs.twimg.com/media/DxAW2BQWoAAZj-3...

16 Jan @westland_will Will Westcott retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Every person with an ounce of good sense should fear becoming a minority in their own land; this isn’t complicated. 15 Jan @wayotworld Way of the World retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

@penelope7usa Which is why the GOP is gasping it’s last breaths. The party that replaces it will be identity politics for whites and it will be amazing. 16 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

@penelope7usa He fits the weak virtue signaling cringy white male role to a tee 16 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Breaking: first ever #BLEXIT rally confirms second attendee, doubling previous estimates twitter.com/RealCandaceO/status/108...

16 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Ethnic cleansing is taking place in almost every western nation and it is being celebrated twitter.com/AzadiRojava/status/1085...

16 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

@DasCarlson We can and will rebuild. Our people are strong. 16 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

@DasCarlson In the meantime, whites should and will (and already do) segregate into ethno towns and neighborhoods. The PNW plan basically just acknowledges and is proof of this natural separation 16 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

@DasCarlson I think segregation and secession is in America’s future, but I’m not sure how far out. This bloated decaying empire might last 10 more years or 100. Once it does finally break apart, the PACNW is the most logical location for the white ethnostate 16 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

"More Americans of drug ODs every year than died in the entire course of the Vietnam War. And the vast majority of those drugs are being brought in because we have a wide-open border. I care about that more than I care about the Yosemites gift shop being open. " @AnnCoulter twitter.com/vicenews/status/1085323...

16 Jan @USUprising US Uprising retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

How wonderful, ‘SC ranks among states with most racial progress’ &amp; all it took was for white South Carolinians to elect a based black Senator who spends all his time demonizing them &amp; a based Indian who tears down their history &amp; works for Israel. Yay! pbs.twimg.com/media/DxAAk_KWoAUenum...

16 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

One look at the cover photos of Conservative leaders shows they’re fully on board with the Diversity agenda of replacing white people. pbs.twimg.com/media/Dw_D2z2uAYJFVR...

15 Jan @westland_will Will Westcott retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Proud to see your people systematically replaced by third worlders who despise them so long as you can virtue signal and escape being called a ‘racist’ twitter.com/RepDanCrenshaw/status/1...

16 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Jewish owned Purdue Pharma not only knew that OxyContin would cause mass opioid addiction among white Americans, it was their intended goal. pbs.twimg.com/media/Dw_ejorYYAEP4k...

16 Jan @westland_will Will Westcott retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Our grandparents fought WWII so that snarky white-hating foreigners could one day demonize their grandchildren for daring to be proud of Western Civilization and the accomplishments of their ancestors pbs.twimg.com/media/Dw_yEPLQ0AAYJBL...

16 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
We talk about South Africa, but Rhodesia was first. Rhodesia was a prosperous, healthy, modern nation in the heart of Africa, run by European Christians. Communists start civil war, &amp; {{(West)}} abandons her. This only 8 mins, is best summary by far. youtu.be/CZjFjZBD78

I agree. Ernst shouldn’t have used the phrase ‘illegal alien,’ the correct nomenclature is ‘illiterate, unskilled, welfare-using, white-hating, low IQ, third world invader’ psb.twimg.com/media/Dw_L0ofV4AA84eA...

Unlike their white counterparts, every non-white politician is fiercely tribalistic, elevating the interests of his tribe above all others (e.g. Booker implying that it is ‘racist’ to punish blacks more than other races even though they commit vastly disproportionate # of crimes) psb.twimg.com/media/Dw_J91gUUAQcQ2...

Oh look, a federal judge just ruled that it’s ‘illegal’ for the US government to ask people their citizenship status on the 2020 census. Hmm, I wonder who would hide the number of invaders from the American people? Yes indeed Once the noticing starts, it never ever ends psb.twimg.com/media/Dw-PmRdU0AA2poh...

“A taco, a taco! My Country for a taco!” psb.twimg.com/media/Dw9x3R8VYAAfe3e...

This is definitely a suspension trap. As much as I’d like to post race-based crime statistics, literacy rates, basic math percentages, STD rates, welfare usage, etc. in response to this question, I think I’ll just move along psb.twimg.com/media/Dw9UOMVsAEH9BU...

&gt;defending whites (i.e., the GOP’s base) has ‘no place’ in America and is ‘totally inconsistent with the Republican Party’ &gt;associating with an ‘anti-Semite’ is also a punishable offense The GOP is hopelessly neutered twitter.com/GOPChairwoman/status/10...

Only if the Republican Party wants to survive in the brave new world of ′diversity′ psb.twimg.com/media/Dw9QRVZUUAYeyz...

This obese woman exemplifies the low IQ anti-whites who brainwash America’s children. The 52.5K likes exemplifies the results of the brainwashing. DO. NOT. SEND. YOUR. CHILDREN. TO. PUBLIC. SCHOOL. psb.twimg.com/media/Dw9KV9V4A4AYF6...

Bill Kristol attacks Trump, compares his recent moves to policies of Ron Paul &amp; Pat Buchanan—as if they were beyond the pale. Kristol only cares about Israel. His foreign policy record has been disastrous. He’s attacked Paul &amp; Buchanan for years, bc they opposed his Jewish wars. psb.twimg.com/media/Dw73mnyUcAL_Tyf...

My Statement on Kevin McCarthy’s Unprecedented Assault on my Freedom of Speech. psb.twimg.com/media/Dw6qyl_XQArE7T...

Ah yes, the classic promoted tweet formula. Non-white man + white woman. Can’t you just feel the diversity seeping into you brain? psb.twimg.com/media/Dw7DrFOUUAADrP...

@liekstahwha Mountain of Sh’t psb.twimg.com/media/Dw6Byu1V4AE_y_M...

‘A group of Brandon University students is hoping their LGBTQ+ themed art exhibit will help bring the community together’ psb.twimg.com/media/Dw65kKSVsAEHAYX...

When the puppets turn on their puppet masters psb.twimg.com/media/Dw6z9K3VYAan4N8...

I actually hope this smear campaign works, so Trump can replace this Indian with a white male (i.e., an actual American) psb.twimg.com/media/Dw6z9K3VYAan4N8...
The Republican Party is controlled opposition for the anti-white globalist order, nothing more, nothing less.

pbs.twimg.com/media/Dw6wJUUU8AAuO4A...

15 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

@WokeCapital Thanks for the shout out WC. Appreciate your work and content

15 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

@JDRucker @DailyCaller Oh look, a civ nat who will be saying ‘at least I still have the Constitution’ when America turns into the third world

15 Jan @JDRucker @DailyCaller

For Republicans and independents who might vote in a Republican primary: Which Republican ticket would you prefer in 2020?

14 Jan @BillKristol Bill Kristol retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Hmmm, everyone’s talking about that new Gillette ad that attacks ‘toxic masculinity’ & portrays white men as sexist pigs & non-white men as heroes. I wonder who’s behind this? Oh look, a Jewish-founded agency, committed to diversity, run by a Harvard graduate named Reiner EST

pbs.twimg.com/media/Dw6jHlUYAAS1gA...

15 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

The Women’s March is perhaps the most anti-masculine/anti-white male movement in American history—which is why Ms. Goldberg is imploring her tribe not to quit it

pbs.twimg.com/media/Dw6WcGFUcAlp9MD...

15 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

& hire unqualified black coach bc ‘muh diversity’ & fire unqualified black coach after team goes 3-13 (.188 win %) & get accused of being ‘racist’ The next time you think of hiring an incompetent non-white, remember the tale of the Arizona Cardinals.

pbs.twimg.com/media/Dw52Or0UYAEV_t5...

14 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

This is the best way to shut down the anti-whites. ‘Who cares?’ and move on

pbs.twimg.com/media/Dw5tanyX4AAnBm5...

14 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Italy: politician receives 18 month sentence for ‘defamation aggravated by racial hatred’ for saying a black politician reminds him of an orangutan Get ready for the criminalization of ‘racial hatred’ speech in America folks. It’s coming

pbs.twimg.com/media/Dw5rUsxOAA4ebL...

14 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Did anyone know cuckolodry was this prevalent? How is this possible?

twitter.com/HarmlessYardDog/status/...

14 Jan @westland_will Will Westcott retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Kalegri plan in every promoted tweet. Every damn one. This is not a mere coincidence folks.

pbs.twimg.com/media/Dw5d5dXX0AAYUB...

14 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

tfw you underestimate black criminality by at least 1100% and still pretend to know what the hell you’re talking about

pbs.twimg.com/media/Dw5aytUWsAcpLcf...

14 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

@MiaVendetta110 @4YrsToday @annievonk @PrettySkyX @Western_Annie @NoTatsClassy @HarmlessYardDog @PeckPolitics @bigooping98277 @WesternSoldier @GenophiliaLoves @dissentcoach @TheEuropeanMan1 @EuropeanRevolt @14frogre14 @IAmSoCozy @James_rwnat @J_H_5 @ChristmasArwen Our strength!

pbs.twimg.com/media/Dw5XHe0WoAcmynY...

14 Jan @Emperor_Albus Mathiasos retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Hispanic butcher shop employee calls black man a monkey in Spanish #DiversityIsOurStrength

pbs.twimg.com/media/Dw5XNyW0AEsnJK...

14 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

& study finds that black women at high risk of breast cancer are 3.3x less likely to get genetic testing & 4.7x less likely to see a specialist than white women at high risk & study concludes w/o any proof that ‘racism’ is responsible for stark disparities It’s always muh racism

pbs.twimg.com/media/Dw5QT vzX0AEYQK...

14 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
@bigopimp98277 @WesternSoldier @GenophiliaLoves @dissentcoach @TheEuropeanMan1 @Emperor_Abus @EuropeanRevoll @14froger14 @IAmSoCozy @James_rwan @J_H_5 @ChristmasArwen Diversity is white genocide.

14 Jan @NoTatsClassy Grand Duchess

Do you want America to be diverse?
14 Jan @4YrsToday Nov6Reelection retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Isn’t it interesting how the most evil villains throughout cartoon history all share the same distinguishing features? pbstwimg.com/media/Dw0PhyXQAEbB6L…
13 Jan @NoHighwayOption Spicy Taco Fren retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

===

Just a few more pennies towards the greatest racketeering scheme in human history pbstwimg.com/media/Dw1bRIuAwAE10aA…
14 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Pitchfork Pat is an American hero. pbstwimg.com/media/Dw14Ht5U0AAg_av…
14 Jan @westland_will Will Westcott retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

V INDICATION pbstwimg.com/media/Dw13QHAXQAA9qdy…
14 Jan @exorcizo_te Dr. Admirabilis retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Follow this Kang 🇺🇸 twitter.com/whitepupman/status/10…
14 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

...Border is eventually going to be militarized and defended or the United States, as we have known it, is going to cease to exist...And America will not go gentle into that good night. Patrick Buchanan. The great people of our Country demand proper Border Security NOW!
14 Jan @realDonaldTrump Donald J. Trump retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

An Indian immigrant shilling for his Venezuelan wife's home country. twitter.com/DineshDSouza/status/108…
14 Jan @penelopeTusa Penelope Maynard retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

This oughta be good—a Jewish view of Trump's America' by a lowly NYT editor...claims victim status of anti-semitism rising of racist all-right twitter of Trump bad of considered name change for safety of Charlottesville of Pittsburgh of pro-egalitarianism of must stand with non-whites pbstwimg.com/media/Dw1usM1WoApsu0…
14 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

In his first official action, Minnesota governor Tim Walz created a 'Diversity, Inclusion & Equity' council. Let that sink in. His first official action was to form a council to dispossess & take resources from the whites. That's his top priority Boomers are insufferable pbstwimg.com/media/Dw1gG_gVAAEobRT…
14 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

So true. Africa and the Middle East are just teeming with successful cities. twitter.com/ForeverEversley/status/…
13 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

When I look into my daughters' stunning blue eyes—each child possessing a distinct shade and beauty—I am reminded why we fight so hard for our people's survival. If we fail and whites vanish from this earth, so very much will be lost forever pbstwimg.com/media/Dw0lPBYYAE1pg…
13 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Nothing to see here, just an interracial couple taking a selfie. pbstwimg.com/media/Dw0xvNGYAAaqMX…
13 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

.@GOP need to face reality – not one of the illegal immigrants granted amnesty will vote Republican.
14 Feb @realDonaldTrump Donald J. Trump retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

You sir, are an impotent, virtue signaling, anti-white clown. In your decades of 'service,' you have accomplished nothing for white America (i.e., the GOP's base), all while bending over backwards to accommodate non-whites. We are done being guilt-tripped by the likes of you twitter.com/GOPLeader/status/108450…
13 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Christianity has been weaponized to spread white guilt. pbstwimg.com/media/Dw0YWZcKwAEToQU…
13 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

It perfectly matches the crime dot map pbstwimg.com/media/Dw0W0nQXQAAAnlT…
13 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
A picture says a thousand words. Check out @StefanMolyneux ‘s video about the Irish Government’s 2040 plan…approved by EU and UN. pbs.twimg.com/media/Dwy_8vbXgAAcyKj…
13 Jan @FrankieLavelle Frankie Lavelle retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Left: Camden, NJ (5.28% white) Right: Sparta, NJ (95.7 % white) If you look at this and still refuse to address demographics because you’re scared of being called a racist, just think how much scarier it will be when your town looks like Camden, NJ. pbs.twimg.com/media/Dwz6ZR PXgAAFgA4…
13 Jan @MiAVendetta10 Rural American retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Boy, NBC News sure wants you to know that ‘whiteness’ is ‘racist’ and white parents caring for their white children (i.e., ‘privileged parenting’) ‘props up an unjust system.’ Anybody want to venture a guess at who is behind this anti-white/anti-family propaganda? It never ends pbs.twimg.com/media/Dwz7yF-WsAEpGml…
13 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

These are rookie numbers. pbs.twimg.com/media/DwzyHwqX4AUkJkR2…
13 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Don’t expect a Cuban to stand up for white America. twitter.com/chucktodd/status/108445…
13 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

You don’t need to read to know how to get gibbs twitter.com/HarmlessYardDog/status/…
13 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Boy, NBC News sure wants you to know that ‘whiteness’ is ‘racist’ and white parents caring for their white children (i.e., ‘privileged parenting’) ‘props up an unjust system.’ Anybody want to venture a guess at who is behind this anti-white/anti-family propaganda? It never ends pbs.twimg.com/media/Dwz7yF-WsAEpGml…
13 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

If there were such thing as a “superior race”, it would get no sympathy if it were under attack. People would hate and envy it, yet also want to live in its homeland(s). Men of other races would lust after its beautiful women, and seek to weaken and undermine its men. “If.”
13 Jan @funkIestein @pksfinder retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

The ACLU claims to be a pro-First Amendment public interest law firm committed to protecting free speech, but apparently the First Amendment no longer protects the ‘bigotry’ and ‘hate’ of ‘white nationalists’ twitter.com/ACLU/status/108416899…
13 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

They rely on an anti-white masquerading as a ‘based’ black guy to speak for them because they are cowards, afraid of the social and political repercussions if they were to say or do something ‘racially insensitive,’ like defend their ancestors and people pbs.twimg.com/media/Dwz6EdTXcAETGsM…
13 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

This degree of moral inconsistency is just astounding. pbs.twimg.com/media/DwxNvIxQAAZO-I…
13 Jan @exorcizo_te +Dr. Admirabilis+ retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Marty Kaplan is a Jewish Professor who works for the Norman Lear Center’s “Hollywood, Health &amp; Society” Project. You can thank people like Marty for the fact that your TV entertainment shows are filled with leftist political propaganda. They are funded by the gov. to do this. pbs.twimg.com/ext_tw_video_thumb/10…
13 Jan @CEO ErickHayden CEO Erick Hayden retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

@DasCarlson @Nature_and_Race @IAmSoCozy @TownesVanPlants Thanks for the support my man
13 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Fam, with each passing day, I become more and more convinced that things must get worse, much much worse, before they can get better. Our people must face enormous hardships before they awaken. Don’t lose heart. They will wake up before the end. The dawn will break. pbs.twimg.com/media/DwxDI-SW sAAjIDm…
13 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

A Seattle news station altered Trump’s tongue and skin color in his immigration speech. With so much influence on America, one would think the MSM would face legal penalties for this. Alas, Semitic ideologues deliver their propaganda under the label “evening news” with impunity. pbs.twimg.com/ext_tw_video_thumb/10…
12 Jan @cursedsalad Curse retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1
Israel’s Wall is a monument to Jewish supremacy. A wave of racism led to its construction. This is Israel. 

13 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Texas will be California in less than a decade. 

13 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

You literally rolled your eyes and filed your nails on live television while another commentator talked about the white Americans slaughtered and killed by illegals. Yet, you somehow have the moral high ground to lecture others about racism.’ Despicable twitter.com/ananavarro/status/10841... 

13 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

I wonder what the Congressional White Caucus has to say about that. Oh wait, I forgot there isn’t a White Caucus because that’s racist n shit twitter.com/harveyjkaye/status/1084... 

13 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

They never ever stop. They just can’t help themselves 

13 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

& devote entire adult life to science and pursuit of truth & make revolutionary scientific discoveries & unapologetically tell truth about science behind race and IQ & be demonized, stripped of honours, and have entire life’s work invalidated by anti-whites 

13 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Imagine traveling back to the 1950s and trying to explain to your great grandparents that in 2019 some goofy La Raza Mexican guy named Julián Castro will run for president of the United States because he actually has a shot at winning. They’d check you into a mental institution 

13 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Much of modern Christianity is an anti-white virtue signaling death cult 

13 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

This is a good start, but another 6 weeks or so, and I’ll really be down with the struggle 

13 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

I could tackle Canada’s refugee claims backlog in two seconds for free. Want to see? ‘No. You’re not getting in.’

13 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

‘I did it… I made it to the West and now I can live off welfare for the rest of my days and have 4-5 kids. Yay!’

13 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

&amp; black kid faces ‘racial taunts’ while playing hockey &amp; black kid’s plight becomes national story &amp; black NHL player makes video for black kid And every white kid who ever played basketball in the ghetto wonders where his pity party was when he was called every slur under the sun 

13 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

The level of disdain this woman has for the Irish people—her own people—is shocking. Demonizing them as racists bc they aren’t joyfully accepting their demographic replacement. Siding with the invading horde. She would gladly genocide her own people for virtue signaling cred 

13 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Nothing to see here, just ‘based’ black GOP senator Tim Scott playing the victim & race cards & demonizing Steve King bc King dared to defend whites & Western Civilization. Further proof that ‘based’ non-whites place racial tribalism above all else. They aren’t on our side folks 

13 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

We’ve got another strong entry in the victimhood olympics folks. The biracial bisexual woman who experiences ‘double-discrimination’

13 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

To my Jewish friends: I’ve spent years fighting against anti-Semitism. I’m not sure you are pulling the same weight fighting against anti-white racism. I’m watching. I hope to be proven wrong.

12 Jan @StefanMolyneux Stefan Molyneux retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Oh look, an article claiming that there is an epidemic of evil, racist whites ‘harassing’ black families in their own homes.
Hmmm, I wonder who would want to demonize whites and stir up racial animus towards them? Yep. The noticing goes on... and on... and on... and on... 
```
12 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
```

Presented without comment. 
```
12 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
```

In 🇺🇸 if you say "all White people are racist", you get promoted and become a Labour advisor. If you say ANYTHING bad about Jews, you literally get arrested. All this while native British are systematically cleansed. 🇬🇧 is an anti-White state. We know {{who's}} behind it. 
```
12 Jan @USUprising U.S. @TheEuropeanMan1
```

Noah Goldberg's Steve King hit piece is unadulterated Talmudic propaganda & attacks America's racist past & claims Western Civ isn't white & claims white people don't exist & implies non-whites & whites brag about Jewish exceptionalism & advocates melting pot & pushes egalitarianism 
```
11 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
```

I agree. White parents also need to talk to their kids about race-based crime statistics, IQ studies, STD rates, welfare usage, poverty rates, unemployment statistics, etc. 
```
11 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
```

If a single "movement conservative" ever lifted a finger to abolish affirmative-action, I might take all their wrist flapping about the evils of "racial collectivism" seriously. But they haven't, so I won't. 
```
11 Jan @vdare Virginia Dare @TheEuropeanMan1
```

Shut up Jeb. Your white guilt mind tricks won't work here. We all know you speak Spanish at home. You've already been conquered. 
```
11 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
```

Yes, of course, 'restraint' is key. Restraint while our nation is invaded. Restraint while our people are replaced. Restraint. We wouldn't do anything too drastic. 
```
11 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
```

#GrandPrairie, TX: 66-year old man is waiting in line at McDonald's when suddenly another customer knocks him out cold and steals his wallet. So sad. 
```
11 Jan @UeplyWilliamP Willem Pearson @TheEuropeanMan1
```

I welcome strangers into your home, but keep them out of mine. Who am i? 
```
11 Jan @HarmlessYardDog Battle Beagle @TheEuropeanMan1
```

& Jewish Tottenham (football club) fans refer to themselves as 'Y-ds.' & use 'Y-ddo' as a battle cry & Jewish fans upset when fans of opposing teams make fun of them & use 'Y-d' in an 'offensive' way & Jewish fans complain to authorities & opposing fans arrested for 'anti-Semitism' 
```
11 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
```

'Racial Reconciliation' = Gibbs 
```
11 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
```

Anti-whites & their media propagandists always complain about racial 'disparities' in school suspensions, but they never talk about the staggering disparities in the unruly & violent conduct that leads to suspensions. Racism isn't why blacks & Hispanics are being suspended folks 
```
11 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
```

The Chinese aren't stupid folks. They understand that the quickest way to get what you want from whites is to accuse them of 'racism' and call them 'white supremacists' 
```
11 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
```

Non-whites have discovered that crying 'racism' 24/7 is the most effective way to exercise control over whites and obtain gibbs from them 
```
11 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
```

Everything is proceeding according to the plan. You are being replaced white America. 
```
11 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
```

She was right. 
```
11 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
```
The United States has allowed ‘thousands of men to immigrate with child brides.’ Let that sink in folks. We are literally allowing unabashed pedophiles into our nation in the name of muh diversity and muh enrichment.

pbs.twimg.com/media/DwoTRwXVAAATTg7…

11 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Claiming that immigrants built this nation is an insult to our ancestors. Settlers, pioneers, and conquerors built this nation. Immigrants liked what the settlers, pioneers, and conquerors built, so they moved to this nation.

pbs.twimg.com/media/DwoMNoVy4Aaoidf…

11 Jan @MiaVendetta110 Rural American reweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Credit to CSM for hitting the nail on the head here. Israel is having a baby boom bc it’s an ethnostate that values families &amp; it’s people care about their future. In contrast, the West discourages tribalism and is preoccupied with the superficialities of the here and now pbs.twimg.com/media/DwmxJiU0AE-qdh…

11 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Democrats do not want to secure our homeland from violent criminals, drugs, illegal voting, human trafficking, rapes and murders. However, here is a list of things Democrats have wasted YOUR tax dollars on:

news.grabien.com/story-things-democ…

10 Jan @cliveebush91 CliveC reweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

pbs.twimg.com/media/Dwj2wR8U0AAYcv0…

10 Jan @HarmlessYardDog Battle Beagle reweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

‘Removal of illegally homeschooled kids from family was justified, court says’ To destroy a society and a people, one must destroy the family. Parental authority and traditionalism must be eradicated. Children must be indoctrinated by the state.

pbs.twimg.com/media/Dwmj5QvUj8AE7mEf…

11 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Sadly, we live in a time when an Indian cares more about the survival of the American people than most Americans do

pbs.twimg.com/media/Dwmd-fUVYAaXrd…

11 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

When LINDSEY GRAHAM is telling you to cross the Rubicon, it's time. twitter.com/LindseyGrahamSC/status/…

11 Jan @vdare Virginia Dare reweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Mr. President, the Democrats are not working in good faith with you. Declare emergency, build the wall now.

11 Jan @LindseyGrahamSC Lindsey Graham reweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Canada—a nation of just 36 million inhabitants—wants to ‘welcome more than 1 million new immigrants in the next three years.’ An influx of nearly 3% of the nation’s current population in just 3 short years. This is an invasion, this is an ethnic cleansing, this is sheer madness. pbs.twimg.com/media/DwmOza0WwAAnW6q…

11 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

You boomers wouldn’t storm a damn thing unless your kids and grandkids stopped funding your exorbitant pensions twitter.com/WalshFreedom/status/108…

11 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

$5,000. $5,000 is what the Canadian government spends to ‘process’ a single ‘refugee’ claim. $5,000 for a bureaucrat to rubber stamp your ethnic replacement. No sane nation would do this pbs.twimg.com/media/DwlJRCWkIAAh2mf…

11 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Oh how progressive, the Thunder Bay (Canada) Police Board just declared that ‘systemic racism’ exists within the Thunder Bay police force. Hmmmm, the Police Board Chair has a rather suspicious name...i wonder if...yes indeed Never stop noticing fam pbs.twimg.com/media/DwlyMUgJ0AAvFk…

11 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

The Bachelor—a degenerate reality show that promotes race-mixing &amp; just had a black Bachelorette—has ‘racist undertones’? Non-whites must be mad that the leads are still allowed to pick their partners &amp; they always choose a white man/woman. Hell, even the black bachelorette did pbs.twimg.com/media/DwlrJW8VAAEMkHS…

10 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

The cuckservatives are terrified that Trump might actually do what he said he would and build the Wall twitter.com/DavidAFrench/status/108…

10 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
It tells us that the anti-whites are so desperate to demonize white men that they are willing to invent ‘hate crimes,’ shamelessly exploit the death of a black child, and still play the victim card, even after her killer is identified as a black man.

What does she care? She has no identification with this country or its people. twitter.com/bennyjohnson/status/108...

‘Racism’ and ‘xenophobia’ are less troubling than millennials not knowing what Auschwitz is? Do you see how the hierarchy of victimhood works folks? pbs.twimg.com/media/DwkitLTWwAA1RvL...

In other words, white birth rates are below replacement in 48/50 states—i.e., more whites are dying than being born. Tell me again, how white genocide isn’t a thing pbs.twimg.com/media/DwkekJ3XcAwwfK...

tfw you’re so proud of your anti-white/anti-Christian moralizing snark that you tweet it twice to really stick it to the goyim pbs.twimg.com/media/DwkUeiCXgAAgetX...

& black police recruiter only recruits blacks and recommends unqualified black applicants over qualified white applicants (Denton, Texas) & white cops complain & black recruiter disciplined & black recruiter sues city & city pays black recruiter $68k pbs.twimg.com/media/Dwj4z7kXcAE1VPY...

Not sure you’ll ever see a better argument for deporting all post-1965 immigrants. pbs.twimg.com/media/DwJK6iX4AEP-35...

& black police recruiter only recruits blacks and recommends unqualified black applicants over qualified white applicants (Denton, Texas) & white cops complain & black recruiter disciplined & black recruiter sues city & city pays black recruiter $68k pbs.twimg.com/media/Dwj4z7kXcAE1VPY...

Oh how exciting, Oregon Attorney General Ellen Rosenblum just held a ‘hate crimes listening session’ & wants to crack down on white supremacists and their ‘racism’ & hatred.’ Hmm, I think I already know the answer, but let’s check who this woman is… yep The noticing continues pbs.twimg.com/media/Dw0DTWwAACkBK...

& Trump voters are ‘racist’ for wanting to have borders & wake up racists, immigration somehow helps the economy and is good for jobs & ‘Jewish. Fearless.’ I grow weary of noticing pbs.twimg.com/media/DwjAj9WwAA7CwJ...

‘We’re all Roxana”—an illegal invader single mother dishwasher from El Salvador with four children (3 anchor babies) who openly flouts our laws, believes she’s entitled to live in our nation indefinitely, sues our law enforcement for doing their jobs, and despises white America pbs.twimg.com/media/Dwjr_YEXgAEq8Oj...

Imagine the chutzpah one must possess to play the victim card and take the moral high ground after having been a purveyor of absolute degeneracy and destroyer of countless marriages and lives pbs.twimg.com/media/DwjW_uXUYAAuIAc...

And nothing of value was lost. Way to fight degeneracy lads pbs.twimg.com/media/DwSBTyoAEqB5V...

Who’s the so-called “journalist” targeting @TuckerCarlson, getting businesses like Red Lobster to pull funding so Tucker’s show (and message) gets taken off the air? EVERY. SINGLE. TIME. pbs.twimg.com/media/DwzhBNxgAAU_r-

Welcome to America in 2019, where a Cuban senator is destroying the First Amendment at Israel’s bidding and his loudest critic is a profane Muslim congressman who despises America. Welcome to hell pbs.twimg.com/media/DwdZNTUYAAPqT...

A Jewish group advocating censorship? Boy, you don’t see that every day in every western country pbs.twimg.com/media/Dwh03hJ4AAqpaX...
Pointless order man. They already do that twitter.com/josboscjos/status/10831...

IF IT TAKE 1 HOUR TO COOK BATCH OF COOKIES AND COOKEMONSTER HAS 15 OVENS, WORKING 24HOURS A DAY, EVERY DAY FOR 5 YEARS, HOW LONG IT TAKE COOKEMONSTER TO MAKE 6MILLION BATCHES OF COOKIES??? pbs.twimg.com/tweet_video_thumb/DwZ...

Think of how much one must hate whites and how good he must be at it to become a ‘renowned diversity expert.’ Truly impressive pbs.twimg.com/media/Dwg5BqUYYAJdi...

A prerequisite to being in her yoga class is that you know CPR and have no sense of smell pbs.twimg.com/media/Dwg3g9V4AAuXTx...

Promoted tweets are always pure cancer. pbs.twimg.com/media/Dgw1xRGU8AAj47o...

GETTING GIBBS FROM WHITES IS NOT A RIGHT. GETTING GIBBS FROM WHITES IS NOT A RIGHT. GETTING GIBBS FROM WHITES IS NOT A RIGHT. GETTING GIBBS FROM WHITES IS NOT A RIGHT. twitter.com/ACLU/status/1082804538...

Most of them don’t work with pay. twitter.com/IhanMN/status/10828415...

Imagine thinking that 396,579 illegals getting apprehended at the border in a single year—not to mention the hundreds of thousands more who make it into America—isn’t a crisis and doesn’t require any action whatsoever. Hard to imagine? Good, you’re probably an America pbs.twimg.com/media/Dwg2ZSkU8AAVnl...

Brazil is in good hands folks pbs.twimg.com/media/Dwx26GVAeZvbr...

Vietnam War Deaths: US soldiers = 58,220 Afghanistan War deaths: US soldiers = 2,372 Iraq War deaths: US Soldiers = 4,424 Syria War deaths: US Soldiers = 0 Drug overdose deaths in 2017 = 72,000 cioè 90% of drugs come via the border and ports. Build the Wall, Secure the Ports! 9 Jan @LadyAdh Ann retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

& African judge shows up late to judge debate competition &Irish judge criticizes late judge &non-whites cry racism & hold protest &Irish judge steps down &non-whites still mad &debate final has to be held in secret location &non-whites see that final ceremony doesn’t take place pbs.twimg.com/media/DwgVzqOU8AE6Weg...

Historical figures are NOT ‘racial stereotypes.’ They lived and breathed. The English were white. That is an indisputable fact set in stone. Your anti-white fantasies will never change my people’s history pbs.twimg.com/media/Dwg03R0UUALxhV...

Public schools are little more than conditioning centers where white kids learn to hate themselves and non-whites learn to hate whites DO. NOT. SEND. YOUR. CHILDREN. TO. PUBLIC. SCHOOL. pbs.twimg.com/media/DwgLCCU0AAcQ_H...

1. We pay taxes so non-whites can have gibbs and replace us 2. Our military is for Israel’s protection twitter.com/vdare/status/1083065711...

&non-whites upset their town isn’t as nice as majority white town (Michigan) &non-whites cry racism &local gov forms ‘Racial Equity Office’ &gives $ to non-whites &gov employees undergo equity training &non-whites still unhappy & want affordable housing in majority white town pbs.twimg.com/media/DwfgatdV4AA5jay...
Through experience and interaction with statistics pbs.twimg.com/media/DwfgkpTVsAAQija…
9 Jan @TheEuropeanMan The European Man

Your future is getting lectured to by crazy eyed Latinx telling you that people who are not American are more American than the President of America. pbs.twimg.com/ext_tw_video_thumb/10…
9 Jan @westand_will Will Westcott retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan

Nation of immigrants pbs.twimg.com/tweet_video_thumb/C3Y…
30 Jan @conradhackett Conrad Hackett retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan

If you don’t defend your national sovereignty, your territory, your border, if you continue to stand by while hundreds of thousands of illegal aliens and lethal drugs pour through every year (there are north of 20 million illegal aliens in the US today), you don’t have a country.
9 Jan @PeckPolitics Brendan Peck retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan

If the people coming across the border were Christian conservatives from Europe, the Democrats would want a 30-foot electrified wall, machine guns every 50 yards, and a moat with alligators to catch the little ones. pbs.twimg.com/media/DwKC7MFwAA81zw…
9 Jan @us uprising U.S. uprising e retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan

&;whites outperform blacks academically &; are suspended less (KY) &;blacks cry racism &;blacks devise ‘equity’ plan &;plan entails equity training for teachers &;blacks getting $ &;blacks upset plan doesn’t give them more $ or ability to punish schools that can’t change IQ realities pbs.twimg.com/media/DweYsV4AErW-K…
9 Jan @TheEuropeanMan The European Man

Another Big Thonk From the Beagle pbs.twimg.com/media/DweK51ZXcAYgrKj…
9 Jan @HarmlessYardDog Battle Beagle retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan

&;We are a melting pot &;We are a nation of immigrants &;There is one race, the human race &;whites shouldn’t engage in identity politics The Civic Nat MAGA crowd is often indistinguishable from the anti-white left twitter.com/lin956626/status/108290…
9 Jan @TheEuropeanMan The European Man

Trust in US politicians is at an all-time low. This lack of trust makes sense: if these politicians didn’t support allocating billions of US tax $ to protect &; fund foreign nations’ border walls—while claiming US border enforcement is racist—people might not hate them so much. pbs.twimg.com/media/DwdqGJAXcAAIAева…
9 Jan @CEO Erick Hayden CEO Erick Hayden retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan

Carlson Coulter 2020 After tonight, I’m pretty sure this is our best bet fam pbs.twimg.com/media/DwCTq3FWkAUUnMRW…
9 Jan @TheEuropeanMan The European Man

Tucker is officially the future of the American Right twitter.com/ScottMGreer/status/1082…
8 Jan @ScottMGreer Scott Greer retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan

They never stop. They just keep demonizing us. They just keep crying ‘racist!’ Over and over again. pbs.twimg.com/media/DwcQhxXQAAvxfM…
9 Jan @TheEuropeanMan The European Man

We live in a nation where virulent anti-whites—with no fidelity or connection to America—have risen to power and demонize us for wanting to protect our people pbs.twimg.com/media/DwcSUBXQAEvmpW…
9 Jan @TheEuropeanMan The European Man

It’s all so tiresome. pbs.twimg.com/media/DwcHwQ3W0AAPlP…
9 Jan @TheEuropeanMan The European Man

Trump didn’t appeal to white America once tonight, not even implicitly. He talked about illegal immigration hurting blacks &; Hispanics, but nothing about how it hurts white America…you know, the people who elected him. We are afterthoughts, completely taken for granted
9 Jan @TheEuropeanMan The European Man

CNN’s John King wants to know why GOP governors aren’t rushing onto TV to support Trump. I want to know why Netanyahu isn’t.
9 Jan @AnnCoulter Ann Coulter retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan

Gosh, I hope Netanyahu is listening to Chuck Schumer so he can see how immoral and ineffective a wall is!
9 Jan @AnnCoulter Ann Coulter retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan
Chuck Schumer (Jewish) on Israel's wall: "As long as the Palestinians send terrorists onto school buses and to nightclubs to blow up people, Israel has no choice but to build the Security Wall." #TrumpAddress No wall for you, America! pbs.twimg.com/media/Dwb4VmXWoAAAtvc/>

This would mean hundreds of thousands of Asians, who vote for democrats more then Hispanics do. Trump Calls for America to Recruit 'the Smartest People in the World' pjmedia.com/spengler/president-trum/>

@HarmlessYardDog Warning hate statistics incoming pbs.twimg.com/media/DwbouFlXcAAa4YP/>

@HarmlessYardDog I wonder what the demographic breakdown is? Hmmm.... pbs.twimg.com/media/DwbCY3iXgAAAXSC2/>

The only way to achieve diversity is to destroy the meritocracy. All objective tests, standards, and qualifications must be eradicated twitter.com/HarmlessYardDog/status/>

@NoTatsClassy @realDonaldTrump The MSM and the Democrats may not support you, Mr. President...but the American people do. Build that wall for us and for all of the Angel families, so that tragedies like this never have to happen again. pbs.twimg.com/media/DwbOTCVXQAAoWp/>

Dear Mr. President: I support the wall. I want secure borders. I want AMERICANS to have a place to call home. Without a wall, we're going to lose. Praying that the wall is big and beautiful. @realDonaldTrump @realDonaldTrump pbs.twimg.com/media/DwbKfzHzWoAA7dJd/>

I do sometimes think of that when I see Jewish people rail against "white supremacy," it's kind of hard to think of something more supremacist than "preferred by God over all other people." twitter.com/reallyRyanBryan/status/10...

The 'diversity' we see in our nation and on our televisions did not happen by accident. No, a 'concerted effort' was made to eradicate whites. Never forget that folks. This multicultly brave new world was meticulously planned and relies on carefully crafted anti-white propaganda pbs.twimg.com/media/DwbH7tZW0AE20mH/>

Democrat response to Trump immigration speech synopsis: &gt;Diversity is our strength &gt;Walls don't work &gt;Love not hate &gt;anecdotal stories about genius non-whites &gt;Build bridges not walls &gt;We are a nation of immigrants &gt;Trumpf is a liar &gt;This is not who we are &gt;you will be replaced pbs.twimg.com/media/DwbCY3iXgAAAXSC2/>

&amp;gt;see 'journalist' claiming 'Trump's wall is ridiculous' &gt;check journalist's background &gt;nod knowingly Once the noticing begins, it never ever ends pbs.twimg.com/media/Dwa_mhUX0AcNRr2...
Oh look, a Slate article trashing Trump and calling him a liar for daring to speak out against illegal immigration. Hmm, I wonder who would write this pro-invasion propaganda piece? Yes indeed. It literally is EST folks

@TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Lol That didn’t take long The woman who was the absolute *"darling"* of the media a couple days ago for calling the President a “motherfucker” is now the enemy of the media for coming out &amp; claiming that Republicans are servants of Jews. www.haaretz.com/us-news/premium-u…

@BeastOfWood B Wood retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

@persiawave Was listening on radio, so don’t have a clip unfortunately

@TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

This is a special level of duplicity and tribalism. Jewish media mogul Jim Hoft claims Muslims were responsible for Jewish provocateur Laura Loomer’s Twitter ban. Jim dare not name the true internet thought police

@TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

...&gt;commission suggests that armed police &amp; teachers be present at Parkland high school to prevent another mass shooting &gt;students of color freak out, claim they are afraid of cops &amp; teachers. &amp; that racist cops will send them to prison for no reason The victim mentality is strong pbs.twimg.com/media/DwaXwkVWoAA5RX…

@TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

If #Trump had the losing hand on the fight for the border wall and cracking down on illegal immigration, do you Democrats would be panicking and demanding “equal time” from the networks? Of course not. Support for border security and reduced immigration levels is hugely popular.

@PeckPolitics Brendon Peck retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

California is a communist third world sh*t-hole. It is not American in any real sense of the word, and hasn’t been for quite some time pbs.twimg.com/media/DwaPBJVXgAE6FrA…

@TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

How exciting, a black woman is finally in charge of providing water to 19 million Californians. Her top priority? ‘Ensuring that her agency is represented by a more diverse group of people’ Yeah…if you live in California, you might want to start stockpiling on bottled water pbs.twimg.com/media/DwaKj[XQbERzK…

@TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Everything must be transformed into anti-white ‘diversity’ propaganda. The anti-whites view every medium as a vehicle for conditioning whites to accept their ethnic cleansing pbs.twimg.com/media/DwaEqleWkAAYi-K…

@TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

How about you stop bowing down to a foreign nation and do something to affirm America’s right to self defense twitter.com/fedcruz/status/10822865…

@TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Imagine trying to run a profitable business and having a low IQ corrupt raving lunatic command you to hire incompetent non-whites pbs.twimg.com/media/DwaC3LZWoAAxIZO…

@TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Rush Limbaugh just told his audience that birth rates of ‘prosperous Americans’ are below replacement &amp; Democrats are happily replacing us with 3rd worlders. He didn’t explicitly state ‘white America is being replaced,’ but the implication was clear. Nice red pill drop

@TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

@NoHighwayOption Probably had a diverse editor

@TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

From infancy, our children are assaulted with anti-white ‘diversity’ programming on a daily basis. Every book and every TV show contains an increasingly diverse cast of characters. The goal is clear—conditioning white children to accept their dispossession and eradication. pbs.twimg.com/media/DwZfuWoAA5v3a…

@TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

‘Research suggest Alzheimer’s risk factors differ across race’?! No, no, no, that can’t be right. Race is a social construct. There is only one race, the human race pbs.twimg.com/media/DwZthQ-X4AA95ej…

@TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Boy just look at that amazing diversity pbs.twimg.com/media/DwZy2OGWsAEV7i7…

@TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
&gt;anti-whites want NYC schools to stop using ‘academic standards’ for admissions &gt;anti-whites claim merit-based standards are ‘discriminatory’ to non-whites &lt;segregate schools &gt;parents who object to their kids’ schools turning into sh’t holes must be taught ‘virtues’ of diversity pbs.twimg.com/media/DwZwoUfWoAApF0I...
8 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

It’s a mystery pbs.twimg.com/media/DwY_9qDUcAErCQE...
8 Jan @HarmlessYardDog Battle Beagle retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Western women have been sold a devastating lie—i.e. that pursuing a ‘career’ is more satisfying and life-giving than being a mother and continuing your people’s existence. Most ‘career women’ wise up to the lie, but tragically, many don’t wake up until it’s too late twitter.com/TIME/status/10823020893...
8 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

&gt;NH forms council on diversity to combat systemic racism &gt;council devises legislative recs &gt;recs include giving $ to schools &gt;anti-whites to push racial/sexual diversity &gt;free public transport for non-whites ‘Diversity’ always entails whites giving resources to non-whites pbs.twimg.com/media/DwZfTrWwAE_48a...
8 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

When National Review sends its people, they’re not sending them their best—David French, along w/ other Neocons, wrote a column defending elites &amp; the status-quo, as a sheepish rebuttal to Tucker’s monologue last week. One has to wonder, does anyone listen to Neocons anymore? pbs.twimg.com/media/DwYGggWoAAoxY...
8 Jan @CEOERickHayden CEO Erick Hayden retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

&gt;&gt; Tucker Carlson says women making more than men leads to fewer families &gt;pissed off single mothers respond, demonizing men—in so doing, proving Carlson’s assertion true pbs.twimg.com/media/DwZG9SNWkAA2FGw...
8 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Yep, diversity and murder definitely go together pbs.twimg.com/media/DwXCAPpXgAEnbw...
8 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Oh you thought giving $38 billion (in money we don’t even have) to 🇺🇸 was excessive? Now, we learn that’s just “a floor,” as Congress looks to boost funding. Still no money for a wall... #Treason pbs.twimg.com/media/DwW-YSGX0AAVU2o...
8 Jan @USUprising U.S. Uprising retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Yes yes, the Palestinians—who were forcibly expelled from their homes by Jews—should ‘see past their own exclusive victimhood’ &amp; ‘push the Muslim world to compensate Jewish refugees’ Imagine the absolute chutzpah &amp; psychotic victimhood mentality it takes to write this pbs.twimg.com/media/DwW6EMcWoAA8nH...
8 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Took my daughter to see my old graduate school desk in the University of Toronto Library, couldn’t help but notice the almost complete absence of white males in the entire building. Next time we build a civilization, we should really aim to hang onto it. 8 Jan @StefanMolyneux Stefan Molyneux retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Look at the picture folks. All boomers. Every last one. Having gorged themselves on the bounty handed down by their ancestors, they leave behind a decaying carcass pbs.twimg.com/media/DwWka1zXQAEsdbk...
8 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

#Pittsburgh: Woman knocked unconscious - teens film her and swipe her phone pbs.twimg.com/ext_tw_video_thumb/10...
7 Jan @UppityWilliam Willeen Pearson retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

@Nightmuse_ Appreciate the endorsement
8 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

&gt;&gt; drunk white college girl says n-word on video &gt;offended non-white tweets video, publicly IDing white girl &gt;sorority immediately terminates white girl &gt;white girl’s college (Univ. of Tenn.) issues statement condemning racism All over a drunk college kid saying the n-word pbs.twimg.com/media/DwWVeqBXgAglv8...
8 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

What’s there to fix? pbs.twimg.com/media/DwWDRqRV4AAr7Wz...
7 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Look at all those doctors, nurses, and engineers. Wow! twitter.com/HarmlessYardDog/status/…
7 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Here is easy proof of antwhite bigotry. The Dalai Lama says that Europe should be for Europeans, no one cares. If a white
European says exactly the same thing, he's a Nazi and everyone destroys his life. Let's not escalate from here. Whites are very nice. Until they're not.

Gee, I wonder why 'people still favor guys for higher IQ jobs'? pbs.twimg.com/media/DwWbW0GVsAA5Lq...

Not if your high IQ country is being overrun by low IQ third worlders pbs.twimg.com/media/DwV-nwCV4AAGnjZ...

This might be the best endorsement for the GOP that I've ever seen pbs.twimg.com/media/DwV16B1UwAASRRa...

Despise yourself and your people, reject the timeless survival instinct of tribalism and in-group preferences, and value virtue signaling over your people's existence pbs.twimg.com/media/DwWFWVuUAoOV5...

#winning pbs.twimg.com/media/DwVroLPucAAvAyJ...

&Palantir (P) is 'among Sillicon Valley's most valuable private tech co's' &gt;P fights release of diversity figures, claiming they're trade secrets &gt;Diversity figures released, showing P has no diversity &gt;media trashes P, not realizing that P's lack of diversity is the trade secret pbs.twimg.com/media/DwVqjDvYAAkNQ...-

Oh how interesting, an Indian judge has a 'concrete proposal for improving diversity in law clerk hiring.' But it entails lowering standards &amp; race-based quotas. &gt;looks for 'off-the-radar candidates' &gt;must interview non-white &gt;must interview non-T14 law student How did I know? pbs.twimg.com/media/DwVdQ_SWsAM5wS...

Everyday, more and more Americans are waking up to and turning off the anti-white 'diversity' programming. This is a very good sign folks pbs.twimg.com/media/DwVYzGgXcAlXWw...

'I have to work twice as hard to get half as much as some of my white peers' black students at my school [aren't] in advanced classes bc of perceived biases' Predictably &amp; regrettably, the denial of IQ realities leads to unwarranted racial tension, discontent, &amp; frustration. pbs.twimg.com/media/DwVVJr1XcAA3_9v...

@Jerusalem_Post "Hebrew Free Loan Society preparing emergency assistance for Jewish workers going without paychecks." Do those "Free Loans" apply to non Jews? pbs.twimg.com/media/DwVlLYUUEz_nN...

&gt;white legislator (RI) criticizes black leg for blaming black man's death on gov not giving enough $ to blacks &gt;later, black leg tells white leg nobody cares about his opinion bc he's not a teacher &gt;white leg says that's rude &gt;black leg accuses him of racism #blackfragility pbs.twimg.com/media/DwU6pV5sAAKdP2...

CBS News is getting a new president. They're replacing ([Rhodes]) with a ([Finkelstein]). Imagine playing a casino game where the odds of winning are 1.5%, and your number hits every time for 100 years, and then expecting people to believe you aren't cheating. pbs.twimg.com/media/DwUQ7jXcAEOufx...

You're writing a 'multi-racial romance novel' bc you're a black woman who married a white guy, your kids don't look like you, &amp; you're clearly self-conscious of this. Thus, to make yourself feel better, you've decided to promote your life choices. Oh, &amp; you also want attention pbs.twimg.com/media/DwUyEqfWkAAW9O...

'SF Arts Commission to adopt plan to address racial inequality' by establishing 'racial equity' as a key lens in doling out grants, commissions, &amp; exhibits Remember when art commissions actually gave a good damn about art? So much beauty is sacrificed upon the altar of diversity pbs.twimg.com/media/DwUJC6XQAAi79S...

If you are incapable of showing up to work in an everyday job, you no longer have a job. In contrast, if you are one of the 9 most powerful judges on earth, you don't have to show up to work, so long as someone can keep rubber stamping your name to cultural Marxist rulings. pbs.twimg.com/media/DwUeDFWPkAA1OEo...
In a homogenous society, police enforce the law. In a multicultural society, police 'stem racial tension' between warring tribes. pbs.twimg.com/media/DwT8INAVwAEC7w4...

Online course available for retailers to help prevent them from acknowledging and understanding crime statistics pbs.twimg.com/media/DwT4ONlWsaAA-g08...

What conservatives think assimilation means: &gt;Immigrant arrives and slowly begins to become a part of the national community and history &gt;What actually happens: &gt;Brown people smoke pot, learn about how whitey is racist, watch TV and shop @Walmart. _OPER

‘See the ingenious toys made by refugee children...from mud, paper, and plastic’ Hey, just like the ‘ingenious’ huts made by their parents! pbs.twimg.com/media/DwR8wqtx4AECOEv...

‘For da gibbs mon, for da gibbs’ pbs.twimg.com/media/DwRqvFWW0AcFLuU...

The Democrat Party is run by Jews though twitter.com/marklevinshow/status/10...

An illiterate, low IQ, unskilled, unemployed, highly-fertile, non-white third worlder who is funneled from his sh*t-hole country into the West by rootless cosmopolitans pbs.twimg.com/media/DwRmeapWwAAQ8aO...

@giucykumquat @HarlessYardDog @westland_will @Nature_and_Race @EuropeanRevolt @GenophiliaLoves @angeryapu @JewsFakeNews @cursedsalad @NoWhiteGuiltNWG @FellowWhite__ @huntedfellow @dallasdeadeye @thejuiceddthis @ButMuhRussia The diversity pushers will soon be unable to maintain control of the non-whites. Right now it’s going according to plan—less whites in films, ads, etc.—but eventually the non-whites will bite the hand that feeds.

They come to our nations with no ties, no connection, and no affinity for our culture or our people, and yet, magically after stepping foot on our soil, they become perfectly at ‘home’ and it becomes cruel and inhumane to send them back to their true homes. pbs.twimg.com/media/DwRisUWkbAYbEc...

Stop saying “As long as they come here legally.” This is the Mall of America and ironically, it looks more like a mall in Somalia. This happened legally. pbs.twimg.com/ext_tw_video_thumb/10...

Sounds like our Greatest Ally™ has informed Bolton that Assad is about to snatch defeat from the jaws of victory yet again in another illogical gas attack. twitter.com/Reuters/status/10815546...

Someone needs to sue this racebaiting white dude @shaunking into oblivion. Talcum X is everything that’s wrong with social media. twitter.com/HashtagGriswold/status/...
for Europeans. Up until 1965, we were careful with our immigration policies and definitely were intentional in preserving our demographics. Namrata should be deported.

My ancestral roots in America reach back to the 1600s. My forefathers spilled blood in the Revolution & every war thereafter. Yet according to boomers an Indian woman named Namrata Randhawa (Nikki Haley) is more American than I will ever be. These people gave away your birthright twitter.com/mikemcbride0257/status/…

Now add all the DACA recipients the GOP wants to give amnesty to in exchange for the wall and the wall won’t even matter since Florida will turn blue and a Republican President will never hold office again because Texas and Georgia will be the next to go. www.washingtonpost.com/national/…

Friends, if you want to follow a Jewish-controlled, warmongering Indian named Namrata who changed her name so she could pose as an American politician, then by all means please follow this woman twitter.com/NikkiHaley/status/10817…

Oh boy, this tweet didn’t age well. Sorry @TheRoot, Jazmine’s killer was a black man. I know you’re just as shocked as all of us who have looked at FBI crime statistics. No matter, I’m sure the next time a black child is murdered an unidentified white male will be responsible. twitter.com/TheRoot/status/10808990…

So Black Lives Matter activist Shaun King offers a $100k to capture that “evil white” suspect he claimed had murdered a 7-year-old black girl. MSM pushes it. Race-baiting ensues about violent white supremacy in America. ⚖️ Suspect Found: BLACK. www.buzzfeednews.com/article/gracew…

If diversity was actually a strength, it would have spread long ago thru human evolution and competition. Instead, monoethnic societies flourish; diverse societies decay and collapse. Multiculturalism is to tribalism as communism is to rational self-interest. Death by denial.

The reality is that no matter how Canadian these Syrians ‘feel,’ they will never actually be Canadian. They will always be outsiders stuck b/tw 2 worlds, trying to balance both cultures.’ To think that one can change who he is by simply changing his location is a foolhardy dream. pbs.twimg.com/media/DwQHatuCgAEmoBG…

If you send your loved one to this nursing home, they aren’t really your loved one pbs.twimg.com/media/DwP30yxUUAe27y6…

Hmmmm, I wonder why #AntiSemitic incidents are on the rise? The ADL never attempts to answer that question pbs.twimg.com/media/DwPxZGEUYAaqHu1…

Wikipedia removed the IQ by country list Really makes me do a big think

U.S. in 2019. Imagine in 2030 pbs.twimg.com/media/DwB9TnU0A_APk…

Few Americans realize just how bad things are about to get pbs.twimg.com/media/DwPsRvOW0AA2zBv…

Good, a record of ‘Americans’ aren’t actually American and need to go back pbs.twimg.com/media/DwPl7SNWwAAa1gR6Y…

& black girl murdered in Houston & mother claims girl killed by white male & police release sketch of white male suspect & media (notice name of journalist below) freaks out & race hustlers (eg Shaun King) descend, offer reward, & cry racism & murderer finally caught...and he’s BLACK pbs.twimg.com/media/DwPSWkWoAAhI3Z…

Israel is demanding that Arab nations pay $250 billion in ‘compensation’ for property Jews left behind when they founded Israel. Meanwhile, Israel has laws on the books preventing the 700,000 Palestinians expelled by Jews from seeking compensation. Do you see how this works? pbs.twimg.com/media/DwPRScWoAUJ356E…

Any ‘conservative’ who claims they want to MAGA but continues to ignore the wall or lack thereof is a FAKE CONSERVATIVE. Without the wall, WE WILL FALL. The end. Show some g*damned respect to @AnnCoulter because she’s the ONLY person with the backbone to tell the truth. Okay? twitter.com/pklong1/status/10819246…
By having a homogeneous non-multicultural nation in which the white supermajority is appreciated, cared for, and not milked for endless resources by non-whites. 

Diversity has turned your average shopping mall into a zoo. 

People praise Israel as "the Only Democracy in the Middle East..." Forget that; I’d like to praise Israel for having the best BORDER WALL in the Middle East. Israel takes border security seriously. I’m sure @AnnCouller would agree that we need an #IsraelStyleWall on our border! 

They despise you white America. They truly despise you. 

To portray the shutdown negatively, the media is running stories about people dying in national parks. The connotation is that the shutdown is partially to blame for the deaths, but that’s not true. Moreover, deaths during the shutdown are actually below the average. 

And America’s statisticians want you to understand how diversity holds our country back. 

'hidden messages' 

According to the CBC chair, the browning of America has unleashed the dragon of white supremacy. This is how they view any white who opposes his ethnic cleansing. Ominously, the chair boasted that the dragon is on it's last breath. They are waiting for you to die white America. 

My baby brother Pierce was tragically killed in a wreck in Knoxville, TN on Saturday, December 29th, 2018 at 6:33pm. He was hit head on by an illegal immigrant who had no American citizenship, no license and no insurance. I am making this profile in the hopes of sharing his story. 

Molyneux's latest content is child's play compared to the stuff he was putting out when he first got started. 

"We’ll always have Paris", or as future generations of Parisians will say it, "مريمون لوندي: دالما ساري" It. 

I’m so ready for this bloated, degenerate hollowed out carcass of a once great republic to finish its death throes. 

We could blame an inanimate object for the hypothetical future deaths of children, or you know, we could blame their parents, who will voluntarily place them in danger by flouting the law in a quest for welfare benefits. 

#LDTDPoll: Do you support President Trump's decision to keep the government closed as long as necessary to build the wall and keep our nation secure? 

They enter our nations as 'refugees' fleeing sh*tholes and then, as soon as they get here, set to work flooding our nations with more 'refugees,' transforming them into the very sh*tholes from which they fled.
This family would never have been in this dilemma if they had stayed in Syria.

I’m not sure where Tucker Carlson’s getting the idea that America’s wealthiest citizens care more about the Congo than their own country—says the elitist who literally adopted a kid from Africa. David French disdains everyday America—which is why he opposes Tucker so vehemently.

Oh boy, this is awkward. The puppet forgot to give proper credit to her puppet masters.

‘Refugee wants to help others’ (i.e., other ‘refugees’). Unlike whites—who have been conditioned to relinquish in-group preferences—non-whites are tribalistic. When one of them enters the West, he immediately begins working to get more of his people in & transform the host nation.

This woman’s adoption of an Afghan ‘refugee’ epitomizes the suicidal altruism and virtue signaling of the boomer. Having feasted upon the fruits passed down to them by their ancestors, they gleefully hand their children’s birthright over to a foreign people.

On the left, an Irish beauty. On the right, an Irish beauty pageant winner. Are you starting to see how the anti-white propaganda works folks?

On Wednesday, Tucker Carlson attacked Conservative elites’ abject failure in representing their voters’ interests. It was the most powerful news segment I’ve ever seen. The Kosher Right have roundly condemned it. They’re scared. And, of course they are—it was an attack on them.

Repeat after me: All cultures are equal. Diversity is our strength. This is NOT child abuse.

&gt;2018 winner of Irish beauty pageant is Zambian &gt;Zambian claims: There is no ‘typical Irish woman’...we come in all skin colours &gt;Two Irish men allegedly get upset at Zambian for winning Irish pageant &amp; claiming Irish people don’t exist &gt;media demonizes men &amp; celebrates Zambian

On the left, an Irish beauty. On the right, an Irish beauty pageant winner. Are you starting to see how the anti-white propaganda works folks?

Irrefutable science, they came from irrefutable science.

POC push for apologies from whites, not because they find any value in the apology itself, but because they want gibbs, which almost always follow the apology. When will whites awaken from their guilt-induced slumber, and end this disingenuous resource redistribution scheme?

“Judeo-Islam” needs to become a phrase. Far more accurate than the “Judeo-Christian” fiction.

“Your Grace, The Saracen Army masses outside Paris”... “But are they here LEGALLY?”
Because Democrats push the anti-white agenda and support the ethnic cleansing of whites from the United States. twitter.com/gehrig38/status/1081233...

& Diversity and Inclusion Subcommittees & Diversity regulations for private industries & mandatory diversity quotas. Get ready fam. This Congress is going to take the anti-white agenda to a whole new level. The opportunities to awaken our people will be endless pbs.twimg.com/media/DwFwIZ8AU8AEpiq-q...

Kenyon College (Ohio) is now making faculty tenure and promotions contingent upon ‘diversity and inclusion efforts.’ Actively working to undermine whites is the best way to promote in academia pbs.twimg.com/media/DwFnoCLUYAAJXJ0...

unqualified incompetent affirmative action employees, endless racial discrimination lawsuits, HR nightmares, constant unfounded accusations and complaints of racism, lost productivity and profit, workforce dissatisfaction and dissonance, etc. = ‘no excuse for diversity fatigue’ pbs.twimg.com/media/DwFiz7VYYAAyl_a...

Getting Rid Of Whites New Year’s Resolutions Every Company Should Have pbs.twimg.com/media/DwFg9ugVAAAJucZ...

Indeed, every other Congress has been comprised of Americans pbs.twimg.com/media/DwFgQIFUJAEMRE...

It would seem that nothing is immune to ‘structural racism and implicit bias.’ Indeed, every disparity between blacks/Hispanics and whites/Asians can be explained by some nebulous racist phantom. Well-documented racial disparities in average IQs has nothing to do with it bigot! pbs.twimg.com/media/DwFepn8YYAAFDr5...

Quit flooding Europe with non-white third worlders who despise and demand resources from the native European population pbs.twimg.com/media/DwFahnpU8AAAtOH...

&; non-white students complain about white privilege &amp; racism after principal echoes MLK’s desire for ‘colorblind’ society &gt; principal forms ‘peer mediation’ program, so non-white students can lecture &amp; demonize white students This is the anti-white programming your taxes pay for pbs.twimg.com/media/DwFVsVlUcAAADgMV...

ONE OF FOURTEEN - Let THAT sink in. The eldest of 14 children, Rashida Tlaib was born on July 24, 1976, to Palestinian immigrants in Detroit. 42 years later about the President of the United States of America "We’re going to impeach the MOTHER-F’CKER" twitter.com/Status/10810370866213...

"But my 13 yr old wife’s boyfriend’s son..." twitter.com/HarmlessYardDog/status/...

Take a good look at this picture folks. This is what ‘diversity’ looks like. twitter.com/thehill/status/10803369...

Oh how exciting, a Huff Post article celebrating the fact that you don’t have to be American anymore to be in Congress. Hmmm, I wonder who would celebrate the dispossession of white America? Yes indeed. The noticing goes on, and on, and on... pbs.twimg.com/media/DwEyeclUV4AA7Ylx...

Lord help us, another Jewish ‘watchdog’ group? How many of these damn things do they need? ‘Oy vey! Anti-semitism is everywhere - yada yada - we are victims - yada yada - you need to be censored for hate speech - yada yada’ Seriously, we get it already. pbs.twimg.com/media/DwCvhFdX0AAmQ5S...

Conservatives just don’t get that ‘identity’ resonates far more with the left than anything else. You’re not going to win them over with rational debate. They are winning the demographic battle and therefore winning the political arena for good. It’s that simple. pbs.twimg.com/media/DwCqUCuX4AE1yhB...
1. Pick a country. 2. begin subverting it. pbs.twimg.com/media/DwCq1fvWoAE8J3Z...
4 Jan @TheEuropeanMan I The European Man

If you want to be president, you must make a sacrifice upon the altar pbs.twimg.com/media/DwCpTeyX0AA2NbB...
4 Jan @TheEuropeanMan I The European Man

Do you see how this works folks? The very people who lecture you incessantly about your white privilege are the same people grossly over represented in all echelons of power #jewishprivilege pbs.twimg.com/media/DwCkQKIWoAAcIPw...
4 Jan @TheEuropeanMan I The European Man

Puppetmasters And Their Puppets Agree: Time To Impeach Trump pbs.twimg.com/media/DwCVmYLV4AAvENF...
4 Jan @TheEuropeanMan I The European Man

I wonder what the reaction would be if a mainstream outlet, like Financial Review, ran a story demonizing blacks or Hispanics and asking if they are inherently criminal or unintelligent or any other negative quality? pbs.twimg.com/media/DwCdTCX4AAPL1G0...
4 Jan @TheEuropeanMan I The European Man

I’m not sure the technology failed. I mean, he looks pretty angry to me too pbs.twimg.com/media/DwCRC6AX4AAUUR3...
4 Jan @TheEuropeanMan I The European Man

Nope, racial diversity is the true threat to Boston’s economic prosperity pbs.twimg.com/media/DwCODQeWsAAJvLK...
4 Jan @TheEuropeanMan I The European Man

And I’m concerned that race may play an unfair role in criminality pbs.twimg.com/media/DwCMmiqX0AAQQVm...
4 Jan @TheEuropeanMan I The European Man

Crossed the 2,000 follower threshold earlier this week. I’d be remiss if I didn’t take this milestone to thank each of you for your support fam. Together we making a difference. Together we are awakening our people. Together we are reclaiming Western Civilization. pbs.twimg.com/media/DwC41QmX8AgXtU...
4 Jan @TheEuropeanMan I The European Man

Ms. Lee is expressing a normal, natural and healthy ethno-racial pride, pride in Asian excellence. Now, imagine the reaction if someone proudly posted the accomplishments of Whites? You can already hear the cries of "racist." A filthy slur. #ItsOKToBeWhite mobile.twitter.com/EmersonLee/status...
3 Jan @PeckPolitics Brendon Peck retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan 1

In Europe, as in America, blacks fare worse (economically, academically, etc.) than whites and Asians. The glaring disparities are always ALWAYS blamed on ‘racism’. This explanation doesn’t seem to explain why blacks also fare poorly in Africa pbs.twimg.com/media/DwB5L8QKu0AAayZz...
3 Jan @TheEuropeanMan I The European Man

Introducing the Gibbs Caucus pbs.twimg.com/media/DwBBpexUUAA-V7T...
3 Jan @TheEuropeanMan I The European Man

Upgrade Unlocked pbs.twimg.com/media/DwAvSZvWsAAAb3Hw...
3 Jan @TheEuropeanMan I The European Man

Informed. pbs.twimg.com/media/DwAcP9vVAAAx9M1...
3 Jan @TheEuropeanMan I The European Man

Newsflash bigots, the government not paying POC for their sh*tty art is ‘an act of systemic racism’ pbs.twimg.com/media/DwA55xBUwAA9OUZ...
3 Jan @TheEuropeanMan I The European Man

We often hear that we must pay for the alleged misdeeds of our ancestors by submitting to mass immigration into our homelands. This fallacy is dependent on white guilt. We owe immigrants nothing, but we owe it to our children to preserve the homelands our ancestors built for us. pbs.twimg.com/media/DwAVS2AaAAX9B...
3 Jan @MiaVendetta110 Rural American retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan 1

Only Jan 2nd and already scores of articles like this, 2019 will be the Year of Accelerationism. The cabal behind “Leftism” will continue push way too far way too fast. And people will continue to notice, and stop caring about playing nice. ⚽️ersed 10 🏴󠁧󠁢󠁷󠁬󠁳󠁣󠁴󠁿 Twitter.com/USUprising/status/... pbs.twimg.com/media/DwAKNiI1sAEbaMI...
3 Jan @OVriato U.S. Uprising retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan 1
When they say "we support legal immigration not illegal immigration" this is what it really looks like. This happened via LEGAL immigration. New York City Streets... 

Oh boy, a Guardian article celebrating America’s ‘new future’ & the tearing down of ‘racist & sexist monuments.’ Hmm, I wonder what type of person would advocate for the erasure of America’s history & European identity? No surprise here folks The noticing continues.

Don’t you just love being culturally “enriched”!! twitter.com/UnityNewsNet/status/106...

Blacks have the highest infant mortality rate. Is this attributable to poor life choices made by pregnant black women (eg, not getting medical care, drug/tobacco/alcohol use, etc)? Nope, it’s clearly racism folks. As Oseye puts it, ‘Racism is killing us even before we are born’

Nothing to see here folks, just Baptist News Global and the Christian Century shaming whites and conditioning them to accept their dispossession and replacement. THIS. IS. NOT. CHRISTIANITY.

WHO do you think is more privileged? Working-class whites who can’t afford a family, healthcare, or a home in a safe neighborhood? Or the ((Noah Berlatskys)) of the World, who work at NBC making $$$ writing articles decrying all Whites who don’t hate themselves yet?

Same energy.

&Jamaican man goes to house to have sex with 14-year-old &Jamaican greeted by group that exposes child predators &Jamaican hangs himself &NBC eulogizes Jamaican as tall & handsome, & describes him as a victim &NBC demonizes group that exposed him Pedophilia normalization underway

Oh how nice, an NBC article—written by a guy who’s son got his school to quit celebrating Columbus Day—demonizing whites as racists & claiming that when whites give their children advantages, they perpetuate racism. Hmm, I wonder if this writer is? Yes indeed It never ends

&Manchester police hire Ethiopian because ‘muh diversity’ &Ethiopian is grossly incompetent & steals stuff &Ethiopian quits & sues Manchester for racism & tribunal throws out lawsuit after Manchester spends £20,000 on legal fees &Manchester remains ‘committed’ to ‘muh diversity’

‘unchecked racism,’ i.e., having to be competent, proficient, knowledgeable, qualified, held to the same standards as white doctors and med students, etc.

‘The refugee crisis is your responsibility, too boy’ ‘tis all so tiresome.

I don’t care. You need to go back Also, ‘luck’ has absolutely nothing to do with why the third world is a sh*thole. That can be explained entirely by IQ

You know, now that you mention it, Trump is quite reminiscent of Hitler
Leon Trotsky born "Lev Davidovich Bronstein" en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leon_Trotsky
2 Jan @HarmlessYardDog Battle Beagle retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

&gt;African 'refugee' family admitted to US in July 2018 &gt;pop out fourth child in December 2018 &gt;mother claims baby is 'full American' This is what an ethnic cleansing looks like folks. You cannot out breed them. pbs.twimg.com/media/Dv4EaliWW0AEGysW…
2 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Reminder: 'The First Amendment doesn’t protect antisemitism' To learn who rules over you, simply find out who you are not allowed to criticize pbs.twimg.com/media/Dv3mV_FkAApI9Y…
2 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Meet Beverly Hills police chief Sandra Spagnoli—i.e., the greatest female cop of all-time pbs.twimg.com/media/DvZkoGmWkAndL6u…
2 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Oh how exciting, a NYT article featuring 2018’s ‘joyful’ stories about race. Let’s see here, black Muslims getting elected to Congress, 17 black women judges in a single county, a black rapper getting a Pulitzer, Wakanda, and…a rabbi? Hmmm…
2 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

&gt;Ed Meeks donates $5.3M to Ole Miss &gt;Meeks posts pic on social media of black prostitutes at Ole Miss &amp; asks police to do something about prostitutes &amp; fights &gt;blacks freak out &amp; cry racism &gt;Meeks forced to apologize &gt;Ole Miss removes Meeks name from journalism dept he paid for pbs.twimg.com/media/Dv3EomeWwAUArw…
2 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Although POC constantly demonize whites and drone on and on about how terrible we are, they cannot stand to live without us. Indeed, whenever we try to congregate and live amongst ourselves, POC always show up and demand access to us. pbs.twimg.com/media/Dv2Zj4pUwAAI5Z…
2 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

America rescued her from 3-world Somalia where there are today - Open-air slave markets - Gang rapes &amp; throat killings colorfully known as "killing like goats" - Modern punishments like eye-gouging, beheadings &amp; castrations But PL EASE lecture MY country about #WoundedKnees twitter.com/IllManNY/status/10790758…
31 Dec18 @penelope75u Penelope Maynard retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Taking down Christmas decorations is one of the most depressing things ever. Gets me right in the feels every time
1 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Wait wait wait, so you’re telling me that Brazil—one of the most diverse, multicultural, mixed-race nations on earth—isn’t a glorious utopia? Hmmmm… pbs.twimg.com/media/Dv2N2yrWwAUxuF…
1 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

East Asians make more than whites in America. Jews make more than East Asians. Both are minorities. Stop talking about "minorities" being excluded and poor. You are really talking about blacks and Hispanics. Which means you are really talking about IQ. Just be honest.
1 Jan @StefanMolyneux Stefan Molyneux retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Parties that oppose the ethnic cleansing of Europeans are reaching out to the very community behind said ethnic cleansing. Yeah, that makes perfect sense pbs.twimg.com/media/Dv1m1lI0AIZOeM…
1 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

&gt;after crime committed, security company clears beach (South Africa) of all beach goers (black, white, etc.) &gt;blacks freak out, hold protest &amp; slaughter sheep to cleanse beach of racism, even though it had nothing to do with race &gt;black-controlled gov &amp; police support protest pbs.twimg.com/media/Dv1fdxXQ5A7J0…
1 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

I grow weary, so very very weary pbs.twimg.com/media/Dv1VyzNW0AAhXOo…
1 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Hmmm, perhaps Pocahontas wouldn’t be such a bad president pbs.twimg.com/media/Dv0ywTXQAAOsH…
1 Jan @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

In 2019, Pakistan will remain 99.9% Pakistani Muslim. Britain will become more Pakistani, however. That fair? Why?
1 Jan @EuropeanRevolt Europe # Revolution retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

@exorcizo_te @TownesVanPlants Posobiec honeymooned in Israel, so I guess I shouldn’t be too annoyed by this duplicity.
This is pathetic gas lighting, even for an Alt-Lighter. The fact that sneeze ball Avenatti told Michael J Morrison to F himself had nothing to do with MJM being Jewish. By referring to MJM as a 'Jewish pundit,' Posobiec suggests that criticizing a Jew is an offense in & of itself twitter.com/JackPosobiec/status/107...

1965: They lied and said the Immigration Act wouldn't change America. 1986: They lied and said amnesty wouldn't change America. Today: They're telling the same lie about DACA. The truth: This is an invasion and they won't stop lying until they change America.

A grossly incompetent and corrupt affirmative action beneficiary? Boy, you don't see that every day. pbs.twimg.com/media/Dvy411TWoAEQ0FW…

A few white people calling the cops on black people were the biggest stories about race in 2018 because the anti-white national media hardly ever reports on black on white crime, crime statistics, IQ studies, welfare usage by race, STD rates by race, etc. pbs.twimg.com/media/Dvy3nITWoAASn7,…

&:Mariners hire unqualified incompetent Latina to be head trainer because ‘muh diversity’ &:Latina gets fired just 1 year into her 3 yr deal for being unqualified &:incompetent &:Latino sues team for racial discrimination #diversityisourstrength pbs.twimg.com/media/Dvy0kn0XQA0pQi…

@AR_Maximum Count me in

@AR_Maximum Just an unapologetic white man trying desperately to awaken his people.

#partandparcel twitter.com/MENnewsdesk/status/1079…

@promethea @MarkACollett @MillenialWoes2 @BritBrainCorp @Livemorgoth @censoredfrance @Eirik steel @FJrgyn @DefendEvropa @HundredHands Happy New Year!

tfw you see the Kalergi plan in every single promoted tweet pbs.twimg.com/media/DvxFJeFpXQAuA4Rd…

I wonder why a Jewish writer would be offended by a click bait website identifying rich Jews? Hmmm, could it be that he doesn’t want people to know the extent of Jewish influence and power? pbs.twimg.com/media/DvxHu32XQAeJ0s…

Imagine having the audacity to claim that another group is a political pawn when you are part of a demo group (blacks) that votes over 90% for Dems, is literally bused to the polls, is promised gibbs in exchange for its vote, & believes that every GOP candidate is ‘racist’ pbs.twimg.com/media/DvxAbpWoAIAdM1…

One of the main purposes of ‘bashed’ non-white politicians is to vilify & destroy white identity & tribalism. Although droning on about equality & freedom, they constantly deploy the race card to get what they want for themselves & their tribe from guilt-laden whites pbs.twimg.com/media/Dvx6DTDXQAEeH2W…

POC complain 24/7 that there needs to be more ‘diversity’ in children’s books. Yet, when a book includes an accurate depiction of a POC (e.g. Indian shopkeeper who speaks broken English), POC cry racism Turns out they don’t like their true selves half as much as they pretend to pbs.twimg.com/media/Dvzx0yFWkkAA5jNG…

Always interesting how this works ✨✨ pbs.twimg.com/media/DvtSLkoUwAAtrEU…

In the US, we’re told that any piece of White culture or majority White org. is "too White." Are exclusively-Chinese businesses in China "too Chinese?" Diversity is just a code word for anti-White. Every aspect of White culture will be deemed “too white” until it is destroyed. pbs.twimg.com/media/DvuULBrU8AAMxTQ…
@PossiblyDixie @TanyaCornfield Join the club 🌶
31 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

&; non-white tells white girls they should kill themselves &; white girls respond by laughing So many whites have absolutely no clue of what is coming pbs.twimg.com/media/Dv8xG1xGAA2ZTW...
31 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Whenever anyone claims that the demographic replacement of whites across the West is a coordinated effort, Jews always seem to get upset &; complain that the person positing this theory is talking about them. Quite strange Has anyone noticed this pattern? pbs.twimg.com/media/Dvts-kFXgAUGnS1...
31 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Oh boy, an article claiming that the ‘most frighteningly accurate movie of 2018’ was a fictitious film that demonized whites. Hmmmm, I wonder who would be so enamored by this anti-white porn? Yes indeed. Never stop noticing pbs.twimg.com/media/Dvtn2omXgAEZFCN...
31 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

The self-loathing and guilt that the German people carry with them is crippling. To distance themselves from a propagandized history, they prostrate themselves before Israel and silently accept their eradication. pbs.twimg.com/media/DvhtNQX0AAd-ZZ...
31 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

I think that in 2019 we should really be rejecting hate and division, two things that are caused by smashing together disparate peoples and cultures then pretending hate and division won’t be the inevitable result.
31 Dec 18 @hunteffellow Undercover Fellow retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

@BoulosAIQans Neither is ideal.
31 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

These are the people who are supposed to enrich our society. People who view their daughters as livestock to be bartered and sold to the highest bidder. pbs.twimg.com/media/DvV1X3WoAAke2K...
31 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

pbs.twimg.com/media/DvRFDXQAAb-n...
31 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

The Muslim slave trade was 200 times the American slave trade. Muslims castrated slave boys. White Christians fought to end slavery worldwide. Muslims as a whole have yet to apologize for slavery. Some Muslims still practice slavery. While guilt? Frack right off. We’re done
31 Dec 18 @StefanMolyneux Stefan Molyneux retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

I agree. No serious, sane nation would let in one of these third world invaders, much less hundreds of thousands of them pbs.twimg.com/media/DvskRcnW0AUjvg7...
30 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Interesting Photo you got there Jordan? Really makes be do a Big Brained Sit Down pbs.twimg.com/media/Dvsbk3-VAAegFI...
30 Dec 18 @HarmlessYardDog Battle Beagle retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

&; come across article about African ‘refugee’ family of 9 that was just admitted into the US &; cover photo features ‘American volunteers’ who sponsored family &; wonder to self who these ‘volunteers’ are &; begin reading article, scroll down, exclaim out loud, ‘EVERY SINGLE TIME!’ pbs.twimg.com/media/Dvsbal1WoAEA1wk...
30 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

“The Miracles of Jewish History”? ‘For a Jew to be a realist, you have to believe in miracles’? Hmmmm, it’s almost like Jewish history is just one big fanciful story pbs.twimg.com/media/DvSNVJX4AAlxxO...
30 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

I have become convinced that you’re a shekel-motivated shill twitter.com/jordanbpetersen/status/
30 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

How dare Croatia honor one of its greatest heroes! Doesn’t it know that criticizing Jews is an unforgivable offense and completely invalidates all of one’s accomplishments? pbs.twimg.com/media/DvrmArWKAA4s_...
The birth rate among the white women I work with is a dismal, far below replacement, 0.83–less than one child per woman. For empty ‘careers,’ our women sacrifice their own happiness and people’s future.

29 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

gt.be self-loathing white person &gt; adopt black kid to atone for your whiteness &gt; move to black neighborhood so kid can grow up in his culture &gt; get accused of gentrification White man, no matter what you do to appease them, no matter how much you give them, they will still hate you.

30 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

2018: A DARK YEAR FOR PEOPLE WHO LIKE TO KILL THEIR OWN BABIES

30 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Decades Of The Fight For Gibbs Ignite A New Generation Of Anti-Whites

30 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

'They're rapists'

30 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

@heywildrich They not only want us gone, but vengeance

30 Dec 18 @HarmlessYardDog Battle Beagle retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

California organizers cancel the Women's March because too many white people showed up. Tomorrow, those same white people will be back on social media telling everyone how race is a social construct. Sad.

30 Dec 18 @cursedsalad Curse retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

gt.be self-loathing white person &gt; adopt black kid to atone for your whiteness &gt; move to black neighborhood so kid can grow up in his culture &gt; get accused of gentrification White man, no matter what you do to appease them, no matter how much you give them, they will still hate you.

30 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

'Modern Family' Expectation v. 'Modern Family' Reality

30 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Oh look, a verified who wants to disarm white men. Hmmm, I wonder if...? Yes indeed. It never ends.

30 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Stay vigilant and vocal against facts and statistics in all their forms

30 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

gt.; tens of black teens get into violent fight at mall in Buffalo, NY &gt; people online rightfully criticize teens &gt; local politician refers to violent fight as an ‘event’ &gt; speaks out not against the teens, but against all the terrible ‘racists’ online who dared to criticize them.

29 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Two is better than most, but still not above replacement rate twitter.com/friendlygoytoo/status/1...

29 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

According to much of modern Christendom, whiteness is the original sin for which one must be redeemed. This demonization and guiltling of whites is anathema to the true gospel.

29 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

White women of childbearing age are only a few percent of the world’s population.

29 Dec 18 @StefanMolyneux Stefan Molyneux retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

If it looks and feels like an invasion, it probably is

29 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Because they don't do anything to change average IQs

29 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
If it looks and feels like an invasion, it probably is pbs.twimg.com/media/DvmuhD1XQAE4nb…
29 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

If diversity were really such an amazing thing, then why are there so many articles telling us how awesome it is and how it’s not an ‘obligation’ or burden? Seems to me like the diversity cultists doth protest too much pbs.twimg.com/media/Dvmq-gsW0AARtV…
29 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

&gt; Africans perpetrate numerous assaults &amp; robberies at Melbourne (Australia) beaches &gt; ‘far-right activists’ go to beach &amp; film Africans &gt; Africans get upset, turn violent, &amp; assault police &gt; police blame attacks on activists, claiming they ‘incited violence’ #Diversitiesourstrength pbs.twimg.com/media/DvI8jbVwkJEb73V…
29 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Oh how terrible, an article by Jimmy Nsubuga about a ‘driver’ repeatedly running over a civilian in Huddersfield (UK). Hmmm, I wonder what the driver looked like? *read - scroll - read - scroll* Oh there’s a description, tucked away in the very last sentence of the article pbs.twimg.com/media/DvbxuxeX0AEFvIw…
29 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

I fully support black Jews in their struggle to be recognized by, obtain equity with, marry, and live amongst ‘white’ Jews. #diversitiesourstrength pbs.twimg.com/media/DvIeXePWwkJAbmyA…
29 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

The daily anti-white outrage becomes more ridiculous by the day. Today, Politico’s analysis of how 2018 will be viewed historically is under attack, featuring “almost exclusively” White historians. God forbid that historians in a majority white country are majority white… pbs.twimg.com/media/DvIBOSiU8AAoFgR…
29 Dec 18 @CEOErckHayden CEO Erck Hayden retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Maybe they should stop majoring in critical race theory pbs.twimg.com/media/Dvj4VxmX4AAUB29…
29 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

No, I’m pretty sure South Africa’s problems are attributable to white farmers being systematically exterminated by black gangs and the black-majority government confiscating land owned by whites pbs.twimg.com/media/DvjwLuKwkJAq5Lo…
29 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Want to talk about interracial violence? Let’s do it. In the present, a black person is 27 TIMES more likely to attack a white person than vice versa. Hispanics are 8 TIMES more likely to attack a white. THAT’S racism. Please though, tell us all more about white violence… twitter.com/KatieDid927/status/1078…
28 Dec 18 @StefanMolyneux Stefan Molyneux retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

‘first principles’ = what Israel tells me to say pbs.twimg.com/media/Dvjr-kKwkJAegCsm…
29 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

If Nella the Princess Knight ‘looks white’ to you, then just go ahead and call me Martin Luther King Jr. pbs.twimg.com/media/DvjrCK2XcAAQKYg…
29 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

This article is epitomizes the sad plight of mixed-race people. With no true history, culture, or identity, they struggle to take pride in ‘what they are’ and must instead embrace hyper-individualism and/or the victim mindset pbs.twimg.com/media/Dvjo-luW0AYeBLo…
29 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Sure, as long as you don’t identify as white pbs.twimg.com/media/DvjuPZxGAPk6y…
29 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

@AintNoBr8s @Outsider__14 Did you know you need to follow me because this is really Cicero’s?! Sorry, had a bottle of Chardonnay tonight with the wife so I’m raging! 29 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

@unrulyfarmhand Show off 29 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Tucker has been one of the loudest voices opposing mass immigration. While opposed, his livelihood wasn’t threatened until now. Once he pointed out the hypocrisy of US Jews supporting Israel’s border wall—but opposing a wall in the US—they started going after his advertisers. pbs.twimg.com/media/DvJuO4XQAAvV8M…
@NOTmgf28 You better follow me again you bastard or you’re worse than an Italian.
29 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

I prefer the term 'a-what's-s-it' pbs.twimg.com/media/DvjefkIXgAAxTxN...
29 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Actually sweety, it’s the ‘berg’ in your last name that has made you accessible to ‘white people’ in Hollywood. pbs.twimg.com/media/DvjdtkFxAAA0Z_E...
29 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

By not feeling any shame, guilt, or remorse for being white and committing to spending the rest of your life fighting for your people’s future pbs.twimg.com/media/DvjcOHoX4AEFv7...
29 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Traveling in the near future fam? Please consider staying at a Marriott pbs.twimg.com/media/Dvjap9PXQAAD4TB...
29 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Drinking wine isn’t questionable if you do it with your wife
29 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

& Toledo Fire Department hires unqualified black guy for ‘muh diversity’ reasons &gt;black guy compiles disciplinary record &amp; fails multiple tests &gt;black guy rightfully fired &gt; black guy sues department for ‘racial discrimination’ &lt;diversityisourstrength pbs.twimg.com/media/DvjZ8ypX0AhOZC...
29 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

@NOTmgf28 Based AF
29 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Yeah, this isn’t staged at all. This poor cripple hobbled all the way across Mexico and now he’s dying in a ‘dangerous’ encampment because cruel Drumpf won’t let him in. How stupid does one have to be to actually buy this propaganda? pbs.twimg.com/media/DvjQM18WkAEKebE...
29 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

‘Afrofuturism’? Lord help us pbs.twimg.com/media/DvjHUClWkAEB3J3B...
29 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Hmmm, a ‘journalist’ accusing Trump’s acting and nominated attorney generals of being ‘hopelessly conflicted’? I wonder who this guy is? Well, what do you know, a dual citizen. I guess he’d know a thing or two about being hopelessly conflicted pbs.twimg.com/media/Dvir7NqWDAAaUfUQ...
28 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

The insufferable hysteria over the shut down will come back to bite the left. The longer the shut down lasts, the more everyday americans will realize how unnecessary and pointless much of the government is. pbs.twimg.com/media/Dvidg9BUCASVip...
28 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Only in a diseased country would parents use the murder of their daughter to virtue signal how not racist they are instead of condemning the foreigner who raped and murdered their daughter. pbs.twimg.com/media/Dvhv7QiVYAAA7jDs...
28 Dec 18 @westland_will Will Westcott retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Hepatitis A Infections Tripled In The U.S. In 2018. Here’s Why. pbs.twimg.com/media/DviYKoMVYAA0wIL...
28 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

The NSA lists Israel a top nuclear, financial, and spy threat to the US. "Only democracy in Mid East" Mattis and Patraeaus both said US support for Israel hurts the US. "Only democracy in Mid East" US caught Israel selling American tech to China. "Only democracy in Mid East" twitter.com/AlanAshton10/status/107...
28 Dec 18 @cursedsalad Curse retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

‘2018 Proved Black Kids Read’ How so? pbs.twimg.com/media/DviP9JLuwAE03SW...
28 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
As in America, Europe’s tech industry also has a ‘diversity problem.’ Indeed, every industry that requires a 100+ IQ to enter seems to have a diversity problem. I wonder why that is? pbs.twimg.com/media/DvMHSX4AEiOLW…

28 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Nearly 50% of Somali refugees settled in Minnesota during the Somali Civil of 1991. 26 years later, Minnesota votes a Somali into Congress. NYC’s 14th district is 49% Hispanic &amp; look who they voted in. Stop saying “as long as they come legally.” This all happened legally. pbs.twimg.com/media/Dvh6MQuW0AEqfaP…

28 Dec 18 @MarVendetta10 Rural American retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

‘1776 WILL COMMENCE AGAIN!’ pbs.twimg.com/media/Dvh3iz5U8AARXmU…

28 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Suicidal altruism twitter.com/thedailybeast/status/10…

28 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

I grow so very weary of noticing pbs.twimg.com/media/DvhHMCsU0AEb6n6o…

28 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Asana Rashad: ‘I wanted to see somebody who looked like me. I was looking for diversity in terms of color, mindset, and race’ Me: ‘And what I want to see when I go to the doctor are competent intelligent people who know what the hell they’re doing’ pbs.twimg.com/media/DvhEKSvYEAqEn6…

28 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

University honors excellence in commitment to discriminating against and eradicating whites pbs.twimg.com/media/Dvg_MqxYVYAeAR9…

28 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Which way Western Woman? pbs.twimg.com/media/Dvgj1qUUAA5ksT…

28 Dec 18 @BluesBrother_1 Elwood Blues retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Microaggressions = being required to show up on time, respect customers, possess marketable skills, be productive, work hard, work a full workday, finish tasks, follow instructions, dress appropriately, etc. pbs.twimg.com/media/DvgmeliVYAa6Ar…

28 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Are Your Diversity And Inclusion Initiatives Truly Getting Rid Of Whites? pbs.twimg.com/media/DvghWHkV4AA__Yz…

28 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Does anyone else notice that the people who shouted ‘crucify him’ are the very same people who presume to speak for Christ the most? Interesting… pbs.twimg.com/media/DvgdY7qU8AE7Ung…

28 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

pbs.twimg.com/media/DvgXe-NWwAADtci…

28 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

As I was looking at old LEGO sets with my son, I noticed something quite shocking. What did LEGO mean by this!? pbs.twimg.com/media/DvgV-nRXAQAEeVVE…

28 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Oh how exciting, the Rose Parade will feature a Jewish lesbian as its Rose Queen. Shocking (it’s not shocking)! pbs.twimg.com/media/Dvg6TyXQAE1xvT…

28 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

It always amuses me to see normies act like ‘anti-Semitism’ is a totally irrational unexplainable phenomenon, appearing out of thin air for no reason. No matter how many facts or arguments you posit, they will always go ‘muh anti-Semite!’ &amp; shut it down. Brainwashed fools pbs.twimg.com/media/DvgMiIFX0AAPv6l…

28 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Father Coughlin was one of the most popular voices in US radio in the 1930s, with upwards of 30 million weekly listeners. He was America First, opposed FDR’s New Deal &amp; confronted Jewish power head-on. In 1939, he was taken off the air by the same people he rallied against. pbs.twimg.com/ext_tw_video_thumb/10…

28 Dec 18 @CEOErickHayden CEO Erick Hayden retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Why would Democrats want to cut off their supply of future voters? It's population replacement to seize power for the next
100+ years under the guise of humanitarianism. twitter.com/mikebwagon/status/1078…

‘Unfair treatment by police’ - i.e., being arrested for crimes they committed pbs.twimg.com/media/DveobFkX0AA6Ub…

Yes yes yes, black unemployment is due to ‘racism’ and the fact that blacks are ‘overqualified.’ Yeah that's gotta be it. pbs.twimg.com/media/Dveana9X0AJLAI…

It's all so tiresome. pbs.twimg.com/media/DvYPGJvAAAATy7R…

The Holocaust guilt industry is one of the greatest racketeering schemes in human history pbs.twimg.com/media/DveXMzAWkA6_8…

Good. We don't have nearly enough Holocaust museums yet. I won't be satisfied until there's a Holocaust museum in every city and two-bit town in every western country pbs.twimg.com/media/DveVhCnUcAEKjUd…

Presented without comment. pbs.twimg.com/media/DvETxuWsAAFlw…

Do you ever wonder why Hollywood, the media, politicians, and academia incessantly promote the LGBTQ lifestyle? The answer is really quite simple folks. pbs.twimg.com/media/DveOqstXgAhDxi…

If you're not white, it's hard to understand real racism. If you're black, and someone is racist towards you, everyone rushes to your defense and attacks the racist. If you're white, and someone is racist to you, everyone blames you and justifies the racist. That's real racism

Alt-Light figures, such as Molyneux, are finally starting to question the socially acceptable narrative and who is ultimately behind the West's destruction. Big step fam. We have shifted the Overton Window. We have a ways to go, but be encouraged, we are getting through to them

This is the first time I'm seeing this story. It seems most major media outlets are so busy reporting on all of the child separations at the border that they forgot to mention the 5 month child who was permanently separated from his father in California. www.foxnews.com/us/suspect-in-fatal…

Oh how exciting, a Daily Beast article promoting Jerri Ann Henry, the lesbian LGBTQ rights activist who is pushing her ‘fellow Republicans’ to be more accepting & pro-LGBTQ. Hmmm, I wonder who this woman is? Yes indeed. The noticing continues pbs.twimg.com/media/Dvd5_AxuWwAIHST…

White pill pbs.twimg.com/media/Dvd0AVwWoAAqO2i…

It sure looks like Trump has told Israel that America is no longer fighting their wars. All of his recent tweets and statements about “allies” in the Middle East appear directed at Israel. pbs.twimg.com/media/DvdajKV4AA1PBp…

‘How a transgender boy taught his biracial dad to look beyond labels’ This article sums up the master plan folks—i.e., create amorphous people, with no true history, culture, or identity, easily manipulated & controlled, mindless drones, lacking direction & moral clarity. pbs.twimg.com/media/DvdlcwZWwAAPqV…

Multicultural Kids’ Books That Teach White Kids To Accept Their Own Dispossession And Ethnic Cleansing pbs.twimg.com/media/DvdWOJhVYaE-E4…
‘Thinking being fired if you don’t sign a pledge not to boycott Israel violates your 1st Amendment rights? Ha, think again, folks as discrimination against Israel isn’t free speech.’ We live in an inverted world & the inverts aren’t even trying to hide anymore pbs.twimg.com/media/DvdQvQxVAACagR7…

It takes nothing, no intelligence, no marketable skills, absolutely nothing but a deep-seated hatred of whites to become a ‘diversity’ professional. They literally take burns off the streets and elevate them to such positions pbs.twimg.com/media/DvfIf71VYAA1Rq…

Making a kid cut his hair so it complies with a competition’s grooming standards is reminiscent of the Holocaust? Hmmmm, that doesn’t sound too serious to me pbs.twimg.com/media/DvoEF9tVYAAnyG1…

It truly is a man’s world pbs.twimg.com/media/Dvc-askUwAADjy…

Probably because America is more ‘diverse’ than any European country pbs.twimg.com/media/Dvc6rUEUYAA5tz3…

Much of modern Christianity has been co-opted by guilt-laden whites who teach other whites to despise themselves and hand their resources, lands, and children over to non-whites. This cultish devotion to ‘diversity’ and fighting ‘racism’ has nothing to do with true Christianity pbs.twimg.com/media/DvczYGJUwAAUgL…

Why isn’t there more diversity among teachers in Washington schools? pbs.twimg.com/media/DvctqgkU8AAM-S2…

‘Hoover High School was almost all-white when I attended. Today, it’s better.’ Imagine how much you have to despise yourself to openly celebrate your people’s dispossess and ethnic cleansing. So many of our people are so very lost. pbs.twimg.com/media/DvcQyUJA9Zui…

Want To Increase Diversity? ‘Go For The Outliers’ pbs.twimg.com/media/DvccJAzUcAAWZsB…

‘Vietnamese immigrants deserve better from US’ &gt; flee wartorn Vietnam &gt; obtain temporary refuge in America &gt; stay for decades, long after war from which you fled ends &gt; milk Americans for welfare, ed, &amp; jobs &gt; commit crimes &gt; cry racism &amp; sue gov when gravy train card finally revoked pbs.twimg.com/media/DvbUhYpUcAEYoHh…

Why is ICE releasing illegals aliens in Beto O’Rourke’s district in TX? This is a blatant, politically-motivated stunt, to boost illegal migrant numbers in O’Rourke’s district. This is a complete failure of DHS’ responsibilities, @realDonaldTrump. Kirstjen Nielsen needs to go. pbs.twimg.com/media/DvbGWpQX0AAfMe4…

Trump’s Jewish son-in-law Jared Kushner, who has no diplomatic experience, has a new Middle East peace plan. He wants to use Americans’ tax dollars to pay Jordan, Syria, and Lebanon to absorb the displaced Palestinians that Israel won’t let return to their home. pbs.twimg.com/media/Dr_DSNmU8AAyItt…

But is he good for America? twitter.com/JebBush/status/10781114…

Why is Israel always the one making demands? Why is it always about Israel’s needs? How much more treasure and blood must America give to this insatiable lover? When will America be allowed to make demands? When will this one-sided relationship end? twitter.com/BretStephensN…

Sane nations don’t elevate foreigners to positions of power. Unfortunately, America is no longer a sane nation pbs.twimg.com/media/DvZdgcQW0AE8FHE…

God I hope so. pbs.twimg.com/media/DvZdgzQW0AE8FHE…
&gt; their parents don't care for them &gt; the left sees them as political props &gt; few of them will grow up to be productive members of society &gt; most of them will use welfare &gt; they will grow up to hate whites &gt; they will vote for socialism &gt; they don't belong here &gt; they have to go back
pbs.twimg.com/media/DvZaS98W0AAQksD

27 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Through stories about non-Americans, a portrait of America
pbs.twimg.com/media/DvZWGKSwsAEzKwA

27 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

'Instead of getting paid to do nothing all day at a government office, we now get paid nothing to do nothing all day at home. It's terrible.'
pbs.twimg.com/media/DvZR0dZX4AAOohS

27 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Oh! I get it
archive.is/80iAc
archive.is/80iAc
pbs.twimg.com/media/DvZMiDcV4AAAn3I3

27 Dec18 @HarmlessYardDog Battle Beagle retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

While pushing for the replacement of whites in America, Jewish groups are simultaneously lobbying the US govt to fund an ethnic cleansing in Israel. Under the plan—leg for which may be intro'd in Jan—the US would pay Palestinians to leave the West Bank Do you see how this works?
pbs.twimg.com/media/DvY2ypFWoAEtCMY

27 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Percentage of people born outside the U.S. in each state
pbs.twimg.com/media/DvYUWgVUYAAEdPW

26 Dec18 @HarmlessYardDog Battle Beagle retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

#twinning
pbs.twimg.com/media/DvYpLAYXgAUXwVa

27 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Yet another reason to build the Wall and deport them all
pbs.twimg.com/media/DvYn77wX4AACHH8

27 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

From a young age, we are conditioned (by the media &amp; public schools) to internalize the idea that there is no belief more immoral than racism, and that whether or not someone is racist should be the primary factor in judging their moral character. /1
26 Dec18 @CEO ErickHayden CEO Erick Hayden retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

I agree, Christians should follow Christ's example. 1. Immigrants should only be admitted if their death is imminent; &amp; 2. They must return to their home countries as soon as that threat passes Indeed, Christ returned to Israel while still a child (Matt. 2:19-21) #repatriation
pbs.twimg.com/media/DvYHnysXQAAD9qe

26 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

And so, the puppets finally begin to turn on their puppet masters
twitter.com/MikeBrestDC/status/1077

26 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Boy, I wonder what the media's reaction would be if America's government approved whites-only housing. Must be nice to live in an ethnestate
pbs.twimg.com/media/DvX8TRVX4AlnxAW

26 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

White Pill
pbs.twimg.com/media/DvX4puiW0AAV1hH

26 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Yes yes, Twitter is the reason for increasing 'racism' and racial tensions across the West. It has absolutely nothing to do with the fact that almost every single European country is being flooded by non-white third worlders who despise whites.
pbs.twimg.com/media/DvXwMrO6AY8Cjc

26 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Britain is such a terribly racist place. Roving gangs of white supremacists walk the streets in broad daylight, raping non-white children en masse. Almost weekly, a crazed white perpetrates a terrorist attack against the immigrant population.
pbs.twimg.com/media/DvXno6yVAxEdze3

26 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Stop saying "as long as they come here legally." There are hundreds of towns all over America that look more like Mexico or Somalia than America. There are thousands of job openings all over America that list "must speak Spanish" as a requirement. This all happened LEGALLY.
26 Dec18 @MiaVendetta116 Rural American retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

No, merely apologizing for the alleged sins of our ancestors will never ever be 'enough.' Whites must be eternally guilted into handing over their resources, educations, and jobs to non-whites who despise them.
*Flips permanently Democrat in 8 years* twitter.com/GregAbbott_TX/status/10...

Oh how nice, an article advocating art ‘diversity’ & claiming that European Art promotes white supremacy, western civilization isn’t real, & Europe’s culture was never white, heteropatriarchal & Christian. Let’s check who’s behind this subversive piece. Yep, checks out EST pbs.twimg.com/media/DvXPq8eUUAeQOft...

Trump Declared Total War On Immigrants...by not building the Wall, deporting less illegals than Obama, and letting in millions of ‘legal’ and illegal invaders? pbs.twimg.com/media/DvWS2DhYVLa-3q...

How convenient, an article telling us which charities to donate to based on the recommendations of GiveWell. Interesting, all of GW’s recommended charities benefit Africans & other non-whites. Hmmm, I wonder who’d want us to finance Africa’s demographic boom? Yep. It never ends pbs.twimg.com/media/DvWnqPJvAAAQQyi...

Boomer: ‘Muslims are taking over America! Me: ‘So, you’re saying Muslims control Hollywood, the media, the internet, our foreign policy, and our immigration, economic, and political systems?’ Boomer: ‘Well, there’s like 4 Muslims in Congress now.’ #boomers pbs.twimg.com/tweet_video_thumb/DvW...

Oh how nice, an article listing 2018’s top 29 viral racists— but 1 of the ‘racists’ are white. Hmmm, I wonder who would write this white guilt-inducing, anti-white garbage? You guessed it. CAN’T. STOP. NOTICING. pbs.twimg.com/media/DvWn7V4AaAtR...

1. Name them 2. Cite IQ, crime, STD, poverty, unemployment, welfare, etc. statistics pbs.twimg.com/media/DvV_MswWsAAHhx9...

Should the Government stay closed until we have a Wall? 25 Dec18 @4YrsToday Nov9Reflection retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

&gt;felt superior to white Christians, even as a child &gt; devised ways to ruin their lives Yep, sounds about right twitter.com/holy_schnitte/status/107...

What type of parents sacrifice their own child’s life for the hope of welfare benefits and other gibbs? pbs.twimg.com/media/DvUBppyXcAAS9pjJ...

Holy hell, transgender non-white men are upset that RuPaul’s Drag Race isn’t ‘diverse’ enough because the show has privileged cisgender male queens. A show celebrating drag queens is no longer degenerate enough to satisfy the cultural Marxists. I want off this ride pbs.twimg.com/media/Dv-T-22DwKAEFeas...

You fled to the suburbs to escape diversity and to get your kids a quality education, or so you thought. No suburb and no school is safe from the ever creeping diversity monster. It will find you. pbs.twimg.com/media/DvT5GHWRkAEDfac...

Damn, those poor kids in Minnesota. It’s just not right. I mean, having an unqualified, incompetent, communist anti-white affirmative action educator should be a human right pbs.twimg.com/media/DvTx3r4XQAE5dxr...

If current demographic trends continue unabated, America’s founding stock will be wiped out. Yet some people care more about the future of desert butterflies than that of their own people pbs.twimg.com/media/DvTvI5X0A2iHx...

This gave me a great idea, I’m going to open a bookstore in London that only sells white children’s books. No non-white characters allowed. This is especially needed now that whites are a minority in London. I’m sure The Guardian will write a glowing promo piece about my store! pbs.twimg.com/media/DvTWyk4V4AEcCG3...
Yeah, because allying with Communists, who explicitly outlawed religion, would somehow save Christmas. Does not compute 😂 twitter.com/RyanAFourner/status/10...
25 Dec18 @cursedsalad Curse retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Merry Christmas fam pbs.twimg.com/media/DvSYxBdW0AMCLjP...
25 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Hmmm, I wonder if there are any ‘racial gaps’ in violence and unruly behavior among students. That seems like a relevant inquiry pbs.twimg.com/media/DvR0VaaXgAA65y0...
25 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Excellent development here. To facilitate our public schools’ transformation into violent anti-white gulags, Obama ordered schools to quit disciplining unruly non-white students, threatening federal investigations & lawsuits if they didn’t comply. Trump has rescinded this policy pbs.twimg.com/media/DvRzQJQWoAUXPV...
25 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Oh boy, an article claiming that Hallmark movies—which typically involve white people falling in love and having families—reinforce ‘racism’ and ‘unbearable whiteness.’ Hmmm, I wonder who the people behind this publication are? Yes indeed The noticing never ever ends pbs.twimg.com/media/DvQ9lX0AEIXcD...
25 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

@NeanderthalYLT And to you! Thanks for getting me to the next power level 🎊🎊🎊🎊🎊
25 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

My dreams of a white Twitter Christmas came true! pbs.twimg.com/media/DvQ6z79WoAA3lyc...
25 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

For unto us a Child is born, Unto us a Son is given, And His name shall be called, Wonderful, Counselor, The Mighty God, The Everlasting Father, The Prince of Peace Merry Christmas fam pbs.twimg.com/media/DvQ3izHwAACM4z...
25 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

@BasteBoxer Your Christmas spirit is unparalleled
25 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

pbs.twimg.com/media/DvPMJqWoAAAnOb7...
25 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

White guilt ‘workshops’ to teach weak-minded white people to despise themselves. A dark, suicidal disease plagues all too many of our people pbs.twimg.com/media/DvO9vRAXQAA1ws_...
25 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

New York is wonderfully diverse twitter.com/Breaking911/status/1077...
25 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Wrapping presents is no small task with an 85 IQ pbs.twimg.com/media/DvOszDzWwAAzzem...
25 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Welcome to the new normal. Instead of carelessly walking through Christmas crowds, enjoy the merriment of the season, you fear the worst, watching suspicious strangers like a hawk. Just part and parcel of living in a diverse world. pbs.twimg.com/media/DvQqTVJXgAE4PuF...
25 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Now even Christmas must be transformed into a bastardized vacuous multicultural celebration. Nothing is sacred. Nothing remains immune from diversity pbs.twimg.com/media/DvOn_HWX4AISM4D...
25 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

@AinNoBr8s @PrettySkyX The fact that this needs to be stated is depressing
25 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

I just spent the entire day with my wife and kids, playing legos, reading stories, and baking goodies. Fam, there is nothing greater on this earth than being a husband and father. Our people need them now more than ever
25 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

LeBron saying “we getting that jewish money” is unacceptable anti-semitism but attacking old white men as slave masters
(Ironically many NFL owners are Jewish) is a powerful stand for social justice. Privilege in America isn’t white, it’s Jewish.

All the soy in the world won’t make #Blaxit real

I’m dreaming of a white Christmas… We need to go back folks

‘Great European Christmas traditions?’ Wait a second, I thought white people didn’t have any culture?

Mrw someone says ‘Feliz Navidad!’

That face Civic Nationalists make when their ideology is taken to its real world logical conclusion &amp; now it’s too late.

Finally, some real #Winning

&gt; Flood America with 1-2 million non-white ‘immigrants’ (legal and illegal) for 50+ years, radically transforming America’s demographics &gt;brag when public opinion on non-white immigration changes Democracy is merely a racial headcount folks

Keep your vehicle in good working order folks! You don’t want it to break down in a bad part of town and have this happen to you

Get rid of all objective standards and qualifications, hire and promote unqualified POC over qualified whites, sacrifice ingenuity and competence for diversity. Yay! Twitter.com/TaelurAlexis/status/107

I just want to live among my own people is that really such a impossible request?

Took the bullet and gritted my teeth thru the new Mary Poppins. Trash. - false multi-ethnic old London - childless white women only good for serving communist causes - men work, women have “magic” - bad songs - whole plot is looking for a piece of paper On-screen toxin. Avoid.

Almost weekly some “journalist” or “survivor” pens an article/book explaining how some country that was invaded by Hitler (in this case Norway) was actually in on and partially responsible for the Holocaust. The white guilt industry never rests

Ha, you think you don’t have to feel guilt for the Holocaust because that was the Nazis and you were invaded by Hitler? Psh, stupid Polish guys, don’t you know, everybody is a Nazi

Dublin’s global village: ‘It’s the most multicultural part of Ireland’ In other words, there ain’t an Irishman in sight

If you realize America is screwed because you’re the only white kid in your class

Never ever discount the power of conditioning
Oh boy, Slate’s lead story is attacking Trump for pulling out of Syria & his renewed efforts to build the Wall, arguing that endless Middle East wars protect America & illegal immigrants are better than Americans. Hmm, I wonder who wrote this? Yep The noticing never ends. pbs.twimg.com/media/Dvl9tfW0AAI10F...

23 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

@StefanMolyneux Hey Stefan, I’m available for a debate. Let me know when you’re tired of fighting strawmen. 23 Dec 18 @JFGamepy J.-François Gamepy retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

@StefanMolyneux Yes, as we all know, the ADL—who all social media platforms have partnered with the silence ‘hate speech’—is a secret Saudi group committed to advancing Saudi interests. Well done Stefan 23 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Oh how lovely, a puff piece celebrating Indian-African Kamala Harris’ immigrant upbringing, labeling her the ‘queen of diversity,’ & encouraging her to run for president. Hmm, I wonder who would want a biracial non-white to be America’s next president? Yes indeed. It never ends pbs.twimg.com/media/DvlqMcdWwAEIAOM...

23 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Before their lands were flooded with ‘diversity,’ Europeans invented the steam engine, tamed the seas, conquered the skies, went to the moon, and cured innumerable diseases. Europe and America’s lack of diversity facilitated these advancements. pbs.twimg.com/media/DvlHYuXXOAlTGY...

23 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Staffing airport security with guys with names like Ahmed and Muhammad because ‘muh diversity.’ Yeah, absolutely nothing could go wrong with this plan pbs.twimg.com/media/DvHoJlwWoAY7L-

23 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

‘Idiosyncratic demographic pool’? Gee, that’s a complicated way of saying IQ differences pbs.twimg.com/media/DvHk5CJxgAAlZuR...

23 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

The vast majority of today’s country music is little more than degenerate propaganda, promoting a vapid life of sex and booze and conditioning whites to accept their dispossession and eventual eradication. pbs.twimg.com/media/DvHU0V8XOAFQPE...

23 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

50 WORST COMPANIES FOR WHITES pbs.twimg.com/media/DvHFtUACxAE8eml...

23 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Say what you will about Trump-Lord knows I’ve had my fair share of criticism—but he may very well be America’s last democratically elected white president. For all his boomer civic nationalism, he has never apologized for being white & has embraced European culture & traditions pbs.twimg.com/media/DvHB721XQAEqMc...

23 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Morbidly obese black women and chubby effeminate white guys? pbs.twimg.com/media/DvGzADlwKAEzOnr...

23 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Two Years Ahead Of Schedule, Intel’s Eradicating Whites Campaign Has Major Traction pbs.twimg.com/media/DvGxnYjW0AAZzmn...

23 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Wait wait wait, ‘growing diversity means language challenges’? Challenge?! You’re telling me that when you force together people from different cultures who speak different languages, communication is strained and problems arise? But but, I thought Diversity was our strength?? pbs.twimg.com/media/DvGuznHWoAAm4xK...

23 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Hiroshima & Camden, NJ. One city got hit with a nuclear bomb. The other one got hit with diversity. pbs.twimg.com/media/DvF3JTlU0AEzbaN...

23 Dec 18 @CEOErickHayden CEO Erick Hayden retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

etri @huntedfellow Undercover Fellow retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1
Me: ‘Have you ever watched a Tyler Perry movie?’ The wife: ‘Haha, no way!’ Me: ‘I love you so damn much’ Find yourself a good woman fam. They’re out there

Hmmm, a glowing review for a show that transforms a European Christmas classic into a degenerate hyper-sexual inverted ‘diverse’ disaster? I wonder if...Yep, the reviewer’s name checks out pbs.twimg.com/media/DvECoNCX4AAfL1...

This man lost his right eye fighting in a pointless war for Israel. He is now advocating for other American boys to spill blood in yet another pointless war for Israel. twitter.com/medias/status/1076212...

‘Calm down now. The fact that rootless cosmopolitans who despise whites have flooded America with millions upon millions of third worlders who also despise whites is no reason to yell. You will be replaced. Don’t worry about it.’ pbs.twimg.com/media/DvDUUZUUAAvoOn...

Based on this picture, I’d say it’s back to promote degeneracy and white genocide. pbs.twimg.com/media/DvDn5VAAA4mqtJ...

Good luck commi scum pbs.twimg.com/media/DvDMKhbXQAHY6D...

Herein lies the main reason for the hysterics emanating from the media & politicians. Withdrawing from Syria means that Israel actually has to start fighting her own battles, she must finally put some skin in the game. America first is anathema to the Israel first crowd pbs.twimg.com/media/DvDLGYHx4AIE0nu...

My hope is that 2019 will be a landmark year for European Chinese representation pbs.twimg.com/media/DvB9pbIXgAENP7u...

1. Allow 2. NOT allow pbs.twimg.com/media/DvBnJIhWAsAOlpL...

Absolutely false, and very unfair. The average IQ in Ethiopia is 69 - their failure to learn complex modern farming has nothing to do with laziness. Only 2% of whites have IQs that low. Put them in charge of farming, you’d get exactly the same results. twitter.com/boatseidon/status/10759...

Explaining to black people that Wakanda isn’t real pbs.twimg.com/media/DvBhGXZx0Al1aY...

Oh look, a melodramatic NYT article, stoking fears bc we may finally see Trump pursue an ‘America First’ agenda (e.g., pull out of Afghanistan, quit wasting money and resources on Korea and Japan, etc.). Hmmm, I wonder who would find putting America first so distasteful? Yep pbs.twimg.com/media/DvBdF8SWwAUD7Oh...

&gLiterally beheaded whilst screaming for her mother after being raped for days &g;murderer carries it over to a tent and throws it on the ground &spits on her decapitated head &g;BBC: “Injuries to the neck” The BBC are trolling us, no satire could surmount this level of fuckery twitter.com/jobsbocjos/status/10761...

High school teachers should get hazard pay pbs.twimg.com/ext_tw_video_thumb/10...

In wrestling you often must grip your opponent’s head. To protect competitors, long hair is prohibited. A black kid’s dreds didn’t comply w/ the rules so the ref had him cut his hair. These two ‘journalists’ want to make this minuita a national news story demonizing whites pbs.twimg.com/media/Du_1CrPXcAAAzxf6...

Actually, the ‘wealth chasm’ is a sign of the 15 point average IQ gap between blacks and whites pbs.twimg.com/media/Du_ybA7W0AEgvBX...

The ironic thing is that if not for an old white man inventing basketball, no one would have ever heard of this clown pbs.twimg.com/media/Du_rWfsW0AxAxN3l...
The 19th Amendment was a mistake
pbs.twimg.com/media/Du_pqRnX0AAkmFQ...

@Simplyc12 @TheronCooper2 I have, it's a great piece
pbs.twimg.com/media/Du_miQ0W0AE4K88...

I agree, hateful bigoted America is not the place for Latino families. They'd be much healthier in their own countries
pbs.twimg.com/media/Du-h1pwXQAEMQxP...

Wow, I didn’t think women of color had even written 50 books
pbs.twimg.com/media/Du_gwp7WoAENNca...

Somewhere in the darkest pits of hell Satan is carefully stoking a special fire for one of his most faithful servants
pbs.twimg.com/media/Du-h1pwXQAEMQxP...

Keep up the great work my fellow Russian spies
pbs.twimg.com/media/Du-SUGGUAYAE01xk...

I can’t believe Trump is pulling our boys out of Syria. Doesn’t he know Middle East wars are supposed to be as endless as they are pointless?
pbs.twimg.com/media/Du-Cc9LUcAA0bJL...

@to atone for its ‘racist’ past, majority white Southern Baptist Seminary releases report demonizing whites @non-whites still not satisfied bc seminary failed to apologize for current racial inequalities No matter how much we apologize, they will never ever be satisfied
pbs.twimg.com/media/Du-Cc9LUcAA0bJL...

GET READY
pbs.twimg.com/media/Du9WVd_VAAELWJ8...

When the gibbs finally run out, and they will, all hell will break loose. Tribalism and in-group preferences will become necessary for survival.
pbs.twimg.com/media/Du89mUYAENNq...

Exactly 200 followers away from the next power level up. Here’s hoping for a white Christmas
pbs.twimg.com/media/Du89mUYAENNq...

Deport illegals and repatriate first generation invaders. ‘Diversity problem’ solved
pbs.twimg.com/media/Du8h4BTUwAApI...

White birthrates are already far below replacement levels. Whites are already a small minority in the world. If you are still nagging white people about having fewer children due to overpopulation, just drop the mask and admit the truth: You hate whites.
pbs.twimg.com/media/Du8h4BTUwAApI...

Many don’t know this including my own brainwashed indoctrinated children and all ill-educated Christians. Loving yourself and your people is a positive not a negative
twitter.com/TheEuropeanMan1/status/

Roving war lords, witch doctors, non running water, and mud huts also remain significant across Africa
pbs.twimg.com/media/Du8bLeyUcAAVNMq...

The Democrats, whose votes we need in the Senate, will probably vote against Border Security and the Wall even though they know it is DESPERATELY NEEDED. If the Dems vote no, there will be a shutdown that will last for a very long time.
People don’t want Open Borders and Crime!
21 Dec18 @realDonaldTrump Donald J. Trump retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Haiti (circa 2018) Don’t you dare refer to this culturally enriching scene as ‘dirty’ or suggest that the people who created it are ‘dirty,’ you white supremacists bigots pbs.twimg.com/media/Du8KTd-XQAa0NMr...
21 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

This is clear sedition. Calling for a military coup because the president dares to bring our boys home? The warmongering and bloodlust of necons is obscene twitter.com/EWErickson/status/10759...
21 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

&@If they call you a racist, wear it as a badge of honor, for it means you love your people &@If they call you a sexist, wear it as a badge of honor, for it means you love your women &@If they call you a homophobe, wear it as a badge of honor, for it means you love your children
21 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Well, I mean, the whole purpose of Planned Parenthood is to kill babies, so... pbs.twimg.com/media/Du8CwyvWsAEHIlp...
21 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

The thought just struck me that since Jews are counted as white, when leftists complain about “white privilege,” and Jews have the highest incomes, the left is really railing against “Jewish privilege.” Seems kinda anti-Semitic to me.
21 Dec18 @StefanMolyneux Stefan Molyneux retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

What happened to the two European girls in Morocco should obviously make you want to stay the hell out of the Middle East and Africa. More importantly, it should make you want the Middle East and Africa to stay the hell out of Europe. #MigrationFact
21 Dec18 @MiaVendetta110 Rural American retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Thots pbs.twimg.com/media/Du6aXjpW0AADgvP...
21 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Yeah, from other black women pbs.twimg.com/media/Du6Yv-EWkAA1MR1...
21 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

In boomer land, knowing a bashed non-white is the ultimate trump card, automatically granting you the moral superiority to shut down any difficult conversation and discredit virtually all per capita statistics.
21 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Before Trump unfollowed @AnnCoulter, I sent this tweet that made it to his feed via Ann. Who knows how it really went down.... .......but just maybe, a harmless yard dog helped get our people back home.
pbs.twimg.com/media/Du5YzNxcAAOFI9...
21 Dec18 @HarmlessYardDog Battle Seagle retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

In other words, Israel is about to stage some kind of war crime and blame it on Iran, so it can drag the US back into Syria and/or start a new US-led war with Iran pbs.twimg.com/media/Du6HBCJWwAAhrH3...
21 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

What happens if the government shuts down: National parks will be closed and mail will be delivered slower (than usual) What happens if we don’t build the wall: We’ll never have a Republican President again because our votes will be canceled out by the people we’re letting in.
20 Dec18 @MiaVendetta110 Rural American retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

This ought to be good. Nobody knows how to tell a story like these people. pbs.twimg.com/media/Du6FDbiXcAAkkEz...
21 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

This is what ‘Diversity’ looks like. Anytime you fire a non-white for doing a subpar job (Ollie missed the NCAA tournament multiple times during his tenure and had numerous NCAA violations), you will be accused of racism and sued for racial discrimination. #diversityisourstrength pbs.twimg.com/media/Du6DVE4W4AA8tZn...
21 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

‘A man and a horse walk into a bar...’ pbs.twimg.com/media/Du58kmtXQAAlUjy...
21 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

‘Michelle Obama Discusses Her Transition...’ pbs.twimg.com/media/Du57-20XcAAAmJn...
21 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

The chant wasn’t “SIGN A BILL WITH B.S. PROMISES ABOUT ‘BORDER SECURITY’ AT SOME POINT IN THE FUTURE, GUARANTEED TO FAIL!” It was “BUILD A WALL!”
20 Dec18 @AnnCoulter Ann Coulter retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1
Actually, Russia and other foreign powers are exploiting American diversity pbs.twimg.com/media/Du530sVUYAAuеб…
21 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

So many good accounts and frens slaughtered today by the ADL and it’s censorship cronies. They are desperate to suppress the truth. Desperate to keep our people in darkness. Keep shining the light brightly fam.
21 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

A day is approaching when traditionalism & the natural order return. Masculine men will embrace their instinctual role as provider & protector. Feminine women will come home, becoming nurturers & caregivers once more. Degeneracy will be scorned. That glorious day is coming pbs.twimg.com/media/Du5x2IVYAAEMExF…
21 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Boomer Father-In-Law: “Texas will never go blue. Our Hispanics are different.” pbs.twimg.com/tweet_video_thumb/Du5…
21 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

twitter.com/TheEuropeanMan1/status/…
21 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

It’s not America he’s freaking out about. twitter.com/BillKristol/status/1075…
21 Dec18 @penelope7usa Penelope Maynard retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

I wonder how much weight our forefathers would have given to the opinion of a warmongering Cuban? twitter.com/marcorubio/status/10754…
20 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

&lt;NYC used objective test to place students in top schools &lt;whites &lt;Asians did best on test &lt;non-whites complain ‘muh racism’ &lt;NYC scraps test, adopts subjective standards to increase non-whites &lt;non-whites still complain bc objective grading used at top schools pbs.twimg.com/media/Du4Pm9zVAAE4t8H…
20 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Just some new Danes having fun with the natives… Please no hate-speech, it’s illegal to not celebrate this enrichment now! pbs.twimg.com/ext_tw_video_thumb/10…
20 Dec18 @vivareturned V T V A retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

This is what your ancestors died for western man, this is why your grandparents fought Hitler, so their descendants could be replaced and supplanted by degenerate non-whites who despise them. pbs.twimg.com/media/Du4JpGIVVAAxJi5…
20 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Immigration is at an all time high genius. twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/…
20 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Why Eradicating Whites Is Too Important For CEOs To Ignore pbs.twimg.com/media/Du3VqWHUYAAnyqH…
20 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Lord help us, we find ourselves in a brave new world where having a boss named Namrata Randhawa isn’t ‘diverse’ enough pbs.twimg.com/media/Du3UG3bVYAA1Teб…
20 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

‘Diversity’ is not a suggestion, it is a demand forced upon the whites via guilt, coercion, and state power. pbs.twimg.com/media/Du3R6SIV4A4ir8k…
20 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

America is 60+% white &amp; 13% black &amp; reality show (The Voice) has 3 black winners in 15 seasons (20%) &amp; this yr. 2/4 finalists were black (50%) &amp; white contestant ends up winning show &amp; blacks freak out &amp; cry racism We’re at the point where a white winning anything is ‘racist’ pbs.twimg.com/media/Du3KsL_WwAEC2cG…
20 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

No, this is what got us to the moon twitter.com/dearnonnatives/status/1…
20 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

5 black people, no whites… Completely Diversity pbs.twimg.com/media/Du1V9ZLWsAAV2kG…
The picture accompanying this article is terrifying. If you encounter this hospital staff in the real world, your chances of survival are slim to none. [link]

‘Why STDs are on the rise in America?’ [link]

Nearly 25% of art in US museums is pure crap [link]

#MAGA [link]

A good start [link]

‘The losers are Israel…’ A fleeting glimpse of truth from one of the most disingenuous cuck conservatives in the Senate. US involvement in The Middle East has nothing to do with protecting American interests, only Israeli ones. [link]

No other way to put it: Mark Levin’s Warmongering for Israel isn’t shocking [link]

We’re not poor, we’re just broke. [link]

Innovation has always been dominated by white men and no matter how many unqualified non-whites you prop up, innovation will continue to be dominated by white men. [link]

‘I feel like the odd one out’ The emotional and psychological toll of looking nothing like your parents and being caught between two worlds is not inconsequential. To be a mixed-race person can be an extremely painful experience. Globalism has many victims [link]

Why I’m Glad Some Dude On Facebook Stated A Fact [link]

Oh no, Mississippi schools are banning and ostracizing degenerate behavior? How terrible! Thankfully there’s a brave journalist around to shut it down [link]

Just another reminder that mixed race individuals generally identify as non-white, rejecting their white lineage. [link]

Mothers are told to work in order to destabilize the family and make everyone miserable. Rarely any financial benefit to it. Also the State can’t tax motherhood. Working moms put kids into the hands of State-trained workers, who are also taxed. Govt wins, everyone else loses. [link]

Trust Trump fam. It’s actually a good thing that the Wall hasn’t been built, our nation is still being flooded by third worlders, &amp; felons are walking free. Hispanics are natural conservatives and #Blaxit is happening! Can you say conservative majority forever? #4Dcheesl #MAGA [link]

This fraud has been championing Blaxit for the past year. He is a gaslighter or an idiot, or both [link]

Immigration is at an all time high, and blacks are still voting 90+% for Democrats, you shameless, gaslighting fraud [link]
Oh look, a puff piece about an amateur porn star, single mother with 14 mostly non-white children. Hmmmm, I wonder who would be championing single motherhood and miscegenation? Yes indeed The noticing never ends folks
pbs.twimg.com/media/Du0F18pU8AAASmX...

Western civilization was lost when mothers went to work. It will only be regained when they decide to come home. Feel free to shoot the messenger, but we all know it’s true.
19 Dec @StefanMolyneux Stefan Molyneux retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

WE NEED MORE BLACK FATHERS. twitter.com/Chris_Papili/status/107...

Never discount the power of propaganda. Little by little, our enemies condition us to willingly accept our dispossession and eventual eradication pbs.twimg.com/media/Du0AGLPJ0AAJ22...

There are ‘too many black men’ running African governments; ‘too many Chinese men’ running China’s government; ‘too many Indian men’ running India’s government; ‘too many Japanese men’ running Japan’s government; ‘too many Arab men’ running middle eastern governments... pbs.twimg.com/media/DuzxAvnVAAA8xIM...

Imagine the reaction if Columbus city government increased spending with white suppliers by 50% and openly bragged about the increase pbs.twimg.com/media/Duzs5N_U0AACo1O...

Report Shows Lack of Diversity in High IQ Individuals pbs.twimg.com/media/DuzsECOVAAEEejs...

Beyond nightmarish. The #PrisonReform bill’s pet name is #FirstStepAct. pbs.twimg.com/media/Duwiv_FWwAA_n-5...

Teachers: We want to hear from you about your district’s efforts to eradicate whites Sincerely, Mohammed pbs.twimg.com/media/DuyMyZVUYAIRXcS...

I agree, Puerto Rico’s poor economy has nothing to do with hurricanes pbs.twimg.com/media/DuyJR_4UAA45J...

Hug your loved ones tonight fam. We are in for one rocky, rocky ride
19 Dec @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

mrw everyone is pretending to be excited that a sweet simpleminded white girl is marrying a Somali ‘refugee’ pbs.twimg.com/tweet_video_thumb/Duv...

Why not? It’s not like Britain was founded, built, and maintained by whites for thousands of years or anything. Somebody that arrived 50 years ago or less definitely deserves to be on the new £50 note over any actual Englishman. pbs.twimg.com/media/Duv9UpTWkAEB1s...

Just once, just one damn time, I’d like to see a story about government funding going to help whites. pbs.twimg.com/media/Duv707cWsAEVIs...

A day is coming when every tribute and nod to our white ancestors will be outlawed and destroyed. A people with no history have no future pbs.twimg.com/media/Duv6fuWWoAIAbbQ4A...

The white pill in bump stocks being a felony now, is that most the felons will be released from prison
19 Dec @24HrJuice JUICE retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

@PKsbpd! And Trump did nothing to turn the tide, which will make the revenge all that much worse
Next thing you know Trump will be pushing for felons to be given voting rights. Mark my words.

Let them out! Let them out! Don’t you guys remember us chanting that at Trump rallies? [link]

@Jill_Colton ‘Let them out! Let them out!’ I remember chanting this

@Jill_Colton Hey, at least we got corporate tax cuts and the embassy moved to Jerusalem! Yay!

There will be no wall. Whites will become a minority in your lifetime. Illegal and legal immigration is at an all-time high. Tell me again what the point of voting is?

My boomer mother-in-law is excited that Trump cancelled the press Christmas party. Yes, on the day that we saw unparalleled weakness, complete capitulation on the Wall, my mother in law is excited about a party. This my friends is why we despise boomers.

It’s uplifting stories like this that give me hope for the future [link]

I just want a damn wall. What’s so hard about that. F

‘The steel slat wall will be beautiful and it will have a big beautiful door and people will come, but they will come in legally. Did I mention the wall will have a door? A yuge 1,800 mile wide door’ [link]

Welcome to Ms. White’s 8th grade history class in Kitsap (WA), where students ‘create artwork that reflects their understanding of the history of racial discrimination’ This epitomizes public school in America today. Non-whites and whites alike taught to despise whites. [link]

I am so very tired, so very very weary of noticing [link]

Say it with me: IQ [link]

Schoolchildren in the Brighton & Hove (UK) will now be taught that ‘all genders’ can have periods and bins used for menstruation products will be found in all bathrooms The agenda is clear: transform western children into confused childless hyper-sexual deviants [link]

Joke: We’re going to get Mexico to pay for the wall. Woke: We’re going to pay Mexico to keep colonizing us.

Hmmm, so what you’re really saying is that Britain’s Jewish community opposes Brexit and the British people’s efforts to regain control over their nation? Interesting [link]

Let’s all take a brief moment to admire the sheer audacity, unbridled hypocrisy, and unadulterated irony of the ADL holding a ‘First Amendment Freedoms Art & Essay Contest’ Once we’ve done that, let’s go ahead and get our contest submissions ready. [link]

Good riddance to the fake conservatives and warmongers. [link]
18 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

‘Brazil on cusp of a positive revolution in its ties with Israel’ You think you elected a ‘populist,’ a ‘right wing’ firebrand, someone who will finally put your nation’s interests first. Think again boy. pbs.twimg.com/media/DiuUpTyWwAAV8oY…

18 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Nothing to see here folks, just America’s UN ambassador Nimrata Randhawa, aka ‘Nikki Haley,’ doing Israel’s bidding yet again pbs.twimg.com/media/DiuTGdiWwAQIXCy…

18 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Hmmmm, I wonder what would happen if America killed two Hispanic boys firing ‘warning’ shots into Mexico? pbs.twimg.com/media/DiuRZzDx4AaJvPl…

18 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Nationalism is about racism, and you need to get used to that concept being alright, unless you want your nation to become a third world shithole

16 Dec18 @huntedfellow Undercover Fellow retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Oh, I’m sorry white America, did you really think you were getting a wall? Look on the bright side, at least we got corporate tax cuts and prison reform pbs.twimg.com/media/Dut3D4kKwAEbOt…

18 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

To afford a few more toys and search for meaning in a meaningless jobs, our women flee the home. When our children—desperate for our love, time, and attention—act out, we drug them. A society that values the ‘working woman’ over its children is destined to collapse pbs.twimg.com/media/Dus4EkoVYaAmrCZ…

18 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

In practically every western nation, childhood depression and mental illness are on the rise. In the service of degeneracy, diversity, and feminism, we sacrifice our children’s happiness and well-being pbs.twimg.com/media/Dus0SWTUJAaqsf…

18 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

*Children who have been sexually abused... pbs.twimg.com/media/Dusx1sUcAajECX…

18 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

pbs.twimg.com/media/DurA1PvWkAEQixS…

18 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

The holocaust is one of the most profitable extortion schemes in human history pbs.twimg.com/media/Duq5PkwX_gAAj72B…

18 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Raising well-adjusted children is the most ‘ambitious’ goal a woman can have. Indeed, a shortage of such women is precisely why we find ourselves in the mess we’re in today. Ladies, please don’t sacrifice your people’s future for the false promises of a meaningless career pbs.twimg.com/media/Duq2h5w4Ae-Asw…

18 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Can you tell which one is fake and which group they don’t want having children? pbs.twimg.com/media/DuqsxYUwAMkTnh…

18 Dec18 @westland_will Wif Westcott retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

pbs.twimg.com/media/DuqxxwU4Ae3Jxw…

18 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

‘Anti-Muslim Propaganda,’ also known as the truth pbs.twimg.com/media/DuqK_eX4AAFiY…

18 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

We spend a lot of time talking about the threat to free speech. It’s not an academic question. If they can force you to shut up, they will. Here’s their latest attempt. (PART 2) pbs.twimg.com/ext_tw_video_thumb/10…

18 Dec18 @TuckerCarlson Tucker Carlson retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

So kids who are thrown into preschool and kindergarten at a young age are more likely to act out, clamor for attention, and have learning disabilities? Hmmmm, it’s almost like families with stay at home mothers is the healthiest, most well-adjusted children pbs.twimg.com/media/Duqk9ieXgAIjQLK…

18 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

They all despise whites, every last one of them, that’s all you need to know pbs.twimg.com/media/Duqa1J7WsAAvJLU…

18 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Before the Shoah, this Kang had 6,000,000 followers. twitter.com/MelGibsonFan18/status/1...
18 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

If you swapped "white male" with Amy's ethno/religious background, it would get you banned. Why is that? pbs.twimg.com/media/DuqMnPwAaAwGj...
18 Dec18 @HarmlessYardDog Battle Beagle retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Whenever childbirth is discouraged, a white couple is ALWAYS pictured. You will never see a picture of a biracial or non-white couple accompany an anti-family propaganda piece. This is not a coincidence folks. They want us eradicated as quickly as possible twitter.com/nypost/status/107472932...
18 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Nice try twitter.com/nypost/status/107472932...
17 Dec18 @14froger14 Frog o'War retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Sounds like something a communist itching to kill another 100 million would say. pbs.twimg.com/media/Dup81DyWsaAh4Of...
17 Dec18 @HarmlessYardDog Battle Beagle retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Russian President Vladimir Putin said that listening to rap music is "a path to the degradation of the nation" bit.ly/2ULJANf pbs.twimg.com/media/DufJ2SwXcAAInha...
15 Dec18 @Newsweek Newsweek retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

No sh*t! pbs.twimg.com/media/Dup4qygXcAAqvqvd...
17 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

You're so close Paul. You've identified the chief entity behind the outright assault on freedom of speech online, now name the people behind that entity. Put it all together for once twitter.com/PrisonPlanet/status/107...
17 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Quit flooding white countries with non-white third worlders who despise whites pbs.twimg.com/media/DupwOaUcAErW...
17 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Multicultural marriages don't last twitter.com/TheSun/status/107420811...
17 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Non-white students struggle academically & behaviorally, far under-performing their white counterparts. To solve this problem, Virginia is blaming 'institutional racism' & asking non-white students to develop an 'anti-racism policy.' The inmates are running the asylum folks pbs.twimg.com/media/DupQJzVAAAANj4Z...
17 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

This woman is not an America, she doesn't even pretend to be one. pbs.twimg.com/media/DupPY6BV4AAKPQn...
17 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Anyone who supports a foreign country over our First Amendment is a traitor. twitter.com/GregAbbott_TX/status/10...
17 Dec18 @ramzpaul RAMZPAUL retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

You think you can escape being called a racist because your ancestors died to free blacks from slavery or because you have a black spouse? Think again bigot Nothing you ever do can atone for your whiteness. They will always hate you for it. Wake up western man pbs.twimg.com/media/DupGZWMV4AEB4wO...
17 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Imagine how low your IQ must be to believe that race is a 'biological fiction' and to base this belief on the word of a philosophy professor named Kwame. I'm guessing about 85 pbs.twimg.com/media/DuosPPNVYAA2Rj5...
17 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

muh racism, the boogie man behind every single racial disparity. These people will never ever take responsibility for their shortcomings. pbs.twimg.com/media/DuodZFU0AYyGT1...
17 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Sounds like a great place pbs.twimg.com/media/Duo6JSUcAAcqfyl…
17 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Oh boy, brave transgenders in North Dakota are fighting against transphobic housing discrimination. Hmmm, I wonder who’s behind the this new civil rights movement? Yes indeed. Can’t. Stop. Noticing. pbs.twimg.com/media/Dun6fzUcAE7iUR…
17 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

"Hispanic voters demand white taxpayers give them free healthcare pbs.twimg.com/media/Dunu1XPVAAAEyLL…
17 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Comedian Trevor Noah shocks audience with race realism views, discussion of crime statistics, and explanation of Constitution’s 'for ourselves and our posterity' clause pbs.twimg.com/media/Duns6WjVsAMJMgS…
17 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Their own mothers pbs.twimg.com/media/DunlzCaWwAAW1jQ…
17 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Periodic reminder: The politicians who refuse to fund U.S. border security are the same politicians who refuse to cut U.S. funding for Israel so that they can secure their borders. The politicians who will send $38 billion to Israel will not allocate ONE CENT to build our wall. pbs.twimg.com/media/Dul0s1YUYAACtC5…
17 Dec18 @MalVendetta116 Rural American reweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

The scariest tweet I’ve seen in awhile pbs.twimg.com/media/Dul0Lo8XgAl0Ctuh…
17 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

I guess white people stole every single wheel-shaped resource in Africa...for thousands of years twitter.com/mariahgladstone/status/…
17 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Notice the language here, this is not a suggestion, it’s a command by people who care nothing for America. Wake up folks pbs.twimg.com/media/DulrKSNwWwAUT2JJ…
17 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

It’s heartwarming stories like this that give me hope for the future pbs.twimg.com/media/Dulf7AXcAEFlJn…
17 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Hmmm, if she had all the food and water she needed, then why the hell did her parents sacrifice her life to illegally enter the United States? pbs.twimg.com/media/DuldkUzWsAYYtssK…
17 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Not a single father in the picture pbs.twimg.com/media/DuILXWXgAEzgAq…
17 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

The wife has Miss Universe on. Miss Great Britain and Miss Belgium are black, Miss Australia is Asian, and Miss USA just said her favorite hobby is ‘biking like Beyoncé’ God help us 17 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Wow, I’m sure glad us taxpayers paid for this strong black woman’s multiple degrees in critical race, feminism, intersectionality, or some other made up field, so she could make $10/hr cleaning toilets pbs.twimg.com/media/DuLEnRWWwAEZioP…
17 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

17 Dec18 @HarmlessYardDog Battle Beagle reweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

If this doesn’t upset your world-view I’m not sure what does… pbs.twimg.com/media/DuhgYBlXgAAS19P…
16 Dec18 @c_kliezer >Christoph Kliezer reweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

@Mel GibsonFan17 pbs.twimg.com/media/Duk-bVwXgAA3YHN…
17 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Yep, Ms. Davenport definitely looks like the type of self-hating white who'd want to indoctrinate white kids into the cult of white guilt 🗞️. 17 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Follow this kang fam 🐨 twitter.com/D3m0graphix_Man/status/... 16 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

"Societies are far gone in depravity when toleration is considered a good in itself, without regard to the thing tolerated" — A. K. Chesterton 🗞️. 16 Dec 18 @HarmlessYardDog Battle Beagle reweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

&†;300 lb black woman arrested or screaming at police &†;race hustlers descend &†;F1 Worth city council forms ‘racial equity’ task force &†;task force concludes city needs to give non-whites childcare, housing, &†;transportation &†;city council agrees to give non-whites $3 million 🗞️. 16 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Oh how wonderful, to promote ‘racial equity,’ Iowa City gifts thousands of white taxpayer dollars to obseve black women so they can start social clubs, eat out, &†;take yoga lessons To decipher who’s behind this lunacy, take note of the portrait the scammers are posing in front of 🗞️. 16 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Düsseldorf 2046 🗞️. 16 Dec 18 @UppityWilliam Willem Pearson reweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

pbs.twimg.com/media/Duy59eFUwAA6crg... 16 Dec 18 @HarmlessYardDog Battle Beagle reweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Making a case for gibbs 🗞️. 16 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Welcome to America, where your tax dollars enable white-hating non-white ‘students’ to lead ‘racial equity’ (i.e., white guilt) courses, teaching your white children to hate themselves. 🗞️. 16 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Imagine the sheer audacity it takes to leave your sh*t hole, enter a foreign land, take advantage of all of the comforts of that land—comforts that your people did not create —&†; then still complaining incessantly about how hard you have it &†;how racist the native population is 🗞️. 16 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

1. Is race really a social construct? If the notion of race is abolished, what are the implications? Who benefits? Who doesn’t? Let us consider... 🗞️. 29 Nov 18 @cursedsated Curve reweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

What a novel concept. A leader who actually cares about his people’s well-being, fights against degeneracy, and understands that morality and traditionalism are the bulwark of a healthy society 🗞️. 16 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Says the affirmative action constitutional law ‘expert’ 🗞️. 16 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

...outraged that the nations their fathers built are being handed over to third world invaders and motivated to start awakening countless other proud Europeans 🗞️. 16 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Ticked over 1,000 followers tonight. I’d be remiss if I didn’t take this milestone to thank each of you. Our people are finally waking up to the replacement, the degeneracy, the anti-white hatred, and the people behind it all. We have reason to hope. Our power is growing 🗞️. 16 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

A healthy society does not venerate and reward single mothers. A healthy society shuns and dissuades such reckless, degenerate, societal-threatening behavior. Sadly, we do not find ourselves in a healthy society.
You're not supposed to notice uspolitics.10ztalk.com/2018/10/17/n... pbs.twimg.com/media/DugBy_MUUAjIWH...

@GenophiliaLoves @Priesthoodilles @Anna21183850 Appreciate the endorsement and your great content as well

At the end of the day, us evil, racist, hate-filled white supremacists want to lead wholesome productive lives, marry loving, family-oriented women, raise well-adjusted children who look like us, and ensure the future and survival of the nations our fathers built. We're monsters pbs.twimg.com/media/DugFozZW4AAfxeH...

White kids are a world minority race. Wherever they live the gov chases them down & force integrates them with non-whites. No such program exist for nonwhite kids. Asian schools are Asian. African schools are African. White schools HAVE to be "diverse" www.sitrib.com/news/education/2018/...

When Dems take back control, the right wing internet is toast. Expect right wing speech to be labeled "hate speech" "Oh, you posted anti immigration sentiments online? Pay the fine or go to jail criminal scum!"

'Gender and Racial Bias Around Math?' So if not for us chauvinist white male racists, women and POC would be math wizards? Yeah, I think not. pbs.twimg.com/media/Duftr9KwAAA Uh...

We live in a world where you will be disciplined and disgraced not only for saying a 'racist' word or joke, but also for not disciplining and disgracing a subordinate who says a racist word or joke pbs.twimg.com/media/DufotsDW4AEznW...

They learned to hate white people pbs.twimg.com/media/DufjSN3XQAAfhl...

You'll never see Macron or any other neoliberal tyrant use a water cannon against migrants. pbs.twimg.com/ext_tw_video_thumb/10...

The pathetic and dishonest Weekly Standard, run by failed prognosticator Bill Kristol (who, like many others, never had a clue), is flat broke and out of business. Too bad. May it rest in peace!

@yyxyuha @TheRebootX2 The point is that France isn’t France anymore

It’s ironic for LGBTs to criticize someone for ‘weaponizing language.’ Perhaps no other group in human history has weaponized & perverted language to the same extent as LGBTs—who have worked tirelessly to invert numerous words (eg., spouse, marriage, family, discrimination,….) pbs.twimg.com/media/DutJSYBW4AAk2yN...

White pill pbs.twimg.com/media/Due3R_WMkAE6ksJ...

'Future generations will be able to gain insight by interacting with three-dimensional projections of survivors' The guilt tripping will never ever end pbs.twimg.com/media/Due2L8TXQAEEnqCW...

Now we know there's racial disparities in IQ, criminality, STDs, poverty, employment, and welfare usage. The challenge is how to address it. pbs.twimg.com/media/Due0I3IXcAAE8Av...

So true girl. Y'all would be so much better off in Wakanda pbs.twimg.com/media/Duew4BzXgAAFAB2...

Nothing to see here, just a Jewish writer criticizing Schindler’s List for not being effective enough anti-fascism propaganda. pbs.twimg.com/media/DuewDKW4AA9DoB...
15 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

1. Generation Z will save us pbs.twimg.com/media/DubmbVsW4AALgvE…

15 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

2. I sure hope so pbs.twimg.com/media/DueQcXIXcAAusEk…

15 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

3. Paris: #YellowVests hold a minute of silence to honor the victims of the Strasbourg terrorist attack on a Christmas market. pbs.twimg.com/ext_tw_video_thumb/10…

15 Dec18 @westand_will Wil Westcott retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1


15 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

5. Retweet from a future doctor twitter.com/EmirKufurbaz/status/107…

15 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

6. French government buildings getting coated with manure pbs.twimg.com/ext_tw_video_thumb/10…

15 Dec18 @AltviewIreland Alternative view Ireland retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

7. Women of color face ‘racism’ in online dating because ‘racist’ white guys don’t want to date them? Lord help us, what’s next? Affirmative action dating? Shotgun mixed race weddings? They claim they can’t stand us, but deep down they want us, they want us bad pbs.twimg.com/media/DueDzUOXQAEEN5P4…

15 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

8. What’s with all the informed uncles? pbs.twimg.com/media/DueBwsUWkAAYba7…

15 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

9. That didn’t take long. 2015: We just want to get married 2018: 10-YEAR-OLD BOY DANCES ON STAGE FOR MONEY AT ADULT GAY BAR IN NY www.dangerous.com/49809/half-naked…

15 Dec18 @penelope7usa Penelope Maynard retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

10. In South Africa today, whites are slaughtered by black gangs, white owned land is confiscated by the gov, the country’s most popular song is titled ‘Kill the Boer,’ & black politicians encourage their supporters to kill whites. Yet, blacks play the victim card? #blackfragility pbs.twimg.com/media/Dud4ANxzXgAEPSpF…

15 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

11. &gt;blacks have highest infant mortality rate &gt;‘experts’ conclude ‘racism’ to blame &gt;they give 0 examples of how ‘racism’ kills black babies &gt;actual causes-buried in article-have nothing to do with racism &amp;amp; include unsafe sleeping conditions,(i.e., black parents fault) pbs.twimg.com/media/DudzBOpXQAAf9gC…

15 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

12. Everything is used to demonize whites. The anti-white propaganda is everywhere and in every case, it’s government sanctioned pbs.twimg.com/media/Dub0bEW4AE1T2Q…

15 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

13. &gt;blacks are lowest performing students, academically &amp;amp; behaviorally &gt;Rochester City School are worst in Monroe County (NY) Yet, according to these geniuses, suburban schools should take the advice of black students &amp;amp; Rochester city schools Don’t send your kids to public schools pbs.twimg.com/media/Dubx6iBX4AAKv2f…

15 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

14. It’s easier to slowly subvert and destroy from inside vs full frontal assault. If 30 million uninvited people entered your country all at once, there would be massive resistance, but if they did it slowly, you would get modern America. 14 Dec18 @HarmlessYardDog Battle Seagle retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

15. Pacific Life Insurance company is succumbing to liberal pressure and cutting their advertising from Tucker Carlson’s show. Time to switch your policy. Here are alternatives: - Northwestern Mutual (best in class) - State Farm Life - Guardian Life Get woke, go broke. twitter.com/pacificlife/status/1073…

15 Dec18 @cursedsalad Curse retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

16. Generation Z will save us pbs.twimg.com/media/DubmbVsW4AALgvE…

15 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
Bill, there are no readers to thank. That’s why you’re in this position. twitter.com/BillKristol/status/1073...
15 Dec18 @14roger14 Frog of W@r retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

And Zionism Threatens Europe’s Europeans pbs.twimg.com/media/DubfcWiV4AAWyK5...
15 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

No wonder it’s such a popular state pbs.twimg.com/media/DubbCZYVAAAylYz...
15 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

One Man’s Mission To Completely Disregard Statistical Realities pbs.twimg.com/media/Dua_vV6UcAEGX-w...
15 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Hmm, it’s almost like POC just might commit a wildly disproportionate number of murders. Nah, let’s just chalk it up to racism pbs.twimg.com/media/DuayBMUwAAT_0D...
15 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

How To Get White Men On Board With Their Dispossession And Eradication pbs.twimg.com/media/DuZ-mX9UwAA9N7N...
14 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

They would be absolutely appalled by the degenerate multicultural societies their granddaughters created and would realize their mistake pbs.twimg.com/media/DuZtB6nVAAAdxDV...
14 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Dear women of color, we don’t need you pbs.twimg.com/media/DuZNZ4AU8AEB580...
14 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

It’s all so tiresome. pbs.twimg.com/media/DuZtSx7VsaAX71G...
14 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Everything is blamed on racism, literally everything. These people refuse to accept responsibility for anything pbs.twimg.com/media/DuY7JyaVsAAOAC7...
14 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

6. Recognizing the symptom while doing nothing to treat the disease is useless.
14 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

5. Worse still, they attack &amp;amp; ostracize the people who call out the inverters. From a tactical standpoint, these shame-motivated ‘traditionalists’ are the inverters greatest assets. For they act as gatekeepers limiting the truth, while do nothing to reverse the inversion
14 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

4. Therein lies the rub. Most of the people who bemoan the inversion have still been neutered &amp;amp; emasculated by it. Afraid of being guilied &amp;amp; shamed if they were to name the people behind the inversion, they do not even try to identify them.
14 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

3. The ancient mores upon which society was built have been turned on their head &amp;amp; twisted. This was not by accident or mere coincidence. The inversion was intentional, meticulous, calculated. Recognizing the inversion is easy, identifying the people behind it, not so much
14 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

2. However, in the brave new world in which we reside, guilt &amp;amp; shame have been weaponized against traditionalism &amp;amp; normal human behavior (e.g., shame for being a straight white, shame for having too many children, shame for being pure, shame for being a stay at home mother, etc.)
14 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

1. Shame &amp;amp; guilt are healthy human emotions. For ions they have been used to uphold traditionalism, normalize natural behavior, &amp;amp; discourage degeneracy (e.g., shame for having a child out of wedlock, shame for not providing for your family, shame for being promiscuous, etc.)
14 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Jonée Hamilton picked up the 16-month-old and slammed her face first into a mat because the child would not nap To feel ‘empowered’ and bring home pennies on the dollar, our women willingly allow their children to be raised by demons pbs.twimg.com/media/DuYUp1VAAAC3c...
14 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

And there it is outright, once again. To anti-whites, the only way to ‘beat racism’ is to replace and dispossess whites. Do not be fooled folks. This isn’t about equity or equality, it’s about getting rid of us pbs.twimg.com/media/DuW2rpjWwAAu58G...

Oh how exciting, a couple of gay guys are getting married and they’re lobbying for Mattel to make same-sex wedding Barbies. Hmmm, I wonder who would be trying to dismantle traditionalism and push homosexuality on kids? Yes indeed. Can’t. Stop. Noticing. pbs.twimg.com/media/DuWtqDRWsAEcxAP…

Turns out, if you bomb enough countries for Israel, you win a human rights award pbs.twimg.com/media/DuWB14PWoAIKyLB…

Time travel by people who couldn’t even come up with the wheel? pbs.twimg.com/media/DuWAY5pXgAAjq0l…

The pills don’t get any bigger or blacker. twitter.com/BreakingNLive/status/10…

By flooding the market with a surplus of workers, thus driving down the cost of labor and lining the pockets of big businesses pbs.twimg.com/media/DuV-RhwWoAAzCv-…

And still, the Wall remains unbuilt pbs.twimg.com/media/DuV8azZWkAE09RE…

@Jill_Colton Where’s the lie?

In a rigged system, the only way to win is to destroy the system

14 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

I was merely going to comment on the utter degeneracy &amp; depravity of subjecting 5-10 year old schoolchildren to pro-transgender propaganda, but then I decided to dig a little deeper into this story &amp; see who’s behind the propaganda. Imagine my surprise The noticing never ends pbs.twimg.com/media/DuVToBW4AEHyb2…

Oh look, an article expressing anger at white women because they vote republican. Hmmm, I wonder who would be upset that ‘conservative white women’ aren’t simply mindless leftist drones? Yep, you guessed it. They despise us because they can’t control us pbs.twimg.com/media/DuVJUMmUUAjy_J…

Actually, I can afford to ignore them because I’m in a monogamous sexual relationship with my wife and proud of it. Get triggered degenerates pbs.twimg.com/media/DuVEOGZUcAAExkH…

So many of the working mothers I know are unhappy and saddled with guilt. They pretend that their menial job is truly important, but deep down they long to be with their children. Every now and then they let the truth slip.

Which way western woman? pbs.twimg.com/media/DuU_r0jVYAAh1ok…

When will the ADL urge the EU to act to protect Europeans? pbs.twimg.com/media/DuU97BSU8AAbO5_…

There is nothing more life-giving than being a parent. No job, no house, no trip, no material treasure can ever compare to cradling your newborn child, holding his hand as he takes his first steps, tucking him in each night, and watching him grow. Parenthood is a priceless gift

We’re sliding down a slippery slippery slope folks pbs.twimg.com/media/DuUoaj1X4AAIOAx…

A legend returns twitter.com/MelGibsonFan17/status/1…

13 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
White guilt and cultural Marxism are infecting modern Christianity

Great, now they need to create an app to help users track black fathers

No matter what we do, no matter how many we let out of prison, no matter how many crimes we refuse to prosecute, no matter how much we pay them, they will NEVER be satisfied, they will never relinquish the victim card

I am Bibliophile and to be honest, I've had enough.

I am DoThatBit, and to be honest I've had enough.

I am John and to be honest, I've had enough.

I am Brandless, and to be honest I've had enough.

I am Otto, and to be honest I've had enough.

I am Panda and to be honest, I've had enough.

I am Tanya Cornfield and to be honest, I've had enough.

I am The European Man and to be honest, I've had enough

Trump advisor Stephen Miller is an outspoken critic of illegal immigration & unbridled 'legal' immigration. According to his former rabbit, Miller’s advocacy for American sovereignty, the Wall, & immigration controls have 'set back the Jewish contribution’ Really makes you think

Nothing to see here, just necon Nation Review citing the ADL as a legitimate source and trying to gin up sympathy for 'American Jewry' So very much the cuckservative apparatus cares so very little for us

Oh look, an article comparing Trump to Hitler because Trump made a factual statement about the prevalence of diseases amongst immigrants. Hmmm, I bet I can guess who wrote this article... Yep. They will never ever back away from the Holocaust guilt tripping

‘Based’ non-whites promise that blacks & Hispanics will vote red in large numbers if the GOP focuses even more attention on non-whites. At the end of the day, most of these ‘based’ anomalies are anti-white subserviess, seeking to have the GOP turn its back on its white base.

This is your future as a minority, Western people, you'll always be blamed for their poverty, their shortcomings, they have a vitriolic blood lust for you
Australian Aborigines are 2% of the population, yet make up 28% of inmates. Staggering numbers...

I nearly broke down reading Christmas Carol to my kids tonight, thinking of all our people who live like Scrooge—loveless & childless. Scrooge realized too late that his money & career paled in comparison to having a family. Don’t be a Scrooge fam. Have kids, lots & lots of kids

Racial IQ differences are tough for conservatives and liberals, and I genuinely sympathize — conservatives don’t like it because it is based on evolution, and liberals don’t like it because it destroys their fantasy of perfectly equal outcomes for all.

1. Jews have been trying to claim Elvis Presley as part of their tribe ever since he died. Does it strike you as odd that they would wait until after Elvis died to say he was Jewish? pbs.twimg.com/media/DuQ33MDvAAxe2M...

It’s impossible to make an HIV/AIDS speech without bringing up gays pbs.twimg.com/media/DuQ7okGXcAU_EXO...

Regardless of which she chooses, she’ll never ever be white pbs.twimg.com/media/DuQ2RfDW0AAandj5...

Parents of biracial children complain incessantly about ‘the challenges’ of raising such children. Although often made to virtue signal, these complaints are warranted. The psychological toll & difficulties that spring from looking nothing like your child/parent are palpable pbs.twimg.com/media/DuQ0WqWkABhZo...
The more ‘diverse’ a society, the more important one’s racial identity. In a homogeneous society, ideological, socioeconomic, etc. status differentiates people, as they share a common racial identity. In contrast, race is the dividing line in multicultural societies. pbs.twimg.com/media/DuO14JWXQAE4Q_U...
12 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Muh food pbs.twimg.com/media/DuOxXYxXcAAeM9u...
12 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Let me get this straight, only admitting immigrants who will be able to care for themselves without going on welfare is ‘racially biased’? So what you’re saying is that non-whites are incapable of caring for themselves? Welp, that explains the 3rd world pbs.twimg.com/media/DuOvzBXU0AAV29...
12 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Imagine hating yourself and your people enough to tell them to shut up, listen, and mindlessly follow POC who wish them harm? While guilt is a disease pbs.twimg.com/media/DuOO7hYWwAAVLMb...
12 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

And statistics reveal ‘gross’ racial disparity in criminality pbs.twimg.com/media/DuOMwTaNcAE8gJV...
12 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Hmmm, I wonder if there are huge racial disparities in criminality? pbs.twimg.com/media/DuOLRkGWsAAK7aY...
12 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

‘Overrepresentation of blacks as criminals in the media perpetuates stereotypes of blacks as criminals’ Yeah, that’s it, it’s all the media’s fault. The fact that blacks commit a staggeringly disproportionate number of crimes has nothing to do with how they are perceived pbs.twimg.com/media/DuOHeiiWyUDCa...
12 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Hereditary Holocaust trauma. I see. I assume these people will be filing for reparations too? pbs.twimg.com/media/DuLLljlJwAAZLsz...
12 Dec 18 @cursedsalad Curse retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Shocker pbs.twimg.com/media/DuMDek1UUAhiZt...
12 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

&gt;‘racial slur’ found written in snow at UD’s campus &gt;non-white student freaks out &gt;UD officials offer support to traumatized student &gt;UD launches investigation &gt;UD’s president sends all students statement condemning racism All this over words in the snow pbs.twimg.com/media/DuL138eVsAAKPvT...
12 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

“Nurse” pbs.twimg.com/media/DuLvSrQVYAAxTjR...
12 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

@dissidentcoach Picked Bing, but it’s Perry Como on repeat for me
12 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Although taught from a young age that diversity is our strength, deep down we know better. All men desire to live in homogeneous societies amongst their own people. A day is coming when European men awaken from their opioid/porn-induced coma &amp; reclaim the lands of their fathers pbs.twimg.com/media/DuLkOS6XcAAjpyE...
12 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

&gt;Israeli mall erects Christmas tree &gt;Israelis freak out, calling tree a ‘disgrace’ and claiming it’s ‘designed to harm anyone who is Jewish’ Diversity for thee, not for me got Never underestimate just how much they despise us pbs.twimg.com/media/DuLMfg-WkAxfdXP...
12 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

They will never allow the German people to be forgiven for or move on from the holocaust. Germany will be made to atone and pay for its sins until the end of time. To be German is to be indoctrinated into the church of white guilt. pbs.twimg.com/media/DuKn0hZWWwAAMLx...
11 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

&gt;advocate/work tirelessly for decades to replace the European people with Muslims and other third worlders &gt;play the victim card when the European people start waking up and the Muslims/third worlders treat you the same as they always have Sorry, not sorry. pbs.twimg.com/media/DuK4QwWkACUrTqF...
11 Dec 18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
This is your Christmas on diversity. #Strasbourg pbs.twimg.com/ext_tw_video_thumb/10…
11 Dec18 @vivareturned V I V A retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

'Be careful (if you think one of these women looks like the predator and the other is attractive), your racism is showing' pbs.twimg.com/media/DuKuTx5W0AA-t1U…
11 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Another attack on whites, another attack on our culture, another attack on traditions. When will the madness end? When will we reject the false promise of 'diversity' and reclaim sovereignty over the lands of our ancestors? pbs.twimg.com/media/DuKyYmNXcAQXHyU…
11 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

The Catholic church has deteriorated into little more than a cultural Marxist cult pbs.twimg.com/media/DuKIlgJXQAHVQF…
11 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Nope. Gangs, criminality, litter, fatherless families, and welfare usage are to blame pbs.twimg.com/media/DuKeKQzWsAAKHyh…
11 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

For it's Person of the Year, Time chose several journalists--celebrating journalists as 'Guardians' of the truth and attacking all who dare criticize the press. Guess who's behind this blatant attempt to bolster the credibility of the corp-controlled media? Yes indeed. E.S.T. pbs.twimg.com/media/DuJu1pCWoAEvEj…
11 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Oh look, an article attacking Trump's efforts to limit immigration to self-sufficient individuals who will not be a public charge. Hmm, I wonder who would advocate for Americans to continue to be replaced by and pay for third worlders? Yes indeed It never ever ends pbs.twimg.com/media/DuJMHUXW0AEil73…
11 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

You mean, they're asked to work the same amount as whites, which to them amounts to double duty pbs.twimg.com/media/DuJBzBzW0AA0Ttx…
11 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Oh boy, an article on how higher ed can preserve diversity if affirm action (i.e., lower admission standards for non-whites) is struck down. The answer? Remove all objective admission criteria in order to admit even more non-whites. Hmm, I wonder who wants to replace whites? Yep pbs.twimg.com/media/DuJ683WwAUOrp0…
11 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

&gt;Be globohomo activist/journalist &gt;Attack white people regularly &gt;Gloat about their immanent demographic replacement "Why is white nationalism on the rise?" "Why do they persecute us so?"
10 Dec18 @AlbionIsEternal Albion Eternal retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Tim Wise is pure evil. He isn't some random Twitter polemicist. He has power and connections. If they are this blatant in public, just imagine what they plot behind closed doors. pbs.twimg.com/media/DuF1sZL88E5WzO…
10 Dec18 @ButRussiaRussia Aggressively White Russian Bot retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Santa (like most noteworthy fictional characters) was invented by whites and is white. Sorry. If y'all want a black Christmas hero, you're free to come up with one. In the meantime, quit appropriating our culture pbs.twimg.com/media/DuG43_yWoAAzzkX…
11 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

'Diversity key for UK nuclear workforce strategy' Yes yes yes, because if there was ever a field where virtue signaling and hiring unqualified non-whites was vital it's nuclear. God help us. Chernobyl, coming to a UK city near you pbs.twimg.com/media/DuG2iDcWkAAMrld…
11 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Did you know that the committee that accredits med schools introduced 'diversity (lower) standards' 10 years ago &amp; those standards have produced 'more women and minorities (unqualified students) in med school.' Yay for 'diverse' (grossly unqualified) doctors! pbs.twimg.com/media/DuG08sMVwAYwaB3…
11 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

An increase in grossly unqualified medical students at UB's medical school pbs.twimg.com/media/DuGbkSW0AAi4QH…
11 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Faces of Diversity project unveiled pbs.twimg.com/media/DuGbfkSW0AAi4QH…
I did a double take at the photo. pbstwimg.com/media/DuEAocjXQAAsdyF…
Crime, STD, poverty, unemployment, IQ, and welfare statistics are also helping to 'fuel racism' - helping to 'fuel racism'.

Time spent caring about whites could be spent demonizing them - helping to 'fuel racism'.

Then stop appropriating their language... - helping to 'fuel racism'.

@EllidaProject The truth is what they're most offended by - helping to 'fuel racism'.

&POC students continually demonize whites &fed up white student finally responds to their anti-white racism by being unabashedly white &identifying the achievements of his people &POC &media label white student a 'racist, white supremacist' &seek to ruin his life - helping to 'fuel racism'.

When he/she doesn't look anything like either of his/her parents - helping to 'fuel racism'.

'People Are Loving It' - helping to 'fuel racism'.

@penelope7usa No, it was a good little 'noticing' exercise before bed. - helping to 'fuel racism'.

@penelope7usa Absolutely sickening. The pendulum will swing back soon - helping to 'fuel racism'.

White pill: Americans still view the 'all-American' family as a traditional American (i.e. white) family. Despite decades of anti-white, anti-family, anti-identity, degenerate hyper-individualism propaganda, the American identity remains engrained in our people - helping to 'fuel racism'.

@TheEuropeanMan1 @EuropeanRevolt I've been robbed at gun point by blacks. No media bothered to interview me. I've also been stabbed before not to mention beaten. That's the 'privilege' of growing up white in Baltimore City - helping to 'fuel racism'.

Anyone who's ever seen IQ, crime, STD, poverty, welfare, or unemployment statistics - helping to 'fuel racism'.

BREAKING: Stephen Spielberg sheds light on white genocide - helping to 'fuel racism'.

@vivareturned 'Our GMOs need to get paid goy' - helping to 'fuel racism'.

'They survived the Holocaust, but a recent rise in anti-Semitic acts in the United States has rekindled old fears: should they again go into hiding...?' We are reaching unparalleled levels of propaganda and unwarranted victimhood folks - helping to 'fuel racism'.

Imagine the media reaction if a white man had held a gun to a black woman and said, 'This is what happens to black people whenever they come into this side of town.' Do you think the story would be relegated to local news outlets? - helping to 'fuel racism'.

This article proves diversity is a weakness &gt; Muslims leave Muslim nations &amp; come to America &gt; they demonize
Americans for being mean & unaccommodating & they sue businesses, schools, etc & they elect other Muslims & work to fundamentally transform America Forget about assimilation pbs.twimg.com/media/DuA5HKMx4AAmbF…

Never utter the word "I'm funny" on college radio, or else a swat team of self-righteous feminists will come and shut you down. pbs.twimg.com/ext_tw_video_thumb/10…

BBC: 'Are bandages only for white people?' Well...like practically every other scientific, medical, and technological achievement/invention, bandages were created by whites, so... pbs.twimg.com/media/Dt_33aKXcAEwMxm…

GRAPHIC: A protester lost his hand, probably trying to throw one of these horrible grenades away. Macron is using these against civilians. #GiletsJeunes pbs.twimg.com/ext_tw_video_thumb/10…

Imagine the media reaction if a white man had held a gun to a black woman and said, 'This is what happens to black people whenever they come into this side of town.' Do you think the story would be relegated to local news outlets? pbs.twimg.com/media/Dt-_r25X4AM0KFk…

Dear black people: Stop... Er... Nah, not worth getting suspended over. pbs.twimg.com/media/Dt-7JBoWkAap8qH…

You're telling me that society values professors who train students to enter productive high paying fields (e.g., engineering, medicine, law, etc.) over professors like Meenakshi Sarkar, who train students to be welfare-dependent, anti-white degenerates? That's rayciss! pbs.twimg.com/media/Dt-36P4XcAAeOb5…

'Prove It'? Let's face it, the LGBTQ's would only forgive Kevin if he completely capitulated, came out, and told the whole world that he loves anal sex. pbs.twimg.com/media/Dt8q-ZWWKAAbwP…

Weep Ireland, what have we done... pbs.twimg.com/media/DtvMTc5WsAA5iKV…

'But Why' Um... pbs.twimg.com/media/Dt8bZI-WwAAD5zF…

The answer you seek starts with an I and ends with a Q pbs.twimg.com/media/DtBX5UOXQAAO83o…

Hmmm, I wonder if the racism/hunger link is as strong as the IQ/hunger link? pbs.twimg.com/media/Dt8NlbZWkAAvRiz…

Take note mindless consumers. We corporations know what's best for you. Your people's future doesn't matter, so long as you can get trash you don't need with one touch and next day delivery pbs.twimg.com/media/Dt7o29UWwAMrzr4…

For all too many non-whites, every failure is attributable to evil white racists. They are completely unable to accept responsibility for their shortcomings. Absolved of all responsibility, they live the life of unwarranted victimhood. pbs.twimg.com/media/Dt7i11WwAAuA4…

& article on 'rising anti-Semitic acts' in France & features commentary of Jewish woman named Myriam & Myriam 'did not want to give her last name over fears for her safety' & Myriam allows a sympathetic photo of herself and her child to appear in the article Pure propaganda folks pbs.twimg.com/media/Dt7L9UWoA5YgK…

CivNats continually trumpet 'based' non-whites, using these rare anecdotes to defend their ludicrous belief that #blaxit is a thing & Hispanics are natural conservatives. In actuality, even the based non-whites aren't on our side (see below) pbs.twimg.com/media/Dt88npXQAYaGSI…

Macron has unleashed an invasive force upon his own people. Wake up western man.
I wonder how much whites have lost by having non-whites invade their neighborhoods? Is there a study on that CNN?
pbs.twimg.com/media/Dt6iHbzWkAAw1-N...
8 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Dodging child support? pbs.twimg.com/media/Dt6Zlz_UwAAG7W5...
8 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Will breeding whites out of existence undermine identity politics? Let's hope so. Imagine despising your own people enough
to advocate for their extinction pbs.twimg.com/media/Dt6WWSYVAAAGrLF...
8 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Bragging about the number of foreign mercenaries in your army is all fine and well, until you ask them to lay down their
lives for a nation they care nothing about. On that day, the UK will learn just how worthless ‘diversity’ is
pbs.twimg.com/media/Dt6TbXLVYAA95QA...
8 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

When talking about the lack of ‘diversity’ in tech, the ‘wide gap’ we should be discussing is IQ.
pbs.twimg.com/media/Dt6P9HXU4AAEwLC...
8 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Everyday, more and more of our people are waking up to the truth. Knowledge is a beautiful and powerful thing folks
pbs.twimg.com/media/Dt5r5g2XQAEhrDZ...
8 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

White men are likely to be represented by a white man? Hmm, so what you're saying is that tribalism is real and that
when given the choice white men choose their own people? I could see why this is problematic to this anti-white
pbs.twimg.com/media/Dt5ktuJVsaAR1Va...
8 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

So we get to intervene against the French government now right? Isn't that how this works?
twitter.com/BreakingNLive/status/10...
8 Dec18 @vdare Virginia Dare retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Translation: The GOP Sees American Voters as More Legitimate Than Third World Invaders
pbs.twimg.com/media/Dt5fayYV4AATud5...
8 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

You leave the inner cities your forefathers built and run to the suburbs to escape the violence, crimes, and dilapidation of
‘diversity.' Then your fickle, treasonous leaders vote to bring diversity to your new home. There is no escape
pbs.twimg.com/media/Dt5TRkIVsAIQ6rS...
8 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

It's strange that whites must forever be damned for what a few of their ancestors did, but can never have any admiration
for what a lot of their ancestors did, namely build the modern world. The con is done.
8 Dec18 @StefanMolyneux Stefan Molyneux retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Hmmm, a powerful government official who doesn't necessarily want people to know that she's Jewish? Shocking!
pbs.twimg.com/media/Dt3tjyU8AEpwT...
8 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Is water wet? pbs.twimg.com/media/Dt3sCqUAU0AAI6s8...
8 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

The guilt tripping, the victim narratives will never ever end pbs.twimg.com/media/Dt3oFazU4AA6n4x...
8 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

The Netherlands is in trouble folks pbs.twimg.com/media/Dt3e3g9VAAYyvI0...
8 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Almost every promoted tweet pushes miscegenation. This is not by accident folks
pbs.twimg.com/media/Dt3dOY5UCAE3su30...
8 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man
@penelope7usa Hey Penelope, it's C'teros. Having to respond with the new ID. 😖
8 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

@HowDareYouJim I only tip those who earn it...so basically the same rule
8 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

No matter how many whites are dispossessed and replaced by non-whites it will never ever be enough. The 'diversity' cult won't stop until we are completely eradicated. pbs.twimg.com/media/Dk3WWCeW0AAVfHo...
8 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Illegal immigrant murders beautiful white woman. &gt; Not guilty White male drives car into crowd of SJWs fearing for his life &gt; Guilty of premeditated murder Do you get it yet? pbs.twimg.com/media/Dk2T-zHU4AA50A...
7 Dec18 @NoHighwayOption Spicy Taco Fren retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

This is what white privilege looks like. pbs.twimg.com/media/Dk2a2frUwAAa5-w...
7 Dec18 @MiaVendetta110 Rural American retweeted by @TheEuropeanMan1

Translation: Nobody wants to live in a s&hlt;le pbs.twimg.com/media/Dk3Oa6oWwAAhYE8...
8 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

If they can’t even sell pot without government assistance, how the hell are they supposed to maintain western civilization? pbs.twimg.com/media/Dk3MQ4lW0AAZa5l...
8 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

This explains so very very much. pbs.twimg.com/media/Dk3i-QPWoAloHwH...
8 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man

Our people created the world’s greatest inventions, crafted its most exquisite art, penned its most powerful literature, and built the greatest civilization known to man. Never allow jealous anti-whites to shame you for descending from greatness
8 Dec18 @TheEuropeanMan1 The European Man